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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

W.J.Anderson -

Bearings and Lubrication
North Olmsted, Ohio, US

"1. INTRODUCTION

" The key role which bearings play in the performance and durability of engines and transmissions has long been
recognized by designers. Although dramatic advances have been made in bearing and lubrication technology during the
past few decades, there continue to be problems, both in performance prediction and in performance limitations. These

* - problems are manifest in the life and durability of engines and transmissions in current use, and also in the limits they
place on the design of future engines and transmissions.

It was for the purpose of addressing these problems that the 59th AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel Meeting,
a Symposium on Problems in Bearings and Lubrication, was held at the Lester B.Pearson Building in Ottawa, Canada,
31 May - 3 June, 1982,

The Symposium vpas divided into four sessions. Thirty five invited papers and oeie short presentation were given.

very broad scope of subjects was covered' These include:

--(1) Rolling element bearings-design, materials and lubrication-
(2) •Gear lubrication
(3) Elastohydrodynamics
(4) Hydrodynamic, hydrostatic and hybrid bearing design and lubrication,'
(5) Squeeze film dampers, " .
(6) Lubricant deposition studies; .
(7) Gas film bearings
(8) Magnetic bearings
(9) Diagnostics and health monitoring of lubrication systems,

(10)' Rotor dynamics'
(11). Engine lubrication system design• .: /

(12) , Helicopter transmission efficiency as influenced by lubricant composition .

2. TECHNICAL CONTENT

Ten papers (3, 7, 8, 9, 17, 20, 26, 27, 31 and 33)* report experimental data on rolling element bearings, gears,
dampers, oils and transmissions. These papers contain highly relevant information on improved high speed roller bearing
design (3), high speed cage design (8), the criticality of the bearing thermal environment (7, 9), the influence of material
and lubrication on bearing life (11), power losses in a helicopter transmission as influenced by the lubricant (20), oil
characteristics at high temperatures (26), temperature profiles in both bearings (7), and gears (27), and viscous damper
performance (31, 33).

Some of the more significant implications of these data are:

(1) The lubrication and cooling system used in both rolling element bearings and gears can significantly influence
the temperature profiles of these components. Careful attention must therefore be given to the design of the '
lubrication and cooling system to avoid thermal distortion. These ;ould conceivably destroy the original --
precision geometry of these elements with a possible detrimental influence on performance and life.

(2) A single thermocouple at a bearing or gear location or a sirngle pyr )meter reading is not adequate to describe
the thermal er"ironment. Significant axial temperature gradient- or difference in inner and outer race tempera-
tures can be present, again with the implication of a detrimental influence on performance.

*•Throughout the discussion, numbers in parenthesis refer to paper numbers assigned to each contribution to the symposium.



(3) Simulation of the conditions in the actual application may be critical to an accurate assessment of lubricant
behavior at elevated temperatures. The startling differences in lubricant deposition character under static and
dynamic conditions in (26) attests to this.

(4) Lubricant composition can cause variations in helicopter transmission power losses as high as 50 percent, 4

although the differences in efficiency are small (20), A 50 percent increase in power loss would require a
comparable increase in size and weight of cooling system.

(5) Where conditions of unfavorable lubrication are present in a bearing, highi temperature resistant steels such
as T-l and M-50 have life expectancies superior to that of 52100 steel (17). Locally severe temperatures not
detectable by a thermocouple measuring bulk bearing temperature have a far greater detrimental effect on
52100 steel than they do on either T-I or M-50.

- (6) Cylindrical roller bearing design and quality control for ultra high speed applications should be reassessed,
based on the results of (3), In particular, roller balance is critical, and rollers with shorter length/diameter
ratios than are now standard should be considered,. o-

' Six papers (10, It, 12, 13, 16 and 18) deal with elastohydrodynamics. The regimes of EHL lubrication, elastic or
rigid, isoviscous or viscous, and fully flooded or starved are discussed in (10) and (12). Sliding and spinning effects -- ".

7influence traction more than filh thickness (I I). An application of EHL analysis to the cone rib contact in a tapered
-roller bearing is presented in (13). Starvation is treated (10, 16 and 18), but not in a way that can be directly applied to

-mult:'ple body assemblages such as ball and roller bearings. - .

Papers (5) and (6) are concerned with advanced low density high tempeiature rolling element bearing materials.
--- Both of these papers deal with critical needs which must be met for a material such as silicon nitride before it can be
S--considered a viable material for bearings, These are:

(1) Quality control, specifically non-destructive inspection techniques which can reliably separate good from bad
material. The increasing use of advanced analytical physics tools toaccomplish this is particularly encouraging,

-- _-_(2) Improved manufacturing, The systematic attack on manufacturing methods as reported in (6), is mandatory.

The very important subjects of diagnostics and health monitoring are treated in papers (2) and (4). These arc
important subjects because they deal with the realities of actual applications. Good design and proper installation and
operation are necessary to achieve good service life, but not sufficient in themselves, Imporfections in the totalV-- engineering system and variances in operating environments can introduce unforseen hazards to reliability. There is a
need for health monitoring of operating systems, but the monitoring equipment must be reliable and the personnel who
interpret the data must be properly trained. The advent and use of several new tools from analytical physics has greatly
enhanced the potential of system health monitoring.

With the steady trend toward higher and higher speeds, rotor dynamics, including methods for predicting instability 177

thresholds, and the use of viscous dampers for attenuating rotor vibrations, has become an increasingly important area of
research. Papers (22), (24), (31) and (33) deal with rotor dynamics and vibration attenuation., Rotor dynamics and
related topics could well be the subject of a future conference.

Papers (21). (23), (25) and (28) present new approaches, through analysis and design, for hydrodynamic, hydrostatic
and hybrid fluid film bearings. The use of CADE (23) in the design of journal bearings, with tie capability of handling ;41

misalignment, is a step forward. Further incorporation of flexibility in the bearing and its support utilizing finite element
structural analysis would probably be required to truly represent a bearing application. The advanced hybrid bearing
design approach (28) is needed because the intricate geometries of hydrootatic-hybrid bearings demand special fluid flow
analysis techniques.

More attention is now being given to compliant types of gas film bearings rather than rigid geometry bearings
because of their lesser sensitivity to contaminant particles in the gas, occasional high speed rubs and human error, Paper
(35) reports results on both foil type and tilting pad bearings. Paper (36) deals with advanced surface coatings for foil
bearings, a necessary clement in their successful use, especially at extreme temperatures. Paper (38) reports operating .-

experience with several types of gas film bearings in small cryogenic turbo-compressors, The experimental work in these
papers is especially welcome.

Feasible magnetic bearings have long been sought as a possible solution to specialized bearing problems. Paper (30)
is a very comprehensive treatment of a number of successful applications of active magnetic bearings, it is quite apparent

that they will prove to be advantageous in many situations where size and weight are not critical, and where cost is not
the dominating factor.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Thc symposium successfully addressed a number of topics related both to improving presently operational systems
and to advancing design capability for future systems. Bearings and lubrication encompass a multitude of technologies,



however, and it is not possible to discuss all of them in any depth in a single symposium. As with any major technology
area, research on bearings and lubrication ranges from very fundamental studies involving first principles In fields such as
physics, mechanics, stress analysis, chemistry and rheology, to applied studies of complete systems. Well directed funda-
mental research supplies the foundation for later applied research, The various technical societies effectively provide
forums for the discussion and critical review of the more fundamental research, and the jourials which constitute the
permanent written record of the work, Our present efforts at disseminaiting the results of applied iesearch and develop-
ment, both component and systems oriented, which ,an be of direct use to operations and design engineers, is much less
effective, The Propulsion and Energetics Panel, party because of its international makeup, is ideally structured to improve

-the interchange of applied research and development information.

It is recommendud that in future symposia more stress be placed on the presentation of research and dewelopment

results which can be immediately put to use by designers. To that end symposia titles which include the specific applica- "
m tion such as aircraft turbine ý.id turboshaft engines, and rotorcraft/turboprop transmission would encourage the sub-

mission of more applied papers,

--In regard to this symposium and its technical content the following additional comments are offered:

-. (l) The several papers on elastohydrodynamics are almost totally concerned w'th film thickness on a macro scale,
More information on micro-elastohydrodynamics of real surfaces is needed, uarticularly as It relates to future .
progress in bearing and gear life prediction and enhancement. The criticality )f surface finish and texture,
and of system cleanliness and filtration level, and their influcnce on bearing lit', and system reliability need to
be emphasized and placed in balance with all of the research on film thickness. .TJie role played by lubricant

-.,chemistry also needs to be explored to learn why some systems operating with av,perity contact successfully
____ sirun in, and why others do not, This is particularly critical in gear lubrication, ano in low speed, highly loaded .

rolling element bearings.

(2) The papers on squeee film dampers offer a significant body of information. Non-cenxtial dampers may be
sensitive to shaft atituda so experiments at various shaft attitudes other than the hori.,ontal are encouraged. I
Even in civilian aircraft, takeoff, landing and in-flight maneuvers can produce markedly different results,

(3) A future symposium on rotor and structural dynamics is recommended. The subject needs to be treated in
depth. In particular, flexible or supercritical rotors, the prediction of damped critical speed's, vibration
attenuation and prediction and control of instability thresholds are subjects vital to the design of future high S
speed thrbomachinery.

(4) Continuance of the types or research with high potential for the development of design tools is .'ecommended.
V; Paper (15) on cage slip, (23) on journal bearing design, and (27) on improved gear lubrication are good

examples. --.1
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BEARINGS: TECHNOLOGY AND NEEDS

by

William J. Anderson
Consulting Engineer - Bearings & Lubrication -

5031 Devon Drive
North Olmsted, Ohio 44070 USA

ABSTRACT

A brief status report on bearing technology and present and near-term future problems that warrant research
Isupport is presented. For rolling element bearings a material with improved fracture toughness, like data
in the low A region, a comprehensive failure theory verified by life data and incorporated into dynami- .
'analyses, and an improved corrosion resistant alloy are perceived as important needs. For hydrodynamic
bearings better definition of cavitation boundaries and pressure distributions for squeeze film dampers, and
geometry optimization for minimum power lose in turbulent film bearings are needed. ror gas film bearings,
foil bearing geometries that form more nearly optimum film shapes for maximum load capacity, and more;---effective surface protective coatings for high temperature operation are needed,.: ::- - • - :"

LIST OF SYMBOIS

C radial clearance, m (in)
D diameter, m (in)

modulus of olasticity, N/m2 (psi)
- - - -- -modified modulus of elasticity,

2

normal applied load, N (Ib) I
dimensionless material parameter, V'/Ps

Nmin dimensionless minimum film thickness, h/Rx 1
h film thickness, m (in.)

ellipticity parameter, a/b
L-L length, m (in)R radius m (in). ... ... ' .':"I
r radius of curvature, m (in.)
Rx, Ry .effective radius of curvature, m (in.)

1 * 1 + I . I I , . ."
Rc  r13c  r~ Ry rly r2y___

U dimensionxless speed pirameter, (uJ-,)l(E',x) ' .•: ,";

u surfAce velocity in x dir-ction, nm/sec (in./sec)WP dimensionless los< parameter, F/(E'R'" .

A lubricant film parameter, h/. .
Sa dynamic viscosity, N sec/in2 ( lb sec/in. 2 )
vPoisson's ratio
cr composite surface roughness, micrometers (pin.)
71, 02 surface roughness of bodies I and 2, micrometers (pin.)

Subscripts:

1, 2 bodies Iland 2
x, y coordinate directions
b bearing
p preload

INTRODUCTION

In these days of intensive research efforts in a multiplicity of high technology areas which result in a
steady stream of products unknown only a few years ago, one would think that anything as prosaic as bearings,
which have been with us since the dawn of civilization, would long since have been relegated to R&D dor-
mancy. That is not the case, however, because we find a continued high level of research and development
activity in bearings and other mechanical components. A continued level of substantial support for bearing
related R&D activity is a result of the recognized key role that bearings play in rotating machinery. Thus
we find that advances in rotating machinery technology have necessitated parallel advances in bearing
technology.

Large aircraft gas turbine engines, and transmissions and gear boxes fer rotorcraft and turboprops have, for
example, beetn a principal driver for improvements in rolling element btarings. The general demand for
greater power density in rotating machinery has led to ever increasing speed demands on both rolling element

,p and fluid film bearings. High speeds have intensified rotor dynamics problems, forcing greater attention on
the stability aspects of fluid film bearingn and rotor-bearing systems. They have brought about an increas-



ingly wide use of non-circular, whirl resistant journal bearings and of viscous dampers configured as non-
rotating journal. bearings for vibration attenuation,

High sliding speeds in fluid film bearings can also result in super laminar flow accompanied by sharply in-
creajed levels of frictional power loss. In large power generating equipment bearing power loss may reach
several thousand kilowatts so bearing power lose Is of major concern, especially in today's atmosphere of
energy conservation, Accordingly, the development of a better understanding of super laminar flow and of
bearing designs which minimize power loss without degrading load capacity should have high priority,

The development of gas film bearings continues with a steadily broadening scope of applications, The obvi-'
ous benefits are a simpler lubrication system, less mechanical complexity and higher operating temperature
capability because of the elimination of organic lubricants. Research has concen rated on compliant types
of bearings, many incorporating flexible foils, because of their relatively forgiving nature. Wear resis-
tant coatings are also under intensive development for completely self-acting bearings, "

It is not the objective of this paper to present an in-depth treatise on the state of the bearing art, Such
an attempt would result in a compendium of encyclopedic proportions. Rather, the objective is to present
highlights illustrating where we are and what problems are most urgently in need of solution, A few key
references, some of which contain extensive bibliographies, are presented.

ROLLING ELEMENT BEARINGS ______

The principal driver has seen the need for bearings with higher speed capability and improved endurance in
aircraft propulsion systems, most notably large gas turbine engines, and transmissions and speed reduca- .
for rotorcraft and turboprops. Aircraft turbine engine designers want bearings with 3 million DN and even
higher speed capability coupled with extended endurance life. Gear box designers want bearings with 2+
million DN, and high combined thrust and radial load carrying capability, again with extended endurance life _ _ .____

Liquid Lubrication - Parker (I) presents a thorough review of rolling element bearing lubrication. During

the mid 1960's it became apparent that jet lubrication of large bore mainshaft ball and roller bearings
would not be adequate for DN values beyond 2.3 to 2.5 million. As speeds increase centrifugal effects make
it increasingly difficult for oil to penetrate to the critical interior surfaces of the bearing when directed
from jets at the sides of the bearing. Brown (2) first presented the concept of underrace lubrication, .".

figure 1. Underrace lubrication allows oil to be metered at controlled flow rates directly into the bearing
with an option to use part of the flow exclusively for cooling by bypassing the bearing, Underrace lubrica-
tion oifers several advantages for extreme speed applications. Churning losses can be kept to a reasonable
level by feeding directly into the bearing only enough oil to satisfy the internal lubrication and cooling
-requirements. By-passed oil flow serves exclusively as a coolant. With underracd lubrication, centrifugal

---- effects assist in pumping oil into the critical areas requiring lubrication. In (3) jet lubrication was
--- found to be ineffective at 2.5 million DN in experiments with 120 mm bore ball bearings, figure 2. Under-

race lubrication is effective, in contrast, at DN values to 3 million (4).

Underrace lubrication has also been applied to small bore (35-mm) ball bearings operating at DN values to
2,5 million (5), and Lo highly loaded tapered roller bearings operating at DN values to 2.4 million (6). It
has proven to be particularly effective in solving lubrication problems associated with the cone rib flaige
in high-speed tapered roller bearings,

It can reasonably be said that the concept of underrace lubrication, in its various forms, constitutes a
major advance in the lubrication and cooling of very high speed bearings. Lubrication and the control of 71
frictional heat generation and bearing temperature no longer constitute a problem or limiting factor in high
speed bearings.

Elastohydrodynamics - Beginning with the work of Grubin (7), and followed by both analytical and experimen-
tal work of numerous other investigators, most notably Dowson and Higginson (8), Archard and Cowking (9),
and, most recentiy, Hamrock and Dowson (10, 11), the calculation of elastohydrodynamic film thickness has
become an integral part of rolling bearing analysis and design. An easily used equation for minimum film .,
thickness in either point and line contacts (10) is.

limin - 3.63 U 0.68 G 0.49 w -O73(1_ e-0.68K)

Hmin is a dimensionless minimum film thickness and K is a function of the contact ellipticity.

K 1 03 (Ry) 0.64
Rx

The influence of elastohydrodynamic films on bearing performance is determined by the now widely accepted
EHD film parameter, .A, which is the ratio of film thi,.kness, h, to composite surface roughness, e , where

g •''2+ 2 " -
2 . .-S .

al and 02 are the RMS roughnesses of the two surfaces in contact. Tallian, et,al., (12, 13) first inverti-
gated the relationship between A and bearing performance. As shown in figure 3, there is a high piob-
ability that surface distress in the form of superficial glazing, smearing and micropitting will occur at

A:5, figure 4. The frequency of asperity contact in this k region is high. At .9 k A : 1.5 surface
distress may occur. If surface distress does occur it will probably result in early bearing failure due to
wear out and/or surface initiated fatigue. At A>3 very little asperity contact occurs, and the surfaces
are, for practical purposes, completely separated. In this region the bearing can be expected to run to its
full endurance life expectancy.
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In the A range between I and 3, where many bearings operate, successful operation depends on additional
factors such as the boundary lubricating characteristics of the lubricant with the bearing materials in-
volved, bearing kinematics such as spin-roll ratios, temperature and surface texture (other than rms surface
finish).

It is in the low I region where the departure of bearing life from that predicted by classical fatigue
theory becomes the greatest. Tallian and his coworkers have recognized the ueed for a much broader theory
of bearing failure, based on several competing modes of failure (13, 14, 15). The theory allows for mate-
rial, lubrication and surface topography effects and goes considerably beyond the consideration of A alone.
This is especially needed in the low A range where the scatter in the little available life data is great-
est, figure 5, (15). Bearing endurance data are needed in the .A range up to 2 with controlled values of
asperity slopes and traction in order to demonstrate the validity of the theory.

A second lubrication related factor for which better predictive methods are required is starvation. The
influence of lubricant availebility in front of the contact (in terms of inlet distance) on the ability of '
the rolling system to develop an elastohydrodynamic film has been mathematically described by Hamrock (11)
and lubricant starvation has been observed experimentally by Wadeven, et.al., (16) and Wolveridge, et.al.,

7 (17) in simple ball and cylinder contacts. The problem of observing and predicting starvation in full scale
bearings operating at high speeds is considerably more complex than developing mathematical models and con-.
ducting simple experiments.

Chiu (18) developed a film replenishment model which incorporates a speed-viscosity parameter and a starva-
7tion parameter dependent on oil-air surface tension and rolling element spacing. Experimental data are ' .

needed to ,erify Chiu's model and to assist in developing more effective predictive techniques. The impor- I
tance of starvation in ball and roller bearings is not well ,inderstood. It appears to be significant in
gyro bearings and may very well influence the operation of other high speed bearings. Pemberton and Cameron
(19) conducted experiments with a cylindrical roller bearing operating at approximately 0.2 million DN and .
had difficulty producing starvation. The method of lubricating a bearing as well as the operating DN of the
bearing may be critical to the onset of starvation, and that hasn't been studied. ---- --

Computerized Analysis and Design Methods - The availability of accurate elastohydrodynamic film thickness
and traction predictive methods has made possible the development of both quasi-static and dynami. ball and
roller bearing analyses which can accurately predict bearing performance. The evolution of large high speed
computers has made the use of complex computer programs practical as design and performance prediction tools. I
The first widely used ball bearing analysis wat. conceived by Jones (20, 21). Coulomb friction was assumed

to exist in the ball-race contacts. Jones' analysis predicted life quite well but had shortcomings in pre-
dicting skidding and slip. Harris (22) first incorporated elastohydrodynamics into a ball bearing analysis.
Harris used Archard and Cowking's (9) film thickness equation and an exponential viscosity pressure relation-

ship. As shown in figure 6, Harris' analysis predicted cage slip better than did Jones' earlier race con-
trol theory.

A revised version of Harris' computer program called SHABERTH was developed incorporating experimental trac-
tion data. Further revisions by Coe (23) resulted in a program which predicted bearing temperatures reason-
ably well (figure 7).

The development of analytical tools for predicting the performance and life of cylindrical roller bearings j "

parallels that for ball bearings. Harris (24) first introduced elastohydrodynamics into a roller bearing T , 77
analysis. Since then increasingly reliable programs have evolved through the introduction of more precise
traction relationships. Poplawski (25) and Rumbarger (26) generated programs which predicted roller bearf',g
skidding with increasiug accuracy, figure 8.

Quasi-static analyses have also been developed for tapered and spherical roller bearings. These programs are
being continually updated with more efficient subroutines, •specially thermal subroutines which can produce
reliable estimates of bearing temperatures.

The quasi-static analyses are suitable only for describing steady-state bearing operation since they tacitly
assume that an equilibrium of forces exists at all times. Evidences of transient behavior and instabilities
'have been observed in gyro bearings, and unsteady state behavior has probably been responsible for numerous .

high speed bearing failures. These have provided the stimuli for full scale dynamic analyses, such as Gupta
(27-30). Even with a high speed digital computer, however, a full dynamic analysis is costly and time con-
suming, as such a program can only be used very selectively. Quasi-static programs have proven to b• very
effective engineering design tools. Dynamic analyses may prove of real value in the diagnosis of bearing

failures, many of which follow in the wake of the onset of unsteady state dynamic conditions. "'

Bearing life prediction is presently based on the Lundberg and Palmgren theory with several life multiplying
factors applied as suggested in (31). These factors include corrections for materials and lubrication. The
lubrication factor is developed from experimental data relating bearing life and A . An "average" curve
such as that of figure 9 is recommended for use, but we have already seen the wide scatter in fatigue lives
at low A 's (figure 5) and, as stated earlier, we lack a good understanding of the factors that control
bearing life in the low A region of operation, At high values of A the lubrication factor recommended in
(31) is probably valid although even there it may be overly simplistic, based on Tallian's work on competing
failure modes (13, 14, 15) and the dramatic advances that have been made in the quality of bearing materials.
It may be argued with some validity that the advent of double vacuum melted steels and sup.:rior processing
techniques his greatly diminished the incidence of classical subsurface fatigue, upon which the Lundberg-
Palmgren theory is based. Advanced life-prediction methods should, therefore, recognize the many failure
modes Lhat are possible, and incorporate physical and chemical factors in addition to surface texture effects.
These should then be incorporated into computer programs for more realistic life prediction.

Materials - A broad scope, in-depth discussion of the state of the art of rolling element bearing materials .
is given in (33). As stated above, dramatic improvements in bearing endurance life have resulted from modi-
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fications in melting and processing techniques applied to existing iron base bearing alloys (as opposed to
the development of new alloys). Bearing endurance life improement realized through the evolution of AISI M-
50 bearing steel, for example, is shown in figure 10 (from 33). The extended bearing endurance life re-
sulting from improved alloys has made bearings more susceptible to other failure modes (such as surface ini-
tiated fatigue). This, together with an increasing awareness of elastohydrodynamic and other lubrication
effccts, has made the developm.int of a more comprehensive life (or failure) prediction method even more
relevant. -

The dramatic improvement in iron base bearing alloys has also made it possible to achieve adequate endurance
life at extreme speeds, despite the high cycling rate and the detrimetital centrifugal effects (34). With the
aforementioned developments in underrace lubrication, computerized design, and now adequate material endur-
ance, one might be tempted to think that all aspects of the 3 million DN bearing problem have been solved.
Such is not the case, however, as reported in (34) because fatigue spalling at 3 million DN was followed by
crack propagation through the rotating inner ring. This quickly precipitated catastrophic failure (figure
11). At moderate bearing speeds, spalling is a benign type of failure, but at extreme speeds the hoop stress
in the rotating ring coupled wiLh inadequate fracture toughness of the ring material combine to make the

""-failure catastrophic. A number of research efforts are presently directed toward obtaining bearing materials
with improved fracture toughness. Some of the more promising approaches are discussed in (33). These are

critically needed efforts, because fracture toughness presently constitutes a barrier problem preventi ng *
irolling element bearing operation at DN values beyond 2.4 million, figure 12. : .

--- Bearing cing fracture is also a problem in anti-skid roller bearings (35). These bearings frequently utilize
non-circular raceways designed to produce preload or "roller pinching" at points within the bearing. Inner
ring flexing can occur in these bearings resulting in fatigue cracks which propagate radially outward from
the initiation site at the bore. Similar problems occur in hollow rollers when that approach is used to pro-
duce bearing preload. It is clear from this discussion that bearing materials with improved fracture tough-
ness are required to solve several critical bearing problems. This is a major challenge for the bearing
materials researcher.

vOther areas of bearing materials research which are paticularly relevant to present and near future needs
and problems are corrosion resistant ferrous alloys, powder-metallurgy produced materials, and ceramics. A .-
large number of conventional oil-lubricated bearings are rendered unserviceable each year because of corro-
sion, Table 1, (36). Therefore, there is a genuine need for a cost competitive, corrosion resistant alloy
with endurance characteristic:; equivalent to vacuum processed M-50 and AISI 52100. One promising alloy under
development is AMS 5749, a martensitic stainless steel. AMS 5749 has shown fatigue characteristics which

compare favorably with those of M-50 in bench fatigue tests (37). Endurance tests of full scale bearings
should be run to properly assess the potential of AMS-5749.

Powder-metallurgy-produced materials have been under investigation as potential bearing materials for a num-
ber of years. Among the P/M alloys under investigation are M-50, T-15 and CRB-7 (an alloy similar to AMS-
5749) (38, 39). The potential for producing a fine-grained material with fine, evenly dispersed carbides is
recognized and provides the incentive for this research. A viable P/M material might also lead to lower cost
bearings through the reduction of waste in processing bearing parts. Results so far have been promising
but somewhat erratic. An integral part of the problem is quality control in both making and processing the
powders. Continued research is needed to establish good quality control so that the ultimate potential of
P/M materials can be assessed.

Ceramics have also been the subject of much research as potential bearing materials since the 1950's. A
successful ceramic material would find application in high temperature bearings, and bearings for corrosive
and non-lubricating environments. A surmaary of ceramic bearing materials research is given in (33). Much
of the early work proved disappointing; quality control was erratic and the endurance characteristics were
generally poor. Recent emphasis has shifted to silicon nitride, which has shown considerable promise in
both hybrid (silicon nitride rolling elements coupled with ferrous alloy races) and in all ceramic bearings,
(40). It has demonstrated endurance characteristics comparable to those of a good quality forged bearing
alloy (41). Its low density, excellent high temperature properties and excellenL corrosion resistance insure
that it will someday find use in bearings requiring a material with one or more of these properties. Re-
search on silicon nitride should continue with strong emphasis on manufacturing quality control.

Solid Film Lubrication - Operation of rolling element bearings at extreme temperatures, either very high or
low, or in vacuum usually precludes the use of conventional oil or grease lubricants. Solid film lubrication
can often be used in these unusual environments, and in systems where the life requirements are short and
simplicity of mechanical design is of premium importance.

The rse of solid film lubrication generally limits bearing life to a small fraction of its full endurance
life potential with oil lubrication. Solid lubricants are most often used in the form of bonded films or as
transfer films. Gas entrained loose powders of molybdenum disulfide, lead monoxide and graphite have been
evaluated in experiments, but to the writer's knowledge have not found use in actual applications (42).

Polytetrafluoroethylene base materials have found considerable use in cryogenically cooled bearings in high . -

energy rocket engine turbopumps (43). Feasibility studies of very thin ( ; 5000 A0 ) sputtered films of hard
nitrides and carbides as surface protectants in gyro and turbine engine bearings with short-life require-
ments are presently being made (44). Thin films are probably more suitable for use in Hd--tzian contacts
than are thick films.

The ultimate utility of solid film lubricants in rolling element bearings is probably limited by the nature
of their stressed contacts and kinematics, but one of the factors limiting the success achieved to date may
lie in the bearing designs used. Bearings designed for use with liquid lubricants have been the vehicles
employed in evaluating solid lubricants. Careful studies to optimize surface texture and bearing design
have never been done. Such studies would enhance the level of success with solid lubricants.
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HYDRODYNAMIC BEARINGS

The analytical and experimental foundation for hydrodynamic bearing design began with the work of Osborne
*Reynolds and Beauchamp Tower before the turn of the present centruy. In contrast, rolling elcment bearing

analysis does not predate the work of Lundberg and Palmgren in the 1940's. A reasonably good level of tech-
nical understanding of hydrodynamic bearings was, therefore, established before a comparable understanding
of rolling element bearings was developed. Probably for this reason the level of research activity on

hydurodynamic bernsin reetyears hsbeen somewhat lower than that on. rolling centbearings. There
*appear to be several rather select areas in which research on hydrodynamic bearings, directly relevant to

visible needs and problems, is being carried on. These include:

1. Non-circular journal bearings for vibration suppression in high speed rotating machinery.

*2. Non-rotating journal bearingo as squeeze film dampers, for suppression of vibrations in high speed
rotors supported on rol_ýng elament bearings.

3. Turbulent flew bearings for more efficient design and energy conservation.

As mentioned earlier the trend toward higher speed, higher power density rotating machinery has made manda-
tory steady advances in both rolling element and fluid film bearing technotogy. Higher operating speeds..-
have aggravated problems associated with vibrations due to critical speeds, unbalance and stability. Several
of the bearing types developed to combat these problems are discussed in (45). These include multilobe
(figure 13), pressure dam and tilting pad bearings.S

* A critical element in the desigxs aid selection of anti-whirl bearings for high speed systems is the ability
to predict the instability threshold speed, or the onset of subsynchroztous, potentially dangerous, vibration
frequencies. In investigations reported in (45) bearing coefficients were determined using finite elements
sod the flexible rotor was modeled using lumped rotor masses. Theoretical predictions compared reasonably
well with experiments, as shown in figure 14. More work is needed to establish more realistic boundary con-
ditions for the solution of the relevant differential equations, and to incorporate real geometry effects

(runout, out-of-round, minor unbalance) into the theoretical model. Additional experiments would then be
required to test the degree of correlation.

*The ability to predict the stiffness and damping coefficients of squeeze film dampers has been limited partly
*by an inability to properly characterize film cavitation. Recent analytical attempts (46, 47) utilizing

more sophisticated extensions of the short-bearing theory have produced some interesting film boundaries.
Experimental studies (48) indicate that significant pressure variations may occur in cavitated regions,
contrary to the usual assumn)tion of constant pressure.

*Additional experimental work in which film shapes can be observed over a range of eccentricity ratios, fre-

quencies, supply pressures, end conditions, etc. , needs to be done to obtain data for correlation with, and
possible feedback into existing analyses. Squeeze film dampers are an important component of high speedI
bearing-rotor systems. The ability to accurately predict their performance is vital to continued advance-

ments in rotating machinery technology.

The occurrence of turbulent or superlaminar flow in liquid film bearings has been recognized for over three
decades (49). Superlaminar flow is accompanied by greater than expected load capacity, power loss and tem-
perature rise together with reduced flow. Interest of late has cenitered around large bearings in electric 7
power generating machinery. These bearings have very considerable power losses which, together with the
escalating cost of energy, has stimulated research on more energy efficient bearings (50). An in-depth dis-
cussion of the state of the art of turbulent bearings and of their economic importance is given in (51).
Turbulent lubrication theories, although somewhat empirical in nature, are well developed and have been
translated into usable design procedures (52, 53, 54).

There remain, however, areas where further research gains could be translated into significant economic
savings. From a fundamental point of view the nature of the flow over a wide range of Reynolds' numbers
immnediately beyond the laminir flow region is not well understood. Vortex flow appears to persist over a
wide range of Reynolds' numbers up to the development of fully turbulent flow, if, in fact, the latter ever
comes about (51). it is in this "transition" region where discrepanices occur among the various theories.
Further analytical and experimental studies are needed. In the practical arena lubricant supply effects and

parasitic churning losses need to be better defined and translated into design guides. Much can probably be
done, by way of power loss and energy saving, through studies of the portions of the thin film regions in
both journal and thrust bearings that don't contribute appreciably to load capacity. Elimination or mini-

r mization of non-productive thin film regions could result in reduced levels of power loss.

GAS FILM BEARINGS

Air or, more generally, gas film bearings have evolved into practical entities ised in a fairly broad scope
of machinery and mechanisms. Gas bearings can be found in gyros, magnetic recording heads, microcircuit

;7 pattern generators, metrology instruments, load transportation pallets, textile spinning rings, space power
turboalternators and air cycle machines. The pattern of gas bearing development has been interesting. At
first rigid geometry bearings we~re applied; of late, compliant bearings, most of which incorporate foils of
various designs, have been finding more widespread use. Compliant gas bearings have greater tolerance to
contaminants and shock loads than rigid geometry bearings.

*Foil bearings which have been developed to the point of application include tensioned foil bearings, figure
15, (55), cantilevered foil bearings, figure 16, (56), and bump foil bearings, (57). A more recent version
of a bump foil journal bearing, being developed by Mechanicstl Technology, Inc. , is shown in figure 17. A



journal bearing that utilizes a telescoped foil within a rigid shell (58) and a thrust bearing that utilizes

a spirally grooved membrane on a compliant back (59) were successfully evaluated in experiments conducted
with a high speed rotor. Schematic diagrams of these bearing concepts are shown in figures 18 aod 19.

Development work is continuing on both the cantilevered and bump foil bearing types to achieve geonetries
closer to the optimum for both load capacity and stability. Continued research on these bearings is fully .
:qarranted by their promise as rotor support systems superior to conventional oil lubricated bearings for a
.ariety of high speed turbomachineR. Their advantages are obvious - the complete elimination of conven-
tional lubrication systems and operating temperature capability limited only by the properties of the
bearing materials rather than those of organic lubricants.

All of these bearings are completely self-acting which means that their surfaces are in contact at startup,
shutdown and perhaps momentarily at high speeds. Wear resistant surface coatings are therefore mandatory on
both the foils and the journal or the thrust runner. Foil coatings must be very thin and resilient,
adherent, possess good wear properties and be stable at temperatures up to the maximum operating tempera- U

ture. Foil bearing coatings are under development (60); the ultimate success of gas bearings depends heavily
on the degree of success achieved in coating development.

SUMMARY

A brief status report on bearing technology, present and near-term future problems that warrant research S
*support has been presented. Some selected research needs are the following:

I. Rolling Element Bearings

a. Bearing materials witb improved fLacture toughness to allow bearing operation to at least 3
million DN without catastrophic failures.

b. Ball and roller bearing life data in the low A region with carefully controlled surface
textures and lubrication factors for correlation with and feedback into a bearing life or failure theory
which recognizes competing failure modes.

c. A comprehensive bearing life or failure thecory that goes beyond Lundberg-Palmgren and incorpor-
ates competing failure modes.

d. Bearing experiments at high DN values for assessment of starvation effects. p

e. Incorporation of advanced life prediction methods into bearing dynamic analyses.

f. An improved corrosion resistant bearing alloy.

g. Improved thin film surface protective coatings for unitbricated short life bearings.

h. Optimization of bearing surface texture and geometry for soaid film lubrication.

2. Hydrodynamic Bearings

a. Experiments with non-rotating short journal bearings subjected to oscillating loads to estab-
lish the boundaries of cavitate. films and pressure distributions in both the film and cavitated regions for
prediction of squeeze film damper performance.

b. Analysis and experiments to determine lubricant supply effects and parasitic churning losses
in turbulent flow bearings.

c. Analysis and experiments to determine optimum geometries for minimum power loss in turbulent
flow bearings.

3. Gas Film Bearings

a. Foil bearing geometries that form more nearly optimum film shapes for maximum load capacity.

b. Surface protective coatings for use in compliant bearings at temperatures to 12000F.
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TABLE I. - AIRCRAFT BEARING REJECTIONS BY CkUSE (F'ROM 436))

PERCENT OF TOTAL
CATEGORY 1%9 1971 1977

DIMENSIONAL DISCREPANCIES 15 10 18

COPROSION/PITTING 32 30 29

IMPROPER INSTALLATION, DAMAGED

DURING REMOVAL OR HANDLING 7 5 6

WEAR, EXCESSIVE INTERNAL

CLEARANCES -- 15 8

FATIGUE, SURFACE OR SUBSURFACE

INITIATED 2 3 1

CAGE WEAR 2 3 --

INDENTATIONSICONTAMINANTS

(NICKS. SCRATCHES, DENTS) 14 19 20

OTHER - CHANGE IN DIRECTIVES,

SPIC'S, TIME COMPLIANCE, ETC. 28 15 18

OIL DISCHARGE

r, o /ir// ols coPtrOOIL SCOOP

L- UNDER RACE
COOLING GROOVES

Iia) CYLINDRICAL ROLLER BEARING.

,-OIL DISCHARGE-,

"AXIAL OIL
COOLING HOLES

(b) BALL IHRUST BEARING.

Figure 1. - Underrace oiling system for main shaft bearings on
turbofan engine, (From ref. 2.,
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TABLE I. " AIRCRAFT BEARING REJECTIONS BY CAUSE (FROM (36))

PERCENT OF TOTAL
CATEGORY 1%9 1971 1977

DIMENSIONAL DISCREPANCIES 15 10 18

CORROSIONIPITTING 32 30 29

IMPROPER INSTALLATION, DAMAGED

DURING REMOVAL OR HANDLING 7 5 6

WEAR, EXCESSIVE INTERNAL

CLEARANCES 15 8

FATIGUE, SURFACE OR SUBSURFACE

INITIATED 2 3 1

CAGE WEAR 2 3 .

INDENTATIONS/CONTAMINANTS

(NICKS, SCRATCHES, DENTS) 14 19 20

OTHER -CHANGE IN DIRECTIVES,
SPEC'S, TIME COMPLIANCE, E. 28 15 18

OIL DISCHARGE

\P / rEOIL SCOOP

L-UNDER RACE
COOLING GROOVES

(a) CYLINDRICAL ROLLER BEARING.

,-OIL DISCHARGE-\

,tOIL SCOOP

v.AXIAL OIL 
"

COOLING HOLES

(b) BALL THRUST BEARING.

Figure 1. - Underrace oiling system for main shaft bearings on
turbofan engine. (From ref. 2.4
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Figure 18. - Schematic drawing of journal foil-bearing (Design B).
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tails illustrate rounded vertices and retaining groove. (From ref.
58.)"
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DISCUSSION

D.G.Astridge, Westland Helicopters, Yeovil, UK
Concerning the low A (= h/R) region for rolling clement bearings (and gears), much attention is being given to
improvement of film thickness, as evidenced by thle number of papers at this conference. Much attention is also
being given to the analysis and modelling of the influence of surface roughness characteristics on film thickness (hi).
It should be remembered, however, that surface roughness (R) is just as influential and further work is required to
establish the required characteristics of optional surface finish, and the means of producing this. Also. the influence
of filItration on the size of build or wear debris particles entrained in these contacts should be noted -- of the three

factor-, discussed, h, R, and particle size, the latter is the one which we can address most readily. The program
carried out by the US Army on 50 UK-I helicopters has demonstrated the powerful influence of fine filtration on
the life of bearings and gears in engines and transmissions. The optimum value of 3 mm absolute may appear
magical at first sight, in terms of its universal applicability to aircraft gears and bearings, and in the fact that at this
filtration level normal wear processes appear to be arrested, I am Sure that both can be explained by EHL theory

* (film thickness virtually independent of load - temperatures and surface speeds not too different) and by surface
roughness characteristics of ground bearings and gears). I found your survey very valuable, but would make a plea
for implementation of fine filtration and improved surface finishes.

Author's Reply
It is fully agreed that factors such as surface roughness, surface texture and lubricant cleanliness are critical to
system life and reliability. Further work needs to be done onl those aspects of achieving improved system perfor-
mance and durability.

0 E.Covert, MIT, US
* ~Is there any discussion of cryogenic application of beariiigs?

Author's Reply

No. Although this is certainly a relevant topic for review.

C.Brownridge, Pratt & Whitney, Ca
What is the maximum D. N. Value used today in Engines today?

Author's Reply
Approximately 2.2 to 2.3 million.
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DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS OF BEARING DETERIORATION
IN AIRCRAFTI PROPULSION SYSTEMS BY WEAR DEBRIS ANALYSIS

C.A. Waggoner
Defence Research Establishment Pacific

Victoria, B.C. Canada VOS 180

ABSTRACT

Because of high investment arid maintenance costs for
various typesi of propulsion equipment, such as aircraft gas
turbine engines and transmission systems, considerable in-
terest exists In r~ondestructive methods of monitoriiag mech-
anical condition to forestall costly failures, increase re-
liability, and maximize useful operating life. Iarious
methods have evolved by which wear debris can be effectively
utilized to diagnose wear condition and reveal imminent
mechanical failure. Spectrometric trend monitoring of wear
metals in lubricating oils is the predominant method in cur-
rent use. In recent years new methods, such as ferrogilaphy j .
and scanning electron microscopy coupled with X-ray micro- -

analysis, have been applied to extract additional diagnostic
information from wear debris. As a consequence, the nature
and severity of mechanical wear in oil-lubricated components
can now be more completely characterized. Aspects of wear
revealed by advanced analytical methods, and the manner in
which these methods are being successfully applied to detect
and diagnose bearing deterioration in aircraft propulsion
machinery are reviewed.

INTRODUCTION

In the management of military aircraft operation, maintenance of propulsion machim-
ery accounts for a major proportion of life cycle costs. Considerable effort is ther!eý-
fore expended in finding ways to facilitate and minimize maintenance, and improved
tools and techniques for performance assessment and condition monitoring are
continually being sought to ensure dependability and forestall costly failures.

Monitoring the condition of dynamic components such as bearings presents special
problems. Apart from effectiveness, fault sensing techniques must be nondestructive,
and must not unduly disrupt equipment operation. While numerous monitoring concepts
have been proposed, no single method meets all requirements for satisfactory failure
detection and diagnosis. Present practice, therefore, is to use mutually supportive
procedures proven by experience to reduce maintenance costs.

A well-known concept that has met with some success is wear debris analysis.1~2
* Although this procedure is well-established for military aircraft, there is ample

evidence that its effectiveness could be greatly improved by the application of newer.9
methods which are better suited to utilizing the diagnostic information available from
wear debris. This paper reviews some current advances and trends In wear debris
analysis with emphasis on bearing failures In aircraft propulsion equipment.

BACKGROUND

Bearing failure continues to be a primary cause of aircraft machinery malfunction
and, consequently, is the focus of extensive research and development into improved

*diagnostic techniques, as well as into more wear-resistant materials. Experience In
* current wear debris monitoring programs has shown that existing procedures are in many

cases ineffective or only marginal in the timely detection of bearing deterioration.
* For example, Figure 1 illustrates the breakdown of a turbo-jet engine bearing that was

barely detected in time to avoid complete destruction. The quantity of debris sub-
sequently recovered from an oil sample taken prior to detection was unusually lar'ge
(Figure 2) and included coarse fragments representative of the severe pitting and 4
spalling evident on the races and balls. A surprising aspect of the analytical results
was the discovery, on more accurate analysis of the sample, that the detection was made
on the basis of little more than one-third of the actual iron content because of method
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deficiencies. Consequently, this case and others of similar nature have pointed to an
obvious need for critical review of conventional analytical procedures and the pros-
pects of utilizing wear debris to better advantage.

The merits of potential analytical methods are judged on the basis of their capabi-
lities with respect to failure detection, diagnosis, and prognosis. The time available
to carry out these separate actions is defined by the lead-time allowed by the parti-
cular type of failure. Prospective methods must therefore be capatle of providing ac- -7

curate data as early as possible if failure is to be properly diagnosed and avoided.
The variety of wear debris analysis methods now available can be classed basically as
"in-line" or "off-line" in application and detective or diagnostic in function. The
most economic and effective monitoring program would combine reliable In-line real-time
fault sensing for early detection of incipient bearing failure and precise off-line
diagnostic procedures to oredict life expectancy. However, proven real-time sensors
are not yet available and present aircraft monitoring programs still iely ý..marily on
off-line detection techniques. Since these techniques give only limited data con-
cerning component wear, more informative analytical procedures are being applied in-
creasingly to ensure correct diagnosis of the nature and extent of deterioration.
Prognosis, or the prediction of remaining life following detection of an abnormality,
is dependent on the quality of diagnostic data and bacKground experience -lating to
characteristic failure trends. At present, further understanding of fail processes
and refinement of diagnostic procedures are necessary before prognoses can made with
full confidence.

WEAR DEBRIS ANALYSIS

The use of wear debris in lubrication systems for monitoring machinery health has a
long history, particularly as it relates to spectrometric oil analysis. However, only
in the last decade has the concept been recognized in its broadest context, which in-
cludes the physical as well as the chemical characteristics of wear particles. With

* the development and adaptation of new methods of analysis, such as ferrography and
electron microscopy, new perspectives on wear mechanisms have evolved, and the
prospects of more cost-effective monitoring have greatly improved.

In the application of wear debris analysis, significant advantages and some dis-
advantages are evident, as follows: S

Advantages

- minimal interference with machinery operation
- independent of operating parameters
- failing components identifiable
- wear mode and severity determinable
- high sensitivity to wear rate change
- verification of results readily done
- indicates cleanliness of lubrication system

Disadvantages

- requires substantial lead t4.me to detect failure
- requires skilled personnel for effective application
- high instrumentation and monitoring costs
- labor-intensive
- moderate potential for judgmental errors

In view of the limited availability of other suitable caignootic methods for moni-
toring dynamic components, the advantages of wear debris analysis presently outweigh
the disadvantages and this approach continues to be one of the more autractive options
for aircraft machinery.

ln recirculatory systems, wear debris samples are generally available from three S
sources: the lubricating oil, magnetic plugs, and the pressure filter (Figure 3). Oil
sampling is done from the return or scavenge line before filtration to obtain debris
representative of current condition. Magnetic plugs, also located in the scavenge
line, cumulatively sample a portion of the debris within a pre-determined time frame.
The pressure filter contains virtually aLl debris generated over a given time span,
which is thus representative of the total wear for the period. The oil sample normally
contains wear particles finer than the filter pore size, commcnly in the 30 to 50 Am
range. Since 15 to 25 pm particles are indicative of accelerating wear, debris from
this source permits the earliest detection of bearing deterioration. Coarser particles
(>100 pm) are collected by the magnetic plug and a substantial time interval may be re-
quired to accumulate sufficient debris for visual or microscopic examination of wear
severity. Fine (pressure) filters are ar. excellent source of accumulated wear debris
of broad size range and have yet to be fully exploited for wear diagnosis.

The current trend to finer oil filtration t3 jim) in aircraft engines to extend
useful life by removing damaging abrasive debris suggests that oil samples will become
an outmoded source of debris in future. Chip detectors and filters of improved design
are therefore likely to become more important sources of debris for diagnostic moni-
toring.
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Wear debris contains a wealth of information about the state of component wear in
mechanical equipment. Por example, debris and wear particle data of importance, and
the respective diagnostic significance, are ac follows:

Parameter Interpretation

Quantity (volume or metal content) degree and rate of wear
Composition (general) characteristic wear metals and contaminants
Composition (particulate) material specification, component source
Particle Size stage of wear and possible severity
Particle Morphology modes and severity of wear

Several analytical methods and procedures highly suited to the recovery of this in-
formation ror diagnostic application art now available.

METHODOLOGY

The simplest methods of wear debris analysis are based on visual or microscopic ex-
amination to obtain elementary clues about machinery condition. However, the most in-
formative methods are based on more complex analytical instrumentation which provides
appreciaoly greater insight into the character and severity of wear and thus, the
actual condition of equipment. The more advanced methods in current use and undergoing
furthetv evaluation and improvement are: alternative spectrometric analysis techniques,
ferrography, electron microscopy, and X-ray microanalysis. Spectrometric analysis is
widely used as a primary method, while the remaining methods are presently used in sup-
porting roles. .

Spectrometric Oil Analysis (SOAP)

This method has been moderately effective in identifying deterioration of aircraft
bearings and associatel components. Two analytical procedures are in common use on
military bases, one based on direct-reading atomic emission spectrometry (AV), and the
other on atoiic absorption spectrometry (AA). The former has the advantages of minimum
sample preparation and fast, automatic read-out, and documentation of results when
coupled with modern data processing techniques. The AA method is less costly but more
time-consuming and, though more sensitive for some significant wear metals, eg. silver,
it is likely to be used for only small monitoring programs in future. Two alternative
spectrometric methods - X-ray fluorescence spectrometry and plasma spectrometry - show
promise of quantitative superiority but are expensive and need further development.
Plasma spectrometry has exceptionally high sensitivity and offers the prospect of
identifying the raterial specification and thus, the origin of isolated particles.

Because of speed and the ability to cope with large numbers of oil samples, spec-
trometric oil analysis is the most effective off-line method for the early detection of
wear anomalies. Its applicability for detecting aircraft bearing deterioration is S
greatly enhanced by the special materials used in bearing assemblies. For example,
alloy-rich tool steel bearings, such as M50, and high nickel (Incoloy) bearing housing
alloys facilitate identification, and bronze and steel bearing cages with silver
platings enable ready spectrochemical diagnosis of cage wear. Other component •

materials of singular composition, eg. graphite seal debris, are identifiable by
complementary techniques such as X-ray diffractometry.

Although SOAP has enjoyed moderate success as a preventive maintenance procedure, :
shortcomings are frequently evident in cases in which typical failures are not de-
tected. This has prompted critical examination of spectrometric procedures which has
revealed limitations in accuracy due to insensitivity to larger wear particles (>5 Am)
of primary diagnostic importance. As previously mentioned, studies have shown that
more than half the wear debris in a sample may be overlooked in an analysis. It has
been demonstrated that if more accurate analysis was done, fewer failure oversights
would occur and earlier detections ,.,ould be possible. A refinement of the method in
which wear debris is isolated by microfiltration of the sample and dissolved in acids
prior to analysis has been shown to improve accuracy and yield supplementary informa-
tion concerning the size distribution and significance of wear particles.

Perrography

Ferrography, a method of wear particle analysis that appeai'ed in the early 1970's, 3

has stimulated new interest in mechanical wear phenomena and the potentialities of
machinery condition monitoring. Although simple in concept, this method uniquely W
reveals the nature of wear and is very sensitive to changing wear conditions. The
method has proven particularly effective for the characterization of aircraft turbine
engine bearing deterioration.

In principle, ferromagnetic wear debris in an oil sample is isolated magnetically
on a glass slide (Figure 4) and particles are separated into large (>5 Am) and small
(<5 Am) size fractions. The entry deposit on the resulting ferrogram contains thelarger particles which are of primary diagnostic interest based on the obsorvation that
wear particle size increases as wear progresse3. By examination of the debris in a
bichromatic illumination microscope and optical measurement of particle density, much
can be learned about the qualitative and quantitative aspects of wear processes.
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Particle features observed at high magnification (1000 X) reveal the various modes of
material failure, and the measured area or density ratio of large to small particles
provides an index of wear severity. Non-ferrous particles, such as copper and alumi-
num, are also retained on the Ferrogram and are distinguishable by color or random
alignment.

Wear caused by the dynamic surface interaction of rollinig bearing components pro- p
duces particles with distinctive features characteristic of the mechanisms by which
they were formed. Surface fatigue, induced by such Factors as subsurface stresses,
surface flaws, and cyclical loading, is the classic failure mode in ball and roller
bearing components. This type of failure is evidenced by surface pitting and spal-
ling. The majority of particles generated in advanced bearing wear will therefore bp
in the form of irregularly shaped flat platelets representative of these mechanisms.4
Associated particle forms indicative oF bearing surface fatigue are thin laminar frag-
ments, apparently produced by interracial sandwiching, and small spheres (<3 um dia.)
believed to be generated by ultrafine particle agglomeration during Fatigue crack prop-
agation. Other common wear modes may also be evident in debris originating from
rolling bearings or associated components. Rubbing (adhesive) and cutting wear often
precede fatigue wear, for example, and particle contamination produced by these
mechanisms may, in fact, initiate surface fatigue. As wear progresses, clearances and
abrasive contaminant levels increase and, as a consequence, secondary damage occurs as
other components begin to wear and generate identifiable characteristic particles.

To gauge the significance of wear, optical measurements can be made from the
Ferrogram deposit or with a direct-reading ferrograph which magnetically separates
large (AL) and small (AS) particles as the oil sample flows through a glass tube
and numerically measures the relative density of the fractions by parallel
densitometers. An index of wear severity (Is) is calculated from area measurements by
an arbitrary relationship Is=Aq 2 -AS , which correlates debris quantity and particle
size distribution. This index increases sharply as debris quantity and particle size
increase with advancing wear. Since aircraft engine wear debris is comparatively free
of interfering non-metallic contaminants, the index can be an effective indicator oF

* the rate of bearing deterioration.

* Scanning Electron Microscope/X-ray Microanalysis

The scanning electron microscope coupl.hed with an X-ray microprobe analyser adds a
further dimension to ferrography for wear particle analysis, 5 and facilitates the study
of surface wear phenomena in failure diagnosis. For wear particle examination the fer-
rogram serves as an ideal sample when coated with an electrically conductive carbon
film. Outstanding advantages gained with this instrumentation are: 1) the extension I
of the optical microscope magnification limit of 1000 X by several orders of magnitude
with high resolution and large depth of focus, and 2) the ability to utilize char-
acteristic X-ray signals to perform elemental chemical analyses on individual wear par-
ticles. Particle form and sirface topography can thus be more precisely correlated
with wear mode and the location of abnormal wear can be determined from material speci-
fications. Facilities of this kind are therefore invaluable diagnostic aids in the
characterization of bearing failures. Despite high initial costs, their use is
expanding as potentialities are recognized and military requirements warrant more cost-
effective machinery condition monitoring.

CASE HISTORY

To illustrate the manner in which the above methods can improve tha detection and
diagnosis of bearing deterioration, a case history relating to a General Electric T58
helicopter engine is reviewed. Impending failure of the engine was predicted by con-
ventional spectrometric oil analysis and confirmed by filter examination. Oil samples
therefore contained meaningful wear debris that could be used as a basis for evaluating
the above methods and establishing whether further relevant diagnostic informaUton was
available.

The detection of the apparent abnormality was based on wear metal trends in five
samples preceding bearing failure. Incipient wear was indicated by small increases in
iron, copper, and silver, but prescribed caution guidelines had not been reached.
Engine failure was averted on discovery cf excessive wear debris in the filter. In-
spection revealed that the front bearing was in an advanced state of deterioration.

Retrospective analysis by the procedures discussed above provided an enlightening
failure diagnosis. Comparative spectrometric data are shown in Figure 5. In the
original analysis (lower profiles) sudden increases in iron to 8 ppm and copper to
2 ppm were noted after 140 operational hours.. By applying the more accurate technique
involving microfiltration and acid dissolution of the wear debris prior to spectro-
metric analysis, substantially higher results (24 ppm iron and 8 ppm copper) were ob-
tained (upper profiles). Further, it was noted that iron content had actually in-
creased fivefold in the preceding sample taken 13 hours earlier. Application of fer-
rography confirmed these results (Figure 6), indicating the early increase followed by
the sharp increase as bearing deterioration progressed. This profile of wear rate re-
flects the significant growth in particle size as surface pitting and spalling devel-
oped. Confirmation of these events was then revealed by scanning electron microscopy
and X-ray microanalysis (Figure 7). The large particle, verified as AISI type 52100
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bearing steel, is typical of surface fatigue spalling. Cutting wear particles, evident
at the lower right, were observed by ferrography in the early samples before spalling
occurred, and at'e a possible cause of' the surface fatigue that led to failure. Posi-
tive identification of silver-plated brass particles by X-ray microanalysis also con-
firmed that cage wear was much more oevere than indicated by the original copper deter-
mination.

It is clear, therefore, that the initial detection of this failure could have been
made more positively, and probably earlier, had more accurate and comprehensive analy-
sis of the wear debris been possible. Similar results observed in other bearing fail-
ures confirm that the diagnostic information available from wear debris is not being
fully or adequately exploltpd by present methods, and that monitoring programs could be
appreciably more cost-effective if appropriate combinations of analytical procedures
were employed.

FAILURE DIAGNOSIS

An important aspect of any evaluation of new non-destructive methods with poten-
tialities for wear detection or diagnosis is the correlation of observed results with
actual damage to machinery components. It is essential, therefore, to identify the
symptoms by which abnormal wear can be recognized at progressive stages if reliable
Judgments of mechanical condition are to be made. Retrospective in-depth investigation
of failures occurring in service equipment offers an expedient course if components are
not too severely damaged and useful diagnostic evidence is not obliterated. However,
to properly understand and define the sequence of wear mechanisms it is necessary to
examine the wear process from its initiation rather than its termination. This can
only be done systematically with test machinery In which normal operating parameters
can be simulated. For example, observation of one form of roller bearing deterioration
under controlled conditions has identified the stages of wear at which detection and
diagnosis become feasible.

Rollers in gas turbine engine bearings have a common tendency to wear excessively
on their front ends (Figure 8). In the early stage smooth polishing wear occurs, ac-
celerating in depth as fine abrasive particles are generated, and producing a sharp,
pronounced ridge at the boundary of the roller end contact with the race flange. As
clearances increase, slackness and skewing of the roller develops, causing high stress
contact which initiates fatigue pitting on both the roller end face and the opposing "
inner race flange surface (Pigure 9). With Increasing roller skewing, secondary damage
begins by rubbing contact of the roller end and the roller surface extremities with the -
bronze cage walls. Deep circular tracks develop in the sidewalls and dumbbell-shaped
wear scars form on the cage ribs (Figure 10). In the latter case, the wear mode
changes from fine rubbing action to fatigue spalling (flaking) with a corresponding in-
crease in particle size (>20 um). Deterioration then proceeds rapidly to final de-
struction of the bearing.

From the perspective of wear debris analysis, events in the course of the failure
'hat provide diagnostic evidence are the initial removal of fine particulate steel deb-
"ris, the proportional increase in particle size as fatigue pitting develops, and the
.eneration of fine particulate bronze, followed by coarse fatigue wear particles, as
cage wear progresses. With conventional procedures this bearing deterioration would be
detected only after substantial cage wear had occurred and failure was imminent. By
using the more refined methods described above, the failure could be detected with the
onset of the fatigue pitting of the roller, which would allow time for subsequent diag-
nosis and prognosis as failure progressed. Thus, with precise foreknowledge of the
':ntlchanisms of bearing deterioration, the prospects for life prediction and failure pre-
vention could be greatly enhanced.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Recent developments in methodology suggest that wear debris analysis will continue
to be an important procedure for the detection and diagnosis of bearing deterioration

S in aircraft propulsion machinery. Retrospective analysis of sampleb representative of
"bearing failures has shown that diagnostic information available from wear debris can
be used more effectively in condition monitoring. Earlier detection of incipient bear-

.* ing failure is possible by more precise spectrometric analysis and the advanced methods
of ferrography and electron micioscopy/X-ray spectroscopy enable more positive diag-
nosis of wear trends and severity. These and related developments indicate that future

.�* condition monitoring programs will be more precisely controlled by the complementary
application of reliable real-time sensors to detect incipient failure and off-line
diagnostic procedures to monitor subsequent deterioration and Lccurately predict re-
maining bearing life.
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Fig. 1. Advanced Failure of Aircraft Engine Bearing -4i
Detected by Wear Debris Analysis
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Fig. 2. P'articulate Wear Debris Representative of
Fatlgue Pitting and Spalling of Bearing
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 7. Bear.ing Particles Representative of Cutting
and Surface Fetigue Wear Mechanisms
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Fig. 8. Excessive Roller End Wear (Right) Causing Roller
Skewing and Eventual Destruction of Bearing

* Left -Minor Wear on opposite End of RollerS
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DISCUSSION

W.E.A.Frles, Ministry of Defense, Ge
Is use of the latest USAF method, which is based upon bringing into solution all wear particles in an oil sample by V

utilizing a knowni mixture of acids (nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid)?

The method is especklly useful for particles in the range of 25-50 which the rotating disc spectrometer does not
see.

Author's Reply
Yes, we are aware of the USAF method in question, and have confirmed its analytical accuracy when applied to the
determination of titanium wear metal in oil samples. Since implementation of the method requires modification of
existing procedures and introduces a potential acid handling hazard, it has not been adapted for field use.

E.Saibel, USARO, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, US

Instead of using Severity of Wear Index (Ae - A 2) along with debris quantity, a non-dimensional quantity havingI
a rational basis should be established.

Author's Reply
Thank you for your suggestion. The severity of wear index referred to is a programmatic approach devised by the
originators of the method which utilizes the measureable parameters of debris quantity and particle size distribution.

Variants of this index have been applied by different investigators in attempts to achieve more meaningful correla-
tions between wear debris and component surface damage. As you suggest the theory of non-dimensional para-
meters will t-.e explored to determine the feasibility of this approach.

E.Jantzen, DFVLR, Ge
Have you established border lines (for severe bearing failures) for the lab numbers e.g., ppm, or wear index for the
different engine types, and where are these border lines?

Author's Reply
In the day-to-day monitoring of aircraft engines by spectrometric oil analysis, atomic absorption and atomic
emission guideline levcls in ppm are specified for each type of engine. Similar wear index guidelines based on ferro-
graphy have not yet been established. Preliminary work is in progress to determine the wear characteristics and
threshold wear levels for each type of engine and, from this information, the feasibility of using wear index data.

Enietypes have been observed to exhibit appreciably different degrees and rates of wear and some are more
aenable to condition monitoring by wear debris analysis than others.

D.G.Astridge, Westland Helicopters Ltd, Yeovil, UK
Whilst paying tribute to the useful work of those who have developed the equipment and application techniques that
the author has described, implementation of 3 mmn filtration in engines and transmissions - showrn to be necessary

for extending bearing life --nullifies most oil sampling methods. Wear debris may, of course, be extracted from the
filter for examination, but this involves a significant penalty in maintenance workload. The loss of oil analysis
capability would not be regreteed by aircraft operators, however, if any effective alternative can be found. I believe
that such an alternative does exist, combining the experience gained from the US Army program on the UH-l
helicopter, and Westland's experience with the TEDECO QDM system on the Westland 30 helicopter transmission.
I would advocate:

(a) Engines: 3 mm absolute filters;, magnetic 6:Lp collectors with relatively low catch efficiency in each bearing
scavenge line (for fault location - only to be inspected following master sensor "~amber" alert); a quantitative
debris monitoring system (e.g.. TEDECO QDM) in .~ full flow high catch efficiency arrangement in the common
scavenge line upstream of the fine filter.

(b) Gearboxes withi recirculating oil sistems: 3 mmn filter; quantitative debris monitoring sensors in highest catch
efficiency (transport efficiency) location this may be inside the gearbox or in an external scavenge line,
depending upon this particular gearbox design.

(c) Gearboxes -- Splash Lubricated. Quantitative debris monitoring system with sensor in position giving highest
catch efficiency (less important than on circulating oil system).

Whatever the principles of operation employed in the wear sensor, I believe that particle size detection thresholds
will be of order 0.0 1 gins of metal. In my experience of failures occurring in helicopter transmissions and engine
bearings, in service and in rig tests, Such a threshold size is perfectly adequate for detecting failure progression early
enough for maintenance planning purposes, without jeopardizing flight safety. I believe that detection of wear v
phenomena at a very early stage in the failure progression can be disadvantageous (it is likely to result in an increase
in premature rejections) when fine filters are fitted these can prevent secondary damage. Visual inspection of such a
sensor fitted in a quick-release, self-sealing housing can quickly reveal the likely source of debris - whether build
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or wear debris, and whether from gears or bearings. with a level of skill commensurate with aircraft service engineers.
Maintenance workload for wear monitoring is reduced to a minimum - regular recording of numbers accessible in an
avionics compartment, or processing by a centralized maintenance processor system being suggested for aircraft of
the future.

-A .
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"INCREASING THE WEAR LIFE OF GAS TURBINE ENGINE ROLLER BEARINGS

F. F. Brown, Sr. Staff Project Engineer*
L. J. Dobek, Project Engineer*
M. J. Carrano, Senior Engineer*
R. A. Valori, Bearings Program Manager**
R. D. Dayton, Group Leader Lubrication Systems***

SUMMARY

The objective of this analytical and experimental program is to develop t, long life
bearing for operation at 3.0 MDN. Life limiting roller end wear of the eccen-ric type,
which ultimately results in cage failure, was dem:,nstrated in high speed rig :-ata to
levels of 3.0 MDN. Seventeen paramete.s having the potential for influencing the skew
action of the roller and its end wear were selected for experimental evaluation on a
series of 124 mm experimental roller bearings. The corresponding statistical test plan
is described and the essentials of a mathematical model are covered that ultimately
defines the motion of the roller and its interaction with other parts of the bearing....
The test results showed roller corner radius runout as having the most influence on wear
with roller length to diameter ratio and end clearance demonstrating modest effects.

INTRODUCTION

Background

Increasing thrust-to-weight ratios for aircraft turbine propulsion systems realized
in recent decades require that main shaft engine bearings operate reliably at ever
increasing severity levels of speed and load. In addition to increased rotor speeds
which are needed to achieve maximum gas dynamics performance and minimize engine size
and weight, larger shaft diameters are raquired because of greater bending and torsional
stiffness requirements. These factors result in requiring high levels of bearing DN,
which is a severity parameter defined as the product of the bearing bore in millimeters
and the rotor speed in eevolutions per minute. Rummel and Smith (1) have shown that evenat today's service engine DN levels, main shaft engine bearing failures are a major
cause of accidents and unscheduled removals. Therefore, a continuous upgrading of
bearing technology is necessary for advanced and current day engines. I

Valori (2) conducted a study which identified rhe need to advance the technology of
high speed cylindrical roller bearings from a state-of-the-art of about 2 million DN to
a level of 3 million DN. Bearing research and development at the time concentrated hea-
vily on the development of high speed ball thrust bearings to the point where they
operated successfully for thousands of hours at 3 million DN in test rigs (3). In con-
trast cylindrical roller bearings technology had lagged to the point where it became the
limiting factor in the design of high speed bearing systems. At that time, both field
and development data indicated that bearing performance was very sensitive to roller
instabilities. These instabilities are aggravated by high DN operation and cause roller
skewing which is identified by rapid eccentric wear on the end surfaces of some or all
of the rolling elements of a bearing. Figure 1 shows the eccentric wear pattern on one
end of a roller with the other end having a similar pattern but 180 degrees out of
phase. This condition can exist undetected until bearing failure occurs. Figure 2
shows a typical example of bearing failure precipitated by eccentric end wear of but one
roller element.

Related to skewing, and apparently influenced by many of the same forces which in-
duce it is roller skidding. Currently, skidding is considered to be of secoadary import-
ance compared to roller end wear. Roller skidding occurs when bearing radial loads are
light and rotational speeds are high. A concept commonly used to supplement the external
load is a two-point radial preloac design. However, as speeds increase, the ability to
maintain control of the internal clearance to prevent skidding damage becomes Increas-
ingly dependent upon accurate knowledge of the internal heat generated by the bearing.
The heat generated must be known to control the operating clearance so as to maintain
the roller loading at a level that successfully inhibits roller skidding.

Attempts at operating roller bearings at high DN levels using bearings of novel
desigas such as the Dual Diameter Roller Bearing by Rumbarger, et al (4) have met limit-
ed success. Zwicker's (5) work on conventional roller bearings demonstrated the import- 1

anee of geometrical and tolerance factors on bearing performance even at speeds below 2
million DN. The work described herein was aimed at developing an analytical tool for

SPratt & Whitney Aircraft, Commercial Products Division, EB3SW East Hartford, Lonn.

USA 06108

4 * Naval Air Propulsion Center PE72, RV, P.O. Box 7176, Trenton, New Jersey 08628 9

* Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory, Aero-Propulsion Laboratory, AFWAL/POSL
Wright P'tterson AFB, Ohio 45433
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Figure 1 Typical Eccentric Roller End Wear Figure 2 Typical Bearing Failure Attibutable to Eccentric Roller End Wear
Pattern indicating Dynamnic Instability

designing conventional cylindrical roller bearings for operation up to 3 million DN with
particular emphasis on the elimination of surface damage due to roller skewing and
skidding. The program involved developing a dynamic, i.e. time transient, analysis and
generating correlative experimental data to verify and modify the analysis as required.
Tests were conducted on bearings with variations itn those geometrical and tolerance
parameters which would most likely affect roller wear.

Program Approach

Future engine design requirements dictate roller bearings that can operate at DN
levels to 3 million. To develop these bearings, considerable analytical and experimental
effort must be undertaken to investigate the effects of Increased DN levels on critical
design parameters. In addition to the conventional parametric studies Involving fatigue
life, stresses, temperature, fits, clearances, alignment, lubrication, and rotor dynamic
response, special attention must be given to roller skidding and skewing motions which
have been identified as likely problem areas for high DN operation. Proper analysis of
these effects requires development of a new computer program which considers the com-
plete dynamic motion of each element in the roller assembly.

The effort under this program was directed towards formulating a viable generalized
roller bearing analytical design system. The program was based on an integrated analyti-
cal/experimental effort. The resulting design system, in the form of a computer program,
provides the bearing design engineer with a useful tool for studying the static as well
as dynamic characteristics of high DN roller bearings for future aircraft engine main-
shaft applications. This design system could be used in a parametric study which would
establish basic design criteria, select important variables, predict the effect of each
controllable design factor, and would substantially reduce the number of costly test
programs in the early phase of new bearing development. The design system could also be
used to assist in the diagnosis of roller bearing failures in service engines.

Program Scope

This program encompassed both analytical and experimental activity. However, empha-
sis will be given to the experimental effort and only a brief description of the analy-
tical aspects of the program will be given. Analytically, a computer program was deve-
loped which describes the roller bearing dynamics, loads, stresses, deflections, defor-
mations, thermal conditions, heat generation, lubrication, and operating parameters.

The expe rimentaI af f ort comp ri sed a se ri es of rig testsa conducted o n thi rty 12 4 mm

bore roller bearings tested in four separate groups in accordance with a statistically S
designed test plan. The bearings were designed to permit evaluation of the effect of a
number of geometric, dimensional tolerances and operating variables on thermal, wear and
skidding performance. Pre- and post test measurements made on each bearing included
roller weights and angles of skew which provided data necessary to refine the roller
bearing dynamics computer program.

Roller Bearing Analytical Model

General Approach

The basic roller bearing analytical modeling requirement was divided into Lwo major
areas; first, a static analysis to compute roller load distributinn and to determine
optimum bearing geometry and oil flow for maximumu B-10 life, and second, a dynamic
analysis to predict bearing component behavior when influenced by Lime varying load con-
ditions. Both the static and dynamic analyses consisted of smaller "sub-analyses" which
were combined into a computer prugram. S

The static analysis consisted of a basic elasticity analysis to determine roller
load distribution, a preload/outer ring out-of-roundness calculation, and a roller
geometry and oil flow optimization procedure. The roller load distribution analysis
included the effects of ring and structural flexibility as well as misalignment and
moment loading.

The dynamic analysis used the results of the static analysis as part of its input.
Other analyses were developed to determine roller and cage loads at other interfaces,
including the cage bore and inner ring land, roller OD and outer raceway ID surfaces,
roller O and inner raceweay OD surface, roller end and guide flange faces and roller
end and cage pocket walls.
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Static Analysis

The purpose of the static analysis was fourfold; (1) to determine values of key
geometry parameters which resu]t in optimum bearing fatigue life, (2) to calculate
roller load distribution for both determination of fatigue life and further identify
dynamic loads, (3) to determine the fatigue life of the optimized bearing design and (4)
to provide a means by which the bearing stiffness can be determined for use in rotor
dynamics analyses.

Bearing performance is influenced by the combined effects of fits, thermals, and
operating conditions, aso well as the design of the support structure. Ideally, the
bearing internal geometry should be designed to acnieve the maximum possible fatigue
life under these conditions without violating any theoretical or experience-based design
criteria. The oil flow level chosen for lubricating and cooling the bearing should be
such that the temperature of the bearing rings will never cause a complete lose of bear-ing clearance or result in a temperature level that exceeds the capability of either thering material or the oil itself. Initial fits must also be set so that they never reduce ,
the bearing clearances to zero, yet remain tight at speed and temperature. Since the
determination of factors such as the optimum oil flow, bearing fits, raceway out-of-
roundness, and fatigue life is a laborious task involving many iterations within each
and among all of the bearing performance analyses, the optimization process is usually
not fully implemented. However, with the development of the analyses described in this
report, full optimization of any or all of these parameters can be more reauily accom-
plished from a quasi-static point of view.

The static analysis was developed to permit two distinct operating modes - checkout
and optimization. In the checkout mode, an analysis was made of an existing hearing
design whose critical geometric parameters were already established. This bearing was
analyzed to determine its roller load distribution, preload, contact stress and fatigue
life at operating conditions. If the bearing was in its early stages of design, the
static analysis would be used in its optimization mode. The objective of this system was
to determine the optimum roller bearing geometry for maximum bearing fatigue life. The
program calculated optimized values of internal radial clearance and out-of-roundness '-1
with respect to input preload and race temperature criteria. Also, all bearing fits were
optimized with regard to fit pressure requirements. After establishing the bearing
internal geometry , the program then calculated values of roller flat length and crownradius for maximum bearing life at acceptable levels of roller edge stress.

Dynamic Analysis

The dynamic analysis used the output of the static analysis along with other input
to determine all the forces acting on the bearing cage and rollers, including those due
to contact between the inner ring and cage, rollers and cage, and rollers and inner
race. The equations of motion of the interacting elements were solved as a function of
time to determine the dynamic behavior of the cage/roller system under the action of the ,1
external forces.

The motion of the rollers was due to the action of a c-mplex force/moment system as
shown in Figure 3. This system included elastohydrodynamic (EHD) traction force at the
inner and outer race, centrifugal force due to orbiting of the roller mass center,L imbalance force due to geometrical imperfection of the rollers, aerodynamic drag on
rolling elements, external loading transmitted through the roller/race contact and
gravity forces due to the roller mass. Other important forces considered in the system
tere contact forc•s at the cage pocket walls and guide flanges as well as fluid shear
drag forces.

A bearing cage is smilarly subjected to the combined effect of a force/moment
system, as shown in Figure 4, which consists of hydrodynamic forces, inertial forces,
aerodynamic forces, shear drag forces and roller impact forces.

It is apparent that the motion of the rollers is affected by the motion of the cage,
and vicc versa, as a result of forces and moments transmitted through the various
interfaces. In a loaded bearing, an individual rolling element and the cage may take
turns driving each other. This motion may result in intermittent contact between the -
moving elements. Intuitively, the contacting process may involve one or a combination of

*' the modes listed below:

1. hydrodynamic contact occuring when the roller is far enough away from the will
of the cage pocket so that a hydrodynamic oil film is maintained at the inter-
face.

2. Elastohydrodynamic contact which always exists when the contacting surfaces are
extremely close and the pressure generated in the Interposed lubricant film is
sufficient to cause simultaneous elastic deforuation of the surfaces, and

3. Elastic action in the contact mode which exists when the approach velocity ii
such that contact occurs before the lubricant film has sufficient time to
develop or whtn the roller forces are large enough to break through an existing
oil film. •
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Table 1. Relative Ranking of Roller Rearing Variables

Category I Category I1 Category III
(Host effect on wear) (Moderate effect) (Least effect)

1. Roller Length/Diameter 15. Roller Clamping Load 23. Roller Length
Ratio 16. Flange Face Runout Vristeion

2. Roller Unbalance - 17. Roller Crown Radius 24. Cage Pocket Offset
N(onhomogeneous Runout 25. Roller End Surface

material, roller 18. Extended Roller Flat Finish
corner runout, crown Length 26. Flange Surface
radius runout) 19. Flange Face Waviness Finish

3. Preload 20. Flange Layback Angle 27. Raceway Surface
4. Cage Unbalance 21. Roller-Cage Pocket Finish
5. Roller Flat Centrality Clearance 28. Cage Pocket
6. Roller End Circular 22. Flange Contour Squareness

Runout 29. Raceway Waviness
7. Roller End Shape 30. Roller Taper
8. Raceway Taper
9. Roller End Clearance

10. Roller Diameter
Variation

11. Lubrication - -
12. Flange Height
13. Raceway Angular

Misalignment
14. Percent Flat Length

of Roller

It was apparent that an evaluation of all 30 variables required some judgment be
made as to the relative importance of these variables. Therefore, these were divided
into three categories as shown In Table 1. Category I included 14 variables that were
considered to have the greatest influence on the roller bearing wear phenomena. Category
II consisted of eight variables considered to have less impact on wear. Category III was
composed of eight variables judged to have the least effect. The criteria employed in
making these assessments, although somewhat subjective, were based on experience avail-
able from experimental test results, field service reports, analytical studies, manufac-
turing surveys, and an understanding of the physical phenomena affecting fundamental AD
bearing behavior.

Four groups of bearings, A. , C and D identified by parameter groupings in Table 2,,
were selected for evaluation in a statistically designed experiment. Each group Incor-
porated parameters from Table I which could be varied. By varying the parameters in the
statistical experiments, it was possible to isolate and rank the effect of any parameter
on surface damage due to roller skidding and skewing.

Table 2. Identification of Parameters Evaluated
in Each of the Four Bearing Test Groups*

Group A Group 8 Group C Group D
(8 Bearing Designs) (8 Designs) (5 Designs) (6 Designs)

1. Bearing preload I. Roller length/ I. Guide flange loyback 1. Roller end

2. Roller coupled diameter ratio 2. Guide flange contour clearance
corner runout 2. cage imbalance 3. Guide Flange runout 3 levels

3. Roller end 4. Extended roller 4. Extended roller 2. Roller end
circular runout clearanc flat length circular runout

4. Inner race taper 4. Roller end shape 3. Roller flat
5. Roller flat 5. Flange height centrality

centrality 6. Roller diameter 4. Flange height
6. Outer ring angular variations variations

misalignment 7. Roller flat length
7. Lubrication flow. *Each parameter was tested at two levels

unless otherwise indicated.

A statistically designed test program incorporating the fractional factorial method
was selected. Table 3 shows the number of main effects and the number of interactions
that can be determined with programs consisting of 5, 6 and 8, bearing designs with
variations in the number of bearing parameters to be studied. For each parameter the
level of variation was maintained at two. The combination of eight test bearing designs
was chosen for Groups A and B. Seven parameters were chosen for investigation in each
of the two groups so that the maximum number of main effects could be evaluated. The .. .
parameters which were studied with these two groups of bearings were all selected from,
and comprise the entire list of the Category I variables shown in Table 1.

The scope of that portion of the program in which the Group C bearings were evalu-
ated limited its size to five designs. Four parameters is the maximum number for which
the main effects can be investigated when employing five designs. The four parameters 4
in this group are listed in Table 2 and were selected from Category II which corLesponds
to the parameters that wore anticipated to have only a moderate effect on roller wear.
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Table 3. Parametric Study Combinations

No. of Test No. of Parameters
Assemblies of Two Levels Effects Determined

8 (Groups A & 3)7 Main
6 Main and one Interaction
5 Main and two Interactions -

6 (Group D) 5 Main
4 Main and one interaction

5 (Group C) 4 Main

The parameters selected for evaluation In the fourth group of bearings, Group D,
provided additional data on four variables from Category I. Since five designs appear in
this group, only four main effects can be determined. It should be noted that two of
the** variables, roller on4 circular runout and roller f lat centrality, were also evalu-
ated in the Group A bearings, and the two other variables, roller end clearance and
flange height, were also evaluated in the Group B bearings.

Design of Parametric Bearings

The roller bearing selected as the basis for the design of the parametric bearings
is shown in Figure 6. This bearing is used In the No. 5 mainshaft position of the TF30
model production angine and has accumulated many thousands of hours of succe~ssful rig
and engine operation. tn addition, this design includes geometric and tolerance control
features directed at minimizing roller skewing and skidding.

Using the partial factorial statistically designed experiment approach, a teat
* matrix was prepared for each of the four groups of program bearings. As an example, the

matrix for Group C bearings io presented In Table 4. This matrix is for the design of 5
* ~bearings, incorporating four variables with two levels of variation each. In this table
* the two levels are represented by the symbols H and L, for high and low. The actual

levels of the parameter variation for each of the Group C designs, as well as the banic
* or baseline bearing, are presented In tabular form in Figure 9. These levels %are

established on the basis of experimental, analytical, manufacturing, and production
* experience. The parameters of the Group C bearings which were not being studied were

maintained at the level used in the basic bearing. Figure 9 assigned a specific identi-
fication number to each bearing design In Group C. A similar tabular description
of the parameter levels chosen for the Croup A, B and D bearings are shown In Figures 7,
8 and 10, respectively. Again, for each group, the parameters not being studied were 'ctintained at the level used in the basic bearing.

TABLE IVS MATRIX - GROUP C PARAMETRIC BEARINGS
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Figure 8 Group B Parametric Bearing
Designs

Ident ifi- loller Cael Rlelor lol1letr plango loller Die. Roiler

cation No. Lentth/ I .alebnre, ad god Shape. bight, Var!ation. Plat
Diaseter aram Clearance, Nao. x of Per Length,
Ratio, Centlueter as protruaion, Roller starins, Percent
on/as me Diameter an of Roller

Length
LID a N 0

gasellne 1.0 3.0 0.0234 0.00127 2) 0.00127 40 j
11 1.0 0,0 0,0234 0.00127 20 0.00127 0
12 1 1.0 0.023, 0.o1o, 20 0.0012 30

13 0.77 8.0 0.0234 0.01011 20 0.01270 0
14 0.77 1,0 0.0234 0.00127 20 0.01270 30
13 00.77 1.0 00.1270 0.01016 230 0.00127 0
16 0.77 0, 01270 0.00127 30 0.00127 50
17 1.0 1.0 0.1270 0.00127 s0 0,00127 0 ."
s 18 1.0 1.0 0.1270 0.01016 30 0.01270 30

Figure 9 Group C Parametric Bearing
Designs

TV" 
"Type

oft Roller Layback, Contour. aunout to

"onath. 3 asn I P or C PaCce A . an Max

gasoline 40 O0.0633 Ham. Type P 0.0102

22 67 0.02286-0.02794 Type P 0.0508
23 67 0.02246-0. '02794 Type C 0:0102
24 167 0.006335 mao Tpe C 0.0308
25 4b 0.02216-0.02794 Type C 0.0508 0

Figure 10 Group 1) Parametric Btearing
Designs

Ideantifi- Roller Coupled loller Flat ltole Gusr c e Flange
No. Corner lunout Centrality, an Red Height, I

to Roller Cloaranre, loller DIE.
00, lim meL

gasoline 0.001048 0.234 0.0254 25

27 0.002540 1.270 0.0254 20
28 0.005080 0.254 0.0254 30
29 0:005080 1:270 0,0508 20:0000250 ,270 0.00 30

31 0.002540 0.254 0.1270 20
32 0.003080 1.270 0.1210 30
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Procuroment of Bearing Hardware

The Split Ballbaering Co. (SBB), Division of MPB Corporation, was selected to fabri-
cate the parametric bearings. S3 is a producer of the basic No. 5 mainshaft position
roller bearing used in production of TF30 engines and has supplied experimental hardware
which has been successfully evaluated in teats to speeds of 3.0 MDN.

A total of 10 Group A parametric bearings were manufactured for testIng. One each ".
of the eight designs shown in Figure 7 and two duplicate bearings for repeat testingwere procured. The bearings selected for repeat testing were numbers 7 and 8 shown in
Figure 7. A total of eight bearings were manufactured in Group B, six in Group C withone bearing identified as No. 26 being a duplicate bearing for repeat testing, and sixbearings manufactured for parametric Group D.

For each of the bearings, detailed dimensional measurements of the bearing compo-
nents were made and recorded by SBB. This was done to ensure the tight quality controlrequired as dictated by the demands of any statistically planned program and to assist
in the post-test analysis of the experimental results.

The inspection data which accompanied each of the bearings were reviewed and withrare exceptions no significant deviations compared to the deotgn specifications wereuncovered. Since the inspection results for each bearing consisted of 94 pages, only asummary of inspection results for the rnllers In bearing No. 1 in Group A is presentedin Table 5 which is representative of the data obtained for all 30 bearings in this
program. For simplification, averages are presented since 28 separate roller
measurements were made.

Table 5. Typical danufacturing Inspection Data for
Bearing Number 1 Rollers, Group A

Length, mm 12.99845Diameter, am 12.99616 -.
Surface Finish AA, nm 88.9
Coupled Corner Runout, mm 0.0940
Crown Radius, cm 76.2
Cylinder Length, am 5.200
Cylinder Flatness, no 304.8
Cylinder Off-Set, mm 1.27
Crown Profile R.O., nm 4064
End Circular R.O., am 0.006223
Crown Drop, mm 1.524
Hardness, Rc 60

Pretest Bearing Preparation and Inspection

Preparation of the parametric bearings for test included instrumenting each outer
ring with a strain gage to permit measurement of roller pass frequency during test which Sdetermined whether or not the roller elements were skidding for each of the program test
combinations imposed. Each roller was weighed before and after test to detei'mine theamount of roller mass loss attributable to wear. Also, each nf the rollers was measured
for static skew angle-of-turn allowed by the inner raceway guide flanges. Table 6 showstypical pretest roller weight and static skew angle measurements for the Group A bear-
ings.

Table 6. Group A Bearings - Pretest Wear
Related Measurements

Identification No. Avg. Roller Weight, Grams Avg. Skew Angle, Minutes

1 13.2457 14.94
2 13.2918 11.95
3 13.2417 14.194 .3.2755 13.71 g
5 13.2768 13.43
6 13.241i 14.98
7 13.2866 10.87
8 13.2446 14.47
9 13.2999 13.96

10 13.3340 15.10

In addition to the bearing manufacturer's pretest inspcction data, in-house inspec-
tion measurements were made and recorded during installation of the bearings into the
test rig. These measurements included the fits of the inner ring on the shaft and theouter ring in the support housing, the installed internal radial clearance of the test
bearing and the axial misalignment of the installed outer ring.

Test Rig and Instrumentation

The test rig used for the experimental evaluation of the parametric bearings is 90
shown in Figure 11. Relatively trouble-free operation was experienced w~th this rig inmore than 5000 hours of testing, of which over 250 hours were at speeds of 3.0 MDN.
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The test reg consisted of a cylindricel housing with a hydraulc load cylinderd
located centrally ln top of the houlona to apply a radial load to the test bearing.Throe bearings were located on a common shaft assembly In the rig. The two bearings • .

nearest the ends of the shaft assembly were riasdly mounted to the housing. The center
or test bearing wa mounted In a carrier attached to the load cylinder pentdn and wasradially guided by track@ in the housing.

Radial load applied to the test bearing by thd load cylinder was transmitted through
the shaft asdembly to the end bearing cit Oil wsa o sped searatl carriers to thes
housing. These bearings were equally spaced from the center bcering and umerch carried slo
half the load applied to the center bearingo This arrangement maximized alignment con-
trol among the bearrngis Axial location of the shaft assembly pes controlled by the
ball thrust bearing mounted rt the drive fnd. lntue t

Lubrication and cooling oil was supplied to the test bearing by directing jet ogline
3) both p iressu of the bearing cavity. Oil cya also supplied separately to axial slots
located undder the rotating inner ringt Radial holes m nterceptrng a number of axial slots
directed l pbrication to the inner rmn. roller guide flanges.

The test rig was serviced by a lubrication system that supplied: 1) oil to the test
bearings as igl as to thet rig slave bearonil for lubrication and temperature control,
2) oil to the speed increaser georbox for lubrication of the gearbox bearings end gears, ,
3) pressuriing owi to the hydraulic load cylinder of the rig to radially load the test t
bearing, and 4) controlled and monitored the temperature, pressure and flow of cel sup-pi
plied to each ptrt of the system. be

The lubrication system included an oil reservoir which supplied oil to two presourepumps. The high-caplecity pump supplied oil filtered to a level of 15 microns absolute to
the test rig intertnalls and to the gearbox. The low-capacity pump supplied oil to the •'.••j
load cylinder which provided the radial load to the test bearing. The temperature of the
oil to the test rig was controlled by a heat exchanger. Three delivery branches supplied .,•
oil1 to the test bearing. Two of the branches supplied the bearing with primary ".--
lubrication and provided outer ring temperature control. The third branch supplied oil -"
to the test bearing for inner ring temperature control and lubrication of the Inner ring
guide flanges.

Instrumentation was provided to measure the imposed test conditions, bearing
operating conditions, and operating conditions of the test rig. Table 7 lists the mea-
surements obtained. Manual recordings of all measurements were made every 10 minutes
during the calibration portion of the experimental program and once every 20 minutes
during the en.iurance running.

Table 7. Instrumentation

Imposed Test Conditions:
o Applied radial load o Rig shaft speed
o Test bearing oil flow o Oil supply temperature

Test Bearing Operating Conditions:
o Outer and inner ring temperature o Cage speed or slip
o Discharge oil temperature o Horsepower and torque

Rig Operating Conditions:
o Slave bearings oil "low o Slave bearing temperatures
o Vibration
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Experimwrntai Program Plan

The 10-hour test program that was followed during the rig evaluation of each para-
metric bearing is shown in Table 8 and was designed to obtain both calibration and
endurance data. The calibration section consisted of 30 separate test combinations which
were designed to obtain bearing operational data with variations of speed, oil flow, . 4
radial load, and oil temperature. The imposed conditions were maintained at each test
combination for 10 minutes. From the operational test data obtained, the following
performance parameters were determined for each bearing; heat generation, horsepower and
torque, roller skid, inner and outer ring thermal stability, outer-to-inner ring thermal
gradient, and axial and circumferential thermul gradients.

TABLE 8. Test Program

Supply Oil Plow, Applied
Wa/sin Bearing Speed, MDN/Poit No.

Under Each Load, Test
Race Jet* Total c N 1.0 2.0 2.5 2.75 2.9 3.0 hr

Calibration 4.336 2.268 9.072 107 1112 1 4 7 10 13 16
2224 2 5 8 11 14 17 3

2.268 1.814 5.89? 107 4448 3 6 9 12 15 18
2224 19 20 21 22 23 24 1

4.990 4.082 13.154 135 2224 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 0
Steady State Endurance

Group A 2.268 or 1.990 1.814 or 4.012 5.897 or 13.154 107 2224 Endurance at 3 MUN 4
Groups 5.
C, D 4.536 2.268 9.072

"* cyclic Speed
Group A 2.268 or 4.990 1.814 or 4.082 5.897 or 13.154 107 1112 2.0/2.75 HDN Accel -Decalas IGroups 5, "

C, D 4.536 2.268 9.072

*Two Jets, one directed at each aide of bearing.

Once the calibration portion of the program was completed, endurance testing was[ • conducted in order to assess the ex~ended operating performance and roller wear durabi- .
lity of each bearing design. The first 4 hours of endurance running were conducted at
the 3.0 MDN steady-state condition noted in Table 8. For a specific bearing test within
Group A, the level of the oil flow variation of either 5.897 or 13.154 kg/min was deter-
mined from the Group A bearing design chart shown In Figure 7. The oil flow for the
Group B through D bearings was maintained at the baseline level of 9.072 kg/min. In the
fifth hour of the endurance testing, the bearing speed was cycled between the two speed
levels indicated in Table 8. A total of 30 acceleratior-deceleration nycles were
completed on each bearing, simulating the type of transient operation found in gas
turbine engines where accelerated bearing wear due to skidding and skewing may be
encountered due to the rapid accelerations experienced by the roller elements.

A, hel completion of each 10-hour test , the experimental data was reduced to obt ai I
the individual performance parameters for each bearing. Each roller element was weighed
and also measured for the static angle of turn that is allowed within the inner ringguide flanges. Roller wear by weight loss and roller and guide flange wear by change instatic skew angle were determined using pretest and the post-teat measurements.

Experimental Evaluation

A total of 26 parametic bearings was tested including a baseline bearing described
in Figures 7-10. The bearing was rig evaluated in accordance with the test program out-
lined in Table 8. It performed smoothly throughout the 10-hour teat.

Performance was stable both thermally and mechanically with no indication of roller
i element skidding. Visual examination of the rollers showed them to be free of any eccen-

tric end wear. However, several of the rollers were found to have some concentric end
wear, providing an indication that these particular rollers experienced the greatest
amount of weight loss during test. The average weight loss of each roller was 0.0004
gram .The static skew angle for the baseline bearing was not measured since the roller
static skew angle inspection equipment was not yet available. It was used later in the
program on other bearings.

Of the total of nine bearings experimentally evaluated in Group A, bearing No. 7 was
first selected for test since Nu. 9, a duplicate bearing, was available for repeat test-
ing. This permitted back-to-back tests of a similar design at the beginning of the pro-
gram so that testing repeatability could be assessed. Both bearings performed in a
stable manner throughout their respective 10 hour tests. No thermal instabilities or
significant raceway axial thermal gradients were noted.

Post-test Inspection of both bearings indicated a similar overall appearance with
all of the bearing components in good condition and showed no evident distress - All of
the rollers in both bearings were free of any eccentric end wear, however, they exhibit-
ed moderate levels of concentric wear on both ends. Post-test inspection measurements
revealed similar low levels of wear for each bearing. Roller weight measurements indi-
cated an average roller weight loss of 0.0003 grams for bearing No. 7 and 0.0007 grams
for bearing No. 9. Post-test static skew angle measurements indicted an average increase
of 1.26 minutes for bearing No. 7 and 1.79 minutes for bearing No. 9.



The experimental results obtained fram testa of bearings No. 7 and 9 demonstrated
adequate repeatibility, allowing testing of the remainder of the Uroup-A designs to be
pursued.

During the ten bout test, four of these bearings failed because of rapid roller end
wear which allowed the rollers to skew excessively. In each instance, this caused the
cage to break. These failures occurred with the No. 1, 3, 6 and 8 bearings, and as seen '
In Figure 7, they contained rollers with a high level of coupled corner radiua runout or
dynamic Imbalance. Another group of four bearings exhibited continuous skidding over the
speed range from 1.0 to 2.5 million DN, however, at the 2.75 million DN level and above
no skidding was measured. These bearings were No. 3, 4, 5 and 6, and, as seen in Figure
7, were all designed without preload. A graphical representation of the skidding perfor-
mance typically experienced is shown in Figure 12 for bearing No, 4. The cag s-to-shaft
speed ratio is shown Increasing, i-e.,less skidding, with increased applied load in the
1.0 to 2.5 14DM rtnge. No0 obvious skid damage was obsered on any of the rollers and

*raceway surfaces of bearings No. 4 and S. These bearings contained low imbalanced raP.
loer and successfully completed the 10-hour test. Stable operation was obtained with
bearings No. 2, 7 and 9, which were of a preloaded design and contained rollers with a
low level of coupled corner runout. Thermal performance was similar for each Of the
Group-A bearings tested. Figura 13 presents typical bearing outer ring and heat genera- . .
tion results obtained for bearings operating at opposite ends of the roller wear aprec-

*trum. Although bearing No. 7, as ahown In figure 10, performed with low roller Wear and
bearing No. 8, which contained rollers with a high level of turner runout, showed heavy
end wear, no significant difference in outer ring thermal performance or heat generation
was observed.
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TABLE 9 Experimental Wear Data

Bearng olle WeghtRoller Skew
Bearng olle WeghtAngle Change,

Identification Lose, Grams Minutes

Baseline 0.0004 not measured

Group-A 1 0.0311 73.06
2 0.0001 1.20
3 0.0188 60.64
4 0.0003 1.70
5 0.0001 1.62
6 excessive Wear excessive wear
7 0.0003 1.26
8 0.0136 71.05
9 0.0007 1.79

Group B 11 0.0008 1.02
12 0.0000 3.48
13 0.00(11 1.17
14 0. 001, 1.15
15 0.0005 3.97-
16 0.0014 14.14
17 0.0046 24.40
18 0.0031 20.65

Group C 21 0.2094 60.P4
22 0.0001 0.79
23 0.0002 1.75
24 0.0002 2.09
25 0.0001 1.10

Group D 27 0.0022 9.86
28 0.0003 0.93
29 0.0004 5.274
30 0.0003 1.17
31 0.0061 32.4332 0.0022 11.41V

The analysis of the roller weight Ihange results tabulated in Table 9 showed that
* roller coupled corner runout or imbalance has the strongest effect on roller weight

change. The regression analysis produced a T value for roller coupled corner runcut that
was at least an order of magnitude larger than for any of the other variables. Its
effect is positive, I.e., increasing the level of coupled corner runout increases roller
weig~ht loss. A typical graphical display of the roller weight lose regression model
using a least squares f it is shown In Figure 14 f or the variable roller coupled corner

the lower level of runout evaluated in this test program should be specified for high

speed roller bearing design. Other variables tested that also Indicated a significant
effect on roller weight change are tabulated in Table 10. Included is the direction of
their effect as well as the recommended variable design level for minimum wear.

X
4 ~0,003

Ld~0.002 
X

Q, X

0.001

X
X

X
X X

XXX

ROLLER COUPLED CORNER RUNOUT, mm

I~Pligure 14 Typical Regression Model Analysis-Roller CIoupled C~orner Runout
shows a Significant Positive Effect on Roller W~eight Change
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Table 10. Parameters That Influence Roller Weight Lora
Recommended

Level of Direction Level for
Significance Independent Variable of Effect Minimum Wear

Important Roller coupled Positive 0.00254 mm
corner runout

Moderate Inner race taper Negative 3.5 min
Outer raceway Negative 0.5 deg
misalignment
Roller L/D Positive 0.71
Roller end Curvilinear 0.0508 mm
clearance

Slight Roller end Negative 0.004572 mm
circular runout
Roller flat Negative 1.27 mm.
cent rality
Inner ring guide Negative 0.0508 mm
flange runout
Roller preload Negative 2224 N

The remaining parameters were determined not to be statistically important in con-
tributing to the roller weight change for the range of parameter variations evaluated.
These parameters consist of lubrication, cage imbalance, roller end shape, guide flange
height, roller diameter variation, roller flat length, inner ring guide flange layback
and inner ring guide flange contour.

The regression analysis of the alternate dependent variable, roller skew angle
change, also showed that roller coupled corner runout or imbalance had the most
significant impact on wear. The T-value for this variable was again greater than that........-.1
for any of the other variables evaluated. The variables along with the direction of
their effect and the recommended design levels are listed below!

Table 11. Parameters That Influence Roller Skew Angle Change ,

Recommended
Level of Direction Level for

Significance Independent Variable of Effect Minimum Wear

Important Roller coupled Positive 0,00254 mm
corner runout

Moderate Roller L/D Positive 0.77
Roller end Positive 0.0254 mm
clearance
Guide flange Negative 30%
height

Slight Roller end Negative 0.004572mm
circulo.r runout S
Inner Race Negative 3.58 mrin -
taper
Roller d!.ameter Positive 0.001270 mm
variation

The regression analysis further determined that the following variables were not
statistically important for the range of parameter variations evaluated; roller preload,
roller flat centrality, outer raceway misalignment, lubrication, cage imbalance, roller
end shape, roller flat length, inner ring guide flange layback, inner ring guide flange
contour and inner ring guide flange runout.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An experimental program using full scale 124 mm roller baarings was successful in
providing a reliable means of evaluating the parameters affecting roller end wear, one '
of the primary concerns in high speed cylindrical roller bearing operation. The experi-
mental test running time duration and operating conditions produced roller end wear
levels of sufficient magnitude to allow correlation of the wear results witn the roller
bearing test parameters.

Although a wide range of wear was observed in the parametric testing, similiar ther-
mal characteristics were measured for each bearing. Thus bearing temperature monitoring
cannot be employed as a means of detecting roller wear. Also, extreme amount of roller
slippage did not result in any unusual thermal behavior, nor did it produce obvious skid
danage or distress in the test environment imposed and over the duration of the test
runs.
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The experimental portion of this program established that roller coupled corner
radius runout or imbalance has the most significant influence on roller end wear as
determined by roller weight loss and skew angle change measurements. High speed roller
bearings should therefore be dcsigtied with the lowest possible levels of roller corner
runout. The experiments also identified roller end clearance and length-to-diameter
ratio (L/D) as being parsmeters of significance albeit to a lesser degree than that for
roller corner runout. At established by both the roller weight loss and skew angle -I
change measurements, these parameters should be designed into high speed roller bearings -1
to the lower levels evaluated.

The experimental roller wear data obtained in this program was used successfully to
correlate the computerized analytical model, TRIBO I. Substantiation of the capability
of TRIBO I to provide an optimum prototype bearing design at least for short term ser-
vice was succeasfully demonstrated in a separate 60 hour rig test. A description of
this work is beyond the scope of this paper but was done in conjunction with the program
described herein. This 60 hour test provided additional wear data allowing some exten- " .

sion of the capabilities of TRIBO I. Currently, tests on additional bearings are being
conducted, under the auspices of a related U.S. Air Force contract that will provide
wear data under extended rig endurance conditions. In this effort a pair of bearings,
designed with use of TRIBO 1, are being tested for 1000 hours with all of this time
spent in the 2.5 to 3.0 million DN speed range. When the wear data becomes available
from this test, the TRIBO I computer model will be updated accordingly. The result
will be a design system with improved capability for providing high DN roller beariolf
with extended wear life for main chaft application in aircraft gas turbine engines.
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DISCUSSION

D.G.Astridge, Westland Helicopters Ltd, Yeovil, UK
(1) Do you consider that bearing manufacturers can achieve a cost effective improvement in corner radius.runout?

(2) In view of the considerable (excellent) experimental effort expended by you and your team to determine the
ranking of so many parameters, do you consider that detailed design of bearings for high speed applications is
beyond the scope of the bearing manufacturers, and needs to be undertaken by the engine/transmission
designers - yourselves in this case?

Author's Reply
(I) Yes, they are d.ing it now.

(2) From an aircraft engine manufacturer's point of view cooperation between the bearing manufacturer and the
engine manufacturer is essential in engineering successful high technology aircraft engine bearings. The bearings
represent the edge of technology, requiring extensive expenditures of R&D effort. On a purely economic b-;:.'
this effort solely on the part of the bearing manufacturers is probably not justified because aircraft bearinls do
not represent that significant a total market. The importance factors here are that the effort be cooperative,
that nothing be done in a void as regards either party, and that a mutual know how be developed.

C.Brownridge, Pratt & Whitney, Ca
When you started the program you felt that the four most important parameters w-re corner radius runout, end face
runout, clearance and L/D ratio. Could you tell us why you now think that, of these four, only corner radius runout
is important?

Author's Reply
The level of unbalance that results from comer radius runout is much more significant than that for end face runout.
End face runout has proved to be important but in those cases where it has been critical it has developed after the
wear process has started.

C.Brownridge, Pratt & Whitney, Ca
What about clearance - was that important? ,. .

Author's Reply
End clearance is important. It was listed among the second group that had a lesser effect. If end clearance is too
low or too large, rapid wear results.

C.Brownridge, Pratt & Whitney, Ca
The last one was L/D ratio.

Author's Reply
The bearing industry has persisted in using L/Ds of I to 1.3, usually to obtain higher load capacity. Load capacity
is not the problem in these applications. Roller design should be looked upon like that of a flywheel. If you have an
L/D ratio of 0.86 or less, then ihe roller will continue to want to operate stably and rotate about its axis of
symmetry. If the L/D ratio is greater than that, the roller will want to turn over and rotate about its transverse axis,
just as a gyro would.

J.F.Chevalier, SNECMA, Fr 10
Do you measure the inner and outer race temperatures during test and was there a correlation between these and
wear?

Author's Reply
We did, in most cases, especially early in the program. Operating temperatures were consistent from one bearing
group to another and there was no correlation with wear. *'
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Condition monitoring of bearings

(A measuring technique in an experimental stage)

M.J.W. Schouten
Eindhoven University of Technology-
Department of Mechanical Engineering
P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven /Netherlands

Several methods of becring monitoring have been developed in the last
15 years. Important stages in this technique are: the measurement of
a representative signal, processing of the signal, comparison of the

* measured result with a model in order to come to conclusions on the
health of the bearing.

Two measuring techniques, which are being developed now, are described
* in this paper. The bases of those two methods: the thermodynamic measure-

ment and the measurement with thin film transducers, are presented briefly.
For other applications, both were already used under laboratory conditions. ~

Condition monltcring

From the point of view of economy, rotating mechanical constructions can be divided into three groups:

- simple consumption products as e.g. electric shavers: they run until failure and then are replaced
by a new product: there is no maintenance.

- more expensive consumption products like motor cars: under normal maintenance they run until a
component fails and then the component is replaced.

- expensive professional machinery where failure of a component gives expensive repair procedures,

loss of production, or a dangerous situation. Examples are aeroplanes or big production machines.

It is interesting to :iave a monitoring system for the last group of machinery, so that a signal could
be had from critical components some time before damage would occur, and a repair or a replacement of
a part could take place during the next standstill of the machinery.
Amonitoring syst~em can be used, if

- the failure mechanisms are known and well understood

K- the influence of different parameters is known, as well as the influence of the critical parameters
and their limitations and gradients in the safe regions

- a measuring technique for those critical parameters is available

During the last ten years, monitoring systems based on the measurement of various machine parameters

have been developed and are already used in practice.
The following signals referring to the condition of the machinery can be made use ýjf:
- vibrations

- radial movements of a rotating shaft
O- wear particles in the oil 4

- temperature of components
- leakage measurements

etc.

A survey of monitoring systems is given by /1/ and /2/.

Condition monitoring of bearings

-. Most of the monitoring techniques used for complete machine systems can also be used for condition
monitoring of bearings.

When monitoring a bearing during action, the primary function for which thp bearing is applied should be V
17 checked.

The following primary demands are made upon the bearing, and these demands should be made upon the entire
F load-speed area:
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- right shaft position

- low friction

- sufficient long life

Therefore, monitoring means: measuring these magnitudes as directly as possible, and comparing the signal
with the oermisslble limitIng values as mentioned beforehand.

e The shaft position can be measured directly with respect to fixed points of the housing of the bearing.

As a result of increase of friction a rise in temperature occurs which can be worked with indirectly
as a measure.
For bearings with a full lubricant film the thickness of this film is indirectly a measure for friction
and for the functioning of the bearing. -4

* The degree to which a part of the life has passed can be found by the registration of wear. This can be .1
done directly by measuring the worn-off thickness of the coating, through which the position of the
shaft changes, but also indirectly, by vibration measurements. By this both increase of clearance and
the occurence of cracks or pittings in bearing surfaces can be observed. '4

Measuring determining magnitudes in a bearing

With the various types of bearing several shapes of wear may occur. Furthermore, the various types of
bearing cannot, all of them, be approached to the same degree for the measurement of critical parameters. I
As with measurements of complete machines, also with the bearing attention may be drawn to either
"over all" magnitudes or values which appear in the critical place themselves. An example of the "over all"
magnitudes is the rise in temperature for the entire bearing, from which conclusions with respect to the
critical places have to be drawn through a model. An example of the values which appear in the critical
places themselves are the occurring lubrication film thickness on the spot of the narrowest clearance.
Measuremrint of temperatures on the spot in the most loaded places of the bearing belongs to this latter
category too. By this, information about the sought magnitudes is obtained immediately. Detailed information
is given because there is a chance that the average temperature does not rise alamly, whereas in conse-
quence of another distribution of the heat sources yet locally inadmissibly high values occur. However,
detailed measurement of critical magnitudes in the bearing itself means a miniaturization of the signal
transducers to be used. Figure 1 shows this schematically.
When measuring the "over all" magnitude, above all the conversion of the measured signal into the condition
of the critical place is a problem. When measuring the magnitude in the critical place directly the signal
transducer usually is the biggest problem.

Temperature me$surament in bearings

"over a111 'direct"

i S

temperature
reading temperature

reading
'7 ddirect in the S

critical spot

mdl

tmpera ture
i n the
critical spot

problem: model problem: traisducer

Fig. I
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A survey of critical parameters which can be measured in various types of bearings is shown in figure 2.

In principle. with all bearings mentioned the possibility exists to determine on the spot temperatures in
the bearing surface. In bearings with a lubricant film a measuring technique developed for this purpose
may give an insight into the distance between the bearing surfaces in the most critical Places.

parameter/ dry or porous rolling element hydrodynamic hydrostaticsignal plain bearings bearings bearings bearings

location/

I, ~vibration

(local)
tewerdture

*filmthckness

Fig. 2 Critical parameters used as a monitoring signal

Measuring technique for temperature registration (on the spot and "over all" values) and the registration
of lubricant f.lmthickness. An experimental stage.
Two measuring techniques are being developed now:

A @ The theAmodyrnatn meeuwtin9 technique aeeced to the beainn6 Zn which a Sgid Ato, th~oujh the S.

-qg

Especially with hydrostatic bearings is this the case, but with hydrodynamic and rolling element
bearings, as well, the fluid can be circulated through the bearing.
The fluid appears to be an outstandingly pleasant machine-element, which cannot only be replaced in
a simple way, but also can act as a supplier of information about the condition of the bearing.

I.L

Fig. 3
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Hydrostatic bearings

The energy-balance for the bearing Is as follows, figure 3:

Mechanical: P1 - P2 - (T1 - T2).w * Tw.w - frictional power

Hydraulic: Op. 0 * flow power where Ap is the pressure drop of the fluid I

W1 is the radiated heat and the heat which is carried off by conduction.

W2 is the heat which is carried off by the liquid.

This means: W2 - Tw.w + Ap. Q - W1

The rise in temperature of the liquid can be determined from:

Tw. J + Ap.Q , W1 - Q.p.c, (. s)
For a known liquid the rise in temperature as a result of the pressure drop can be read from the
enthalpy-entropy (i- s)-diagram, as shown in figure 4.

4..4a

CL

entropy * s

Fig. 4

Witt /3/ derived this both theoretically and experimentally for the hydrostatic transmission.
Doing this, on the strength of these measuring methods an accurate monitoring system for hydro-
static transmissions was obtained /4/.
For an isolated bearing W1 = 0.
In case of doubling of friction Tw. w becomes twice as large.

Hydrodynamic bearings and roller-element bearings.

Though the mechanisms on which these bearings are based are different in principle, in case of
monitoring through measurement of temperature on the outside of the bearing, this difference as
to action will not be visible.
In order to carry out measurements as to differences in temperature, it is necessary that a ,olume-
flow of a lubricant will run through the bearing, thus conducting away the produced frictional heat
The scheme is as follows, figure 5:
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Q.Q or ,:i:

, -P2 T2'" '

Fig. 5

P1 i P2 a (T1 - I-) &j. Tw.W. • frictional power

In the case of heat W1 radiated and carried off by conduction, it holds tt'.t:

Q.p.c. (e8) Tw. w- WI

Should the bearing be isolated, in consequence, we find:

AG Tw) , so that the rise in temperature is directly -.
Q.p.. C proportional to the friction that occurs. . .

Doubling of the coefficient of friction also gives a doubling of the difference in temperature.
With the help of the present-day temperature transducers this rise in temperature can be recorded
accurately.

B * Meau~emn ~�__Tene tLeu_ _n.d.Lrtnthickne."6.

If the rise in temperature on the outside is defined as an average, with the above method of monitoring
sometimes there is insufficient certainty about the value of the local temperature in the bearing.
Figure 1 shows this difference in measuring methodelogy schematically. At Dresent, technically the
possibility exists to measure in the critical places in the bearing both the rise in temperature and
the thickness of the lubricant film directly.

6
In order to attain this end, a measuring technique is applied which had been made use of earlier for
laboratory experiments by among others /5/ and /6/. Further development of this technique is now taking
place, so that monitoring may occur for a longer oeriod.

In developing this measuring technique a measuring method is aimed at by which in highly loaded bearing sur-
faces between which a lubricant film is to be found, pressure, temperature and filmthickness are estimated
directly.

The transducer is made as a combination of a vapour deposited or sputtered layer of insulating material and a
metal film, as is shown in figure 6a. The dimensions of the layer are small compared with the dimensions of
normal contacting zones in rolling element bearings. The thickness of the metal part of the transducer is
small compared with normal filmthickness in bearings.

Pressure or temperature is measured as the change of the electrical resistance of a pressure-sensitive
material (NiCr - or manganin) or a temperature-sensitive material (Ti).
The resistance is mounted in a Wheatstone- bridge.
Values of pressure and temperature-influence on the electrical resistance of those metals are given in
table 1.

Filmthickness is measured as a change in capacitance between the transducer surface and the mating surface;
the lubricant film is the dielectric material, figure 6b. As for the normal parallel cc'.pacitor the capacity C
is written as: - °A

h

Fo is the permittivity in vacuum. (Fm-I)

Sr is the dielectric constant for the lubricant under the conditions of the measured part of the film. (-
A is the area of the transducer. (m2 )

h is the filmthickness. (m)
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electrical relsistince

Table 1 specific tomrature pressure
- resistance sensitivity sensitlvity

pI ae.p-

TI 0,S Z.3. 10-3 -0.1. 10.6

111% Cu. 101 in , % Ni 0.4 20,01.10-3 22. 10-6

80% Nit; 20% Cr 3 • ..

NCCr 1.1 0.085.10-3 . 10-6

10 R .

SI ~~steel "':t

temp. press. Iilmthickness

Fi gi©

S ~Fig. 6-

k - .. .
N' _



The dielectric constant of a mineral oil is shown in figure 7. Values under other pressures or temperatures
are estimated, using Clausius -Mosottis law:

x-i1 1
X+2 - *constant
X +9

pis the specific gravity of the fluid.

2.30

2.26-

2.2& __3_

222

220 _______rig. 7
20 40 60 80 100

-0(t

A set of 5 pressure- or temperature-transducers and 5 filmthickness transc~ucers is shov;n in figure 6c.

Measured results of pressure, temperature and fllmthickness between steel surfaces with full-film elasto-
hydrodynamic lubricarion are given in figure 8.
Figure 9 shows fllmthickness measurements between the lip of a lip-seal and rotating shaft takeni in the
axial direction of the shaft.

TII

Those readings were published in /7/ and /8/ as a result of two research projects on elastohydrodynamic]

At this moment special attention is paid to the further development of a "second generation" of tro'nsducers
for pressure, temperature and filmthickness under heavily loaded conditions, so that a reading of those val:ies
during a long time of running can be used in a monitoring system.

P
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Conclusion

Two measuring techniques, the thermodynamic method for the total temperature difference measurement and
the thin film transducer technique for the measurement of pressure, temperature and filmthickness between
lubricated surfaces are presented briefly. With all measurements coming up for discussion here, the oil
acts as an intermittent medium.
Both methods are being used under laboratory conditions, the first as an accurate technique for the estima- _71
tion of the total efficiency of hydrostatic components, the second as a tool in research of elastohydro-
dynamic lubrication,
Further develpoment of both methods is carried out in order to bring those techniques to the level,
necessary for a reliable monitoring technique for full-film lubricated bearings.
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DISCUSSION

F.Snyder, University of Waterloo, Ca
In regard to measuring EHD film thickness:

(1) What kind of detection circuit do you use to measure the gap capacitance? --
(2) Have you obtained resonable agreement with EHL theory by using the Clausis-Mosottis law?
(3) Since the dielectric constant of an oil is also a function of the applied frequency, at what frequency (and

voltage) wure your measurements taken at?

Author's Reply
(1) The capacitance-transducer is mounted in a bridge. This bridge and an amplifier are rotating, mounted on the

disk. Slip-rings are used.
(2) Good agreement was found between theory and measurement, where the Clausis-Mosottis Law was used to

make corrections of the dielectric constant as a function of pressure.
(3) No influence was found of the frequency on the dielectric constant of a 5 mm filtrated oil.

1.
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SILICON NITRIDE BEARING ELEMENTS FOR
HIGH-SPEED HIGH-YF.MPERATURE APPLICATIONS

by
Lewis B. Sibley

President, Tribology Consultants, Ine.
504 Foxwood Lane
Paoli, PA 19301

USA -

SUMMARY

Progress to date in the use of silicon nitride osramios for critical high-speed high-
temperature ball and roller bearings is reviewed. The properties of silicon nitride are -.
presented that make it an attractive bearing material compared to steel, such as high
hardness, excellent high-temperature performance and low density which reduces high-speed
bearing centrifugal loads and skidding. Design procedures are demonstrated for bearing
applications using computer analysis codes to evaluate the cross-coupled effeots of these
material properties and bearing operating characteristics.

Silicon nitride processing, inspection criteria and rolling-cont--t fatigue perform-
ance are reviewed. Successful test results are presented for an oil-lubricated hybrid
silicon nitride bearing (silicon nitride balls with tool steel rings) in a 93,500 rpm
turbine application. Solid lubricant development studies are reviewed, demonstrating
low bearing wear at operating temperatures over 5000C. Therefore, it is expected that
solid lubricated silicon nitride rolling bearings will find increasing application in
future high-speed high-temperature aircraft systems.

INTRODUCTION

Modern turbine machines operate at very high speeds with desired high time between

overhaul (TBO). One of the most critical items limiting the TBO is the shaft support
bearing system. Angular-contact ball bearings and cylindrical roller bearings are usually
selected by designers because of their low starting torque, low power loss, and their
ability to support combined loads and to provide good control of blade and seal clearances.
However, a compromise is made between a low enough shaft speed to obtain the desired bear-
ing life and reliability and the optimum (higher) speed for maximum compressor efficiency,
the optimum speed being curtailed in favor of longer bearing life and reduced suscepti-
bility to thermal imbalance failure. Thus, improved bearing fatigue life and resistance
to skidding and lutricýtion distress could maintain the desired reliability while permit-
ting a higher shaft spfed and thus improvement in the overall efficiency of the turbine
power unit.

The recent awareness of the need for energy conservation has resulted in an increased
emphasis on higher efficiency for all rotating machinery. The maximum efficiency of an
engine is directly related not only to shaft speed but also to the maximum temperature
in the combustion chamber. Properties of conventional materials often impose maximum
speeds and temperatures and thus limit the unit efficiency.

One of the predominant forces acting on bearings and reducing their fatigue life in
high-speed applications is the centrifugal force generated by the orbital velocit#of the
balls or rollers. A substantial portion of this loss in fatigue life can be regained if
light-weight balls or rollers are used. Low density bearing materials, therefore, offer
great potential in high-speed turbo-machinery.

Low density balls or rollers also reduce the tendency for skidding damage in high-
speed bearings, since the inertial forces on the ball or roller-cage assembly are sub-
stantially reduced. Ball or roller skiddingr for example during high shaft accelerations,
is known to cause premature bearing failure in high-speed machines.

One candidate material class from which bearing olements with significantly lower
density and higher temperature capability can be made is ceramics. Early efforts at screen-
ing a wide variety of available ceramic materials for bearing applications met with only
limited success due to the inherent porosity and lack of homogeneity of the then available
materials (1,2)*. However, recent advances in the processing of ceramic materials has
made it possible to manufacture fully dense components. This is true especially with
silicon nitride where the processing technology now is in the most developed stage.

PROPERTIES OF BEARING QUALITY SILICON NITRIDE

Recent developments in ceramic material processing has produced improved silicon
nitride products with respect to density, homogeneity, and strength, suitable for use in
ball and roller bearings. Figure 1 shows a comparison of high-temperature tensile strength

9 between bearing quality silicon nitride and M50 steel, which is now commonly usedifor tur-
bine bearings. Table 1 is a selected list of properties for these two bearing materials,
showing the higher temperature capability and lower density of silicon nitride. Testing
SNumbers in parentheses refer to the References at the end of this paper.
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TEMPERATURE 
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Table 1. Selected Physical and Thermal Properties 1000 2ooo 3o00
of Silicon Nitride aid MSO Steel I

M50
Property Silicon Nitride M50 Steel Steel

300
Hardness, Rc at 200C 78 64 2000 -. 2

Maximum Useful Temperature*, --
C (UF) 1200 (2200) 320 (600)

Density, g/cm3 3.2 7.6 ..d1

Elastic Modu us at 20°0C, ' :

GPa (10 psi) _ 310 (45) 190 (28) :200

Poso' ai 0.26 0.28 SilIZon

Thermal Conidctivity at 2000, 13.4

Cal/s Yr c 7.3 1304

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion,
10-6/°C 2.9 12.3 WZ

100
• Maximum operating temperature when used for rolling

bearings based on a minimum hot hardness of R. 57 after ' "
long-term soaking at temperature, compared to a maximum
temperature of 1800C (360 0 F) for 52100 steel.

also has shown that bearing quality silicon 0 . , . . . . . 0
nitride usually is superior in rolling-contact 46 8"0 260 '0

fatigue resistance to bearing steels, as given FigureTEMPERATURE (1Ch

in the endurance data plotted in Figure 2, Comparison of High-Temperature

taken from (3). Tensile Strength of Silicon
Nitride and M50 Steel

Thus it can be expected that high-speed
ball and roller bearings utilizing improved
silicon nitride elements will result in an improvement in bearing life and performance
over all-steel bearings. In isolated cases where early failures of silicon nitride bear-
ing elements have occurred, the cause has been traced to material defects such as porosity S
and excessive surface damage produced by inadequately controlled surface finishing proc-
esses (4). Basic lapping technology for silicon nitride balls has resulted in substantial
increases in fatigue life of silicon nitride finished by improved ball lapping and polish-
ing processes (5).

KEY:

I LUNDBERG-PALMGREN COMPUTED L LIFE FOR S-TEE" [61
0 EST. L LIFE OF S,3N4 TEST GROUP

0 MINIMUM L10 LIFE, SINCE NO FAILURES OCCURRED

, J

U 100

1- 0z

So_J I0

IJ..

TEST: ROLLER BALL fC RIG 4-BALL 5-BALL RADIALLY LOADED THRUSIT LOADED CYLINDRICAL
FLAT FLAT BALL REAIhNRS BALL BoEARINGS ROLLER BEARINGS

MAX. 3H! E•,RTZ (7) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (4) (12) (13) (14)
S3R0$$,G 03 ..1 4.8 3.5 1.1 ,la 5.5 55 3 .5 40 *.5 3S3 Z9 Z4 Z 0 2 &23 21

(K.), 3 001) 6 00l) IWO 17501 (700) (O 0 00 1 100, R l00, 1 IO ( 0) (4601) (4.0 (350XZ•0I) 410)1 (40(3IlO)

Figure 2. Rolling-Contact Silicon Nitride Spalling Fatigue Test Results
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BEARING DESIGN ANALYSIS

The most recent computer analysis codes for computing the performance of high-speed
ball and roller bearings are used to optimize the design of silicon nitride bearings.
In all of the computer programs used, the bearing fatigue life is calculated using the
Lundberg-Palmgren theory (6). In the case where silicon nitride material is used, adjust-
ments are needed in the computer programs to account for the differences in properties of -.
this material from steel, as given in (3). The reduced density and Poisson's ratio and
increased Young's modulus of silicon nitride are used properly in the computer programs
to calculate the reduction in centrifugal forces and redistribution of the loads between
the balls or rollers in the bearing resulting from these changes in material properties.
However, an adjustment to the computer calculated fatigue lives is required by the need
to account for the change in contact stress and stressed volume resulting from the change
in elastic properties of the silicon nitride material from those of steel.

As an example, Table 2 is a summary of the results of a computer analysis of an opti-
mum design ball bearing for an oil-lubricated high-speed turbine application using silicon
nitride balls. This tabulation illustrates the advantages of predicted bearir, life to
be obtained by properly accounting for the properties of silicon nitride compared to steel.
Rig testing of this hybrid bearing demonstrated successful operation without failure at
speeds up to 115,000 rpm (15).

Table 2, Application of Silicon Niteide Balls to High-Speed Turbine Bearings

Bask 7001 size (1 2-iiti ol.re) atguilar.cniar(t hill ieattitg under 220 N total I lit ls altd preload
and 70 N radial load a( 93 500 rpm shaft il1ced with circulating 3.5 (s ester lubricant

(:C RRFN'I SilN4 HAI.L% AM) St IELI. RINGS

Ai.I.-S'i vi I SAWE. |)1 SlN AS 01" 1MI41I) D)IMt.%

HEARING AI. -S1i s'1. BR); & PRIOADI

Max. Hertz stress, (Gia I.66 1.72 1.24
(nomputed 1.1, fatigue life, h 300)1 I500 10 (XX)

liea generation rate,

W atts 642 41)

The tendency of the bearings to skid in this turbine unit in service was analyzed
by sttting the bearing designs at their extremes of closest ring groove conformities and
largest radial clearances expected for the tolerance ranges and mounting fits specified.
These tolerance extremes were used ao input in computer program SHABERTH for the SHAft/
BEaRing/THermal analysis of the turbine rotor system. Also, the lubricant cavity percent-
ages and film replenishment layers were adjusted to simulate a copious oil flow rate
which is expected to help induce ball skidding. Figure 3 is a plot of the computed cage
speeds from a series of runs at reduced preloads.

42,000 Silicon nitride ball
design bearings

AS
* °r kll-steel turbine

S~end bearing

00

LO

"41 000

bearininghrs La, b ()1

4.J
Z
A.
E
0

*40,000 (100) (200)

0 2d 'U
Total Bearing Thrust Load, lbs (N)

Figure 3. Program SHABERTH Predicted Cage Speeds in a Turbine Unit for All-Steel Bearing
Design and Improved Silicon Nitride Ball Bearing Design at Tolerance Extremes



Although the data in Figure 3 is useful for comparison with rig test results, no
clear indication of skid tendency is apparent. Skid behavior can best be analyzed by
dividing the computed cage speed by the cage speed calculated for the computed operating
contact angles assuming that no gross slip occurs, in other words the "epicyclic" cage
speed. This cage speed ratio is given as part of the output of program SHABERTH and is
plotted over a wide range of designs and operating conditions in Figure 4. Although the

100

Pure thrust loaded4 all-steel 1 .Sbearin -@

U90 "g3,500 rpm shaft speed

S• • 0.797"1 (20.24 mm) pitch diameter
'• •.11-3/16"1 (4.76 mm) diameter balls

C3 "0.00125"1 (.032mm) mean unmounted diametral
0 clearance

+ , "-50 steel rings to ABEC 7 tolerances
S/ "S3% inner/S4% outer mean groove conformities

0• in all-steel bearing
S• .51.75% inner/S5% outer mean groove conformities

V) with Si N• balls
S• "Radial 6as corresponding to approximate

SPur thrstloded i3N4• •bearing reactionsto rotor dead weight

80 so ball 3 Graph Symbols
0 design

z M-'YPure thrust loaded all-steel bearing at mean design
_ _ý-oPure thrust loaded all-steel bearing at tolerance extremes
0 oU-mPure thrust load with Si3N4 balls at mean design
U -D-Pure thrust load with Si3N4 balls at tolerance extremes

SAlternator-end all-steel bearing at tolerance extremes
•Turbine-end dll-steel bearing at tolerance extremes

0• C5Alternator end with Si3N4 balls at tolerance extremes
41• Turbine end with Si3N4 balls at tolerance extremes

4)4

(100) (200)

0 20 4b

Total Bearing Thrust Load, ibs (N)

Figure 4. Summary of Program SHABERTH Predictions of Skidding in TurL.,alternator Bear-ings of Improved Silicon Nitride Ball Design Compared to Current All-Steel Design

spread in cage speed ratio between the mean designs and the tolerance extremes at any
given preload level is slightly greater 'or the silicon nitride ball bearing than for the
all-steel bearing (as expected for the higher elastic modulus silicon nitride), the skid
tendency ranges of the silicon nitride and eal-steel designs overlap and do not seem to

be significantly different. Skid-free operalion wiould appear to be possible with either
type bearing down to at least 20-25 ibs (about 100 N) thrust preload. In addition, since•
the silicon nitride balls have only 40,! of the miss of the steel balls, their ability tofollow the transient motions imposed on them during operetion under the combined radial
uod thrust loads in the turboalternator must be greater for the silicon nitride balls
than the steel balls. For this reason, therefore, it is expected that the selected silicon
nitride ball bearing design should be more skid resistant than the present all-steelIbear-

: ing design.
0 Comparison of the predicted bearing fatigue lives at the same preload level of 32 mbs
(145 N) after adjusting the siltcon nitride bearing life as described above, shows a pre-
dicted life of the silicon nitride bearing aboit threi times that of the all-steel bearing.
Thefore, this selected silicon nitride bearins ofsiddin alized for the application

' SILICON NITRIDE PROCESSING AND INSPECTION CRITERIA
g Acceptable performance of silicon nitride rolling bearings depends critically on the
use of raw matering that is sufficiently free of failure inducing defects. Also, it is
just as important thefturboathe loat-currying surfaces of silicon nitride bearings without
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producing surface originated failure inducing defects. Silicon nitride bearing develop-
ment projects conducted over the past decade have resulted in an extensive backlog of non-
destructive evaluation (NDE) data, as well as other material and surface inspection data,
correlated with bearing performance criteria. This experience is summarized here with
some typical examples of NDE results and their interpretation.

The most successful silicon nitride material used in bearings to date is produced
in the form of hot pressed billets, roughly 150 mm square by whatever thickness is re-
quired to obtain the bearing part needed. Machining bearing Darts from hot pressed billets
is very expensive, so efforts have been made to make bearing quality silicon nitride mate-
rial in near net shapes (NNS). Figures 5, 6 and 7 compare the responses of 2 mm thick
sections cut from three such candidate HIS spherical blanks to scanning laser acoustic
microscopy (SLAM). The NC132 blanks gave very long fatigue spalling life when tested,
whereas the 147Y and GTE blanks had excessive wear in rolling contact from the high poros-
ity indicated in these alternative materials. -.

An NDE method of detecting surface damage on silicon nitride bearing parts is by
radiographic gas penetrant, as illustrated in Figure 8. The finishing surface defect that
was detected was quite small as shown, demonstrating the high sensitivity of this method.
An especially useful NDE method is the fluorescent die penetrant technique. Figures 9,
10 and 11 show three different kinds of material defects found on N0132 ball surfaces by <Ithis method. •

The critical size, shape and composition of material or surface defects in silicon
nitride depends on their ability to initiate wear, cracking or fatigue spalling failures
in rolling bearings. Figure 12 shows several NC132 silicon nitride balls that failed by
fatigue spalling in ball bearing endurance tests. Closer examination and analysis of one
such spall in Figures 13 and 14 showed that a structurally affected area about 150 'on in
size, caused by graphite inclusions in the material from tne hot pressing mold resulted
in a spalling life of about half the theoretically expected 90% survival life ILIO) in
this endurance test. In a similar manner, the void of about 25,Pm in size shown in Figure
15 also resulted in about half the expected spalling life. When silicon nitride material
free of such large defects is used, spalls occur at much longer lives and are initiated
from surface defects often manifested as Hertz cracks at the initiation point.

TURBINE BEARING TEST RESULTS

A number of tests have been conducted on silicon nitride bearings with oil lubrication
at high speeds. In a typical high-speed turbine application, a 12-mm-bore hybrid bearing
with silicon nitride balls, M50 steel rings and standard brass cage was developed (15) to
replace the present all-steel angular-contact ball bearings which were limited in life
and sreed capabilities. Six hybrid bearings have successfully completed over 4000 hours
of testing to date (a sirgle bearing exceeding 1600 hourc) in oil environment at 1900C,
93,500 rpm, maximum radial load of 67 N and maximum thrust load of 220 N.

During the course of this turbine testing, the unit was disassembled after 790 hours
of successful running to inspect the bearings which were found in excellent condition.
Upon reassembly, however, it was discovered later that the locknut on the forward end of
the rotor was not returned to its precise balanced condition, so that excessive vibration
occurred during subsequent testing at speed. After 23 additional hours running at 93,500

rpm with high vibration but no failure, the unit was disassembled again and the aft end
bearing was found ia the condition shown in Figure 16, with the cage partially fractured.
The cage in the forward end bearing, shown in Figure 17, was completely missing, apparently
having been broken up and the pieces discharged out the turbine exhaust, so that the bear-
ing continued to operate successfully without a cage and with somewhat less than a full
complement of balls.

Bearings in this turbine application with steel balls have seized under similar con-
ditions. Howe-ver, the silicon nitride balls suffered almost no damagc, as shown in Figure
18, and +he steel raceway tracks showed only the normal expected amount of microwear,
which was somewhat greater in the forward bearing as expected, and as shown in Figure 19.

SOLID LUBRICATED SILICON NITRIDE

The major advantage of using a ceramic such as silicon nitride as a rolling bearing
material is its potential for operating at much higher temperatures than is possible with
bearing steels. Since the maximum temperature capabilities of silicon nitride are well
beyond the temperature limits of all available liquid hydrocarbon-base lubricants, it is
imperative that engineering principles be developed for operating silicon nitride bearings
with no external lubrication or with dry lubricants having temperature capabilities in
the order of 54000 (10000F) or highur.

A large amount of information exists on the dry film lubrication of bearing metals
and some ceramics, mostly under sliding, rather than rolling contact conditions (16-21).
The ability of candidate solid lubricant and bearing materials to produce successful self-
lubricated surfaces can only be determined by tests run under conditions simulating the
intended bearing application service conditions as closely as possible.
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Figure 8. Surface Defect on NC132 Ball Detected by Gas Penetrant Inspection (Qual-X)

44

' -

7912 l00OX

Figure 9. Material Defect (Porosity) Detected
on NC132 Surface by Fluorescent Die
Penetrant Inspection g

Optical Micrograph 500X

7892 SE 500)X 7893 BTE, 500X

Figure 10. Material Defect (Silicon Inclusion) Detected on NC132 Surface by Fluorescent
Die Penetrant Inspection
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Spall Origin Indicated Coarse Grain Structure Notedqby Arrows at Spall Origin

7784 BSE 400X

Arrows Indicate Metal Contami-
7785 1600X 7792 5000X nation From Bearing Ring
Interface Detween Typical Microstructure at Fracture "C" Arrows Indicate Probable
Hot Pressed Si. N4 "A" and Origin Carbon Contamination

SpallOrigi 141Figure 14. Secondary Electron (SE) Image
Figure 13. Inclusion Type Spall Origin Found in NC132 andBack Scattero d ElectrognSilicon Nitride Ball Endurance Tested Under(S)Im eof palOin

2.4 GPa (350,000 psi) Maximum Hertz Stress on Fall in Figure 13
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78 043 •
Figure 16. Aft End 12--mm Bore Turbine Bearing with Silicon Nitride Balls, M50 Steel Rings

and Brass Cage After 813 Hours Running at 93,500 rpm Under 55 lbs. (240 N) Thrust
Load with Excessive Unbalance Radial Load Imposed on Forward End During Last 23
Hours of Test, Showing Initial Cage Fracture but Excellent Condition of Balls
and Rings

* S

4 78 043 S

Figure 17. Forward End 12-mm Bore Turbine Bearing with Silicon Nitride Balls, M50 Steel Rings
and Brass Cage After 813 Hours Running at 93,500 rpm Under 45 lbs. (200 N) Thrust
Load with Excessive Unbalance Radial Load Imposed During Last 23 Hours of Test,
Showing Complete Destruction of Cage (Pieces Blown Out Turbine Exhaust) but
Excellent Condition of Balls and Rings
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A convenient screening test machine for dry lubrication tests is the rolling four-
ball machine used for similar tests for a number of -ears and shown in Figures 20 and 21.
The test specimens are in the form of bearing balls which are manufactured of silicon
nitride to very close tolerances .id reproducibility of the wear surfaces by the unique
statistical characteristics of the ball manufacturing process, thus giving good test
reproducibility. Since these tests were run dry the ball separator was made from a con-
posite salt-impregnated mixture of carbon and graphite which provides self-lubrication
to the cage rubbing contacts, as well as transfer film lubrication to the ball-ball and
ball-cup contacts. The cups are made of either silicon nitride or AISI M1 grade tool
steel to accommodate the high temperature of the tests.

The tests were conducted at 10,000 rpm with a Hertzian contact stress of 2.76 GPa
(400 kgi) maximum at the rolling contacts between the balls. Most tests were conducted
at 540 C and continued until excessive wear occurred. Silicon nitride wear volumes and
wear coefficients were estimated by analysis of both weight loss measurements and diamond 0
stylus traces perpendicular to the wear track.

A number of high-temperature carbon graphite materials (P3310, AFX-5QE, P2003, 5611T
and CJPS) and WSe2-In-Ga composite were tested. The lowest wear was achieved by a P3310
cage up to 315 0 C and a P2003 cage up to 5400C. The wear coe ficient of the silicon nitride
spindle ball using the P2003 cage was measured to be 2 x 10-f. Figure 22 shows the scan-
ning electron micrograph of a partial solid-lubricant transfer film on the support balls
after 139 hours of operation. The film was so thin that it could not be detected by x-ray
wavelength spectroscopy. Figure 23 shows graphite cages before and after four-ball testing
at 540 0 C. The cage has a noticeably white, fluffy jurface after htgh-temperature testing.
The wear coefficient for silicon nitride of 2 x 10 at 5400C is an order of magnitude
lower than that measured for boundary lubrication of 52100 steel balls in the rolling four-
ball tester with partial EHD lubrication (22). As a further comparison of typical wear
coefficients from the literature (23), a mild steel (RB 90 hardness) is reported to have
a dry wear coefficient of about 7 x 10-3. The tungsten carbide coefficient is about I0- 6 ,
and therefore, both are higher than that measured for silicon nitride from room temperature
to 540 0 C.

CONCLUSIONS

Silicon nitride is now available in sufficiently high quality to perform satisfactorily
as a ball or roller bearing material. With two to three times the hardness (flow pressure)
of bearing steels and by maintaining its strength and oxidation resistance up to 12000C,
silicon nitride holds particular promise as a high-temperature bearing material.

Even though the elastic modulus of silicon nitride is lower than that of most other
ceramics, thus reducing bearing contact stresses, it is still half again higher than the
modulus of bearing steels. With 40% of the density of steel, however, silicon nitride
reduces the inertial loads in high-speed bearings, thus overcoming the effect of its higher
elastic modulus on computed fatigue life. Rolling contact fatigue tests of silicon nitride
have demonstrated one to two orders of magnitude longer life than the Lundberg-Palmgren
rated life of bearing steel in 407 of the endutrance groups reported, with a log average
life for all groups at least five times greater than steel.

Prototype silicon nitride bearings have been applied successfully in critical machinery
such as high-speed turbines, using oil lubrication. Impregnated graphite cages reduced .-
the wear of dry silicon nitride rolling-spinning contacts to a wear coefficient of 2 x 10r,
an order of magnitude lower than oil boundary lubricated steel. It is expected, therefore,
that solid lubricated silicon nitride bearings will find increasing application in future
aircraft systems.
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DISCUSSION

EJantzen, DVFLR, Ge
(1) Have you co,-'lucted any investigations of boundary lubrication with liquid lubricants (effect of wetting,

adhesion and surface reaction of lubricants)?

(2) Is the carbon cage the only lubricant in the dry lubrication investigation? (e.g., is the lubrication of surfaces
(bearing rings) solely by lubricant in the retainer?)

Author's Reply
The boundary lubrication of silicon nitride is the same as steel. Measurements of boundary lubricated friction of
silicon nitride compared to other ceramics and M-50 steel using either hydrocarbon or synthetic ester or silicone base
liquid lubricants are given in Reference (3) of the paper as well as in ASLE Transactions, 18 (3) 21 1-221 (1975), the
latter of which also includes surface wetting tests. In the dry lubrication studies, solid film coatings on the silicon
nitride balls sometimes were used as well as the solid lubricant cages, but very little e'fect of the coatings tested was
detected. Apparently, the main dry lubrication mechanism is by transfer of a solid lubricant film from the cage to
ball surfaces in tl,: cage pockets. The dry coefficient of friction of silicon nitride is only one-third that of steel.

D.G.Astridge, Westland llclicopters Ltd, Yeovil, UK
In view of the poor tensile strength of silicon nitride compared with tool steel, and the large difference in thermal
expansion coefficient between Si 3 N4 and steels/nimonics commonly used in engines, are you aware of any rolling
contact fatigue tests with Si3 N4 bearings on steel shafts (or hybrid bearings) in which start-stop cycles have been
simulated?

Author's Reply
Since the thermal expansivity of silicon nitride is less than that of steel, special designs must be used to mount
silicon nitride bearing rings on steel sh,,ftk; and in steel housings. For small turbomachines, the best arrangement
often is to use a ceramic shaft. In all cases, and especially with hybrid bearings, all possible engine operating
extremes should be analyzed with modern computer codes to account for these property differences in the design.
Reference (3) of the paper gives references to thermal cycling test-,, ,most of which have been conducted on silicon
nitride turbine blades. -

B.R.Reason, Cranfield Institute of Teclnology, Cranfield, UK
The author has presented an interesting review of silicon nitride ceramics for high-temperature rolling bearings,
particularly regarding its advantages over conventional bearing steel in this environment. Has the author or his
colleagues carried out any in-site bearing testing with this material under conditions of transient mechanical shock
and, if so, how does it compare with the more compliant bearing steels?

What reaction has silicon nitride with the type of polar charged additions used in mineral oils to produce metallic
soap films on ferrous surfaces in conditions of boundary lubrication?

Author's Reply
Wettability studies have been conducted. Those are covered in several references in the paper, With standard ester
base or mineral oil lubricants idications are that the same type of MllD films are formed as with steels. We do not "
know whether anti-wear additivies will work as well as with steels. There may, however, be substitutes for use with"
silicon nitride. There is always a layer of silica, probably monomolecular, on the surface of silicon nitride and this is
known to be a high temperature lubricant in the metal working industry. The dry, clean coefficient of friction of
silicon nitride against silicon nitride is only .17, whereas with M-50 steel it would be .5.

l.Courage, Rolls Royce Ltd, Aero Division, Bristol, UK
Could the author confirm the Lundberg-Palhgren L 0 ,Values used as baseline comparators for the silicon nitride
perforluance in Figure 2 are not factored up io represent current tool steel petformance levels. If this is the case we
clearly still require a significant and consistent improvement to be demonstrated by the silicon nitride before it can
be used to replace tool steel balls and thereby permit high operating speeds in mainshaft ball bearings. Unless there
is parity between silicon nitride and current tool steels the present maximum permissible stress levels would havc to S
be reduced which would inhibit the maximum thrust capacity due to overstressing of the balls at the inner race
contact, This situation will arise because bearings have to be optimized to carry high thrust loads at takeoff, when
the centrifugal load is not dominant as well as the lower load cruise conditions when the centrifugal load does
become dominant.

Author's Reply
All of the fatigue life data that I was able to find in the literature are on the bargraph in the paper. The log average

of all that life data is 5 times Lundberg-Palhgren. So in that sense it's comparable if you are using a factor of 5 or

so for M-50. It's important to note that that data represents all that's in the literature for the last tell years. and that

I.
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improvements are being made all the time. If we took 40 percent of the groups with the longest lift! on the bargraph
we get between 10 and 100 times Lundberg-Palingren life, which I think is significantly better than M-50.

M.A.H.Seuelra, Portuguese Oil Co., Po
I would like to know if you could use synthetic oils instd of petroleum oils. Do you have any experience with
these?

Author's Reply
Yes, I mentioned ester base oils, Most of the endurance test data were obtained with military specifications ester
base synthetic oils.
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LIGHTWEIGHT MATERIALF FOR ROLLING ELEMENTO IN AIRCRAFT BEARINGS

by R.T. Cundill, Head of Material Development,
SKF Engineering and Research Centre,

Postbus 50, 3430 AB Nieuwegein, Netherlands.
and

F. Gicrdano, Assistant Laboratory Mana er,
RIV-SKF Industrie S.p.A., 10060 Airasca (To Italy.

SUMMARY

Using in-house experience with powder metallurgy, SKF has
followed two approaches in the development of lightweight -
rolling elements. Balls have been made from both silicon nit-
ride and a proprietary composite material using process routes
based on hot isostatic compaction. The composite material con-
sisted of titanium carbide in a superalloy matrix and the
finished balls had densities of 5,4 - 5,75 g/cc with hardness
values above 1500 Hv.

The performance of silicon nitride balls was compared with
that of TI tool steel balls in a test in which two mainshaft U
bearings were run at progressively increasing loads and speeds.
Inspection after testing showed that there was much less dis-
tortion of raceway profiles in the bearing with silicon nitride
balls indicating better kinematic behaviour. As a consequence,
the silicon nitride balls showed little change in physical
form, whereas there was marked deterioration of the tool steel
balls for the bearing design and test conditions considered.

INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of gas turbine engines can be improved by increasing the rotational
speeds and combustion temperatures. In principle, an increase in combustion temperature
should have little interaction with the bearing system provided that there is a sufficient
flow of lubricant to maintain the bearing at a suitable running temperature. However, the
extent to which shaft rotational speeds can be increased is significantly affected by the
centrifugal forces from the rolling elemeýnts acting on the bearing outer rings. At very
hign speeds, the centrifugal loading can exceed that caused by the applied load and lead to
extensive skidding and/or overload of the outer ring. One solution to this problem is to
reduce the density of the material used for the rolling elements and thereby decrease the
centrifugal loading. Using in-house experience with powder metallurgy techniques, including
cold and hot isostatic pressing, SKF in Europe has followed two approaches in the
development of lightweight materials for aircraft engine bearings. Examples of these are
given for two different types of bearing applications.

Titanium carbide/superalloy composite materials are being developed and evaluated for
balls to be used in bearings in thrust-reverser motors. These units are located alongside
the afterburner section and are driven by air from the compressor stage. Consequently, the
operating temperature can exceed 500'C and the bearings run dry; i.e., without any liquid
lubricant. During the development and proving of these bearings, it was found that the
best available ball m.terial was tungsten carbide-cobalt hardmetal. Although the motors
operate intermittently and the required life in terms of total number of revolutions is
very low, accelerations are high - 0 to 18000 rpm in 0.6 seconds, with corresponding
decelerations. The high density of the tungsten carbide balls leads to high inertial

forces which can cause the cage tý fracture. The requirement for this application was for
a material of moderately low density with high strength, hardness and oxidation resistance
at temperatures up to 550"C.

The other approach has been to use silicon nitride which has a density approximately

40% that of tool steels. The physical, mechanical and bearing properties of silicon nit-
ride are such that it is the leading, if not the only, contender for use in future high
speed/high temperature bearings. It is now opportune that more consideration should be
given to the manufacturing processes and economics for the production of bearing com-
Sponents from this material. So far, virtually all silicon nitride rolling elements ani

complete bearings, that have been tested, have been made from hot preosed material. The
cutting and shaping (f bearing elements from hot pressed slabs or billets by either
diamond machining or ultrasonic machining is expensive and time consuming. This is par-
ticularly Lc in the case of balls.

What is required is a mar ifacturing method that can give near-net-shape blanks or
pref(.rms of sufficient accuracy so that finishing operations are minimized. Two such pro-
ceases are under development - hot isostatic pressing (HIP)(1-3) and pressureless sin-
ter-,' (4-6). As the name implies, densification in the pressureless sintering process is
achieved through the application of heat alone. This is potentially the cheapest manufac-
turing method for silicon nitride components. However, the materials developed to date
have residual porosity levels such that it is doubtful whether they can withstand the high
stresses in an aircraft bearing. HIP is similar to hot pressing in that both heat and
pressure are used to densify the material, but has the additional capability of producing
near-net-shape components. The main part of this paper, therefore, describes the manufac-
ture of silicon nitride balls by a HIP process and the subsequent comparative testing of
these balls in a meinshaft bearing.



TITANIUM CARBIDE/SUPERALLOY COMPOSITE MATERIALS

During the mid 1970's, a number of composite materials consisting of metal oarbides
in a nickel or cobalt based superalloy matrix were investigated at the SKF Engineering arid
Research Centre. The aim of this work was to develop improved tool materials fHr metal
cutting using the high temperature strength of superalloys to give increased hot hardness.
One of these composite materials - titanium carbide in a Udimet 700 matrix - was con-
sidered to be the most promising substitute for tungsten carbide balls in the bearing
application referred to previously. This combined the advants7es of the low density of
the titanium carbide and the high temperature strength of the superalloy. Purthermore, the
manufacturing process, which is outlined below, is essentially similar to that used in the
hardmetal industry and could be readily applied in practirs.

The TiC/Udimet composite material was used to manufacture balls of 7,938 mm (5/16")
final size. From previous work, it was known that a 70 wt% TiC + 30 wt% Jdimet 700 com-
position would give a material with high hardness. However, a second batch of material of
60% TiC + 40% Udimet was also processed to provide a material with higher toughnesa.

Powder Preparation

Normal commercially available, high purity powders were used as raw materials.. The
superalloy powder was produced by inert gas atomization. This process gives relatively
coarse spherical particles which are unsuitable for die compaction. Therefore, the gas
atomized powder was cryogenically disintegrated by the Coldstream proces to give a fine, .,
irregularly shaped powder. Median particle sizes of the carbide and superalloy powders
were 4 pm and 15 pm respectively. The powders were blended together in ball mills which
also further reduced the particle size. To avoid oxidation, this operation wao carried
out in petroleum ether which was evaporated afterwards. The optimum milling or blending
time was 12 hours. After milling, 2% paraffin wax was mixed into the powder to ensore that
the fine powder would have satisfasctory flow properties for die compaction. The paraffin
wax also acted as lubricant during compaction.

Preform Compaction

Ball blanks were compacted by a hydraulic _Upper
press using a simple die set with hemispherically punch--
shaped punches (Fig. 1). The balls were pressed . 77

with an equatorial band, since in practice it is .-i"il /
not possible to compact true spheres by die ./ .,-",,/

pressing without damaging the punches. Using such // -..
a die system inevitably leads to density variation
throughout the compact. Therefore, control of -Die
compaction pressure and filling heipht was /
critical. Too high a pressure led to lamination '/ . ./-/

and cracking across the mid-section; but, at low / "
pressures, the compacted balls were too fragile to .// .Ibe handled. Since the hemispherical sections ofi~l~l
the ball blanks had lower densities than in the ".
equatorial region, there was correspondingly more Pun 1
shrinkage during sintering along the vertical axis punch
of the balls. Therefore, the filling height had to (a) Filling (b) Compaction
be carefully adjusted so that the compacted ball
blanks were elongated; but, reverted fo a more
spherical shape after sintering. T!i* .ompactton Fig. 1
pressure used was 490 MPa which resulted in
densities of about 3.5 g/cc. Compaction of ball blanks

Dewaxing, and Sintering

After compaction, the paraffin wax binder was removed by heating the ball blanks to
550'C in nitrogen. The blanks were then sintered in hydrogen at 1500"C for 1 hour. The
sinterinp temperature was controlled to within +- 2" to ensure consistency betweer,. the
several batches of balls. Lower sintering temperatures led to incomplete densification and C
non-uniform structures, whereas higher temperatures caused ujxqessive growth of the
titanium carbide particles. After sintering, the densities of the two compositions were
as follows.

60%, TiC + 40% Udimet 5.4-q.q g/cn
70% TiC + 30% Udimet 5.2-5.3 g/cc

These were equivalent to relative densities of 94-96%.

Hot Isostatic Pressing

The balls were HIPed after sintering to eliminate residual porosity. This process
is also applied to cobalt-bonded tungsten carbide components intended for high duty appli-
cations. The equipment used consisted of a wire-wound pressure vessel with an integral
resistance heater, thermally insulated from the pressure veasel walls. The vessel could
be pressurized up to 2000 Bar ( 200 MPa) by argon gas with a maximum operating temperature
of 1450"C. Although this was a laboratory press, the internal dimensions, which limit the
work load, were 160 mm diameter x 600 mm hilh. The HIP unit is shown schematically in
Fig. 2. The pressure vessel was located in a wire-wound frame, which held the end
closures in place during pressing.
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Argon

End closure
• ; Ball blanks

Pressure vessel-- Work load OO -? xide powder -

Furnace heater--- Steel can,

Refractory -K
insulation Fig. 2

Hot isostatic pressing of ball .
blanks using a secondary
pressurizing medium

Power lead--

Since a gas is used as the pressurizing medium, it is not possible to densify
materials wt.th interconnected porosity without some form of encapsulation. To avoid
having to encapsulate each ball separately, the method shown in Figure 2 was used. A
number of balls was packed in a ceramic oxide powder inside a steel can. The filled can
was then evacuated to remove air and the lid was electron-beam welded in place. During "
the hot pressing cycle, the oxide powder acted as a secondary pressurizing medium. Due to

friction between the oxide particles, true isostatic conditions are not achieved by this
method, which may result in some slight distortion. Since the balls were not true
spheres, this was not a problem for this application. Batch encapsulation was simpler and
quicker than individual encapsulation in metal foils or glass and would be more economical
for production quantities.

,Several different HIP cycle.n were investigated and two of these were selected for the
composite balls.

Te mletraitiure Maximum Pressing
Pressure Time ]

1160"C 200 MIPa 30 minutes

i190"C 200 MPa 30 minutes

Althutigh the compafction time was relatively short, the overall cycle time was about
8 hours due to the time required for heating, cooLing and doompressIon. With industrial
HIP units, the cycle time is substantially reduced by heating and cooling the charge in
separate furnaces outside the unit.

Grinding and Finishing

The 1i{I'ed balls were ground in conventional ball grinding machines. Originally it
was intended to use diamond as the grinding medium; but, it was found that this led to

smearing of the superalloy phase. Therefore, silicon carbide was used instead, whichhlthough lengthening the grinding and polishing times, resulted in a satisfactory surface

finish.

Structure and Properties

The structurea of both sintered and HiPed balls consisted of a network of titanium

carbide particles in a metallic matrix phase (Pig. 3). Median carbide particle sizes were
in the range 5-10 um for both types of composite material.

• -• •,"

20 Jim

-r20 , a 20 p~m "

Fig. 3 "

Sintered (left) and HIPed (right) structures of TiC/Udimet composite
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Density and hardness values of balls made from the two material compositions by both
HIP cycles are given in Table 1 below. The higher hot pressing temperature had a marginal
effect on density, but gave a significant increase in hardness with the 70% titanium car-
bide composition.

Hot Pressing Densit Hardness 0
Table 1 f Composition Temperature "C ([V

Density and hardness 60% TIC; 40% Udimet 1160 5.740 1530
values of TiC-Udimet 1190 5.744 1535
composite balls. 70% TiC; 30% Udimet 1160 5.435 1640

1190 5.521 1720
Tungsten Carbide Balls - 14.98 1600-

Although the densities of the composite balls were only 25-30% lower than those of
tool steels, they were less than 40% of the density of the tungsten carbide balls used in
the thrust-reverser bearing. Since the manufacturing route was very similar to that used
for tungsten carbide balls, any difference in cost would depend mainly on the relative
costs of the raw materials. It is planned to test the lightweight composite balls in test
rigs which simulate the actual operating conditions of the bearings.

HOT ISOSTATICALLY PRESSED SILICON NITRIDE BALLS

HIP has been used on a commercial basis for a number of years for the consolidation

of superalloy and high alloy steel powders. Recently the process hus been extended to
high duty engineering ceramics and silicon nitride '..L particular. There are some impor-
tant differences in the consolidation of metal powd3rs and ceramic powders. Unlike metal
powders, silicon nitride cannot be densified by heat and pressure alone. It is necessary

4 to add a sintering aid which forms a liquid phase at the pressing temperature. Full den-
sification of silicon nitride occurs only at temperatures above 1700C whereas most HIP
units in operation today are limited to maximum operating temperatures of 1400-1500'C.
Therefore, new designs of HIP units have had to be developed for processing silicon nit-
ride and similar engineering ceramics. As a consequence of the hign operating temperatures
required, new methods and materials for encapsulation have also had to be developed.

For these reasons, the application of HIP to silicon nitride is still at an early
stage. Nevertheless, the obvious advantages of producing near-net-shape components which
require a minimum of 'hard machining' are such that the process can be expected to achieve
widespread use in future, particularly for ceramic components for gas turbine engines. The
manufacture ot 17 mm (final size) balls by a HIP process and subsequent bearing perfor-
mance tests are outlined below.

Material Preparation

High purity silicon nitride powder was mixed and milled with 6 wt% yttrium oxide and "
an organic binder material. Yttrium oxide, like magnesium oxide, is ujed as a sintering
additive for silicon nitride. The blended powder was cold isostatically pressed into bars,
130 mm long arid 25 mm nominal diameter, using polyurethane rubber moulds. The bars were.,

pre-sintered to remove the binder and also to improve the green strength. Since the cold
isostatically pressed bars had non-uniform diameters, they were turned to a diameter of
21.2 mm. At this stage the material density was 2.10 - 2.12 g/cc.

Soft Machining S

Several 'soft machining' methods were
investigated for shaping the bars into balls.

. The best result wv~s achieved by profile
grinding the bars using a bonded diamond
wheel. Th? sequence of operations is shown in
Fig. 4. The first stage was to profile grind
most of the ball shape, followed by parting __. -

off. The incomplete section of the ball was
then shaped in a subsequent grinding
operation. Ball diameters of 150 balls
produced by this method were in the range 20.1 [11 Profil grinding
+ 0.5 mm. The various stages in the p:ocess Ef 2  

2 Parting off

are illustrated in Fig. 5. * 2. ringridn
3. Finish grinding

It should be emphasized that this method
of producing ball blanks by soft machining was Fig. 4
used because a relatively small number of
balls was required. Soft machining of ball blanks

The method was more suited to the manufacture of ring blanks, for which hollow bars
could be produced by cold isostatic pressing. There are several processes which could be
used to produce ball blanks without the need for soft machining - cold isostatic pressing
of balls, die pressing (as described for the composite balls) and injection moulding. How-
ever, one advantage of using cold isostatically pressed bars as a starting material, which
became apparent later, was that the density of the ball blanks was more uniform than could
be acheived by other methods. This meant that there was very little distortion of the ball
shape during hot compaction.



Fig. 5

Stages in the soft
machining of ball

1. Cold isostatically
pressed bar

3 2. Profile grinding
3. Finish grindin~g

Hot Isostatic Pressing

As mentioned previously, encapsulation is a problem when HIP is carried out rcA high
temperatures. Gastight containers have to be made from either refractory metal foils or
high melting point glasses. For the 3ilicon nitride balls, a proprietary encapsulation
method developed by ASEA AB, Sweden, (7) was u..ed. This involved spraying the ball blanks
with a glass powder to form a porous glass coating. The balls were then heated in a
specially designed furnace under vacuum to remove air from the material. At a certain
..mperature, the glass softened and formed an impermeable layer. After controlled cooling,

the coated balls were transferred to the HIP unit. In principle, this coating process*
could be incorporated into the HIP cycle.

The balls were hot compacted at a temperature of 1750*C for 2 hours using argon at aI- pressure of 250 MPa. The pressure was maintained during the first stage of cooling. Then,
while the glass was still in a plastic condition, the pressure was released. The internal
nitrogen pressure was sufficient to inflate the glass envelope, which facilitatpd the
stripping of the glass from the balls after full cooling. Densities of the hct pressed
balls were 3.315 + 0.005 g/cc and the hardness was in the range 1600-1700 liv.

Grindinog and finishing

Thi shape and surface conditiun of the HIPed balls were such that rough grinding was
not noeesary. The balls were finished by a single grinding operation followed by
lapping. Grinding was carried out in a conventional ball grindingp machine using ceramic-
bonded silicon carbide wheels. To prevent overload of individual silicon nitride balls,

L some steel ballg were added to the hatch to take up the initial working pressure. Diamond
4 paste (0.25 pim particle size) was used for lapping.

Inspection and Dimensions

All balls were visually inspected. No cracks were observed in any of the balls, hut
some surface defects originating from the soft machining were detected. This led to the
rejection of a small number of balls. The remaining halls were all measured and the
results are summarized in Table 2.

1

Diameter TDiameter Out of Jurface
(Reference Variation Roundness Roughness Ra Table 2

17.000 mm) (Ovality) (Talyrond)
+ -. Dimensional and

Minimum +1.9 0.2 0.18 0.025 surface roughness
measurements on baIPed

* Maximum ±2.7 0.3 0.36 0.030 silicon nitride balls.m1P
All values given in

Mean +2.21 0.222 0.23 0.028 micrometres (iwm).

Standard 0.22 0.042 0.048 0.001
Deviation

The balls were within the appropriate specifications for diameter, ovality and round-
ness for Class I, avoation quality balls. Eighteen balls were selected for comparative
tests in a mainshaf. aering.
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TEO•' iN OF HOT 18OiTATICALJY P38E 1i,') 81 i0N INITRIDE BALL:)

The aim of the tests was to determine whether hot isostatically pressed silicon
nitride balls could operate successfully under conditions of high loads and speeds In a
full size mainshaft bearing. At the same time it was intended to make a qualitative
assessment of the kinematic and dynamic behaviour of the silicon nitride balls in relation
to that of tool steel balls. The test bearings were identical to those used for the low
pressure turbine bearings in a modern military engine. The bearings were tested on a rig
that had been built to the customers' specifications for the initial proving and acceptance
tests for these bearings. This rip allowed two bearings to be run under the same
conditions, so that by substituting silicon nitride bhlls for tool steel balls in one of
the bearings, a direct comparison could be made.

Test Bearings

The bearings used in the tests were of the three-point angular contact type.
Main dimensions of the bearings are shown in Fig. 6 and other details are given below.

Number of balls - 18 25II

Ball diameter - 17 mm 4
2 .T

Outer ring radius - 8.69 "Um

Inner ring radii - 8.69 mm

Initial contact angle - 35"

Radial clearance - 0.115-0.125 mm

Axial play (max.) - 0.360 mm

Two such bearinps were used In the tests. 147

The inner and outar rings of both bearings were 95
made from A.121 TI tool steel (18-4-1). Balls 121
made from Ti tool steel were used in one bearing
and the HIPed silicon nitride bails in the other. Fig. 6
Both bearings were subjected to the same inspec-
tion and quality control procedures that were Bearing dimensions (mm)
applied to production bearings,

The same ring geometry was used with both types of balls. Since silicon nitride has S
a higher elastic modulus than tool steels, this means that contact stresses would be higher
in the bearing with silicon nitride balls.

An initial contact angle of 40" was originally specified for this bearing type.
However, during the initial proving tests, the heat generated when running under conditions
of high speeds and loads, was considered to be too high. In addition, high relative cage
speeds were observed and there were indications that the contact ellipse had been truncated
under extreme running conditions. The bearing was re-designed with a lower contact angle.
This type of bearing, therefore, was considered to be well suited for tests with silicon
nitride balls.

Outer rinqt he rmocovpI e

The test machine consisted of two Cage speed
bearings mounted on a shaft driven centrally tachon•t-'r
by an asynchronous electric motor through a.
pulley system. The arrangement is shown--
schematically in Fig. 7. The inner rings
were shrink fitted to the shaft. The outer
rings were located in a housing which allowed
axial movement. Load was applied to the
outer rings by a pneumatic cylinder through
multiplying levers. The bearings were lubri-
cated by oil flowing through the hollow ends oil inhot
of the shaft into the lubricating holes in S
the inner rings. The oil flow to each
bearing could be controlled independently,
but for these tests both bearings were given -Load
the same flow rate. The input oil tempera-
ture was measured as was the outlet oil tem-
perature from both sides of each bearing
(positions 2 and I in Fig. 7). SThaft and
cage speeds were measured by tachometers and •
the outer ring temperature was also monitored.

Only axial loading was applied to the oil temp.
bearings; the radial load being that of the thermocouples

weight of the shaft and the pull from the
drive system. The maximum shaft speed for Fig. 7 12 3
testing according to the customers' test Test rig

' specifications was 13500 rpm. Typical test (Schematic)
conditions for endurance tests were 900 kg
axial load .•i a shaft speed of 11650 rpm. Oil outlet

I,.
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Test Program and Conditions Ts pe xa

*Originally it wlas planned to test the (rpm) Load (kg)
bearings at medium and high speeds with
axial loads increasing from 250 kg to 2500 1 11500 290

*kg according to the schedule shown in Table 2 500
3. Tests 1-5 proceded without incident, but
when the speed was increased to 20670 rpm, 3 1000
oil exit temperatures did not stabilise. 200
It proved to be beyond the capacity of 420
electric motor to drive the bearings at 5 2500
this speed with a load of 1000 kg. Since
the motor was already showing signs of dim-6 267 5
tress at the lower loads and the bearing 7 of 500

*outer ring temperatures were above 200'C,8it 10
the tests were discontinued. Total running 8" 10
time up to this point was 40 hours, rep- of" 2000
resenting 6 hours running under stable con- 102500
ditions for tests 1--5 and shorter times for L0

tests 6 and 7. The lubricant used was Esso
Turbo Oil 2380 (according to MIL-L-23699) Table 3
and the flow rate was 1 litre/ minute toPlne tstcdios

* -. each bearing.

After the first test series, the bearings were dismounted and inspected. The rings
and cages of both bearings were in good condition. Inspection and measurement of the
silicon nitride balls shoved no signs of deterioration. Therefore, the bearings were
reassembled and a second test was carried out under the following conditions.

*Speed - 15 000 rpm Axial Load - 1000 kg Time - 50 hours Oil Flow - 1 litre/min.

On completion of this second test, the bearings were inspected again and surface
profiles of balls and rings were measured.

TEST RESULTS

Temperatures

Details of the oil and bearing outer ring temperatures during the first test series
are given in Table 4. 1

TEST CONDITIONS DEARING WITH BEARING WITH
*TOOL STEEL BALLS SILICON NITRIDE BALLS

oil Temperatures 0C Outer ring Oil Temperatures OC Outer ring
Test Speed Load Inlet (1) (2) Outlet (3) Temperature OC Inlet (1) (2) Outlet (3) Temperature *C

(rpm) (kg)___________________________________ ____

1 11500 250 30 95 90 110 30 92 84 95
2 500 K 112 60 116 " 100 90 105
3 1000 114 60 120 " 105 95 112
4 2000 130 s0 145 124 114 130
5 2500 150 100 165 " 120 110 130
6 20670 250 -- 200 - - 200

7 500 -- 212 -- 205

Table 4

Oil and ring temperatures during the first test series (See Fig. 7 for oil outlet positions).

It was apparent that the bearing with silicon nitride balls ran at consistently lower
temperatures and that there was less difference in outlet oil temperature from the two
drain positions. This was an indication that the variations in the dynamic contact angle
with silicon nitride balls had been lower than with the tool steel balls.

In the second test when the bearings ran for 50 hours, the outer ring temperature of
the bearing with silicon nitride balls was 170'C compared with 180*C for the standard

* bearing.

*Cage Speed

During most of the tests, the cages of both bearings ran at steady speeds. T2here
were indications that the cage speed with silicon nitride balls was lower than that with
tool steel balls; but, this difference was too small to be quantified. During the last 15
hours of the 50 hour test, the cage speed of the bearing with tool steel balls became 4

P: uneven and fluctuated.

Visual Inspection

Visual examination of the rings that had run with silicon nitride balls showed no
* evidence of deterioration. The load transmitting areas of the rings with tool steel balls

contained polished wear bands, indicative of extensive skidding or sliding during running.
'4 There were also marked differences in the condition of the balls after testing. . The tool

steel balls had a variety of surface textures; but, the silicon nitride balls actually had
a better appearance after the test than before. Microscopic examination showed that this
was due to pick-up of metal which had improved reflectivity and decreased surface

* roughness.



Metrological Examination
Details of clearance and ball variations baeore and after testing are given in

Table 5 below.

Tool Steel Balls Silicon Nitride Balls

Before After Before After

Radial Clearance 122 126 122 120

Axial Play 325 340 330 335

Radial Movement

Outer Ring 2 8 2 3

Inner Ring 2 7 2 4

Axial Movement

Outer Ring 2 12 2 3

Inner Ring 2 10 2.5 6

ball Diameter

VDWL <0.25 3.8 0.22 0.4

V3 DWL <0.5 1.25 <0.5 0.5

Table 5

Bearing clearances and ball diameter variations before and after testing
(All values given in micrometres - um).

Comparisons of the Talysurf and Talyrond profiles for rings from both bearings are
given in Figs. 8-11. For simplicity, traces are given only for the load transmitting
inner rings and the directly loaded sections of the outer rings. These rosults show the
extensive distress or damage of the bearing with tool steel balls and the good condition

• of the rings that were used with the silicon nitride balls. Figure 12 compares the con-
ditiorn vf the balls after the tests.

C* (O1NCLUSIONS

Although limited in scope, this preliminary test demonstrated that HIred silicon nit-
ride balls could run satisfactorily in mainshaft bearings under conditions which caused I
marked deterioration of a standard bearing with tool steel balls. Th~s was in spite of the
fact that the conformity had not been optimized for the silicon nitride balls and there-

fore contact stresses were higher ;ith this bearing. The lower operating temperatures and
absence of damage in the bearing with silicon nitride balls were indications of better
kinematic behaviour. It can he inferred that there was less variation in dynamic contact
angles with silicon nitride balls and lower spin friction losses. This gives added con-
fidence in silicon nitride as a bearing material and in HIP as a manufacturing method for
bearing components.
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DISCUSSION

D.G.Astrldge, Westland Hlelicopters Ltd, Yeovil, UK
(I) How would cost of production quantities or Silicon Nitride bearings compare with tool steel bearings?

(2) In view of the poor tensile strength of silicon-nitride compared widi tool steel, and the great difference in -

coefficient of thermal expansion between SiNi and steels/nimonics, are you aware of any rolling contact
fatigue tests with SiNi beatings on steel shafts (or hybrid bearings) in which thermal cyling has been
incorporated to simulate engine start-stop cycles?

Author's Reply
At this stage, it is not possible to give any estimates of the costs of silicon nitride rolling elements or complete
bearings. As you are aware, inspection and quality control costs account for a high proportion of the total cost
of an aircraft bearing and these are material independent. IHowever, I can give you some information about pressure-
less sintered silicon nitride. Tool tips made from this material are currently being sold at twice the price of
equivalent Tungsten carbide tips, It is thought that pressureless sintered components should cost no more to
produce than Tungsten carbide - on a volume rather than weight basis. To put this in perspective, aircraft quality
Tungsten carbide balls 5/16" diameter are currently sold at about $3.25 each.

With regard to your second question, I am not aware of any tests involving thermal cycling. I can only repeat what
Mr Sibley has said about the excellent thermal shock resistance of silicon nitride. Thermal cycling in the tempera-
ture regime of aircraft engine bearings should not present any problems.

S 1P

"wl

".~L .: .:,
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THE OIL/AIR SYSTEM OF A MODERN FIGHTER AIRCRAFT ENGINE

J. Schmidt, W. K. Hank, Dr. A. Klein, Dr. K. Maler
MTU Motoren- und Turbinen Union MUnchen GmbH -- 4

Dachauerstr. 665, 8000 MUnchen 50

Summary:

Current experience has shown that the oil/air system of a modern fighter aircraft engine
determines to a considerable extent the capabilities of the aircraft. To illustrate this
point, first of all the specification requirements of such an oil/air system are defined
and interpreted. Fullfilment of these requirements necessitates a variety of consider-
ations, of which a few are highlighted in this paper.

Taking a three-spool engine as an example, the basic features of the design and function-
ing of the oil/air system are explained. The importance of the sealing air system and of , .
its reliable computation is demonstrated. The advantages and disadvantages of intercon-
nected and separated bearing chambers are pointed out. Attention is drawn to the vent
system and to some special cor2 4 tions of the turbine bearing chamber.

Problems of highly loaded bearings are dealt with in some detail in view of a long bearing
life, in particular the optimization of the oil supply and the bearing behaviour in the
event of an oil supply interruption. Finally, the reasons and consequences of a possible
bearing chamber overheating are described as well as means to avoid such overheating.

1. Introduction

When designing a new aircraft engine, first of all, the cycle, performance data of
the individual components and the construction are decided on, based on the requirements
made of the aircraft. In this, the emphasis in the investigations is laid on the areas
of turbine and compressor aerodynamics, turbine cooling techniques, component strength
and the vibration characteristics of critical parts.

It has been common practice in the past to deal with the oil/air system only at a
rather late stage of engine development. For modern fighter engines this procedure is
no longer justified: attention to certain basic features of the oil/air system should be .
paid already at the early design stage. This is mainly due to the high temperatures and ""
rotational speeds (high specific thrust) encountered in modern fighter engines in con-
junction with severe space limitations (high thrust to weight ratio).

The requirements of the oil/air system of a fighter aircraft are determined by the
missions, the necessary degree of serviceability and operational safety under extreme
operation conditions, as well as an appropriately long engine life, for minimizing the
life-cycle costs (see Fig. 1). The following requirements have a decisive influence on•. ~the layout of the oil/air system: i

- Continuous oil supply under extreme flight conditions,

"- sufficiently low mission oil consumption,

as low as possible heat transfer to the oil,

- effective sealing of the bearing chambers under all flight conditions,

- avoidance of bearing chamber overheating, which could lead to oil fires and

excessive oil consumption, and

- as long as possible life of the bearings.

* Of these requirements only the last three are gone into some detail in this paper.

"2. Design Considerations

i'I Modern fighter aircraft engines have been built with two spools as well as with three
spools. Because of the high cycle temperatures and pressures both types of engines need
a careful consideration of the oil/air system at an early design stage. Three-spool en-
gires, however, have to be designed with a larger number of seals. Therefore the design
activities for the oil/air system are more elaborate and require a greater computational
as well as development effort. Therefore the three-shaft system is dealt with in greater

,* detail in this paper.

•I Fig. 2 shows schematically athree-spool engine with separate low-, intermediate- and
high-pressure sections. In this example it has been possible, by clever arrangement of
the bearings, to provide the engine with only three bearing chambers. As will be explain-

* ed later on, this has certain consequences for the oil/air system.
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Another important feature of the example of Fig. 2 is the fact that the three bearing
chambers are interconnected. In comparison with unconnected bearing chambers, this design
has the advantage that intershaft seals, which are problematical to design, can be omitted.
This simplifies the layout of the engine and reduces the number of parts. However, for
the oil/air system this means a complication for balancing the pressure differences re-
quired across the bearing chamber seals, since any changes in one bearing chamber auto-
matically affect the other chambers in a system in which the bearing chambers are inter-4
connected.

The schematic arrangement of the bearing chambers and their seals of the three-spool
engine of Fig. 2 together with the sealing-air system with its seals is shown in Fig. -3.
The front bearing chamber houses the bearing for the LP-compressor (bearing No. I) , the
centre bearing chamber houses the thrust bearings of the HP- and IP-compressors (bearings
No. II and III), and the rear bearing chamber houses the thrust bearing of the LP-compres-
sor (bearing No. VI) as wel~l as the intershaft bearing (No. IV), which is necessary with
this arrangement and which is somewhat offset from the actual rear chamber for design rea-
sons. The IP- and LP-shafts rotate in the same direction, whereas the HP-shaft rotates
in the opposite direction.

Oil is prevented from escaping from the bearing chambers by labyrinth seals, which are
pressurized by sealing air tapped downstream of the IP-compressor. This sealing air enters
the bearing chambers via the bearing chamber seals (Fig. 3) and leaves them through the
vent lines, carrying a certain quantity of oil from the bearing chambers with it. The
sealing air is discharged overboard after passing through a breather to separate the oil.
The amount of air discharged must be kept to a minimum, because

- it represents a loss of engine power,

- the flow rate of the air and the quantity of oil entrained in the vent system
increase with increasing air flow; both cause a greater oil loss at the breather,

*- the problem of oil overheating (heat to oil) becomes the greater, the greater
the amount of hot air flowing into the bearing chambers.

on the other hand, small quantities of air discharged or passing through the vent lines
result in small pressure differences across the bearing chamber seals, which can lead
to oil leakage. Calculations and experiments have shown that these pressure differences
are subject to a limit, on account of the fact that oil must be prevented from escaping
from the bearing chambers throughout the operating range of the engine, even after a large
number of engine running hours.

Oil escaping from the rear bearing chamber would form a mixture with the sealing air,
which would ignite on contact with hot turbine discs, leading to oil fire. oil leaking
from the front and centre bearing chambers, on the other hand, could contaminate the cabin
air. This is because for reasons of space, in modern fighter aircraft the cabin air is
sometimes tapped from the compressor casing, and not at the compressor hub as in civil ap-
plications. This means that oil mixed with the main flow of compressor air inevitably
passes into the cabin air, since it is centrifuged outwards at the compressor blades.

3. Particulars of the Air Sstem

* According to the explanations gi'ren above, one of the important goals of designing the
* internal air system of an engine is ýln addition to the supply of appropriate quantities

of cooling air to the turbine blades and to othei hot parts of the engine) to make sure that
* the pressure differences across the bearing chamber seals are large enough to completely
* avoid oil leakage, but not larger than absolutely necessary. It is therefore necessary

to accurately calculate the pressure differences acro~ss the bearing chamber- and sealing
air-seals when designing an engine. Particulars are given in what follows.

3.1 SealingAir System

An example of the sealing air conditions calculated for a system according to Fig. 3
S is shown in Fig. 4. In addition to the pressure differences across the bearing chamber

seals, normalized with the pressure difference across the rear bearing chamber seal marked
"B" in Figj. 3, the figure also shows the quantities of air flowing into arid out of the
chambers as well as those flowing between the chambers through the shafts, as a percentage
of the total flow rate in each case.

The results shown in Fig. 4 include the calculation of the bearing chamber pressure
as well as a calculation of the sealing air system pressures 'that are effect:-ve at the

* bearing chamber seals. These pressures depend on the operating condition of the engine
and on the clearances of the seals, which separate the sealing air system from the rest

* of the engine.

In the example given here, the sealing air pressure at the front bearing chamber de-
* pends, above all, on seals 1 and 2 (Fig. 3), and that at the rear bearing chamber on seals

- * 6 and 7. The effects of a deterioration of seals 6 and 7 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 (cor-
responding considerations apply to seals 1 and 2). Here it has been assumed that with
nominal clearances of these seals a pressure drop across rear bearing chamber seal B (see

* Fig. 4) is produced of a magnitude, which just avoids oil leakage through this seal at all
operating conditions, including idling and transients. This pressure drop is taken as 100%
in Fig. 5. With an increase of the clearances of air seals 6 and 7, by running-in for in-
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stance, the pressure drop across seal B will sink below the permissible value in a way
shown in Fig. 5.

In order to retrieve the required pressure difference, the bearing chamber pressure
must be reduced and hence the amount of air discharged overboard must be increased. Accord-
ing to Fig. 6, an increase of 20% is necessary in order to compensate a seal degradation
of 160% under unfavourab'e circumstances. However, this results also in a 30% increase in
breather oil consumption (Fig. 6). Optimum design of the sealing air system thus calls for
a very high degree ot dimensional accuracy of the air seal clearances. It requires excel-
lent thermal matching of the seal-rotors and stators and the choice of suitable abradable
coatings.

A certain amount of seal deterioration and hence of overboard-flow increase must be
accepted to be unavoidable. The breather therefore must be designed in such a manner that
its oil consumption nevertheless meets the specification. Also, for safety reasons one
will choose the pressure drop across seal B to be always somewhat higher than the limiting
value of 100% assumed in Figs. 5 and 6. In any case it is important that the behaviour of
all the air seals and its effects on sealing air pressures can be correctly simulated in
the computations.

3.2 Vent System
The calculated pressure drops across the bearing chamber seals are meaningful in de-

signing the system only, when the bearing chamber pressures in addition to the sealing air
pressures can be calculated with sufficient accuracy. In the second case this calculation
is made difficult because of the uncertainty as to the true running clearancOA of the air
seals. In the first case it is complicated by the complex flow c6nditions in the vent
system.

Because of the high shaft speeds of modern aero engines, the idea that pure oil will W
be present in the bottom section of a bearing chamber and pure air in the top, no longer
holds true. Instead, the bearing chambers contain a more or less uniform oil/air mixture.
Therefore an oil/air mixture flows through the vent lines. This two-phase flow of a com-
pressible fluid does not easily lend itself to theoretical analysis. Because of these un-
certainties, when designing an engine, the vent cross sections must be amply dimensioned
and the lines must be provided with replaceable restrictors (see Fig. 3), which can be used
to set the bearing chamber pressure and, consequently, the pressure drop across the seals
(and hence the overboard flow) within certain limits. S

3.3 Rear Bearing Chamber Conditions ' •

The rear bearing chamber with the L;;-thrust bea;ing (No. VI) and the intershaft bearing
(No. IV) is shown in detail in Fig. 7. As is seen in Fig. 4, the pressure difference across
seal B of the rear bearing chamber is lower than the one across the other bearing chamberseals. The explanation is, that in the present example the sealing air is supplied to the

rear bearing chamber seals via the HP-shaft (see Figs. 2 and 7). In so doing, the air re-
ceives a strong swirl from the rotating shaft and, as a result, suffers a major pressure
loss, additional to the pressure loss of the flow along the shaft, as it flows through
the contra-rotating holes, marked "A" in Figs. 2 and 7. This leads to the low pressure
drop across seal B, shown in Fig. 4. The reason, why the sealing air pressure further down-
stream is higher again and hence the pressure drop across seal C (Figs. 2 and 7) is larger
than that across seal B, is easily understood: Due to the swirl, the pessure increases as

- the air, after having passed seal B, proceeds to a larger radius (Fig. ') ; since subse-
quently the swirl is removed by the struts supporting the bearing chamber, the pressure
then ramains nearly constant as the air flows towards seal C.

The reduced pressure drop across seal B, as compared with that of the other rear bearing
"chamber seals, is thus a consequence of the sealing air supply arrangement discussed here1
for the three-spool concept shown. The inflow through the other two seals thus being
"higher than required, the overboard flow also is somewhat higher, and the breather mustbe designed accordingly.

This slight disadvantage could be avoided, would the sealing air be supplied to the rear
bearing chamber through pipos fittod ir the engine's bypass duct instead of via the HP-shaft.
This complication of additienal sunply lines would, however, be chosen only if dictated by
other stringent requirements, in particular by an unacceptably high (with regard to over-
heating) heat pick-up of the air as it procedes along the HP-shaft. A reliable calculation
of this heat pick-up already at the dosign staqe, therefore, belongs to the important tasks
of the systems engineer. It is the t isis for the decision as ,) the type o: air supply for
the rear bearing chamber.

A final point is made in this connection. With the relatively simple arrangemenl of
Fig. 3, the pressure drops acioss and hence the inflows through the seals of the centre
bearing chamber will be much higher than for the other seals, as can be seen in Fig. 4.
This is a direct consequence of the i-latively large pressure loss the air encounters as
it flows towards the rear via the HP-shaft, since the minimum p~ressures at the rear bear-
Lng chamber seals must be maintained. As a result, the overboard flow would again be higher
than required. This can be remedied by introducing suitable flow restrictions upstream of
the centre bearing chamber seals and/or by improving these seals. In the case of the front
bearing chamber this is accomplished by the holes marked "D" in Fig. 3.
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The best air system will be one where the pressure drops across all the bearing cham-
ber seals throughout the engine are approximately the same and as small aF possible, to
just guarantee good sealing of the bearing chambers under all running conditions of the
engine.

3.4 Measures and Development Tasks for Improving the Air Syster.

The future engine development will lead to higher temperatures and pressures in the
oil/air system of the engines. For this reason in addition to others the following tasks

K should be given priority to meet the requirements an specified in Fig. 1:

- Development of better sealing devices (air/air and air/oil), which exhibit only
slight deterioration with running time,

-investigation and theoretical treatment of two-phase flows (oil/air), as
encountered in vent systems,

*- reduction of the flow rate of the air discharged overboard (the sealing-air
pressure differences across all the bearing chamber seals should be
approximately the same),

- reduction of the sealing-air temperatures by cooling the sealing air of the '
rear bearing chamber or by redesigning the air supply lines to prevent the

V air from becoming heated.

4. Highly-loaded Bearings

As shown in Fig. 8, the highly-loaded thrust bearings II and III of the high- and in-
teredite-resuresections of the three-spool engine are located in the centre bearing -

'~1 chamber. Labyrinth seals, pressurized by sealing air from the IPC, prevent oil from leak-
ing out of the bearing chambers.

Large quantities of the oil are threshed around by the bevel gears of the radial drive,
located in this bearing chamber, and become mixed with the sealing air entering the bearing
chamber. The churning effect of the bearings, the -threshing of the air/oil mixture and
the relatively large quantities of hot sealing air entering the bearing chambers cause a
considerable temperature rise of the oil/air mixture in the bearing chambers.

It must be possible for the thrust bearings to function properly i~n this hot. oil/air -

environment. In addition to the need for long life, even under extreme operating condi-
y. tions,the parameters given in Fig. 9 must be borne in mind when designing the bearings.

The dimensions of the bearings represent a compromise between the contradictory require-. .,)

ments for compactness and high running speed, on the one hand ' and high thrust loads on **

the other, Only by having a vexy close ball/race conformity was it possible to guarantee
the required life with the dimensions chosen. .

The bearings are of the angular contact ball bearing type, a design that is best suited
to meet the requirements for this application.

* ~The oil supply to thrust beari~ngs II and 11.1 is optimized to

- minimize churning,

- improve cooling of the outer and in~ner races, and

- ensure clearance maintenance.

Some of the knowledge gained from the bearing tests is presented below.

4.1 Determination of Lubrication Oil Flows

The determination of the lubrication oil flows to the bearings is of fundamental im-
portance and one of the first tasks for the development of the engine to solve. Therefore7
some research has been conducted to define those oil flows. All rig testing of the bearings
has been done at typical shaft speeds, oil temperatures and axial loads.

In order to attain the required iong life (Fig. 1) and operational reliability, the oil .*. A
flow Q through the inner races for cooling the bearings must be considerably greater than
would be required for forming a load-bearing film of lubricant. On the other ha.ad, if the
oil flow is excessive, the heat to oil problem, mentioned earlier, will be aggravated be-
cause of the high churning losses.

The outer race temperature Tor of bearing No. III and the heat generation P of the

bearing are shown in Fig. 10 in relation to the lubrication oil flow Q. The oil supply has 1
to be so chosen that an acceptable operating temperature of 2500 C of the outer race is
not exceeded. The heat generation P (kW) of this bearing design rises with increased oilVflow and was measured as 7 kW at the design oil flow.
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4.2 Optimization of the Lubrication Oil Flows

The experiments for determining the lubrication oil flows have shown that the method
often used in engine construction of passing the oil through the inner race (under-race
lubrication as for example for bearing III, Fig. 9) leads to considerable temperature dif-
ferences between the inner and outer races (Fig. 12, left). These differences become strik-
ing when high speeds and the resu'ltant centrifugal forces cause the load equilibrium to
shift to the disadvantage of the outer race. The temperature differences reveal that under- --

race lubrication, at least as far as cooling is concerned, can in no way be described as
optimal. Undesirable consequences of these temperature differences are

-non-uniform thermal stressing of the bearing races (to the detriment of the life),

-widening of the clearance in operation (reduced margin with respect to overspeed
and overload).

To avoid these problems, an improved lubrication system has been developed, which in-
fluences the temperature distribution in the bearing (inner and outer race) and makes more
economical use of the cooling potential of the oil. The oil is supplied to the bearing
cage from the sides L and R, whence it passes to the contact points in the bearing (under-
cage lubrication - Fig. 11, right). However, optimum conditions are achieved only with a
suitable ratio between the flows from L and R. The correct split was detarmined in a se-
ries of measurements, in which the ratio L:R was varied in steps, whilst observing the
change in the shape and position of the temperature profiles TA-D at the loaded halves of
the tracks (Fig. 11, bottom). A split of L = 4/50Q and R = 1/5 Q was shown to be the op-
timum. It produces the smallest temperature differences between the outer and inner race
and reduces the peak temperature by the greatest amount. However, the optimum value varies
slightly according to the operation conditions. The predominance of the flow rate L, which
is injected against the direction of thrust load Fax is attributable to the kinematics of
the angular contact ball bearing.ax

In addition to the reduction of the temperature differences in the bearing, under-*cage
lubrication is characterized by the following advantages:

-A saving of about 10% of the oil supply, thanks to the more balanced cooling.
This represents a useful, even if modest, contribution towards relieving the
oil system.

-Deletion of lubrication openings underneath the inner race, which weaken the
race, have a deleterious effect on the roundness of the track and increase
the danger of insufficient lubrication, because of their tendency to become

blocked by rubbings and dirt.

4.3 Significance of Squeeze Film for Bearing Cooling

Bearing II has a squeeze film at the outer race (Fig. 9). Detailed measurements have
shown that the squeeze film makes a significant contribution towards cooling of the outer
race. In the present case, it brings about a temperature reduction in the region of 300C
(Fig. 12).

*Further to its actual purpose, namely the absorption of rotor vibrations, it conse-
quently has a really good cooling effect on the bearings. It reduces the marked temper-
ature differences between the outer and inner races, already mentioned, and allows the .
amount of lubrication oil Q supplied to the bearing to be reduced. This holds true for
bearings with under-race and under-cage lubrication. Due to the reduction of the oil flowo the churning as well as the amount of heat to oil decrease.

4.4 Bearing Behaviour in Event of Oil Supply Interruption and Reduction of Lubrication
Oil Flows

4.4.1 Reaction of Thrust Bearings to Oil Supply Interruption (Emergency Case)

The dependence of highly-loaded thrust bearings on the supply of lubrication oil becomes
cl'~ar when the supply fails completely, for example due to a leak in the oil tank or rupture

of an oil feed pipe. It is then revealed that, with high bearing loads Fax, the emergeny .
(dry-running) reserve of the high-speed bearings quickly runs out, with consequent imminent
damage. The behaviour of the bearings in the event of oil supply failure can be seen in

Normally, as a result of centrifugal forces, the contact between the rollinc elements
anid the outer race is closer than that between the elements and the inner race. Consequent-
ly, the elements run under outer-race control. During the initial phase (t 1) of oil supply 7
interruption the bearings continue to run smoothly, since the film of lubricant is still
present, actually with less power absorption than under full lubrication, owing to the re-I
duction in churning. However, the temperature of the bearings begins to rise steadily

The lubrication conditions appear to deteriorate more quickly at the rotary, convex
inner race than at the stationary, concave outer race. The result will be that the bearing



willgo romoutr t innr rce ontolrecognizable by a drop of the cage speed and by
strong audible reactions of the balls and the cage (peak of the heat generation curve in
Fig. 13). Increased power absorption and accelerated heating of the bearing in the next
phase (t 2) are indications that the running conditions have now deteriorated drastically.
The oil film has disappeared. Dry friction between the rolling elements and races has set
in, leading to increased tangential stresses in the tracks, which finally produce cracks
in the contact areas, resulting in bearing; seizure. The time this sequence of events takes
to occur, naturally, depends greatly on the degree of loading of the bearing. -

In addition to the above phenomena, a cage damage can occur. The mechanism is already
known 11), so there is no need for an explanation here.

4.4.2 Reduction of Lubrication oil Flow

It is well known that the oil feed pressure and consequently the oil flow to the bearing
can be reduced by leakages in the feed system, iailures of the pressure pump and sticking of
a recirculation valve which avoids excessive oil flow under certain conditions. The bear-
ings II and III have been tested with reduced oil flow (50% of design flow) and the results
are shown in P'ig. 15. It can be seen that the bearings can sustain a longer time. How-
ever, as illustrated in Fig. 15, the temperature of the bearings and consequently of the
complete bearing chamber rises steadily, resulting in the possibility or overheating the4
bearing chamber and subsequent oil fire. 

7

4.4.3 Measures fur Avoiding Damage of Bearings

According to Il1l there are some simple measures to prevent the last-mentioned damage to
the cage. Unfortunate~ly, the same cannot be said fox. the damage to balls and races, Only
those measures which contribute to reducing the bearing loading hold promise. From Fig. 14

* ~it can be seen how the permissible dry running times increase as the axial load is reduced.
Therefore, the following measures for improving the dry running properties of bearings are
suggested:

-Optimum design and balancing of the air system to achieve minim~m bearing
thrust load,

-thrust load to be absorbed by two bearings,

reduce centrifugal forces.

5. Bearing Chamber Overheating and Oil Fire]

* one of the most harmful effects of high temperatures in the oil/air system of an air-
craft engine is oil fire in bearing chambers. High temperature of the oil or oil/air mix-
ture in the rear bearing chamber (Fig. 16), which is located in the hot section of the en-

* ~gine, can! have various reasons:

- Interruption of oil supply (emergency case): cooling of the bearing is reduced

and bearing friction increased, both causing bearing temperature rise, .
-inflow of large quantities of hot sealing air via the damaged or worn out bearing-
chamber seals into the bearing chamber,

*- heating of bearing-chamber walls and heat conduction through the bearing chamber's
supporting structure, which is exposed to hot turbine gases,1

- excessive residence time of the oil/air mixture in the bearing chamber (oil hiding).

Tests have shown that the presence of an inflammable air/oil mixture in the bearing
chamber is unavoidable, if the oil supply is interrupted, and that ignition of this mixture 40
in the chamber can occur in various ways.

5.1 Spontaneous Ignition

Spontaneous ignition of an oil/air mixture can occur in bearing chambers only when an
inflammable mixture stays in the bearing chamber for a period longer than the ignition delay

* ~tine. In addition, there have to be temperature conditions which are conducive to a con-
bustion reaction that becomes stabilized. Such conditions can occur under certain circum-
stances in areas of low velocity zones in the rear bearing chamber, e. g. in the bearing
chamber sump (Fig. 16). For working out countermeasures, it is of vital interest to know
how prone engine oils are to spontaneous ignition. As the definitions of the spontaneous
ignition temperature (SIT) of engine oils in the specifications (DERD 2479 or 0-160) to
ASTM and DIN are not usable for practical applications, tests were carried out under static
and dynamic conditions. Of particular interest was the dependence of the SIT on high pres-

*sure. For these investigations, oil was injected into a calorific bomb (volume 500 cc) , 40
which was then heated. The sudden rise in pressure in the bomb indicated that the temper-
ature at which the stoichiometric oil/air mixture ignites had been reached. The results of
tests with the three engine oils to specification 0-160 are given in Fig. 17. The tempera-
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tures in this case are probably not very far off the SIT values for an ideal, steady-state
oil vapour/air mixture. The influence of preasure and of oil tvpe is slight.

Dynamic tests were carried out to simulate the engine conditions (Fig. 18). The test
equipment consisted of a pressure vessel fitted with an inspection window and containing
a small oil sump, the bottom of which was heated and over which air flowed. The tank was
fitted with a perforat-.d plate for increasing the rcsidence time of the air through flow.

Spontaneous ignition temperatures in the region of 3200C were determined for the above ' -
oils by varying the air flow ratio, the thickness of the oil film, the residence time and

the mixture ratio.

5.2 External Ignition

Ignition, for instance spark ignition in bearing chambers, can occur even at low temper-
atures in the presence of an inflammable mixture. The sparks are produced by rubbing of
bearing chamber seals, such as during surging. This wears away the abradable coating of
the stationary part of the seal.

Initial experiments, using the above dynamic test equipment (Fig. 18), were conducted
with an inflammable mixture of oil mist (generated by oil injection) and air. Ignition was
provided by sparks from a plug. As expected, appreciably lower ignition temperatures were
found than those with spontaneous ignition, namely as low as 120 0 C.

5.3 Effects of High Oil Temperatures in Bearing Chambers on Lubricating Oil Poperties

Oil fires are accompanied by high temperatures in bearing chambers, which can affect
the quality of the engine oil and, thus, the operational reliability of the bearings.
Analysis of engine oil samples, taken after certain running times in the oil fire simula- -
tion tests to get information on the behaviour of the system under oil off conditions
(duration of oil fire: several minutes), provided the following results:

- Marked decomposition of the oil, verified by analysis of the acid number and
the viscosity (Fig. 19, middle), as well as by differential thermo-analysis,

- increase in the formation of residues, mainly soot from combustion (Fig. 19,middle),
S

- the percentage decrease in the phenothiazine is a measuze for the degradation of
the additives (Fig. 19, bottom); the same effect is found for tricresyl-phosphate,
decrease in the load-carrying capability (Fig. 19, bottom) is shown by the results
with the four-ball apparatus/modified wear test.

The shape of the curves in Fig. 19 is determined, in the first place, by the number
of oil fires and, in the second place, by the amount of oil added after each test, i. e.
the improvement in the properties of the oil after certain running times (Fig. 19, middle
and bottom) is due to topping up with fresh oil.

The results show that damage to bearings and gears, caused by degradation of the prop-

erties of the lubricating oils and increased formation of residues, is to be expected after
extensive running times.

5.4 Measures for Avciding Spontaneous Ignition of Engine Oils in Bearing Chambers

As demonstrated in the tests, the lowest ignition temperatures occur with external ig-
nition and on reaching a stoichiometric oil vapour/air mixture. In addition, spontaneous -4
ignition depends on the residence time of an inflammable mixture, as well as on the wall..
temperature of the bearing chamber.

Measures for preventing ignition are:

Adjustment of the oil/air ratio to avoid an inflammable mixture during steady-state
and transient conditions, and to ensure adequate cooling of the bearing chamber
walls by the oil,

optimum design to achieve as low as possible residence times of the oil/air mixture
in the bearing chamber,

selection of suitable materials for the abradable coatings to avoid sparks,

- avoidance of hot spots on bearing-chamber walls by efficient cooling of the walls.

No great improvements of oil properties can be expected in the near future, because
non-inflammable or virtually non-inflammable oils do not yet meet the requirements of en-
gine oils with regard to lubrication and bearing life.



6. Flight Attitudes

To maintain the oil supply at all flight attitudes including negative "g"- and zero "g"-
conditions for the durations specified in Fig. 1 is by no means an easy task. This is, how-
ever, essentially a design problem.

ThiE problem is twofold:I The pressure pump must be in a position to supply oil with every combination of
attitude and acceleration the aircraft may encounter.

The oil must return immediateýly from the engine to the oil tank with every possible
combination of attitude and acceleration.

Essentially three approaches exLst towards the solution of this problem which have been
developed to a stage that they reanwhile are proven technology:

a) One has to provide a sufficient number of suction and scavenge ports, respectively,
at various locations in the oil tank, the bearing chambers and the external gear box.
A system of valves may then be required to ensure that always oil is sucked or scav- ."i

enged instead of air. The tank, gear box and the bearing chambers must be cleverly
designed so that the number of ports and va.ilves does not become too large. .4

b) Suction and scavenging is ensured by use of moveable pipes, connected to the inlet
of the pressure and scavenge pumps, which, under the action of the "g"-forces, follow

the inclination of the oil level.

c) Pressurized air, artificially created "g"-loads and/or additional pumps are
employed to produce a continuous flow of oil to the pumps during adverse flight
conditions. Only this approach will guarantee continuous oil supply with zero "g"- 2
conditions.

In the bearing chambers us'ially approach a) suffices and can be optimized in such a

manner that aoditional valves are not necessary, For the tank and gear box, approaches b)e
or c) or combinations thereof are the most reasonable ones. The final solution must be .
thoroughly matched to the exact requirements of the particular aircraft. If, for example,
the zero "g" specification is less severe than shown in Fiq. 1, an interruption of the oil
supply for these durations may be allowable and a solution using the mothods of approach b)
is adequate. S

The designer has to keep the volumes of bearing chambers, gear boxes, pipes, filter etc.
to a minimum to ensure a quick and sufficient return of the oil to the tank and that oil
hiding cannot occur.

7. Future Prospects - -

Current production fighter aircraft engines meet the requirements shown in Fig. 1. How-

ever, the need for higher thrust to weight ratios and better mission fuel consumption for
future aircraft engines will lead to higher system pressures and temperatures. In the same
way the sealing air pressures and temperatures, i. e. the temperatures of the engine compo-
nents and the bearing chambers, will increase. It is therefore necessary to improve the
present concepts so that adverse effects are avoided which otherwise would be encountered
in particular with respect to

-heat generation,

- oil consumption,

- bearing life (especially in emergency cases),

- oil fire behaviour,
oil degradation with running time.

Improvements under development comprise, among others:

- Better sealing devices (for example face seals),

- rolling elements of bearings made from ceramics,

- better, high temperature resistent oils,

- cooling of the sealing air and better insulation of the bearing chamber structure.

There is no doubt that with improved technology future fighter aircraft engines will
also meet the requirements of Fig. 1, in spite of their elevated system temperatures and
pressures.

To conclude, the engineer is challenged by a wide field of future activities.
iL
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ASLE Transactions 13, 1970, 225-239.
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El Low mission oil consumption

El Low heat to oil

Li No oil leakage
(external and internal)

El No overheating of bearing chambers

El High bearing life and reliability
(B 10 (DIN 622)-- 3000-5000 h rs at adverse conditions)

El Reasonable life of bearings at oil off conditions
(emergency cases)

0 Oil supply at all flight attitudes _

Attitude
Rlight condition g-load Duration

Level flight Continuous
C a= + 30' Continuous

K ~~~Climb Q=15 mCr + 105' 1 min ,-.--
Dr -3 0 ' Continuous S
Dive r-Q1m"O - 900 1 rain .,.:..

Push over Og 10 sec

Terrain following -m Og±0,5g 5 sec

Inverted flight -_- - 60 sec

Fig. 1:
Specification Requirements for an
Oil-Air System
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DISCUSSION

J.F.Chevalier, SNFCMA, Fr
In your proposals for improvements you mentioned tie cooling of the scaling air for the rear chamber. Why do you
not propose to have a bigger flow?

Author's Reply
I think your question has been how do you design the system to get air, not internally down the shafts to the rear
bearing chamber, but outside. You trap the air at the same position here in the intermediate case and put the air
in downstream. You cool it wth cooler and then you guide the air inside the core engine, to the rear bearing
chamber. -4

V.Bruno, Pratt & Whitney, Ca
The temperature distribution diagrams in Figure 12 show measurements talen at very close locations along the race-
ways. How were these measurements made and were the locations on each single race angularly offset?

1

Author's Reply
The holes were drilled from the outside and the thermocouple:; inserted from the outside. The distance between the
surface of the outer race and the temperature couple is approximately half a millimeter. We have accounted for this
and we have a correlation between the actual temperature in the oil filn and the thermocouple temperature.
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LUBRICATION OF 35- MILLIMETER-BORE BALL BEARINGS

OF SEVERAL DESIGNS AT SPEEDS TO 2.5 MILLION DN.

by

HANS R. SIGNER
INDUSVRIMAI T[UIONICS, INW.

COMPTON, CALIFORNIA 9 0 2 2 4 -

anld

FREDRICK T SCHULLER
NAA - ItWIS RESEARCH CL'•-NR

CUNELAND. OHIO 44 135

SUMMARY

Parametric tests were conducted with 35mm bore, angular contact ball bearings with either a
single or double-outer-land-guided cage. The bearings were either lubricated by oil jets or
employed inner ring lubrication. Outer ring cooling was added in selected tests.

Test conditions were a radial load of 222 N (50 lb) and/or a thrust load of 667 N (150 lb),
shaft speeds to 72,000 rpm, and an oil inlet temperature of 394 K (250 0 F). Lubricant flow
to the bearing ranged from 300 to 1900 cm3 /min (0.08 to 0.50 gal/min).

All bearings were successfully run at speeds to 2.5 million DN. Increasing the lubricant
flow decreased bearing ring temperatures but increased bearing power loss. The power loss
and race temperatures of a jet lubricated bearing with double-outer-land-guided cage were
always higher than those of the single-land-guided-design at similar test conditions. The
lowest bearing operating temperatures were achieved when inner ring lubrication and outer
ring cooling were combined. Cage slip of a double-outer-land-guided cage was approximately
twice that of a single-outer-land-guided cage.

INTRODUCTION 5

Small advanczd turbine engines, 0.5 to 4.6 kg/sec (1 to 10 lb/sec) total air flow, require
bearings that can operate in the speed range of 2.5 million DN (product of the bearing bore
in millimeters and the shaft speed in rpm) and at high temperatures. Bearing designs and
lubrication techniques must be refined and optimized for reliable engine performance and
long bearing life.

The conventional method of lubricating small high-speed ball bearings uses oil jets. Due
to centrifugal forces and windage which prevent the oil from effectively lubricating and
cooling the cage and rolling contacts, reliable operation is limited to about 2.5 million
DN. Proper cage design and adequate oil flow can increase the speed as described in ref. 1
where 2.85 million DN was achieved with a 30mm bore, jet lubricated deep groove ball bearing.

Large-bore ball and roller bearings have been successfully tested at speeds to 3.0 million
DN (refs. 2 to 5). In these tests the lubricant was fed to the bearings through radial
holes in the inner ring. Inner ring lubrication also shows promise for reliable operation
of smaller bearings at high speeds. This is especially true when it is combined with exter-
nal cooling of the bearing ring surfaces, as reported in references 2 to 5 for large
bearings.

One of the principal bearing elements is the cage, and its design greatly affects the
limiting speed. For example, in reference 1, operation at 2.85 million DN caused a failure
of the outer-land-guided cage, whereas an inner-land-guided cage was limited to a DN value
to 1.65 million. As discussed in references 6 and 7, other investigators found most reli-
able bearing performance with outer-land-guided cages. The outer ring land surfaces are
usually more thoroughly lubricated due to the centrifugal oil flow pattern within a bearing.
For small, jet lubricated high-speed bearings, therefore, outer-land-guided cages are usu-
ally recommended.

The research reported herein was conducted to investigate the performance of 35mm bore, an-
gular contact ball bearings at speeds to 2.5 million D'. The primary objectives were to (a)
determine the operating characteristics under variable u1&ricant flow conditions at high
speeds, (b) establish the effects of lubricant introduction methods using jet lubrication,
inner ring lubrication and outer ring cooling, and (c) determine the effects of single-and
double-outer-land-guided cage designs on high speed bearing performance.



APPARATUS

HIGH SPEED BEARING TESTER

A general view of the air-turbine-driven test machine is sh.ovn in figure 1. A sectional
drawing is shown in figure 2. The shaft is mounted horizontally and is supported by two
preloaded, angular-contact ball bearings. The test bearing is assembled into a separate
housing that incorporates the hardware for lubrication, oil removal, thrust and radial load
application, and instrumentation for cage speed measurement. Test bearing torque is mea-
sured with strain gages located near the end of an arm that prevents the housing from rota-
ting. Thrust force is applied through a combination of a thrust needle bearing and a small
roller support bearing which minimizes test housing restraint during torque measurements.
Radial load is applied to the test bearing through kiaife-edge bearings.

The test bearing was lubricated either by dual jets or through the inner ring. The oil
jets were located approximately 3.0u (0.12 in.) from the non-loaded side of the inner ring
face and were aimed at the inner raceway. in separate tests, not reported herein, it was
determined that a 20 m/sec (66 ft/sec) jet velocity provided the most efficient lubrication
of the test bearing. This velocity was used in all the tests.

When inner ring lubrication was used, oil was pumped by centrifugal force from the center
of the hollow shaft through axial grooves in the test-bearing bore and through a series of S
radial holes to the bearing inner race. Cooling oil was supplied to the outer ring by means
of holes and grooves in the bearing housing, shown in figure 2. Shaft speed (inner ring
speed) was measured with a magnetic probe. Ball-pass frequency (cage speed) was determined
by analyzing signals from a semiconductor strain gace mounted in a cavity of the test-
bearing nousing close to the bearing outer race. Two thermocouples were assembled in the
shaft to measure inner ring temperatures through a rotating telemetry system. Outer ring
temperatures were obtained by two thermocouples installed in the test-bearing housing. The
high-speed bearing tester is described in detail in references 8 and 9.

TEST BEARINGS

The test bearings were ABEC-7 grade, 35mm bore, angular contact ball bearings with a double
or single-outer-land-guided cage, as shown in figures 3(a) and 3(b). The effective land
area of the double-outer-land-guided cage bearing was approximately three times that of the S
single-outer-lahd-guided cage bearing. It weighed 16 percent more than the single-outer-
land-guided cage. The cage balance was within 0.05 g-cm.

One bearing design, fig 3(c), permitted lubrication through tLe inneL Ling by means of axial
grooves machined in the bore. There were 16 axial grooves in the bearing bore. Eight
0.76mm (0.030 in.) diameter holes (one in every other axial groove) radiating from the
bearing bore formed a flowr-,t2, for bearing lubrication. Therefore, it was assumed that 50
percent of the oil s-ipplied to the inner ring lubricated the bearing and 50 percent flowed S
axially through those grooves that contained no radial holes and cooled the inner ring. In
some tests, four of the eight radial holes were plugged to allow 25 percent of the total
flow to be used for bearing lubrication and 75 percent for inner ring cooling.

A detailed specification of the test bearings is given in table I.

S
LUBRICANT1

The lubricant used for the parametric studies was a neopentylpolyol (tetra) ester. This
type II oil is qualified to the MIL-L-23699 specifications. The major properties of the
lubricant are presented in table II.

'TEST PROCEDURE

After warming the test machine by circulating heated oil and calibrating the torque measuring
system, test loads were applied and the lubricant flow rate was set at 1900 cm3/min (0.50
gal/min). The shaft was then slowly broucnt up to the test speed. When bearing and test
machine temperatures stabilized, the oil-inlet temperature and lubricant flow rate were set
to the desired values. A test series was run oy starting at the lowest speed, a nominal
48,000 rpm, and progressing through 65,000 and 72,000 rpm before changing the lubricant flow.
Four lubricant flow rates to the bearing inner ring of 300 to 1900 cm3/min (0.08 to 0.50
gal/min) were used. In some tests, a separate run was made during which outer ring cooling
oil flow was employed.

If it became apparent during the course of testing that a test condition would result in
predictable distress of the test bearing or test zig, or generate a bearing temperature
above 491 K (425*F), that test point was aborted or omitted.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EFFECT OF CAGE DESIGN ON PERFORMANCE OF JET LUBRICATED BEARINGS

Parametric performaý,ce tests were conducted with jet-lubricated 35mm bore, angular contact
ball bearings. Eitcher a single or a double-outer-land-guided cage was used. Except for
the cage design and the inside diameter of one outer ring land the two bearings were iden-
tical (fig. 30t, and (b)). These tests were run with combined radial and axial loads of
222 N (50 lb) and 667 N (150 lb) respectively.

EFFECT OF CAGE DESIGN ON BEARING TEMPERATURE
-6

The effect of lubricant flow rate on bearing temperature at three different speeds is
shown in figure 4. The ring temperatures of bearings with either cage design decreased
wlth increasing oil flow. The bearing with the double-outer-land-guided cage ran hotter
at "l. speeds. The temperature difference between the two bearings increased with speed
an4 roached 25 K (4501,) at 72,250 rpm at a flow rate of 1900 cm3 /min (0.50 gal/min).

The higher temperatures of the Learing with the double-outer-land-guided cage are partially
due to shearing of the oil over the larger land areas in this bearing. Also the lubrica- S
ting oil becomes trapped by the extra land, adding heat due to churning within the bearing,
whereas the single land allows a free evacuation of t~s oil.

EFFECT OF CAGE DESIGN ON BEARING POWER LOSS

Two approcches were used to determine bearing power loss. In the first, outer ring torque
was measured. In the second, the heat rejected to the lubricant wds determined. Bearing
power loss is dissipated in the form of heat re'ected to the lubricant and transferred by
conduction, convection, and radiation to the surrounding environment. To obtain a measure
of this heat rejection and, thus, power loss within the bearing, oil inlet and outlet
temperatures were measured for all conditions of lubricant flow. The heat energy absorbed
by the lubricant was obtained from the standard heat transfer equation.

QT =MCp (t out-t in)

where

QT total heat transfer rate to the lubricant, J/min (Btu/min)

M mass flow rate, kg/min (lb/min)

Cp spec3fic heat, J/kg K (Btu/lb OF)

tout oil outlet temperature, K t*F)

tin oil inlet temperature, K (OF)

Power loss obtained from torque readings and as determined from heat rejected to the oil
are plotted in figure 5 for both the single and the double-outer-land-guided cage bearings.

The disadvantage of a double-outer-land-guided cage becomes apparent when comparing power
demands of the two cuge designs. Figure 5 shows that power loss increases with increasing
speed and lubricant flow for bearings with either cage configuration. However, the power
losses of a double-outer-land-guided cage bearing are considerably higher and increase at
a faster rate with increasing speed and/or with increasinmc lubricant flow to the bearing.
Churning of the oil, which is entrapped by the double-outer-land-guided cage, and the
drag in the larger separator land areas are believed to cause the increased power loss in
this design.

Relatively good correlation was obtained between the power loss values obtained from torque
measurements and those by c. .'ulating the heat transferred to the oil. In figure 5, both
methods show identical trends. The heat transfer calculations yielded somewhat lower
values, which may be explained by unaccounted heat losses tc the environment.

When designing a power sensitive system, the highest lubricant flow rate may not be the
most desirable choice, even though it produces the lowest bearing operating temperatures. 1
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EFFECT OF CAGE DESIGN ON CAGE SLIP

To determine percent cage slip, the epicyclic cage speed Cepi at the various test shaft
speeds was obtained from a computer program SHABERTH (ref. 10), which allows a complete
mathematical simulation of a dynamic bearing system. However, thermal, lubricant and
bearing fit effects were not considered in this solution of epicyclic cage speed. A
subsequent calculation at the highest speed (72,300 rpm) and a thrust load of 667 N _•
(150 lb), considering all the centrifugal growth effects on the inner ring, showed the
epicyclic speed to change only from 33,000 rpm to 32,720 rpm. This resulted in the cal-
culated slip changing from 7.0 to 6.2 percent for this point. Therefore, all the values
of C 1 were not recalculated. The calculated epicyclic cage speeds were combined with
the measured experimental cage speed Cexp to

Percentage cage slip = (1 - C exp/Cepi) (100)

Fiqure 6 shows that percent cage slip increases with speed at about the same rate for each 4

of the three lubricant flow rates tested. The double-outer-ring-guided cage bearing
showed a higher percent cage slip than the single-outer-ring-guided cage at all speeds
and lubricant flow rates. It also showed a higher change of cage slip with increasing
flow. For all speeds and flow rates tested, the cage slip ranged from 1.0 to 10.2 percent d
for both bearing configurations. The small increase in slip with flow rate is primarily
due to additional drag on the balls and cage. Percent cage slip for a double-outer-land- 5
guided cage bearing ranged from 1.5 to 2.7 times that for a single-outer-land-guided cage
bearing over the range ot lubricant flow rates and speeds shown. The double-land-guided
cage, because of its greater surface area, has more drag as it rotates against the outer
ring. This increased drag and the oil churning reduce cage speed (increase slip) to a
greater extent than with the single-outer-land-guided cage. The observed increase in
cage slip with increasing shaft speed for both configurations could be expecead due to
centrifugal forces decreasing the ball load, and thus traction at the inner raceway
contact. Increasing the shaft speed also increases the drag at the land area, especially
with the double land cage design.

EFFEC'TS oF INNER RING I.UBRIC('rION ON BEARING PERFORMANCE

Inner ring lubrication was studied in a series of tests with a 35mm angular contact ball
bearing. The bearing, shown in figure 3(c), was fitted with the single-outer--land-guided
cage which rendered superior performance in the tests previously described. The lubricant
was supplied through passages at the inner ring. The tests were run with a thrust loadof 667 N (150 lo'l.

EFFECT OF OIL FLOW DISTRIBUTION THROUGH THE INNER RING ON BEARING TEMPERATURE

The effects of lubricant distribution through the inner ring on bearing inner-and-outer
ring temperature are shown in figures 7 and 8, respectively. Two oil flow schemes were
tested. In the first one, 50 percent of the oil flowed through the bearing inner ring

for lubrication and 50 percent flowed axially only, for inner ring cooling. In the
second flow scheme, 25 percent was used for lubrication and 75 percent for cooling. As
expected, the bearing temperature decreased with increasing lubricant flow to the bearing
for all conditions investigated. The lube flow scheme using 75 percent of the oil to
cool the inner ring and 25 percent to lubricate the bearing resulted in higher ring
temperatures than the 50-50 percent distribution for all three shaft speeds. Apparently
the 25-75 percent oil split supplied less than the "optimum" amount of lubricant to the
bearing, and the added cooling flow through the axial grooves in the inner ring did not
improve the cooling of this component. Hence, we find that an oil flow distribution of
50 - 50 perzent for lubrication and inner ring cooling is more desirable.

EFFECT OF OUTER RING COOLING

In selected tests the exterior surfaces of the bearing outer ring were cooled with an oil
flow of 1700 cm3 /min (0.45 gal/min). Both, the cooling and lubricating oil inlet tempera-
tures were maintained at 394 K (250*F). The results are shown in figures 7 and 8. At
the lowest shaft speed of 47,200 (figure 7(a)) outer ring cooling reduced the outer ringtemperature by about 36 to 8 K (65 to 140F) as the total oil flow to the inner ring was 1P6 increased from 300 to 1900 cm'/min (0.06 to 0.50 gal/min). At the higher speeds, figures

(7(b) and (c)), the outer ring temperature decreased by 42 to 16 K k75 to 28'F) as the
total oil flow was increased from 580 to 1900 cm3 /min (0.15 to 0.50 gal/min). The re-
duction in outer ring temperature with outer ring cooling was approximately equal for the
50-50 percent and 25-75 percent total oil flow distributions.

Outer ring cooling had little or no effect on the inner ring temperature (fig. 8). The
reduction of the inner ring temperature varied from 0 to 6 K (0 to 110F) over the entire 1
range of oil flows, shaft speeds and with both oil distribution patterns.
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EFFECT OF SPEED ON TEMPERATURES OF INNER RING-AND JET LUBRICATED BEARINGS

The effect of speed on the test bearing temperature for the 50-50 and 25-75 percent inner
ring oil flow distribution patterns is shown in figure 9 and compared with that of the
jet-lubricated bearing. With all lube schemes the bearing ring temperatures increased
with increasing speed and decreased with increasing oil flow. Bearing lubrication
through the inner ring produced lower inner ring temperatures and higher outer ring -
temperatures than jet lubrication at corresponding speeds and lube flow rates. This
is not unexpected, since through-the-Jnner-ring lubrication cools the inner ring on its
exterior surfaces, and only a portion (25 or 50 percent) of the inner ring oil flow enters
the bearing to lubricate and cool the outer ring.

The effects of outer ring cooling, previously discussed and illustrated in figures 7 and 8,
are cross-plotted onto figure 9. Only values for the 50-50 percent oil split and a con-
stant outer ring cooling oil flow of 1700 cm3 /min (0.45 gal/min) are shown. The outer
ring temperature approached that of the inner when inner ring lubrication and outer ring
cooling were combined, giving the lowest operating temperatures measured. The improved
elastohydrodynamic film thickness associated with lower operating temperatures is known
to increase bearing fatigue life (ref. Ii).

POWER LOSS; INNER RING - AND JET LUBRICATED BEARINGS

Bearing power loss, determined from torque measurements, is plotted in fig. 10. Inner
ring lubricated bearings with a 50-50 and a 25-75 percent oil flow split show almost
identical power loss, ranging from 0.6 to 2.5 kW (0.8 to 3.4 hp) over the entire range
of speeds and flow rates tested. The largest increase in power loss was about 1.27 kW
(1.7 hp) at a total oil flow rate of 1900 cm3 /min (0.50 gal/min) over a speed range of
47,000 to 72,000 rpm. The jet lubricated bearing showed slightly less power loss at the
higher oil flow rates of 1300 and 1900 cm3/min (0.35 and 0.50 gal/min).

Figure 11 illustrates bearing power loss calculated from heat transferred to the lubricant.
Correlation with the power loss values from torque measurements, fig. 10, is excellent
over the entire range of speeds, flows and for all bearing configurations tested.

CAGE SLIP; INNER RING - AND JET LUBRICATED BEARINGS

For all lube schemes, the percent cage slip increased significantly with increasing inner
ring speed, but only slightly with increasing lubricant flow rate as illustrated in
figs 12 and 13. Only small ditterences in cage clip were detected between the inner ring
lubricated bearings with a 50-50 and 25-75 percent oil flow split. At low inner ring
speeds, the jet lubricated bearings showed higher cage slip than the inner ring lubricated
bearing. But as the lube flow rate and speed increased, the difference in cage slip be-
tween the bearings dimeniahed. The maximum cage slip of 7.0 percent occurred at 72,300
rpm, at a total oil flow rate of 1900 cm3 /min (0.50 gal/min) with an oil flo%7 distribution 71
of 50-50 percent through the inner ring.

A visual examination of the bearing after running showed no damage to the raceway and ball
surfaces, indicating that the measured cage slip was not of sufficient magnitude to affect
satisfactory bearing operation. The silver plated land and ball pocket surfaces of the
cage were lightly burnished but showed no signs of significant wear.

CONCLUSIONS

The performance of 35mm bore, angular contact ball hearings was investigated in parametric
tests. The bearings had a nominal, unmounted conta angle of 240 and either a single-or
a double-outer-land-guided cage. The investigation included lubrication by oil jets or
through passages in the bearing inner ring. When inner ring lubrication was used, the oil
was channeled through axial grooves and radial holes in the bearing inner ring. In some
tests, 50 percent of the oil supplied to the inner ring wao introduced into the bearing
for lubrication and 50 percent cooled the inner ring exterior surfaces. In other tests
the distribution was 25 percent lubrication and 75 percent cooling. In selected tests
the bearing outside diameter was cooled with a constant oil flow of 1700 cm3 /min (0.45 1
gal/min).

Test conditions included nominal shaft speeds from 48,000 to 72,000 rpm, a radial load of
222 N (50 lb) and/or a thrust load of 667 N (150 lb). Lubricant flow to the bearing
ranged from 300 to 1900 cm3/min (0.08 to 0.50 gal/min) at an inlet temperature of 394 K
(2500F). The following results were obtained:

1. All bearings were successfully run at speeds to 2.5 million DN. Generally, in-
creasing the lubricant flow decreased bearing ring temperatures but increased
bearing power loss.



2. Race temperatures and power loss of a jet lubricated bearing with double-outer-
land-guided cage were always higher than those of the single-land-guided-design
at equivalent test conditions.

3. Cage slip in a bearing w3.th double-outer-land-guided cage was 1.5 to 2.7 times
higher than in a bearing with a single-outer-land-yuided cage, over the entire
range of speeds and lubricant flow rates tested. The increase in cage slip with
increasing lubricant flow rate was minimal, however, cage slip increased signifi-
cantly with speed.

4. The inner ring lubricated bearing with an oil flow distribution pattern of 50 percent
lubrication and 50 percent inner ring cooling ran slightly cooler than an equivalent
bearing with a 25-75 percent oil distribution.

5. Without outer ring cooling, the inne. ring of an inner ring lubricated bearing ran
cooler and its outer ring temperatures were higher than in a jet lubricated bearing
at equivalent operating conditions.

6. Outer ring cooling reduced the bedring outer race temperature significantly, but
affected the inner race temperature only slightly. The outer ring temperature
approached that of the inner when inner ring lubrication and outer ring cooling
were combined, giving the lowest operating temperatures measured. The improved
elastohydrodynamic film thickness associated with lower operating temperatures is
known to increase bearing fatigue life.
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TABLE I. -TEST BEARING SPECIFICATION

Bsarinq dimensions, mm (in.)i
Bore ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 (1,3780)
outside diamoter.................................. 62 (2.4409)
Width.................... ......................... 14 (0.5512)

Cage *poocificational
Diamletral land clearance, -fm (in.) .............0.406 (03.016)
Diametral ball-pocket clearan:!e, mm (in.)....0.660 (0.026)
Ma ernal............................ (I)AISl 4340,eilver plated
Rockwell C hardness.................................... 28-36

Bearing ball specifications:
Number..................... ................................ 16
Diameter, mm (in.)............................... 7.14 (0.28) ~
Grade ............................................. ..l . ,

material.........................................ACE ,4 5-0
Rockwell C hardn~ess (minimum):::::::........................0 l<~

Race conformity, percent:
Inner...................................................... 54 r
outer ............. I.................................... 52

Race material:
Inner and outer ring............................. ~CEVN M-50
Rockwell C hr'dnavue (average).............................. 62

Asnembly: IlulIM
Internal rudiul clearance, min tin.).. ......... 0.074 (0.0029)
Contact angle, dog......................................... 24 J

t2)M1s 6415;Ag platin-, AI4S 2412, 0.02-0.04mm(O.0008-0.0015 in,) hi X11 Ito
)AIKS 6490

TABLE II. -PROPERTIES of TvrRM.STER LUOBICANTr3

K .dditiven .....................Mntiweasr, corrosion and oxidation
inhibitors, and antifoam tI 0"~

Kinematic visconity, cS, atA
311.............................................................. 28.5 figure L - 4Igh-spoeti vmm!I-boe-boarlng test machine,

372 K (1F........................2 *0
K 477 K (400F).......................1.31

Flaahpoint, K (OF)............ .......................... 533(500)
Autog-nnous ignition temperature, K (OF)................ 694(800)
Pourpoint, K (OF)........................................214(-75)
volatility (6.5 hr at 477 K (400'F)), wt% ...................3.2
S pecific heat at 372 K (2101F)

3/kg K (Btu/lb*F)................................. 21%O(0.4193)

Thermal conductivity at 372 K (210*F)
J/m see K (Btu/hr ft OF ....................... 0.15(0.068)

Specific gravity at 372 K (2101F) ............. 0.931

ShaftspiedLubricant jet for

temper-tren-sno Outer-ring / /thermocouple

teeer lodLubricantt oil

support bearings -*

lnhermocu n- ~ Thrust

\ Axial Iubriotion slots

TurinrbSupote
nozzle-'~Tes beain Dai Dai

SSupport

~-Discharge-oii
thermocouple

Figure 2. -Schematic of high-speed, small-bore-bearing test rig.
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0 Double-outer-land-guided cage0 Single-outer-land-~uted cage

- Outer ring
Inner ring

490

,-Outer ring 39739 470
//

Thrust .- Cage

I.r - 350 -- 450

Oil jet-'" Thrust

Inner ring 310 430

270 410

(a) Double-ou.er-land-guidad cage; (a) 47 600 rpm.
jet lubricated. v 490 ,

-- Outer ring L..

Thrust ~ Cage 390 ~ 470

/ ThrustOi jet' s E •'

"-- Innr rne350 a 450 ".

310 430

lb) Single-outer-land-guided cage;
jet lubricated. 410

Outer ring 270 (b) 64 900 rpm.

Thrust, ,-Cage 30 470

- -- Th rust
Radial
lubricant 7 \ '-Inner ring 350 - 450 _

supply hole-
'-Axial oil groove

430
310 40 200 800 1400 2000

(c) Single-outer-land-guided cage; Oil flow rate to test bearings,

inner-ring Iubricated. cm'lmin 0

Figre 3. - Angular-contac' bail bearing. L L 1
.l .•5

Oil flow rate to test
bearing, cm31mia

(c) 72 250 rpm.

Figure 4, - Effect of oil flow on test boariny temperature for
two bearing configurations. No outer-ring cooling; com-
bined load: thrust, 667N (150 Ib); radial, 222N (50 Ib).

*
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Bearing configuration

0 Power loss from torque measurement
As Power rejected to lubricant

Double-oute r- ring-g uided-cage 10-
-- -- Single-outer-ring-guided-cage

-- 14' '0

40- 3.0

6-

15 2.6

6 K6
16- 4-,

2.5 -- 8 /.6 -- 2" A "-.

2,2/ / I

//
2.50 _L

S2. Oý--',-/",,,

(a) Oil flow rate, 1894 cm31min (0. 50 gal/mini.
LG l~ 8

L (al Lubricant fi, te, 1894,c mi.

5 LL .M50gallmir,

3.0 e 6l

~2.2 1

LB 4, aI o - -S2. 5 -,

2.0 - Bearing configuration
14-2-- Double-uuter-ring-guided-cige

. Single 'outer-ring-guided-cage
1.5... ..

-- 04

1.5 ibi Oil flow rate, 758 cm 31min (0. 20 gallmin).
1.0 ,_ L L L'

(b) Lubricant I1m, rate, 758 chdlmin
.5L, ?0 gallmink

1.5 1-.- 4-

.6-- . /

.5

45000 55000 6500 75000 400) 50000 60000 70000 80000
Shaft speed, rpm Shaft speed, rpm

(c) Lubricant flow rate, 303 cm3lmin (c} Oil flow rate, 303 cm31min 1 08 gal/min,.

(0.08 gal/min). Figure 6. - Effect of shaft speed on cage slip for two bearing

Figure 5. - Power loss as functIon !I chaft speed confiquralions with and without outet -ring cooling. Com-
for two bearing configurations. No outer ring bined load: thrust, 667 N d150 Ib); radial, 22? N (50 Ib).
cooling; comoined load: thrust 667 N (150 lbh
radial, 222 N (50 lb).
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Lubricant flow through bearing Inner ring

0 50 percent for lubrication: 50 rercent for inner ring cooling
[] 25 percent ior lubrication; 15 percent for innor ring cooling

No outer riny cooling throumh hkising
- Outer ring cooling through housing

460] 1
360 7

45 0

340
440-"

320 Lubrican flow throlvh bearing inner ring
430 0 50 percent for brication 50tpercent for inner ring cooling

4 25 percent for lubrication; 75 percent for inner ring cooling

OO.. - -- No outer ring cooling through housing
280 0 ---- Outer ring cooling through housing

"280- .... 320 43__0 430
(a) Shaft speed, 47 200 rpm. '

420 490° 30° 4o7 480- 8
S.00  (a) Shaft speed. 47 200 rpm.

S380 - .

S-=z~ -..2 ~ 41o0 I I IW .,
".- • (fb) Shaft speed, 6470O0 , m.46430- 320 4-

4 -_ 3o-

, ,.
42o[-- 49~420

, 600 1000 14/00 1800 2200"

340-- 0ý - - - - -'470 fl0 raec:jC1 280

460--"o Lubricant flow rate, gallminm

450 . Figure 8. - Effect of lubricant fiow rate on bearing inner ring "

(b) ~~~. Shf sped 640 ,m

30 3 temperature.

*I H' w i

420 60- 10 1400 80 2200
Lubricant flow rate, cm 3/mmn

400 480 28 L 41

.1 .2 .3 .4 ,5l ubricant ff, rate, galminm

3c( Shaft sp'edd 72 300 rpm.

Figure 7, - Effect of lubricant flow rate on bearing outer ring
3 temperature.

440



Lubricant flow through bearing Inner ring
50 percent for lubrication; 50 percent for Inner ring cooling

--- 25 percent Tor lubrication; 75 percent for inner ring cooling
- -Jet lubrication

o Outer ring
[I Inner ringK Solid symbols:outer ring cooling through housing; 50-50 percent

420 49k-

480 P,

410

360

360

340 
.0 0.1

~440 Cyy"

350 450l 0

4430

5503500 700550050

'M(c) Lubricant flow rate, 1300 cm3lmin (0. 35 gallmin). (b) Lubricant flow rate, 1900 cm3lrnin (0. 20 gallmin).

Figur 9.46 -Efetoshfspdonts-ern teprtrfotwdiernlurcnsupyytm.
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Lubricant flow through bearing .nner ring

-- 550percent for lu'rication; 50percent for inner ring cooling
-_ - 25percent for lubrication; 75 percent for inner ring cooling

S--• •Jet lubrication

Solid symbols denote points obtained by crossplotting from other figures -*

6 F

5--
I //P

4- 0t# / -/
JJ/1//

3--

-
Cy

,, /

0

t (a) Lubricant flow rate, .580 cm31min (Q. 15 ga;Imin). (b) Lubricant flow rate, 760 cm31min (0. 20 gallmin).

7-

61

5/

Orr

41 ./ 0 I I I

C 2

(a) Lubricant flow rate. 1300cm -'min (0. 15 gallminL. (b) Lubricant flow rate, 760 cm -'min (0.250 glallmin).

6 / -':

I -- A _

F~igure 13. - Effect of shaft, speed on r-age slip for two different lubricant supply systerrs. No outer ring cool ing
through housing.
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DISCUSt iON

B.Courage, Rolls Royce Ltd, Bristol, UK
The reduction of power loss brought about by changing from a double to a single guid~ng land, as depicted in Figure
5(a) and (b) is a significant and very worthwhile achievement. Could the authors enlarge on the ;pecific changes that
bring this about, i.e., is it (a) the reduction of the totul guide land surface, which seems unlikely, or (b) the change in
cross-sectional shape of the cage which will clearly alter its general diag or churning potential, or (c) the increased 4.

bore diameter of the right-hand outer race shoulder which will reduce the volume of oil that can be entrained by the
race, or (d) the overall increase in tile exit path available for the oil. Some further testing would be of considerable
value to isolate the major factors in order that more general advantage could be taken of this behaviour in future
bearing designs.

Author's Reply
Tie single and double land guided cages had approximately the same masses. The land width of the do.ible land -.
guided cage was. of course, larger than that of the single land guided cage. Land clearances were the same, and they
were all balanced for hlgh speed operation. One shoulder of the outer race was relieved about .005 inches in the
bearing with the single land guided cage. This is not considered significant. The center tabs in tl'e double land
guided cage were slightly larger so that it contacted the bills in the same place as in the single land guided cage.

A
D.G.Astridge, Westland Helicopters Ltd, Yeovil, UK

(I) The authors' comment that no wear was observed with cage slip up to 7% is not surprising in the light of work
carried out at Rolls Royce Derby (reported by C.F.Smith c. 1962) which demonstrated tiat it was the
combination of cage slip and dynamic loading which resulted in skid-wear. ('age slip as high as 60% was
possible without wear, with a well balanced shaft.

(2) Some of the trends plotted (e.g., Figures 6, 13) look a little disconcerting relative to a zero speed origin have 0

the authors tried plotting the data on paper with zero origins?

Author's Reply '1
(I) The comment is self cxplanatory.

(2) Tile plots are e:xpected to go through zero origin. As an example, Figure-, 13(b) and (d) were complemented
showing applicable data points from test runs at 27,600 rpm, not previously published in this paper. The point
added in Figure 13(b) :1pplies to lubrication through the inner ring, 50/50%. In Figure 13(d) points were added
for the jet and the 50/50% inner ring lubricated bearings. The plots were then extrapolated through zero.

(S'e page 8.-I5 1r diagrams)

P.T.Comish, SNF. Bearings Ltd. UK

(I) ('age designs used for I and 2 land guidance are radically different different cross sectional shapes and
different land widths and therefore I cannot accept the statement that differences in results are entirely
attributable to tile number of guiding lands.

%2) In your estimates of cage slip were all temperature .n'' other effects, e.g., centrifugal, interference, taken into
account in assessing the D.C. (Diametral Clearance)?

(3) Did the change from 2 to I land guidance show any effect on cage dynamic stability?

(4) In the experiments on the effect of oil flow distribution through the inner ring was the actual oil flow distribu-
tion measured at all and, if it was measured, was this done during the actual tests?

(5) What is lie enor on the estimates of cage slip?

Author's Reply
(I ) Objective was to investigate bearings using "best" designs for single- and double-outer ring land guided cages.

This approach demands some dimensional differences beyond "'omitting o(ie land'". The single land cage was
"L-shaped" to allow free evacuation of the oil. Mass of the cages was approximately equivalent.

(2) The answer to this question is given on first pata. of page 8-4.

(3) Single land guided cages have run stable over hundreds of hours at speeds of 2.5 MI)N.

(4) Lube schemes are discussed in paragraph "Test Bearings" on page 8-2. Actual flow split at high speeds is very
difficult to measure accurately and was not attempted.

(5) Tile tvue "error" of cage slip values depends onl the accuracy of the coinptiter program (Reference 10).
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MITIGATION OF THERMAL HAZARDS IN ROLLING
CONTACT BEARINGS THROUGH CORRELATED

COMPUTER ANALYSIS

V,A.SCHWARZ. B.R.REASON.

DOCTORAL STUDENT, SENIOR LECTURER I11 TRIBOLOGY.

School of Mechanical Engineering
Cranfield Institute of Technology

Cranfield, Bedford MK43 OAL

England

SUMMARY

This paper presents an outline of investigations on the
development of a predictive computer programme for establish-
ing the likelihood of thermal hazards in rolling contact bearing
assemblies.

Previous attempts at a tractable solution of the problem -
have been hampered by lack of practical knowledge on the division
of generated heat in such bearings and on the formulation of suit-
able heat transfer coefficients.

Based on extensive experimental investigations carried out
on a multi-capability test rig, the necessary data has been estab-
lished, resulting in a programme capable of pr.dicting spacial

w temperature distributions within bearing units operating under a
wide variety of industrial conditions.

NOTATIONS

a - Length of larger side of a rectangular section (m)

A - Area of a surface normal to heat flow (M 2 )

A 1 ,2  - Area of surface 1, 2 (Mi2 )

b - Length of smaller side of rectangular section (m)

b - Hertzian band width (m)

C1,2.3,4- Constants in the "Heat balance equations"

C v, - Con-tants in the equations for the heat transfer

coefficient 5
D - Diameter of shaft (m)

D - Mean diameter of benring D = 0 + (D)
m

2
D - Outer diameter of bearing (m)
0

D. - Inner diameter of bearing (m)
D - Roller diameter (i)

- Reduced elastic modulus (N/m
2

)

E 228 C P for bearing steels
a

f - Geometrical factor f a

fo0, - Friction torque coefficients, given by bearing
manufacturers

Fr - Radial load (N)

h - EHL oil film thickness (i)

h - Heat transfer coefficient (W/m 2 0
C)

o,v
Hmin - Minimum oil film thickness (um)

H - Thermal contact cnnductance (W/M
2 

°C)

i,j - Subscript referring to Node i and j

k - Thermal conductivity of a solid or a fluid (W/m °C)
k - Thermal conductivity of an oil (W/m 0

C)
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ki2 - Constants

L - Length of heat transfer path (i)

I - Roller effective length (m)

M - Total bearing torque (N.m)

M - Viscous friction torque (N.m)
0

M" - Load dependent torque (N.m)

11 - Shaft rotational speed (r.p.m.)

N - Number of temperature Nodes
h X h D

Nu - Nusselt Number N - c , v
u k k -k

Q - Heat flowing from a surface to a fluid (W)

Qe - External heat input to bearing assembly (W)

Q- - Heat conducted from inner to outer surface (W)
i-0

Qi-j Heat conducted from surface 'i' to surface 'j' (W)

Q - Heat generated in the bearing (W)

Q - Heat flowing through contacting surfaces (W) S
R - Radius of housing bore (m)

RC(I) - Residuals, in computer programme I 1,2 ........ N

R - Reynolds number Re D , R -- v X
ee V V

R. - Inner radius of bearing ring (m)

R - Outer radius of bearing ring (m)

R' - Effective radius of cylinders in contact (m)
R R '1

R'- r 10
R + R.

r - 1,0

R Roller radius (m)

t Temperature C)

tr t Roller and track temperatures ( 0 C)

t. Temperature of Node 'i' and Node 'j' (°C)

t Surface temperature 0°C)

8 t -2 - Temperature of surfaces I and 2 0°C)

t f'a - Fluid temperature and air temperature 0°C)

T - Absolute temperature (K)

T. - Absolute temperaturen of surfaces 'i' and 'j' (K)

u - Comb;.ned surface velocity (m/s)

1 (ui, u )

u r - Roller surface velocity (m/s)
•u i.° - Inner and outer race surface velocity (m/s)

v - Linear velocity (m/s)

w1 - Load per unit length' in roller bearing N/m

W - Angular velocity (rd/s)

6 Characteristic dimension of a heat transfer path (m)

eg: width, length or height of a surface or
diameter of a cylinder

Z - Total number of rollers in a bearing

- Pressure coefficient of viscosity (m2/N)

S- Effective "emissivity" between surfaces 'i' and '1'

0 - Stefan/Boltzmann constant - 5.76 x 10-8 (W/m
2

K•) 4

- Kinematic viscosity of a fluid (mm 2
/s)h

SLubricant film parameter X - hi

-oAbsolute viscosity of lubricant (N.sec/m 2 )

-'Composite roughness of two surfaces in contact (vim)

2 o + (12
0 r t Su.face roughness of roller and track (11m)



1. INTRODUCTION

The question of the prediction of the onset of thermal hazards in rolling contact
bearing assemblies is of growing importance in modern industrial design as greater
demands are made on the integrity of operating components and, with increased power
output from prime movers operating temperatures imposed on lubricating fluids continue
to escalate.

A particolar example of this is in the development of gas turbines for both com-
mercial and military applications where onerat ng bearing temperatures are reaching limits
which create ultimate demands on bearihg matetials and lubricant capability, (Ref.l).

For specified operating conditions such as hearing load, speed and bulk lubricant
temperature it is, clearly, of prime importance to the bearing designer if he could
predict local spot temperature in the bearing, per se, together with a general spacial ",
distribution of temperature in the complete assetably ie: shaft, seals, housing and
other components.

Unfortunately, a tractable solution of the theoretical problem has not so far been
forthcoming due, primarily, to a paucity of information on the spacial division of heat
flux between component parts of the bearing assembly, together with the degree of heat
'take-up' by the lubricant itself.

This situation is further complicated, for theoretical purposes, by the limitation
of available data on heat transfer coefficients, bearing in mind that,in all but the
simplest cases, this information rests on pragmatical foundations.

As a means of circumventing the impasse created by this lack of measured data it was
decided to construct an experimental test rig capable of accommodating a wide variety of
bearing and housing configurations and to use this as an experimental datum against which
predicted results from any theoretical model might be tested; the final objective being - '
the creation of a viable computer programme for design application purposes.

From the standpoint of the mitigation of thermal hazards in rolling contact bearings
this approach, it was thought, would appeal to the bearing designer, since not only would
he have a new technique at his disposal for the prediction of spacial or localised temp-
eratures, but he would be further secure in the knowledge that the veracity of the pro-
gramme predictions had been corroborated experimentally.

The aim of the present paper is,thereforeboth to present such a system and to illus- S
trate to the user/designer the degree of correlation between experimental reeults and the
computer suite predictions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

2.1 Object
The test rig design was orientated specifically to the theoretical programme require-

wents and gave the following capabilities:-

(!) Measurement of bearing load (radial and axial).
(2) Variation of test shaft rotational speed.
(3) Measurement of individual bearing power loss.
(4) Variation of test bearing types.
(5) Variation of bearing type combinations.
(6) Variation of bearing housing configurations.
(7) Measurement ot input power to the system.
(8) Choice of quantity and nature of lubricant.
(9) Variation of bedplate mounting conditions.

(10) Capability for spacial temperature measurement
within bearing components-, shafts, housings
and at specific points within the bedplatef
foundations.

(11) Option cf free o: forced convective heat transfer.
(12) Automatic dataacquisition, processing and display.

2.2 Bearing Test Rig

(a) General
A full description of the test rig and instrumentation is given in Ref.2.

and therefore only a cursory outline will be presented here.

Fig 1. indicates the general arrangement and illustrates two typical bearing options
on the central section. Byemploying a generally symmetrical arrangement about the rig
centre line, power losses could be measured on one bearing (through hydrostatic nounting
systenis) whilst temperature measurement could be conducted on a bearing of ilentical con-
figuration s.t the opposite end of the test shaft% load being applied hydraulically.
Power was supplied to the system from a three-phase electric motor of 3 HP via a hydraulic
speed variator unit.
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(b) Temperature Measurement System
For purposes of assessing the spacial temperature distribution throughout

the bearing unit and its housing an array of Chromel/Constantan thermocouples is used
each couple being located at a rpecific nodal point (see Fig.2.)

Thermocouple and transducer output signals are transmitted to a 'Fluke' 220OB' sixty-
channel data-logger for capture and signal conditioning. The makers specified an accur-
acy of + O.1 C between O-1000 C. This was confirmed on laboratory calibration, -"

Thermocouples for non-rotating nodal points are connected directly to the deta log-

ger. Rotating component signals are passed through high-quality silverisilver-graphite
slip rings; the rings being air-cooled to negate thermal drift.

The data logger was programmable for various thermocouple combinations and included j
an electronic cold junction. Cyclic nodal scanning was a further feature of the unit.

3. TEST LUBRICANTS

3.1 Lubricants
Since mineral oil is employed as the lubricant in the vast majority of bath lubri-

cated rolling contact bearing assemblies this was adopted; grades SAE 20 W, 30 and 50
oils were selected to produce a reasonably wide range of test viscosities.

The viscosity/temperature characteristics of the lubricants were established by
laboratory measurement and these found to be expressable with excellent accuracy by
the A.S.T.M. (or Walther) equation over all the range of experimental work ie:

log log (v + 0.6) - k1 log T + k2  (I)

The constants 'kl' and 'k2' were calculated for the three lubricants as follows:-

Oil ki k2
SAE 20 W -3.6338 9.3356
SAE 30 -3.5022 9.0432
SAE 50 -?.3924 8.8435

3.2 Bearinas
The basic bearing type, used herein as a representative example, is a Cylindrical

Roller Bearing, type MRJ lj, the bearing details being as follows:-
Bore 44.45 mm (1.750 ins), Outer Diameter 107.95 mm (4.250 ins), Radial Clearance 0.0127 0
mm (0.0005 ins), Width 26.9875 mm (1.0625 ins). The flange configuration is as shown in "1
Fig. 2, the cage, of machined brass, riding on the inner ring.

Surface roughness measured after testing was as follows!-

(i) inner raceway 0.16 um RMS
(ii) outer raceway 0.17 pm RMr

(iii) roller 0.09 pm RMS

4. TESTING PROCEDURE

4.1 General Testing
After initial' running-in' of the bearings, tests were carried out at a series of

speeds under i fixed load , after thermal equilibrium of the system had been attained
(typically after five hours running). Speed was ir.,remented in steps of 500 rpm from
500 to 5000 rpm, each increment usually taking about. one hour running to stabilise.

Data capture was initirted upon thermal equilibrium being attainedthe whole pro-
cedure being recapitulated for each fixed load value.

4.2 Specific Testing (Influence of Adjacent BearIngs)
To studyin some detailthe influence of the adjacent bearings on the operating

torque and temperature distribution of the front cylindrical roller bearing,three serie&
of tests were repeated under the same conditions of speed, radial load, and lubricant,
but with different conditions for the central bearing assembly, as follows:

(a) Light axial preload (finger tight on the loading nut),applied to the twin
taper roller bearings 'B' (Fig. 1).

(b) Increased axial preload (3 KN),applied to the twin taper roller hearings.

(c) Taper roller bearings 'B' replaced by the double row self-aligning spherical
roller bearing 'C' (see Fig. I - below C.L.).

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Effect of Adjacent Bearings on Temperatures and Torque
Fig. I illustratesdirectly,the temperature distributions and operating torque of

the cylindrical roller bearings. Each 'three-boxed temperature values and the three torque
magnitudes correspond to the three different central bearing assembly conditions specified
under Section 4.2.
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5.2 Experimental and Theoretical Correlation
Fig. 2 shows typically measured temperatures for the front bearing unit. Predicted

theoretical values given by the computer programme at relevant nodal pointstare included
to indicate the correlation with the experimental results. The degree of agreement ic
noteworthy.

5.3 Effect of Speed on Torque and Nodal TemperaturesFig. 3 indicates, as a typical case, the general trend of torque and nodal temper-

atures with varying speed. The particular example is taken at a constant radial load of
4000 N. using an SAE 20 oil.

6. THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF SPACIAL TEMPERATURES
AND HEAT GENERATION

6.1 Mode of Heat Transfer
In studying the thermal equilibrium of the bearing assembly and its surroundingthe

three basic modes of heat-transfer were employed, namely conduction, convection and radia-
tion. These may be separately considered as follows:-

(I) Conduction
(a) Solid

For radial conduction within the bearing rings and shaft the modified standard
Fourier expression was employed viz% "

2ik w( tt) - (2)RO0'

ln[Ro.

This expression was modified by Wong (3) ,as foliowsfor conduction from the inner
circular surface of the bearing housing to its horizontal and vertical planar surfaces
viz: 2irk W( ti- to) (3Q. -o - (3)

10 In[ f a I

The thermal conductivity 'k' used in the above expression is a function both of the
material and its temperature. The latter variation is of second-order importance and was
therefore neglected.

(b) Interfacial (Thermal Contact Resistance)Sr ~Conduction through a joint or surface interface in intimate contact is inhibi-~
ted both by the limited area of the true contact and surface contamination at the inter-
face.

These, in combination, act as a thermal resistance to heat transmission. The heat
transfer may be axpressed as:

Q9 . H cA (satj- StO) - (4) "

where 'H 'is known as the "Thermal Contact Conductance" (the inverse of the Thetmal
Resistance). c

In bearing assemblies thermal contact resistance is manifest at the contacting sur-
faces between the shaft and inner ring, outer ring and housing, and the housing and machinebase pr oper.

(c) Through the EHL oil film

It has been shown by Crook (4), Cheng (5), and Christensen (6) that heat trans-
fer by conduction across the oil film is the chief heat transfer mechanism in an EHL con- 7
tact, convection being negligible.

The heat transfer from a loaded roller to the inner and outer raceways can be calcu-
lated by using the following simple equation for heat transfer vizi

0k • (t-t) - (5)

The lubricant's thermal conductivity 'k ' is a function of temperature. Typically,
the thermal conductivity of the SAE 30 testing oil varies with temperature as follows:-

k - 0,130 - 0.00007 t (6) •

The heat flow area in equation (5) is given by the product of the roller effective
length in the contact zone and the Hertzian flat width, viz:

A l.b (7)

6 60
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The Hertrian band width 'b' may be expressed as:-

6.691(10)~ 4.08 F R' 05 - (8)

lZ

In establishing the total heat flow area, the number of rollers under lood must
be determined. "•1

It has been shown by Harris (7), Dowson and Higginson (8), and by MHnnich et el.(9)
that the loadacting on each roller within the Stribeck zone,varies with the angular
position of the roller. MHnnich et al. showed that the numt.er of rollers under load,
(and thus the load distribution) is dependent upon the housing configuration and on the
thickness of the housing walls.

To simplify the analysis, 1.e.'to produee at, averaging effect for purposes of heat
transfer calculations, it was assumed that the radial load applied to the bearing is
evenly dibtributed amongst the loaded rollers and that one quarter of the total number
of rollers is supporting th. load.

The length of heat transfer path 'hl in equation (5) is given by the EHL oil film
thickness at the roller/raceway contacts. This is discus&ed in Section 7.

(IT) Convection
Newton's law of cooling describes convective heat flow ,viz:

Qs-f - hcA (ts tf) - (9)

'hc'the "heat transfer coefficient", sometimes called the "film coef.7icient", is a com-
plex function dependent upon the geometry and temperature of the heated surfaces and the
temperature flow characteristics and physical properties (viscosity, thermal ccnductivity
and density) of the convecting fluid.

Few analytical expressions exist for theheat transfer coefficients, empirical equa-
tions, obtained by combining experimental results with dimensional analysis, being
employed. Thus the coefficients often appear as relationships between dimensionless
number groups such as Nusselt (Nu), Reynolds (R ), Grashof (Gr) and Prandtl (Pr) (depend-
ing on whether free or forced convection pertains). Fi free convection NU f( r 'rPr
and for forced Nu = f(Re, Pr) are used.

In the present analysis the following expressionsfor 'h ' given by Fujii and Imura
(10) and simplified by the authors, were employed'.

For horizontal plates and cylinders facing upward:

h - 1. )8 - (10)

and for similar vertical situations:
t t-t 0o.25 - ( l

he- 1.452( a a (1)

Xh

No completely reliable expressions for heat transfer coefficients between bearing

components and lubricant could be found by the authors, although expressions are given 5
by Bjordlund and Kays (11) and Gazley (12) pertaining to concentric cylinders. The exist-
ence of the rollers and cage between the bearing rings, I'owever, tends to negate any
analogy.

An expression used by Parris for heat flow across a flat plate, although of limited
accuracy, was finally used in the precent analysis, viz:

h = 0.332 k R ( Pr (12)

Characteristic terms in the previous equation were obtained as suggested by Harris(7).

The following expressions for additional heat transfer coefficients were employed,
additionallytin the prPsent analysis.

(a) For a rotating cylinder in air (after Dropkin and Carmi(1 3'):

h D N C 0 .7 -(13)
k u v ye

C = 0.076 for 5000 <Re < 15000
vC - Q.073 for Re > 1.1000

(b) For a rotating disc in air (after Oehlbeck and Erian (14)) 4

hv - Cd.k. - (14). hv d' (
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where the coefficient 'Cd' is mainly dependent on thb geometry of the system.

(I11) Radiation

Heat transfer by radiation between a small enclosed structure and a large sur-
face may be expressed by a modified form of the Stefan/Boltzmann law viz:

q Q = oIAi(TI'-T) - (15) 0

Values of the emmisuivity 'E' between 0.6 and 0.8 are suggested by Jakob and
Hawkins (15)

6.2 Heat Generation
Generated heat in rolling contact bearings is dependent on several factors. Chiefly

these are rotational speed and lubricant viscosity and, to a lesser extent, applied load
and bearing geometry. loading effects, however, become much more important if the bear-
ings are pre-loaded.

Specifically, the heat generated is a function of the bearing speed and torque.
The latter, however, may be considered as the summation of the viscous friction torque
M and the load dependent torque MI.

0

ie: The following empirical equation were produced by Palmgren (16) for these torques

Me = fo (%n) 3 D S x 10 N.m. - (16)

MI = fl.F x D N.M. - (17)r m

6.3 Distribution of Generated Heat
Based on results produced by Garneil (17), Astridge and Smith (18) and work of the

authors, the following distribution of generated heat was incorporated into the present
programime.

(a) Roller Contacts at the Outer Raceway 20-40%
(b) Roller Contacts at the Inner Raceway 20-40%
(c) Roller Contacts in the Cage Pockets 8-12%
(d) Cage Contacts at the Land Riding Ring 8-12%)
(e) Viscous Churning of Lubricant 8-1O%
(f) Roller Guide Flange Contacts 0.1-0.8%

6.4 Temperatur(, Predict on Techniju'
"he so-cae Balance Method' was employed as the foundation of the programme.

The methodwhich is used where spacial temperature distributions are required ir struc-
tures, is given in several textbooks on advanced heat transfer, a good description being
that given by Welty (19).

Basically, the method involves the thermal equilibrium between a given point or
'node' and its surrounding nodes and is &chieved by equating the total heat influx and
efflux to and from the node (including any thermal energy generated at the node).

An initial step involves the spacial selection of nodes throughout the structure,
the accuracy of the analysis being dependent on both the number of nodes and their posi-
tion. Fig. 2 shows the nodus selected in the front bearing :ssemblytogether with the
measured and predicted nodaL temperatures under the particular conditions of the test.

As a second step the "Heat Balance Method" is applied to each node, all modes of
heat transfer being considered. For a bearing assembly these may be typically listed as
follows:

(a) Convective heat transfer from outer surface of the housing to the environment.
(b) Rsoiation of heat from the outer housing surface to the surroundings.q
(c) Conductive heat transfer from the houring base to the foundations.
(d) Conductive heat transfer from the bearing outer ring to the housing.
(e) Conductive heat transfer from the bearing inner ring to the shaft.
(f) Axial heat transfer by conduction along the qnaft,including extraueous heat inputs

outside the hearing system proper.
(g) Convective heat transfer from the rotating shaft (and fins) to the surrounding fluids.
(h) Convective heat transf r from the bearing components to surrounding fluid/fluids

inside the housing. *
(i) Conductive heat transfer at the EHL contacts between the rollers and raceways.
(j) Heat generation produced between surfaces in relative motion i.e. roller contacts with

bearing raceways, ring shoulders and cage pockets, cage contact with ring ribs,
together with heat generation from viscous churning.

As an illustration of the method consider Fig. 4 as a typical bearing system with the
following arhitary selection of nodal points:

S



Node I - Air surrounding housing - temperature 'tt'

N,-de 2 - Outer surface of the housing - temperat-te 't7'

Node 3 - Inner surface of the housing - temperature 'ti'

Node 4 - Bottom surface of the hoisIng -- temperature Itol

Applying the "Heat Balance Method" to Node '2' gives: 0

(For convenience it is assumed that the heat influx to Node 2 is positive).

'0'3-2 and ' illustrate conductive heat transfer frcm Node '3' to Node '2'4nd Node'2'to
Node '4' respectively, whilst 'W2=-1 illustrates convective and radiative heat transfer
ftom Node '2' to Node 'I' .

Equations (9), (3), (10) and (15) when simplified an! applied to these nodes,yield:

Q3_2- Ci(t3-t 2 ) - (19)

Q2_4- C 2 (t 2 -t4) - (20)

Q2..I" C3(t2-tl) 1 2s + C4 (-2+ 273.15)" - (tl+ 273.15)4 - (21)

Substituting equations (19), (20) and (21) into equation (18) gives:

C1(t3-t2)-C2(t2-t4)-C3(t2-t 1
)I.

2 5
-C4 (t 2 + 273.15)4-(tl+ 273.15) 4 0 - (22)

This final equation (22) istherefore,the result of applying the "Heat Balance "
Method" to Node 2 for the specified conditions and illustrates a typical nodal equation.

It is obvious from the foregoing that similar equations will pe:taln for each nodal

point giving a system of non-line.ir equations to be solved whose number is governed by
the unmber of nodes selected.

The third and final step of the proceso is to obtain a samuttaneous solution to the
set of non-linear equations erected, which will then represent ý'he predicted nodal temp- S"• ~~eratures. This was accomplished by use of the computer programme briefly described in •

Section 8.

K7. E.H.L OIL FILM THICKNESS

Teability to pr-edict the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) oil film thickness
in a rolling contact bearing is clearly of importance both for the designer and the bear-
ing user. Tallian (20), Bolton (21) and many othnr researchers showed that bearing
fatigue life is directly related to the EHL oil film thickness, or, more specifically, to
the lubricant parameter 'V'.

X- (23)a1

Bolton (21) proposed guidelines for the development of a simplified EHu oil film
thickness formula for rolling contact bearings, to be expressed as a function of the
bearing pitch diameter. rotational speed and kinematic viscosity of rhe lubricant.

Investigations by Dyson et a•..(22) and by Wilson (23) showed that EHL oil film thicknesses
calculated by the 'isothermal' theories correlate well with experimental values (provided
the oil film thicknesses are less than lpm).

Limited experimental intormation in the literature indicate that EHL oil film thick-
nesses in rolling contact bearings are usually <0.71im,examples of this being given by 0
Pemberton and Cameron (24) and Wilson (25).

On the basis of the available information it was decided to develop a simplified EHL
oil film thickness equation for the cylindrical roller bearings, based on the i.sotherma,
formula derived by Chong (26), viz:

-1.987 F 0 1 0 7 4 W1 (24)
I I ,R'1 E' R

The product of the lubricant dynamic viscosity 'rl 'and the pressure viscosity coef-
ficient 'W' may be conveniently expressed solely as a ?unction of the kinematic viscosity
'v', according to Bamberger et al.(27), ie. (for mi.eral oils)-

(no8) = 8.5 x LO-I v. 1 s - (25)

Thus (0 8)°'0" - 6.424 x 10- • o a7 - (26)
0I
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The load parameter W' is given by Dowson and Higginson (8) as follows:
a FFr - (27)

zi
The constant 'a' can be assumedin general, as being equal to 4 to 5 for rolling

contact bearings of conventional clearances (Ref. 8). -

It can further be easily shown that:

u iT s
- ( )n - (.28)

"r")~ =On (29)n

where r -(29)
D "

m

(The sign preceding 's' in the above equation relates to the speed parameter considered
. relative to either the inner or outer ring).

Substituting the above equations into eq. (24) the oil 2ilm thickness equations for
the inner and outer race contact points are expressed as:

h. C. x D x n 0.74 x V 0 873 x F (30)
1,0 1,0 m r

where C. - 3.052 x 10

C 3.512 x 10-9 4

The lubricant kinematic viscosity 'vt in the above equetion must be •alculated from a mean
between the roller and inner (or outer) race temperature, based on the tact thot the EHL
oil film thickness is governed by the lubricant properties (ni 06) in the entry region of
the EHL contact. Additionally, rhe following property, demonstrated by Crook (4) and
other investigators, was taken into consideration:

"In considering the effect of lubricant viscosity upon film thickness, it is theviscosity of the oil at the temperature of the contacting surfaces which is the control- • ''

ling factor and that the temperature of the oil supply has no influence, except insofar
as it may affect the operating temperature of the solids in contact".

Thus the prediction of the oil film thickness between the rolling elements and race-

ways is only possible if the temperatures of the contacting surfaces can be meesured or

predicted with some degree of certainty. Conversely the calculation of the rolling
element and races temperatures requires the calculation of these oil film thicknesses.

Therefore, the simultaneous calculations of the operating temperatures and EHL oil
film thicknesses requires the service of a computer.

8. THE COMPITTER PROGRAMME

8.1 Programme Capability

At its present scate of development the computer programme has the following capab-
ility.

(a) Prediction of spacial temperature distribution at twenty nodes; these including
bearing raceways, rollers, cage, hoesing, shaft and lubricant bath temperatures.

(b) Calculation of lubricant viscosity at the operating temperature of the oil bath.

(r) Reactive bearing torque and total heat generated.

(d) EHL oil film thicknesses between a roller and raceways.

8.2 Programme Description
The computer programme was derived from a "Fortran" subroutine given by Powell (28).

* The package consists of hybrid solution method combining the "Newton Raphson" method and 4P
the so-called "Method of Steepest Decent". The former provides for the linearisation of

* • the non-linear equations whilst the latter ensures a smooth and rapid convergence.
. Writing equation (22) in the form RC(l) = f(At) then similarly, the remaining heat balance

equations may be written as residuals RC(2), RC(3) ....... .RC(N).

* The method of solution is iterativq and requires an initially guessed input for the
nodal temperatures. The computer routine then calculates the residuals RC(I), these

g approaching zero as iteration proceeds. On reaching a specified convergence criterion, U

. programme iteration ceases, the computed solutions being then obtained as a final print-
out.
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A monitor sub-routine programme is incorporated in the package which displays current
nodal temperatures and residuals in print-out format, thereby enabling the convergence
rate of the master programme to be studied. This optimises computer time utilisation and
checks out any programme errors as iteration proceeds.

9. THEORETICAL RESULTS

9.1 Thejret;cal Temperature Distribution
Fig. 2 shows theoretical and experimental temperature distributions for the front

hearing assembly (see Section 5.2).

9.2 'Heat Generation' and 'Heat Dissipation'
Fig. 5 show3 both 'Heat Generation' and 'Heat Dissipation' curves plotted against

temperature for two mineral oils, an SAE 50 and an SAE 30. Torque is also plotted on the
ordinate. Since heat generation is a function of lubricant viscosity which is itself an
inverse function of temperature, heat generation decreases with increasing temperature.
The two 'Heat Generation' curves clearly show this effect.

Three 'Heat Dissipation' curves are plotted; the 'Total Heat Dissipation' correspond-
ing to the sum of the 'Heat Dissipation through tho Housing'and the 'Heat Dissipation
through Shaft/Fins'.

9.3 Effect of Speed on Temperatures,
Torque and Oil Film Thicknesses
Fig. 6 shows the effect of shaft speed on the bearing roller and rings temperatures,

torque, and the EHL oil film thicknesses between the heaviest loaded roller and the inner
and outer raceways. The particular example is plotted from a computer print-out taken
for a constant radial load of 8000 N and for an SAE 20 W oil. -,

9.4 Effect of Load on Temperatures,
Torque and Oil Film Thicknesses ""
The variation of the above factors, with load, is shown in Fig. 7 (for a constant

shaft speed of 4000 rpm and a SAE 30 oil) and in Fig. 8 (for a constant shaft speed of
50 rpm and a SAE 50 oil).

10. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

10.1 Experimental Results
(a) The influence of the heat dissipation potential

The effect of the housing configuration and heat dissipation potential is illustrated
in Fig. I by the higher operating temperatures of the rear bearing, relative to the corres-
ponding values for the front bearing, even though identical conditions of speed, radial
load, and lubrication apply tor the two bearings.

" 'ssentially, convection and radiation are the chief heat dissipation mechanisms for
the rear bearing housing (the only conduction path to the bedpiate being via the twin
loading pillars).

For the front housing, however, an appreciable amount of heat is conducted out of
the bearing from the housing base to the bedplate. This conclusion is based on the signi-'
ficant temperature gradients found in the lower part of the housing (see Figs. I and 2).
Calculations based on those values showed that some 45% of the total heat generated is
dissipated in this way. Similar calculations showed that about 25-30% of the total heat
generated is dissipated through the rotating shaft/fins assembly.

A further effect of the housing/bedplate arrangement and heat dissipation potential
is illustrated by the spacial temperature distribution above and below the horizontal
centre-line (see Fig. 2); the upper half of the system being at higher temperatures.
This could not be attributed,solely,to the direction of the radial load, since earlier
tests carried out by the authors (loads being applied in the opposite direction) on the
same bearing unit showed the same effect, ie. temperatures being higher for points above
the horizontal centre-line. 1P

In the light of the discussion on the influence of conductive heat transfer through
the housing base, it can be concluded that this is the controlling factor; heat conduction
through the base outweighing heat lost from the outer sutface of the housing by radiation
and convection to produce the asvmmetrica] temperature profile.

This was confirmed on measuring temperatures on the rear roller bearing housing.
The temperatures of points above the horizontal centre-line being lower than those of the p
corresponding points below that line (see Fig. I) irrespective of oil flow between the
hydrostatic bearing surfaces. Although this trend is exactly the opposite of that for
the front bearing housing, the explanation lies,'itlithe larger surface areas for convective
and radiative heat dissipation above the horizontal centre-line.

(b) The effect of the adjacent bearings on the operating temperature and torque of
the test bearing.
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From the temperature distributions shown in Fig. 1 it can be seen that the front
cylindrical roller bearing temperatures varied by as much as 50%, even though the speed,
radial load, and lubrication conditions applied to that bearing were the same for the
three boxed' temperatures corresponding to each nodal point.

Similarly, as shown in Fig. 1, the operating torque of the rear cylindrical roller
bearing was appreciably affected by the different operating temperatures of the adjacent
bearings, ie. the higher the adjacent bearing temperatures the lower the operating torque.
This can be easily explained by both the lubricant viscosity decreaseconsequent on the
"increased temperature and the high dependence of torque on lubricant viscosity.

"The operating temperature of the twin taper roller bearing assembly is strongly
dependent on the axial preload (see Fig. 1). This, together with correlated phenomena
observed by the authorswill be discussed in a further paper.

Cc) The effect of speed on operating temperiture and torque

Not surprisingly, the bearing operating temperatures increased with shaft speed, as
shown in Fig. 3; the inner ring temperature being usually about 12! higher than that of
the outer ring. Bearing torque increased with speed, for speeds < 2000 rpm, but tended
to remain constantlor even to decrease•for speeds above that value. This can be explained
on the basis of the viscosity/temperature characteristics of the lubricant and the torque
/lubricant viscosity relationship.

10.2 Theoretical Results
(a) Thermal balance

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the total generated heat (including any
external input) and the total heat dissipated, plotted against the mean operating tomp-
erature,for two test oils an SAE 30 and an SAE 50. A corresponding ordinate for the
friction torque has also been included. The condition is for a fixed load of 2000 N at "
an operating speed of 4000 rpm.

Points of in.terception of the 'Heat Generation' and 'Heat Dissipation (TOTAL)'
curves give thermal equilibrium and indicate both the relevant temperature and friction
torque for this condition.

It is immediately obvious that the choice of the thinner oil would result in a lower
operating temperature and reduced power loss in the bearing unit. It is to be appreciated
that a lower operating temperature implies increased oil change periods, since oil oxide-
tion rate is lowered. Fig. 5 shows the importance of an accurate prediction of heat dissi-
pation rate irom the unit. If this is underestimated (for example, if the 'Heat
Dissipation through the Shaft/Fins' is neglected), there is an apparent anomaly in that
the predicted temperature is higher than the expcrimental one whilst the calculated
friction torque is less than the corresponding measured value. This phenomenon is readily
explained, hceever, on the basis of the rapid decrease of the lubricant viscosity with
temperature. If the heat dissipation is underestimated in the programme, the predicted
bearing temperature will,obviously,be higher, giving a lower operating viscosity. Since
the friction torque equation used in the programme itself contains a viscosity term, the
result will be a predicted friction torque lower than the measured value.

Apparently,this effect was experienced by Schwartz (29),, the experimental and theor-
etical findings reported in his paper giving a similar 'contradiction' in the two parameters.

The effect was demonstrated, somewhat dramatically for the authors, during early
development work on the programme. In normal running, after thermal equilibrium is
reached, an appreciable amount of heat is conducted out of the bearing from the housing
base to the bedplate as already discussed (Section 10.1). This was,initiallyunder-
estimated in the earlier programmes the resultant temperatures being, in certain cases,
almost 50% higher than those experimentally measured whilst the calculated torques from
the programme were,unexpectedly, less than those measured on test.

The problem was finally resolved when thermocouples were placed at the base of the 1
housing. These Pave a true picture of the extent of the conduction heat transfer. It i s

to be inferred, therefore, in the light of this, that close attention to foundation con-

duction is highly relevant when assaying thermal problems in bolted-down hearing housings.

(b) Theoretical and Experimental Temperature Correlation

When the proper extent of the conduction heat dissipation through the housing base
ro the bedplate was considered in the computer programme, a good coirelation was obtained

between theoretical and experimental results (see Fig. 2),

A further important aspect was that roller temperatures predicted by the programme

were some 10%-20% higher than those predicted at the inner ring (see Fig. 2). Since

roller temperatures ware not measured in the test rig, current literature was searched

for some substantiation of this result. Exnerimental confirmation of this prediction

was found in the results obtained by Norlander and Stackling (30), who, in bearing tests,

measured rolling element temperatures some 18% higher than those measured at the inner 1

ring.
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(c) EHL Oil Film Thicknesses Resilts

The EHL oil film thicknesses,calculated by the computer programme simultaneou3l;
with the temperature distributionsare in good agreement with the experimental results
obtainied by Pemberton and Cameron (Ref. 24) and by Wilson (Ref. 25). In particular, the
variation of oil film thickness with shaft speed (see Fig. 5) follows closely the experi-
mental trend reported in Ref. 24, both in magnitude and shape of the plotted carve.

For the reasons pointed out in Section 7, the mean between the roller and raceway
temperature was considered when calculating lubricaat viscosity and the corresponding
oil film thicknesses. It is to be inferred that the high roller temperature (relative
to the raceways temperature) has, therefore, a significant effect uoon oil film thick-
nesses.

Predicted oil film thicknesses between the rollers and the inner race are lower
•han those between the rollers and the outer race. This is due, not only to the better
degree of conformity and larger equivalent radius for the outer raceway contact, but
also because the outer race temperature is lower than that of the inner raceway.
Typically, as shown in Fig. 6, oil film thickuesses increased rapidly with speed (up to
about 500 rpm) and then decreased gradually with speed (for speeds above that value).
This is due to the significant decrease of both the lubricant viscosity and the pressure-
viscosity coefficient as temperature increased with speed.

Figs. 7 and 8 shows the variation of oil film thicknesses, temperatures and torque
with applied load. It can be seen that oil film thicknesses decreases by abou- 20% for
a load increase of 100%. This dependence on load is slightly in excess of that found by
Crook, as reported in Ref. 8. Oil film thicknesses decreases with load not only due to
the load parameter in eq. (24) but also due to the effect of load upon the operating
temperatures (see Figs. 7 and 8).

11. CONCLUSIONS

11.1 General Programme Utilisation
It has been demonstrated that a viable computer programme based on analytical heat

transfer techniques may be developed, which is capable of predicting spacial temperature
distributions, power loss and EHL oil film thickness in rolling contact bearing assemblies
and that the predicted results yield close correlation with experimentally measured values.

From the standpoint of the industrial user/designer the programme capability can be S
utilised in several ways:

(a) Optimum lubricant selection, commensurate with the bearing duty, may be obtained
at the design state to ensure minimum power loss.

(b) For a lubricant already specified the designer can quantify any critical thermal
situation from a knowledge of both the spactal distribution of temperature and the predic-
tion of any localised temperature. This is of particular importance when temperature
effects induce dimensional changes.

(c) Since different bearing geometries may be catered for in the programme, the
designer can study the effect of differing housing configurations on spacial temperature
distribution and heat dissipation. Foundation effects can also be catered for.

(d) Foc bearing assemblies already in operation the industrial user can assess
potential energy saving through lubricant viscosity changes, together with the effects of
extended oil change periods when bearing temperatures have been lowered.

11.2 Specific Design Considerations
If thermal analysis indicates that bearing cooling is necessary, particular attention

should be paid to which components should be specifically cooled.

External cooling of the housing will, in general, reduce dimensions between inner and
outer rings if the shaft temperature itself is not appreciably affected. The resulting
reduction in element clearances may produce an increase in power loss tending to invoke
a thermal spiral. In extreme cares this may produce bearing seizure.

Since it has been shown that a significant percentage of heat is conducted through
the housing base to the foundations, excessive condtction in the area may produce similar
effects to those outlined above.

Good surface contact at the interface is important. Variations in surface flatness
may produce largc- variations .r. local contact resistance with a concomitant variation in
conductive heat transfer. Thermal distortions aricing from this effect may be passed to
the bearing with a consequent reduct'ion in its useful life.

Shaft cooling will undoubtedly increase radial clearances between rollers and rings
of plain roller bearings. However, in pre-loaded assemblies axial contraction of the
shaft may increase the pre-load, dependent upon the mounting arrangement, particularly
in taper-roller btarings with "indirect" mounting. Such a situation may incur high local
temperatures between rollers and guide flanges. Gvercooling of a shaft can, additionally,
initiate inner ring creep or even slippage.



It is seen from the foreeoing that variations of temperature within a bearing
assembly are capable of producing exceedingly complex effects and this highlights the
impcrtance, to the designer, of having a thermal analysis programme capable of predict-
ing local temperatures.

Such a programme, it may be inferred, not only mitigates any propensity towards
premature mechanical failure initiated from thermal sources but, from the standpoint of
basic design and subsequent in-service duty, provides a further step towards an optimum
level of total energy conservation.

The economic implications of such an approach, particularly in the long-term aspect,

are deemed worthy of consideration.

11.3 VHL Oil Film Thickness
It has been demonstrated that EHL oil film thickness between rollers and raceways "O

of bath lubricated rolling contact bearings decreases gradually with speed (in the mod-
erate and high speed range). This is due to the significant effect of temperature on
both the lubricant viscosity and the pressure-viscosity ccefficient.

It has also been demonstrated that the effect of load on EHL oil film thicknesses
can be considerable in bath lubricated rolling contact bearings.
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DISCUSSION

M.A.H.Sequeira, Portuguese Oil ('o., Po -

Did you use an SAE 20 or 20W oil? '

Author's Reply
We used a 20W oil. Tllere is a typing error but the graph is correct.

K.J.Brown, Ontario HIydro, Toronto, Ca , 7
First, I would like to offer encouragement for your piannrd efforts to determine experimental heat transfer coeffi- 4

cients of bearing housings. I would also like to suggest that the effects of dirty or coated housing more typical of an
industrial environment be considered. Regarding your model - can it be used to study the possibility of thermal
"runaway" during start-ups. This can happen in the case of an inner race being hotter or getting hotter more rapidly
than the outer race or bearing housing. Also, can the model do cases in which a parameter is changed. This could be
the case when cooling water is discontinued and it is desired to know the time to reach a limiting or alarm value.

Author's Reply
As it now stands, the model cannot be used to study transients. That is a much more difficult problem than the
steady state, and we feel that we would rather crawl before we try walking. At the moment we are looking at
getting thermal equilibrium first of all. We will look at transient conditions later on.
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ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION OF ELLIPTICAL CONTACTS*

Bernard J. Hamrock
NASA Lewis Research Center

21000 Brookpark Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The emphasis of the first part of the paper is on fully floodeo, elastohydro-
dynamically lubricated, elliptical contacts. A fully flooded conjunction is one in
which the film thickness is not significantly changed when the amount of lubricant is
increased. The relevant equations used in the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) of
elliptical contacts are briefly described. The most important practical aspect of the
elastohydrodynamic theory is the determination of the minimum film thickness within the
contact. The maintenance of a fluid film of adequate magnitude is an essential feature
of the correct operation of lubricated machine elements. The results to be presented - .
show the influence of contact geometry on minimum film thickness as expressed by the
ellipticity parameter and the dimensionless speed, load, and materials parameters. Film
thickness equations are developed for materials of high elastic modulus, such as metal,
and for materials of low elastic modulus, such as rumbber. The solutions for materials
of high elastic modulu-s-are sometimes referred to as "hard EHL," and the solutions for
materials of low elastic modulus as "soft EHL." In addition to the film thickness equa-
tions that are developed, plots of pres3ure and film thickness are presented. These
theoretical solutions for film thickness have all the essential features of previously ,
reported experimental observations based on optical interferometry.

In the second part of the paper a theoretical study of the influence of lubricant
starvation on film thickness and pressure in hard and soft elliptical elastohydrodynamic
contacts is presented. From the results for both hard and soft EHL contacts a simple
and important dimensionless inlet bovndary distance is specified. This inlet boundary
defines whether a fully flooded or a starved condition exists in the contact. It is
also found that the fiom thickness for a starved condition can be written in dimension-
less terms as a function of the inlet distance parameter and the film thickness for a
fully flooded condition. Contour plots of pressure and film thickness in and around the
contact are shown for fully flooded and starved conditions. The theoretical findings
are compared directly with results obtained experimentally.

INTRODUCTION

Elastchydrodynamic lubrication is a form of fluid-film lubrication where elastic
deformation of bearing surfaces becomes significant. It is usually associated with "highly stressed machine components of low conformity, such as gears and rolling-element ,.. .:bearings. This lubrication mechanism is also encountered with soft bearing materials,

such as rubber seals and tires. The common factor in these applications is that local
elastic deformation of the solids provides coherent fluid films and thus asperity ,,
interaction is prevented.

Historicaily, elastohydrodynamic lubrication may ue viewed as one of the majordevelopments in the field of tribology in the twentieth century. It not only revealed S
the existence of a previously unsuspected regime of lubrication in highly stressed and
nonconformal machine elements, such as gears and rolling-element bearings, but it
brought order to the understanding of the complete spectrum of lubrication ranging from
boundary to hydrodynamic.

CONFORMAL AND NONCOMFORMAL SURFACES

Hydrodynamic lubrication is generally characterized by surfaces that are confor-
mal. That is, the surfaces fit snugly into each other with a high degree of geometrical
conformity, so that the load is carried over a relatively large area. Furthermore the
load-carrying surface area remains essentially constant while the load is increased.
Fluid-film 'ournal and slider bearings exhibit conformal surfaces. In journal bearings
the radiai learance between the shaft and the bearing is typically one-thousandth of
the shaft diameter; in slider bearings the inclination of the bearing surface to the
runner is typically one part in a thousand.

Many machine elements have contacting surfaces that do not conform to each other
very well. The full burden of the load must then be carried by a very small contact
area. In general the contact areas between nonconformal surfaces enlarge considerablywith increasing load but cre still small compared with the contact areas between confor-
mal surfaces. Some examples of these nonconformal surfaces are mating gear teeth, cams
and followers, and rolling-element bearings.

*Previ-o-usly presented as a lecture for First Symposium INTERTRIBO '81, Stvbske Pleso,
Czechoslovakia, April 27-29, 1981 (NASA TM-81647). j
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The load per unit area 4n conformal bearings is relatively low, typically only 1
MN/m 2 and seldom over 7 MN/nv'. By contrast, the load per unit area in nonconformal
contacts, such as those that exist in ball bearings, will generally exceed 700 MN/m 2 ,
even at modest applied loads. These high pressures result in elastic deformation of
materials such that the elliptical contact areas are formed for oil film generation and
load support. The significance of the high contact pressures is that they result in
a considerable increase in fluid viscosity. Inasmuch as viscosity is a measure of a -6
fluid's resistance to flow, this increase greatly enhances the lubricant's ability to
support load without being squeezed out of the contact zone.

The undeformed geometry of contacting solids can be represented in general terms by
two ellipsoids. The two solids with different radii of curvature in a pair of principal
planes (x and y) passing through the contact between the solids make contact at a sin-
L le point under the condition of zero applied load. Such a condition is called point
contact and is shown in figure 1, where the radii of curvature are denoted by r s. It
is assumed throughout the paper that convex surfaces, as shown in figure 1, exhibit
positive curvature and concave surfaces, negative curvature. Therefore, if the center
of curvature lies within the solid, the radius of curvature is positive; if the center
of curvature lies outside the solid, the radius of curvature is negative. It is impor-
tant to note that if coordinates x and y are rhosen such that

1 _ ..__L+ +
rax r bx ray rb()

coordinate x then determines the direction of the semiminor axis of the contact area
when a load is applied and y, the direction of the semimajor axis.

RELEVANT EQUATIONS

The relevant equations used in elastohydrodynamic lubrication of elliptical con-
tacts are as follows:

Lubrication equation (ReXnolds equation)K !-- + ) 12u - (ph) (2)

7 ua + Ub
where u a b

Viscosity variation

n - neap (3)

where noi~ is the coefficient of absolute or dynamic viscosity at atmospheric
pressure and a is the pressure-viscosity coefficient of the fluid.

Density variation (for mineral oils)

P I+ 0"6 I) (4)

where O0 is the density at atmospheric conditions.

* Elasticity equation

W 2 p(xxy) dA

f ; 1(_X _x + (Y - Y d)'

A

where

E 2 (b)
V8 + -'Vb - ,1

Film thickness equation

x" 2

h - h0 + S(x,y) + w(x,y) = h0 + lX. + + w(x,y) (7)



where Kx- rax rb
X ax bx

+ 1 +l (9)
Ry r .rb•y rby - ..

The problem is to calculate the pressure distribution in the contact and at the same
time allow for the effects that this pressure will have on the properties of the fluid 71
and on the geometry of the elastic solids. The solution will also provide the shape of
the lubricant film, particularly the minimum clearance between the solids. A detaileo

description of the elasticity model used is given in Dowson and Hamrock (1976), and the
complete EHL theory is given in Hamrock and Dowson (1976).

DIMENSIONLESS GROUPING

The variables resulting from the isothermal elliptical contact theory developed in
Hamrock and Dowson (1976) are

E' effective elastic modulus, N/m2
F normal applied load, N
h film thic kness, m
Rx effective radius in x kmotion) direction, in
Ry eifective radius in y (transverse) direction, m

u mean surface velocity in x direction, m/•
pressure-viscosity coefficie t of fluid, m01N.

no atmospheric viscosity, N s/min

From these variables the following five dimensionless groupings were established:

Dimensionless film thickness

H h= - (10)

Ellipticity parameter

k - \Rx

Brewe and Hamrock (1977) used a linear regression by the method of least squares to ob-
tain the simplified equations given in equation (11). That is, for given sets of pairs
of data ([ki, (Ry/Rx) 4, j - 1, 2, ... , n), a power fit using a linear regression by T
the method 6f least s uares resulted in obtaining equation (11).

Dimensionless load parameter
w-F (12)'W F1

ERx

Dime:nsionless speed parameter ""'(3

U TrR (13) . ..-.

x .
Dimensionless materials parameter

G " eE' (14)

The dimensionless film thickness can thus be written as a function of the other
four parameters

H - f(k,U,W,G) (15)

The influence of the dimensionless parameters k, U, W, and G on minimum film thick-
ness Hmin is presented later for both hard and soft contacts.

The set of dimensionless groups {H,k,U,W,G} is a useful collection of parameters
for evaluating the results presented in this paper. It is also comparable to the set
of dimensionless parameters used in the initial elastohydrodynamic analysis of line con-
tacts, and it has the merit that the physical significance of each term is readily

L _ _ _ _ _ _<
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apparent. However, a r.•:nber of authors, for example, Moes (1965-bb) and Theyse (1966),
have noted that this set of dimensionless groups can be reduced by one parameter without
any loss of generality.

FULLY FLOODED HARD-EHL RESULTS

By using the numerical procedures outlined in Hamrock and Dowson (19yb) the in-
fluence of the ellipticity parameter and the dimensionless speed, load, and materials
parameters on minimum film thickness has been investigated for hard-EHL, fully flooded
contacts (Hamrock and Dowson, 1977b). The ellipticity parameter k was varied from 1
(a ball-on-plate configuration) to 8 (a configuration approaching a rectangular con-
tact). The dimensionless speed U was varied over a range of nearly two orders of
magnitude, and the dimensionless load parameter W over a range of one order of magni-
tude. Situations equivalent to using solid materials of bronze, steel, and silicon
nitride and lubricants of paraffinin and naphthenic oilsi were considered in an investi-
gation of the role of the dimensionless materials paramioter G. The 34 cases used to
generate the minimum-film-thickness formula are given in table I. In the table Hmi,
corresponds to the minimum film thickness obtained from the EHL elliptical contact tHe-
ory given in Hamrock and Dowson (1976). The minimum-film-thickness formula obtained
from a least-squares fit of the data was first given in Hamrock and Dowson (1977b) and
is given here as

3.63 U0 ' 6 8 G0 '4 9 W-0 (73i- 08k) lb)

In table I 4min ia the minimum tilm thickness obtained from equation (16). The per-
centage difference between Hmin and Hmin is expressed by

Hmn- R i
DI H 10 (17)

In table I the values of D1 are within ±5 percent. - ,

A representative contour plot of di ensionless pressure is shown in figure 2 fork - 1.25, U = 0.168xi0-I 1 , W 0.1llxlO-6, and G = 4522. In this figure and in
figure 3, the + symbol indicates the center of the Hertzian contact zone. The dimen-
sionless representation of the X and Y coordinates causes the actual Hertzian con-
tact ellipse to be a circle regardless of the value of the ellipticity parameter. The
Hertzian contact circle is shown by asterisks. On the figure is a key showing the con-
tour labels and each corresponding value of dimensionless pressure. The inlet region is
to the left and the exit region is to the right. The pressure gradient at the exit end
oi the conjunction is much larger than that in the inlet region. In figure 2 a pressure
spike is visible at the exit of the contact.

Contour plots of film thickness are shown in figure 3 for k = 1.25, U - 0.lb8xlU-1 1 ,
W - 0.111xl0- , and G - 4522. In this figure two minimum-film-thickness regions occur
in well defined side lobes that follow, and are close to, the edge of the Hertzian contact
ellipse. These results re roduce all the essential features of previously reportedexperimental observations Eased on optical interferometry (Cameron and Gohar, 196b).

The variation of pressure and film thickness in the direction of rolling quite cloze
to the X-axis near the midplane of the conjunction is shown in figure 4 for three values
of U. The values of the dimensionlesg load, materials, and el.lipticity parameters were
held constant at k - 6, W - 0.737-10- , and G = 4522. In figure 4(a) the dashed line
corresponds to the HertIian pressure distribution. This figure shows that the pressureat any location in the inlet region rises as the speed increases, a result that is also
consistent with the elastohydrodynaaiic theory for line or rectangular contacts. Further-
more, as the speed decreases, the height of the pressure spike decrease;. and the hydro-
dynamic pressures gradually approach the semielliptical form of the Hertzian contact
stresses. Note that the location of the pressure spike moves downstream toward the edge
of the Hertzian contact ellipse as the speed decreases. For nominal line or rectangular
contacts Dcwson and Higginson (1966) showed results similar to those in figure 4(a).

The typical elastohydrodynamic film shape with an essentially parallel section inthe central region is shown in figure 4(b). There is little sign of a reentrant region
in this case, except perhaps at the lowest speed. Also, there is a considerable change
in the film thickness as the dimensionless speed is changed, as indicated by equation
(16). This illustrates most clearly the dominant effect of the dimensionless speed
parameter U on the minimum film thickness in elastohydrodynamic contacts.

The variati.n of pressure and film thickness in the direction of motion along a line
close to the midplane of the conjunction is shown in figure 5 for three values of dimen-
sionless load parameter. The values of the dimeylionless speed, materials, and elliptic-
ity parameters were held fixed at U = 0.168xlO , G = 4522, and k = 6. Note fromfigure 5(a) that the pressure at any location in the inlet region falls as the load in-
creases. For the highest load (W = 1.106xI0 6 ), figure 5(b), the film thickness rises Sbetween the central region and the outlet restriction. This reentrant efiect is attri-
buted to lubricant compressibility. Noie also that at W = 0.5228x0-b the film thick-
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' ness is slightly smaller than at W ±.106xO10b. This somewhat curious result is
linked to the fact that the location of the minimum film thickness also changes drasti-
cally over this load range. At the lower load the minimum film thickness is located on
the midplane of the conjunction downstream from the center of the contact; at the higher
load it moves to the side lobes as described earlier.

FULLY FLOODED SOFT-EHL RESULTS

I, The earlier studies of elastohydrodynamic lubrication of conjunctions of elliptical
form are applied to the particular and interesting situation exhibited by materials of
low elastic modulus (soft EHL). The procedure used In obtaining the soft-EHL results is
given in Hamrock and Dowson (1978). The ellipticity parameter was varied from I (a ball-

[- on-plate configuration) to 12 (a configuration approaching a nominal line or rectangular
contact). The dimensionless speed and load parameters were varied by one order of magni-
tude. Seventeen different cases used to generate the minimum-filmthickness formula are

* given in table II. In the table Hmin corresponds to the minimum film thickness ob-
tained from applying the EHL elliptical contact theory given in Hamrock and Dowson (1976)
to the soft-EHL contacts. The minimum-film-thickness formula obtained from a least
squares fit of the data was fiLst given in Hamrock and Dowson (1978) and is given here as

min 7.43 UO' 6 5W-0 '2 1 (I- 0.85 e- 0 3 1k)()

In table II H in is the minimum film thickness obtained from equation (18). Thepercentage dlfrerence between Hmint and 'mn is expressed by DI, givwn in
equation (17). The values of D1  in table IT are within the range -8 to 3 percent.

It is interesting to compare the equation for materials of low elastic modulus(soft EHL, eq. (18)) with the corresponding equation for materials of high elastic moau-lus (hard EHL) given in equation (16). The powers of U ir. equations (18) and (1b) are
similar, but the power of W is much more significant for low elastic-modulus mate-rials, The expression showing the effect cf the ellipticity parameter is of exponential
form in both equations, but with different .onstants.

A major difference between equations (18) and (16) is the absence of a materials
pe'rameter G in the expression for low-elastic-modulus matecials. There are two rea-sons for this. One is the negligible effect of pressure on the viscosity of the lubri- -
cating fluid, and the other is the way in which the role of elasticity is simply andautomatically incorporated into the prodiction of conjunction behavior through an in-
crease in the size of the Hertzian contact zone corresponding to changes in oad. As a
check on the validity of this, case 9 of table II was repeated with the material chan~edfrom nitrile to silicone rubber. The results of this change are recorded as case 17 in
table II. The dimensionless minimum film thickness calculated •rom the full numericalsolution to the elastohydrodynamic contact theory was 181.8xi0 1, and the dimension-less minimum film thickness predicted from equation (18) turned out to be 182.5x10-. .This clearly Indicates'a lack of dependence of the minimum film thickness for low-
elastic-modulus materials on the materials parameter.

The variation of the ratio HminiHmmn r is shown in figure 6, where Hmin,r
is the minimum film thickness for rectangular contacts, with the ellipticity 'parameter
k for both high and low-elastic-modulus materials. If it is assumed that the minimumfilm thickness obtained from the elastohydrodynamic analysis of elliptical contacts can
only be obtained to an accuracy of 3 percent, we find that the ratio Hmmn'Hmin•nr Sapproaches the limiting val:e at k 5 for high-elastic-modulus materials, For low-elastic-modulus materials the ratio approaches the limiting value more slowly, but it is".ireasonable to state that the rectangular-contact solution will give a very good predic-

tion of the minimum film thickness for conjunctions in which k exceeds about 11.

FULLY FLOODED - STARVED BOUNDARY

The computing area in and around the Hertzian contact is shown in figure 7. In
this figure the coordinate X is made dimensionless with respect to the semiminor axisb of the contact ellipse, and the coordinate Y is made dimensionless with respect to
the semimajor axis a of the contact ellipse. The ellipticity parameter k is defined
as the semimajor axis divided by the semiminor axis of the contact ellipse (k = a/b).Because of the dimensionless form of the coordinates X and Y the Hertzian contactellipse becomes a Hertzian circle regardless of the value of k. This Hertzian contact
circle is shown in figure 7 with a radius of unity. The edges of the computing area,
where the pressure is assumed to be ambient, are also denoted. In this figure the
dimensionless inlet distance Z, which is equal to the dimensionless distance from thecenter of the Hertzian contact zone to the inlet edge of the computing area, is shown,
Lubricant starvation can be studied by simply changing the dimensionless inlet distanceM-. A fully flooded condition is said to exist when the dimensionless inlet distanceceases to influence the minimum film thickness to any significant extent.

The value at which the minimum film thickness first starts to change when B is
gradually reduced from a fully flooded condition is called the fully flooded - starved
boundary position and is denoted by m*. Therefoie lubricant starvation was studied byusing the basic elastohydrodynamic lubrication elliptical contact theory developed ear-
lier in the paper and by observing now reducing the dimensionless inlet distance
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affected the basic features of the conjunction. The next two sections make extensive
use of the work presented by Hamrock and Dowson (1977a) and Hamrock and Dowson (1979).

STARVED HARD-EHL RESULTS

Table III shows how changing the dimensionless inlet distance affected the dimen- -
sionless minimum film thickness ot three groups of dimensionless load and bpeed parame-
ters, All the data presented in this section are for hard-EHL contacts that have a
materials parameter G fixed at 4522 and the ellipticity parameter, at 6. It can be
seen from table III that, as the dimensionless inlet distance M decreases, the dimen-
sionless minimum film thickness Hmin also decreases. .

Table IV shows how the three groups of dimensionless speed and load parameters con-
sidered affected the location of the dimensionless inlet boundary distance m*. Also -
given in this table are the correspondin values Gf dimensionless central and minimumfilm thickness for the fully flooded condiion as obtained by interpolating the riuiaerl- ,
cal values. The value of the dimensionless inlet boundary position m* shown in
table IV was obtained by using the oata from table III when the following equation was.
satisfied: "

H min - (H mid.4.

%-mi ( 0.03 (19)Hmin 
,

The value of 0.03 was used in equation (19) since it was ascertained that the data intable III were accurate to only t3 percent.

The general form of the equation that describes how Lhe dimensionless inlet dis-
tance at the fully flooded - starved boundary m* varies with the geometry and central -film thickness of an elliptical elastohydrodynamic oonjunction is given as

m* - I - A* H (20)

The right side of equation (20) is similar in form to the equations given by Wolveridge,
et al. (1.971) and Wedeven, et al. (1971). By applying a least-squares power fit to the
data obtained from table III we can write

R 2
m* - 1 + 3.34 Himi (21) ,.

A fully flooded condftion exists when > m*, and a starved condition exists whenm < M*.-

Having clearly establshed the limiting location Of Lhe inlet boundary for the
fully flooded conditions (eq. (21)) we can develop an equation defining the dimension-
less film thickness for elliptical conjunctions operating under starved lubrication Sconditions. The ratio between the dimensionless minimum film thickness in starved andfully flooded conditicns can be expressed in general form as

i \D*".
Hmin (22)
Hi

S'Fable V shows how the ratio of the dimensionless inlet distance parameter to the fully "
flooded - starved boundary (M - l)/(m* - 1) affects the ratio of minimum film thickness
in the starved and fully flooded conditions Hmins/Hmin. A least-squares power
curve fit to the 16 pairs of data points

H rin s i 1

was used in obtaining values for C* and D* in equation (22). For these values of IC* and D* the dimensionless minimum film thickness for a starved condition can be

written as

4H. H 0.25f (23)min,s min

_____MEW
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Therefore, whenever m < m*, where m* is defined by equation (21), a starved lubrica-
tion condition exists. When this is true, the dimensionless minimum film thickness is
expressed by equation (23). If I > m*, where m* is defined by equation (21),'a
fully flooded condition exists. Expressions for the dimensionless minimum film
thickness for a fully flooded condition Hmin are given in equaticn (16).

Figures 8 to 11 explain more fully what happens in going from a fully flooded to a
starved lubrication condition. As in the earlier part of the paper the + symbol
indicates the center of the Hertzian contact, and the asterisks indicate the 1{ertziari -'
contact circle. Also on each figure the contour labels and each corresponding valu, areg i v e n . • : • -

In figures 8(a), (b), and (c) contour plots of dimensionless pressure (P = of i,'2,are given for group 1 of table Ill and for dimensionless inlet distances mi of +,2, .- "..,
and 1.25, respectively. In these figures the contour values are the same in each plot..he pressure spikes are evident in figures 8(a) and (b), but no pressure spike appears
in figure 8(c). This implies that as the dimensionless inlet distance E decreases, or
as the severity of lubricant starvation increases, the pressure spike is suppressed.
Figure 8(a), with m = 4, corresponds to a fully flooded condition; figure 8(b), with
m 2, to a starved condition; and figure 8(c), with i - 1.25, to even more severe
mstarvation. Once lubricant starvation occurs, the severity of the si•uation within theS conjunction increases rapidly as in is decreased and dry contact conditions are,"-.:'!
approached. .

Contour plots of the dimensionless film thickness (H = h/Rx) for the results
shown in group 1 of table III and for conditions corresponding to the three pressuredistributions shown in figure 8 are reproduced in figure 9. It is clear that the film
shape in the central region of the elastohydrodynamic conjunction becomes more parallel
as lubricant starvation increases and that the region occupied by the minimum film
thickness becomes more concentrated. Note also that the values attached to the filmthickness contours for the starved condition (fig. 9(c)) are much smaller than those of
the film thickness contours for the fully flooded condition (fig. 9(a)).

STARVED SOFT-EHL RESULTS

By using the theory and numerical procedure mentioned earlier in the paper, we -'can investigate the influence of lubricant starvation on minimum film thickness in
starved, elliptical, elastohydrodynamic conjunctions for low-elastic-modulus materials(soft EHL). Lubricant starvation is studied by simply moving the inlet boundary closer
to the center of the conjunrtion, as described in the previous section.

Table VI shows how the dimensionless inlet distance affects the dimensionless filmthickness for three groups of dimensionless load and speed parameters. For all the re-
sults presented in this section the dimensionless materials parameter G was fixed at
0.4276, and the elltpticity parameter k was fixed at 6. The results shown in table VI
clearly indicate the adverse effect of lubricant starvation in the sense that, as the
dimensionless inlet distance f decreases, the dimensionless minimum film thickness -.Hmin also decreases.-.-----,

Table VII shows how the three groups of dimensionless speed and load parameters
affect the limiting location of the dimensionless critical inlet boundary distance m*.
Also given in this table are corresponding values of the dimensionless minimnum film
thickness for the fully flooded condition, an obtained by interpolating the numerical
values. By making use of table VI and following the procedure outlined in the previous
section, we can write the critical dimensionless inlet boundary distance at which star-
vation becomes important for low-elastic-modulus materials as

R n2
m* = 1 + 1.07 mi (24)

where Hmin is obtained from the fully flooded soft-EHL results in equation (18).

Table VIII shows how m* affects the ratio of minimum film thickness in the
starved and fully flooded conditions Rmin /Hmn. The dimensionless minimum film
thickness for a starved condition for low-elastic-modulus materials can thus be written
as

N ( ~0.22
Hmins in m- (25)

Therefore, whenever n¶ < m*, where m* is defined by equatiotn (24), a lubricant
starvation condition exists. When this is true, the dimensionless minimum film thick-
ness is expressed by equation (25). If a > m*, a fully flooded condition exists, andthe expression for the dimensionless minimum film thickness for a fully flooded condi-
tion Hmin for materials of low elastic modulus is given in equation (18).
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TABLE I. - DATA SHOWING EFFECT OF ELLIPTICITY, LOAD, SPELU, AND MATERIALS PARAM'ETERS ON MINIMUM FILM THICKNESS FOR HARD LHL LONTACTS

Cae Ellipticity Dirnensiunless Dimensionless Limen!.lonless Mi11nnium film thiickneoss uifference 1ortween kesuitsl parameter, lodi param- speed paran/ mt.ri.Is ... in and Hain, ."

I k eLer, eter, perandfeter, Outained from Ubtailned from U1,
W U 1 , LHL ellIptLcIl least-squdres percent

contact Liicry, Ilt,

i I O.1ObxlO-6 0.1683x10
1 1  

4522 J.Jbh1O-6 J.b14xlO-
6  

44.31 Ellipticity
2 1.25 | 4.10t 4.076 -. bb
J _ 4.5 4.554 -. j4.:
4 1.15 4.9U1 4.955 -. 98 ' -

5 z 5.ý55 5.?94 +.14
6 2.55.5 . 1 ll

I 6.091 6.19b -1.7e
11. 4 /.bJb b.b -e.

1) 6 V4.9 -.091 I,

9[ / .U 4 e / . 0 • . ib• •] U 9 1+ 4 b|-

11 7 0.2211 10.1683x10-1 4522 6.49/ b.65b ÷•.b3 Load plus
12 I i' i o.b Ibal 7t. 4 le +1:ýu case 9
13 1 . 55z2• b ebd n.?5 -. b9
14 b?~ 156b b.u95 -. v• •

1 I i.'•I'z4 (5 5,99 -1.45
Ib 1 .10b 5.dil 5.918 +1.64

17 1. 4.0 + j. 4.

32 5 0.7276 0.8416 4522 J.94b I 0 -3.06 Speedpls
1 6 .9 ?5o 1.J7. 6.01Q -4.0b case 14

" " .j./7 b..5 b _.]b_ -j.,b
t oI 11U•l.0I I.J/ -?.O/

gZ.bg•14.39 14.e9 -. b4
L3 1615I .34 id.eI 71]
ý4 1.b eti z .41 ?q. UO -l.9Z

25 1.68.1 9 tZ9Ib z•l 192
4b 2.104 J,i:.58 ij.96 -11.79

21Z~~bJq.1J 38.4-1 -3.65
?b z.945 4j ] 1 4 .b9o -1.19
ý9 1,37 4/ R• 4b.16-II
30 54:10 8 54.57 ý)4.41 -. f9
311 5.0b bi.2' bI.5ý1 +44

3ý 6 0.71 1,29 6Jo .911 b 9.$d +0,I0 Materials '
31 6 .7?1b .94,2 3 l ' 17.1 7 1 59 +,.33 plus•

SJ4 6 .44zDb bl: 565 ,Ut LI b.1ib +.59 CdSt



TABLE I. - DATA SHOWING ErFE(.t OF ELLIPITILIY, LOAD, SP.EED, AND MATERIALS PARMEITERS ON MINIMUM FILM THILKNESS FOR SOFT EhL CONTACTS

Case Il~tct Diescnes miensic less 0lcnion SWIes-s N~njmum film thickness Dilfferenice betweep Rusu I Is
parameter, load paran, speed parani- Materll tmin an] Hmin,f

k eter, eter, parameter, Obtained from Obtained fro. 0 1.
G LHL elliptical least-squares percent
contact theory, fit,

_mn i min

I I 1 0.4405xiO"3 O.LkdxIO' 0.4276 88.bIXOI- t 910I .O-6 +k. O Ellipticity
3 I;. 60.b -,63.
4 4 10.7l 1&:4 -2.30 ' i

5 6 e •b. 2 k09.tj +1.75 :6 6 el..7 224.6 +k.tk

7 12 235.2 236.0 +.34. .-.

06 .4405x10- 3  
0.05139 0.4276 131.8 133.7 +1.e44 Speed plus

J1 .J54, ' 8.1 .94 '1.96 caso 5
10 .e670 -.,4.bJba
* . .O5139 b84.7 t197.3 +k. iv

12 6 .2202 0.1028 0.4276 ý1ii., 24e.7 I +0.37 LOAd plus
13 j 6bO7 190.1 194.1 +1.0J5 cas5
14 1.10i 170.5 103.1 ÷1.. " .
15 1.542 iIo. 161,3 +.56
16 2.202 1411.1 4 16. -.07b

7 6 O. 1762 0.06169 1.069 )nt1.8 i.l.5 +0.39 Material

TABLE V. - EFFECT OF DIMENSIONLESS INL.'T DISTANCE

ON DIMENSIONLESS CENTRAL- AND MINIMUfI-'ILM-

TABLE III. - EFFECT OF STARVATION ON MINIMUM THICKNESS RATiOS IOR HARD EHL CONTACTS
FIMTHICKNESS AIS FOR HARD EBL CONTACTS

FILM THICKNESS FOR HARD EHL CONTACTS Group Dimpn- Film Thickness Ratios Inlet Boundary " "

Dimensionless Group Ionless for Starved and Parameters

Inlet Distance, Inlet Flooded Conditions Critical, Wedeven,
m 1 2 3 Distance, Central, Minimum, m - 1 et al.

Dimensionless Load Parameter, W Hes /Hc HmIn, Hm m - 1 (1971),

0.3686x10 0.7371x10 0.7371x10- mw - 1

Dimensionless Speed Parameter, U 1 2.62 1 1 1 0.9895 . .
2 .9430 .9640 .6173 .6108

0.1683>10 1.683x10-U 5.050x10O11 1.5 .7697 .8417 .3086 .3054
1.25 .5699 .6341 1543 ,1527Miniuum Film 'Inlekness, Hmin

6 - - - - - 29.75x10 .6 61.32YI!0_6 3.71 3 1 1 0.8281 4

2 .9674 .9534 .7380 .6111
4 6. 317x -6 29.27 57.50 2.5 .8870 .9034 .5525 .4584
3 6,261 27.84 51.70 2 .7705 .8034 .31c90 .3056 ' -:

2. ----- 2 .8 4 .91.75 .7151 .7199 .Z768 .2292

2 5.997 23.46 39.91 3 5.57 1 1 1 0.8498
4 .9348 .9439 .6565 .5579.."

1.5210 3 .13 .833,; .8487 .4376 .3719 "

1.5 5.236 27.90 2.G .7440 .7697 .3282 .2789

1.25 3.945 ----------. -......... 2 .5223 .6551 .2188 .1860. .

1.75 .5309 .5681 .1641 .1395
1.5 .4155 .4580 .1094 .09.30

TABLE IV. - EFFECT 0F DIMENSIONLESS SPEED AND LOAD PARAMETF•Rs ON

DIMENSIONLESS INLET DISTANCE AT FULLY FIO)ODED - STARVED

1BOUNDARY FUR HARtD 2i1L CONTACTS

Group Dimetisionleas Parameters 1I\ly Flooded Film Thickness Dimensionless

U W It /b Central, Minimum, Inlet Boundary,

He HmIn m

I 0.1683xO0-11 0.3686xli0 6 
205.9 7.480x10- 6  5.211xp-06 2.62

2 1.683 .7371 163.5 13.55 29.29 3.71

j 5.050 .7371 163.5 70.67 60.92 5.57



TABLE VI. - EFFECT OF STARVATION ON UILM THICKNESS TABLE VIIr, - ErFECT OF INLET DISTANCE ON MINIMUM-

FOR SOFT EHL CONTACTS FILM-THICKNESS PATIO FOR SOFT EHL CONTACTS

Dimensionless Group Group Dimensionless Ratio of Minimum Critical Inlet
Inlet Distance, Inlet Distance, Film Thteknesses Boundary

In _ _ __ Zn for Starved and Parameter, .

Dimensionless Load Parameter, W Flooded Conditions, (fn - 1)/(m* - 1) .--
Hmin, s/Hmn

0. 4405x1O- 
3  0.2202x10-3 0,4405xl1I) 1 .6 m lin1

Dimensionless Speed Parameter, U 1.500 .9P28 .7364
1.333 .9069 .5038
I.0.50940

7  
1,167 .7877 .2526

Dimensionless Minimum Film Thickness, Hmin 1.033 .5618

1.967 131.,xiO -
6  241.8x1-

6  584.7X i0-
6  2 1.757 1 1

1.667 .9842 .8811
1.83:1 131.2 238.6 572.0

1.667 129.7 230.8 543.1 1 333 ,8ý99 .4399

1 60U 125.6 211.2 503.0 1.167 .7207 .22061,033.11.03
1.333 115.9 199.3 444.9 .515 .043C

1.167 98.11 120.8 272.3 3 1.850 1 1

1,0 33 71.80 120.8 272.3 1T500 .8868 .5882
1. 333 .7844 .3918 '"

F1.167 .6761 .1965 . , '
FX 1.033 .4801 .0388 "

TABLE VII. EFFECT OF INLET DISTANCE ON FILM THICKNESS

FOR SOFT EHL CONTACTS .

rax ray Group Dimensionless Parameters Fully Flooded Dimen-

Sw Rx /b Minimum sionleis*
Film Inlet

/, .Thickness, Boundary,
•min m. . '. .:

by • 1 0.51391O 0.4405xi0 19,41 127.Sxi0 1.661

2 .1027x107 .2202 24.45 234.5 1.757
Solid b •

3 .5139 .4405 19.41 567.2 1.850

F

Figure 1. Geometry of contactin elastic solids.

• '--•-H -. -Hertziafl

Dimensionless
pressure,

E P - piE'

• B 1.6i• O

D 1.5t" " " '

• • 1.2.
F 1.0 ,

- H .3

Figure 2. - Contour plot of dimersionless pressure. k - 1. 25, U • Q 168x10"
1
1, W • 0. lllxl10

6
,

and G - 4522.
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• -•---• F Hertzlan
• circle

Dimension lessfilm thickness,

H-hlRx -•...

A 4.3x406
B L6

C 5.0
o 5.5
E 6.0
F 6.6
G 7.4

H ,2

A 2.Zý-3Dimensionless
.peed parameter,

U
zO- 5.0504011"
1.8-

Figure 3. - Contour plot of dimensionless film thickness. k• L25,
U -0, 16ixOG11, W * 0. llx1O-6, and G -4522. . 1.6 - .8416x40-1

""1.4 -

I. 8XlO"3 m .8416X10. 12- • 1 = ~~Maximu /

Dimensionless • 1.2- Hertmian
1.6- load, C. stress-\'

.W 1.0- I S

- 1.x106x0•6
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if ..6,

I2 M "

"22  "~ 70

at :
,,, 18- E

14--

" - 1106x8416x10 11

12 ,-0. 10x0 6 20-

C. 0- 1. 5lO6 0 -

*1~~~~~~ ~ 8.461
6  

. 581Y 16x10-1 2

" " S- 0 -..'oL I ~. [. I .... ] ... "A i Iq

6- --- -L- -L --- L[ - _ -2.4 -2.'O -1.6 -1.2 -.8 -. 4 0 .4 .S 1.2
-Z.4 -2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -.8 -. 4 01 .4 8 2 X

X fbi Dimensionless film thickne.ss.
(b) D)menslon lss film thickness.

Figue .. -Varatin o diensinles pessre nd ilmFigure 4. - Variation of dimens'on less pressure and film
Fiue .- aia~n fdies~nes resread ~mthickness on• X-axis for three values of dimensionless

thickness on X-a>,ls for three values of dimensionless speed parameter. The value of Y is held fixed near
load parameter, rho value of Y is held fixed near axial axial center of contact.
center of contact•.
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1.0

.9- Edges of computing area, where

.9 ,%,pressure Is assumed to be ambient

.8 Hertzian contact circle,

C .6
.6

.5

0 EHL high -elastic-modu lus ieocipungre.wre\
f ts (hard El-L results) b min

l .i ow-elastic-modulus

.2 results (soft EHIL results) Figure 7. - Computing area In and around Hertzian contact zone.

"0L24 6 8  10 12 G
Elpiiyparameter, ItE

Figure 6. - Effect of eltipticity parameter on
ratio of dimensionless minimum film thick-

[4 ness to dimensionless minimum film thick-
ness for a line contact, for EHL high- and C1 -

low-eiastic-m!''l,,us analyses.

r Dimensionless
pressure,
P -PIE'

A 1.i1410-3 0
(a) n4. B 1.14

C 1.10
H crcl-ý 1.00

E .90
GF .70

_ F G .40

H .10

D_1

(b) fi* 2.

Figure 8. -Contour plots of dimensionless pressure for dimensionless inlet distances ff
of 4, 2, and 1. 25 and for group 1 of table 2. .
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SfB Dimensionless

A 1.17x,0-3

C 1.10

.$iH .10

Figure 8.mensoncllded

HHI~

El1

F 9.0

G 10,0
H 11.5

(a)I fii -4.

Figure 9. -Contour Plots of dimension less film thickness for dimensionless inlet distances
Ri of 4,2 and L 2 and for group 1 of table 2.
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Figure 9. -Concluded.
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DISCUSSION

D.G.Astridge, Westland Helicopters, Yeovil, UK
Coukl the author confirm that the major axis considered is perpendicular to the rolling axis, and, if so, has he
considered the implications of nivjor axis parallel to the rolling axis, as occurs in our confornial tooth gears. -.

Author's Reply
The considerations in obtaining the minimum film thickness formula are valid for c1iptici.ty parameters greater than -

one. Ellipticity parameters less than one have not been considered by me, but are pr-,sently being considered by -
Professor Dowson, Dr Taylor and Mr Dwn at the University of Leeds.

J.B.Medley, University of Waterloo, Ca
Were there any regions in your regime charts that numerical instability made solutions for miliimum film thickness
difficult to obtain?

Author's Reply
Numerical instabilities are definitely present in high load situations.

I..

S•O

I _-S _,i

I S . ' •

'Ii



EPAISSEUR DU FILM ET FORCE DE FROTTEMENT EN RinGIME ELASTORYDRODYNAMIQUE

DANS LE CONTACT BILLE-CHEMIN DE BAGUE D'UN ROULEMENT

par

Gdrard DALMAZ ,Professeur
Nab ii GADATLAH, Docteur-ing~nieur

Laboratoire de Mgcanique des Conltacts
Institut National des Sciences Appliqu~es de. Lyor.

20, avenue Albert Einstein
69621 Villeurbanrie - France

RESUME

La lubrification glastohydrodynamique des contacts elliptiquea, tels qo'ils existent entre une
bille et un chemin de begue de roulements A contacts obliques, a 6t 6tudi~e sur un dispositif de simula-
tion original de haute precision sp~cialement conetruit. Ce dispositif pericet de mesurer simultan~ment, 1i
temperature ambiante, 1a charge normale, la force de frottement tangentielle, lee vi~teases et 1'6paisseur
du film par une m~thode interf~rom~trique (0,05 A I p.m). :

Lee r~sultats expdrimentaux montrent qua, pour une huile min~rale, Is th~orie 6lastohydrodynami-
que pout 6tre ftendue aux tr~s fortes preesions (2 GPa). Les effets des vitesses de gliseement et de pivo-
tement superpos~es aux vitesses de roulement ant peu d'influence sur 1'6paisseur du film maie diminuent
consid~rabletnent la force de frottement. Dana ces conditions, le film se comporte comme un solide amorphe. -

Le calcul thgorique de la force de frottement a 6t effectud en regime 61astohydrodynamique en

utilisaiut le modble isotherme non lin~aire de Maxwrll, de Johnson at Tevaarwerk. Lee rdsultats th~oriquesr.. et exp~rimentaux obtenus pour des pressions de I A 2 CPa concordent aux faibles taux de glissement,
(< 5 %). Lee effetts thermiques, qui ne sont plus n~gligeables A forts taux de glissement, sont consid~r~s
en utilisant d'une part le mod~le thermo-vieco~lastique de Daniels qui tient compte de Ia conduction de

*chaleur au travers de 1'4paisseur du film, et d'autre psrt le mod~le thermique de Tevaarwerk qui tient
compte 6galement de la convection dane le cas du pivotement. Ces deux mod~les qui sont diec-ut6s donnent
des r~sultats satisfaisants.

1. INTRODUCTION]

Cette (itude concerne Is d~termination exp~rimentale de l'6paisseur du film et da la force de
frottement au voisinage de la temp~rature ambiante, d'un contact elliptique lubrifi6 par une huile min~ra-

le de faible viecosittE sur un dispositif de simulation di, contact bille-chemin de bagite do roulement.
Lee charges appliqudes ontrainent des pressions maximales de Hertz qui atteignent 2 Cpa et des

vitesses de glissement et de pivotement sont introduites au voisinage du roulement pur. Ces conditions
correspondent A celles qui existent dane lea roulements A billes A contacts obliques.

Lee 6paisseure de film mesur~es par la technique interf~rom~trique sont compar~es aux vaelurs
calcul~es par la th~orie 61lsetohydrodynamique de Hamrock et Dowson 111 . La force de frottement qui oct
mesur~e simultan~ment dane Is direction du roulement est intern re't~e et compar~e A cello calcul~e 4 partir
du mod~L4e non lin~aire de Maxwell de Johnson et Tevaarwer 2 en r~gime isotherme,du mod~le thermique de
Daniels 131 et du mod~le thermique plus complet de Tevaarwer '141

2. DISPOSITIF, CONDITIONS D'ESSAIS ET MESURES

Un dispositif original de trias hauites performances -~apable de simuller en vraie grandeur tin con-
tact hertzien elliptique tel qu'il oxiste entre uno bille et on chemin de bague d'un roulement AI billos A1
contacts obliques a 6tg construit. Ce dispositif do haute pr~cision pormet de mesurer simultan~ment, au

voisinage de la temp~rature ambiante, la charge normale, Ia force de frottement tangentielle dens Ia direc-
tion du roulement, les vitesses do roolement, de glissements et de pivotecient, et de d~terminer l'CEpaisseur
du film liar one m~thode intorf~romdtrique.

2.1. Dispositif exp~rimentalI
La diepositif exp~rimental a 6t6 d~taill6 par ailleurs 151. Le montage otilis6 dans ces essais

est sch~marisE figure 1. Le disque en saphir est entrain6 en rotation avec une vitesse angulairo variabla
do 30 A 3000 tr/mn et le tonneau en acior tourne avec one vitesse qui vanie de 5000 A 45000 tr/mn. Le d6-
placement axial du palier hydrostatique pormet do mosurer In force do frottement et le ddplacement angu-
laire, d'appliqoer et de mesurer Ia charge. Le changement do position de l'axe de rotation do tonneau pro-
dujt au point de contact un pivotement (angle X) ou on glisse.nent lat~ral (angle B). L'hoile est d~pos~e
sur Ia surface inf~rieure du disque par le tube d'alimentation. La plan~it5 et le voile du disque sont
inf~rieurs A 0,5 pm et le faux rond do l'6proovette en forme de tonneao inf~nieor ak 0,6 Pin. Lee rogosit~s

des surfaces du disque et du tonneau seont respectivoment 0,005 pm et 0,01 urn CýA. La surface inf~rieore du
disque en saphir est 6galement recooverte d'une couche mince de chrome do 150 A qui am~liore le contraste

Les essais cant r~alis~s au voisinago do Ia tempgrature ambiante entre 25 et 300C, avec one
I. hoile min~rale et pour on contact elliptique form6 par on disque plan en eapliir et one 6prouvette en acier
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en forme de tonneau dont lea rayons de courbure principaux sont .Rx 1,34 mmlE et Rz 9,7 mm. Llhuile
utilllsCe a une viscosit6 de 32 mPa.s A 25*C. Le coefficient de pi~zoviscositg a a 6tr d~termin6 avec un
viscosimktre Ai chute de bille pour des pressions variant de 105 A 5 x 108 N/rn2. La viscositg varie avec Ia
pression suivant la loi :p - 110 exp (a(p-p )) et Ai 25*C, a - 16,5 x 10--9 Pa-1. Le coefficient de thermo-
viscositf ni tel que p - po exp (-r)(0-00)) eost d~temin~in entre 20 et 509C A pression atrnosph~rique p.,

ii 0,0435*C-1

Les essais sont effectu~s pour des valeurs de Ia presslon inaximate de Hertz P et des vitesses de
roulement Ul+IU2 maintenues constantes. Les vitesses de rotation des Cprouvettes vt lea charges appliquges
qui dependent 6galement des angles X et 8 sont modifi~es pour respecter ces conditions.

Dana chaque essai, pour des dprouvettes et un tubrifiant donn~s, nous imposons et contr8lons donc
IsL charge normale au contact, lea vitesses angutaires du disque et do 1'4prouvette en forme de tonneau, et

* ~lea deux angles X et 8. Le programme expfrimental comprend lee diff~rentes conditions cin~matiques
suivantes

- rouleinent pur pour I < U1 + U2 < 12 m/s,
- glissement U -U2 dans la direction 0Y. pour des valeurs constantos de Ia vitesse de roulement

* U1+U2 dans 1 intervaVle - 0,3 < Ul-U 2 /U1 +U2 < + 0,3,
- pivotement SI - w2 , - w autour de l'axe Oy en changeant l'angle X de a ' 18',

-glissemeot lat~ra1 Wý ans la direction Oz en changeant le point de contact d~fini par l'angle
a dane l'intervalle - 10* < 8 < + 100.

Pour chacune des conditions cin~matiques, onus fixons quatre pressions maximales do Hertz. Les
valeurs de la pression inaximale P et do la pression nmoyenne F de Hertz du demi petit axe a et du demi grand
axe c do l'ellipse do contact sont donndes table 1. Ces valeurs correspondent A un contact dont Ia g~om6-
couplestd~fe pour A u 24 par les rayons do courbures locaux R'x 1,336 mmn et Rz 4 9,7 mm, pour le

culdemat~riaux saphir-acier do module d'61asticitg 4 quivalent E 2,95 x 1011 N/mn2 et pour lea quatre
cagsappliqu~es do 2, 4, 8 et 16 N.

PP a c

GPa G~ Jim Jim

0,636 0,954 16,5 60,1

0,801 1,202 20,7 75,7

1,009 1,514 26,1 95,4

1,272 1,907 32,9 120,2

Table I

2.3. Pr~cisions de-s mosures.

Lee mesures simultan~es do la temperature de Vhie do la charge normale, des vitesses do rota -tion do chacuno does prouvettes, do Ia force do frottement tangentielle sun le tonuoau dans la direction
du roulement, do 1'dteon1ue du film et do l'6paisseur du film par une technique interfdrom~trique soot
r~alisges.

La charge et Ia force do frottement sont mesur(!es avec one pn~cision do ± 2 % et la mesure do la
foc efoteete ,I eforc dofrotemet et significative pour lea valeuns sup~rieures it 0,01 N. Ls vitesses do rotation des
6prouvettes soot contr~ldes A t 0,1 %. La tempdnature do I'ul oat mestir~e Ai ± 0,5'C 'ý la sortie du tube
d'alimentation.

Les 6paisseurs do film comprises entre 0,05 et I Pim sont d~itermin6es par Ia technique interf~ro-
m~trique d6crite pr~c6demment 151, tant en lumi~ro blanche qu'on lumi~re monochnomatique. La pr~cision des

* ~mestres d~pend principalement dL la valour do l'indice do riefraction do PhIuile dana la zone do contact.
Or, la relation de Lorenz-,Lorentz permet do roller l'indice do refraction ý Is masse volumique dane le cas
d'une substance isotrope. Les variations do la masse volumique avoc ia pression, la temp~rature et le temps

* itatit connueq, les valeurs vraisembLables rotenuos pour cette huile dont l'indioe do refraction 21 temp~ra-
tune ot preasion ambiante eat~n = 1,476 sont respectivement n =1,54 et n =1,57 pour les prossions de
I Cl~a et 2 CPa. Les mesuros d 6paisseura do film ontre 0,1 et 0,5 pm sont ainsi ibtenues avec une precision
de L'ordre do i0,02 jim.

2.4. Discussion

Co dispositif pormet do r~aliser la simulationi des coniditions dc fonctionniemeot prochos de cellos
renco'ntr~os dans tin noulomont r~ot 161 . Coepndant, la correspondance W'est pas complkto.

Le dispositif noe simulo qu'un soul contact, lea effets duis aux passages des diff~rentos billes et
dp in cage do nouloment noe peuvoot pas 8tre reproduits. Les conditions d'aLimentation on lubnifiant du con-
tact ot Los 6chianges thermiques soot 6galLment tn~s diff~rents,

Le venre ou le saphir qui constitue le (lisque du dispositif not des caract~ristiquos m~caniques
ot thermom~caniques diff~rootos do cellos des aciors. Romarquonis cepondant quo le module d'Young et toe
coefficient d.2 Poisson ont dans cecaes uno importance secondaire et qu' ils noe modifient pratiquomont pas
los r~sultats en r~gimo 61astoliydrodynamique.

3.. LPAISSEUR DU FILM

L.'6paiassur do film d~pond des conditions d'alimentation do la r~gion d'onitrde du contact qui
pouvont 6tro caract~ris~es par la positioni du m~nisqoe d'vntr6e air-huile d~tormin~ev experimental emcnt.
L'absciaao d'entr~e xe qui d~finit la position du m~nisque air-huilo d~crolt do 10a ZA 1,5a loraque ln
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*vitease do roulement aurmente. Dana lea co~nditions expgrimentales rencontrgea dane cette 6tude, nous cons-
tatone quo l'absciaae d entrie n'a pratiquement plus d'influence aur l'dpaiaaeur de film loraque xe atSo

3.1. Formulation thdorigue

L'Opaiaseur du film au centre du contact tonneau plan gn fonction des parami~trea aana dimension
caract6ristiquea~de l'6paisaeur du film H - h/Rx, de Ia charge W a w/ERx2, de Ia vitesse U - Iu(Ul+U 2)/ERX
et "' mat riau G a mE, en regime glaatohydrodynamique isotherm. sane pivotement ni gliasement latfral,
a'fcrit

Lea valeurs du coefficient k et des exposanta a, b et C correspondents aux solutions glastohydro-
dynamiques approchfies do Archard et Cowking 161 et de Cheng 171 et de la solution flastohydrodynamique
exacts de Hamrock et Dowson III sont donndes table 2 pour la gdomgtrie particuliare dea dprouvettes utili-
ages dans cette 6tude.

Auteur IR~f6renceI l C

Archard et Cowking, 161 1,15 0,74 0,74 - 0,074

Chang, 171 1,34 0,739 0,739 - 0,0727

Hamrock cc Dowson, 111 1,62 0,67 0,53 - 0,067

Table 2

~j*.L'6paisseur minimale du film eat donn~e uniquement par la solution glaatohydrodynamique oxacte
de Hainrock et Dowson et s'fcrit pour cette g~ori~trie particuli~re

0O68 C0.49 W,7H m-2,080 (

Lea effets thermiques dana la r~gion d'entr~e entrainent une r~duction de l'dpaisseur du film
qui pout fitre estim~o par le facteur de reduction therruique 181 . La progression dui innisque d'entrge vera
le centre du contact observ~e A haute vitesse entraine un aplatissoment de la zone de contact et une dimi-
nution de 116paisseur du film qui peut fitre calculfie par l'expression propos~e par Ha'nrock et Dowson
loraque la position du indnisque d'entr~e eat connue, 191.

3.2. R16sultats

Les variations &d' l'paisseur dui film au centre du contact h et de l'opaisseur minimale du film
hen fonction de Ia vitesse do rouleinent 01+'J2, pour lea quatre preasions de Hertz retenues, figures 2.a)

ef b) montrent une concordance trils 3iurprenante entre les 4paisseurs do films calcul~es et mesur~es. La
dintinution de 1'6paisseur do film observ~e aux hai.tts vitssces corresponid A Ia progression du m~nisque "

d'entr' vers 1e centre du contact. Cette diminution correspond bien A celle obtenue th~uriquement lorsque
l'abscisse dui m~nisque d'entrge qui eat mesurge dane chaque easai, oat introduite dans lea calculs.

-: La reduction do l'6paisseur du film due aix effets thermiques eat de l'ordre do 10 Z pour lea
plus granides vitesses.

Ces r6sultats inontrent que lea 6paisseurs do film calculges A part-ir does solutions 61astohydro-

dynamiques isothermes sans pivotement, ni glissemont latgral, s'appliquent *jusqu'aux tr~s fortes pressions
*de 2 Cpa.

Lea figures 3.a), b) et c) montront quo le glisseinent 111-U2 dane la direction Ox, le gliesemený.

lat~ral W1-W2 dana la, direction Oz et le pivotement 41-wd -l autour de l'axe Qy ont peu d'effet cur
l'6paisseur dui film pour une vitesse do rouleinent U1+U2 constante.

Toutofois, roinarquons quo les intervalles de variation des parainatres -le glissement Ul-U2/01+02,
do glissement lat~ral Wl/U 1 +U2 et do pivotement $1V-/jU sont trae diff~ronts.

* Les r~sultats exp~rimentaux inontrent, qu'ex. roulement pur, l'6paisseur dui film au centre du
contact h et 1'6paisseur miniinale du film h sont en accord avec cellos calcul~es a partir do la nouvelle

* th~orie 4?astohydrodynamique exacte de Hamromck et Dowson. La progression du m~nisque c!'entrge vors le
centre du contact observ~e A haute vitesse (12 in/a) entratne un aplatissornent de la zone de contact et une
diminution do 1'6paisseur du film de 30 %. Les valeurs typiques des 6paiaseurs de film mesur~es aunt
h 0,26 pm et h m 0,22 pm pour mne vitesse de roulement de 12 ni/s et une pression maximale do Hertz
dS 2 GPa. 2Eftendue du film A 1'nt~ dii contact n'a plus d'influence cur l'6paisseur dui film lorsque le
m~nisque d'entrge est situE A une distance sup~rieure A 5a si 2a est le petit axe de l'ellipse de contact.
La superposition do faibles vitesses de glissement et(ou) de pivoteinent aux vitesses de roulement n'a quo
peu d'effet sur 1'4paisseur dui film.

4. FORCE DE FROTTEMENT

La force do frottement est meaurge sur le tonneau dans la direction Ox, pour plusiours vitesses
do roulement U-1/2(01+02) maintenuos constantes, pour lee quatre press~ons de Hertz retenues P, d'abord
avec in gliscement AU - 01-02 dane la. direction Ox, ensuite avec un glissernent lateral AW - Wj-W? dans la

Udirection Oz et e~ifin avec un pivotement ASI - 2v-wly autour de l'axe Oy. La force do frotteinent do roule-6
F - ament oct toujours tr~e faible dane cee essais et les vaelurs obtenues qui. sont tie l'ordre de 0,005 N sont-

comparables A Ia sensibilitg dui diapositif. Pratiquement nous rdglona le sysitmei de inesure pour avoir uoe
force do frottement nulle en roulement pur et nous obtenone lee courbes de frot~ement en augmontant le
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glissement, la vitesse de roulement restant constante.

L'6tude des forces de frotteinent dans un contact lubr.4fli enl rdgiie glastohydrodynamique a (at
effectuge par de nombreux auteurs 11 AO 151. Lee diff~rantes lois de comporteinant rh~ologique propos4es

* tentent de prendre en compte lee pressiona trbs 6lev~ea existent dana le film (I ai 2 GPa), lea temps de
*passage tras courts doenIs contact (10-4 a 10-6 a), des gradients de vitesse pouvant atteindre 107 a-1 et

des variation. de ten'pgrature locales de l'ordre de 1000C. L'analyse da Johnson et Tevaarwerk 121 conduit
A un modgle simple non lingaire Ae Maxwell qui permer, en r~gime isotherme d'expliquer ia pluparr. des rg-
sultats exp~rimentaux, Cependant pour des vitesses de glissement, de glissement lateral et(ou) de pivote-
ment dlev~cs, lea effete thermiques ne sont ptus n~gligeables.

La calcul des forces de frottemant dans un contact glastohydrodynamique n~ccssite la connaissance
de la gdom~trie at da La cin~matique du contact, de la pression, de 1'6paisseur du film, de la tempgrature,
de la loi de comportemant rhgologique at des propriC't~s caract~ristiques du fluide. Tous ces param~trer ne
sont pas inddpendsnts. Las effete thermiquas n'6tant pas n~gligaables lorsque des vitesses do glissament
et de pivotamant importantes so suparposent aux viteases de roulament, 1'dnergie dissipde dans le film du
Ilubrifiant et dans lea solides qui bordent Ia contact devra Ogalement itre calculde. Nous retenons lea hy-
potl~ses suivantas

l a r~partition des preasions dans La zone de contact hertzien elliptique, at lea dimensions de
l'aire de contact sont donn~es par la thgorie de Hertz.

- 1'axe de l'ellipse du contact corncide A la direction des vitesses de roulement.

- la variation des contraintes de cisaillement suivant l'dpaiaaeur du film ant ngglig~e.

- lea taux de deformation sont calcul~a en n~gligeant lea changemants des rayons dus aux ddforma-
tiona de Hertz Rinsi que lea dfiformations do l'aira du contact.

- '6paisseur du film d'huile eat constante dana la zone du contact et 6gale A l'6paisseur au
centre du contact ho.

-lea forces de frottemont. de roulament, crdges A l'entr~e at A la sortie de Is zone du contact
sont n~gligges. La condition aux limites qui permet de r~soudre lee 6quations diffdrantielles suppose qua

* ~lea contraintes de ciscUlement soient nulles sur le bord do l'allipse du contact.

L'Cdpaiassur du film au centre du contact utilisge dana lea programmes de calcul eat l'6paisseur
de film mesur~e. Pour 4viter La d~faut d'alimantation observd aux hautes vitessas, at qui correspond A la
progression du m~nisque d'entr~e vera le centre du contact, nous choisiasons des vitesses de roulement plus
faiblas, afin de ne pas introduire un paramintra suppl~mentaire caractdriatiquo des conditions d'alimentatioa.

4.1. Formulation Whorigue

Johnson et Tevaarwerk 121 ont montr6 qua le comportamant rh~ologiqueaen cisaillament d'un film
d'huilo dana un contact SlastohydrodynAmique peut 6tre d~crit simplement enl r6giinc isothcrme par lo modale

*non lin~aire de Maxwell 7

dl1astique + visqueux C dt Idt a To :
72 oa y eat Is gradient da vitasee total, i eat Ia contrainte, G Is module d'Alasticit6 an cisaillepient, To la

contrainte repr~sentative au dessus de laquella le comportement deviant non lingaire at Te la contrainte ..

locale 6quivalente. Dans lea axesa Oxz, ai dt - 2dxc/U1+02 " dx/U. lea Cquations s'C4crivent

*dl I To

+ *~- ý . - sin h e.-) ~

* dT T~ To Ta

+' -d E -. -- sinh I, *
avec T a ITTTT2 + T (AJZz/ 2t jy (AW-USx) /h. <

*La rdsolution de cas 6quations n~cessita donc la connaissance de trois paramztres caractdristi-
ques du fluida sa viscositd v, son module d'Slasticitg G at uno contrainte de vefairence TO. Ces paramz--

* ~tres sont des fonctions de la prassion, de La teinpdrature at du temnps de passage du Fluide dana If- contact.
L'intdgration du sy=tUme d'6quation diff~rentiel enl T a t T devient simple si des vaiurs movennes des
param~tires G, p et xO sont retenues. La formea des courbes dA frottemertt didpead dii aombro de Deborah

qui compare le temups de relaxation du fluida It/G all temps de passage du fl..-de dana le contact a/U.

* Pour de faibles valaurs de De assoc~ios Aý de faibles pressions at(ou) de foibles viscositds, le

comportemont du fluide est visqueux aux faiblas gradients de vitesse at visqueux non lin~ai~ra A forts gra-I
dients de vitesse. Pour Les moyannes at grandeu valeurs de De. obtenues a';ec des preasions, des viscosit~s
et(ou) des coefficients do pi~zoviscositg glav~s, la ý.omporteiverjt du fluide qui eat glastique aux faiblas

gradients de vitesse deviant viaqueux nor lin~aire pour Les gradients de vitesse 6lev~s. Danls le cars ot
De ` 1l1 comPortement 6lastique devient rapidament plastique et une contrainte limite de ci'saillement.
dana la fluide ig peut 6tre aussi ddfinie. Ce. mnod~le eat pell diff~rent du modale propos6 par hair Lt

L ~Winar !161 dans 1aqual la contrainta limnite T1 eat intzcduite.

Dans Las programmes do calcui nous utilisarons lot' valeurs de C. at doT ddterminines ý partir desI



courbes de frottement exp~rimentales obtonues pour do grands nombros de Deborah. Aux faibles gradients de
vitease (103 g-1), Ie module d'dlasticitg apparent G eat ddfini par l'expreasion

- -ho (U1+U2)
G T 2fa (U 1-U2)

oti a eat le demi petit axe de l'ellipse de contact et 7 la val~eur moyenne de ia cuntrainte de ci~saillement
telle quo tT- f /i~ac.

x
Les vaelurs du module d'6lasticit4 apparent C sont obtenues en mesurant la pente dans la rdgion

lin~aire qui correspond A 0 < T 1/2 eat une fonction de la pression moyenne F' qui pour l'huile uti-
lisde s'6critt

C 1,27 P - 0,50

La contrainte limite moyenno T,, qui correspond 4 Ia contrainte maximale, eat une fonction de Ia
pression moyenne P et de la tompdrature moyenne 0 qui suit Ia relation empirique proposdo par Dyson, 1121

- 0.3 P' - ,2xi8
Tk.2,52 + 0,024 0, x1

La contrainte de r~fdrence to eat difficilo A calculer en pratique. Johnson et Tevearwerk 121 6va-
luent la contrainte To aur Ia surface do l'ellipao do contact afin d'ajuat-r Ia valeur exp~rimentale a la
valour th~orique dane le Camosi 01 T >>T. Rdcemmont Conry et al 1171 d~terminent to plus prdciaemment et -
niontrent quo 1'effet do la variation do Ia tompdrature pout 6tre n~gligge. La contrainte To peut donc 6tre
considdrge comme une fonction de la prossion mayenne P seulement. Nous utilisona une m~thode iterative pour
calculer To afin d'obtenir en int~grant lea dquations diff~rentielles uno valeur de La contrainte maximale
corrospondant 9 la valour exp~rimentale TV

Les 6quations diff~rentiolles avec lee conditions aux limites asaocides aont rdsoluea numdrique-
ment dana l'ellipse do contact par la m~thode d'Adams-Bashforth, 1181.

4.2. Mod~les thermiquesF: La repartition des tompgratures A travers le film d~pand de plusiours param~trea qui comprennont
- le cisaillomont local du film qui eat lui-mime zionction de la temp~rature,

- Ia quantitd do chalour dissip~e, son origino et sa localisation,

- lea tempdratures des parois qui varient avec La chaleur transmise vers les parois,

- les effots dus A l'hiatoire des tomp~ratures des parois at du film.

4.2.1. Mod~le thormique do Daniels

*Daniels 131 a supposd quo la chaleur eat cr~de en chaque point do La zone du contact par le ci-
sailloment visquoux d'un 6l6ment 6quivalent do lubrifiant ayant des proprift~s qui sont fonctions do la
prossion et do la tempgrature. La temperature de cot 616ment oat suppos~e uniforme A travors le film. 11
d~finit 6galement la tempdrature effective Oef do cot 4limLunt 6quivalent pour leqLel, la chaleur cr~de eat
6gale A cello d'un 616ment rdel mais dont la tempdrature r~Ielle pout itre plus grando au milieu du film.

La chaleur eat tranomise aux parois par conduction. Lea parois sont isothormos avec Une tempera-
tue:0 82 Dnesspoeqel chaleur eat cr&~e au milieu du film oil Ia t::pgrature maxima-

le et 6ale 1Oa- L tem~raureeffetiv Oe eat6gae a 0. max pour une repartition triangulaire
des empratresA trver lefil ets'6cit i K ea laconductibilit6 hride ufud

Los details do la m~thode do calcul des forces do frottemont avec le modtile non lindeire do
Maxwell et le mod~le thermoviscodiastique do Daniels sont prdsentds dans les rdfdrences 131 et 1181.

4.2..2. Mod~l thermi~que do T.Žvaarwerk

Tevaarwerk 141 donne une solution tridimensiouinelle thermique semi-analytique, semi-numdrique,
appliczible dens La r~giori do Ia courbe do frottement oti les gradients de vitesco sont trtis importants. !Is
suppose quo le cisaillement so produit dens un plan situ6 au milieu du film en se rdfi~rant aux rdsultats do
Johnson et Cameron I I i * Tovaarwork 1191 moutre idgalement quo los vitosses do pivotement modifient do fa-
cýon tr~s significative le comportement du film dans le contact et qu'aux grandes valcurs do pivotemetit,
l'offet thermique est tras important.

Dans ce mod~Jle, les i~changes de chaleur par convection qui n, sont ýas ndgligeables sont 6galement
considgrds. Los temp~ratures ties surfaces du contac~t sont 6gales et varient en tout point do Ia surface

-S(, O82 (x' Z)

La contrainte do cisaillement locale T dens le fluide peut ktre calcul~e si los 6quetions de
r l'6nergie doen les solides et dans le fluide sort rdsolues simultandment.

L'6quation do 1'6nergie dens un solide 6iastique isotropo somi-infini animo d'une vitesse Uet Sou-
mWs en stkrface A une source do chaleur q(x,z) s'ci

aX2 b2 ay2 c2 3Z2 O2X
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Si :X =xla ,Y =y/b ,Z =z/c at x ast la diffusivitd du solide.

A la surface du soiide a9 laDy =0 a l'extdrieur do la surface do la source do chalaur at
a65/ay -q(x,z)/Ks at Ks eat ln conductibilit6 thermique des solidos sur in surface all contact avec In
source. Le nombre do Pdclet du solido Pas = U a a sddtermine I'importance relative de in propagation de

* chaleur par convection et par conduction. Dana un contact 6iastohydrodynamique, Pe eat grand at le trans-
fort de chalsur dana la solide Pr'effoctuo principalemeizc par convection.

L'dquation de l'6nergis dana la cas d'un film mince incompressible tel qua h «< a ou c at qui
contiont la terma correapendant A la source de citaleur rdsuitant essentioltement du cisailloment visquoux
a' dcrit

a- ,I p_(XYZ) = U _ h -1

ay2  f a a

La nembre do Pdclet du fiuide Pef =Uh
2 (if/a 5]. af eat ia diffusivitCd du fluide pormet do savoir

at la transport da la quantitd do chalaur produite dana le film se fait par conduction vera lea solides
loraque Paf oat petit ou par convection dana le fluido loraque Paf oat grand. A Ilinterfaca solide fluida
0a = Of..

Nous retiandrona l'hypothaase 6misa par Johnson at Camaron IJil at reprise rdcemment par
Trevaarwec-k 141 dana laquelle le cisaillemont so produit dana un plan aitud au milieu du film. Cetta hype-
thdao .antraine une condition au limite suppl.6itantaire dana le plan milieu du film d'indice c.

DOC YQOXsYcsZ)4

ay 
*

o- ed eat le coefficient do partage vers lea deux parois solides at Q in quantitd do clialeur preduite par lea
cisaillement au mili'eu du film telle qua:

V.Q - T AU +'T AWK: ptif Cette hypothide eat d'autant misux vdrifids qua lea glissements AU at 6W sont importants at qua
4 la contrainte limits locale -r eat atteinte. Loraque la comportement du film fluida eat entiarement dissi-

I- ~ pai deviant: ____*

AQ 9 Y IM2 _+ AW2

* Nous utilisarena la mdthode numdrique itdrntiva prepeado par Tevaarwerk 141 pour rdseudre ce pro-
blame difficile. L'allipao do contact eat ddcoupde enbandes suivant la direction du roulement correspondant

;A a L'axe x at do largour 61idmentaire Az.Chnque bande eat ensuite diviade en 6idments 6x. Leraque le nombro
do PKclet du solide oat grand, la tranatart do chalaur so fait aaaontialleinent par conduction dana Ia di-
rection x at la propagation latdrale antre doux bandes dana is direction z pout 6tre ndgligdo. La processus
do caicul consisto A caicular 0c(x), Q(x) aur une bande at ia tempdratii.e des surfaces des solidos 0,(x)K.,,corroapondant'.' La calcul eat rdpdt6 avoc cotto tompdratura do surface jusqu'A convergence. ',a technique
utiliada ot Las ditaiia do la solution sont prdciada dana lea rdfdrenceals 14 ot 1181.

4.2. Rdauitats

Las forces do frottomant fx sont mosurdes at calcuides dana la direction du roulemont on fonc-
tion du taux do giiaaamant pour une vitassa do roulement U+ 2 =6,74 m/s.

La figure 4 reprdsonte in variation do Lx on fonction do U2 -U1 /U1 +U2- pour diff~rantes charges
sans glisaument iatdral ni pivotement. Lea valours du confficiont de frettament obtanues sont teujours in-
f rieures A 0,07. La forms des courbos do frettament permettent de penser quo i'hiuiie so comporte comme
uin aelide amorpha A l'6tnL vitroux dane la zone do contact 1201. En effet le diagramma 18 do in rdifdrenco
1201ptratucs dou 35e a clhuiiesmlbe sat~ r qudat vitoux dana une rdions pratiqulemnHetz tedue A touGa t dea
1201 trac&pure une 35A 5 hila osbal esugDrs quoa porur dens preaen maximnlpatido dort tz do IA Cate lat e

surfae de'ellipso do contact. Gas rdaultata qui sent en accord avoc ceux obtonus inddpondarnment par

Bair at Winer grace A un viacosim~tre a tr~s haut2 presaion 116 at 211, montrent quo l'buiie so comnporta
* commae on solids amorphe piastique caractgriad par an contrainte limite moyanno q.t

La figure 5 roprasento la variation do f e n fonction do U2-U1 /02+U1 pour Is charge do '16 N sans

pivotemant at plusianra valeurs do i'anglo 6 qui introduit le gliasemant latdral, .
*La figure b reprdsenito ia variation do e. n fonction do 02 -UI/Ut2'Jl poutr in charge do 16 N,

sanna gliassLment latdral at piusisurs valaura do l'anglo A qui introduit le pivotamont.
SLa superposition d'un pivatement ot(ou) d'uo glisasoent 1at6rai ontraino uno diminution do in

force do frottement fx

tens un tr~s ben accord aux fai~blas gradients do vitesso au voisinage doa ronlament pur oa le rdgima do

- foncrionoamrent eat bien iaetherm.±.j

Pour lea gradients do vitease plus 6levdoa, l'utilisation des modhca rht'rmiquau do Daniels at
Tevaarwerk entratne 6gaiement une boone concordance orntre lea r6Lultata. Remnrquanas quo lea vitL'saoa do
pivatomcnt conaiddrdes dana cas easasa sent toujours faiblos, at qu'en consdquenca, in convection do nbia-

*leur n'a qua peu d'fe sur los tempdratures dana le contact or cur le comportoment: rhdlagloiquo du luibriI-
fiant. L'utilisatien du medd.le thermique do Tevaarwerk ciontre qu'un trdas ban accord oat obtonu rant on

prasencs do pivetement: quo do gliasement latrarn.

tg V
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4.3. Discussion

L'ensemble des calcois thr~riqoea des forces de frottement effectods en r~gime Ulastuhydro-
dynamique montro quo le mod~le non lindaire de Maxwell propoad par Johnson et Tovaarwerk, reprdsonte
bien los transitions viacodlastiques du floido dana lo contact en regime isotherme, mais ii ne donne pas
la d~croissanto de is coorbe do frottoment obtenue expdrimentalement aux grands taux de glissoment. La
priae on compto des effets thermiques devient alors n~cessairo. Nous avons done utiliad deox modMes ther-

miqes ceuide Daniels qoi cooaidi~re souloment la conduction do chaloor a travors le film, et celui de .-

Tevarwrk uitient compto 6galewint dlaconvection do chalour. Cos deux mod~les donnent des ridsuitsts
* qul sont en accord avec lea r~aultats oxp6rimentaux.

L'utiliaation do ces diffdrents modalos rh~ologique et thermique repose aur le caicul prdcia des
centraintes de cisailiement limito de Newton to. La table 3 montre la correspondance entre lea valeurs de
TQ caiculees d'uno part par is mdthode do Conry et al 1171 et d'autre part par notre. m~thode itgrative,
pour l'huiie mingrale utilisge dana nos essais, A Is pression maximale de Hertz P = 1.91 CPa et pour dif- -

f~rentea vitesses de pivotement.W

r ___ ____ _ __ _ To (MPa)
X0 Notre m~thode num~rique N~thode de Conry et al

2 2.20 2.40Hoddle 6 2.10 2.20S
isothorme 18 2.03 2.10 i

Moalo2 2.30 2.50

de Dar is 6 2.10 2.20
Is S1 2.05 2.10

doTvarek 2 2.35 2.55
Modale 6 2.15 2.30
d earek 18 2.07 2.17

Table 3

La force do frottement latdrale f nWest pas mesur~e sur le diapositif. Lea valeors calcol~es
sont toujoora trZas inf~rieurea A cellos de fa force de frottement fX dana la direction du roulement. Lea
courbes de frottement latdrales calcoldes ant la mime allure que cellos donngos par Johnson ot Tovaarwork
121 ot lea m6mea ordres de grandeur sont obtenus. Ce r~sultat met en evidence l'importance do r~le des
forces de frottomont lat~ralea dans le contact existant entre uno bille et un chomin do bague de rouloment
A bilues a contacts obliques.

5. CONCLUSION

FLea rgsoltata obtenus montrent quo dana on contact hertzion fonctionnant en rdgime 6iastohydrody-
namique juaqo' aux pressions tras glevdes de 2 CPa, 1 '4paiaaour do film ddpend ossentiellement des caract6-
riatiques du film dana la rdgion d'ontrae du contact eQl s'effectue ia montgo en pression et la force do
frottement des contraintes de cisailloment sor lea parois dana la zone contralo du contact corrospondant
a la surface de 1'ellipao de contact donnge par la thgorie do Hertz.

Lea dpaisaours de film meaurdos au voisinago do roulemont pur sont en accord avec colles calcu-
idea Ai partir de Is solution thgoriqoe 6lsatohydrodynamique oxacto de Hamrock et Dowson dana laquelle la

viscoait6 do fluide vanie avoc la pression suivant une loi exponentiollo. La superposition d'uno vitease

do glissement, de gliasement ]atdral 00 e. pivotomont n' entralne qu'une faible diminution de l'epaiaseorI
dufl.Lea courbes expdrimontales qui reprdsentent la force do frottement en fonctien do taux de glis-

somont dana Is direction do roolement, sans pivotoment ni gliasement latoral, montrent que la force de
frotrement crott, atteint on maximum puis ddcroit pour one charge et one vitesse de roulernent constante.
La formo typique des courbes de frettement obtonoes auggare poor lea proasions de 1 A 2 CPa, on comporte-
ment do film gasatiqoo-plastique. Lo film ae csractdriso dana cc cas par on module d'6lasticit6 moyen et
par one contrainte limite moyenne qoi sent des fonctions de la tempgratore et de la preasion rsoyenne dana
le contact. L'onalyse des forces de frottement mesordes ao voiainago do roulemont put dans ce contact sool-
mis ý de tras fortes preasions montre qoe le modý.o isotherme non-lindairo de Maxwell, do Johnson et
Tovasrwerk eat applicable. Le calcol des forces de frottement en rdgime isotherme, donne des rdsultats
tras satiafaisants poor lea faibles gradients de vitesse, mais aurostime lea rdaoltata aux forts gradients
do vitesse qui correspondent a on rdgimo de fonctionnement oti lea offers thormiques ne sent plus ndgligea-
bies. Moos avona reteno doux modtiles thermiques qui por-mottent do calcoler 1'6nergie dissipde aux grands
gradients do vitesses do glissement et de pivetement. Le pius simple do coo medtilos theraiques eat celul
&L Daniels qoi consi-itire des tempdratorea constanres son lea- inrfaces do contact et qol envisage le trans-
fort do chaleor do film vera lea patois do contact par la conduction soulemont. Le deuxie.me modale thermi-
quo plus compler eat colol do Tovasnwerk qui conridtino on plan do cisailioment so milieu do film eQi Ia
tompdnatore oat maximale, qol tient compto 6galomenr do tranafont do chaloor dana le film par convection
et do changoment des tempgnatores des surfaces do contact. Lea doox medales rhermiqoes utiliada donnent des
rdsolrats satisfaisants par companaison avec los rdsoltats oxpCdnirentaox obr2nus sun ie diapesitif oxpdri-
mental do simulation do contact billo-chemir. do hague do roolement a billes 5i contacts obliques.

REMERC IEMENTS

Cette 6tode a 6t6 finsocdo par is Direction des Recherches et Moyens d'Eassais, (contrat n0 73.7
0722), Paris, France.
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DISCUSSION

J.F.Chevalier, SNECMA, Fr
Les niod~es que votre exp~rience valie pour d--s rayons de courhure Wris pet its. sont-ils valables pour des grandes
billes, avec dec grands rayons die courbure? -

Reponse d'Auteur
Diffdrentes 6.tudes cxpd5rimentales ctfectudes au lahoratoire ou parties (tans la litti~rature avec des rayons de courbure
inportants ( 10 mm Rx < 20 min) on idtabli la valid itd des tlu~ories 6lastoll d roilynam iq Les (Ref. 1, 6, 7, 9). La
confiance dans ces thd5ories semble aujourd'hui bien dtablie, pour la cin~matique. la geome~tric et le coniportenient
rh~ologique pris en conipte.

JF.Chcvalier
Avez vous essayd dce mesurer la force transversalc et le couple die frottemlent?

Reponse d'Auteur
Lc dispositif a M modifid pour mesurer la force die frottement transversale, le couple ne pourra pas encore 6tre
mesurd. Des r~sultats seront publids sous peu sur cc probikme essentiel pour confirmcer le bien fondt du comporte-
inent rhdologiquc du lubrifiant.

J.F.Chevalier
Avez vous essayd d'utiljser une hoile Plus t'lUide pour siniuler urnc ternp~rature plus 6lev~e que l'ambiante?

Reponse d'Auteur
Comipte tenu die la prtdcision die la in'~thode int crfdronmtriq tc it est difficile de niesurer de tri~s faible tdpaisseur dec
filmn d'himile.

B.i.Hamrock, NASA Lewis Research Cei~cr. US
Pouvez-vous donner plus die Meails sur 1'exprcssion tie la contrainte Ijimite die cisaillement mientionnee dans I'article.
Pouvez-vous dgalement indliquer pour qucl groupe die fluides cette expression est valable.

Reponse d'Auteur
La contrainte lirnite dIe cisaillement T, est F'une des caractdristiqucs du lubrifiant qui est fonidamientale pouir
expliquer son comportement rhdologique dans Ics contacts Wrs fortenient charges en reginie &lstohiydrodynamliq te.

La valcur moyenne die la contrainte limite T, est d~termin~~e directernent a partir des courbes de frottement (fig.4).
Les valeurs die T, obtenues pour Il'huile mininrale itilis~c dtans ces essais, pour des pressions niaximales die Hertz de
I Ai 2 (;Pa et des tcenpdratures moyennes die 25 ý 60'C correspondent bien A celles donn~es par Ia relation empirique
propos~e par A.Dyson. Ces r~sultats sont dgalernent en accord avec ceux obtenus ind~pendammennt par S.Bair et
W.OWiner qui ninc'trcnt Ia contrainte limite d'une huile semhblablk Stir on viscosim~tre A~ tr~s hautes proissons.

L Nous lie disposons pas actuellement die valeors poor d'autrcs types de fluides niais nous pensons entreprendre ties
essais analogues poor d'autres 'Albrifiants.
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THE LUBRICATION OF RIGID ELLIPSOiDS BY A PiEZO-VISCOUS FLUID

D. DOWSGN, J.F. DUNN and C.M. TAYLOR

The Institute of Tribology,
Department of Mechanical Engineering,

The University of Leeds,
Leeds LS2 9JT

U.K.

SUMMARY

The lubrication of non-conformal contacts such as those occurr-
ing between gear teeth and the rolling elements and raceways of
rolling bearings is influenced by two major physical effects. These
are the extent to which the lubricant viscosity is enhanced due to
the pressures to which it is subjected and the degree of elastic
distortion of the bounding surfaces. Tribologists have defined
four forms of fluid film lubrication depending on the extent of these 5
effects, namely; rigid (solids) - isoviscous (lubricant); elastic-
isoviscous; elastic-piezo-viscous; and rigid-piezo-viscous. The
latter regime of lubrication has not previously been analysed for
point contacts with the same general set of conditions as have been
applied to the other forms. Such an analysis has been undertaken
here and the results are presented in a formula enabling the limiting
minimum film thickness ýo be calculated directly.

KNOTATION 8/31
I dsr

ge dimensionless elasticity parameter for point contacts 7

hv film thickness 
1

k ellipticity ratio for Hertzian contacts

p pressure

q reduced pressure

u entraining velocity

x,y Cartesian coordinates in plane of lubricating film 5

G dimensionless materials paremeter (reference 4)

H dimensionless film thickness (:h/Rx)

H dimenisionless fi-lm parameter 1H 11~
R x ,Ry principal radii of curvature of equivalent ellipsoid
U dimensionless speed parameter (reference 4)

WU dimensionless load parameter (reference 4)

X,Y dimensionless coordinates (= X/Rx, y/Rx)

C pressuee viscosity coefficient

6 radius ra~tio (Ry /Rx)

n lubricaniý 1:±scosity

no lubricant viscosity at atmospheric pressure

0 Vogelpohl substitution

Subscript

o minimum film thickness

INTRODUCTION

The nature of the lubrication of a conjunction between two ellipsoids will be

resolved by the degree to which two physical effects are influential. The variation of
lubricant viscosity with pressure (the piezo-viscous efi'ect) and the local deformation
of the solids under the action of high pressure may or may not be important and this has
prompted the recognition of four distinctive forms of fluid film lutrication normally
described as,

(i) rigid-isoviscous w

(ii) elastic-isoviscous
(iii) elasto-variable viscosity (piezo-viscous)
(iv) rigid-variable viscosity (piezo-viscous)
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For the case of line contacts analytical or numerical solutions of each of these four
lubrication regimes have been available for some time and this has tnabled Johnson (I)
to present a film thickness map. Such a map enables the dominant physical action to be
clearly identified based on the operating conditions and also makes possitle estimates
of the appropriate minimum lubricant film thickness.

In the case of so called point contacts, where the boundary solids havy ,.nrvaturos --
in two principal directions, similar regimes or lubricantion are possible and substantial
computational. effort has been directed towards obtaining numerical solutions predicting
the film thickness. This is particularly true for the first three of the forms of
lubrication mentioned above. Brewe et al (2) developed a formula for the prediction o.,
minimum film thickness in the rigid-isoviscous regime and 11aýrock and eowaon (.3,4)
examined the elastic-isoviscous and elastic-variable viscosity regionc. The formulae
developed for minimum film thickness may be presented as follows.

Higid-lsoviscous (2)

H 0  it 48,) tan 1  (4+ 19.04 (1)
1 + T-•

Elastic-Isoviscous (3)

H 0=H 8.70 [g)O6  1 0.85e 0.1 1 (2) -

Elastic-Piezo-Viscous (4)
0.49 0.17 -0 .68k]

i° H [ 3.42 (g,) (g') - e" (3)

qHowever, the rigid-piezo-viscous regime has not previosly been analysed with the - -
same general set of conditions for point contacts as have been applied to the other
regimes of lubrication. Such an analysis has been undertaken to present the results
given here. The rigid-piezo-viscous form of lubrication may be of importance, for
example, in the rolling element/raceway contacts of high speed rolling bearings and
also in the contacts between the rib/roller ends in taper roller and cylindrical roller
bearings.

B1ACKGROUND

Noteworthy developments in the lubrication of rigid solids by a piezo-viscous
lubricant were made in the decade following Gatcombe's contribution, Gateombe (5)
had demonstrated that the observed exponential increase in viscosity with pressure
would have a beneficial effect upon film thickness at a given load, and this was
confirmed for a parabolic viscosity-pressure relationship by Hersey and Lowdenslager
( 6 ) ." -, ,

McEwen (7) considered a viscosity-pressure relationship of the form n = no(l+p/k) n 77

and found that for values of (n) ranging from b to 11 and a Reynolds cavitation boundary
condition, the theoretical load carrying capacity for a given minimum film thickness was
increased above the Martin prediction by factors ranging from 2.8 to 2.4. This finding was 7
endorsed by Biok (8) in an important discussion in whiqh he pointed out that for an exponen
tial viscosity-pressure chiaracteristic there was limiting minimum film thickness at which
the predicted maximum pressure became infinite. For this limiting condition abd the
geometry of a rigid cylinder near a plane, Blok predicted that piezo-visc'aus effects could S
account for a maximum increase in film thickness of about 131 percent.

A remarkable extension of classical hydrodynamic lubrication theory for counter-
formal conjunctions was recorded by Kapitza (9), who presented an elegant analysis of
both cylindrical and ellipsoidal solids lubricated by either iso-viscous or piezo-viscous
fluids, In the case of cylindrical solids Kapitza was able to incorporate the Reynolds
cavitation boundary condition. It was shown that the limiting film thickness diocussed
by Blok for a piezo-viscous lubricant could be written in a form equivalent to, S

0 =.R2 uan° 2 2/3]xh°H -RJL~ R : 1.666 [U/3(14)

For the more general point contact geometry, Kapitza assumed that the film
thickness could be expressed in quadratic form in terms of both x and y.

11 ho + +2 y2 
4•

Kapitza found it necessary to restrict pressure gente ,tion to the convergent film

in order to make progress with the solution of the Reynolds equation for this quadratic
film shape. He demonstrated that if a piez o-viscous fluid was permitted to develop
pressure in the convergent film only, the pressure achieved an infinite value when the
minimum film thickness was given by,
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h ,,q 2/3 21
Ho - 1.3V73 u( 1.501 [GU]/ I2 (6)L 0 1/ 171+2/36)

Using the alternative: notation involving the dimensionless elasticity and viscosity
parameters developed by Johnson (1) equation (6) can be rewitten

2/3 1 2/3
" . " 1.501 (gv ) (7)

The prime objective of the work presented here was to evolve an expression for the
limiting minimum lubricant film thickness equivalent to equations (6)/(7), but with the
more precise Reynolds' cavitation boundary condition applied in the analysis rather than
limiting pressure generationto the convergent film only.

It is wor'thy of note that Hamrock and Dowson (10) in developing film thickness
contours for noz.inal point contacts adopted an interim measure by applying the elastic-
piezo-viscous 'side leakage factor' from equation (3) to the expression for the limiting
minimum film thickness for a line contact with rigid-piezo-viscous lubrication (equation -- 1(4)). Thus for nominal point contacts equation (4) was modified to

Ho 1.666 (GU) 21 3 (1-e0o6 8k) (8)

or with the alternative normalization

if U 1 2 = 1.666 (gv') /3 (O-e"0'68k) (9) ... 12
The expression developed here will enable the appropriateness or otherwise of this

approximate approach to be evaluated,

THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION

Fuller details of the theoretical formulation of the problem, the numerical analysis
scheme adopted and the computational strategy can be found in Dowson et al (11). Some
major features will be highlighted here.

usan ~eThe film thickness between rigid ellipsoids was expiessed in dimensionless form
using the parabolic approximation.

(1) The Reynolds' equation was employed in a form enabling the influence of pressure
on density (4) and viscosity to be investigated. The variatio'n of viscosity with
pressure was represented by the Barus relationship.

(c) The use of the exponential viscosity-pressure relationship permitted the "

Reynolds equation to be written in terms of a reduced pressuire, q, such that

£n(l-aq) " *1

(d) A variable mesh size finite d'.fference approximation to the governing Reynolds
equation was adopted wivh a solution of the resulting system of equations by the. Gauss-
Seidel iterative techni ;ue with suuc,'ssive-over-reJ.axation. To minimise nuirmerical
problems associated wit.i otep graditnts of the dependent variable), the Vogelpohl,
substitution

S: qH 3/'

was adopted. The flow chart, for the comput,,'r program developed is presented in Dowsonr
et al (II). The computing strategy was Lo obtain a succeision oF colutions with
decreasing minimum film thickness, "w the snme VLluQ cf the dimensionless greUtin j,
until the limit ing minimum fiIm thickness for rigid-piezo-vis :ous Iubri Ca.l on wasAS
idnt ified.

(e) Detailed studies of the required location cf the. inlet and side Loundarat to
the computing regien to avoid starvation effects were undurtaKun (11). In addition ihe I
Reynolds cavitation boundary conditions

DX Y

was adopted and achieved by settingý negative film pressures to .ero, ao" the iterative
solution proceeded.
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,. RESULTS.

It is intended to present here the limiting minimum film thickness expression
"obtained for the lubrication of rigid ellipsoids by a piezo-viscous fluid. More
cgmprehensive details and discussion are available in reference (11).

Both BIl' (8) and Kapitza (9) have established that for the lubrication of
counterformal contacts with a piezo-viscous fluid there exists a limiting minimum -
lubricant film thickness. The condition corresponds to the occurrence of an infinite
pressure in the contact. In practice the effects of elastic distortion will of course
"become influential. The computations undertaken here have determined this limiting
minimum film thickness for the general case of lubricated rigid ellipsoids with the
"Reynolds boundary condition taken to apply at rupture. A curve fitting technique was
used to develop the following expression which has a maximum error of 7% over the range . -

of variables considered.

1.666 (GU)2/3 60.6)

which with the alternative dimensionless groupings becomes,
2 2/3 0.6 .

oH H. 1.666 (gv ) (11)

The fcomula has been developed for a range of OU extending over four decades from 10-9 '
to 10~ and for values of 6, the ratio of the principal radii R and Rx, ranging from 0.2
to 8. The expression was so arranged such that it was consistent withxequation (4) for
line contacts when the radius ratio) 6, is infinite. Thus the term

[).6

is a 'side-leakage' factor.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

• ' ~Comparison of the predictions of the expression (10) developed for the limiting :•

minimum film thickness with formulae given earlier in the paper leads to the following
conclusions.

(i) The calculated film thickness is everywhere greater than that predicted by
Kapitza's solution (equation (6)) and this is attributable to the inadequate half-
Sommerfeld boundary condition used in the latter analysis. The difference ranges from
11% at a radius of - to less than 1% for a radius ratio of 0.2. Such differences are
consistent with the physical expectation of what would be the effect of a more precise
consideration of cavitation. However, the accuracy of the Kapitza formula is strikingly

S(ii) In contrast the adoption of the side leakage factor for elastic-piezo-viscous TT;
iminimum film thickness for values of radius ratio of 2 and less. The error is 24% at a
radius ratio of unity and 35% at 0.2.

(iii) Curvature of the ellipsoid in the direction perpendicular to motion has a
profound effect upon film thickness. A sphere will develop only 66% of the film f
thickness generated by a cylinder neir a plane under comparable conditions and a long
slender ellipsoid having a radius ratio of 0.2 and its major axis aligned in the direction
of motion can achieve only 52% of the film thickness developed by the sphere.

The results presented in this paper complete the analys's of four distinct regimes
of fluid film lubrication which may te experienced by ellipsoidal solids near a plane.
They yield an expression for minimum film thickness under rigid-piezo-viscous conditions
which can be employed with similar confidence to that shared by existing expressions for P
the other three regimes of lubrication.
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REGIMES OF FLUID FILM LUBRICATION AT THE
RIB-ROLLER CONTACT IN A TAPERED ROLLER BEARING

BY C. L. SWINGLER
Research Engineer

The Ti•ken Company
Canton, Ohio 44706

U.S.A.. -

SUMMARY

A recent analysis for determining the regime of lubrication in elliptical contacts ix applied to
,• the vib-roller contact of axially loaded tapered roller bearings. The results indicate that the contact

operates in either the isoviucous-tigid or isoviscous-elastic regimes depending on the conditions of
load and speed. Although the %:orresponding calculated film thicknesses are an or'der of magnitude or
more greateý than those predicted by the traditionally adopted EHD theory, actual lubrication condi-

*.. t 4tons may be marginal due to the effects of sliding and starvation at the rib. J
NOMENCLATURE

* a minor axis of rib-roller contact ellipse

S b major axis of rib-roller contact ellipse.

E 1,2 modulus of elasticity of iLb and roller materials.

Iv2 2)1
2 1-( 1-%'

F normal load at rib-roiler contact K

aG O E'

g h / UR ;.

I2
GW'/U~

Ih minimum flim thickness

k Lllipticity parameter, a/b - 1.03 B0

Rx .effective -adlus in rolling/sliding direction

Ry effecti-ve radius perpendicular to relling/sliding direction

U uno/E'R .

u moan surface velocity at rib-roller contact

SW FiE'Rx

a pressure-viscosity coefficient of lubricant

lubricant viscositZ at atmoapheric pressure

""1,2 Poisson's ratio

0 (1 + 2/38)-I

INTRODUCTION

A positive axial force is required to retain and guide the rolling elements in a tapered roller
bearing. This force is provided by a rib which is usually an integral part of the inier ring or cone.
Conventionally, the rib face is a portion of the surface of a shallow cone centered on the bearing
axis, %t.ile the roller end which runs against it is a portion L.f a sphere. If the roller eno spherical
radius is equal to the bearing apex length, AO In Figure 1, a line co-tact betveen the roller end and
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the rib results. Such geometry is ideal from the point of view of providing excellent toiler skew
control, but unfortunately has the disadvantage of having poor film forming capabil(Iiles. This con-
sideration has lead to designs where the spherical end vadius is some proportiton of the apex length;
typically between 75 and 95 piercent. The resulting point conat.~cr deforms tinder load 1,6 give a long
ellipse aligned in the direction of motion, see Figure 2.

In the past, It has been common prac.tice to assum that the behaviour of this contact is repre-
sented by elastohydrodynamL'ý theory. Wren and Moyer (1), Kariv, (2) an~d Jamison et.a, (3) have all used -
Acchard and.Cowking's theory (4) to calculate film thicktitsses generated at the rib. The purpose of
this study is to review this practice in the light of rece'nt developments iii the ,inalyslts of elliptical
conltacts and to suggest a more appropriate approach to this problem.

REGCIMES OF LUBRICATION

During the development of elastohydrodynaimic theory, ft yas realized that. equal consideration had
to be given to the effects of both elastic deformation and pressure dependent viucos~ty in -irder for
the resulting film thickness equation to adequately represent counterformal steel comp~onents lubriated
with mineral oil. It was also realtzect that certuin situations exist whe~re 0he infloericc oe' one of

*these factors far outweighed the other. For example, in the lubrication of a low elastic *idulus
component, such as a robber, seat, the effect of visco-sity enhancement is negligibl.e comparA to the
elastic deformatiot T-~'nrson (5) was one of the firs~t to diacuaa this b#-haviour in a, coordinated and
comprehensive manner. Jeterisine the relative effv,ý.ta of elastic deformation and pressure dependent
viscosity he defined and compared two dimensionless parameters~

1. an elasticity parameter, g 3~~(i

in which p is the peak Hertz contact pressure thati rhe geometry would experience whnen loaded
together ion the abscence of any lnhricant;

and 2. a viscosity parameter, V mqf, w'here l.1a is the pressure at which the viscosity h~s increased
~1.. by a factor of e

It can be seen that both of these parameters are non-dimensionalized by a pressure, q This isLthe peak hydrodynamic pressure that the geometry would generate If Isoviscous-rigid condilions were

assumed. Plotting g vs on logarithmic axes results iti a map which can be divided into four dif-
ferent zones or regimes, depending on the relative influs-nce of the viscous and elastic effects. The
relationships governing friction and film thickness are different for each of these four regimes.
Thus, the appropriate expression relating film thickness with "~terial parameters, load, geometry and
speed can only be determined by identifying the regime of lubrication operating aý the contact. This
is done by calculating gand gand plotting the contact oni a regime chart.

analysis wa aefrln otceol. RcnlRxaok&Dwo 6 eoe hsrsrcino

It has been difficult to apply this technique to elliptical contacts because Johnson's detailed

the majority of applications by extending thepir earlier work (7, 8) and the work of others (9) to
provide a gevieral regime analysis for alliptical contacts. in their analysis, they give a redefined

non-dimensional minimum film thickness in terma of the viscosity and/or elasticity paramete rs gVandg
~ix. I and the ellipticity parameter k: 1

isoviscous-rigid regime

* H~1 - 128002[0. 1 tan-'()+l6]()

viscous-rigid regim-

11 - 1.66 /3( 0*6k(2)

isoviscous-elaatic regime;. 1
HI - 8. 70 g~ (1 - 0.85 e )(3)

viscouE,-elistic regime

H - 3.42 gV0.49 0.17 (1 - e-O. 68k) 4

where 0 and 0 are geometry fac.tovs and

E U

3_ _ _7;~~
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For a given geometry k the boundaries separating adjacent regimes are defined by equating the
appropriate expeessions for film thickness H. In Figures 3 and 4, this procedure has been applied to
the results recently published by Koye and Winer (10). Both sets of results are for narrow ellipses
aligned in the direction of motion. In Figure 3 (k - 0.305) the low load results are set firmly within
the viscous - elastic (EHD) regime, but move towards the viscous-rigid regime with increasing load.
Figure 4 shows the results for the narrowest geometry considered by Koye & Winer (k - 0.1.17). Despite
the fact that the viscous--elastic regime has shrunk substantially in comparison to that of the previous - .

figure, all the data falls within its boundaries.

In plotting the boundary lines separating the viscous-rigid, viscous-elastic and tsoviscous-
elastic regimes Hamrock has agreed (11) that one should extrapolate from the intersections with the
isoviscous-rigid regime assuming a gradient of unity. This is due to the fact that round-up errors in
various parameter exponents (Equations 2 to 4) would otherwise result in a slight boundary convergence
and possible boundary intersection for very narrow contacts at high values of g and gV

Koye and Winer's experimental data, which were obtained using optical interferometry, clearly show
the characteristic EHD deformation pattern within the contact. The fact that the correspondng data
fall within the predicted EHD regime is central to this study, since it provides verification that the
regimes analysis is applicable .o narrow elliptical contacts. Theoretically, Hamrock and Dowson's work
is restricted to contacts havitug ellipticity parameters between one (circular point contact) and.-

infinity (line contact). Koye & Winer's study was primarily directed at showing that this limited
range of application of Hamrock and Dowson's equations could be expanded to include narrow elliptical
contacts aligned in the direction of motion. As a result of this, Koye and Winer suggest that the
ellipticity parameter k be redefined as the ratio of the axis of the contact ellipse perpendicular to
the direction of motion to the axis parallel with the direction of motion. This is the definition used
in this study.

APPLICATION TO RIB-ROLLER CONTACTS

To illustrate the application of the above analysis, it has been applied to some of the results

which form the basis of Reference 2. In these experiments, Karna used a separated rib machine tok determine the speed dependance of the friction torque generated by the rib. For the purpose of this
study, data obtained with tiie bearing denoted as X-2 is used (see Table I) since this gave the largest
range of load. The effective radius in the rolling-sliding direction R was 5.5580 m.7 (220 in.). Karna
gave the contact geometry in terms of Archard & Cowking's side-leakagg factor; 0 . 0.15. The
equivalent value of the ellipticity parameter used in equations 1 to 4 is k 0.1628. Th0 lubrfcant,
an SAE 20 mineral oil, had a pressure viscesity index of 1.013 x i08 Pa 1 (1.25 x 10 psi ).
Further details of tht apparatus and experimental technique can be found in Reference 2.

The regime chart for a long elliptical contact where k - 0.1628 is shown in Figure 5. Note that
the width of the viscous-elastic regime is between those depicted in figures 3 (k - 0.305) and 4 (k .
0.117). The eleven data points on the figure represent the dimensionless elasticity and viscosity
parameters g and gu corresponding to the conditions listed in Table 1. All but two of the points lie
within the ioviscols-rigid (classical hydrodynamic) regime. As expected, the data approaches the
boundary as load increases and speed falls. However, the general distribution of the data is such thatit moves into the isoviscous-elastic rather than the viscous-elastic regime. one of the properties of : -
a regime chart, evident from figure 5, is that while speed changes move along a gradient of unity,

cha-.ges in load are subject to the slightly steeper gradient of 9/8. Consequently, the contact moves
towards the viscous-elastic regime as load increases, but this is limited in tapered roller bearings by
the excessive loads that would be required at the main raceway contacts.

Unfortunately, the apparatus used in these experiments was load limited. The maximum load shown
in the data represents approximately 50 percent of the rated thrust capacity of the bearing. If an
additional, hypothetical, load line at 8000 lbf bearing thrust load is added to Figure 5 it can be seen
that an appreciable portion of the low speed operating cotiditionb (say, up to 1000 rpm) would be in the
isoviscous-elastic regime. - '

In Reference 2 Karna calculated the film thickness at this contact using EHD theory. The regime
chart shows that most of the data can be represented by classical hydrodyaamic theory except for two
high-load/low-speed results where isoviscous-elastic theory is appropriate. To illustrate these dif-
ferences the film thickness for the eleven data poirts have been calculated for each of the three
regimes using equatibna (1), (3) and (4). These are plotted together in Figure 6. The isoviscous-
elastic results show 8 @imilar speed dependance but an apprecia'oly thicker film and an increase in load
sensitivity ( h a F ') when compared to viscous-elastic theory, As expected, the load and speed.
sensitivity is greatest for the isol, scous-rigid regime h a! -in

~F
The intersections between the isoviscous-rigtd and isoviscous-elastic characteristtcs for the 2000

lbf and 4C00 lbf load lines correspond to the boundary transitions in Figure 5. Therefore, it wouid
seem reasonable to suggest that the film thickness bihaviour should fcllow the bold lines indicated in

Figure 6. Whether or not such behaviour would be observed in practice is open to question since one of
the difficulties inherent in this analysis is that it is not clear how rapidly a transition in regime 7.,
of lubrication occurs as a contact crosses a boundary.

A more specific restrictioa in this particular application is the fact that equations (1) to (4)
are based on fully flooded, isothermal theory. These assumptions do not rcpresent the conditions at
the rib where there is typically a slide/roll ratio Au/u of 0.35 and fairly restricted lubricant
availability. One would, therefore, expeci measured film thicknesses in any regime to be thinrer than
indicated by the theory. Furthermore, starvation and thermal eftects could cause a significant shiftj
in the structure of the regime chart itself. 7 ...
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A possible method of gaining some insight into these phenomena would involve studying the response
"of the lubricant film thickness to changes in applied load, speed and starvation conditions. If the
film thicknesses are not too great, the application of the technique of optical interferometric measure-
ment would appear to be the most promising means of investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The extension of Hamrock and Dowson's regime analysis to elliptical contacts having fractional
ellipticity parameters has been justified using published data.

2 fhe regime analysis has been applied to the lubrication of the rib-roller contact of a tapered
roller bearing. The ret'ults show that the contact operates in either the isoviscous-rigid or
isoviscous-elastic regimes depending on the conditions of speed and load.

3. This application of the analysis is restricted due to the assumptions of fully flooded and iso-
thermal conditions at the contact.
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Table 1 Experimental ConJitions At The Rib-Roller Contact

Thrust RiM

Load F Speed u Temperature Pas

tlbf) (N) (rpm) (m/s) (0C) x 10-3)

1000 40.03 100 0.296 39.4 56.0

1000 40.03 250 0. 740 39.4 56.0 '

1000 40.03 500 1.481 39.4 56.0 .

2000 40.03 1500 4.442 46.2 39.0

2000 80.06 100 0.296 41.7 50.3,

2000 80.06 250 0. 740 40.0 54.5

2000 80.06 Soo 1.481 40.0 54.5 • ••

2000 80.06 1500 4.442 46.7 39.5 " "'

4000 160.13 250 0.740 43.3 46.4

4000 160.13 500 1.481 42.8 47.6

4000 160.13 1500 4.442 48.3 36.5

.* 4

.. '. .

U qpO

r::i~'i

_______ _______ _.-__:_____"_:
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Figure 1 Tapered roller bearing geometry
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Figure 2 Projected rib-roller contact
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K IDISCUSSION

l).G.Astridge, Westland I Ileheopters. Yeovil, UJK
(i) cwoonceptual problems arise 1roni the results:

()The suggestion of'. regimne bouniida ry lines inmply a suddenI Chia nge f'r i say elast ic behaviour to rigid0

behaviour for a small change inl speed, viscosity, load etc.
(b) Figure 5 suggests that at higher loads f'ilm pressures are larpe enough to produnec elastic deformiation of

s~teel, hut not high enough to influence oil vise' isity.

(2) In common with contact conditions in conformial gears, thle shap~e ot' the roller end/rib contact inl taper roller
bearings is a slightly distorted thin ellipse (with major ax is in direction of rolling) approxiniat ing banana-

Shaped. To what extent (1o You Consider that this distortion might influence fl-lii thickness calculations?

(a tiof course, unrealistic to Suggest that crossing a regime boundary results in at discontinuity inl the
response of' thie contact to external variables, However, at the present ltime we do0 ;ot have any knowledge

oltecharacteristics ol' contacts )perating at regime boundaries. Consequently, any "blend"' rad ins (for
example, between thle predlictedl isoviscous-rigid and isoviscous-elastic film thickness lines at 2000 lb, inl
Figure 0) would have to be arbitrary. It was decided (fhat, f'rom. thle point of view of' clarity, a1 blend radius
ot zero wouldl be used,

(b) This behaviour appears at first to be a paradox. H owever. some insight into hie possible mlechanlisml
involved canl be gainedl if' it is recalled that in FI IL ("hard'" or "soft') it is the condit ions in thle inlet ef
the contact t hat are of importance in determining film thickness. In the hard FI-1L of a line contact the
generation of* thle Ohiii benef'its both f~rom the increased Iccal radiuls of cuivature' iue to dletormation. andl
fromt the increase in viscosity due to the appreciable pressure build-up that precedes the I Iertzian pressure
p~rofile. In contrast to this a long elliptical contact aligned in the d irLetiOnl ot entrainment will st'ffer
considerable side-leakage and hience pressure depletion in the inlet zone. Thus thle contact is deprived of'
thle high level viscosity enhancement common in contacts wvith littlIe or not sdc flow in die inlet region. It
will, however, benet'it fromt the local increase in radius of curvatutre. Thle overAll effect is ain isoviscons-

(2) It would sceem reasonable to suggest that the etfect of contact distortion onl filmn thickness will be considerably
smaler hantheeffctsof sliding and starvation.

E.Saibel, USARO, RTP, USL It would seem necessary to leave a miodel of' the viscoelastic fluid from which a const itut ivc relationship could lie
dlerivedl and from wh ich thle auithor's Equation (4) could l e dlerived : othierwist., thi: is simply ,. matter of' curve
fitting. This is not necessarily bad, but the clement of uniqueness is lost.

Author's Reply
The construction of thle regime chart is based onl the t'our ilitlerent filmn thickness ciluations correspondling to thle
tour different regimes of lubrication. These equations are recast in termis ot thie non-dlimensional elasticity and
viscosity parameters. Liquation (4) represents this form of I-amirock and lDowson's inhin nuin film thicknle%-, eq nlat ion
ior LI II) (viscous-elastic) con(Iitions, and as such relics onl their assumiptions of' liiiid behaviour ( see Rel'orenice 0).

V~ 71erthe, [NSA Lyon, Fr
Nous avonls efCTCL0title L~tude Liei cc type (ic contact, stir Ie plan t luorique ('Ii ý:oisidraiit no lubri fiani equi onl
pie~ovisqueux, des surfacves rigides, et stir Ie plan experiniental enl hitrod ii:-ýiiit Ia g~noiii~ e eC aCte deCs surfaces
incl ina isoni et hianutenur (inl colletI, coch nrc d]ii fa tie dIil roiileaui ... I t( Ia cin n~iiat ique tWts part ienil~'ri' quii comipre nd

L1ne vitCSSe dule anl pivoteinelit du rouleau importante. L't tdt'c extwriaientale suir uni dispositif qui reproduit tcette
cilieniatitl te et lai g.~oiiRrie a W~i. effoctnus,, I'61paisseur (Inl filmn est inesur& par tiile metiode iut ert' ,roniet riq uc.

Les ri~sultats ni wtreiit no etfet pri~pondl~ant dfii Iaraio~tre 'alimlenitat ion' et enl Second lienl de hi cinemlla tiqule les
detix etfe ts n'apparaissent pas (tans les relations (fie vous proposez. Potivez-vonis comtmeniter ces 2 aspects?

Author's Reply
Reference to Figure 2 shows tli-,t thle enltrainmen~lt Conditions for this contact are extremiely conmplex., Lubricant -

suppiiedl by thle rib surface arrivcs at the inilet region at a different angle to that mipplied by the. roller spherical end.
Prof. Berthe has accounted for this ef'fect explicitly in his compitrehiensive analysis and hias shown that the rib height
is anl important parameter sinice it defines thle extent of thle inlet zone, By comiparison thle calculations presented
in the paper are rathe,,r crudle since they take no accounlt Of thle Coni1plex inlet shtear and assume11 an infiniite inleIt
boundary distance ('fully floodod' conditions), H-owever, the ob~ject of the work was to providle a simple indication
of the regimec Of lubrication at this contact. Berthe hias assumed viscous-rigid conditions, apparently without
justification, whereas this investigation shows that isoviscous-riggid or isoviscous-elastic conditions may be more
appropriate,
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It is conceivable that a more extensive regime analysis, ased equations derived using Berthe's refinements, would
give different results. The limited extent of the inlet zone would probably be significant, but it would affect each
regime in a similar manner, This would appear to be a fruitful area for further study.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE SHEAR THINNING EFFECTS OF NON-NEWTONIAN OILS ON THE PERFORMANCE CF
FINITE LENGTH JOURNAL 3EARINGS

VERMEULEN M., Dr. Ir., Assistant State Univer'sity of Gent
YOO H.S., M.Sc. * Laboratory of Machines and Machine Construction

St Pietsrsnieuwstraat 41
B-9000 GENT, BELGIUM

SUMMARY

The behaviour of non-Newtonian lubricants in journal bearing is very complex. Fre-

viou• results for considering the shear thinning phenomena were negative fcr ncn-hewtonian
lubricants, which was 'not in agreement with experiments. In this paper we analyse this
behaviour by assuming the same velocity profile for the nonn-Newtonian lubricants as th.

Newtonian one, splitting the viscotity into two parts nx and riy, which have relation with

x and y directional velocity gradient respectively, and considering side leakage. The
results are positive for the non-Newtoniai, lubricants, which agrees with experiments. The

gains ((fNew-fnon-New)/fNew) are 3 -,10 9 for mot' a6rkiniA rnnges.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

n,AB,a,b : constante
m ; fluid consaitancy (N sn/m2) S
p p pressure (N/m

2)

r radius3 'journ. 1 (in)'
L : bearing length (m)

D : diameter of journal 'm),

U,V : fluid velocity imx, y direction (mWs)
U : journal rotational velocity (m/e) a f-.fmtinsde on.
x~y1z : sp:itial coordinates rotational, axial ard film thickness direction ",,

G,Y : x,y directional step size•, . .
h : lubricant film thickness (in)

F : eccentricity

6 : radial clearance (in)
ri,*,no0,base } = visoity general, non-dimensional, at small rate of shear, base oil,

xerfymnsp x directional, y directional, Lnd (1-"base) /base.S: angular speed of' journal (rad/s)""

¥ : velocity gradlent (:Is)

e : ~angular coordinate "

A ::LID

coefficient of load carrying capacity

coefficient of Iriction loss

1 :attitude angle
f coefficient of friction

n: spl(isp at 2100)

INI RODUCTION

It is well known that by the use of "additives" as modifiers of mineral lubricant.
performance, the modified oils exhibit non-Newt.nian behaviour which does not exist in

normal mineral oils. The exact behaviour of non-Newtoni.an lubricants in journal bearings
is very complex. A lot of researchers have tried to solve this behaviour by considering
the shear thinning phenomena of the lubricant [1], by elastico-viscous behaviour [21 [3]

and by the cavitation properties [4].

* Permanent Address : Assistant Profesaor, Dept, of Mechanical Engineering,
INHA University, Incheon i60-01, Republic of Korea

__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _.
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The 4 m otivtion of this research is to increase bearing performance and to aave energy

ani materials; but up to now, the results were not completely satisfactory. In this paper

we solve the non-Newtonian lubrication problem by considering the shear, thinning and side
leakage problem together.

Former researchers tried to solve the shear thinning effect with either infinitely .

long [5) or short [11 bearing assumption, and the results were negative for non-Newtonian

lubricants. Our idea is to include the side leakage phenomena. Shear thinning means visco-

sity variation with variation of the velocity gradient. If the rotational velocity gradient

is different from the axial one, then the rotational viscosity will differ from the axial

one, Roughly, rotational velocity gradient will be larger than the axial one. In.eed, in "

the rotational direction rhe flow is induced by velocity and pressure, but the axial flow

is only a pressure induced one. So, the rotational viscosity will.be smaller than the

axial one, and regarding the load capacity this has the same effect as an effective axial
length of the bearing which is larger than the real geometrical length. This means an

improvement of bearing characteristics when using non-Newtonian oils. As most engine

bearings are short bearings (L/D <), the effect will be quite pronounced. Of course this

temporary shear thinning phenomena is only one of the many non-Newtonian charactevil.tics, " . 'ii
so this paper will describe only partially the real bearing case.

DESCRIPTION OF PRINCIPLE

Experiments of viscosity variation with rate of shear (cr shear stress) show that it

is a very complex function of the rate of shear, but usually, the ypriation is very large
oetween :103 10' s- (rate of sheer) .161 171 , 'ig. I., At high rate of shear (up to 1.04 s"4)

the maximum viscosity loss is abnut 410 - 50 % 16 171 18 : Fig. 1 and 2. The viscosity vari-

ation with temperature is much lcas than for the Newtonian case 161 Fig. 3. 'Therefore
it is reasonable to consider viscosity variation with rate of uhear 'only whej wo. s~udy 6 '

non-Newtonian lubrioation problet..s, Even in the NewtQnian case, most researohers dc nit -A

include the viscosity variation with temperature along and through tne oil film. ,

"ft I"

K 0
r 1.

a ..... 01 _ _

00

0

v 9?C
4 370C
0-70 OC ________

a3-
I t0 too 1000 10000 700000

Shear s•rss

Fig. 1. Viscosity variation with shear stre3s
(from 161)

.--.• _
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Viscosity variation between 10 3 
- 10's-' is very important (diagrams showing visco-

sity - rate of shear relations are usually presented in log scale, but when showing this

relation in a linear scale, the viscosity variations are very clear). The real values of

journal bearing cases for rotational and axial rate of shear are mostly over the range of - .

10 3 - 10 4 s-1., The gradient is still negative although it is very small.

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

The classic Reynolds equation does not allow to take into account the viscosity varn-

ation, and for shear thinning lubricants we should modify the original Reynolds equation.

A first problem to be solved is finding a valuable expression for the velocity. It is

shown below that with very good accuracy the Newtonian expression can still be used.

Consider the journal bearing configuration outlined in Fig. 4, and for theoretical

interpretation the viscosity variation of a lubricant can be expressed as a power low,

Eq. 1.. .

zN

U Fig. 4. Bearing geometry

4,-

= mn-1 (1)

then the equation of motion becomes Eq. 2 '"

: (m(•-u)n( ) )
dx d. du (2)

and the corresponding velocity profile is

n+l n+1
(I dp n .

(1 -- z + C) - C n
U = (3)I dp (n+l)

- mdx n

The constant C can be found from Eq. 4

n+l n+1
I h + C) n C n""U (md- -3 h (4

I " dp (n__• )
d m dx 1

. The Eq. 3 is very complex to handle. However even for oils with 45 % shear thinning

at 106 S-1, the constant n is about 0.957 and the possible maximum error between Eq. 3
and the Newtonian expression Eq. 5 is about ± 14 % with sign changes through bearing sur-

faces.

S•I dp

u = - (z(z-h)) + Uz (5)Tra-h
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velocity by Eq. 3 - velocity by E2. 5 -0.04 • 0.04
velocity by Eq. 5

Therefore it is reasonable to use Newtonian parabolic velocity profile even for shear

thinning lubricants.

So we can use Eq. 5 with variable viscosity for the shear thinning lubricaný, and -

Eq. 6 for axial flow.

1 12 (z(z-h)) + Uz
2n dx

v -L dp (z(z-h)) (6) -
dr y dy

Then the modified Reynolds equation becomes Eq. 7

a (hLP L- ± + (hP) 6U 3h (7) *
a nhx ax ay fly dy = hax

Let us use some parameters to non-dimensionalize the equation

h = 6(1 + c cosa*) p = p, no w (r16) 2

x = re* nx f(x) = no nx• (8)
x

y ry* fly f(y) no ny

Substitute Eq. 8 to Eq. 7 and omitting asterisks *

(2 P) +y) 1 - I - 3P 3e sine 1 6c sine
- a fly 2 2 ) - a y ay i as as n as (1+E cosS) nx (1+6 Cosa)'

(9)

Eq. 9 is the non-Newtonian form of the Reynolds equation; for the Newtonian case the

For computing procedure, using 5 point finite difference method, and (9'), yields

0 iG

(9')
y jY

Ist part 1 (p(i+1,j) - 2p(i,j) + p(i-l,j)) I
G2 

. ,, .)

2nd part y (p(i,j+!) - 2p(i,j) + p(i,j-i)) "-4 .-.
Y2 y

3rd part 2 (p(i,j+l) p(i,j-1)) (fly(i,j+1) - iy(i,j-1)) 1 (10)

4th part _2 (p(i+l,j) p(i-1,i))fk (nx(i+1J) - yxi-x1J))l 1

1 3e sine (p(i+1,j) - p(i-1,j)) 1
5th part -G (1+E: cosa) TTPJT

"Prom reference 6 (Fig. 1) the relation between viscosity and the rate of shear can be

- expressed by Eq. 11.

n 1) a -b log (n d- -u)
abase
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However, this expression is cumbersome to use, because the viscosity is implicit, and Eq.

11 can be changed into Eq. 12 with very good accuracy. Maximum error is about ± 0.2 %, and

the sign changes from point to point in a bearing, therefore the total error will be ne-

gligible.

-- n0  (A - B log (d) (12)

When we calculate non-Newtonian pressure, the velocity gradient and the viscosity are

interconnected with the pressure, which leads to a lot of nested iterations with excessive

computation time. Therefore in this paper we simplify the procedure from Eq. 13 to 7q. 14

for calculating the velocity gradient.

u__ 1 R(z - K) (13)

Dz n y ay 2

Du h h p
az 2n -x h

a v_ h DP (ph

The accuracy of the simplification can be stated as following. Let us rearrange the

Eq. 13 and Eq. 14l

au = rw 2h- (1h E 1 x +
- 6 r4 08) I+) "cosO*

- _ rw ( 1 p h* (!+E cosO*)]
- 6 (TTTY3

where h* is from 1/2 to 1/2

Eq. cT3 and 1+6 Cos4 -

(13a') "v
•z•U r rw P* (1+ E cos*) +1•cs*"'
-- 26 3 y".* :

Th To show the difference between Eq. 13' and Eq. 054', following procedures are used

1. Start with non-Newtonian pressure distribution by simplified equation 13'. This is •.

* *.reasonable because for both cases the distribution will have nearly same shape.
2. Calculate velocity gradient by iteration (Eq. 13') and viscosity expression Eq. 12.,' .11

*3. Compare the results with Eq. 114'.i

*The results with the values of F - 0.8 and L/D = 0.25 are following r •

RVG. of Eq. 14' -RVG. of Eq. 13' 0.012 0.131
RVG. of Eq. 13'

AVG. of Eq. 14' - AVG. of Eq. 13' -0.031 • -0.01
AVG. of Eq. 13'

where RVG. rotational velocity gradient

AVG. axial velocity gradient.

These values seem to be very big, but the effect on calculating the viscosity is much

less. The viscosity variations corresponding the minimum and maximum valuus are :
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* ,: RV. of Eq. 14' - RV. of Eq. 13' _ 0 -0.011
RV. of Eq. 13'

AV. of Eq. 14' - AV. of Eq. 13' - 0.002 n 0.001
AV. of Eq. 13'

where RV. rotational viscosity

AV. axial viscosity.

Above results show that the simplification is valid with high accuracy and it is in tne . -

safe side for calculating the bearing load; the simplification gives slightly less load

capacity than using Eq. 13. To calculate the velocity gradient, we use Eq. 14' and the

difference equations are given as Eq. 15

au - /(w- - (I+c cos6)(p(i+1,j) - p(i-1,j))/G + 41(1+c cose)J

2v __r (1.+e cose)(p(i,j+l) - p(i,j-1)) (15) I. ,.

COMPUTATION PROCEDURE

For computation of the bearing performance, following models are used (Fig. 5).

Group A. Experimental viscosity relations of the form of Eq. 12

1. 0] = 1.45 - 0.15 logy

2. n* = 1.30 - 0.1.0 logy

3. n* : 1.15 - 0.05 logy

and for y < 103, n* = 1.0 (16)

Group B. Power law relations as used in many theoretical analysis, which have same visco-

sity losses at 106 s-1 (h5 %, 30 %, 15 %)
4. n* :y-0.O43 . .

5 * -0.026

5. 0* Y002

"6.* =-0.0117 5

and for y 1 1, 0* : 1.0 (17)

1.0

Y

Fig. AO rpc r n of 6 o

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of 6 models.
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The computation of' bearing performance is done in successive steps

A. Pressure field

1. Calculate a Newtonian pressure field using 5 point finite difference iteration

technique.

2. Find Newtonian velocity gradient field (@u/3z, av/lz).

3. Find the viscosity fields (n., n.).
4. Calculate a non-Newtonian velocity gradient field with modified coefficients in

finite difference equations.

5. Find non-Newtonian velocity gradient fields.

6. Compare step 5 and 2, if the differeace is larger than 0.1 %, send 5 values to 3

for recalculating the viscosity fields. Otherwise call performance subroutine.

B. Bearing parameters

1. Calculate total load, friction, attitude angle and the coefficient of friction by

using performance subroutine.

2. The load-carrying capacity of the bearing can be determined from the expression

W :nLDw (r)2

where (WI.
2 

+ W2')11
2

WI. ff p(e,y) sine de dy

W2 ff p(6,y) cos6 dO dy

"3. The frictional force

F =nLDw (r).2

where (nx d dy r ( ) .

4. The coefficient of friction f z ý/C

5. The attitude angle a : tan' (Wi/W2)

b ~RESULTS "

Computed results for bearing parameters are represented with figure 6 to 10. Lines

indicated with E model (experimental) represent No. I of Eq. 16 and with P model (power

law) represent No. 4 of Eq. 17. Fig. 6 shows that the attitude angle is nearly came for

different models although there is a tendency that the value is a little large for large

*' values of L/D. For the same L/D, the E model is the largest and the Newtonian is the

* smallest. Fig. 7 shows the pressure distribution of E model which is somewhat flatter

* gthan the Newtonian. The P model distribution is nearly the same as the E model. Fig. 8

represents the coefficient of load carrying capacity versus c. The value of the E model.

is a little larger than the P model for most ranges, but for e..centricities > 0.9 it

changes. Fig. 9 shows the coefficient of friction loss. There is a small tendency that

the value is larger for large L/D even the difference is small. The E model shows higher

values than the P model except at high eccentricity. Fig. 10 shows the coefficient of 9

friction which is one of the most important factors for determining the bearing perfor-

mance. From this logarithm diagram, it can be seen that the friction coefficient is smaller

fur non-Newtonian model, which means the non-Newtonian lubricant is better than the

Newtonian one. The E model shows better characteristics than the P model.

• 2• - --- i I i i ii
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Fig. 6. Altitude angle versus eccentricity

100

7 --- Newtonian
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Fig, 7. Pressure distribution versus angle
(on the mid plane)
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Friction
t

to.... Newtonian

- E-model| .. .P-model .. . ,."

-0,5

=0.5

0.2 0.'4 .6 0. de 0

Fig. 9. The coefficient of friction loss C versus eccentricity

So, for a definite eccentricity ratio, non-Newtonian load capacity is lower than ,*

Newtonian which is in agreement with Pearson [51 who showed the shear thinning model with-
out side leakage (long bearing assumption). As friction loss decreases even more than load
capacity, the net result is quite positive. The gain, i.e. (£New -nonNew)/fNew is demon-
strated in F,3. 11 to 13, for different values of bearing length (L/D = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5

respectively). The Fig. 11 to 13, the curves 1, 2, 3 represent No. 1, 2, 3 of Eq. 16 and
the curves 4, 5, 6 represent No. 4, 5, 6 of Eq. 17. These important figures clearly show
the benefit of non-Newtonian oils. The gain is a monotonicly decreasing function of eccen-

tricity for very short bearing (L/D = 0.1). For moderate bearing ratio (L/D 0.25 to 0.5)
the gain is again increasing at higher c.

CONCLUSION

It has been clearly shown that the non-Newtonian lubricants are better than the
Newtonian ones. For the interesting working ranges, such as eccentricity of about 0.9 and
L/D of 0.1 to 0.25, the gains for oils with 45 % viscosity loss at 106 s-1 rate of shear,
are about 5 to 10 % for the experimental Eq. 16 model and 3.3 to 4.6 % for power law model. 1

As the experimental model is more realistic than the power law one, it will represent the

best approach for bearing characteristics. The two-dimensional treatment of a modified.
Reynolds equation made it possible to incorporate the side leakage effect in the study of
the shear thinning phenomena of non-Newtonian lubricants.

It

I. '
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Fig. 10. The coefficient of friction f versus
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%~ Gaina too0
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Fig. 12. Gain versus eccentricity
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DISCUSSION

C.M.Taylor, University of Leeds, UK
The introduction of different dynamic viscositics in the circumferential and axial directions implies different flow
rates from the Newtonian conldition. This in turn will influence the therm al equilibrium of the beid1ng. Could the__
author comment on the importance of thermal considerations in comparisonp oetween predictions of their theoretical
analysis and experimental results?

Au thor's Reply
The material presented is the result of the first study of this subject. Thermal effects, of course, will modify
pressure distribution and shear rates, and so bearing performance.

The experimental results have to be treated statistically to find improvements for these kinds of oils; it means the
* gains are rather low (by some %). So this theoretical study shows gain of some higherl% (but still low,,. Thermal

effects could, of course, decrease the gain expected by the iso-thermal study.

* A.Joumneau, ONERA, Fr
Votre 6tude sur les fluides non-newtuniens est tr~s intdressante. Les courbes prdsentdes sont des rdsultats de calcul

* mais vous avez dit dans vos conclusions que les comparaisons avec 1'expdrience so-it satisfaisantes. Pout on savoir
avec quelle prdcision cette concordance se vdrifie?

Les rdsultats expdrimei~zaux disponibles montrent une imelioration de sculement quelques 1 A 2%. Ces r~sultats ne
sont qu'une partic des rdsultats totaux pour des moteurs A pistons.

Comme les rdsultaL thdoriques montrent un gain do = 5% pour des valeurs de e normales (e = 0,7-0,9) et pour
*des huiles un 'peu normales' c'est-d-dire avec une perte de viscosit6 pas si grande peut-6tre des effets ther-..-iques

peuvent diminuer encore cc gain thdorique, jusqu'aux valeurs expdrimentales.

I S



CLISSEMENT DANS LEE ROULEMENTS A ROULEAUX.

INFLUENCE DU LUBRIFIANT.

par

Daniel BERTHE, Professeur
Louis FLAMAND, Maitre-Assistant

Laboratoire de Mdcanique des Contacts
Institut National des Sciences Appliquges de Lyon

20, avenue Albert Einstein
69621 Villeurbanne -France

1. POSITION DlU PROBLEIIE

Dana les roulements A rouleaux cylindriques, la condition de roulement pur des corps roulants
par rapport aux pistea n'est plus v~rifige loraque lea viteases de rotation bont glevgea et que lea charges
tranamises sont faibles. Ce ph~nomane eat connu sous le nomn de skidding. 11 convient de limiter ces glia-

* ements car ila peuvent atre A l'origine d'4chauffementa importants et d'usure prematurge.2

1 Dana ce but, on examinera lea conditions d'dquilibre m~canique des 6ldmenta constitutifa d'un
roulement donng. La cindmatique et en particulier lea vitesses de glissement entre lea corps roulanta et A
lea bagues sont dgterminoes A partir des actions normales et tangentielles tranamises par le film lubri-

fiant. En cons~quence, il eat indispensable de prendre en compte le comportement rh~ologique du lubrifiant.

Ce papiLer comporte trois parties
-dana la premaire, on mettra en place lea modAles rh~ologiques utilisables pour des lubrifianta
a6ronautiques,

-dana Isa sconde, on mod~liaera lea diffirents contacts rencontr~a dana le roulement 6tudid,
-dana la derniare, on illuatrera Vifuec du lubrifiant sur l'qiir global du roulement.

2.,CONPOETEMENT RHEOLOCIQUE DES LUBRIFIANTS AERONAUTIQ'JES

2.1. Modales rhiologiques

Diffdrentea 6tudea 11,21 ont montrg qua sous des pressiona 4lev6es ou des temops de sollicitations
courts, le comportement du lubrifiant ne peut plus atre ddcrit par une loi newtonienne pi~zoviaqueuse. DtesN modgles plus complexes doivent Atre introduita, ils incluent une glaaticitig et une viscoplaaticit6 du lu-
brifiant. Des mod~les types Maxwell non linai-cea dgcrivent bien lea ph~nomanea.

S I LT

G eat 16 module de cisaillement, Y - (U1-U2)/h eat le gradient de vitesse de d~formation, T la contrainte
4de cisaillement, F(r) eat la composante de deformation viaco-plastique ou visqueuse non lindaire.

Pour le fluide newtonien o('T) - TIIJ pour un non newtonian, difflrentes formes pour F(.'t) ont 6t6
propoagaa, en particulier-;,- Ree-Syring

To
(2) FG.) - S

Oat To eat une contrainte caract~ristique du lubrifiant.

*Le lubrifiant doit donc atra caractgrisg par trois param~tres Ia viscosit6 Vi, le module de ci-
saillement C, la contrainta caractdriatiqua To0 et leurs variations avec ia proacion et la tempdrature. . ...-

Dana le cas particulier de faible valaur de contrainta, ia relation (1) se rdduit au modile de
Maxwell lingaire

0+ -

Cette relation peut dtre intdgrde dana le contact Hertzien lubrifig 131, il vient

o (x+a)/(U1+U2)
(4) T iy I -exp (- u/

4G eat le temps de relaxation du lubrifiant et -xa eat le temps de sollicitation du lubrifiant, (fig.1).
G U1+-.

Loraque le temps de sollicitation eat petit davant le temps de relaxation du lubrifiant, ia reat
tion (4) se rgduit A

"0x+s au JU

(5) Cy U1s-U2  aaa yh r
la comportement eat entiaramant 6asatique.
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2.2. Paramatres rh~ologiqu-s

Des mesures rh~ologiques directes pour d4terminer p, C et To sont possibles mais tr~s ddlicates
* A mettre en oeuvre 121 ; il sesibls plus aisg d'obtenir ces param~tres A partir d'expdriences sur machines

A disquss dans lesquelles on simule ls contact hertzien et on mesurs le frottement en fonction de la vitee-
sede r-aulement, de la viteesse de glisesment, de la pression et de latemp~rature. Les courbes de la figure

2 montrent l'allure des r~sultats obtenue. On determine lee paraza~tres pi, 0, To par ajustement des r~sultats -

th~oriques donngs par lee 6quations (1) et (2) et lea rdeultats exp~rimentaux, 141. Des caract~risations de
diffdrents fluides agronautiques sont dieponiblee dans la litt~rature 151, nous donnons ci-dessous lee ca-
ractfrietiques d'un seul lubrifiant MOBIL OIL JET II qui serviront dane Ia suite de cette 9tude

-2,33 102 exp 1,3 108 p + 3800 ~T23-*r)'Pa.S
Y527 I 1-3

(6) G - .1,68 30 5exp 12,6 10-9 p + 3800 ( ' - P

To= 6,02 10~ exp (2,57 10~ p). Pa

.72.3. Application pour le contact Hertzien et ls roulement

Afin de d~finir lee grandes tendances du comportement du lubrifiant, la table I donne le tempe
de relaxation du lubrifiant pour deux temp~ratures 2O*C et 120%C et deux preesions 0,5 GPa et 16 CPa

p GPa 0,5 0,5 1 1

T 0C 20 120 20 320

e 2,57 10- ,5 6,95 10~ 6,95 16

Table 1

Comteten ds vtesesimortnts dnsle ouemetleateps e ollciatinsvaren enre5.106a
et 20.10-6 a. Dane cee conditions le comportement set eseentiellement 61astique plastique et la contrainte

de cisaillement A faible deformation est donnge par la relation ( 5 ). On remarquera que cette contrainte
est tras largement inf~rieure A cells qui serait obtenue en eupposant un comportement newtonisn,

Loreque La vitesse de glieeement set importante, la d4formation visco-plastique devient pr~pondg-
rants, la relation (2) montre alore que la contrainte dane le film tend vers une limits T X 6gale A

T, a. t1.To.

oi a est le coefficient de pidzoviscosit6 donng par la relation (6), To la contrainte caract~ristique don-
n~e par la relation (6) et p set la preesion. La table 2, ci-dessous), donne des valeurs de cette contrain-
te limits pour diffA-rentes preesions.

p GPa 0,2 0,5

T M.Pa 2.6 f14,5
Table 2

Le fluids se comporte alors conene un corps plastique, la contrainte ici encore set tr~s inf~rieure
A cells qui serait obtenue en supposant un comportement visqusux.

3. MODELISATION DES CONTACTS DANS UN ROULEMENT

Pour calculer lea forces de liaison entre les diff~rents 916ments constitutife d'tin rouleraent a
rouleaux cylindriques, nous consid~rons trois types de contacts

I - le contact rouleau-bague ext~rieure,
42 - le contact rouleau-bague intgrieure et rouleau-cage,

3 - lee contacts cags-bagues.

A chaque fois, nous calculerons

- 1'6paisseur du film ou la repartition entre lee surfaces,
- la force de frottement ou la contrainte tangentielle d~velopp~es dans is film.

3.1 . Contact rouleau-bague ext~rieure, (figure 3)

Cleat un contact cylindre-cylindre charg6 normalement par la force centrifuge agissant sur le

roulsau et une gventuelle pr~contiainte. La pression hertzisnne est de l'ordre de 0,3 CPa. Le fonctionnement

set donc de %.ype 61aetohydrodynamique.

La longueur du contact set donn~e par la thgorie de Hertz et 1'6paisseur du film par la formule
de Doweon et Higgineon 161 . Elle fait intervenir Is coefficient de ri~zoviscositg et la viscositg du lubri-
fiant, la vitesse des surfaces, lee propri~tds elastiques des mat~riaux, la gdom~trie et la charge niormal'r
par unitg de longueur.

Les contraintee de cisaillement sont calcul~es A partir d'une loi rh~ologique 6lastoplastique Ill.
En effet, Is temeps de sollicitation set court devant is temps de relaxation pour la preesion de Conctionne-
ment. Cette contrainte fair intervenir la viscositg, le module de cisaillement, la contrainte d'6coulement,
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la vitesse de d~formation et le temps de sollicitation.

3.2. Contacts rouleau-bague intgrieure et rouleau-cage (figure 4)

En l'absence de charge variable et de pr~contrainte, ce sont deB contacts cylindre-cylindre ou
cylindre-plan peu charg~s. La charge hydrodynamique exercde dana ces contacts est environ cent foi~s plus
faible que la force centrifuge. Nous conaiddrona donc le corps roulant cosine indgformable.

L1 6paisseur du film est calcul(!o par Ia solution de l'6quation de Reynolds donnde par Martin 171.
* Elle fait intervenir la viscositg, la gdom~trie, la vitease des surfaces et Ia charge par unith de longuc.ur.

* Pour le calcul des forces de frottement, lea temps de passage sont beaucoup plus grands qua les
* tempa de relaxation. Un comportement visqueux pur est donc utilis6 pour calculer La contrainte de cisaille-

e mnt. Ella a' axprime alors en fonction de La viscositg traditionnelle et de la vitesse de d~formation.

3.3. Contacts cage-bagues (figure 5)

Ce sont des contacts entre deux cylindres centr~s. Ila ne tranamettant. donc pas de charge radialo.

D'un point de vue hydrodynamique, ces deux contacts sont aesimildes A des 6cou'lements de Couette,
la jau et la longueur des g~n~ratrices sont ddfinis par construction.

Pour le calcul des couples de frottement, une loi visqueuse pure eat employ~e. La contrainta de
cisaillement est fonction de la viscositdi et de la viteese de d~formation.

.3.4. Contact flanc de rouleau-cage ou bague

* Nous lea consid6rona cosine des contacts plan-plan rei, charges.

D'un point hydrodynamique, ces contacts soot assimil~e A des 6couloments de Couetta, dont La g6o-
m~trie eat d~finie par construction.

Les contraintes do cisaillement sont calcul~es A partir d'una loi visqueuse newtonianne habituel-

le en fonction de la viscosit6 et do la vitessa de deformation. -

4. EQUIL IBRE GLOBAL DU ROULEMENT

4.1. Position du robl~re

*Nous Etudions le comportemant d'un roulement A rnuleaux cylindriques soumis A des conditions re-

pr~santativas du fonctionnement d'un palier arrigra de petite turbomachine. IL a'agit d'un roulamcnt deI
type 1010 dont la bague int~rieure tourne A 20.000 tr/mn at dont la bague axt~rieura ost immobile. 11 est
lubrifig par une huiLe synthdtique, type NATO (5 c~t A 99*C). 11 est soumie uniquemant A one charge radia-

le r~sultant do poids at du balourd do rotor, qul sera n~gligg dane cette illustration.

Parmis lee diff~rents paramiltras du fonctionnement, nous 6tudirons les glisasments spdcifiqoes
rouleaux-bague ext~rieure et rooleaux-bague intgrieura en fonction de

- des jeux antre Ia cage at leas bagoes, (effat do centrage de la cage),
- do lubrifiant.

4.2. Hypoth~ses

Nous utilisone lea hypothilses suivantas

I/ la r~gime eat permanent,
2/ cliaque El1ment du roulament eet A una temp~rature constanta donnga,

3/ lea charges radialas at axialas appliqudas sont nulles ou ndglig~es,
*4/ chaque Oldment eat infiniment rigide. Soulee lee d~formations Elastiques au contact sont prises

en__ com1e
5/ lea baguas et la cage sont concentriquas.

* 4.3. Analyse mdcanique

D'un point de vue cinramatique puieque le r~gime eat permanent, lea corps roulanta ne battent ni
dane lea alvdolas de la cage, ni' dana la direction radiala. Deux dagrga de libertd auffisent A cette ana-

lyae, (fig.6)7;* 1
- Ia vitease de rotation de la cage autour de l'axe do sym~trie du roulement we,
- la vitease de rotation propra du rouleau autour de son axe wr.
L'Equilibra de l'ensembla ddcoula de l'Equilibre d'una tranche de ce rouleniant d'ouverture Egale

au pas circonf~renteal adparant daux corps roulants conad~cutifs et centr~e sur une alvdolo.

L'Oquilibre de catte tranche, qui tient compte de tortes lea forces inter-El9ments, c'eat-A-dire
des forces de liaisons et des forces d'inartie, conduit A1 un systA-me do deux 6quations liant lea deux vi-
teases de rotation (i1r et wde. La solution eat calcuidc numdriquornent.

4.4. Rdsultats

Nous montrerons lee variations des gliesemants apdcifiques Xi~, X0pu e cnat rleaux/
*bague intgrieure d'une part, rouleaux/bague axtdriaura d'autre pact en fonction

a) - du jau entre la cage at la bague extdriaure, (figure 7),
*b) - do jau entre la cage at la hague intgrieure, (figure 3).

Dana cas rdsultata, seuls lee jeux varient ; par cons~quent, l'6paiaaeur de la cage n'eat paa
obligatoirement conatante. Cee rr~sultata montreot la r~le easentiel des actions tangentiellea d~valoppi~ee

ft par le film lubrifiant dana la centrage de La cage par rapport aux bagues. On conatate quo lea glissomants

Xe, Xi diminuent lorsque la jau eyxtdrieur augmanto ou qua le jau intgrieur diminue, ces deux actions vont
dana le sane d'una 4qui r~partition does efforts.
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Les courbea de la figure 9 montrent lea variations des glisiements ap&clficuea Ai, Xe en fonc-
tion de Ia viscosite du lubrifiant. On constate qua Ai auginente at Xe diminue l~goreinent avec la viscosit6.

* 5. CONCLUSIONS

Une fitude des diff~rents ypea de contacts pr~sentsdans le roulement montre la n~cessitd d'une
* ~definition pr~cise du comportement rhdologique du lubrifiant notarnment aux contacts rouleaux-baguos. Lea

contraintes d.ý cisaillement d4velopp~es par le fluide dans ces contacts sont tras inffrieurea A celles
* qui aerajent obtenues en aupposant un comportement visqueux classique ; le comportement du lubrifiant eat

alors easantiallement 6lasto-plastique.

Dana lea roulementa A r.,uleaunc A grande vitasac, peu charg~s, lea actions aux contacts rouleaux-
* baguas restent faibles, et le r~le de la cage eat essential sur la cinfimatique interne. Des solutions

pour r~duire leas gliasements paaaant par le d~veloppement de fluides suaceptibles do provoquer des frotte-
menta plus impo' srits, par un chargement du roulement ou par un deasin mieux adaptd de I& cage.
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DISCUSSION

D.G.Astrldge, Westland Helicopters, Yeovil, UK
It was encouraging to see some progress being made in the modelling of high speed roller bearings. The basic treat- -
ment of thle several contact situations was similar to that used earlier (Astrilge and Smith 'Heat generation in high
speed roller bearings' clastohydrodynamic lubrication, 1. Mech~. E., London 83 94, 1972), but a more advanced
rheological model has been uaed for thle EIIL films at the roller/outer race contacts, together with more recently. -

acquired oil traction data, It would be interesting to see the results of this latest treatment applied to bearing for
which cage slip and heat generation have been measured (e.g. the reference quoted) to see If the accuracy of such
analysis has been improved. Worthwhile objectives of work such as that contained In thle paper are to providle a
means of readily predicting cage slip and heat generation for a particular in-tallation, and to execute parametric
studies on a range of bearlngs/envlronmental conditions of interest.

Reponse d'Auteur
*L'itaroductlon de nioddle rh'dologique rqdaliste pour do-Icrre le comportenient du lubrifiant constituec une ý4itape
* ~importante pour ddcrire l'dquilibre du roulement. En effet, l'hypoth~se de comportement newtonien peut entralner

sous forte pression tine surestimation qul pout ddpasser 1001," des actions de frottement aux contacts corps roulants-
bagues. Le second probl~nhe qu'll conviendrait do blen moddliser concerne l'alimentation des difftdrents contacts
(ddfaut d'alinienation, traintle des corps roulants ... une approchec expdrinientale semble indispensable pour
ddcrire les ph~iomnlies.

J.F.Chevalier, SNECMA, Fr
Avez vous vWrifid 4ur moteur vos prdvisions de glissement?

Reponse d'Auteur
Une corrtdIation complete avec des rdsultats obtenus sur moteur est encore ddlicate, en particulier parce que la
mnoddlisation implique ia connaissance des domaines remplis d'huile, les jeux de fonictiontnement pou.r los conditions
thermiques existant dans le nboteur, des essais sur un roulement soul dans ces conditions bien cont-616es sont en
cours.

J.F.Chvalie
Avez vous calculd l'influence d'une charge radiale, induite par un balourd par exemple.

Reponse d'Auteur
La prise en compte d'un balourd a M faite pour des conditions quasi statiques uniquement, cet effet tend A
diminuer los glissements spdcifiques aux diffdrents contacts.

r

K-
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SUMMARY

The problem of starved lubrication in the inlet region for
the case of line contact between two non-deforming, equal radii
cylinders rotating in o posite directions with equal surface
speeds is considered. The lubricant is assumed to be 3 constant
density, isoviscous, Newtonian fluid. The usual approach, which
involves the use of Reynolds equation everywhere, is not fol-
lowed. Instead, the situation is restricted to one in which the
lubricant enters the contact region in thin films which adhere
to the cylinders. Using Reynolds equation only at the line-of- "
centers and a suitable thin film approximation far from that
point, the intervening region is treated as a gneral creeping
flow region. Solutions, incorporating complete free surface
boundary conditions, are obtained numerically. The hitherto
unobtained results due to this approach include the existence
of a unique free surface location for a fixed set of operating
conditions. .

LIST OF SYMBOLS

al,aa, coefficients in Eq. (24) u velocity in x-direction

Aij see Eq. (19) U surface velocity

D d/dx v velocity in y-direction ______

f of see Eqs. (17) and (18) vr velocity in r-direction-0, ,-: 'ý :. : . . . :
":. F see Eq. (A10) v0 velocity in 0-direction....

h thin film thickness w free surface velocity

h0 one-half cylinder gap xy Cartesian coordinates S

h. thin film thickness far from contact X x/h'

H see Eq. (AIO) 8 2y/pU

i,j nodal indexes y surface ttnsion

n,s intrinsic coordinates vorticity S

p pressure ' R/'U

p' p/PU2  X root of characteristic equatic

q volumetric flow rate per unit depth P viscosity

r,8 cylindrical coordinates p density
R cylinder radius a free surface angle

Re Reynolds number (pUR/u) stream function

4/UR

Superscripts: where not otherwise defined, denotes a quantity made dimensionless 1
through division by U or R. -1

Subscripts: the subscript R denotes conditions at the cylindrical surface.
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Beginning with the 1966 publication uf the expertmental work of !auder [1], the body
of material devoted to the topic of starved lubrication has reached respectdble dimensions.
The works of a number of investigators (2-8] have serve' to demonstrate, f•r both line and
point contacts, the extent to which bearing performance is altered when the amount of
lubricant present in the inlet portion of the contact is insufficient to produce the fully-
flooded situation. Ample motivation for this ongoing endeavor has been provided by the
current awareness that, particularly with respect to many elastohydrodynamic contacts, .
starvation is the common condition.

In general, the analytical treatmert of the starved lubrication problem has been
based upon the use of Reynolds equation. The effect of starvation has been incorporated
by causing the pressure rise to begin at various finite distances from the line or point
of contEct. The central problem with this approach is that there exists experimental
evidence (e.g., Lauder [1] and T3pel [9]) that there do ex3st preferred interface loca-
tions. The usual basis for establishing the unique l,,cation of the start of pressure
rise has been that which was rirst suggested by Lauder:

p - 0 where u 0 au (1)

As described by Dowson and Taylor [10], the general validity of this condition has yet to
be established. If surface tension is ever a significanttparameter this condition, along
with the customary use of Reynolds equation itself, will then be inadequate. The gi•eat
disadvantage of any alternative approach is that the situations considered will of neces-
sity be more narrowly focussed. The purpose of this paper is to pese and to then explore
one particular situation in some detail. In addition to the insights provided concerni.ng
this situation, it is hoped that this pa-er will also serve to illustrate the types of
problems which must be overcome in performing a more detailed analysis.

PROBLEM SP3CIFICATION AND METHOD Of SOLUTION

The situation to be considered is sho%n in Fig. 1. It is that of line contact be-

tween a pair of counter-rotating, non-deforming, equal radii, cylinders, each of which
rotates with the same surface speed. Thin, equal thickness films on each cylinder supply
iubricant to tne contact. Far from the contact the film thickness is h . This lubricant's
temperature, viscosity, and density are all constant. Furthermore, it Ts supposed that
the conditions of flow are such that inertial effects may be neglectd throughout the
entire flow,

This situation may be further identified as the complement to a common cavitation

problem thorough discussions of which have been presented by Dowson and Taylor 110] and

Savage Ill]. With regard to the present interest the basic character of the flow is such
that no treatment of a solid-fluid itterface is require,! Coupled with the specified
operating condition this situation also possesses a useful degree of symmetry.

Fig. 2 shows an enlarged view of the
entrance region in which the lubricant flow
field has becn divided into three separate
regions. Such a division of the flow was ,
first suggested by Williamson [12], It fol-
lows that if Reynolds equation is not to be R
used throughout the flow, and the actual
conditions existing at the free surface of
the lubricant are to be used, the truly two-
dimensional character of the flow in at '
least a portion of the entrance region must -
be con'idered. That the governing equations FREE
of any general flow region will require SURFACE
numerical solution is inherent in the
geometry of the flow. Considering the large
number of times such P region must be solved,
it tihen becomes desirable to restrict the
dimensions of such a region as much as is U r
possible. /

Within region 1 the general applicabili-
Zy of Reynolds equation is well-establishad.
When used with a specified gap, 2h 0 , this
simplification of the problem allows the
regions to either side of the line-of-centers
to be treated separately. In practice,/
region I was restricted to oust the line-of-
centers. Region 2 involves a type of thin
film flow which, in various contexts, has
received considerable attention, particularly
with regard to various chemical engineering
applications., One may, therefo-e, reasonably Fig. 1. Physical situation.
expect some simplification of the flow equa-
tions to exist in this region. This leaves S
region 3 as the only one in which the full
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U
1A _ZCYLINDER SURFACE

Fig. 2. Flow regions.

equation of creeping flow need he considered.

Practically, the two possible methods of apnroach to the numerical solution of the
flow within region 3 are the finite element approach and the finite difference approach.
The former has enjoyed considerable recent pcpularity, particularly with respet.t to free
surface flows. However, recent developments in body-fitted coordinate systems as dis-
cusse( for example, by Thompson, et al. [13', heve made the finite difference approach __..
puite competitive. In particular, the stre'am function - vorticity (p - t) finite dif-
ference formulation allows a very elegant treatment of th- free surface shear stress
condition.

The fundamental source of complexity in this problen, lies in the fact that, initially,
the location of the free surface is unknown. Thus, ary sOngle solution of the flow with-
in region 3 w,`1" be but one step in an iterative proceis in which the actual location of
the intcrFa ,;- is A,. Lined as part of the solution, The description of the method of S
solution is, there-)e, d, ded into two parts. What is involved in 'Pinding a solution
for region 3 k:ien the extent of region 3 is completely specified forms the first part.
The basir for ,etermining the extent to which a particular set of region bounda'ies is
unsatisfactory, and the ways in which they are then modified, makeup the second part,

Appropriately differentiated and combined to eliminate pressure the r- Lnd e-com-
ponents of the equation of creeping flow become

v2= 0 (2)

where V2' (3)

for ' defined b ./ 1 5d (4)v v (4)
S r Vr r

Boundary conditions concerning p and r are required on all surfaces which bound '
region 3. Along AB the values of these functions are found from the solution in region 2.
A :onsider;4ble body of literature exists on the behavior of a thin liquid film having a
free surface, much of it, as in the fundamental work of Bretherton 114], based upon the
use of Reynolds equation. While a solution for Reynolds equation which yields a steadily
in'reasing film thickness it the direction of flow has been found to exist. Shirers [15]
has demonstrated that 'he solition predicts results which are inconsistent with the as-
sumptions of Reynolds equation. Currently, the approach used is that suggested by
Coyne and Elroo [16], modified to overcome certain difficulties with that work, An out-
line of the development of the equations for boundary values of ' and , is given in the
Appendix.

From the definition of the two-dimensional stream function it follows that the
change in value of ' between AE and B,.D is equal to q. Arbitrarily, ', was set equal to
zero on BCD, so that it must have the vvlue of -q on AE, Because of symmetry, , = 0
alung CD, but its values along BC and AE must be developed a'i part of the solution.

In ter:nn of th: intrinsic coordinate system shown in Fig. 2 the vorticity is gieen by -

Sa-n " a Ts S

* However, the condition that shear stress vanish along BC is given b)-
Do + w (6)

so that, on a shear free streamline, (

-2wo (7)¢ 5-5--i
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where
2 d2 3/2a d [ + d j>"'. .

as (8)
dx

The local magnitude of the surface velocity, w, was found from a first order finite dif-
ference approximation of the gradient in the stream function normal to the free surface.

On AE the relationship between ý and * was found, to first order accuracy, by first
writing a truncated series for ' a distance Ar above the surface:

" • Ar + Ar2()-'.:.
R+Ar -R + ar R A2 R',

and noting that - _
2 1 +

~R 4 3rT. (10)•;R 3r . .. .:
R RrIR

where
'97I = U (11) ,

R

Combining Eqs. (9) through (11) yielded

S2 !U + (12)
2R .:+Ar ,'R Ar R(

Ar7

In the vicinity of DE the velocity components were readily obtained from the general
solution to Reynolds equation. At DE itself the necessary boundary conditions are

(R_ - + h.l + h)]J[Cr R - ho)2

R T 2."..-':"

and . .-

.3R - + h_4

2K]C R -h 0 ) 
(14

The grid system used in region 3 is shown in Fig. 3. Radial spacings between r rA
and r = r were uniform, as they were, although with a different stc size, between A

r = r ang r = r Angular locations were then established by the intersections of the
lines of constaný radius with BC and CD. Utilizing conventional finite difference for-
mulations Eq, (2) is, in dimensionless form,

fO' + fr ' + fo 6 : f • ,.,.,::i

= ie~j4 l ~i,j+l i. ~i-l,j + i,i i,jl ri+ 1 j i+l,j (15) "

i,) ~e+fO + r + fO +i0~ ri,j 0, ilj: 7• :

while Eq. (3) is
f ++ + f + f Ai

1 foi ',.j l rij 9 1,3j- ri+,j *~ ~ l~l

where

-r~
f - - j i(17) '

ri,j 4r _1 r ). :.

-(ri+1 - ri. 1 ) (8-
O 2= r( - O-T (18)
i j . "j-1

(ri- 1 + 2ri + ri+l)(0j+1 "j-1)(ri+l ril)1
and A. = 16R 2  . .(19)

116)

For a reason to be discussed in the second part of the description of the method of
solution, the system of interior ind boundary node equations was solved iteratively using
the approach described by Roach 117]. Briefly, a new set of ý1- values was calculated
using Eq. '15) for all interior nodes based upon some initial gliess of the •j. These
new values were then used, in conjunction with the known values of ý' on all loundaries
to solve Eq. (.16) iteratively at each interior point. These new values of '' then made
it possible to calculate new boundary values of ý' along B:! and AE using, respectively,
Eqs. (7) and (12). A new cycle was then begun by calculativg a revised set of 4j. at "
all interior nodes. This process was continued until no calculated •!. or value
changed by more than 0.01 as a result of the last complete iterative Aiep.
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Fig. 3. Nodal distribution.

When the degree of convergence specified has been reached the results satisfy all " -

but the normal stress condition along BC. This condition is, in terms of the intrinsic
coordinate system shown in Fig. 2,

p + y 2-+ 2j 2-w = 0 (20) . .
as as -

In dimensionless form this becomes

Rep' + - + 2 0--,- (21)

To obtain values of Rep' along BC use was made of the fact that the r- and 0-compo-
nents of the equation of creeping flow can be written as

= 1 2C'

ar-(Rep ) =r (22) --
and 

"r Tr Tý "_•

y-'r T(Rep') - - (23)

Since values of rj were known at every location within region - the gradients in ý1, and, i
hence, in Rep', were easily determined. In general, the use of such gradients to calculate
the pressure field is subject to the criticism that the change in pressure between any
two points will depend upon the path followed. In this situation, perhaps due to the
nature of the problem, the calculation of pressures along BC, starting with the value of
Rep' known at B from the thin film solution and using the path indicated in Fig. 3, pro-
duced results which differed insignificantly from those obtained by the more usual pro-
cedure.

Typically, the angular location first specified for AB and the initial representation 0
of BC would fail to produce results which satisfied Eq. (21). The subsequent modification
of region 3 was carried out in a two step process, and represents the second part of the
solution procedure. The first step involved successive modifications of BC. The initial
operation was to solve Eq. (21) for ao/as' ana to then calculate the surface curvature at
each surface node as if the just found free surface velocity gradient and the pressure
were correct.

What was done next is illustrated by considering point F (Fig. 3). At point B, in w
addition to its location, the values of a and Wo/3s' were known from the thin film solu-
tion. From the initial operation just described 3o/as' was assumed to be known at point
F. These four conditions were then sufficient to fix the values of the four coefficients
of the assumed relationship between x' and y' in the region between B and F,2)46

x' = a 1 + a 2 (y')2 + a3(Yt + a4(y') (24)

if it was assumed that the new location of point F was at the same value of y' as was the
original. This process was then repeated, from point to point, until the plane of symmetry
was reached.
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It was then necessary to recompute the node grid and to resolve the governing equa-
tions. With experience, the initial selection of region 3 was frequently good enough so
that BC was not displaced significantly. In general, this resulted in a new grid having
the same number of nodes as did the previous one. When this happened the values of P
and t2 from the previous solution were used as the initial guesses for the new region.
Typically, this reduced the computational time by an order of miagnitude.

Commonly, four or five changes in BC were required to satisfy Eq. (21) along BC.
When this had been accomplished the slope at point C was examined. If it was not vertical
the location of AB was adjusted and a complete new cycle of computation was begun. This
outermost iterative step was repeated until a at C equaled 908 to within ± 0.250.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

V Up to this point solutions have been explored for R values in the vicinity of 10.
This value was selected based upon consideration of the property values of typical lubri-
cants, the general range of validity of a creeping flow assumption, and what appear to be
some limits on the general applicability of the thin film analysis in an inlet flow.

Figure 4 shows a typical streamline plot. The volumetric flow rate between each
pair of streamlines if 0.2q. Neither in this nor in any other inlet flow situation was
a recirculating flow region observed. While it is possible to lose such regions in a -
sufficiently coarse mesh, the use of approximately 25 radial locations between the cylinder

* and point C would require that such regions be extremely small. In contrast, preliminary
work on the outflow side has generally shown the existence of recirculating regions of

* significant sizes.

*Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the fundamental contribution of this type of analysis:
that, for a given set of operating conditions, only one free surface location is poss~ble.
Figure S shows the way in which the distance from the line-of-centers to the closest ap-
proach of the free surface to the line-of-centers changes with 8.. Since 8 is directly
proportional to y this type of change cam be thought of as being directly representative
of the significance of surface tension changes when all other parameters are held constant.
The results shown in Fig. 6 show how variations in the size of the gap between the

that produced by a variation in load.

An obvious matter of concern in connection with an analysis of the type presented is
the extent to which the results obtained agree with the results of an analysis based en-
tirely upon the use of Reynolds equation. It is felt that a comprehensive compari son

tact. However, in connection with the pressure variation plotted in Fig. 7, one compari-
son is possible. The range of 8 showa is that from DE to AB. For each such set of
results the pressure variation as predicted by Reynolds equation was calculated subject

to the constraint that the pressure at A and that at E be the same as those predicted byhi~ the present analysis. In each case the Reynolds equation pressure distribution along the
cylindrical surface coincided so closely with that of the present analysis that they are
indistinguishable from one another on a plot drawn to the scale used in Fig. 7.

This result is most gratifying for two reasons. Firstly, it supports the use of the
pressure determination method presented. Secondly, it provides a basis for confidence ini
the adequacy of the nodal mesh used, both with respect to its general configuration and
to the number of nodes used.

U In conclusion, the determination of a sound theoretical basis for the existence of
unique interface locations for a given set of operating conditions has been established7
for a portion of the possible range of variation of operational parameters. Whilr much
still remains to be done, the results obtained should be considered encouraging.

I1

Fig. 4. Streamline plot for 6 10, h./R =0.01, h 0/h_, 0.6.
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APPENDIX

Figure Al defines the system of interest.
Provided that the film thickness is small with
respect to the cylinder radius the fact of y,
solid surface curvature can be ignored ex- a,
cept as it affects the velocity profile far
from the contact region. Since a major
reason for considering a thin film region
was to provide a vorticity distribution _

across the inflow boundary to region 3 it h
was essential that velocity gradients, as
well as velocities themselves, be given cor- -
rectly. Consistent with this idea, q was U
given by

h_ fig. Al. System studied.S=Uh- (I + .I)(Al)

where h, is the film thickness far from the
contact.

Paralleling the approach pioneered by Coyne and Elrod [16] the momentum equations for 4'
creeping motion on the free surface were to be satisfied exactly, as were the stress con-
ditions appropriate to a free surface above which lies a fluid of negligible density and
viscosity. Here, however, the velocity profile assumed was normal to the solid surface
rather than to the free surface. Thus, at y = h,

2 2 2 2dp= 2_ p dh ru + 2u /v + a2v) dhl
ax- ax 3~y U*j* __ 77 2 +_ U7) 1 (

The form of u was assumed to he

u = U + f(x)y + g(x)y 2  (A3)

Imposing the necessary condition that

q f u dy (A4) S

0
yields
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3 fh 2  (Su - t + £y + 3- (q -h -2-" Uh) y2 (AS)

h
Then, from the continuity equation

2. dh ( 3 q fh2  1 df]3h' + 'T " (0)1

The normal stress condition is given by

u dhu + u v' dh (
1 + (d '•] ax ,, y- w TX

where

Do . d 2h + (d )223/2 
(A8)

The condition that the shear stress vanish at the free surface is given by

4 u dh - au j' )4 avr 1  dh, 2  0 (A9)4x U- Bx MY(-• 20 1-) ME A9 '

where, in Eq. (A9) as in Eqs. (A2) and (AW), all of the partial derivatives are evaluated
at y - h.

Eliminating p by differentiating Eq. (A7) with respect to x and setting the result
equal to Eq. (A2) leads to an ordinary differential equation containing F and H as depend-
ent variables, with X as the independent variable, and 0 as a parameter. F and H are
defined by

U R
f (1 + F.- F), h - h.,(1 + H) (A10)

Eq. (A9) contains, except for 8, the same quantities. Considerable numerical experimenta-
tion has demonstrated that, within the requirements of the present investigation, the
linearized forms of the combination of Eqs. (A2) and (A7) and of Eq. (A9) are sufficient.
They are:

12H + 6F + 18D 2 H - aD 3 H - 3D 2 F (All)
and 6H + 2F = D2FI (A12)

where D = d/dX. Eliminating F yields

3 D4 H - OD3 H + 12D2 H - 6H 0 (A13) 0

solutions to which are of the form

H - Ce (A14)

where X is a root of the characteristic equation

3 X 4 O + 12X - 6 - 0 (AlS) S

For the 8 range of current interest N has one positive real root, one negative real root,
and a pair of complex conjugate roots. The first of these is the one of interest on the
inlet side. Then, from Eq. (A12),

F - H( - 3) (A16)
2

In general, X = 0 was located at the point of inflection in the free surface, at which,
approximately,

D2 11 w h. (Al7)

so that C is given by 1 hx_- (A18)

The value of X at the junction between regions 2 and 3 has generally been taken to be 0.75. 3

Consistent with what is done in the body of the paper, , is here given by

= J u dy - q (A19)
0

so that the dimensionless stream function is, corsistent with the linearization of the 3
governing equations, given by
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R .2. []
F) R- h + ) R )2 2 (r -R) 3  (A20)

R 2 ) -R- (H + ) Rh2

Consistent with the assumption that hIi/R << 1 the vorticity is given by
av +u u

T~; 7 -.
so that the dimensionless vorticity is given by

*2 + RP+ (1 3R'P - LO (r -R)

(A22)
r R d2 F 3 F R Id H 1d r 3-+ - ~(H + (r R) 7T + (r R)
12h7 h., i hý\d

*V
4 N

""O

*

..*.. -

9,... 7
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DISCUSSION

H.G.Elrod, Dept. of Mcch. Eng., Columbia University, New York, US
Would the authors kindly elaborate on why they chose a single eigenvalue for upstream influence, when two such
eigenvalues permit vanishing at upstream infinity? 0
Also, a few additional comments would be appreciated on how the local normal stress condition at tie surface was
satisfied.

Author's Reply
The available photographic evidence showed a steadily increasing film thickness. Mr Shipers and I are of the opinion,
however, that there is a more fundamental reason. The question is being studied.

In answer to the second question, experience showed that the pressure and the velocity gradient along BC did not
change dramatically as the shape of BC was altered. Referring to Figure 3, in calculating a new location for the
surface segment BF, the previous values of Rep' and 3w'/as' were used to calculate a new aa/as'. With location,
slope and curvature known at B there are then four conditions which must be satisfied at B or F. These conditions
were used to obtain a, through a4 (Eq. (24)) for the segment BF, This process was then repeated, segment by
segment, until point C was reached. , ,

J.F.Chevalier, SNECMA, Fr
Vous nous imposez la condition que I'arc BC soit perpendiculaire A l'axe de symdtrie au point C. Ceci est vrai en
6coulement stationnaire. Est-ce que physiquement on n'a pas un dcoulement fluctuant au point C, cc qui n'exige
plus la condition de perpendicularite?

Author's Reply , .
The analysis assumes that the free surface is stationary in space. Thus, from symmetry, point C is a stagnation point.
The free surface above the line of symmetry is of course, then the mirror image of the free surface below this line.
Any free surface angle at C other than the perpendicular one use~d results in an undefined set of conditions at
point C.

J.Frene et D.Bonneau, Universit6 de Poitiers, Fr
Dans votre analyse vous mentionnez que l'6tude de la r6gion d'cntree d'un contact ne peut dire 6tudiee qu'a l'aide
de 2 m6thodes, la m6thode des diffdrences finies et la m6thode des 61iments finis. 11 existe une troisi~me m6thode
particuli~rement adaptde A cc probl6me, c'est la m~thode des equations int6grales qui permet de d6terminer la
fronti~re A surface libre sans faire aucun calcul A l'intdrieur du domaine. Le principe de cette mnthode a dtd pr6sentO
au 26me Congr•s International du GAMNI sur 'Numerical Methods for Engineering', A Paris, en Ddcembre 1980 et S
les principaux r5sultats obtenus A I'entr6ce d'un contact en glissement pur ont 6t6 pr6sentds A la 'Lubrication
Conference of the ASME-ASLE' d'Octobre 1981 a La Nouvelle-Orldans (ASME paper n' 81 lub. 22).
Nous avons aussi effectuý des calculs dans Ic cas prdcis que vous avez 6tudid et nous avons, dans certains cas, obtenu
une zone de recirculation A l'entrte. Par ailleurs nous avorns montr6 qu'il existe pros des surfaces mobiles une zone
de d6pression. La valeu de cette d6pression dtpend essentiellement de la tension de surface A faible vitesse et du
produit de ]a vitesse par ]a viscositd A grande vitesse. Avez vous obtenue une d6pression de cc type?

Author's Reply
T'ie authors had just received a copy of one of the references mentioned immediately prior to the conference, and
have not as yet had an opportunity to examine it. A depression of the type mentioned has not been encountered in
the inlet situations considered to this point.

L 2:
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The Behavior of Various Rolling Bearing Materials under Unfavorable Lubrication Conditions

Hans Karl Lordsch, Peter Dreschmann, Rudolf Weigand
FAG Kugelfischer Georg SchAfer & Co., Schweinfurt/Federal Republic of Germany

The conventional rolling bearing material is the through-hardening chrome-alloyed steel
10OCr6 (SAE 52 100). Other materials for rolling bearings are case-hardening steels as
well as high-alloy materials, among others so-called high-temperature resistant steels.
Since the service life of rolling bearings is not only influenced by the material, but -g
also very decisively by the lubrication, the behavior of various rolling bearing ma-
terials has been investigated in extensive field -like tests at elevated temperatures •

and under unfavorable lubrication conditions. In these tests rolling bearings made of
the conventional rolling bearing steel I0OCr6 (SAE 52 100) and of the high-temperature
resistant steels S18-0-1 (AISI T1) and MS0 have been investigated.

These tests revealed that with increasingly unfavorable lubrication conditionsthe high-

temperature resistant rolling bearing materials S18-0-1 (AISI Ti) and M50 were superior
to the conventional rolling bearing material l0OCr6 (SAE 52 100). With pronounced starved
lubrication that is caused by lubricating only with the oil vapor produced at a tempera-
ture of 215 OC (488 K) and still reducing this oil vapor by exhaustion, the following
results were found out: the bearings of high-temperature resistant rolling bearing ma-
terials still reached lives of more than 3 % of the rated L10 life, whereas bearings of

l0OCr6 (SAE 52 100) steel could not be run any more under these conditions. Both high-
temperature resistant materials turned out to be comparable under these marked condi-
tions of starved lubrication. When the oil vapor was not exhausted, the bearings of
S18-0-1 (AISI Ti) reached the rated LI0 life; the bearings of l0OCr6 (SAE 52 100), how-
ever, reached only a fraction of this life, that is approx. 2.5 %.

The results reveal that rolling bearings of the high-temperature resistant steels
S18-0-1 (AISI TI) and M50 should not only be used at elevated operating temperatures,

as it is the general rule, but also when it is important to obtain a higher operational
reliability with starved lubrication conditions.
General •"

Rolling bearings are exposed to quite different conditions in machines and aggregates
during operation. This certainly affects the bearing lubrication. Maximum bearing ser-
vice life is reached, when the bearings are sufficiently supplied with lubricant and
when the lubricant viscosity is high enough to sepaNa1 the heavily loaded functional
areas by a lubricating film. The innumerable running tests with a separating lubricating
film carried out with rolling bearings show that the rolling contact fatigue strength of
the frequently used through-hardened bearing steel 10OCr6 (SAE 52 100) is,on account of
its advanced standard of quality, unequalled under normal operating conditions. High-
alloy, high-temperature resistant steels turn out to be superior, because at elevated
temperatures, as of approximately 200 *C (473 K), the hardness of the standard steel
clearly declines.

There are only few expressive results on rolling bearings which ran under unfavorable
lubrication conditions. The conditions are unfavorable, if the separating lubricating
film cannot build up, since e. g. high temperatures lower the lubricant viscosity ex-
cessively or since the lubricant supply is insufficient on account of design deficiencies.

In order to find out the behavior of various rolling bearing materials under unfavorable
lubrication conditionL, tests were carried out at elevated temperatures. The temperature
was, however, restricted to 215 °C (488 K) to ensure reliable operation of all investi-
gated materials under the condition of a sufficient oil quantity.

In order to point out the capacity of the individual materials, a lubricant without EP
and wear reducing additives was used. Moreover the lubricant quantity was reduced step
by step until it could be seen that the bearing of the most unfavorable material variant
could not be surely operated any more.

Test Bearings and Their Materials

For the tests deep groova ball bearings with the boundary dimensions 40 x 80 x 18 mm of
the high-temperature resistant rolling bearing steels S18-0-1 (AlSI Ti) and M50, and
jearings of the conventional bearing steel 10OCr6 (SAE 52 100) were used, figure 1.

The deep groove ball bearings of l0OCr6 (SAE 52 10d) were heat-treated to ensure heat-
stabilization up to a temperature of 250 OC (523 K). To allow disassembling of the bea-
rings after the test runs in order to investigate the components, the two-piece steel
cages were bolted and not riveted as usual.

Figure 2 contains data on the materials and their heat treatment. The rciling bearing
Smaterial $1-0-1 (AISI TI) contains among others the alloying constituents vanadium and

wolfram, the M50 steel molybdenum and vanadium. The conventional rolling bearing steel
10OCr6 (SAE 52 100) does not have these constituents.
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1i Test Bearing Drta
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Test Rig, Bearing Arrangement, Test Conditions

The tests were carried out on the high-temperature fatigue test rig L14. Figure 3 shows
the principle of the test rig. Four test bearings on one shaft are tested at the same
time. The two inner bearings are radially loaded and the two outer bearings take up this
load as reaction force. The load is generated by Belleville spring washers. A bolt trans-
mits the load onto a ring arranged between the two inner test bearings. In order to mini-
mize the housing deformation within the loaded zone of the two inner bearings, the load
enters at a point 1800 offset to the loaded zone of the bearings. The test shaft is driven
by a d.c. motor via belts, gears and a clutch of low thermal conduction. The test bearings
are electrically heated; the resistance wires are arranged in the outer housing. The heating
can be controlled with a temperature regulator. For measuring the temperature on the outer S
rings of the test bearings thermoelectric cells are used.

The test rig is equipped with a vibration control system. This system turns off the test
rig, as soon as fatigue damage appears. The running periods are recorded on an hour coun-
ter.

The bearings are supplied wiith oil from a heated oil reservoir. The temperature can be
controlled. The housing incorporates oil inlet and outlet bores. Other bores ensure that S
the oil level is the same for all four bearings. For regulating the oil level, a tube was
used through which excessive oil can escape. For exhausting the oil vapor generated at
the high temperature, an exhaustion pipe was mounted on the right side of the test rig.
Exhaustion was assured by a fan. The depression was kept constant at 20 Torr (2,700 Pa).

To the exclusion of the lubrication, all other conditions such as loading, speed and
temperature were kept constant for the tests.
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il High-Temperature Fatigue Test Rig L14

1iTest Bearings
2 Loading Pin -7 .1

4 Insulation

* ~5Coupling g .

6 Oil Feed
7 Excessive Oil Outlet
8AirE-houst

• ~ ~~glAir Inlet. ""

Three lubrication conditions were investigated:

Oil Sump Lubrication

The oil level was regulated by adjusting the height of the oil overflow pipe outlet. The
lowest rolling element submerged up to its half. The oil quantity in the test rig was
approximately 160 cm3 . In order to avoid oil ageing, 40 cm3 oil per hour were conti-
nuously fed drop by drop. The excessive oil could escape from the overflow pipe.

Oil Vapor Lubrication

The oil level was lowered until the oil could not reach the rotating bearing parts any
more. At the high operating temperature of 215 OC (4d8 K) an oil vapor was produced in
the test rig which acted as lubricant.

By lowering the oil level to 2.5 mm below the outer ring shoulders, the oil quantity in.,,
the test rig was reduced to approximately 110 cm3 . Since oil vapor escape is inevitable,
a small quantity of preheated oil (approx. 40 cm3 ) was fed drop by drop in order to com-
pensate for the loss. The oil overflow pipe outlet prevented the oil level from rising.

Lubrication by Exhaused Oil Vapor

The conditions were the same as for oil vapor lubrication, except for the oil vapor being
exhausted in these tests with a fan. The depression in the exhaustion pipe was constantly
approx. 20 Torr (approx. 2,700 Pa).

The test variants are summarized in figure 4.

4: Test Variants: Oil Sump Lubrication

Oil Vapor Lubrication
Lubrication by Exhausted Oil Vapor

Bearing - Materials

Lubicaio 18_01 M50 IOOCr6
Lubrication AISI rti SAL 5?100

Ol Sump Lubticat"lo Test Beerings:
Oil Level to approx 0 0 Deep Groove Ball Bearings
Middle oe Rolling Elements 40 x 80 x 18 mm

Load F, - 8880NO0l1Vapour Lubi cation~ Speed n - 3000 min

Oil Level below Temperiture - 215 C

Ou'or Ring Shoulder (488 K) ÷ 6,5 K

Lubrcation Lubricant Shell Turb-Oil T32

by exhausted Oil Vapour 0 • 0

UW
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Lubricant

The bearings were lubricated with "Shell Turbo Oel T32". This is a mineral oil without
any additives that increase the lubricant carrying capacity or reduce the wear. The kine-
matic oil viscosity is 34 mmzn/s at 40 0C.

Rated Lubricating Film Thickness

According to the general lubricating film theory there is no metal-to-metal contact in
the heavily loaded contacts between rolling elements and raceways with a film thickness
of approximately 0.3 micron. With the oil "Shell Turbo Oel T32" and with a speed of n
3,000 rpm and a temperature of 215 °C the lubricating film thickness calculates according
to Chenm only to ho - 0.017 micron. This value applies to the test variant where the
rolling elements submerge into the oil (oil sump lubrication). That means that even with
sufficient oil supply 9Z the contacts there is a permanent intense metal-to-metal contact.
Accordingly, lubrication is considerably unfavorable in the other two cases.

5: Lubricating Film Thickness

006 Deep Groove Bail Bearings 410,040rrOmx80mmx18mm
Speed 3000 rpm '-

Ip m l - L u b ric a n t." '

*11SShell Turbo-Oil T32

E

400 450 [KI 5o0S120 "' 10 ' 160 IF)-Is '1*¢] 2060 220 •

Temperature--"

Constant Test Data

Radial Load

In all tests the single test bearing was radially loaded with Fr 8,880 N. This load
means a contact pressure of poZ2,900 N/mm' at the maximum loaded rolling element. Ex-
perience has shown that a contact pressure of this size does not cause any permanent de-
formations in bearings of l0OCr6 (SAE 52 100) under normal thermal load conditions. At
the elevated temperature, however, there are already some slight permanent deformations
occurring; this is not the case with the high-temperature resistant bearing steels
S18-0-1 (AISI Ti) and M50.

Speed

The bearing speed during the tests amounted to n = 3,000 rpm. In some test runa carried
out at the same time at n = 6,000 rpm no significant difference in the running time could
be found out.

Test Temperature

All tests have been carried out at a temperatuue of t 215 0 C (t = 488 K) +6.5 K. The
temperature was ýaeasured at the bearing outer rings.

Representation of the Results and Discussion

Running Periods

The running periods determined on the test rig were statistically analyzed according to
the mathod described by G. Johnson in "The statistical Treatment of Fatigue Experiments".
When plotting the results into the Weibull failure probability chart, all bea:ings of the g

indJvldual test bearing groups have been considered, that means, even bearings that had not
yet shown any damage. The abscissa of the probability chart shows the ratio running period L
to rated life L10 (L/Lh). The circles with arrows and the open arrows in the diagrams mean
that the bearings finished the test run without any damage. Circles and squares represent
the running periods of bearings which were damaged.
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The diagrams of figures 6 and 7 show the failure distribution for bearings made of
iOOCr6 (SAE 52 100) and S18-0-1 (AISI Ti) for the three differunt test variants, It can
be recognized that the different lubcication conditions have a considerable effect on
the ruinning periods; this effect is stronger for the bearings made of 1lOCr6 (SAE 52 100)
than for the bearings of S18-0-1 (AISI T1).

Bearings madc of the conventional l0OCr6 (SAE 52 100) reach with oil sump lubrication
the quadruple LI 0 life, in spite of the intense metal-to-metal contact in the contact
areas. With oil vapor lubrication it is only approx. 2.5 % of the rated L1 0 L'.fe. The
bearings fail already in the starting period, when the oil vapor is exhausted. The failure
is marked by loud running noise caused by seizure marks.

6: Results on Running Periods with Bearings of 10OCr6 (SAE 52 100) in Case of
Starved Luirication

Ogo Lubrication by /

Oil Vpour / •- l ingle

S• ~~~yel fMOld ,' ,I otioiriiii..no

t0. 30- /' : '.

0510 4

Oil Vapour Oil Sump

a ,a2 ai 62'05 1 2 5 10020
L/Lh--- - , .

with bearings of S18-0-1 (AISI TI) and oi.l sump lubh ication a running period is reached 0
which corresponds to approx. the sevenfold rated L10 life. With oil vapor lubricatio, ,
at least the rated L10 life is reached, and with lubri ation by exhausted oil vapor the
bearings can still be operated for approx. 3.5 % of this life.

The figures 6 and 7 show that the running time l )sses resulting from increasingly worse
lubrication conditions are considerably less severe for bearings made cf the high-tempe-
rature reslstant rolling bearing material S18-0-1 (AISI Ti) tMan for bearings of the con-
ventional bearing steel 10OCr6 (SAE 52 1%0). With regard to a failure probability of
10 %, the runninn times of bearings of 10OCr6 (SAE 52 100) are of a ratio of -- r
5:0.025:0 if the starved lubrication condition deteriorates from oil sump lubrication
to Oil vapor lubrication onto oil lubrication by exhausted oil vapor. For bearings of
S18-0-1 (AISI Ti) this ratio is 7:1:0.035. This means for the bearings of I0OCr6
(SAE 52 160) a running time reductior by the factor 200 already when passing on from oil
sump lubrication to oil vapor lubrication. The bearings of the high-temperature resistant
steel S18-0-1 (AISI T1) still reached the rated life with oil vapor lubrication. Only

when passing from oil sump lubrication to lubrication by exhausted oil vapor the runni.g S
times were reduced by the factor 200.

7: Results on Running Periods with Bearings of S18-0-1 (AISI TI) in Case of
Starved Lubrication

0 u90- L

0,70' -F'--9 . 1n1 r yet lmg / ",I
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t0,30  
c- /

S~/

Q010 

/
Exhausted Oil Vapour Oil Vapor Otl Sump
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For direct comparison figurt) 8 .epresents the test .-esultq of bearings of 1UOCr6
(SAE 52 100) and of S18-0-1 (AISI T•i) in case of o 4 1 vapor lubrication. The bearirgs
of the high-tempez.ture rnsistant steel S18-0-1 (AISI Ti) realized approx. the fortyfold
running period (L/Lh) of bearings of l0OCr6 (SAE 52 100) u;.der the same unfavorable
operating coiditions. Figure 9 shows the results achieved by bearings if the high-tempe-
rature resistant steels S18-0-1 (AIS. T1I and M50. It can be seen thac both steels supply
comppri,3able results.

8: Comparison of the Running Periodq of Bearings of 0(OCr6 (SAE 52 100) snd of 1I
S18-0-1 (AISI T'1) in Case of Oil Vapor Lubrication

0,• • I FH,~ I','r,I,

0,70

, iO t. -I

i 
,

010
0,0 A52100 S18-0-1

o, Q6- o',i 0o2 'os i 3 "-' *o 1
LILh -

9: Comparison of the Running Periods of Bearings of M50 and of S18-0-1 (AISI TI) in
Case of Lubrioation by Exhausted Oil Vapor

0 , 9 0 : L R ., m, , , N - 0o •

.1,70 M 50 • o S18-0-1 ,,,,,o"" ,.

0.50!/ :y. ,t, : ;-/M50

0 
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'
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o -o,•2 o,1 0,02 0:5 t 1 " b 20 g

Damage Characteristics

For bearings of high-temperature resistant steels damage exclusively arose on the race-
ways. In contrast thereto, rings and rolling elements of bearings of conventional bearing
steel equally shared the failures.

With oil sump lubrication, bearings of S18-0-1 (AISI Ti) and '10OCr6 (SAE 52 100) showed
fatigue damage as known from bearing life tests in case of unfavorable lubrication condi-
tions. In the initial damage phase micropittings appeared on the surfaces; these are mini-
mum local grooves of low depth. If the bearings were run longer on the test rig, pittings

of usual size and depth were also found.

During the tests with oil vapor lubrication, changes of the raceways occurred long before
fatigue. Slight roughening of the raceways and wear could be observed. These changes meant
a louder running noise. The changes were, however, considerably less for bearings of high-
tomperature resistant material than for bearings of the conventional bearing steel

'I4P
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O00Cr6 (SAE 52 100). Bearings of IO0Cr6 (SAE 52 100) showed premature failure in case of
oil vapor lubricatlon. Damage appeared on balls and inner rings; the raceways showed
"cracks all over 'the circumference. Figure 10 represorts ball damage and raceway cracks
of bearings of l0OCr6 (SAE 52 100) which were operated with oil vapor lubricatic..

10: Ball and Iflner Ring Damage
Bearings of 100Cr6 (SAE 52 100) in Case of Oil Vapor Lubrication

Oil Vapour Lubrication

- J~~~~mm ,".- -

Ball Damoaes
L/L=0,04 L/Lh=O.04

Cracking at Inner Rings
L/4=O,0. LILh=O.004

With lubrication by exhausted oil vapor the bearings fail, as already mentioned, already
during the starting phase. The bearings of the high-temperature resistant bearing steels
S18-0-1 (AISl Ti) and M50 increasingly showed sliding and wear marks in the raceways.

The graphs compared in figure 11 - sensed transversally to the rolling direction - and
the pertinent photo clearly show the wear. Wear mainly appears in the pressure ellipse
where high sliding speeds occurred. Under the extreme starved lubrication conditions
numerous small pittings appeared all over the circumference with the running period in- .creasing, figure 12. . .

11: Raceway Wear
Bearings of S18-0-1 (AISI Ti) in Case of Lubrication by Exhausted Oil Vepor

S18-0-1 with Lubrication by Exhausted Oil Vapour

Contour before Run

500

/ Contour after Run
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12: Typical Damage Patterns
Lubrication by Exhausted Oil Vapor

Lubrication by Exhausted Oil Vapour

'm. 1mm

- i

Material S18-0-1
LILrO.35 LILh=0.3 5

1mm 1amm", V '

Material M50 .. . :-

"LILh=O.O5 LILh=0,17 '

With the damage progressing, the inner ring raceways also showed wider running marks at
ball pitch. This is due to the fact that the load transmitted by the maximum loaded ball
(apex ball) is reduced momentarily when cycling a larger pitting so that the neighboring
rolling elements accommodate this load share.

Suo owearyn O pKIn the tests deep groove ball bearings of the hilh-temperature resistant rolling bearing
steel S18-0-1 (AISI T1) turned out to be long-lived with the test variant "Oil sump lubri- ,

cation" and an operating temperature of 215 IC (288 K). It must, however, be considered
that, in spite of sufficient lubricant quantities, an intense metal-to-metal contact at
the rolling element/raceway contacts was given on account of the thin lubricating film.
The running periods realized up to the sevenfold L1 0 life mean in practice that even
under such conditions a considerable operating reliability can be achieved with bearings
of S18-0-1 (AISI TI). The same can be expected for bearings of the M50 steel.

Even with the variant "Oil vapor lubrication" the bearings of the high-temperature re-
"* sistant bearing steel achieved running times corresponding to the rated L10 life. For oil

vapor lubrication the bearings were only lubricated with the oil vapor formed at 215 9C
(488 K). This result can, however, only be applied to practice, if the operating condi-
"tions (load, speed) do not cause any additional temperature increase within the bearing.

Only if the oil vapor is reduced by exhaustion, the bearings of high-temperature resistant
material S18-0-1 (AISI T1) and M50 become short-lived. But even with this extreme starved
lubrication running periods of approx. 3.5 % of the LI0 life are still reached. Both

_ high-temperature resistant rolling bearing steels ensure comparable running times but with
considerable wear.

In comparison to the high-temperature resistant rolling bearing steels the conventional
bearing steel 100Cr6 (SAE 52 100) is considerably more sensitive to starved lubrication.
With sufficient lubricant supply but an insufficient lubricating film thickness life
decreases to approx. the quadruple rated LIo life; with oil vapor lubrication only 2.5 %
of the L1 0 life are reached, and with lubrication by exhausted vapor the bearings of
"1OOCr6 (SAE 52 100) cannot be operated anymore.

S'p

? ;p
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-. Dusserre-Telmon, SNECMA, Fr
Quelle est Ia taille du filtrage des particules dans votre essai?

Reponse d'Auteur
5 pm. , .

-. Dusserre-Telmon
Quelle 6tait Ia pression de Hertz? S

Reponse d'Auteur
2900 N/rm 

2.

-. Dusserre-Telmon
Aez-vous essayd ties pressions de Hertz plus faibles? ,

Author's Reply
All tests were performned under the samec Hertzian contact stress.

P.Trudeau, I)ND, Ca
Please cor.mment on 'the countour after run', ref. your slide para 11, page 17-7. How do you explain the 2 valleys
which are not centered on "lhe race?

Author's Reply
In the contact zone, because of specific geometrical relationship there is rolling and sliding contact occurring
simultaneously and the load distribution is elliptical. In the area where there is sliding contact a higher wear rate
under insufficient lubrication occurs even under mild contact conditions as for example on the edges of the contact
zone. Small deviations in symmetry of the wear track is purely arbitrary.

R.J.Mather, Airworthiness Branch ABE/A. ('a
Were the test hearings subjc,:t to any pre-test treat 'nent? for ,'xamnple, cleaning or running-in full' Ilubricated.

Author's Reply
No. Before the test. the bearings were not treated in any special way.

I).G.Astridge, Westland Hlelicopters. Yeovil, UK
Was any axial pre-load ap)pliCd to the test bearings:?

Author's Reply
No. The hearings were not axially pre-loadedt
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D.G.Astridge
The operating conditions appear particularly severe, noting the calculated film thickness and the low L/Lh at .9
failure probability it would be interesting to know if the life improvement factor, toll steel relative to 52100 steel
is similar at less severe conditions (lower load, higher speed, E[l oil) and with fine filtration (3 pm absolute or better).

Author's Reply -.
This question can be answered partially by tile trends in the results. For the case of sump lubrication (plenty of oil)
and a theoretical film thickness of 0.017 pm (extensive surface contact) a relative similar fatigue life is achieved for
the l0OCr6 (SAE 52100) and Si8-1 or M50.

With conditions of starved lubrication the difference in fatigue lives for the different materials becomes more
pronounced. It is therefore to be expected that conditions of full lubrication leads to higher fatigue life and smaller
differences in fatigue lives for different materials.

The etfect of EP additives on the oil was not tested as part of this proa; "in.

D.G.Astridge .1
Was the same value of Lh used for all three steels?

Author's Reply
The fatigue life of all bearings was calculated using standard methods but small differences resulted due to small
internal geometry differences between bearings of normal and temperature resistant steel.

W.J.Anderson, Bearings and Lubrication, North Olmsted, Ohio, US
The film thickness plot is evidently based on temperature conditions and not on any conditions of starvatio'-
present. In that case wouldn't the differences in filn thickness for the 3 methods of lubrication be much greater?

Author's Reply
We agree with the observation. As already stated the film thickness with plenty of oil is inadequate to separate the
contacting surfaces and all intensive metal to metal contact occurs. The lubricating conditions in the other two cases
is substantially more severe.

Since the actual film thickness cannot be measured we have described tile lubricating conditions and they were held
constant for the duration o1 the test.K1

W.J.Anderson "• ]

Since the mode of failure in the hearing-., iubricated only with exhausted oil vapour was wear should the data be --

compared on weibull plots?

Autho,'s Reply
All failures represented in the weibull plots were due to fatigue.

*- S
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GEOMETRY AND STARVATION EFFECTS IN HYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION -
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and4
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Cleveland, Ohio

SUMMARY . 2
Numerical methods were used to determine the effects of lubricant starvation on the

* I minimum film thickness under conditions of a hydrodynamic point contact. Starvation was
effected by varying the fluid inlet level. The Reynolds boundary conditions were
applied at the cavitation boundary and zero pressure was stipulated at the meniscus or
inlet boundary. A minimum-film-thickness equation as a function of both the ratio of
dimensionless load to dimensionless speed and inlet supply level was determined. By

Acomparing the film generated under the starved inlet condition with the film generatedS

from the fully 'loaded inlet, an expression for the film reduction factor was obtained.

Based on this factor a starvation threshold was defined as well as a critically statved
inlet. The changes in the inlet pressure buildup due to changing the available lubri-
cant supply are presented in the form of three-dimensional isometric plots and also in
the form of contour plots.

NOMENCLATURE

C ,C x least-squares coefficients
0 1
D -difference f(io - H19/Hxl, percent

H= dimensionless film thickness. /

Ho = ~dimensionless minimum (central) film thickness, ho0/R x

?rO = dimensionless calculated minimum (central) film thickness

H, = dimensionless fluid inlet level, hin /R x
0 = dimensionless fluid inlet level (onset of starvation)

i n
h = film thickness, m

Kh 0  = iminimum (central) film thickness, m

T, = reduced hydrodynamic lift, dimensionless

4 N = direction normal to boundary

P = dimensionless pressure, pR~ /n u
x0

p -pressure, N/rn

R effective radius Of curvature, R R /(R + R ) mx y x y
W/U ::ratio of dimensionless load to dimensionless speed

u =average surface velocity in x direction, (u A + uB)/2 , rn/s

w =load capacity, N

X =dimensionless coordinate, x/R x

x =coordinate along rolling direction, mn

Y =dimensionless coordinate, y/R~

y =coordinate transverse to rolling direction, mn

a = radius ratio, Ry/Rx

8 = film reduction factor

no fluid viscosity at standard temperature and pressure, Ns/m2

w = Archard-Cowking side-leakage factor, 1/(l + 2/(3a))
Subscripts

I or = criticalU

f = flooded conjunction

xly - coordinate direction
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INTRODUCTION

The effect of starvation in a hydrodynamically lubricated conjunction can be
studied by systematically reducing the inlet supply and observing the resultant pressure
distribution arid film thickness. This atarvation effect can have a significant role in
the operation of machine elements. For example, roller-end wear due to roller skewing
can be a critical problem for high-speed cylindrical roller oearings. It is desirable
that the hydrodynamic film generated between the roller end and the guide flange provide
stiffness and damping to limit the amplitude of the roller skewing motion. Powever, at
high rotational speeds the roller end and the flange are often subjected to a depletion
in the lubricant supply due to centrifugal effects. In such cases, the minute amount of
lubricant available at the roller-end-flange conjunction might well represent an example
of steady-state starvation. Starvation effects in hydrodynamically lubricated contacts
are important also if one wishes to calculate the rolling and sliding resistance and/or
traction encountered in ball and roller bearings [1]. In another example, the effect of 1
restricting the lubricant to a roller bearing is seen experimentally and theoretically
to reduce the amount of cage and roller slip (2). The theoretical analysis was accom-
plished by changing the location of the boundary where the pressure begins to buildup
and noting the effect on the hydrodynamic forces. Combining this with relative velocity
expressions and equilibrium equations enabled the determination of the amount of cage
and roller slip.

The location of the inlet and exit boundries as well as the respective boundary "

conditions to be applied has been one of the most controversial issues concerning star-
vation of hydrodynamic contacts. The issue of the effect of the lubricant supply on the
inlet boundary condition and its consequences to incipient pressure buildup began to
materialize as a result of earlier studies applied to rigid cylinders (3,4]. Lauder (5]
and Tipei (6] asserted an upstream limit of the fluid film where the pressure begins to
rise as governed by the Reynolds equation. This limit according to Lauder is determined
by applying reverse flow bcundary conditions (i.e., u = au/ay = 0). Tipei locates
the upstream limit as defined by the line of centers of two bounded vortices that are U
observed for pure rolling. Both cases have been criticized because their analyses lead
to one position of pressure buildup regardless of the oil supply [7]. Dowson 181
Floberg 19,10] and most dramatically, Wedeven, Evans, and Cameron [11] provide experi-
mental evidence supporting the idea that the location of incipient pressure rise is
determined by the oil supply. Further Wedeven, et al., using a Grubin type of EHD

analysis, obtained very good correlation between experiment and the theory of starva-
tion effects by choosing the start of the pressure buildup to occur at the meniscus
boundary. Oteri (12], using stream function analysis for rolling rigid cylinders, S
showed that incipient pressure rise occurs at the meniscus boundary even in the presence
of revzrse-flow conditions. In view of this work, starvation effects in machine element
applications can be predicted and relied on with a greater degree of confidence.

One of the more important manifestations of lubricant starvation is the reduction ]
in film thickness. This topi. has received a good deal of attention in the literature
(11, 13-21). With the exception of (13, 19-211, these references are applicable only to
elasLodydrodynamic situations. Most of the work concerned with rigid contacts has been S
devoted to line contact applications [13,20,21]. Dalmaz and Godet (19] analyze the
effect of the inlet on the film reduction factor for a sphere against a plate. However,
to the authors' knowledge, an effort that parallels that of Hamrock and Dowson [14,15]
for the EHD contact is absent from the rigid contact theory. In those works, an
expression was determined that relates the film reduction to the inlet distance.

The current study is a resumption of a previous rigid-contact analysis 122] to
extend validity for the miniiim-film-thickness equation derived there over a wider range 'of film thicknesses as well as to include the effects ot starvation in this equation.

The start of the pressure buildup as determined by the Reynolds equation is assumed to
occur at the inlet meniscus. The location of the cavitation boundary was determined by
applying the Reynolds boundary conditions as discussed in previous work [22]. The study
"applies to a wide range of geometries (i.e., from a ball-on-plate configuration to a
ball in a conforming groove). Seventy-four cases were used to numericaliy u.7ermine (1)
an equation relating minimum film thickness with the fluid inlet level as well as with
the dimensionless load-speed ratio and geometry, (2) an equation predicting the onset of S
starvation, and (3) an equation predicting the onset of a critically starved conjunc-
tion. The resulting equations are valid for dimensionless minimum film thicknesses
H. ranging from 5.0x10- 5 to l.0xl0- 3 . Further, contour isobar plats and three-
dimensional isometric pressure plots are presented.

Numerical Procedure

The hvdrodynamic effects on the central film thickness between two rigid solids in 0
lubricated rolling and/or sliding contact are analyzed unuer conditions of lubricant
starvation. The effects of starvation are determined by systematically decreasing the
fluid inlet level. The Reynolds boundary conditions are applied at the cavitation
boundary, and zero pressure is stipulated at the meniscus ,r inlet boundary. The lubri-
cant is assumed to be an incompressible Newtonian fluid under laminar, isothermal,
isoviscous, and steady-state conditions. The numerical approach follows that of a
previous investigation (22]. There, a fully flooded film profile was specified and a
pressure distribution satisfying the Reynolds equation was determined for a given speed, 0
viscosity, and geometry. The analysis treats the two rigid bodies as having parallel
principal axes of inertia. This enables one to make a simplifying transformation to an
equivalent sy-tem of a rigid solid near a plane separated by a lubricant film (Fig. 1).
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Relevant eituations. - The same dimensionless expressions are used here as in [221,
that is,

X = X/Rx, Y = y/Rx, H = h/Rx (1)

alro p = PRx/rou, a = Ry/Rx I
The Reynolds equation

ap I ia-y (H - = 12 ± (2)

is the governing equation within the conjunction. . 4

We recognize that, when the inlet supply levels are increased to values much
greater than the minimum film thickness, calculations as governed by the Reynolds equa-
tion are inherently in error far from the center of contact. The reason is that the
Reynolds equation neglects curvature of the fluid film. Dowson [23[ has pointed out
that the errors involved in using this equation to determine the buildup of pressure
in such regions are negligible. The predicted pressures are themselves so very much
smaller than the effective load-carrying pressures in the region of closest approach of
the solids. The dimensionless film thickness equation is given as S

"H=H0 + 1- - /i(3)

where H is bounded above by the dimensionless fluid inlet level Hin and below by
the dimensionless minimum film thickness Ho (i.e., Ho < H < Hi ~, e.g., (Fig. 1).
The fluid inlet level Hin is made dimensionless so that, if the inlet is completely
filled, Hin = 1 and the conjunction is said to be fully flooded.

The Reynolds boundary conditions are used, that is, P = 8P/BN = 0 at the cavitation
boundary and P = 0 at the inlet boundary (H =Hin). A pressure distribution that
satisfies these boundary conditions is then dctermined numerically by finite differ-
encing with Gauss-Seidel successive over relaxation method. With this algorithm we are
able to generate pressure distributions for given contact geometry, speed, viscosity,
film thickness, and fluid inlet level. .

Effect of inlet on pressure. - Figure 2 graphically portrays how a pressure dis-
tribution is affected by the lubricant supply for a dimensionless minimum film thickness
of 1xl0- 4 . The two views, (a) and (b), are for a fully flooded contact (Hin = 1.00)and a starved contact (Min =0.001). The starvation effect on the pressure distribu-
tion might be considered rather moderate. That is to say, the effect of reducing the

fluid inlet level has essentially had no effect on the magnitude of the peak pressure.
Only the size of the load bearing region has been affected. The load bearing region is
defined by the meniscus and the cavitation boundary.

We repeat this process of decreasing the fluid inlet level for a given minimum film
thickness for a wide range of minimum film thickness values. Figure 3 illustrates a
situation in which the starvation is more severe. The minimum film thickness here is
ten times as thick as what is indicated in Fig. 2. Note that the pressure distribution
of Fig. 3 is not as localized as in Fig. 2. Consequently decreasing the size of the
load bearing region has a more noticeable effect on the load capacity. Starvation is •
more evident here since we also see that the peak pressure is noticeably reduced from
the fully flooded condition. This sort of behavior takesplace if the fluid inlet level
is of the same order of magnitude as the minimum film thickness.

Generalized film thickness formula. - Now we've seen how starvation effects the
pressure distribution for two different minimum film thickness values. In this analy-
sisi we repeated this determination for minimum film thickness values ranging from
10- to 10-5. In all, 74 different cases were analyzed to determine a minimum film
thickness equation as a function of dimensionless load to speed ratio (W/U) and fluid
inlet level.

The integration of the pressure distribution can be used in rElating the hydro-
dynamic effects (i.e., load, speed, and viscosity) to the minimum (central) film thick-
ness for a given fluid inlet level. In general, for a given Ho and u the load
capacity w and/or the dimensionless load-speed raLio is determined as follows:

W= nouR P dx dY

or

W/U -f/ P dX dY u

where W/U = wnouRx.
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Kapitza (27), using half Snmmorfold boundary conditions derived the following
relationship:

W .$L V/2 (5)

where L = n/2 half-Somerfeld B.C. (Ref. 27)

L = 0.131 tan"I (ct/2) + 1.683 Reynolds B.C. (Ref. 22)

In a previous work (22], we found that if the problem is considered using Reynolds
boundary conditions, then L required the above modification. Cut even vhen the equa-
tion was valid only if the pr ssure distribution was very localized in the case of thin
films (i.e. 5x10"5 < Ho < 10-Z). Consider, for example, a ball in rolling motion
that is loaded against a flat plate. For a load-speed ratio W/Q of 340, the numeri-
cally determined value (i.e., as determined by finite differencu analy ') of the
dimensionless film thickness is 10"J (Table I). Equation (5) predict. dimension-
less film thicknets to be 1.22xi0-3, which is in error of the numericas value by
22 percent. Constquently, we wish t: revise Eq. (5) so that it is valid for the thicker
films as well. This revised equation should reduce to Eq. (5) in the limit for thin
films. Furthermore, the revised dimensionless film thickness should be expressed in '
such a way as to easily include the effects of starvation. This would then enable us to
present one general expression to be presented for the dimensionless film thickness that
can be used for the full range of film thicknesses for a starved conjunction as well as
for a fully flooded conjunction. After the numerical analysis for each case was com-
plete, the several curve fits or regression curves of HO on W/U were considered
that would be consistent with these above requirements. The most suitable curve fit
considered was in the form of a more general linear equation, that is,

1 WC1 U + C (6)

Generalized film thickness formula (applicable to starved as well as fully flooded
conjunctions). - The effect of lubricant starvation on the hydrodynamic film thickness
was observed by varying the fluid inlet level to the contact and noting the effect on
load capacity for five different film thicknesses for the ball-on-plate contact (i.e.,
a = 1.00). In addition to the fully flooded data, 55 computer-generated data points
were used to arrive at a family of equations having the form given in Eq. (6). An equa-
lion for each fluid inlet level was determined by performing a linear regression by the
method of least squares. Table II lists for each fluid inlet level the values of the
•oeffic: nts Cl and CO, the coefficient of determination r 2 , and Dmax, the maximum

rcen e of error D defined as

D = o x 100 (7)

Note that C1  remains essentially unchanged, and can be determined from

C1
1 1/2

*L(128a) (

Furthermore, a"' f the effect of starvation is described in the value of C(,. An
expres., for coefficient CO as a function ot the fluid inlet level Hi
wou, enanle :' ,CLermination of a generalized minimum-film-thickness formula that
applies to starved as well as fully flooded conditions. A close examination of the
variation of CO with Hin in Table II reveals that Co=(2/H )M/2 for the severely
starved siuations. As Hin approaches 1, CO approaches a vaMue very neariy equal

to e (i.e., the base of the natural systems of lociarithms, 2.718). This suggests S
eHin as a modulat•-c1 factor. Further considerations for the nearly flooded inlet
levels show that

-H in,
C0 e [(2 - H in)/Hin

Finally for the full range of values, CO varies with Hin as follows: •

H in 2 -H A1,1

CO = (.91 e Hin)

"To•us, our generalized minimum film thickness formula in termL of geometry (i.e.,
radius ratio a), load-speed ratio W/ki, and fluid inlet level Hir,, can be written as

W/U 2 - Hein 1]2

0 =Ln (128) 1/2 + i. ( H in)(
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The measure of agreement between the calculated and input values of H. is rc-
presented by the value of D (Eq. (7)) and presented in Table I. Table I shows that,
when the fluid inlet level is of the same order of magnitude as the minimum film thick-
ness, the error that results from using Eq. (10) becomes larger. However, Eq. (10) can
confidently be used for the full range of minimum film thit:kness if the flui9 inlet
level is such that 0.004 < Hin < 1.000. For very thin films (i.e., Ho < i0-Q) Eq. (10)
can be useful throughout the full range of fluid inlet levels that were investigated
(i.e., 0.001 < Hin < 1.000). Note that the film thickness formula is intended to be 0
used only for a range of speeds and loads in which piezoviscous and deformation effects
are negligible. It was determined that these effects can be significant for lrinim'im
film thicknesses less than 5.0xl0"5.

Note also from Table I that excellent agreement is obtained for the near-line-
contact applications (i.e., a - 36.54) even though these data were not used in the
determination of the above Eq. (10). Most of the predictions by Eq. (10) are within
3 percent of the numerIcally determined values and do not exceed 6 percent for any case.

Equation (10) is equally valid for the fully flooded conjunction as well as for the
starved conjunction. That is, if we set Hin = 1.00, then Eq. (10) reduces to

W/U-2

Hwof + 3.02 (11)

Equation (11) should be used in place of Eq. (5) whenever a calculation is made for
a fully flooded conjunction since it is valid for a broader range of film thicknesses
(i.e., 5x10- 5 to 1x10- 3 ). Table I shows that the error for the full range of mini-

mum film thicknesses investigated (for Hin = 1) is less that 1 percent for a = 1.
For the near-line-contact geometry (i.e., a = 36.54) the error does not exceed 3.36
percent.

Reduction in minimum film thickness. - It is now possible to determine the reduc-
tion in minimum film thickness from the fully flooded value if the fluid inlet level is
known. This can be done by inserting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10).

(H.n-1)

HO + 3.02- e - 1 (12)

,f

Dividing both sides of the equation by ino givern 13

-_ = I + 3.02 _ e -(13)
?o,f Lin f - -in .

where 8 is the reduction in minimum film thickness due to starvation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of starvation on pressure distribution. - The discussion of lubricant star-
vation can be facilitated by focusing on one of =e simplest geometric arrangements
(i.e., a ball rolling and/or sliding againsi a flat plate) as shown in Fig. 2. The fig-
urp compares the pressure distribution deterrined numerically for the fully-floodea
inlet with the most severely starved inlet (Hmn 0.031). The comparison is made for
a constant minimum film thickness (i.e., Ho = 1.0x10-4). Note that the pressure
peak built up in the starved inlet is only slightly smaller than that ot the fully
flooded inlet. However, the area of pressure build-up is considerably smaller, and so
the starved inlet is unable to support as much load for a given film thickness as the 4
fully-flooded inlet.

Figure 3 provides the same sort of comparison but for a thicker minimum film (i.e.,
Ho = l.0x10- 3 ) . The significant difference between the two figures is that the
starved inlet for the thicker film has a more pronounced effect on the pressure peak.
The fluid inlet level (Hin = 0.002) for the thicker film represents a relatively more
highly starved inlet since Hin is of the order of Ho in this case. The other
feature to be noticed in comparing Figs. 2 and 3 is that the pressure distribution is S
more evenly spread out for the thicker film. Thus, changes in the meniscus (or integra-
tion domain) are going to have a more noticeable effect on the load-carrying capacity.
Note also that because of the boundary conditions the integration domain takes on a
"kidney-shapjd" appearance. This is more clearly shown in the isobaric contour plot
shown in Fig. 4.

Minimum film thickness equation. - Thus far we have compared the pressure build up
in a severely starved inlet with that in a fully flooded inlet for two minimum film
thicknesses. Our investigation, however, included several fluid inlet levels for a
variety of minimum film thicknesses. The results are summarized in Table I.



A qen,'ralized minimum film thickness formula (Eq. 190)) was derived from the
results of Table I. Figure 5 indicates how well the equation represents the computer
generated data in the table. It was not possible to display all these results in Fit.
5. However, the figure is representative of the overall results. The equation fits the
data quite well except when the fluid inlet level is of the same order of magnitude as
the minimum film thickness. Based on the di3cussion concerning peak pressure, it woulo
seem that the formula holds well for those cases in which the degtee of starvation is
such that peak pressure is not significantly reduced.

Of course, it would be most desirable to compare the data in Table I with experi-
mental eata. To the authors' knowledge, the only available experimental data were

* obtained by Dalmaz and Godet [25]. To compare Eq. (10, with experiment, the data from
[25] were replotted in Fig. 6. The experimental data were taken under lightly loaded

* (rigid contact), isoviscous conditions for pure sliding of a ball on a plate. The fluid
inlet level in these experiments was reported to be 1 millimeter. The ball diameter was
30 millimeters; consequently the dimensionless fluid inlet level Hin was 0.067. The

* experimental data were presented as a plot of the dimensionless parameters Ho/WG
* versus U/WI.50. 5 . The materials parameter G in the plot was included so as to

"accommodate the elastohydrodynamic range in a more general way.

Here, we wish to compare our hydrodynamic starvation .heory only with the hydro-
dynamic results of Dalmaz and Godet. To do this, the ordinate and abscissa were proper-
ly scaled (assuming a reasonable value of WG u 4 5xi0-4; so that the minimum film
thickness could be plotted against the dimensionless load-speed ratio as shown in
Fig. 6. The solid line in Fig. 6 is a plot of Eq. (10) for a - 1 and H n = 0.067. *
The dashed line represents a previous theory [221 in which the reduced inlet level due
to starvation was not considered. The present theory (Eq. (10)) shows better agreement
with the experimental results than our previous theory 122) for lower values of W/U.
This is because under conditions of low load and/or high speed, the pressures become
more significant away from the center of the contact. Consequently, neglecting the size
of the inlet introduces an increasing amount of error as W/U is decreased.

Although consideration of the size of the inlet domain improves the agreement of
the theory with experiment for the thicker films, still further improvement is possi-
ble. It is believed that the effects of reverse flow in the inlet must be included in
the theory to obtain better agreement. If reverse flow is considered, not all the
available lubricant determined by the fluid inlet level will pass through the contact.
The hydrodynamic contact would essentially see this as a reduction in supply from what
actually is there. In other words, the inlet is more severely starved than we have S
taken into account. From Fig. 5, we see that increasing the severity of starvation has
more effect on the load capacity for thicker films (i.e., HO = 10-J) than it does
for thinner films (i.e., Ho = 10-4). Consequently, reverse-flow considerations
should improve agreement between theory and experiment for the thicker films while sLill
maintaining good agreement in the thin-film range.

Lubricant film thickness reductior, factor and onset of starvation. - Of practical
importance to lubricant starvation is the reduction in minimum film thickness from the 0
fully flooded value. Equation (13) is a derived expression for 8 in terms of the
fluid inlet level and the fully flooded film thickness (also given by Eq. (11)).
Figure 7 is a plot of 8 as a function of the fluid inlet level Hin for several
values of ?' f. It is of interest to determine a fully flooded-starved boundary
(i.e., that ?iuid inlet level after which any further decrease causes a significant
reduction in the film thickness). Hamrock and Dowson [14] determined this boundary for
elastohydrodynamic (EHD) applications upon satisfying the following condition:

S- 81 *= 0.03 (14)
IHin in

Tho value of 0.03 was used in Eq. (14) since it was ascertained that the aata in Table I
were accurate to only ±3 percent.

Thus, for a qiven value of ? T n, one can solve for a value of Hn that
satisfies Eq. (14). A suitable re~ationship between Hin and gf f can be ob- 1
tained by generating a table of values (e.g., Table iiit and fitting a power curve by
the method of least squares. This gives

• f)0.36
Hin 4. 1 1 (Ho (15)

Thus, w2 have an equation that determines the onset of starvation1  That is, for

Hin . .> Hin a fully flooded condition exists, whereas for Hin <eHin a starved 9condition exists.

Critically starved inlet. - In certain bearing applications, 'the power loss result-
ing from churning of tFe ̀=1 may be higher than the power loss resulting from friction
of the bearing alone 126]. These power losses can be minimized by reducing the lubri-
cant supply until a loss in film thickness causes the friction losses to increase.

* According to the results shown in Fig. 7, the fluid inlet level can be decreased sub-
stantially without adversely affecting the minimum film thickness. consequently, it
might be advantageous to operate the bearing with a lubricant supply just sufficient to
preclude any drastic reductions in minimum film thickness, as seen in the figure. Such
a critical fluid inlet level might well be defined to u 'cur at the knee of the curve,
that is,
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in in,cr

Solutions to this expression tor several values of minimum film thickness are listed in 4

Table III. A power curve fit by the method of least squares gives

0in,cr B O.875(Hf) 0.2977 (17)

The regression coefficient for this fit was determined to be 0.9999, indicating an
extremely good fit.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Numerical methods were used to determine the effects of lubricant starvation on the
minimum film thickness under conditions of hydrodynamic point contact. Starvation was
effected by varying the fluid inlet level. The Reynolds boundary conditions were
applied at the caviation boundary, and zero pressure was stipulated at the meniscus or
inlet boundary. The analysis is considered valid for a range of speeds and loads for
which thermal, piezoviscous, and deformation effects are negligible. It can be applied
to a wide range of geometries (i.e., from a ball-on-plate configuration to a ball in a S
conforming groove). Seventy-four cases were usad to numerically Jetermine

(1) A generalized expression for the minimum film thickness as a function of dimen-
sionless load-speed ratio, geometry, and fluid inlet level JEq. (10)). The expression
should be applied for film thicknesses in the range l.0xl0- > HR > l.0xl0- 4 and for
fluid inlet levels of 0.004 < Hin < 1.00. For 5x10- 5 < Ho C 10-2 the equationcan be applied for a fluid inlet level of 0.001 7 Hin [ 1.00.

(2) A film thickness reduction factor (Eq. (13)) expressed as a function of the
degree of starvation (or fluid inlet level) for a given fully flooded film thickness
value.

(3) An equation (Eq. (15)) that determines the onset of starvation.

(4) An equation (Eq. (17)) that determines a critically starved contact. Contour
isobar plots and three-dimensional isometric plots also presenteo. -.
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TABLE I*. -COMPARISON or OIMtNSIONLE'S P1111 THICKNVESS VALUES FROM EQUATION (10)

WITH DIMENSIONLESS FILM THICKNESS VAiLUES INPUT TO COMPUTER

0 imens Ioli- Dimensionless minimum film thickness, lie; radius ratio, a
less fluid - -- -_____ _______ ___________ - - 4______
inlet level, H0  X101d3; a . 1.00 Hu0  IO- x0

3
; a . 36.54 MOu 5x10 O a 1.00 No Ixo4, 10

dn Load- rEquationT Error, Load- Equation -Error Load- quat ion- Error. -Load- Equa on rror,
speed (10) pr0. %peed (10) 0., speed (10) 0, speed (NO) 0 ,ratio, 10 pecent ratio. go percent rt, 0  percent ratio,. percent
W, U _____ ________ WjU WE_____ 0__

AMO 339.57 u.9948xO103 -0.52 3667009843410- -1.57 495.54 4941" 07 09
.750 339.0? .9965 _.35 49S,03 490 5 130 91 8
.500 336.70 110005 4.05 492.68 4,9842 -.32 1150,64 .9925 -.75
.250 328.75 1,o.000 '.50 484.57 5.0029 +.6 1142.56 .9941 -.59
.150 318.46 1.0121 +1.21 474.73 5.0194 +.39 1132.68 .9956 -.44
U710 295.6? 1.0253 +2.13 453.65 5.0326 *.65 1106.41 1.0055 +.56
.035 255.79 1.0361 +3.61 421.79 5,1078 +2.16 1077.99 1.0064 +.64
.02U 234.65 1.034,r +3.45 387.20 5.1703 +3.41 1044.01 1.010? *.1.07
.010 184.4? 1,014! +1.42 332,44 5.1886 +3.77 982.81 1.0235 +2.35
.0O4 89.74 .9481 -5.19 232.77 5.0303 4.73 867.58 1.0462 +4.62
.01Z 25.96 .7170 -48.31 I127.97 4.7331 -5.34 735.62 1.0563 +5.63
.001 4.54 .3990 -d6.80 - __ _________j37.09 J3.5855 -28,29 567.75 1.0489 +4.89

Dimension- No 1u10-
4

, a -3o.54 110 5.10-5, 1 1.00 30 1x10-5 a 1.0 40 'xI0-
5
; a.- 36.54

less fluid 
________ErrorinlIet leypl, 1.6ý Equation LZ-rrar, Lýoad- Equation Error, Load- Equation Error. Loa- EqaIon Err

Min spead (10) 0, spaca (10) 0, speed (10) 0, spee 1)0
ratio, RU percent ratio percent ratio, Percent ratio, Ro percent

1.000 12 1,10.j4 U.97jd,28 -4 -2.11 Iedb.14 4,9498xu10
5  

-1.00 3106.19 1.0007A10'
5  

+0.07 40 269.42 0.9664s10-S -3.36
.750 12 426.08 .9130 -2.71 1646.28 4.9514 -.97 370o.65 1.000W +.U9
.500 1e 403.18 .4140 -26.60 1643.92 4.vS58 -8d8 3703.29 1.0013 +.13
.250 le2 J31.86 ..9746 -2.54 1635.68 4,9614 -.h~ 3695.02 1.0019 +.19

.150 12 224l.02 .9751 -e.48 16Z6.06 4.9661 -.68 3685.42 1.0022 ý. 22.010 12 042.01 .9698 -3.02 1606.17 4.9633 -.73 3665.43 1.0020 +.ZO

.035 11 662.18 .9994 -.06 Ib7U.b1 5.008b -.11 3648,4b .9961 -.39

.020 11 169.70 1.0069 1.69 1546.34 S.0256 4.51 3613.91 .9978 -.22

.010 10 503.93 1.0216 +2.16 1474.84 5.0721 41.44 3S52.69 1.001? +.17
.004 9 232,69 1.0422 +4.22 1372.16 5.043U +.86 3447.13 1.0005 i .05
.00? 1 869.48 1.0535 45.35 1221.5e2 5,2245 +4.49 3294.44 1.0176 I 1.76
.001 s127.101 1.0478 +3,78 1041.53 5.2163 +5.53 3108.58 1.021.3 J 2.53 1

TABLE I[*. CU(61AN14 APPLARINaU IN FILM IHICKNESý EQUATION

(EQ1. ti6)) FORl EACH FLUIO INILET LEVEL

U ioniniuonlcus Least-squares Coeffj...,E t il auiomu'lo prcentage
fluid inlet coefficients determination, of art or in tiin

Klevel. .- I Irz thickness deter-
ilin C U C0  niotion (@a. (7)),

Omax

1.000 U.08466b 2.011l 0.99V99 +1.67
.750 U08456 2.0341 +1 61
.500 11X345b 2.8941 41.67
.260 .08456 3.512U * 1.61
.150 .08454 4.422t +1.78
U07U .8447 6.38b0 41.68
.03b .08414 9,263S 1.00000[ -0.14
.0Z0 .0U8418 12,0488 1.00000I -1.06
.Ulu .0844U 16.6239 .999-3.51
.0U4 .08452 2zi.2892 .99990 -7.47
.002 .8630 43.bU23 .99434 I -21.12
UUI .088)8 143.2b36 1 - 30u.01

K TABLE lIII*. - DIMENSIONLESS FLUID INLET VALUES THAT DETERHINE STARVED -

FULLY FLOUODE BOUNDARY AND CRITICALLY STARYVED BOUNDARY FOR SEVERAL

VALUES OF HINITMUM FILM THICENSS FOR A FLOODED CONJUNCTION

imnension- Dimnesionless mniimumn film thickness,

less fluid for a floo0ded conjunction NOf

HIn 010U7 0.130 10.148 0.412 D .2651 0.297 0 0320
Hin,cr .046 .A62. .0566 .0 .0 : 103 :11

*(FrT.,I ref. 20).

d1"his value of W/U was detRe'nined using H0 7,5xIU-4, since H0O Hin results in no load capacity.
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PRESSURE

DIMIENSIONLESS COORDINATE, X-xIR, -""

Figure 1. - Depiction of lubricant flow for a roillingisiding contact and
corresponding pressure build-up.

P U

U no

Inlet Rx"Exit

Hin IlJ

-. (a) Fuily flooded condition: dimensioniess fiuid inlet level Hin - , 0

Inlet Exit boundary / Inlet

Hin ~OL001 .~ ., -

(bi Starved condition: dimensionless fluid Inlet level Hin 4.001-
IFigure 2. -Three-dimensional representation of pressure distribution, comp~ring starved with fully 1

flooded conjunction for dimensionless minimum film thickness Ho - 1x10~
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In let

nlet tExit R x
Hin 1.00

'-H0' 1x10-3

(a) Fully flooded condition: dimensionless fluid inlet level Hin -1.00.

U rIO
Inlet ~ RxA Exit

* ~~~~Hin 0.O W2_ _ __~"

'~1x10
3

(b) Starved condition: dimensionless fluid inlet level Hin 0. 002.

Figure 3. - Three-dimensior-al representation of pressure distribution, comDaring starved with

fully flooded conjunction 'or dimensionless minimum film thickness H0'- lx10 .

F- ~ boundaryCavitationaitaio
Inlet + boundary boundary

Inlet ! nlet
meniscus meniscus
boundary-J boundaryJ

(a) Fully flooded condition: (b) Starved condition: (c) Starved condition:
*dimensionless fluid inlet level "Iln - 0.04; Pa 1. 19X1('6; H11 - 0.001; Fa '1. 13dI06; p

Hin- 1.00; dimensionless W1IU 86?, 6. max max 8
maximu pressure Pmax'
1.,207,~ dimensionless load-
speed ratio WIU - 1153.6.

Figure 4. -jlobaric contour plots for three fluid inlet levels for dirmensionless minimrum film thickness
Ho0- Ix 0.

* P
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Dimensionless fluid Inlet level,
Hin

0 1.000O
0 .035
o .010

. .002
0 .001.

- Eq. (10)

"0 .,[,i, +1 (2 Hin) 12e eHnf

[W -iMOV A

S10-3--- " ;

DJ

10i-4-.

E ==E

10-

1 10 10z 1O 1"4Dimensionless load-speed ratio, W/U

Figure 5. - Comparison of dimensionless minimum film thickness equation (eq. (10) )
with computer-generated data as a funct!on of dimensionless load-speed ratio for
several values of dimensionless fluid inlet level.

10.'

-. Dimensionless
fodminimum .

SOO•film thickness for
.. •0 flooded conjunction "

H HO.

08O• 1.0 -

1.0-

0 '-5. X10 4E 0\ .9 0

E 08

0 Experiment .6 ~starved region 2-Hnlil

E ir 
25 

. 7 CriticallyHTheory (H -( .) [V' --HJe
•'Theory (eq. 5) 5• H 0. f

64 10 .401

102 1 2x1 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Dimensionless load - speed ratio, WIU Dimensionless fluid inlet level, Hin
Figure 7. - Minimum film thicness reduction factor asFigure 6. - Theoretical and experimental results, function of fluid Inlet level for several values of dimen-sionless minimum film thickness for flooded conjunction.
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DISCUSSION

D.G.Astridge, Westland Helicopters, Yeovil, UK
(1) In determining tile levels of starvation that one dare operate at in roller bearings it is important to consider the

traction capability of the contacts as well as minimum film thickness. Have you attempted to predict the
tractive capacity vs starvation characteristics.

(2) How does your work differ from that of Archard and Baglin (1972)?

Author's Repl:,.
(1) 1 must agree with you that it would have been equally desireable to calculate the effect of starvation on

traction when determining a critical fluid inlet level.

(2) Our work differs from Arcilard and Gablin (1972) in that their starvation analysis was for line co;ntacts and
included the EID regime as well, whereas our results apply to a wide range of geoinetries but is restricted to
rigid contacts (isoviscous, undefonned t-ontacts).

C.M.Tay!or, University of Leeds, UK
(I) Have you checked your starvation data aggainst that for cylinders published by Whit•,ker aud Dowson in the

early 1960s?

(2) You suggest that at high Ho the discrepancy between the experimental results of Dalmaz/Godet and your
predictions would be due to youir reject of reverse flow in tile inlet. However, does not your solution actually
admit to reverse flow (if not, give the details) from the balance of Poiseuille/Couette effects?

Author's Reply ,
(1) Prior to this we had not compared our starvation data against that for cylinders published by Whitaker and

Dowson (1965). A quick check with their work shows that for a given fluid inlet level of Hin = .01, and
a = 36.5 (approaching line contact) the percent of load capacity to that when the inlet is fully flooded
(i.e., Hin = 1.00) is about 85 pe~rcent. Whitaker and Dowson predict about 98 percent for a fluid inlet level
corresponding to Hi -- .01 (0 = -- 9'). This is understandable since the Ioau bearing region for anl elliptical '
contact per unit width ":ouid be less than that for a line contact per unit width. Further, our theory still allows

for some side leakage even though a = 36.5 (near line contact).

(2) You are quite correct in pointing out that the Reynolds equation does account for reverse flow since it is

derived from a flow halance'. In my presentation, I have perhaps been careless to use reverse flow when it was
intended to include the situation in which a circulation zone is set up downstream of the inlet meniscus
without a net reverse flow. In this situation, the circulation represents a certain amount of fluid that does not
pass through the contact and hence does not contribute to the load capacity. A bi-dimensional stream function
analysis should be used to properly include the circulation effects on the inlet.

S
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LUBRICANT EFFECTS ON EFFICIENCY OF A HELICOPTER TRANSMISSION

by

Andrew M. Mitchell
NASA Lewis Research Center .

Cleveland, OH 44135

and

John J. Coy
Propulsion Laboratory

AVRADCOM Research and Technology Laboratories
NASA Lewis Research Center S

Cleveland, OH 44135

SUMMARY

Efficiency tests were conducted using eleven different lubricants in the NASA Lewis Research Cen-
ter's 500 hp torque regenerative helicopter transmission test stand. The test transmission was the -.
OH58A helicopter main transmission. The mechancial power input to the test transmission was 224kW (300
hp) at 6060 rpm. Tests were run at oil-in temperatures of 355 0 K (1803F) and 372 0 K (210 0 F). The effi-
ciency was calculated from a heat balance on the water running through an oil-to-water heat exchanger
while the transmission was heavily insulated.

The following results uere obtained.

"I. Among the eleven different lubricants, the efficiency ranged from 98.3 to 98.8 percent, which " .

is a 50 percent variation relative to the losses associated with the maximum efficiency measured.

2. For a given lubricant, the efficiency increased as temperature increased and thus as viscos-
ity decreased. There were two exceptions which could not be explained on the basis of available
data. . .

3. Between lubricants, efficiency was not correlated with viscosity. There were relatively large
variations in efficiency with the different lubricants whose viscosity generally fell in the 5
to 7 centistoke range. ' - "

4. The lubricants had no significant effect on the vibration signature of the transmission.

INTRODUCTION .
The mechanical efficiency of helicopter power train components is generally very high. As a rule

of thumb, there is a loss of 3/4 percent for a planetary stage, and 1/2 percent for a single gear mesh.
More specific estimates may be found in reference 1. An important step in development of the power
transmission path in helicopters is to do everything possible to minimize power losses. Minimizing the
power loss makes it possible to extend the performance envelope for the helicopter. Range, payload, and
operating ceiling can be increased if efficiency is increased. With large, high power helicopter appli-
cations only a few tenths of one percent mechanical power loss can be the equivalent to the loss of
hundreds of kilowatts. Compared with total power used this loss may seem trivial from an energy conser-
vation viewpoint, but the effect on the operating envelope may be more significant. Since all mechan-
ical power losses must be dissipated as heat, improvements in transmission efficiency wall permit smaller
and lighter weight cooling systems. This effect adds to increase the payload capacity of the helicopter.

The total power loss in a helicopter transmission is a function of many parameters. Sliding fric-
tion losses in the gears, bearings, and seals contribute a large effect. Sliding losses occur in what-
ever lubrication regime is present, whether the regime is hydrodynamic, elastohydrodynami¢-, boundary lu-
brication, or some mixture of these. Other large contributors to the losses ire windage losses and lu-
bricant churning losses in the rotating components. To a lesser extent rolling traction losses and ma-
terial hysteretic losses are also contributors to total power loss. In a high speed transmission it is
expected that a variety of physical and chemical characteristics of the oil influence the operating ef-
ficiency.

Martin (ref 2) presented a comprehensive review and bibliography of power loss calculations for
friction between gear teeth. Martin (ref 3) concentrates on the problem of calculating the losses in
the tooth contact. Anderson and Loewenthal (ref 4) give a more encompassing method of estimation of
power losses which extends the calculation to partially loaded gear sets, including bearings. Bearing
power loss was earlier addressed by Townsend, Allen, and Zaretsky (ref 5). Martin (refs 2 and 3) has
pointed out that efficiency is important since it directly affects the cooling requirements of the gears.
Townsend and Akin (refs 6 to 8) have studied gear tooth cooling and concluded that for best efficiency
and cooling, the gears should be jet lubricated with radially directed jets on the exit side of the gear
mesh,

Murphy, et al (ref 9) have studied the effect of lubricant traction on worm gear efficiency. They
found that synthetic oils with lowest traction coefficients gave the best efficiency. This is to be ex-
pected since traction losses are the largest component of total loss in low speed worm gear sets which
normally do not have much churiting and windage losses.
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In view of the above, the objective of the work presented herein was to measure the operating effi-
ciency of a helicopter transmission with eleven different commercially available lubricants. A further

.' objective was to examine the measured results for correlation with available physical property data on
* the lubricants and thereby determine reasons for the variability in efficiency from one lubricant to an-

other.

APPARATUS, SPECIMENS, AND PROCEDURE

Transmission Test Stand

Figure 1 shows the NASA 500 Ht helicopter transmission test stand, which was used to run the effi-
ciency tests. The test stand operates on the "four-square" or torque regenerative principle, where me-
chanical power is recirculated around the closed loop of gears and shafting, passing through the test
transmission. A 149kW (200hp) SCR controlled DC motor is used to power the test stand and control the
speed. Since the torque and power is recirculated around the loop, only the losses due to friction have
to be replenished.

A I1kW (15hp) SCR controlled DC motor driving against a magnetic particle clutch is used to set the
torque in the test stand. The output of the clutch does not turn continuously, but only exerts a torque
through the speed reducer gearbox and chain drive to the large sprocket on the differential gear unit.
The large sprocket is the first input to the differential. The second input is from the upper shaft
which passes concentrically through the hollow upper gear shaft in the closing end gearbox. The output 3
shaft from the differential gear unit is the previously mentioned hollow upper gear shaft of the closing "
end gearbox. The torque in the loop is adjusted by changing the electrical field strength at the magnetic
particle clutch. The 11kW (15hp) motor was set to turn continuously at 70 rpm.

The input and output shafts to the test transmission are equipped with speed sensors, torque meters,
and slip rings.

Figure 2 is a schematic of the efficiency measurement system. The system allows the helicopter
transmission to be operated in a thermally insulated environment with provisions to collect and measure
the heat generation due to mechanical power losses in the transmission. In this schematic, the instru-
mentation used to measure torque and speed, and hence power input to the test transmission is not shown.
The original oil-to-air heat exchanger which is standard flight hardware was replaced with an oil-to-
water heat exchanger so as to allow more precise measurements of the heat rejection during an efficiency
test run. By using the water to remove heat, any uncertainty of the correct value for specific heat of
the oil was removed.

Figure 3 shows the test transmission mounted in the test stand. Figure 4 shows the test stand with
the insulated housing around the test transmission. Thermocouples were placed at various locations in-
side the insulated housing to verify the adequacy of the insulation.

Test LubricanLs

Tables I to 4 describe the lubricants used, their specification, physical properties and generic
identificati, n. All the lubricants were tested lor physical properties, contaminents, and wear particles
prior to and after completion of all test runs, as further described herein. Table 5 lists supplemental
data related to the lubricants in this study which was gathered from references 10-12. All the lubricants
were near to the 5-7 centistoke range in viscosity and were qualified for use or considered likely candi-
dates for use in helicopter transmissions. Lubricants A and B are automatic transmission fluids (ref
13).

Test Transmission

Th-, test transmiss~on was thie main rotor transmission from the U.S. Army's light observation heli-
copter (0H-58) as described in reference 14 and shown in figure 5. The transmission is rated for 201kW
(270hp) continuous duty and 23jkW (317 horsepower) at takeoff for 5 minutes. The 100 percent input speed
is 354 rpm. The input shaft drives a 19 tooth spiral bevel pinion. The pinion meshes with a 71 tooth
gear The input pinion shaft is mounted on triplex ball bearings and one roller bearing. The 71 tooth
bevel gear is carried on a shaft mounted in duplex ball bearings and one roller bearing. The bevel gear
shait drives a floating sun-gear which has 27 teeth. The power is taken out through the planet carrier.
There are three planet gears of 35 teeth which are mounted on spherical roller bearings. The ring gear
(99 teeth) is splined to the top case and therefore is stationary. The overall gear ratio is 17.44:1 re-
duction.

The planet bearing inner races and rollers are made of AISI M-50 steel. The outer races and planet
gears, which are integral, are made of AISI 9310. The cage material is 2024-T4 aluminum. The gear shaft
duplex bearing material is CVM 52CB. All other bearings are made of AISI 52100 with bronze cagei. The
sun gear and ring gear material is Nitralloy N (AMS6475). TI : input spiral bevel gear-set material is
AlSI 9310. Lubrication is supplied through jets located in the top case.

Test Procedure

Before the start of each efficiency test, the transmission and heat exchanger were cleaned out with
solvent and the transmission components were visually inspected. Gear tooth surfaces were photographed.
The transmission was then assembled and mounted in the test stand and filled with oil. The rig was run
briefly to check for oil leaks. Then the loose fill insulation was added, filling the plexiglass box to
completely surrouxrd and thermally insulate the teat apparatus and transmission.

Efficiency test runs were made with the oil inlet temperature controlled to within less than one de-
gree kelvin. Tests were run at oil inlet temperatures of approximately 3550K (180°F) and 372 0 K (2lO1F).
The torque on the input ihaft was 352 N-m (3118 lb-in) for each run. The input speed was 6060 rpm. This
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corresponds to the full power condition on the test transmission. The oil inlet and oil outlet tempera-
tures were monitored until equilibrium conditions were established, which generally took about 20-30
minutes. Then the efficiency test run was started. Water was collected in the weighinig tank and data
was recorded for total water weight, inlet and outlet temperatures for the water and oil, and flow rate
for the water and oil. Vibration spectrum records were made for seven accelerometers mounted on the
test transmission, Data logging records were taken once each minute for a total test time of approximately
30 minutes for eatch test temperature.

After the tests were completed the transmission was disassembled, cleaned and visually inspected
for changes in the gear and bearing surfaces. Photographic records were made. The lubricant wats saved
for later analysis. The efficiency was later calculated from the heat balance on the water that flowed
through the heat exchanger.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimentally determined efficiencies are listed in table 6 and plotted ajainst oil inlet tem-
in figure 6. The range of efficiencies varied from 98.3 to 98.8 percent. This is an overall

1011 1 Losses of almost 50 percent, telative to the losses associated with the maximum efficiency
dsrd

In general, the higher test temperature for a given lubricant yielded a higher efficiency. The ex-4
ceptions were with lubricants E and C, which were different types of synthetic lubricant. Lubricant G,
being more viscous than the other lubricants could not be tested at the targeted oil inlet temperature.

* This was because the heat generated could not be removed with the existing water/oil heat exchanger.
The test temperature floated up to 378.50 K with the heat exchanger at full water flow capacity. At the
higher termperature the efficiency for oil G was consistent with the efficiencies lower viscosity oils.
The two automatic transmission fluids (A and B) and the Type I Synthetic Gear Lubricant (E) yielded
significantly lower efficiencies as a group.

In figure 7 the efficiencies are plotted against the lubricant viscosity at the inlet temperature.
This was done to determine if the efficiency is strongly dependent on the viscosity. By the plotted re-
sults, it is clear that viscosity variation is not the primary reason for the varying efficiencies be-
tween the different lubricants. But there is a general trend to higher efficiency for lower viscosity
for all the lubricants except C and E. The slope of the aforementioned trend is identical for a large
number of the lubricants.

The reason for the lower efficiency for lubricants A, B, and E is suspected to be related to higher
traction coefficient characteristics,, which would come into effect in the elastohydrodynamic regime of
lubrication between the gear teeth. It is interesting to note that while the Mil-L-7808 lubricant was

* the lowest viscosity oil, the efficiency was no better than the Mil-L-23699 lubricants. This may clso
be related to an EHD tractional or frictional phenomenon. The reason for the reverse Irends with viscosity
for lubricants E and C is unknown at this time.

The vibration spectra were monitored during the tests with the various lubricants. The variations
in amplitude were insignificant from one oil to the next, Figure 8 is an typical vibration spectrum

measured by placing an accelerometer on the transmission case at the split line between the top and bot--4
tom cases.

Tables 7-10 give the comparison between the lubricant analyses performed before and after the effi-
ciency teat runs. It is noticed that lubricants A and C showed significant increases in the iron con-
tent (table 7). Also, lubricant E showed a strong acid value before and after the test runs (table 8).
These three lubricants were among the ones giving deviant performances for efficiency.

The visual. inspection of the transmission components after each test run showed no indications of

wear or degradation. In fact, the black oxide coating which was placed on the gear surfaces during

rmanufacturing was hardly worn off.-, t

SUMM4ARY AND RESULTS

Efficiency tests were conducted using eleven different lubricants in the NASA Lewis Research Oenter's
500 lip torque regenerative helicopter transmission test stand. The test transmission was the 0H58A
helicopter main transmission. The mechanical power input to the test transmission was 224kW (300hp) at
6060 rpm. Tests were run at oil-in temperatures of 355 0K (180 0F) and 3720K (210 0 F). The efficiency was 4
calculated from a heat balance on the water running through an oil-to-water heat exchanger while the
transmission was heavily insulated.

The following results were obtained.

1. Among the eleven different lubricants, the efficiency ranged from 98.3 to 98.8 percent, which
is n 50 percent variation relative to the losses associated with thle maximum efficiency mea-
sured.

2. For a given lubricant, the efficiency increased as temperature inc-eased and thus as viscosity
decreased. There were two exceptions which could not be explained on the basis of available
data.

3. Between lubricants, efficiency was not correlated with viscosity. There were relatively large
variations in efficiency with the different lubricants whose viscosity generally fell in the
5 to 7 centistoke range.

4. The lubricants had no significant effect on the vibration signature of the transmission.
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Tabie 1
Test lubricant types

CODE NO. SPECIFIcWrION TYPE

A DEXRON It GM 6137-M Aut-matic Transmission Fluid

B DEXRON II GM 6137-M Automatic Transmission Fluid

C MIL-L-23699 Turbine Et.gine Oil - -

0D YXL-L-21k99 Type II SyntheŽtic Gas Turbine Engine Oil

E Type I Synthetic Gear Lubricant .1

F Syn:hetic Paraff-nic with Antiwear Additives .. .

G MIL-L-21L C Synthetic Fleet Engine Oil
MIL-L-461.

H MIL-L-7808 Turbine Engine Oil "

I MIL-L-23699 Type II Turbine Engine Oil

MIL-L-23699 Type II Turbine Engine Oil

I
K Turbine Engine Oil q

Table 2

Specific Gravity Data According to AN~..'I/ASTM Specification D-1481,

4 API Gravity According to ANSI/ASTM *Specification D-1298

LUBRICANT SPECIFIC GRAVITY @ LlSTED TEMPT API

GRAVITY
3130K 3550 K 3730 K i 2980K

C .9973 .9862 .9843 8.2
D .9868 .9768 .9746 9.7
E .9322 .9211 .9201 17.7
F .8262 .8108 .8088 36.0
G 1.8629 .8536 .8527 29.6
H .9442 .9320 .9313 15.7
1 .9659 1 .9568 .9546 12.8
1 .9856 .9759 .9747 10.1
K .9829 9721 .9725 10.3

*ANSI/ASTMy American National Standards Institute/American

Society for Testing and Materials

r
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Table 3
Kinematic viscosity data according to

ANSI/ASTM Specification D-455

LUBRICANT VISCOSITY @ LISTED TEMP,CSt

313 0K 355 0 K 373 0K .

A 37.48 10.48 7.01

B 33.15 9.64 6.52
C 26.40 7.69 5.12
D 26.17 7.50 5.00
E 33.91 8.91 5.87
F 28.01 8.15 5.36
G 56.65 15.05 9.83
H 13.16 4.73 3.38
I 24.19 7.18 4.85

24.76 7.23 4.89
K 26.39 7.61 5.09

Table 4
Specific heat data according to

ANSI/ASTM Specification D-3947-80

LUBRICANT SPECIFIC HEAT @ LISTED TEMPERATURE

313 0 K 373 0 K 413 0
K h".

Cp a Cp a0 Cp a

A .42 .091 .42 .12 .44 .14 "

C ,33 .097 .32 .097 .32 .091
D .33 .071 .34 .072 .34 .084*
E .68 .11 .73 .13 .76 .20
F .53 .12 .54 .13 .54 .14
G .50 .091 .47 .058 .42 .059
H .37 .036 .30 .037 .31 .094

S.53 .060 .47 .039 .44 .075*

K .44 .073 .38 .076 .34 .075 - "

*For calculation of Cp and 0 (std. deviation) one value, inordinately

different from the others, was discarded. Thus, four values rather
than five were used to determine these data.

L
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Table 5
Pressure-viscosity coefficients for test lubricants

expressed as reciprocal asymtotic isoviscous pressures

LUBRICANT RECIPROCAL ASYNTOTIC ISOVISCOUS PRESSURE, SOURCE -

_ _,_, (N/m 2 )-I @ LISTED TEMPERATURE OF
DATA

311 0 K 372 0 K 422 0 K

A 1.35xl0- 8  .951xiO0 8  .772xI0- 8  ref 11
B a a a
C l.01xlO- 8  .832xl0- 8  ref 10 -- -
D b b b
E - - I -

F 1.90xl0- 8  1.50x10- 8  1.15x10- 8  ref '2c
G 1.42xi0=8  1.02x40- 8  ,918xl0' 8  ref 11
H .894x10- 8  .731xlOx 8  ref 10I b b bJ b b b i
K 1.28xl0- 8  .987x10- 8  .851xi0- 8  ref 1'

a__ _ most_ _ likely__ the__ same asA-ice t ey a eiil r lu r ca t

amost likely the same as A since they are similar lubricants
b most likely the same as C or K since they are similar lubricarts

Cestimate based on ref 12

Table 6
Measured efficiencies

LUBRICANT EFFICIENCY INLET TEMP, -K

A .9840 361.5
.9850 375.0

B .9833 356.8
.9843 375.0 ' ]

c .9876 356.4
,9873 371.5 , . • |

D .9860 356.1 '
,.9874 370.1I

E .9835 361.0
_ .9832 371.5

F .9865 355.7
_ _.9877 372.0

.9873 378.7

H .9870 355.6
.9879 372.1

1 .9864 355.6
.9882 372.2

J .9864 355.6
.9877 372.3 op

S;98t9 355.6
L .9882 372.3
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Table 7
"7."." Total iron analysis by

"calorimetric method (ref 15)

LUBRICANT IRON CONTENT (ppm)

BEFORE TEST AFTER TCST

A 1 4
B <1I
C 1 6
D '
E ~
F <1 2
G 2 3
FI < I 1 "' I.

K I <I I -. - i

Table 8
Lubricant acid analysis according to

ANSI/ASTM Specification D-664

LUBRICANT TO0TAL ACID NUMBER
Mg KOH/S

I w

BEFORE TEST AFTER TEST

A .54 .54
B
C .01 .02
D .07 .07
E 15.8* 15.7t
P .42 .51
G 3.2 .3.5
H .34 .34

I .34 .38

K .48 .43

*Strong acid value 7.1 on sample

t 6,2 acid value

--"
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Table 9
Particulate contamination count acrording to
SAE Aerospace Recommended Practice ARP 598A

LUBRICANT Number of Particles/IOOml
BEFORE Particle Sizes in Micrometers
AFTER 5-15 15-25 25-50 50- 0._ Fbers

A 17 2 2 4 10 12 A.
4 1 6 7 11 10

B--

C 72 36 18 12 10 7
4 1 2 1 5 9

D 685 275 35 22 15 20
200 65 38 24 21 39

E 120 60 2,3 25 22 33
44 7 10 13 12 19

F 60 16 30 13 7 22
475 8 2 5 6 52

G 49 39 45 38 34 78
4740 10 11 9 6 34

H 1780 72 45 40 25 32
1850 118 108 60 52 62

1 54 23 17 16 4 19
840 660 450 210 80 120

J -- • , .--"-

105 1 48 35 21 20 22

r 8 7 0 70 35 4

IC•

rlS
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Table 10
Wear metals test results using x-ray fluorescence filter method (ref 16)

LUBRICANT ___ELEMENTS (PPM) LIMIT( 3 )OF
BEFOREI
AFTER Hit Al Cl Fe Ni Cu Pb Zn(l) p(2) S(2) ca(2) Bak2) DETECTION (PPM)

A 0.48 - 2.47 - - 0.21 - 0.18 4.71 - 0.23 0.11
- 5.91 1.12 051 0.10 0.14 - 0.11 0.17 1.12 - 0.12 0.09

U - - -- - - ,.-- -

BI

C 0.28 - 0.73 0.13 . . . . 0.26 - 0,09
2.97 1.04 2.19 0.21 0.12 - 0.15 0.19 0.20 0.09

D 0.27 - 0.90 - - - - - 0.16 - 0.11
- 12.7 2.08 1.16 0.24 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.71 .1 - - 0.15

E 0.16 0.19 7.57 0.10 - - 1,28 7.27 2.15 13.01 0.29 10,16 0.09

, 0.12 1.69 1.61 0.26 - 0.11 - 3.71 0M94 4.29 - 2.43 0.09

F 0.31 - 0.45 . . . . 0.19 7.08 - 0.10
5.36 - 2.49 . . . . 2.42 51.0 - - 0.550 -- - . .• S

G 1.31 - 4.91 - - - - 1.51 0.70 5.29 8.69 - 0.43 V,

0.39 0.67 1.49 0.22 - - - 0.39 - 0.89 2.53 - 0.13

H 0.29 - 3,81 0.11 - - 0.16 - 0.47 0.21 -0.10

0.67 4.68 16.68 0.74 - 0.26 - 0.62 2.37 3.20 3.47 - 0.25

1 0.33 - 0.56 - - - 0.11 - 0.58 - - - 0.10
0.34 1.18 0.85 0.58 - - 0.12 0.13 0.46 1 0.16 - - 0.11

E - ,- - -

K 0.60 - 9.80 0.28 - - - 2.51 - - - 0.24 '
1.26 0.39 7.30 0.56 - - 0.65 - 1.86 - -- 0.37

(1) Zn could be due to wear when present with copper, or as an additive when present alone.
(2) P, S, Ca, Ba probably present as additives.
(3) Limit of detection for sample, when shown, element is less than this value.

* U
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DISCUSSION

P.T.Comish, SNFA Bearings Ltd, UK
Was the effect of transmitted power level (both by change of torque and speed) on efficiency studied?

Author's Reply
Parametric explorations of efficiency were made to determine tile effect of speed and torque. There was very little
effect of speed, but with torque, beginning at less than about 90 percent of full load torque, the efficiency decreased
sharply and continued to decrease as the torque decreased.

F.Snyder, University of Waterloo, Ca
(I) What type of solvent did you use to clean the transmission?

(2) In what order were the lubricants tested; and could the efficiency of lubricant "A" be reproduced after testing
one of the lubricants with an anti-wear additive.

Author's Reply
(1) The transmission and heat exchanger were taken apart and the parts were cleaned in trichlorethylene with a

final rinse in alcohol.

(2) The lubricants were tested in the order as listed in the tables, Lubricant C was the lubricant used in repeat
testing as well as in other types of parametric tests. When the tests with this lubricant were repeated, the same
results within 0.1 percent efficiency points were obtained. Tests were repeated on the same day as well as
several months apart. The lubricant known to have the strongest additive package was tested last. The
lubricant C was not run again after that. According to Mr Charles Braddock of Bell Helicopter, rehoning the
gears is the only sure way to remove the surface reactants. This, of course, was not done in our program.

D.G.Astridge, Westland Helicopters. Yeovil, UK
(1) What level of filtration was used?
(2) Were any repeat tests done "

(a) Before and after gearbox strip -- influence of build?

(b) First oil repeated at end of test-influence of wear?

Author's Reply
(I) The standard filter was used which I believe is 30-- 40 micron, nominal.

(2) (a) There were no influences of build noticed, but the teardown between tests was only partial. Tile inputbearings anti pinion were not removed from the lower case between tests.
2 b) The question about repeating the test has been answered before. The tests were not long enough to cause

significant changes in wear. Tie gearbox was well worn in before tests had begun, having approximately
100--200 hours on it.

W.E.A.Fries, Ministry of l)efense, Ge
Did you monitor wear during the gear box tests, and, if so, which methods were used?

Author's Reply
YLs, two methods of wear analysis were used. For iron content before and after the test, please refer to Table 7:
and for other wear metals see Table 10. Particle counts are reported also in Table 9. The oral presentation had to be
brief and the materials presented in the tables could not be discussed. There is, however, much interesting data there
for those who are inclined to study it closer.

B.Courage, Rolls Royce Ltd. Bristol, UK
Your tests were run with an internal lube pump. Do you have any data on the sigiificance of oil flow rate from •
other tests and do you consider it likely that the viscosity or temperature influenct. may be exaggerated in practice
because the flow rate will reduce as the tempcrature increases.

Author's Reply
The lubricant flow rate was monitored with a turbine type flow meter. In all, the observed flow rates fell iW the
rantge of 4.8 to 5.3 gal/mini, with the higher flow at the higher temperature. No tests were run for the purpose of
discovering the effect of lubricant flow rate, for a constant inlet temnperature. I think this would be an excellent
thing to do. j
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KiJBrown, Ontario Hlydro, Toronto, Ca
As you are reporting on very small differences in the efficiency could You Please comment on the repeatability of
the tests.

* Also have the differences in the efficiency been compared to the pressure viscosity or traction coefficient of the
various fluids used?

Author's Reply
These are very discerning questions. The question of repc,;tability has already been dealt with, but there is the

* aspect of the "small differences" in efficiency in this qui~stio,,i. One must remember that when the heat balance
method is used, the measurement is on the heat rejection and not on the total mechanical power. If the measure-
ment accuracy on heat rejection is ± 10 percent repeatable and the total efficiency is near 99%, then the measure-
ment for mechanical efficiency is 0. 1%. repeatable. I feel that the measurement accuracy on the heat rejection isbetter than 10% accurate and repeatable and, therefore, the measurement expressed as mechanical efficiency is

* better than 0.1I%accurate. Laboratory accuracy in measurements of this type of 1% percent (of the quantity
* measured) are possible to achieve.

* ~The pressure-viscosity coefficients and traction properties are currently being measured and will be reported in the
near future. I am very anxious to get this data.
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THE DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF THE SELF-REGULATED IIYDROSTATIC OPPOSED-PAD BEARING

by
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i Professor, Dipartimento di Costruzioni Meccaniche e Nucleari, UniversitA di Pisa, Via
Diotisalvi, 2, 56100 Pisa,
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SUMMARY

The work deals with the behaviour, under dynamic loading, of a special hydrostatic
opposed-pad bearing: the "self-regulated" bearing (capable of dividing the lubricant flow
into two equal partial flows in the two recesses as a consequence ot its own shape). The
bearing is studied in a constant pressure system. The effect of a hyaraulic resistance in
series with the bearing is also considered. Consequences which may arise from dimensional . .
inaccuracies due to tolerances are also accounted for.
Like the static performance, the dynamic performance of the self-regulated bearing is
often better than that of conventional bearings; stiffness in particular is much greater.
The influence of tolerances may not always be negligible.

The design of a standardizing self-regulated bearing is also presented.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A = effective area
C,C',Cd - damping coefficients (see (2.10), (3.2), (3.3))

F external force
gs=hs i+hs,ii * axial playo.=h.

. 9 h ,I+hiI'"'-
c hi, i s, i= ,, ,--

ho =design amplitude of clearances when P-0"
hi,i,h i,ii,hs,i,h s,ii= amplitude of clearances (see Fig. 1)
K linearized bearing stiffness

Mmoving mass :---•
M4 mass parameter "
P =load capacity of the bearing ""--' •
P1,P11 dimensionless static load capacity ..
PSA,P dimensionless dynamic load capacity .i"

S= supply pressure (at the bearing inlet)
S= constant pressure of feeding system
PsPi =recess pressures
Q =supply flow rate . ,,
QpQ E dimensionless static flow rate
•Q• Z dimensionless dynamic flow rate

R =theoretical hydraulic resistance of the bearing, when c =0
Ri,I,Ri,II,R~s,I,Rs,II -hydraulic resistance of bearing clearances .

R - feeding restrictor resistance .
In = bearing radii (see Fig. 1)
rj r2/r5 - .

r. r2/r3 - r4/r5
z bearing displacement from steady unloaded states

B =restrictor parameter for conventional bearings
y= restrictor paramueter for self-regulated bearings
rý r'l -- dimensionless static supply pressure
r A-- dimensionless dynamic Supply pCCSresur

S= damping parameter
=z/h - eccentricity

Cs,•c = vibration amplitudes for self-regulated and conventional bearing
rli,i,ni,Ii,ns,I,rns,ii , dimensionless clearance thickness, for 1p=0

=- lubricant viscosity
HlP , ratio between static load capacities of conventional and self-

S-regulated bearings [

lid = the same, for dynamic load capacity'
- dimensionless external force
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I. INTRODUCTION

The features of hydrostatic lubrication are well known: especially high load
capacity and stiffness, even at zero speed, and low friction, even at high speed /1/. In
addition, such lubrication may prove to be useful in special environmental conditions,
for example, at extreme temperatures, that suggest the use of bearing materials with poor
wear properties: in such cases, hydrodynamic lubrication may nor prevent galling and -

surface welding.
Such features are already sufficient hydrostatic lubrication to be considered

advantageous in the field of aerospace: in propulsion, control and experimental
apparatuses /2/.

It is also known that there are typical supply systems of hydrostatic pairs: the
constant flow system and the constant pressure system; the latter involves less load
capacity and stiffness than the former, but it is simpler.

Furthermore, a recent type of hydrostatic lubrication must also be borne in mind:
"self-regulated hydrostatic lubrication" the properties of which are better than those
of conventional lubrication /3/.

The principle of self-regulation for incompressible flow, is explained in Fig. 1,
with reference to an opposed pad thrust bearing, tinder static load. The principle is
valid apart from the supply system (in Fig. 1 a constant pressure system is shown). The

......b_ . ,1

(2') • I S

AL.

K -I

Rim

\ 9

hiI -The ,eC1-tegufated hydkostatic oppo...d-pad th.qust bea.1.1 9

total flow rate Q supplied to the central annalar cavity C is divided into two parts. One
part Qs passes first through one and then through the other of gaps (hydraulic resista.nccs)
Rs,l and Rs,lI of the upper sminibearing, and the other part Qi pa.sses in the same way
through gaps Ri,- and Ril of the lower semihearing. The hydraulic reshistances of the
aforesaid semibearings are respectively Rs =Rj,I +Rs,II , Ri =Ri,l +Ri,ii. 0

If the load is zero, symmetry requires:

R R. (1 1)
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and the two partial flow rates Qs and Qi are equal to Q/2.
If, furthermore, the relation

r4 / rr = r 2 / r 3  (1.2)

is satisfied, then Rs,I -Rs,i , Ri,I =Ri ,ii and, therefore, also -

R R R uR (1.).

If the load is not zero, the shaft moves in relation to the bearing, but (1.3), and
consequently (1.1) are still valid, and the two partial volume flow rates are still equal
to Q/2. The load is supported by the resultant of the pressures in the two semibearings.

The principle has been applied both to opposed pad bearings /4,5/, and to other
pairs /6,7/, under static loads: they are more efficient than the corresponding
conventional hydrostatic pairs.

An opposed-pad hydrostatic self-regulated bearing in a constant flow system has also
been studied under dynamic loads /8/. It is more efficient than the conventional bearing,
as far as load capacity, stiffness and damping are concerned.

In this paper the aforesaid bearing in a constant pressure system, the most widely
used in practice, is studied under dynamic loads. The effect of a hydra'u," resistance . '
(capillary restrictor) in series with the bearing is also considered. Consequences
arising from dimensional inaccuracies due to tolerances are also accounted for. The
behaviour of the bearing is compared with that of a conventional bearing. A standardized
type of such a bearing and its dynamic features a-.e given.

2. ANALYSIS

'• 2.1

For an annular gap (Fig. 2), it is found on the basis oi Stokes equation, and making
suitable assumptions, that:

6 p.. 1-• q (2.1)S'r 3Trh r

where q is the rate of flow of lubricant
through the cylindrical surface at radius t;

•i'i• • • • h q is stated to be positive when flowing from ""

the inner edge ri to the outer edge re. Frcm
-, • (2.1) and the continuity equation:

7/ . .- 2irrh (2.2)

the Reynolds equation is obtained for the

f..annular gap:
_ h3 , 2P _.... 2 = (2.h3)

12p- L.r 2  r 'r (_.3)

a Fg. 2 - Annuta4 gap. By integrating (2.3) with suitable
boundary conditions, the pressure pattern in

the gap may be obtained. So if p and q are known at the inner radius ri
2 2

p(r) P (r-.n1 r -I r r rin (2.4)
' h •h3 - 2 -I

If the inner and outer pressure are known:

rI rSin--r _ inr-

___ 2 2) i-I2-p(r) p p(r- - + r) r. + -r. (2.5)prr) Ppri) r.Jre (rer) i,

In -h ln-I' re e

In the same way, from (2.2), the flow pattern may be obtained
q(r) = q(r.) -h(r2 - r) q(re) + h(r' - r (2.6)

2.2

The load capacity for the annular gap is obtained by integrating pressure on the
total pad area: if outer and inner pressures are known and (2.5) is integrated, load
capacity is given by:
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r2 2 r2 2 2. 7

2 2Ipp(r) (r.2 -- j r 4  r4
P i rr "ri)P(r2) + _ ee r J 2 3 e " r. i

1n-h in -
r e re e

For a given pad, P turns out to be the sum of a "static" term depending on edge
pressures, and of a "dynamic" term depending on the clearance and the relative velocity
of the surfaces.

2.3

With the aid of the expressions obtained in the previous paragraphs, it is now
possible to study the static and dynamic behaviour of the self-regulated bearing (SRB), -
which is outlined in Fig. 3 from a hydraulic point of view. The four annular gaps are
reduced to four hydraulic resistances; p is the pressure in the main cavity C and P the
supply pressure; if R (the hydraulic resistance of the feeding system) is negligible, it
is obvious that i-p. Concerning k, it must be noted that it is sometimes useful to insert
a suitable restrictor in series with the bearing to reduce the lubricant flow rate with a
certain loss in stiffness under light and medium loads) /9/.

As long as the self-resultating condition is "
present, it requires the four pad clearances
to be equal when there is no external load.P=cns. Due to tolerances, it can only occur in an

approximate way. If the design value of the
clearances in the centered (no-load) status

Qi L 3 is called ho (ho therefore equals half the
designed bearing axial play), and the axial

P displacement from the centered position is
called z, the four bearing clearances may be

oI written as follows:

h ho(n, E) h h (n> 2IsI 0 s,I s,II 0 s,II
, P

where c =z/ho' The njK are dependent on
geometry: in the "ideal" case, all njK values

Fig. 3 HydrautLc pattern od the aet6- equal 1 (see App. A.1). Calling y theý o/"i•-reguZlated bearing,. ratio (where Po~ is the • pressure in the

steady unloaded status), since • and R are
not dependent on flow rate, it is found (see App. A) that pressure P, flow rate, and
load capacity are:

r" , h RArA r"jP p 0o

pAP' P"+ Cd Pý P"= Ar' r"P' P"+ A2 Rh P' (2.9)P d p p p 0 p p• +dP 29

Q pQý Qp - A hoQA QI £

In the above expressions certain constants appear: A (bearing effective area), R

(bearing hydraulic resistance when -=0, ý=0, njK =1), Cd (bearing damping when C =0,

11K =1, y -1), whose values are:

Srr12

iT r~ r' -r}
2

u (2.10)
4

R - in r' C I ___ r 2rSh 3  u d 2 h2 r
0 0

Functions PIP QI, QA depend solely on e; PA also depends on geometrical ratios rIFucin , Q'Q d'n
and r•, and rp, Fa depend on c and y. Expressions of these functions are given in App. A
whereas their pattern is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4-a "static" functions Pý, Q•, P, are
versus c and in Fig. 4-b the "dynamic" functions rA, QA, PA are versus F. is ca'lculated S
for some values of rj, while ru is assumed to suit the relevant "optimal" value, from the
point of view of pumping power /4/.
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Fig. 4a) - "Static vatuea o6 ftow %ate Fig. 4b) - "Dynamic" vatue6 Pý , Q and rý a4&
4 , toad capactty Pp. function6 of e.:

Two-apices functions depend on the same parameters, but the nj,K are also accounted
for, and are identical to 1 when there are nv clearance errors; their expressions are
given in App. A.

The influences of nj,K on the static performance of the bearing are treated in /9/;
the main points stated there are the following:.
- it is advisable to assign manufacture tolerances in such a way that axial play is always

less than (or equal to) 2he;
- the load capacity pattern may become asymmetrical, that is -P(-c) may differ from

- due to reduction in axial play, the maximum load may be considerably less than the

theoretical value PA,
- stiffness for low e values (<0.5) may be considerably more or less than the ideal case;
- the maximum rate of flow proves, in general, to be less than the ideal case.

In most cases, the most dangerous condition occurs when gs -g i -2he and gc <2h, in
which the highest stiffness loss occurs.

In Fig. s P,, rq Q,, Pa, ra and Qj are plotted for gc -l.6ho hence ni,I nsI -0.8;
ni,II =s,II =1.2 au gc l.4h0  (li,! -ns,, -0.7; hifnII "r1,1 =1.3).

2.4

In order to help in evaluating the SRB performance, a comparison is made in Fig. 6 S
between the above and the conventional bearings regulated by capillary restrictors (see
App. B).

Before making the comparison it must be noted that:
- all geometrical parameters (r 5 , ho, rt, ru) must agree;
- both bearings are supplied at the same constant pressure • with the same lubricant at

the same temperature;
- in the conventional assembly, restrictors have to be set in such a way that the maximun

flow rate is equal to the self-regulated flow rate: hence it must be B -0. 2 5 y.
In Fig. 6, Hp (the ratio between the static load capacities of conventional and self-

-regulated bearings) and Hd (the ratio between dynamic load capacities) are shown for
y =a and 0 =0.25 (Rd proves to be virtually independent from r').

SRBs show better static performance. The stiffness pattern of the SRB remains better
if even great errors in clearance values are tolerated, as in Fig. 5 (moreover, it should
be considered that, in such a case, the maximum flow rate requirements are greatly reduced
too). Concerning flow rate, it must be noted that, for SRBs, this rate greatly decreases
under higher loads, whereas, for conventional bearings, it actually remains unchanged.

Damping properties prove to be better for the SRB in the case of amplitudes
corresponding to low and medium static loads (c <0.25).

'I i
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Fig. 5a) "S~tatiLc" vatue4 Q., P" and Fr as Fig. 5b) "Dynamic" vatue<6 Q2d, P• and rFt
functions 0f C, in thip pe.6entce az 6unctions o6 c, in presence
of e'•ok' due to toterances. o6 ehkort due to tolerance6.

3. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR

2 ____ 3.1

The equation of motion for a bearing of the above type'•nol is:

n, Mho0 + CdC'• + 1APP P"P' r " = F(t) (3.1)

where it is stated:

___ ~• •rd•j2 "r'"'

C= -PA Pit P P'i r1P r (3.2)
In r' 1 p , ,

In the case of small vibrations around a suitable
.5 equilibrium point co, (3.1) can easily be linearized; if we

state:

Y dP'

P)° Lp d p.o

0 .5 1 0

c C Cd '(Eo / ( A) (3.3) N

Fig. 6 - Ratio Ia between sta.tic d

Zoad.6 aAd lid bet'ween
dynamic toads o6 a con- 4P(t) - P.'.()P"(Co )I' (o)F"(E)
ventionat and o6 a seC6- fA P 0 p

-regulated beating. Mh
= - Cl = 0

we obtain:

M+ ÷ CZ + Kc = P(t) (3.4)

3.2

From Fig. 4 it can be seen that, for nj,K I and io =0, (3.4) can be used in a wide
range of load valu2s.

In Fig. 7 values ror A, Cd, and C' (E =0) -P'(O) are given and the gain function
Emax/Do is calculated for a sinoidal excitation with 4o amplitude and w pulsatance (in
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A A Kc, 1 8.

5.

-.4 -

100

.90 1 _ 2

Fig. 7a) -Optimat vatue.6 06 'tut 2 /1t3  Fieg. 7b) -AnptiLtude vetauz 64equency cu,%ve,6
4(mi~nrimum pumpo~rg pa&weI), and (2tZneakized rnodet). -

%eta~ted vatueA~ 06 A and od Cd
a-6 dtnc~tion.6 o6 t

Fig. 7 r,', is always assumed to be the "optimum" value, while K a3y).
It must be noted that, with the same bearing size and static load capacity, dynamic

* performance varies greatly in relation to ho, p. and M values. For example, for a bearing

with rS -SO mm, rj 0.8, P -5 MPa, y -1, the damping parameter 6 -C /viwn nay range from
*6 t!22 (p -0.1 Nsec/M2, ho a-20 vin, M a100 Kg) to 6 -0.14 U-0.02, ho = SO, M - 10O), as

the resonance frequency varies from fn v590 Hz to fn =120 Hz. Hence the opportunity, in
most cases, of reducting ho, and values as the moving mass if often a design constraint.

K: In the sane way, a larger bearing has greater damping propertie than a smaller one (fed
at higher pressure to ensure equal static performances).

3.3

In Fig. 8, a comparison is made between SRBs and usual bearings (as above a -y/4 to0
ensure that the same rates of flow

4 are used): the ratio of vibratioi,
cc amplitudes for self-regulated (cs)

and conventional (cc) bearings, under
cc 0 the same pulsating load, is plotted

4 3 ~1; ~against pulsatance.3 Y =.25Due to the greater stiffness,

c SRBs show a higher resonance frequency
6= C and lower vibration amplitudes for

8 =1 U)Y <wn. In the region of upper2 resonance frequencies, amplitudes
2 become comparable.

4 It must be pointed out that Fig.
* 8 is only valid when r' =0.8 and for

6=10 small vibrations aroung cc) =0. While
rt has no great influence on cc/cs,
co has especially for lower frequencies:
at higher Eo values, the stiffness of
conventional bearing tends to become
almost the same as that of the SRB (see
Fig. 6) , while damping properties
become better, so the umplitude ratio*0 1 w2 becomnes less unfavourable for the

V 7Y/M conve~ntional bearing. *
Fig. 8 -Ratio cc/cs between v-cb~'ation amp~t ide6 .

0 o6 a set6-~tegua~ated and a conventionat 3.

bea~ing.When vibration amplitude
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increases, numerical integration of(3.1) becomes necessary. Since many parameters are
involved, it is not possible to have a synopic chart, as in Fig. 7, which shows anoverall
solution to the problem. Several examples of the behaviour of the bearing are given in
Figs. 9 and 10. The effect of a step load is examined in Fig. 9: The maximum displacement

reached when the load suddenly rises from C
to F is plotted against the 6 parameter for

I[ several F, y, and gc values (gs and gj are

0 :Q75 assumed to be equal to 2h,): it should be
M11 Ti remembered that PA is Zhe maximum theoretical

load.
=. In Fig. 10, eccentricity amplitudes

A0 , under oscillating loads are plotted against -
the forced pulsatance: when damping is low,

0 2h0 the typical pattern of nonlinear systems with
,6 "softening" stiffness can be recognized. It

appears that, when great uscillations are
expected in the load, bearing design

Y r%15 OC -parameters (especially ho) must be carefully
- .4-- "N'• ', ' ° selected to avoid resonance phenomena: it

-.. • 1 ,must, however, be noted that a low value
-. N. ••' '•"(such as 6 =0.1) for the damping parameter .1

.15 2h can only occur when a grtat moving mass is

12 -N. hq combined with a large amount of axial play.

4. DESIGN EXAMPLE

SIIIlSelf-regulated bearings can be designed 3
'1 "5C 5 10 in such a way as to fit the dimensional

_5 standards of thrust roller bearings; Fig. 11Lx contains an example of an SRB whose dimensions
are equal to the double effect ball bearing

Fig. 9 - Maximum amplLtude4 vatue4 Emax a4 shown in the same figure.
da unction o6 the damping factor This example is taken from /9/ where

6or Atep toadA. static calculations are made: when fed at 7
MPa, through a restrictor (y -. 5), the

.8 - ° , ?
8i

--- - ---

. .-

S... s1-M 0 2, V'•-/M v3Y/M

Fig. 10 - AmplUtude v-rsu6 frequency cutve 6fox two vatues o6 a zoidat eoad (non linea4iz-
ed modee).

maximum theorerical load PA proves to be greater than 17 KN; the clearance design value
is ho =29 tim and tolerances are assigned in such a way that axial plays gc, gs, gi can
vary between 40 and 58 14m: thus a 10 KN load can be sustained with a displacement (in the
worst condition) of about 15 vim; if lubricant viscosity is P =30.103 N/sec m2 (-S°H), the
maximum total flow rate is, in theory, less than 1 1/min (in practice it turns out to be

lower).
It is worth noting that an equivalent roller bearing /12/ under a 10 KN load at 500
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rpm has a life expectancy of 2000
hours and relatively fast wear,
while hydrostatic bearings have

060.000)virtually no wear.
19 9Concerning dynamic performance

041 it can easily be seen that the
damp ing parameter of the aforesaid-
bearing is 6 .4.4 +1.4 and the
resonance f requency fn- 500 + 150
Hz, when the moving mass varies
from 100 to 1000 Kg.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The self-regulated hydrostatic
opposed pad thrust bearing has
been studied under dynamic loads
(step loads and sinoidal loads)
in a constant supply pressure
system. '

The damping of the bearing
-mm mmincreases if film thickness

decreases and if radial dimensions
increase.

If the bearing is fed through
a hydraulic resistance (capillary),

4 damping may further increase,
especially in preseiice of large
displacements.

Dimensional inaccuracies due
_______to tolerances. may sometime reduce

_______stiffness, but they generally
_________increase the damping.

Comparison with conventionalS
hydrostatic opposed-pad thrust

______________bearings, supplied through
capillary restrictors, demonstrated2

I-. that the performance of the self
Fig. 11. -A 4t4anda,%dized W4td-equtated bea'ting. regulated bearing is generally

better because of its greater
stiffness.

An example is given of a self-regulated bearing of ''standardized'' dimensions that
may substitute a ball-bearing of the sane size.
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APPENDIX A

SA.1

In a steady state, if no external load is applied, ps must be equal to pi, thus, if
we call the hydraulic resistances of the four gaps Rj,K (see Fig. 1)

R. R_Ri ..I = Rsll (A.1) ... •-

R +R R +R (A.1)

Lubricant viscosity and r,, may be considered to be equal for all the gaps, so
hydraulic resistances turn out to be proportional to the -3 power of the respective
clearance heights. Hence, if we call the clearance thickness in steady unloaded condition -'-:

hj,K, and as-ume hj,K =honj,K, it follows (see Fig. 1) that:

g9sgc gs(gs +gi -gcJ

niI h (gs +gi) ' ilI h (gs -gi)(

(A. 2)
= gigc gi(gs +gi "gc) IV 2-

s,I h (g +g.) ' s,II h (gs +gi)
0 S 1 0 1

and when a relative axial displacement is imposed by external loads, clearance are
expressed by (2.8).

A. 2

With reference to the outline of the bearing (Fig. 3), it is possible, if P and Qs

are known, and on the basis of (2.5), to calculate the rate at which the lubricant is
flowing out from the s,I clearance; the rate flowing into the s,II clearance shall be
equal to the latter multiplied by -1, with the addition of the term riho(ri -r4) , due to
recess squeeze. When flow rates are known as a function of Qs, Ps can be obtained as a

function of Qs and ý by applying (2.4) to the s,I clearance:

i~Si_6v Q+ 6 lnr' + rh r 3 21n r' + -- 2 (r2.r 2  (A.3)
- 7h3 s u 2 u r2) 2, 3S'Is,I" -''';-

In the same way, may be expressed pi as a function of Qi and ,. Using (2.4) and
(A.3), and assuming that p(rs) =0, Qs, Qi and hence Q may be obtained: see (2.9) in
which:

qp p (n, _•)3+75 s;ii E)3 2(2i i €3 (i+_) "--j:.

- 3
(n ( n E:+C) (71F

' III "+ : .

(A.4)

( 2 ,2 . ,2. ,2.(n. _ ) 3+(n. +E)3

u f u i I • • '

Q 3333

- - C) +) + (1 + )3

A.3

When flow rates, are krnown, pressures in the recesses nay bc cal, '.ated fron (A. 3):.

2 (1 1~l

'( +, + T -U"- . ,

| e • • , • . , . . . . . ..... . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .
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e)_______3 _ ____ -r 2][l -(rj.2/r 2)]'-(Pi p 3 " 2 +u )3 uE)3
(ni, I +C) 3+ (N ij l1 -0 ) h o0 (N i, + E, + (ni, I I

and hence, from (2.7), the total force that the lubricant applies to the two members of
the bearing can be assessed. Load capacity is expressed in the second formula of (2.9),
where:

3 3
(ns +C) (rirlI

5,pj 11 i 11
pP3 3 3 3(nsI - )3+(ns,II +,) (ni 1i + ,I +E

(A.7)

p(p1 Ii + r, +} + u 1 _r - + ' i I
-inr_-_ L (ri _i I +IC)IIn __ __ 3u rU 'I " 1 E: (I

I - r12 r 2' 2.
inu (1- hI, 3

l+r u r ( +(ni3,ii + ' s,i -E3) 3 +(n 3ii+c)j

When all the qjK equal 1, is P" P"d -1, hence:

p, ,1 -(1 3

P (1 +s) + 1 + )3" ' '

(A.8)
1 -r12 14-r"' r', 2- -"'

2 u uk u nr A ri4 tIh -h)3 (idrul3 cnr' rl I+E)3+

A.4 ' !
In previous expressions, • has been taken to be constant. Actually, if the hydraulic

resistance R of the feeding ducts is not negligible, P varies with E and C. If R and
supply pressure D are constant, it may be written P =P -QR; thus, the first of (2.9) is
easily obtained, in which y is intended to be the value of the p/P ratio when the bearing
is in an unlor.ded steady status, and: S

F' "Y __."___ __"

p p 3 3 3 3
p nI nTi

y + (1 -y) (QsI _sI I ,

p 3 +T3n 3 +F3 . ..
,' ,,1 + • I r i 'lI (A.9)

(3 3 3 3

tsI +s,II qi,,, = ( QLU( + .iI i,II
-drd 3 3• 3 3"

'd3 3 3" , rS'l q, I "i I ni'..I
y + (1 Y) QQ, Q" _-, 3+II

rl ' + s, , I H ni , I +n I I

as above r"p r' =1 if all clearances are equal, so:
p d

y + Ml,)

(A.1O)
(0 -Y)QA

r :y + (1 -y)Q

APPENDIX B

For a conventional bearing (see Fig. 12), defining the ratio of recess pressures
and supply pressure •, when e = 0--O, as 6 =i =S, the expressions for load capacity and
flow rates are:
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l- ,l

r-_-S

Q r

- 81

ps'

P.-1

rig. 12 - A conventionaZ hiydtostatic oppo6ed-pad thru6t bearing.

P 1 +1
13+ 0) 0 C)( a + a) - (I + F) " "

Cd 2 r, ,2 r2 l-ca ( -B •- 1 . _ _ •- •+ -- + r', +i÷ • l
mmr d - L2 +((11-r) 3 +(1- )(+ ) "3 3

I d n r~ .... :['+U - 0)4 (a ++ ) (1 r? C)

2 un ~ ~ n
+ "rhC~ I nr + + ai+-,,(1-u ""

I,, t  u ru Y4t
~ 12+1- 2 0-3 + 013r 1 I)

c' 3 RJ2 T h rt2~ 2f (1

2S r 2nrt' r 2

+ 11 - - + - -- 1 - r') -

The equation of otion is: 2

"2 2

2c (1 1 2

Q I. + )3 R. al orsuI' l
s - L2 I .vr
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Lecmotmn yaiu *npl~ dpn o elmn es dmti mais aussi des condi-

tion defontionemnt uxqells i ea somis Ilest done important de pri~voir les domaines pour les-
quels le fonctionnement du palier est stable, c'est-A-dire do d~finir lea crit~res de stabilit6. Par ai~llurs
en regime dynamique ii faut obtenir la r~ponse du palier, c'est-h-dire calculer (a traý etoire du Centre
de l'arbre A l'int~rietir du coussinet.

Dan c taviýnos botinsesenieleen I6tdedeIsstbiit' tipalier A pri des coef-
ficients dnmqe aclse tlsnIstorelnar.Lscniosde3tabilit6 do diff~rents
types de palier de g~orn~trie fixe sont pr~sentgos sous forme d'ab~iques appel~s cortes de stabiliE6.

L'influenco sur Is stabilitg du pallor do Is valeur de chacun des coefficients dynamiqtles eat oxa-
*min~e en utilisant le crit~re do Routh-Hurwitz :codi permet de montrer que le crit~re de stabilit6 de

Lund conduit A des r~sultats identiques slors que le crit~re do stabilitg statique de Smith conduit dans
cortains cas A des r~sultats errongs, Ce dernier point est confirmA par l'6tude en rigime transitoire d'on
palior particulier pour lequel le crit~re do Routh pr~voit des conditions de fonctionnement stables en
contradiction avec colles obtenues A partir du crit~re de Smith. Cetto 6tude dynamique dui palier est
effectu~o en utilisant Is th6orie non lindaire,

1. INTRODUCTION

Depuis Ica travaux de Newkirk et Stodola 11, 2, 31 on sait qu'un palier no pout pas Atre consi-
d~r6 comme up. simple guide mais qu'il constitue, associ6 avoc le rotor, tin 4;yqt~me dynairique complexe. La
position de l'arbre A l'int~rieur du coossinet et la raideur du film lubrifiant ont une influence sur les
vitesses critiques tandis que I~amortissement intervient principalemenc stir la sensibilitC, aux diverses
excitations. Par aillours, il pout Atro lui m~me g~n~rateur d'instabilit6.

DZ9 1919, harrisson 141, aprý?s avoir remarqu6 que dans un palier infinim-nt long non cavit6 la0
force hydrodynamique est toujours orthogonsle au di~placement, concluait quo le centre de l'arbro devait
d&crire une orbite a 1'int~rieur do it-t radial. Cotto hiypothý.se fut confirm~e par L'stude do stabiLitv de
Robertson 151 qui montra qu'un palior circolaire totalement remnli d'huile 6tait toujours inst-ible. Burwell ..-

161, pronant en compte 1'C-coulement axial en introduisant oin terme correct'f, arrive aux m~mw, conclusions

quo Rouertson. Cos rdsultats th~oriques ne concordaient pas enti~rement avec les ouservations exp~rimenta-
les qui mettaient en 6vidence l'existence de plagos do fonictionnernent stables. Ces difffrencos do compor-
temont furenL par Ia suite attribu~os A L'oxistence, dasn le palior, d'une r~gion oý le film Lubrifiant
oat rompu. Cetto hypothilse n's pu t~tre v~rif!6e quo plus tard gr~co aux observations effvctu~vs en Lahora-
toire 17, 81 et au d~veloppement des movons et des techniques do calcul numC-riquo qiti out alors permif. de -

determiner los coefficients dynamiqoos d'un palior en tenant compte do la ru~jture du film 19, 10, !1.
Ainsi, 1' extension des moyens do calcul, associ6e aux observations exp6rimentalos a pormis unv meilLeure
compr6hension des phL~nomtmnos vibratoiros et a conduit A 1'Claborati',n do pallors plus stablos tels quo Los

* pallors A patina oscillants et Los pfillors 5 lohes.

Dans cotte 6tude aprt-s une description 616mentaire des diffC~rents typos do fouottemvnt rvncon-
tr~s dans un pal icr, noos abordorons 1'6tude do la stabilit--, vin utilisant It! cri(-,re do Routh-.iurwitz,
a parti~r des coefficients dynamiquos; calcul~s A L'aide do la th~oriv lin~aire.

2. DESCRIPTION DU FOIJETTEMENT DANS UN PALTIER

Consid~rons oin rotor rigide, parfaitemont 6quil ibr6, supportd par un palier. En 1 'absence doý_
toutes perturbations, le centre du rotor occupe 'in(- position d't6quilibre 0 astelle u afrvhdoya
mique ? engoendr6e patr le film lobrifiant eat 6gale et oppos~e A la charge as - * quo is foriqc iidoyau

tt o r ( F i g . 1 ) o t r o r 0 a p i o o a o

(I) F +W~ - 0
0 0

Suprosona maintonant quo, pour one raison quelconque. le Centre du rotor se trouve ddplac6 do sa

position d'6quilibre statiquoe0, en 0 . Dans ce cas, La r~aoltante hydrodynamique Fd n 'est plus 6gale et
oppos~e A la charge ext~rieure La torce hydrodynamique additionnelle I = e - due so ddplacement 0 0

* ,vs engendrer on mouvement duocentre do l'arbre A l'intdrieur do coussinst qui soera contr6 par I'amor-as
tissement do type visqueux du a l'existence du film lubrifiant. Solon les conditions exp~rimentales troisr ~types do trajoctoires poovent 6tre observ~e~s

(a) L'arbre regagne sa position d'6quilibre statique ; Is position d'6quilibre statique eat dite stable,
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(b) La centre da l'arbre d~crit one orbite fermde autour de Is position d'dquiiibre statique Ia position

d'flquiiibre statique eat dite marginala ou orbitalament stable,K.(e) Le centre de 1'arbre a'6loigne de la position d'equilibre en ddcrlvant une orbite divergente ;in po-
sition d'6qoilibra statique est dite instable. Dana Ia pratique, I'anplitode de i'orbica eat limit~e.
par l'anveloppe int~rieure do coussiner at nous obsarvons one orbite ferm~e teile qua i'OpaiaseurI.'minimala do film lubrifiant oat tr~s petite ; cadi provoque de tr~s grandas forces hydrodynamiques
et donc deg vibrations trý-a sdv~res.-

Lea doox derniera cas corres-,pondent Ai Line vibration auto-excitdo due AI l'oxistence dui film
*lubrifiant La tr6quonce v do eotto vibration oat fonction dto la vitosse a laquello l'arhro pout pomper

leI floida at maintenir Is distribution de pression qui produit la force F d.

En 11946 Haag 1121 a montrO A partir de La continuitg du debit qua, dana un palier infiniment long
non ci~argd, l'arbra d~zrivait une orbita circulsira A1 one fr~qoenca 6gaie A Ia moiti6 de Is fr~quence de
rocaticn, d'oO le tarme de demi fr~qoence de fouettement.

Ce ph6nomone do fooattament d~crit pr~c4demment de faqon qualitative pour la cas d 'on rotor ri--
gide exist., 6galament aver dea arbres flaxiblas. Las premi~ras observations axp~rimenralea de ce phdnomA-
na ont W of fectogea par Newkirk at Taylor 121 qui ont remarqog qu'un arbre f lexible aupportg par des pa-7
liars hydrodynamiques c-ntrait en vibratio alr pour one vitasse de rotation proche do double de Ia vi-
tease critique de l'arbre sur appuis rigidas. Danas ce cas, Is fr~qoenca de fooetteniant eat en effet O~gala

- - A Is frdqoence critique de 1'arbra. Ce fouattement A Ia rdsonance entratne g~ngralement la destruction do
m6caniame.

La figure 2 met en 4vidonce les diff~renta types de fouettement qui peovant exiatar dana on sys-
* t~me rotor-palier hydrodynamique. Comma Ia raidaur des paliers eat fonction de Ia vitesse de rotation de

l'arbre Ia vitessa critique n'est pas constante. Elle d~crott loraque Ia viteasa da rotation sogmenta. On
pout rencontrer j

(a) La fouattement aynchrone qui so prodoit avec tin arbra non 6quilibr6, rigide ou flexible A n'importe
queule vitease da rotation at aver one fr~quenco 6gale A Ia fr~qoence da rotation de l'arbra. Ce type
de vibration synchrone eat prdsent dana tootes lea machines tournantes A cause des balourda r~siduala. V
lci, le palier jooe un r8le b6n~fique car, grace A l'amortiasemant qo'iI fournit 30 syatilme, ii fadi-
lite le passage des vitasses critiques.

(b) La demi-fr~quence de fooettement qui apparalt loraque lea conditions de fonictionnemant sont tailes qua
le palier eat g~n~rateur d'instabilitd. Cotta instabilitg vibratoira peot se prodoire pour n'importe
queule vitasse de rotation at poassdeon g~ndral one frdqoonce proche de La moiti4 de cello de Ia rota-
tion. lin, le palier jooe or. r8Io nifasto car ii eat initiatour du fooettemant. Ce type do fooetta-
mont exiato tant qua as fr~quanca eat diffdrente de ia frdqoonce critique de l'arbre.

(c) Le fooettement A Is resonance qui ase produit loraque la mouvemnant de demi-fr6qoence de fooettement en-
gendr4 par le palier entre en riaonance aver Ia fr~qoance propre de i'arbre. A ce moment, Is fr~quence
de fouettement eat 6gale A Is fr~quence critique de l'arbre. Ca ph~notnlne sa prodoit pour one vitease-

Lx Ogale A1 environ deux fois ia viteasa critique do syatbme. Ce type de fooettement eat le plus dangareux
car lorsqu'il se produit ii corre-pond A one vOritsble vibration.

Cette description qualitative des phfinom~nea de fooettoment met an. evidence is n6ceasit6 d'one
mod~liaation dynamique do palier afin qua Ie sp~cialiata on vibration puimac pr~dire le ccmportement dyna-0

WA mique des rotors.

3. MODELISATION LINEAIRE D'UN PALIER EN REGIME VIBRATOIRE

Dan; l'analyae dynamique d'une ligne d'arbre de machine tournanta la r~le do pali"or eat ceractd-
ria4 par aes forces hydrodynamniques engendr6as dana le film lubrifiant, qoi s'oppoaonr a0 mouvemotit de

'6 l'arbre. Dana la cas; g6n~ral cellos-ei sont obtenues par int6gration do champ de preasion calcold A partirS
de l'eqoation de Reynolds Ecrite en rdgime dynamique. Ces forces Otant des fonctioranon lin6airwsde Is Po-
sition at de Is vitease do centre do l'arbre, l'anslyse exacte J'on syst'ine rotor-paliers eat done trZEa
complexa poisqu'alle ndcassite Is r~solotion simoltan~e des 6qoationa relatives sot mouvament do rotor et de
l'Eqoation relative ao comportosent hydrodynamique des paliors. Cotta t~tude pouit noarnmoins etre largornont
simplifi6a si on suppose Ia rotor parfaitament rigide at si on so limiteasux potita d~placemontsaun voisi-
nage d'uno position d'Equilibra atatique. La premi~re hypoth~ae pormot do comparer antra elles diff6rontes
configurations de paliers, tandis qoe Is soconde hypoth~se pormet one approcho de is limnite de stabilit6
do palier.

Sous l'hypoth~ise de peti~t d' placemants, on peut effectuor un d~veloppemont limitO- des compo-
santes de in force hydrodynamique e at 6crirL

f~ FF F F

4(2) -

:yI UF - :y~s[ < YX syj
oil F at F soot lea composantes de is force hydrodynamique F a 1'6quilibre ,x y reprdaentent des
ddplacementX0 OI9mentairas so voisinage de la position d'6qoiiibre atatique at k, lea viteases da d~place-
mant

On d~finit Sinai par d6rivation des composantas de is force hydrodynamique, lea coefficients de
raidaur :a,, - 1 x, at d'amortiaaament :b.. D F./ax. do palier. L'exiatanca de tarmes croiass

tradoit la fit qua ua.. 'on paliar, an g~ngral, 1A force Aydr~dynamiqoe n'aat pas colincaireaus ddpiacement.
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Le calcul des coefficients dynamiques est effectug A partir de I'6quation de Reynolds 1131 que
V on r~soud d'une part pour les conditions de fonctionnement statique, ce qui perluet de calculer F. et

*F 9 et d'autre part en imposant successivement des petits d~placenients et des vitesses de 4'-placemellr
*dxns les directions x et y. Les coefficients dynamiques sont alors obtenus par des relationi., approch~es

d~duites des ddveloppements limit~s de Taylor. Ainsi dans le cas d'un petit d~plac~ment x, il vient

-F
y xx

Lei autres coefficients dynaaiiques sont don~ pa e= eain smlbe ci pour np itdpae
mnyetpour des viresses de di~placement kc et ý, ce qui n~cessite de r~soudre 5 fois l'6quation de

Remarqu~

(a) Une diminution imotned ouedscalculs peut ýtre otneen efetun a dtmnt e
coefficients dyaiusdn essm 'xsen coordonn~es clnrqe oe

(b) Une meilleure precision, sur Is valeur des coefficients dynamiques petit t-tre obtenue en rernplaqant Ia
f'2)rmule de Taylor qui a permis d'6crire les relations (3) par des relations aux diff~rences finies
centr~es,mais cela conduit A doubler le volume des calculs

(c) Une 6tude prdcise 1131 de la valeur des coefficients d'amortissement permet de montrer que quel que
soit le type de palier hydrudynamique lea coefficients crois~s d'amortissement sont toujours 6gaux
bxy .b y.

*4. STABILITE D'UNE POSITION D'EQUILIBRE

4.1 Crit~re de Routh-Hurwitz

Pour comparer le comportement dynamique de diff~rents types de paliers, l'6tude de Ia stabilitg
doune position d'6quilibre est effectu~e dans le cas d'un rutor rigide sym~trique (Fig. 3) de nasse 2m,
supportg par 2 paliers identiques dont Ia charge statique est Wo. Le syst~me lingaire associg s '6crit

(4) rbij] b 0

oil~~~ ~ x tysn e opsnedn erpr ie d ylcmn ucnr elabe~pri el

position d'6quilibre statique 0Oas'

Pour g~n~raliser les calculs on emploie lea variables sans dimension suivantes

Fa par aClr aa reheh Cun souto de Ia f

w i - 'j C

XXe
(5) - at.Vec A 71 + i-Y

* Y Ye

conduit au systtlme homogane

M X2 + B X + A B X + A 1x~
(6) xx xx xy x

HL X A+A AM A? + B A+y
yx yx y

* Ce syst~me admet ur'e solution si le polyn~me caract~ristique

(7)f(x) -A + Al x + A2 X
2 

+ A3 X + A,,

* est nul. Avec
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A M2
0

A, M (B xx+ B )y M tr. (B. .)

(8) A2  M (A ,x + A )y + B B yy- B xyB -x M tr. (A..) + Det. (B..)4

3 xx yy yy xx xy yx yx Y XY

A4 -A A - A A - Det. (A.)xx yy xy yx1.

L~e crit~re de Routh-Hurwitz indique que toutes les racines du polynome (7) ant des parties
r~elles negatives si et seulement s~i les in~galit~s suivantes sont respectdes

(9) A 0 Al > 0 A2 O ;ý A3 > 0 A4 >0

oil A~ reprr-sente le ddterminant de Hurwitz d'ordre i

Al A3  A5  A7
A3 A2  At, A6  ..

(10) A 1 A3 A . avec ici A~ ork>S

0 A 2A .

........................................A.

Dans le cas considgr4 ici Ac M 2 > 0, ce qui conduit aux in~galit~s suivantes

A i "O i 0 A4

SAl A2 A3 - Aj A4 -A 0Aj > 0

L ces conditions correspondent au cas d'un comportement stable do syst~me rotor rigide-paliers.

La stabi!it6 d'une position d'6quilibre est donc fonction des coefficients dynamiques relatifs A
cette position et de la masse de rotor M attribu(!e au palier et qui joue ici le r8le d'un param~tre.

Dants le cas oil I'infgalitg (11b) se r~duit Al une 6galit6, c'est-iI-d're A la limite de stabilitg,
les d~terminants d'Hurwitz d'ordre 3 et 4 sont nuls. La formule d'Orlando 114f pr~5cise alors que le poly-
n8me caractdristique a au mains une paire de racines upposdes imaginaires pures. Compte tenu des relations
entre lea coefficients A.i et lea r.Icines de l'6quation (7) les deux autres racines peuvent ýStre, aoit des

complexes conjugus A partic r~elle negative, soit des r~els n~gatifs. Cette solution repr~sente le casI
marginal de scabilitd pour lequel le centre de I'arhre dýcrit tine orbite ferm~c il ~' va fouettement et 1-A

P valeur de la masse pour laquelle cc mouvenient prend naissance est appelde masse critique.

Ainsi lorsque

(a) La masse de l'arbre eat inf~rieur .1 la masse (ritiqutŽ :il point de fonctionnement eat static-

(b) La masse de l'arbre ear 6gale A1 la masse critique :l'C4quiiihre eat, marginal, le centre de l'arbre d6-
cit uno. orbite ferm~e, il y a fouettement. La fr~quence de fouettement peut 9tre dktermin~e A1 partir
dsrelations entre les coefficients deas racines de I'6qtiation (7), il vient

(12) YS- A3/Aj

()La massp de ,'rr es u~iue)l as rtqe:16utbeetisa lel centre de I'ar-

En 16 - Lud 151 prpos un ouroce pus irete aismoiirg~nral duproksl~me ; celle-ci
supseLexistence d'un seuil de stabilite pour 1equel 14? mouvemont est un twouvement orbital d, la forme

Y Y e

o)yeat un nombre reel. Cette approc.ie conduit A ain polyn8me caractiristique dont an pout s~parer directe-

men partie rdelle et partie imaginaire et 6crire

Al y3 - A3 y " 0

A y4 - A2 y
2 + A4 - 0

la premi~re 6quation admet y 0 et y" A3 /A1 cornie solutions. La solution y =0 est incompatible avec la
aecor~de 4quation puisque A4 Set diffdrent de zero. Le report de Y A3/Aj dans la seconde 6quation conduit
A la relation

(15) A Aj - A2 A3 Al + At. Aý' = 0
oS

qui correspond au cas limite de l'inggalit6 (jib), On retrouve ainsi lea relations 14tablies en utiligant. le
critare de Routh-Hurw~itz. Il faut remarquer que par cette mdthode on ne possL-de p.-s de renseignements sur
lea deux autres racines et en particulier sunse signe des parties r~elles, seule 1'td du signe des coef-



ficints . pemet e rpondre A cette question. Cette etude est omise par la Tlpr)e utusc ufcet1 preder uatdsatu cqi
peut partiellement se justifier car dans toutes lea configurations do paliers que n~us avons 6tudi~es
jusqu 'ici,les coefficients A. s ont toujours positifs de par Ia valeur des coefficients de? raideur et
d'amortissement.

Les relations (8), (12) et (15) permettent d'exprimer in fr~quence de fouettersent ya et la mas-
se critique MNC en funiction des coefficierts dynamiques du palier. Il viant -

(Axx -AS) (A yy -AS) - Ax A .

B - B 13
xx yy xy yx

(16) me . /2

A . -X----X- -Y-* yxxx xy xy
5B + Bxx yy

Ainsi pour un paliar de g~om~trie donn~e la masse crit,.que adimensionn~e act uniqt-ýment fonction
*du nombre de Sommerfeld puisque las coefficients dynamiquas sanv dimension ne d~pendent que de ce nomtbre.

On nioters 6galement qua Is vitesse de rotation interv4 'ent dans le dimensionnement de Ia masve : a deter-
* mination d'una masse critique eat ainsi 6quivalente Ai la d~termitwtion d'une vitessa critique de rotation.

Remarquons que pour 6rtablir leas relations (16) nous avono suppos6 l'existenca d'un Seuil de
stabilitk ;ci calui-ci n' existe pas, c' aat-A-dire ci le palier est stable, cela se traduit att nivaau do

*calcul par un coeffici?:t Y2. n~gatif. A l'opposý~, si Is masse adimev~sicnn~e N est n~gative, pour un coef-
ficient y I positif cean signifie une iiustabilit4 du palier pour toutse valeur Se la masse du rotor.

*5. CARTES DE STABILITF.

La courbe de variation de Ia masse critique 8dimensiornnce M en foniction du nombre de Sonmmer-
fald S forma ce que P'on appelle In carte de stabilitg. Cette courbe 5iLrise le plan en deux r~gions -una
region stable at une region inhtable. Sur Ia figure 4 nous avona repr~sint6 la carte de stabilitg et
1'6voiution de Ia frdquenca de fouettemant relative A difffirents types d,ý paliers.

La carte de stabilitg caract~rise exciusivement le palier ; ella parmet d'une part de d~termi-
nar si un point de fonctionnement eat &table ou non et d'autre part de ca'Iculer au-deiA de qualla masse
de rotor ou de quelle vitasse de rotation le fouettement apparatt.

On constate qua dana le cas d'un paliar charg6, il n'axiste pas de conditions de fonictionnement
totalement instables. Par contra aux gratidas excentricitt.s c'est-A-dire aux trbs fortes charges Ia stabi-
lit6 est ind~pendante de Ia masse. Do nA~me Ia fr~quence de fouettamant adimensionn~a y ", qui est voisine
de 0,5 aux charges faibles at modgr~e3, tend rapidemant vera z~ro lorsqu on approche de Ia zone iIle pa-
liar eat infiniment sta~ble.

Dana le cas d'un rotor flexible, la fr~quence de fouatteaent es' plus significative qua la mas-
se critique car l'instabilit6 apparatt lorsque In pulsation naturalle du systL'me wn eat 4gale A Ia pulsa-
tion de fouattement c'est-A-dire lorsque la pulsation r~alle eat 6gale A 0n/

6. ROLE DES COEFFICIENTS DYNANIQUES VIS A VIS DE LA STABILITE

Les relations (8) at (11) qui perelettent de d~finir leas conditions de stabilit6 du paliar ne
font pas toutes intarvenir Ia masse du rotor. Ainsi salon leas valeurs respactivas des coefficiants dyna-
aiquas il eat possible de rancontrar des cas otl le syst~me eat insLable ou stable quelc'ue soit la valeur
de Ia aasse N du rotor et des vas ot) le syst~mv est stable pour certaines valcors de M. on peut done 6tu-
dier In contribution des diff~rents coefficients dynamiquas soti In stabilitOs.

6.1 Coefficients de raideur et instabilitO static2e

Dans le cas ot) las termas d'amortissement B. sont nuts, la syst~me lingaire (4) se r~duiL

(17) m0X[X

yx yy

Si lea tarmac da couplage A at A sont nuls le point de fonictionnemant W'est stable qua si
latermes directs A ax t A yysont tou posiilfs at cela quelque solt la masse.

L'existenca d'un couplage en raidaur east g~n~ralement source d'instabiiit6. Dans cc cas le Sys-
tOme est stable qualque coit In valeur de Is masse si leas 3 conditions suivantas d~duites de I'6tude des
racines de I'6quation caract~ristique associ~e au syst~me (17) sont v~rifiges

A + A > 0
xx yy

(18) A A - A A > 0
XX yy Xy Y).

(A~ - A ) 2 +4 A A > 0xx yy xy yx

Ramarquons qua l'un des termas de raideur diracta paut ktre n~gatif A condition qu'il soit inf6-
rieur, an valaur absolue, A i'autre ; dans ce cas un at et 'In saul des termas de raideur crois~e doit Atra
n~gatif. Caci eat aen contradiction avec l'hypoth~se avanc~e par Smith 1161 scion laqualle in stabiiitg. sta-
tique impose qua A at A soient positifa. Ca point sara confirmg dans le paragrapha 7. Par ailleurs
lorsque lea daux coeffici~ts directs sont positifs un tarma de raideur croisd n~gatif facilita i'insta-
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bilitfi.

Dana le cas o4I le syat~me eat conservatif c'est.-A-dire si A *A les conditions (18) Be

r~duisent A >' >'

A > 0

(19) A >

A xA -yAx Ay > 0

L'instabilitg statique aura lieu A partir do certaineR valcurs des terines de couplage et cela
quelquý soit la valeur de Ia masse.

6.2 Coefficients de raideur et d'amortisaement

SI lea termes de couplage en raideur et en amortissement sont nuls les conditions de stabilit6 4
d~duites des in~quations (11) aeront e.n particulier satisfaites si tous les coefficients directs sont po-
sitifs. Ainsi ia condition suffisante, qui s'6crit A~1 > 0, B.. > 0 et A. . - B. i - 0 si i j conduit A
une stabilit6 qui nWest pas influenc~e par la masse,

Dana le cas oil il existe un couplage en raideur mais no~n en amortissement, leas conditions de
stabilit6 (11) imposent

A.i > 0

-H[FB~B (A -A )2  A A (B +B (B + B ) (B A B A (

Solt encore

M 2) (a BX xx8y + 0 Ax Ayx) <6 Bx B

oil a B et 6 sont des coefficients positifs. Dana le cas usuel oil les amortissements directs sont tous

*deux positifs, la relation (21) montre que la stabilit6 eat assur~e quelque Bait Ia valeur de la masse si

(22) (otB~ B + 0A A ) 0
xxyy xy yX

Bait encore
B B

(23) - Ax A <-. -By-37(Ax -AY) 2

xyyx (B +yy

le rapport B B /(B + B )2 Otant toujoura inf~rieur ou 6gal A 0,25 cette condition est plus res~tric-
tive que celfxe r~ative au UXs statique ct donnge par Is relation (18), Ainsi la pr~sence de l'amortissc-
ment direct facilite l'instabilit6. Cependant si celle-ci se produit elle peut 6tre supprim~e en r~dui-

sant la masse.

Dana le cas oil un seul terme d'amortissement direct devient n~gatif, le mouvement n est pas obli-
gatoirement instable, mais les contraintes sur les valeurs respectives des coefficients sont plus restric-
tives que celles 4tablies prc4cdermment.

Dana le cas g~n~ral lea conditions de stabilit6 sont donn~ea par lea relations (11) et il est
quasi impossible d 'examiner sdpar§ment l'effet des 8 coefficients dynamiques. Cependant ii convient de si-
gnaler que lea coefficients directs d'amortissement facilitent Ia destabilisation du systime.

K 6.3 Conclusion

Lea r~sultats prfisent~a ici, qui peuveait parattre 6vident pour un sp~cialiste en vibrations,
montrent que l'instabilit6 de fouetternent trouve son origine dans les termes croisds de raideur et que.
contrairement A certaines affirmations trouv6,s dans la litt~rature

(a) L'qiir stable n'impose pas que leas termes directs de raideur soient totis deux positifs, ceci est
illustr6 pour un cas particulier dana le paragraphe suivant,'

*(b) Lea termea directs d'mrismn ne permettent pas de repousser le seuil de stabilit6 mais au con-
* ~traire ils facilitent l'apparitlon de l'instabilit6.

Par ailleurs un palier, dont lea coefficienis directs de raideur et d'amortiss,~naent sont tous -

positifs at dont lea termes de couplage sont nuls est toujours stable. Ce ras est repr6sentatif de cer-
tains pallers A patina oscillants bien connus pour lour tras grande stabilit6.

*7. ETUDE NON LINEAIRE D'UN PALIER

Loraque le point de fonctionnement appartient A la rdgion instable ou lorsque la clbarge appli- I
qu~e au palier eat fonction du temps, le comportement du palier ne peut ktre dtudig, en toute rigueur.
qu'A l'aide de la th~orie non lindaire. Les 6quations du mouvement s '6crivent

(24) ~m i=w~ (t) + F~ (X)y*c,§',t)

14w (t) + F (X'yA,'r't)
y y

oil W et W4 sont lea composantes de la charge appliqu~e A l'arbre, et oil F et F sont obtenus par la r6-
solution dZ l'6quation de Reynolds. L'int~gration de ce syst~me diff6rentixel n~n lingaire est effectuge
en utilisant une m~thode directe de type Euler dont la validitIs a f6t prouv~e par ailleurs 113, 171.
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A titre d'exemple nous prdsentons lea rdsultats obtenus dans le cas d'un palier A deux lobes
prdchargds (palier citron), soumis A une charge statique, pour deux valeurs diff~rentes de Ia mass, du
rotor, l'une correspondant au domalne stable, l'autre au domaine instable. Lee caractdristiques adimen-
sionn~es du palier sont lea suivantes

- Rapport de la longueur au diam4tre du palier L/D = I
- Pr~charge ggomdtrique m - 0,5
- Excentricitg de fonctionnement statique c - e/CB - 0,1

Pour ce point de fonctionnement let coefficients adimensionngs de raideur et d'amortissement sont

Axx - 38,74 A = 22,65 A yx - 22,38 A yy - 1,22

BXX 78,92 B = - 28,21 B - 18,79Bxy yx yy

ce qui conduit a une masse critique et A une fr6quence de fouettement adimensionn6es de

m . 17,38 y . 0,61

"Lea figures 6 et 7 repr~sentent en trait plein le lieu des positions d'6quilibre statique du
centre de l'arbre A l'int~rieur du coussinet et en trait discontin.s Il trajectoire d~crite par le centre
de 'arbre A partir d'une position cholsie de faqon arbitraire (point B), pcur deux valeurs de la.masse
du rotor MI - 4,33 et M2 m 39. On remarque, Fig. 6, quo lorsque le point de fonctionuement appartient au
domaine stable de la figure 4, le centre de l'arbre rejoint de mani~ro asymptotique la position d'6quili-

Sbre statique A. Ceci confirme let rdsultats obtenus par l'analyse lingaire et infirme l'hypoth~se avancge
par Smith puisque l'un des coefficients de raideur directe Pst n~gatif (A < 0) . Par contre dans le cas
co le point de fonctionnement appartient au domalne inutable os la fig. 4 •e centre de l'arbre dfcrit une
orbite ferm6e de grande amplitude (Fig. 7) dont les caract~ristiques ne peuvent pas 6tre obtenues A partir
de la th~orie lin~aire. La fr~quence moyenne de fouettement adimensionnde estvoisinede0,44,valeur diff,-
rente do celle pr~vue par la thdorie lin~aire. Par ailleurs ce mouvement orbital entratne des forces hy-
drodynamiques importantes ce qui conduit parfois A ia rupture du palier.

8. CONCLUSION

La th~orie linfaire permet de pr~dire lea limites de stabilit4 d'un palier c'est-A-dire ia masse
critique et Ia fr~quence de fouettement. Son application A diff6rents types de paliers montre que le palier
"circulaire classique est le momns stable. Les modifications du profil du coussinet qui assurent une pr6- . A
charge g~om~trique ont g6n~ralement un effet stabilisant. Par ailleurs, la r~alisation de paliers pour
lesquels les termes de raideur crois~es sont nuls conduit A des m~canismes tr~s stables (par exemple le"
paliers A patins oscillants),

La validit6 de la th~orie lin~aire a 6t6 confirm~e par 1'6tude du comportement dynamique d'un
palier A 2 lobes pour deux conditions de fonctionnement correspondant respectivement A un point de fonc-

* tionnement stable et instable. Dans le domaine instable le centre de l'arbre d6crit une orbite ferm~e de
grande amplitude ce qui engendre de tr~s grandes forces hydrodynamiqueR n'iisiblesau 'bon fonctionneireut
du m~canisme.
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DISCUSSION

M.Akkoik, Middle Vast Technical University, Tu
It is well known that, in~ non-circular bearings tile groove angle between the arcs and the positions and thle preload
otf arc centres with respect to the hearing centre have strong effect on the stability and whirl frequency. Therefore -

could you define the ilon-circular jgcoeonictL iii I-igui es A, Sand 6 more specitically in terms of groove angles,
positions aind preloads onl the bearing arcs'?

Reponse d'Auteur
Les ciiracttristiqlues g&)m~t riq ties dies diff~rents types die paliers dont tes cartes tic stabilittd sont pr~senltdes tfigure 4
donriecs clans Ic tableau ci-dessous

Ti'pe de anigle angle angle Coefficient ('vejficienli
Pa/ier (I 'apltul)lde d 'amplitudle cle d rigihu' du~ Xaqi ti deA { (IC m

dn lobe 01 Ia rainu, l~lbhe a, ai~ti /)(eiar

12 lobes 160 0  200 1000 0,5 t 0,5

2 lobes
d~collds 1600 20 1000 0,5.V

3 lobes 1100 100 o 0,5 0,5 1
3 lobes
dde~o116s 1100 100 .50 10,5

[4 lobes 800 100 S0O Q's 015

Pour chacun des paliers les diffdrents lobes sont identiques.-j

J F.Chevalier, SNECMA, IFr
Quand vous calculez Ics coefficients dynamniques dui pallor, dtes vouts oblig6 (IC faire ties hypotheses simplificatrices,
en particulier stir la corrdlation? ''

Reponse d'Auteur
La valeur des coeff'icients dynanmiques d'un lpalier d~peivd c6videniment des conditions aux limites utilisdes pour
intdgrer l'dquamtion de Reynolds. Dans l'dtude pr~sentde ici, nous avons employd les conditions aux limites de
Reynolds. Unr. comparaison des ri~sultats obtenus pour diffc~rents paliers dan~s le cas oýa il n'existe pas de rupture du
film a Wtc offectudc par ailleurs (ref. 13). Les rdsultats obtetius inontrent que les paliers cylindriques et A lobes
synidtriques sent g~n~ralement momns stables Iorsque Ic film d'huilc est co,.nplet. Ccci petit exister dans Ic cas de
paliers forteinent pressuris~s.

J.Fabri, ONERA, Fr
Voulsavcz nisontrc qu'il existe deux fr~qc~qnccs die t'ouetteienit: l'une ai Ia frt~quence die l'arbre, l'autre di fr6quence
ino0iti6. Pourquo1i seule Ia second est-olle dangereuse.

Reponse d'Auteur
La pronktre fr~quence deo touettement qui correspond .1i li fri~quence de rotation de l'arbre est due aux balours
relsiduels; (tans cc cas Ia force hydrodynamique (lans Ic filmi do palier joue un r6!e b~ndfique et limite l'amptitudc
du niouvement die l'arbre. Par contre, la decnii-frc~qtence Lie fouettonlent est line instabilitcd vibratoire proprc all
palier hydrodynainique et qui se d6vcloppe quand le palier fonctionne (tans Ia zone instable de li figure 4. Dans
cc cas Ic palier est g~ndratecur (iC vibrations. Quand hi fr6quence do cette vibration entre en rdsonnance avec la
frc~quence critique ditt rotor, Ic palier agit comme min excitatcur. Les forces h yd rody namiqutes dtans Ic filml tic
s~opposent plus aul iiioulvcment die l'arhIV mais aiu contraire out tendance ai l'aniplifier. cc qui petit entrainer Ia
destruction dti pailier ..

M.Venneulen, Uinive'rsity of Geint, Be
Vcus avez preseiwnti. es rdsultats pour des gdoinctries fixes. Avez-vous aussi 6tuditl les paliers Ai patins oscilhints?
lEst-ce q]Ue Cos rtdstitats Sont disponibles'?

Reponse d'Auteur
Oul. nous avons aussi calctlc5 les caractdristiques statiques et dyn aniqiqes de diff~rents types de paliers ai patins
oscillants. Dans cc cas les calculs sont plus complexes car les caract~rist iqutis dynaniiques ne dependent pas sellk.-
inent die Ia -6o!ndtr'e du palier et du nornbrv die somimerfeld inais aussi de la fr~quencc d'excitation des patins.
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Par ailleurs, le frottement au pivot, dont ii est tr~s difficile de tenir compte de fa'qon r6aiiste, modifle ces
caractdristiques. Les r~sultats do ces dtudes sont en partie publids et font par alilleurs I'otbjet d'une partie de Ia th~se
d e N. Abdul Wahed (ref. 13).

R.Holmes, University of Sussex, UK
Even though a journal may be initially unstable, it is conceivable that this instability may be curved into a limit cycle
well within the clearance limit. Have any of your computations shown this and have you been able to assess the
effects of mass unbalance in this respect?

Reponse d'Auteur
L'dtude effectude ici concerne le comportement dynamique d'un palier supportant un rotor rigide parfaitement
dquilibrd, Ainsi dans l'dquation (2), W,(t) = WO et Wy(t) =0. Dans ce cas en regime instable, le centre de l'arbre
ddcrit une orbite ferinde d'amplitude voisine A celle du cercie da jeu, A une fre4uence nettement infdrieure A celle
de la rotation de l'erbre (fig.7). La force additionelle due A un balourd a dvidemnment une fr6quence dgale A celle
de la rotation; elle peut ainsi dans certains cas jouer un r6le stabilisant. Le mouvement orbital de l'arbre est tou-
jours diffdrent de celui prdsentd figure 7 et l'amplitude de cette orbite vanie selon la valeur du balourd.
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THE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN ENTITY (C.A.D.E.)
A NEW APPROACH TO JOURNAL BEARING DESIGN

A.H. Siew B.R. Reason
Doctoral Student Senior Lecturer in Tribology

School of Mechanical Engineering
Cranfield Institute of Technology

Cranfield, Bedford MK43 OAL
England

SUMMARY

This paper outlines the nain features of a newly developed
software suite dealing with the steady-state performance of solid
and porous journal bearings. Variable bearing geometry, groove
configuration, oil-supply pressure, matrix permeability (for the
porous case) and journal misalignment are all within the capabil- -
ities of the suite.V

The suite developed is design-orientated and circumvents many
of the existing bearing design problems. It is particulazly
suitable for:

1. Analysis and performance prediction of the journal bearings' "1
behaviour under conventional and newly established boundary
conditions.

2. Optimisation of bearing performance by progressive modifi- A
cation through direct computer/user interaction whilst
observing,in real-timethe effect both numerically and
graphically on a direct visual display.

Good agreement has been found between the results from the
use of 'C.A.D.E.1 and the experimental findings from various sources. g

NOTATIONS

C Radial clearance Uo Slip velocity at the film/

r. Diametral clearance matrix interface in the
x-direction

SCm Couple variable V1 Radial velocity component at
Cn Capacity number, PN'(D/Cd)2(L/D) 2 /p the iournal/film interface

D Journal diameter Vo Radial velocity component at
the film/matrix interface

Dm Degree of misalignment, e'/E'max
J Mechanical equivalent of heat
L Bearing lengthWo Slip velocity at the film/matrix

ReutnLopefrmteolfl Bearing eccntrcitinterface in the z-direction
Lr Load ratio, S/Se c Specific heat
M Resultant couple from the oil film eBaigecnrct •

Mx Component of M about the x-axis eo Central eccentricity
M Component of M about the y-axis Projected length of the mis-

N Journal speed, rpm aligned journal onto the
S Journal speed, rps bearing mid-plane
N/1R/) Jora Msximum vaueofe

P Non-dimensional pressure P/e (R/C)2 e'max Maximum value of e.

Pmax Maximum value of P h Local film thickness

* P Specific bearing pressure, WILD h* Film thickness at the film "" '"SScibr peubreakdown boundary
Qx Circumferential flow hmin Minimum value of h

Axial leakage flow 1 Axial length of oil groove
R Journal radius (Rj) P Local film pressure.-

Rb Bearing radius Po Oil supply pressure
S Sommerfeld number, nN'(R/C) 2 /P ri Inner porous bearing radius

S Equivalent Sommerfeld number due to
misalignment as defined by the ro Outer porous bearing radius

authors of Ref. 31, nN'(R/C) 2/PLr ti Oil-inlet temperature
T Bearing wall thickness to Oil-outlet temperature

Tav Average temperature (defined in Ref.29) x Circumferential co-ordinate

U Journal surface velocity (Ui) y Radial co-ordinate
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s Axial co-ordinate a Small chang"-

z Non-dimensional axial co-ordinate, z/L E Eccentricity ratio, e/C

A Duty parameter, W/WnRL(R/C) 2  CO Central eccentricity ratio, eo/C

At Temperature rise, to-ti : 1uL0--cant viscosity t hbr

Ax Mesh interval in the x-direction K Angle in degrees subtended by the
As Meshintervl in te s-diectionbreadth of the groove to the bearing .--. '

A Mehinterval in the s-direction cnrcentre.. .,

r permeability Some angle before the position of

Permeability factor, *ri/C3  maximum clearance where film

a Some small angle after ?r where film pressure starts
pressure terminates Coefficient of friction ,

Angle between the central eccentricity e Circumferential co-ordinate, 2Tx.
vector and the projected journal axis .

epmax Position of the peak pressure
Weight/unit volume of lubricaat Bearing attitude angle

Angle between the resultant couple Aiv e c t o r a n d t h e y -a x i s o A n g l e o f t h e l i n e o f c e n t r e s A g l r v l c t , 2 N i '
dthe y-axis

W Angular velocity, 2nrN'

1 INTRODUCTION %

The advent of the digital computer has given the modern bearing designer a
reliable and exceedingly powerful tool for establishing optimum designs or evaluating
the existing bearing potential.

Although conventional "desk top" design methods have their rightful place where
bearing problems are of a relatively straightforward nature, there are design situations
where such an approach is not possible, a typical example being one which requires an
iterative procedure in order to reach a satisfactory solution.

Today, computers are playing an increasingly important role both in the generation
of new design data and in the optimisation of bearing designs. This trend is likely to
continue unabated within the foreseeable future. S

2 LITERATURE SURVEY

A survey of the literature concerning the application of digital computers to .-
journal bearing design reveals one of the earliest oujtstanding publications to be that Of
Christopherson (1), dated 1941, in which the author presented the first elegant numerical
solution of the Reynolds equation based upon the "Relaxation Technique" devised by ,
Southwell (2). By using a finite difference representation, this author demonstrated

that the fluid-film governing equation for the finite journal bearing could be solved - -

with relative ease; he further showed the new solution technique to be feasible even if
oil viscosity was treated as a variable in terms of temper2ture and pressure. Examples
of other notable contributions which may be cited in the published literature concerning
the application of this method of solution to the journal bearing problem include the
work of Cameron and Wood (3), Walther and Sassenfeld (4), Raimondi and Boyd (5) and
Pinkus (6).

Whilst valuable bearing design data were being produced with the help of digital

computers which could subsequently be incorporated into the "desk top" design methods,
suitable computer programs were also developed to facilitate the analysis and design of
journal bearings. Furthermore, computers were being increasingly employed not only to
perform the tedious And time-consuming design calculations, but as design tools in " 2
ascertaining the effect of changing the various design parameters in order to achieve
the desirable design objectives or to establish a compromise among a set of conflicting
requirements. Hence, the term "COMPUTER AIDED BEARING DESIGN" was introduced, a g
-,pical example being the computer program developed by Lloyd and McCallion (7) for

rtciprocating engine bearings.

Woolacott and Singh (8,9) illustrated the computer-aided design technique they
developed at the National Physical Laboratory; this was later adopted by the Engineering
Sciences Data Unit as Item No. 69002 (10) to provide a computer service to industry.
The need for computer-aided bearing design was discussed by Rippel (11) whilst Parker .
and Vickery demonstrated the use of a small computer in engine bearing analysis. A
useful survey of computerized bearing design programs was condo:ted by Taylor (12) in
1971; this survey indicated clearly the availability of computer service to industry and
also the gaps that need to be filled.

tobeWith the progress made in computer technology, the modern design trend appears
to be in programming the computer in such a way that it can make'value judgements' and
'decisions'automatically in order to achieve the beat possible design so that time and

effort are both at a minimum. Among those who have explored this novel approach are
Seirez and Ezzat (13) , vowson and Ashton (14) and Dowson et al,197 7 (15).. . -
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3 OUTLINE OF THE APPROACH

This paper outlines the main features of a newl7 developed software suite dealing
with the steady-state performance of solid and porous journal bearings. The study,
besides aiming at obtaining accurate basic design data on a broad basis, essential for a
sound bearing analysis or design, is also orientated towards achieving the following
objectives:

a) To assist the bearing designer in the prediction of bearing performance
"characteristics or in ascertaining the effect on performance of an
existing bearing through a change of operating parameters.

b) T, simplify the bearing design process,particularly in the optimisation
of bearing performance based upon the constraints imposed.

There are a number of good reasons for adopting the present "broad-brush" approach
towards the journal bearing problem. Firstly, the available design data for the steady-
state performance of journal bearing is generally scattered throughout the literature and

,K very few contributions appear to bi aimed at providing design guidance on a broad basis
to the industrial designer. Seccadly, the information presented is often incomplete,
whereas the design data from different sources is usually so incompatible as to be of no direct
use owing to the different basic assumptions used, solution techniques employed and the
way in which the final results are presented. In order to achieve consistency in data
pre3entation, a consistent method of design chart arrangement was employed by the present
authorsas iliustrated in reference 16. Thirdly, the study of the various aspects such
as boundary conditions, Journal misalignment or oil-inlet conditions not only helps to
establish the validity o. the basic assumptions made and reject the over-simplified ones,
but also enables some of tho "neglected variables" to be incorporated in t-" solution thus
enabling more realistic bearing data to be produced. This is, perhaps, bebt illustrated
by the comparisons between the computed data from the use of 'C.A.D.E.' and the experi-
mental findings from various sources shown later in the paper.

4 THE SOFTWARE SUITE

The developed software suite consists of a number of computer programs, each
capable of performing a specific task or in providing certain informationas outlined in
the following sections.

4.1 Computer Programs for Examining the Boundary Conditions of Fluid Film

The use of correct boundary conditions governing the extent and shape of the
generated pressure film is of importance in the solution of the Reynolds equation. Under
the'Full Sommerfeld Condition ,a full fluid film is assumed to exist continuously around
the bearing. The resulting pressure distribution is, thereforepositive in the converging
bearing space for O4(0r and asymmetrically negative in the diverging clearance sector for
""c•09<2w. Although oil may sustain some tensile stressesas shown by Dyer and Reason (17)
if the jouraial eccentricity is smaller than some critical value, it usually breaks down
once the gas expulsion pressure is reached. For a full journal bearing this normally
occurs beyond the posit:on of minimum film thickness where the clearance gap diverges.
As a result of this departure in the boundary conditions the experimental bearing results
are at considerable variance with theory. A typical example being the locus of the shaft
centre whichlobserved from experiments, is nearly a semi-circle whereas the theoretical
locuslobtained under this boundary condition,is always at right angle to the load line.

6,_ It was not until 1957 that Floberg (18) demofistrated experimentally that a full Sommerfeld
pressure curve could be maintained if an oil-groove is located at the position of minimum

film prescure and that the bearing is operating under high ambient pressures. Thus, this
particular boundary condition is only applicable to bearings operating under special
circumstances as omployed by Raimondi and Boyd (5) in evaluating the performance charac-
teristices of iearings used in atomic power installations and pumps where the ambient
pressure is considerably higher than the atmospheric.

"By assuming film pressure exists only for O•OwT and neglecting the negative or
sub-atmospheric pressure, GUmbel and Everling (19) circumvented the main problem of the
'Full Sommerfeld Condition'. The new boundary condition is commonly referred to in the
literature as the 'GUmbel Boundary Condition' or simply as the 'Half Sommerfeld Condition'.
The main drawback of 'Gimbel Boundary Condition' is that it involves an abrupt change
of pressure gradient at 8-r,which is unrealistic for obvious reasons. Nevertheless,
"this boundary condition is frequently employed by re.searchers because of its simplicity
_._ the fact that the predicted load capacity under this boundary condition is sufficiently
acL.urate for most of the operating eccentricities.

A widely accepted film terminating condition which overcomes the difficulty of
pressure discontinuity is the 'Reynolds Boundary Condition' (20). With this boundary
condition, film pressure is assumed to continue until both the value of P and aP/Dx have
fallen to zero; whilst the commencement of the film pressure is taken to be at the
position of maximum clearance. Swift (21), on the basis of the stability of the lubri-
cating film in journal bearings, and Stieber (22), from a consideration of the continuity
of flow~provide justifications for the condition P -aP/8x w 0 at the film breakdown
boundary. The'Swift-Steiber Condition', as it is sometimes called, has been shown
analytically by Cameron and Wood (3) to be the one which corresponds to the condition
of minimur potential energy and maximum load. Christopherson (23) further showed that
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this film terminating condition coli:kides with the minimum friction condition.

The assumption that film pressure starts at the position of maximum clearance
implies that a full-width film begins at 600. In an actual bearing, however, the commen-e-
ment of the film pressure depends very much upon the supply pressure and oil-inlet con-
figuration. Thus, it does not appear unreasonable to use the same boundary condition
(P-OP/Dx-0) as that at breakdown. Such a condition provides a 'free' boundary and
eliminates the restriction that film pressure begins specifically at the position of maxi-
mum clearance, This is, clearly very useful when dealing with journal misalignment as the
film thickness now varies not only circumferentiall/,but also axially along the bearing
length. Some experimental justifications for this boundary condition have been provided
by Dyer (24) who found that film pressure may begin in the diverging clearance region
before the position of maximum film thickness, particularly for smaller clearance bearings
or when bearings operate at high eccentricities. -

The behaviour of film rupture in the cavitated region has been studied by
Jakobsson and Floberg (25). From a consideration of the continuity of flow a new
boundary condition governing the reformation of film pressure was postulated. This film
build-up boundary condition is probably the best currently available,but, unfortunatelyit
is difficult to implement in the solution.

From experimental observations of film rupture and separation of fluid on trans-
parent bearings, a 'separation' boundary condition at the trailing edge of the lubricant
film has been suggested by Mori et al (26). The criterion employed is that the separ-
ation of the film from the bearing surface takes place when the pressure and the velocity
gradients perpendicular to the surface both become zero. The theoretical solution based
on this approach shows some agreements with the experimental resultsobut, as this boundary
condition leads to negative pressure after the position of minimum film thickness, it is
only recommended by the authors for lightly-loaded bearings, otherwise the negative pressure

An analysis showing the conditions for the rupture of a lubricating film and

taking into account the effects of gravity, inertia and surface-tension was given by *.
Coyne and Elrod (27). These authors derived the boundary conditions based on a

theoretical model which assumes that,at film rupture, a partial film spreads across the
clearance space adhering only to the moving surface with a quadratic tangential velocity
distribution. * *.

It is not within the scope of the present study to give detailed comparisons and
show the effect upon the various bearing operating parameters arising from the use of
each of the aforementioned boundary conditions but, nevertheless, some of the more I
popular ones have been examined and are enumerated below:

* Boundary Conditions I {See Fig. l(a))

Film pressure begins at the position of maximum clearance and continues for the
converging portion of the bearing. (Gimbel Boundary Condition)

P -O at 6 - 0, r and ii06.$2r 7--

Boundary Conditions 2 {See Fig. l(b)}

Film pressure and pressure gradients are both equal to zero at the commencement I
and termination of the pressure curve.

P - 0 at 0 - Tr+a, 2Tr-X and r+aK 2r2w-X

DP/3x 0 0 at 6 a r+a, 2w-X and r+a.<O<2r-:

where
S- an angle after a where film pressure terminates

X - an angle before the position of maximum clearance where film pressure starts

Boundary Conditions 3 {See Fig. l(c))

Film pressure begins at the position of maximum clecrance and continues until
both the pressure and pressure gradients have fallen to zero. (Reynolds Boundary
Condition)

P - 0 at 0 - 0,Tr+÷ and iT+acL6.<2r
3 P/3 x 0 at e - 0,Tr+a and Tr+ctO,<2Tr

Boundary Condition 4

The film build-up boundary is established from a consideration of the flow-balance

as suggested by JakoLs-ý,s and Floberg (25) whilst allowing for the oil-inlet conditions.

The film breakdown boundary is assumed to be at the position where both the pressure and

pressure gradients are zero.

h*U hU h 3 3P h' 3P
(-) Az A( - 2 - x ) Az +(- - ) Ax (Film build-up boundary condition)

2 2 12n Dx 12n 3 z

P D a P/3 x - 0 at 0 - T+( (Film breakdown boundary condition)
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Since the numerical solution employing Boundary Conditions 4 takes into account
the presence of supply pressure and oil-inlet grooving, it will be treated separately,
as shown later in Section 4.3.

papP. PRO

W W 4

'a,

2W

Fig. 1 onaycodtosoffudfl

The computer programs developed ,emplcying the above boundary conditions,areA
capable of giving the following information:j

a) Bearing Load Parameter (A) -

b) Sommerfeld Number (S)
c) Attitude Angle (0)
d) Journal Friction parameter (pR/C)

0) Minimum Film Thickness Parameter (hmin/C)
f) Entrainment Flow (Qx/RCN'L)
g) Axial Leakage Flow (Q5/RCN'L)
h) Flow Ratio (Q/c.
i) Temperature Risz armte Jyxt/)

j) Peak Pressure (Pmax)

k) Position of Peak Pressure (Opmax)

Fig.2 shows a comparison of the central pressure profiles obtained under the
aforementioned boundary conditions together with the experimental curve of McKee et 810(28).
The tertclbearing eccentricity ration were deduced from the operating Sommerfeld
numbers employing the representative oil viscosity values, as given in the reference.

a Duboiseat a(29) #%&4psi, lav11.?l7

--Mc0 e soL(6 es 1. Boundary conditions `1
0-ce Bonat at (28)7 +n1. Boundary conditions 2 &3
o* oundary conditions / I 4 b
+iS bonaycodtos W-513L 2Oi

N-44rm..

0 0. 24 0.6 1.3 i

Angla dPCace 9-1 s

Fig.2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A comOrso oftecnrppesrmFg oprsno (essCa /=.
iig.~.4 05026 th rdce eut fecnrct aioneru

capciy umer barngr riction al vaial versust caaiynmendmer eccntrct

ratio against attitude angle agreed with the experimental findings of Dubois et al.(29).
It is apparent from these direct comparisons that the theoretical results obtained with
Boundary Conditions 2 and Boundary Conditons 3 are indistinguishable. These computed
results correlated better with the experimental data than those obtained with Boundary
Conditions 1.
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0 Boundary condition% I r 0 Boundary conditions 1
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LP Cd-0.00284 in
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Capacity number, acn vru a..
0i

Fig.4 A comparison of the bearing friction variable 5Aof0tL 2ogoint c~pc~ty umber•t LI ,1.0Fig. 5 A comparison of f" versus 0 at LI0=0.25 !:•'.!i

As axial leakage flow is expected to be influenced considerably by the oil-supply :".
pressure and the tyre of groove configuration present in the bearing which were neglectedin the numerical •olution employing Boundary Conditions 1, 2 or 3, the computed oil flowandlconsequentlyl the ttirierature rise parameter can coily be considered approximate innature. Further treatment of this problem is given in 'ection 4.3.

4.2 A Computer Prorram for the Misaligned Journal Bearings

A consideration of the problem of journal misaligament and its effect upon thevarious performance characteristics is important in bearing design in view of the factthat elastic deflection, thermal distortion, asymmetrical loading and inaccuracies in
component production and assembly frequently occur in practice. Although the subject hasreceived attention since the early thirties, there is still a paucity of design infor-mation in the available literature. Undoubtedly, one of the major difficulties in
obtaining an analytical solution for the misaligned journal bearing is the overall
intractability of the problem, this being highlighted by the major simplifying assumptionsthat have been resorted to.

Storing7

2 
"

IC,

'"llll/ •••._,.• I/_l77]"

1$ýr of .
End End ,, .

Fig. 6 Co-ordinate system for the misaligned journal bearing

The numerical solution, outlined herein, overcomes this difficulty and allows for ''-- ..
bi-planar misalignment to any degree including the case when contact between the journaland bearing occurs. Fig. 6 shows the co-ordinate system used for the misaligned journal
bearing. The computer program, developed as a result of this study, is stable and iscapable of accepting any practical bearing L/D and eccentricity ratio. Extensive designdata have already been obtained upon which a variety of design charts were constructed
enabling the effect of misalignment on the various performance parameters to be bette-
appreciated. Additionally, interactive computer graphical techniqueswere also implemented.This allown a designer to readily cognise the overall effect of misalignment in plactical
situations. As an example, Fig. 7(a) shows the pressure distribution of a perfectlyaligned jcurnal bearing (L/D=O.25) operating at conO.7. Fig. 7(bý shows the pressure
distribut:ion when the journal is tilted to Dm-O.4 and finally Fig. 7(c) illustrates theextreme misaligned condition when contact between the journal and bearing just occurs.
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Length 0oV
(a) A perfectly aligned case (O04=.O)

() speot cMp A typical misaligned case o cdA0.4)

(c) A maximum misapigned case (tha-t) t.sr-.dictd.ti'p

Figt7 The ef f ect of misalignment upon the film pressure
distribution (Lbo =0.25u t-=0.7, th=i.i i '..m. it h

As reported previously (16), good correlation has been found betwveen the present

(b) are samples of the comparison showing the validity of the computed data. A further
noteworthy feature of the present computer program is that it has predicted twin peaks in

observations mad* by Dubois at a1.(30). It: is believed that: t~his is t~he first: theoretical , .' ".

1 verification of this phenomenon reported in the literature.

r'4
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k.results of Dubois at all( Ref. 31 ) for axial results of Dubois et atlI Rot. 31 ) for

misalignment twisting misalignment

4.3 Computer Programs for Forced-Peed Journal Beariage

Forced-food journal bearings are widely used in high speed machinery where
effective cooling is essential. The main and connecting rod bearings of internal corn- i
bustion engines are almost universally fed with oil under pressure. These bearings are
also commonly employed in heavy machinery such an turbines, industrial gears and com-
pressors.

Hitherto, most of the avrilable bearing design studies have been obtained by
neaglecting the presence of a supply pressure and inlet configuration of some kind. TheL assumptione,frequontly employed in the solution of the Reynolds aquationý asre:

a) Film ruptisre does not occur. 7

b) Oil is supplied to the bearing at ambient pressure through an imaginary
axial groove at thae line of maximum film thickness.

C) Pressure and pressure gradients are both sero at the film breakdown .- ,*

boundary and film reformation takes place only along the line of maximum
film thickness.*

In practice, however, none of there assumptions may be considered completely
satisfactory. As a result of the inaccuracy of these assumptions, predicted bearing
parameters such as oil flow can be at variance with the experimentally measured values,
this being highlighted earlier in Section 4.1.

To tackle this problem, a vigorous analysis of forced-feed journal bearings was
carried out. This atudy led, eventually, to the development of a number of computer 7
programs which are capable of giving the following information:

a) The effect of supply pressure on bearing performance characteristic.
b) The effect of varying the groove size on various bearing performance

parameters.,

c) The comparison of performance characteristics computed for bearings
with either an oil hole, an axial groove, twin axial grooves or a full
circumferential oil groove,

in conjunction with this study, two types of boundary conditions were examined.
These were Boundary Conditions 2 and Boundary Conditions 4,elucidated earlier. The
formal" and more conventional one, assumes that film rupture does not occur (but discards0
any negative pressure),whereas the latter allows for film rupture,to take into account
the presence of cavitation in the diverging clearance region.

Fig. 9 shows a typical film pressure distribution computed with Boundary Con-

ditions 4 for a bearing with twin axial grooves subjected to a feed pressure of P0 - O.lP,I
The grooves, extending over 3/4 of the bearing length, are diametrically opposite to each
other and at 1 900 to the load line. As can be observed from this plot, the film build-up
boundary begins almost at the groove,which is appreciably later than the position of
maximum clearance as commonly assumed. Since bearing leakage flow is dictated by the- -

axial pressure gradient 'ap/as', this plot provides a convincing explanation for the pro-
found lack of agreement in oil flow between the conventional theory (which employs either
Boundary Conditions 1, 2 or 3) and the experimental results.

Pig. 10 is another example of the film pressure distribution, computed for a
bearing which has a full central circumferential oil groove. It is noteworthy that,for
bearings with this particular type of groove configuration, the film pressure distri-
bution is divided into two halves. The magnitude of the film pressure distribution is
markedly reduced and therefore the associated load-carrying capacity would be considerably
lower than the ungrooved type. Hence, the operating eccentricity of thic particular type
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4.4 A Computer Program for the Porous Journal Bearings

Porous journal bearings are usually mass produced and are extensively used in avariety of devicessuch astelectric motors, fan heaters and hair dryers. Thesebearings are made of sinteaed metal and are impregnated with lubricating oil before being
put. into service.

Basically, the solution to the fluid flow problem I.n aporous journal bearing
entails the simultannous solution of two distinct equations. The first being themodified Reynolds equation itselfdeucribes the hydrodynamic behaviour of the fluid filmbetween the journal and bearing,whilst the second, the PoiSewon/Laplace equation, governs
the flow of the fluid within the porous matrix.

closed analytical methodm, this approach is so farnot satisfactory owing to the drastic

approximations that have to be resorted to in order to achieve a solution.
The newly developed computer program, outlined herein, circumvents this problem.

The solution was based on a finite difference technique and employed the boundary con-ditions P-vP/ax-O. Additionally, the interfacial slip across the pore mouth wasaccounted for by the Darcy expression. Fig. 13 shows the porous bearing configuration
used in the analysis and Fig. 14 illustrates the velocity components in the oil film.
The full analysis has been reported (35) and need not be repeated here.
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The predicted bearing reeulta.based upon the present computer program, have been

shown to be accurate. A further attractive feature of the present numerical solutibn is

the adoption of cylindrical co-ordinate. This makes it possible for the accuracy of the

computed bearing results tabs maintained for increasing T/D ratiosithus allowing for an

unrestricted T/D ratio In bearing design. The computer program developed is general in

structure permitting the performance characteristics of any combination of LtD, T/D and

encountered in practice to be computed. Useful design information has already been
obtained upon which design charts have been constructed to provide the industrial designer
with a compact format from which a bearing design may be quickly optimised for a nat of

operating conditions.

5 SOME COMPUTER-AIDED BEARING DNSIGN TECHNIQUES

During the development of the software suite, a number of useful computer-aided
design techniques were developed and implemented in order to make the task of bearing

performance analysis or design as straightforward as possible. Some of these techniques
are briefly discussed below,

a) Input Data Checking

Each input datum is automatically checked by the computer to ensure that its

magnitude is within the practical range of the production bearings: t

C.g. O.2O,-/D,<2.0O

0.o05 < 0.95 ,

All incorrect Input data or typing arros at the computer terminal keyboard are immediately *'

iejected by the computer. Should this occur, the user is then waruvo through the presen-

tation of an error message and subsequently requested to re-supply the correct data.

This cimple computational technique prevents spurious output data being produced,

ensures the reliability of the final results and most importantly avoids unnecessary

computational work being executed.

b) Interactive Graphical Display Technique

The implemeutation of this graphical display technique into the various computer .1
programs has proved to be fruitful because it gives,a& an immedite visual display on the

console screen, the effect of changing certain design parameters,pictorially,in a readily
understandable form. Such a technique is particularly useful in predicting the per-

formance of a bearing. Sample results portraying the utility of this technique can be

seen in Fig. 7 for the mal-distribution of fluid film pressure under varying degrees of

journal misalignment,whilst Fig. 9 and'Fig. 10 illustrate clearly the effect on film

pressure distribution through the employment of two distinctly different types of oil-

inlet groovings.

c) Computer/User Interaction

Since the software suite developed is intended to be used for both bearing per-

forwance analysis and design, it becomes apparent that it would be beneficial to keep

t•,e structure of each individual program as flexible as possible. For this reason,

parameters such as the bearing geometry, groove configuration, oil-supply pressure, per-

meability factor and the operating eccentricity ratio are all deliberately left open to Not",

be chosen by the user in order that the effect of changing any of these design par&-

meters upon the various performance characteristics can readily be made apparent. Thus,

by progressively altering the bearing configuration Lr any design parameter at one's

discietion and observing in real-time the result of such a change, a satisfactory design

can be produced. To facilitate the interaction mode between the user and the computer,

optional choices,such as a scan over a range of operating eccentricity ratios or a view

at the graphical outputvwere built into the computer programs. What the user is

required to do is merely to indicate his own subjective response with a single letter IV

for 'yes'and letter IN' for 'no'. By abbreviating the optional reply in this manner,

both the typing and possible typing errors are reduced to a minimum.

The broad approach adopted in the present study has undoubtedly made the task

much more challenging but, nevertheless, rewarding. During the development of this

software suite, each individual computer program was carefully tested and the accuracy

of the computed results nhecked. In addition, some effort was also devoted to correlating

the numerical results from the use of 'C.A.D.E' with established experimental findings

fromvarious sources. This measure was taken in order to justify the bearing design data

obtained and for the results to be of use to the industrial designer.

By opting for a numerical approach, no drastic approximation needed to be made

which could otherwise lead to serious error. This factor, together with the refinements

made in the film boundary conditions, has made it possible for more accurate and realistic

design data to be obtained.

Finally, the work reported herein, has clearly demonstratec both the capability

and suitability of the digital computer as a powerful design tool. This trend towards

computer-aided bearing design is expected to accelerate owing to a greater awareness of
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its potential and also the general availability of computer systems and software
packages. It is, however, to be emphasised that the computer solution to bearing design
problems should always be considered in relation to the complexity of the information
required and total integrated effort. By such an approach 'sledge hammers will not be
applied to the problem of cracking nuts! '
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DISCUSSION

[.G.Astridge, Westland Helicopters, Yeovil, UK
The suite of design programs described would be welcomed by transmission desigoers in general. As the author
mentioned that the package represents a first stage, and that extensions are envisaged, I would make a plea forfurther programs to aid the aero-engine designer, Plain journal bearings used in reduction gearing, whether for- - "
propeller drives, or frr helicopter gearbox drives, tend to operate at very high eccentricity ratios, local pressures,and surface tractions. Local plastic flow of the whitemetal, and elastic deformation of steel substrates appear
inevitable. It would be useful if (a) the analysis could be extended to cover this, and (b) that the various design
criteria be addressed, one of which is the shear stress/strength ratio in the whitemetal.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF JOURNAL BEARING COEFFICIENTS

by
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Mechanical Engineering Department
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SUMMARY

It is now widely agreed that journal bearing characteristics can be represented by the linearized 14

stiffness and damping coefficients for the purpose of rotor dynamic calculations. The concept of linearized
coefficients can only be verified by successful comparison with experimental data. Feasible methods of
experimental determination of the coefficients from the dynamic response are discussed. The paper attempts 1
to present an experimental method which makes use of the dependence of the oil film impedances on theexcitation frequency. '

The linearized bearing coefficients are determined with small numerical perturbations about the bearing
equilibrium position. The responses to external excitaticns at synchronous and half-synchronous speeds are
calculated. The advantage of low damping at half-synchronous speed makes it possible to get completely
different response characteristics. The inverse problem of ca'culating the Itaring coefficients from these
responses is solved by assuming practical values of measurement errors in viubion amplitudes. The direct
comparison of calculated coefficients and theoretical coefficients over a range of eccentricity ratios showsthat this method is adequately accurate for the experimental determination of the coefficients.

NOMENCLATURE
a major semi-axis of (Aliptical orbit
bL: minor semi-axis of elliptical orbit4

c radial arc clearance
ci : oil film damping coefficients
C non-dimensional oil film damping coefficients, cijwc/W

d radial preload of bearing arc
D diameter of bearing S
e eccentricity of the journal with respect to the bearing centre
Fo 0  constant rotating load

Ki : /ZT •
k. oil film stiffness coefficients

Ki_ non-dimensional oil film stiffness coeffi ents, k. c/W
L bearing length
N effectie mass of the journal at the bearing
n :non-dimuensional excitation frequency, Q/wN rotational speed of the shaft, RPS

Pbp mean bearing pressure
ro,(Ro) shaft run-out radius, (ro/c)
R shaft radius 2
So Sommerfeld Number, Pb (c/R) 2 /(nN)
Sp stability parameter, W/M c w2

t time
T non-dimensional time, wt
W static bearing load

x,y,z fixed coordinates, (X=x/c, Y=y/c, Z=z/c)

[Z~n : oil film impedance matrix V

Greek Symbols

a bearing axial groove angle
0 inclination of elliptical orbit from horizontal axis

non-dimensional preload, d/c
E : eccentricity ratio, e/cn :absolute viscosity of lubricating oil
S: phase angle between the exciting force and displacement
w angular speed of the shaft (rad/s)
0 :excitation frequency

INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of a rotor supported in bearings is strongly influenced by the properties of the bearings.
In the case of a stiff rotor, the response to excitation and the stability characteristics are almost entirely
determined by tho sLiffness and damping of the bearing. Many authors have assumed that variations in the oil
film force acting on the journal can be linearly related to the variations in the journal displacement and
velocity relative to its steady running position [1,2,3J. The stiffness coefficients arise from the change in
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the oil film shape and the damping coefficients arise from the squeeze film considerations.

The linearized model has proved extremely useful in rotor bearing system analysis. It is possible to
carry out the most sophisticated analysis of rotor beh tior by using the eight linearized coefficients of
bearing. It has been analytically found that the dampec. natural frequency is not greatly affected by the
bearing coefficients but the damping characteristics of the system which are very important for instability
and unbalance response are sensitively affected [4]. Therefore, it is necessary to have an accurate knowledge 0
of the fluid film bearing coefficients for dynamic conditions. -.

The theoretical derivations of these coefficients are now well known, many being based on the finite
difference solutions of the Reynolds equation with constant viscosity. Although linearization is valid only
for small amplitudes, Lund and Thomsen [5] state that, in practice, it had been found to hold for amplitudes
of up to one half of the clearance. However, considering the highly non-linear oil film forces with respect
to the eccentricity ratio, it is nuc more appropriate to mention the limitation in terms of the minimum
film thickness as proposed by Lund and Orcutt [6] . They state that the linearization represents the actual 0
oil film force also for large amplitud.as with surprisingly good accuracy as long as the minimum film thickness
during the vibration does not become less than approximately 25% of the radial clearance.

Using various analytical approximations for the relationships between the oil film force and the position
and velocity of the journal for circular bearings, many authors have predicted shaft behaviour under dynamic
conditions [7,8,9]. Although tnese approximate ar3lytical solutions may be helpful in explaining the behaviour
of systems with circular bearings, for bearings with non-circular profile which have been found to have
greater stability they are not applicable. S

METHODS OF DETERMINATION OF BEARING COEFFICIENTS

Although the analysis of rotor bearing systems is considerably simplified by the eight linearizad
bearing coefficients, unless the coefficients can be measured experimentally such an analysis is of limited
value. There are two basic methods available for the determination of the coefficients experimentally. These
are classified according to the use of the static and dynamic response characteristics of the bearing. S

The stiffness coefficients can be derived from the static testing of the journal locus curve. The definite
relationship between the load and the eccentricity and the attitude angle is given by Morrison [3]. The other
method given by Mitchell et al [10] is termed the incremental loading method, which is based on the measure-
ments of the quasi-static equilibrium positions under the small changes of the imposed component of the load.

The eight coefficients can also be determined from the dynamic response of bearings. The technique of
exciting the bearing sinusoidally in two mutually perpendicular directions, and in each case measuring the
amplitude and phase angle of the resulting motions was adapted by Glienicke [11] for a series of tests on S
120 mm diameter bearings.Full-scale bearing tests with this method were presented by Morton [12].

With the known values of the stiffness coefficients, the damping coefficients were calculated by
Woodcock et al [13] from the measurements of the vibration amplitudes and phase angles relative to the
unbalance force. Morton [14] has developed a transient technique which involves a step change in the force
applied to a rotating shaft and presented the test results for a full-scale bearing.

It is to be recalled that the oil film coefficients are used in the dyndmic situation. Therefore, it e
has great importance to calculate these coefficients from the dynamic response of the bearing and not from
the quasi-static conditions.j

K The first attempt to determine the eight lineariz~d coefficients directly from the response was adopted
by Glienicke [11]. His technique involved the synchronous excitation of the bearing sinusoidally in two
mutually perpendicular directions. in each case, the meisurements of the vibration amplitudes and phase

angles of the resulting motion in the two directions gave the necessary eight equations for the solution of
the coefficients. However, he stated that "due to the accumulation of error in the calculations, an accuracy S
of measurement of about 1% in amplitude and of 10 phase angle resulted in about 5% error in the experimental
coefficients, even if the measuring methods are optimised". However, the mean error of his results was about
20% to 30%, and in some coefficients it was about 50%. Morton [12] measured the coefficients with the same
method but excited the bearing at a frequency non-synchronous with the running frequency. The error in his
calculations was much higher than Glienicke's results.

In all these methods, it is generally accepted that the coefficients derived from static testing data
are extremely sensitive to measurement errors. The sensitivity of dynamically derived coefficients is more S

difficult to assess due to the ill-conditioning of the matrix formed in the evaluation of the coefficients.
In particular, the cross-coupling stiffness coefficients, one of which always changes sign over the loading
range, affect strongly the accuracy of the calculations.

THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A RIGID ROTOR BEARING SYSTEM

The linearized analysis is used, assuming a st ff symmetric rotor of mass 2M running in two identical
journal btarings. The journal is supported eccentrically by the oil f'lm at a stable equilibrium position
under the application of a static load W. The equations of motion are derived considering the translational
motion of the shaft about the equilibrium position in the bearing.

In practice, excitation at synchronous speed, w, is always present due to iun-out or unbalance.
Excitation at some other frequency, nwo, is often present, for example, due to shaft ovality in flexible
systems, where n=2. In test apparatuses it is quite difficult to eliminate synchronous excitations due to
run-ou,. Therefore, in order to keep the generality of the equations it is necessary to develop the equations
for excitations at two frequencies.

If the geometric centre of the journal is not concentric with the rotation centre due to the run-out,L ro, the journal will be excited at the synchronous speed. At the same time if the journal is excited by a
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Figure 1. The response of circular bearing to synchronous excitation.4g

constant rotating force, F , at a speed of Q, then there will be a phase difference, B, between these forces
at time t=O. Then by expredsing the oil film forces in relative quantities the equations of motion of the
journal about the equilibrium position can be expressed as follows:

xx C) K~ Kx X -X F co n T(1+I: o. ,xY 0 x+I oXY0
SCyx Cyy Yo Kyx - Yo0  W sin nT

where: X 0 cos (T -

Y0 0 sin (T -)

Thus, for a bearing operating at a certain equilibrium eccentricity, the response will be determined by the
excitation force , frequency and the stebility parameter.
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Due to the cross-coupling damping terms, it is much easier to express all the state variables as
complex quantities. Since there are two excitations at frequencies w and nw, the solutions can be assumed '
as superposition of the harmonic functions at these frequencies:

t (T-Ox1) i (nT-0x)..,-
r..)

X= XR+ XF= Xl e +Xne n

i(T.Oy1) i (nT-0n I '

Y = YR + YF = Y1 e + Yn e

The real part of these equations are the solutions and X1 , Y1 l Xn and Yn are real quantities. Thederivativyes are:i

S=i XR + i n XF i YR + i n YF

X="XR - n2 XF = YR - n2 YF

Substituting into equation (1) and expressing the external and run-out excitations as parts of complex
numbers, the equations can be separated into the two frequencies as:

_-L I]] XR ei(T-) [Z] (2)

P YR -i

and: [Z] n - 2 F --- (3))

n -T__ F ~p Y W

where [Z] is the complex dynamic stiffness matrix or the impedance of the oil film and elements are:

nnZ XXn K XX + i n CXX , ZXyn KXvy + i n Cxy

Zyxn = yx + i n Cyx , yy = Kyy + i n Cyy
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(c) The phase angle and angle of inclanation

Figure 1. The response of circular bearing to synchronous excitation.

It is to be noted that the oil film impedance is frequency dependent and subscript 1 refers to the

synchronous impedance.

The amplitudes of the response and the phase angles can be solved by inverting equations (2) and (3):

i4Xl ( 1 Xn1
Io n

m i uti and Le n (n0lii In OYn -i

n2
where: CZ)1 1 *[Z], -- [I 3p III Z~nn [Z] n -9--[Ill

As it may be seen, the response variables are expressed as complex variables at the two excitation
frequencies, and the amplitudes and the phase angles are given in equatioiis (4). Since the responses are
harmonic functions, a stationary orbit can be obtained if the excitation frequency ratio is an integer
number. If the external excitation frequency is half of the shaft speed, a double-loop orbit can be
obtained. This orbit converges to a single-loop elliptical orbit if there is no run-out (or its response
is negligibly small comoared to the external excitation response); or- if there is no synchronous external
excitation. Since the vibration amplitudes are linearly dependent on the unbalance force to static load
ratio, the response amplitudes can be presented as the product of the non-dir nsional major or minor axis
and the static to unbalance force ratio. For an elliptical orbit the mjor and minor semi-axes, nheir
dirertion of inclinAtion and the phase angle between the excitation force and the major semi-axes are of
interest for comparison with experimnit and are derived in Appendix A.

The theoretical response curves are plotted in Figures 1 and 2 for two different bearing bore
geometries against their load capacities. They showed fairly common characteristics. At low loads, the
major axis amplitude increases with increase in the load capacity. At higher loads, for circular bearings,
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Figure 2. The response of elliptical bearing to synchronous excitation (65 0.4).

the amplitudes may decrease or stay at the same level, but for elliptical bearings. it increases with the *
load. The minor axis ar.ip~itude increases at low loads and decreases at higher loads. But, again, for
elliptical bearings it keeps increasing at a low rate. The stability parameter which can be considered as
ameasure of damping in the bearing has a strong effect on the vibration amplitudes. It is to be noted 7

K that as the stability parameter approaches to the corresponding threshold value (i.e. as the load decreases
or- the shaft speed increases), the Fo/W ratio increases; therefore, the real vibration amplitudes a/c or
b/c increase.

CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS FR4OM THE RESPONSE

Experimental methods can be devised for the determination of the coefficients by means of the equations
of motion. From a practical point of view, unbalance excitation is the simplest way of applying synchronous -'

4 sinusoidal excitation. If the equations of motion given in equation (3) are considered with the unbaalance
excitation, then from measurements of the amplitudes and phase angles of the resulting motion in the twu
directions give four equations. In order to obtain the missing four equations, experiments must be carried
out under -varied conditions. The value of unbalance force, F0, cannot be changed because it will not produce
linearly independent equations, and the experiments cannot be carried out with different values of w, c or
W, because they all determine the operating condition of the bearing at which the coefficients are sought. - ~~1
The only parameter that can be changed is the vibrating mass, N, in the stability parameter. The experiments

- *. can be carried out at substantially different values of the mass in order to obtain reliable results.
However, as it is seen in Figures l.a and 2 for different bearing geometries. ther3 is a range of

* eccentricity and stability parameter for which the amplitudes of response converge to the same value.
* Therefore, substantially different values of response for different values of N (i.e. for different values

of Sp), for practical reasons, are limited to high eccentricities and low stability parameters (which, of
course, should be well above the threshold value).

At a certain operating condition, response to excitation at a non-synchronous frequency gives a set of
four equations. For the deter-mination of the second set of equations, the oil film is to be excited at a
different frequency in order to obtain a substantially different response. For practical purposes, it is
advantageous to have stationary response orbits. This can be achieved at half of the shaft speed. Response
to external excitation at half of the shaft speed is given in Figure 3 for comparison with the synchronous
response in Figures 1.a and l.b. They show different characteristics. In practice, these two excitations
may be applied simultaneously. Synchronous excitation occurs due to run-out and half -synchronous excitation
from an external exciter. In this case, it is necessary to separate out the response to non- synchronous
forcing from the synchronous vibration. In order to reduce the Pffect of measurement error, it is desirable
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Figure 3. The response of circular bearing to half-synchronous excitation.

to have deliberate run-out to obtain a large response orbit And in half-synchronous excitation the force
amplitude should be kept small enough due to low damping of the fluid film bearing at this frequency ratio.
The overall response amplitude should be small enough in order not to violate the assumption of the
linearization of the oil film forces. Further, the monitoring equipment for vibration orbit must be accurate
in order to avoid misleading results. If there is no run-out, then by exciting at synchronous and half-
synchronous frequencies the necessary eight equations can be obtained. In test apparatus, in order to avoid
the effect of gravity on bearing loading, the stationary shaft axis is to be mounted vertically so that
the bearing and its housing can be excited in the horizontal plane. In this case, the bearing housing is
to be supported in the horizontal plane by hydrostatic air bearing which gives negligible resistance to
vibration. If the amplitudes and phase angles of the resulting motions in the two directions are mepsured,
then the vibrations can be expressed as complex equations. By substituting these equations into (2) and
(3), respectively, and writting the impedances as unknowns gives two sets of four equations, then the
coefficients can be solved (see Appendix B).

The bearing cocfficients are found from the linearization of the oil film forces about the equilibrium
running position. This can be expressed mathematically as a first order Taylor expansion. The Reynolds
equation is solved by means of the finite difference method using the Reynolds boundary condition. The oil
film forces are calculated from integration of the pressure distribution obtained for small displacements
about the equilibrium position of the journal center. The gradients of these forces with respect to the
perturbations give the bearing coefficients, the first index being the force direction and the second indexthe perturbation direction.

The effect of measurement errors on the calculations of the coefficients with this method is also

investigated. For circular and elliptical bearings, the errors in the coefficients are calculated for +10%
errors in amplitude of all measurements (i.e. in the elements of [AZ] and on the right hand sides of
equations(B.l) and the restilts are shown in Figures 4 and 5 as dashed lines. In equations(B.l), the parameters
are taken as Fo/W - 0.2, Sp - 1.0, Ro - 0.4, = 30t and B = 600. Although the errors are small at high
values of the coefficients, for low values of the coefficients (less than about 2.0) the errors can reachhi gher percentages.
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Figure 4. Variatioti of the errors in the coefficients of a circular bearinq.

"CONCLUSIONS

A Although several methods exsit for the determination of the eight bearing coefficients, from the
foregoing consideraticns, it has been shown that the coefficients obtained from the dynamic response of
the journal is extremely sensitive to the method of calculation. The oil fllm impedances which depend on
the excitation frequency make it possible to get completely different response when it is excited at
two frequencies. Therefore, the test apparatus is to be designed such that the bearing and its housing
are to be allowed to vibrate in the horizontal plane while the shaft is to rotate about its stationary
vertical axis. With this arrangment the excitation fotces can be applied easily to the bearing housing.
The coefficients obtained flbom the forced re t ponse can be predicted with high accuracy. Although the
percentage errý,'s are quite small for higher values of coefficient the errors can go higher values for
the coefficients which change sing over the eccentricity range.
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APPENDIX A
An elliptical whirl orbit, in general, can be expressed in teris of complex variables as:

- r
Re{ i(T-TX) IT

X - Re (ý eRe f(X Cix se)
i(T-jy)I

Y Re (7e 1 Re {(Y.-iYS) e i

or in terms of real variables as:

X - cos (T - Xs sin 1 + Xcc cos T

V.- Y cos (T - • sy) - Ys sin T + Yc cos T

where: (X = + 2 s ( + ,2 1.

ix tan- s)1 , (YT tan 1 Ys)
c Yc"

If the X-Y coordinate is rotated such that it coincides with the major and mino,- semi .Ixes of the
"ellipse, as in Figure A.1, then the motion can be expressed as:

X' - A cos (T + t), Y' = B sii (T + p) (A.2)

where A and B are non-dimensional major and minor semi-axes, respectively, and p is the phase angle between
"the exciting force and the major semi-axis.

If ý is the angle between the major semi-axis and the X axis, then using the following transformation
equations:

IX, cos~ sine 
X

. -sin • cos Y -

"and equating the coefficients of sin T and cos T terms by the u.s of equations (A.1) and (A.2) gives:

A cos p = Xc cos R + Yc sin 1 (A.3a)

-A sin X s cos ý+Ys sin a (A.3b)

Bsinip-X sin +Yc cos 0 (A.3c)
C

B cos p=- Xs sin a + Ys cos B (A.3d)

• . Eliminating P and ý between the equations in two ways gives:

A2 +2 Xc2 + Yc2 + Xs2 +Y 2 (A.4)

_ 7;' s
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ind: (A + B)2  2 ( +Y) 2 + Y Xs) 2  (A. 5)

From equations (A.4) and (A.5), one can deduce that:

8' Xc Ys " c Xs (A.6) I . .

Substituting equation (A.6) Intm equation (A.4) gives:

A4  (Xc2 +Xs 2 + Yc + Ys2) A2 +(X Y- Y X) 2  0'

then:

* A u(1/2(X,2 + X + Y + YV2 +//(c+ 2+ Yc + Y5 )- (XYs Y Ics~~

The attitude angle of the elliptical orbit, can be obtained by eliminating A and B ard • between '"
the equations (A.3) and gives:

2 (XcYc + X sYs) 
, -

Ic X

0" 1/2 tan~l • -. (s• ) .;.•.

Then, the phase angle between the excitation force and the major semi-axis can be solved by using any
one of equations (A.3).

F Fý

F0

Figure A.I, Dynamic load orbit

'APPENDIX B "1

The vibration in the two di;'ections can be expressed as:

For synchronous response: " -,

ij(-€x1) piT- ...
XR = I R =RI,i(T-iyl) iT

YR= Y e YRI e

For half-synchronous response:

i(nT-¢Xn
S= einT

XF Xn e XFne

i F e Yn) Y einTYF = n e Fn

where n - 1/2.

If these equations are substituted into equations (2) and (3), respectively, and keeping the terms
including the impedances on the left hand side gives:
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U X Rl R 0 e - R X 1

K [Z)

YRI +1i R e'- P YRI

x o F n 2 XFnZ] n 10 1 + ' ' - ! :
YFn -i 3-p YFn

If these equations are written with the impedances as unknowns:

z xx
XR Re-ie YR + iRoe is 0 0 1 1 XRlRI 0XY RP 0R z I" - .

e-0 0 X -Re YRI + Roie'is Zl R,
Ri~ Fo 12, .

0n Zn 0 RI 
"

-in L- + D- x. 
-

0n Fn n 2

These equations are to be written as real variables for the solut.uns of the eight coefficients; then the
two sets of four equations are:

K X X 0 R e ( X R T K y x I R e ( Y R I ) "" ' i
XX I XRI) YX I I R'

[AZ] - + and [AZ] = (B.1)
Kxy F0 /W ' n' Re(XFn) .fyy 0 "pp n Re(YFn)

Xy n2 Im(XFn) Cyyl -Fo/W n2 Im(YFn)

where n 1/2, and:

Re(XRl'R e'i) "Im(XRl 'R e Re(YRl+iR~e i) -Im(YRl+iR~e - ) ,:

[AZ] = Tm(XRi-Roe-i6) Re(XR,-Roe i) Im(YRl+iRoe 'i) Re(YRl .iRoe-i )

Re(XFn) -n*lm(XFI) Re(YFn) -n*lmCYFn)

Im(XFn) n*Re(XFn) Im(YFn) n*Re(YFn) 7

Then the coefficients can be solve. by inverting equation (B.1) for given values of operating parameters
Fo/W and S

0 1

I. _ _ _ _ 1
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DISCUSSION

KJ.Brown, Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Ca
Could you please comment on the comparison of your experimental results with calculated values in the literature
and whether you have done or know of any work that has been done on calculating the coefficient when air is 0
entrained in the oil.

Author's Reply
In this paper, I have presented a method for the determination of the coefficients experimentally. From tile error
analysis, it has been shown that by using this metlod, the effect of measurement errors on the coefficients can be
considerably reduced. The effect of air entrainment ir the oil has not been considered. Since the vibration -

amplitudes are small the effect of air in the oil has been neglected in all the previous works like in the computation
of static bearing performance.

J.Frene, Universitd de Poitiers, Fr
Les coeU'ici-nrs dyns.miques sont oitenus dans le cadre de la thdorie lin~aire qui suppose des d~placements et des
vitesses 1,; d6placekment infiniment uetits. Dans le mouvement orbital que vous imposez, pour rdaliser la mesure,
les ddrc1cLc.nents sont finis. Pouvez vous commenter cet aspect?

Author's Reply
Every non-linear problem can be linearized about the point under consideration. Depending on the system charac- .

teristics the linearization region can be small or large. Actually, in References (5) and (6), it has been shown that the
linearization region for journal bearings can go up to about half of the clearance of the bearing. Therefore, if the
amplitudes of responses to excitation are within the linearization range, the linearized coefficients can be determined -.

from the finite amplif 'e responses as described in the paper.

.1

__ .1,
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SUMMARY

The thermo-hydrodynamic lubrication problem for a journal bearing is studied. Special '
emphasis is given to the heat balance for the bearing. The flow is assumed to be laminar,
the lubricant is Newtonian and incompressible. Allowance is made for the viscosity- , I
temperature dependence. The shaft surface temperature is taken to be constant, and at the
outer surface of the bearing bush the temperature is determined from heat flux continuity.

NOMENCLATURE - -

c = viscosity-temperature coefficient h journal temperature
c = heat capacity, J/kgC gh groove temperature
C = radial clearance, m T - mean temperature across film thickness
D = diameter of journal, m Tmi =mean inlet temperature
e = eccentricity, m To = inner bush surface temperature
E = powerlops., W u,v,w= velocity components in circumferential-,
2 = E/(2poR4Wd/C) radial- and axial directions,_(&•)= inletotemperature distribution respectively, m/s

fr,ft= hydrodynamic fluid-film forces u u/(R w) " !i
h r filw thickness, m v v/(R w)(C/R)
S= h/C = w/(R )
ko = thermal conductivity of lubricant, x = circumferential coordinate in the

W/mC direction of rotation, m.
k = thermal conductivity of bush, W/mC y = radial coordinate through the film-

K = hot oil carry-over coefficient thickness measured from bush surface, m
L = bearing length, m z = axial coordinate measured from bearing
m = viscosity-temperature coefficient centerline, m
N = rotational speed, r-pm E: = e/C, eccentricity ratio

= pressure, N/m2  4 = z/R, axial coordinate
p p/(6pow(R/C) 2 ) e = x/R, circumferential coordinate, measured
P = specified boundary pressure from maximum film thickness
e = ko/(pcpwC2 ) 8, = circumferential coordinate, measured
a = flow from loadline, see fig. 1.
qc = Couette flow Kr,Ký= heat transfer coefficients, W/m 2 C

q 8,q: flow in circumferential and axial 1 = viscosity, Pas
direction, respectively = reference viscosity, Pas

r = radial coordinate, m 1 : /pI 0S= r/R cm m mean viscosity across film thickness

R = inner hush radius, m V viscosity, cSt
R1 = outer bush radius, m y/C, radial coordinate through the
F1 = R1 /R film thickness
S = Sommerfeld number :/E
T = temperature, C P = density of lubricant, kg/m 3  "1T = T/Tý attitude angle, see fig. 1 9

a ambient temperature W = angular velccity, rad/sec.
Tf = (6°ow(R/C) 2)/(Pc)' T-1  qs side leakage

INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, and especially within the last few years, a number of articles,
describing the thermohydrodynamic lubriqation problem, has appeared. These articles have,
however, rarely considered the energy-balance, or heet-balance, related to the stationary
operating conditions for the bearings. It is, therefore, the intention of this paper to
illustrate the dependence of the temperature and heat balance on the most significant bear-
ing parameters.

The evaluation of the lubricant temperature in a hydrodynamic bearing is based on
the solution of the energy equation which, in this case, forms a parabolic differential
equation. The initial conditions for this equation is the temperature at the inlet to
a bearing sector from a groove. Additionally, the temperature of the bearing surfaces
form the boundary conditions to the equation.
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Both the radial temperature distribution at the inlet and the temperature of the
bearing surfaces have a decisive influence on the solution of the energy equation and
Reynolds equation, and thereby on the operating conditions for the bearing.

The general energy equation is very complicated and difficult to solve. Approxi-
. mations to this equation is thus of great interest. In this work several approximations

have been investigated, and comparisons between them have been made to clarify the influence _

of the temperature on the stationary operating conditions.

" - GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Using the procedure published by Dowson /1/, with the conventional assumptions of
thin film lubrication, and introducing dimensionless variables, the fluid velocities
can be expressed as - .

-:6 f- i-dt + ( 6 ElI a .--

S0(1)

o0 Fo o v

and Reynolds equation becomes

e(F 2 Do) + (F 2  ) : ) " (h - •--) (2)

00

wher bondr coandion F once areh givend byaio r

2-' F 1 o• d-(4

h PO (6i)j

0 (7
Pof• 5).61

S~~The boundary conditions connected with Reyrolds equation are.,-':

SP = Po(6)

or; 
"-.

The functions F ,F and P2 in Reynolds equation

o Viscosity and. thereby, on the
temperature distribution in the lubricant. In

dimesionessvariables, the appropriate energy

Pe a 2rr D 2 4.(3w 2 (8)

The boundary condition- 'ý-r (8) are

h, ' = " b 
(9 b ) . =1

Fig. 1. Geometry and coordinate system of e : e , 0 f (9c)
a radial bearing. o0 (9c)

0 , 0 ( 9 d )

Description of the temperature distribution, eq. (9c), at the inlet to a bearing pad
is a complex problem. Several authors have studied this problem /3,4,5/, and provi.ded a
rather good knowledge about the mean inlet temperature, but detailed information about the
temperature profile at the inlet is lacking.
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It is therefore usually suggested that the inlet temperature is uniform /7, It/.
However, when studying the heat balance, this can give sever'e problems by causing dis-
continuities in the temperature distribution of the bearing surfaces and the lubricant.

In the examples shown in this work, the temperature is assumed to be distriouted
according to a function f(0,c) which gives a continuous temperature distribution in the
transition zones between the bearing solids and the fluid. The mean value of f(0,1) equals
the mean inlet temperature calculated from a hot oil carry-over coefficient

Equation (9b) expresses the temperature at the surface of the rotating shaft. At the
outer surface of the stationary bearing sleeve, convection takes place, and at the inter-
face between the lubricant and the solid, continuity of temperature exists.

The heat conduction equation is

-- r ++ " "(10)

1, 3T KrRi

r- == - r 0< < (Ila)

i<r<T1, o<e<2,r, 0 3T 0 (lit) ,

L aT t1<(r<rr 0<6-<27, rr- k a) (lic)

4< D1' k oRiD

1, 0<0<2n, N L -D k (lid)

Equation (Ila) and (Ile) expres.ýses the convection boundary condition at the outer

surface. Since the bearing is assumed to be symmetric, (1lb) expresses the symmetry condi-
tions. (lid) expresses the heat flux continuity condition at the fluid-solid interface.

To express the viscosity-temperature dependency the standard Walther-ASTM equation
is used,

V = -0.6 + i0o0(%+mlogT) (12) ]
wheýre the temperaturvs in this equation are absolute.,

APFROXIMATIONS

The equations given above provide a basis for a complete description of the stationary
thermohydrodynamic behaviour of a journal bearing. To solve these equations is a cumber- - "
some and expensive job. It is necessary to use numerical methods involving a large number
of variables. A reduction of the number and complexity of the equations to be solved and
thcreby the cost involved, i.s therefore highly desirable.

Only approximations to the energy equation will be considered since tho approximations
to the Reynolds - and the heat conduction equation will follow as a natural consequence
of the approximations given for the energy equation.

Energy equation independent of the film height

Here it is assumed, that the viscosity is constant across the film thickness and
evaluated at the local mean temperature.

Integrating the left-hand side (IHS) of eq. (8) across the thickness ani using the
above given assumptions t.cgtther with the contiLnuity equation, gives,

- 3T
mo =-dm 

( i41.. .

0 

.

* 0  udt (114)

L : o 
(15)

Using equation (1) with constant viscosity 11 and integrating the right-hand side (RHS)
of eq. (8), yields,

RHS Pe- )+ (Pe )+ (16)S' ~0 L Ii
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To evaluate the heat conduction at the fluid-solid interface, it is assumed that the
flow is pure Couette flow and that

a t D T a T
0 (17)

Used on eq. (8) this gives
-- 1

e - -u) 2 (18)

Integrating this twice with respect to , gives

() = To+ (Th - To1( + 1 _(,-2) (19)

Obtaining the mean temperature Tm from
I h
jm: (20) :

where both qc and u are evaluated from Couette flow only, gives

T+ + m (1
3 3 h 7 (Pe e

Using (21) to eliminate Pm from (iq) gives •

r2
T(&) = T + 3(2t T h)- - 2(3@T - T + 2Th)a- (22)0 M 0 h h 0 h

For usual running conaitions the energy dissipation in eq.(16), caused by the Couette
term, is much greater than that caused by the Poiseuille term. When (22) is introduced in
(16) the energy equation becomes, S

q Do - 4PP(T + A V + + (23)
q0 •--- +~ q z +r 4e@ 2T1  3T5  -6•"

As is seen from eq. (22), the temperature distribution across the th.'rkness is para-
bolic. By solving eq. (23), Reynolds- and the heat conduction equation together, the temp- . ]
erature distribution in the lubricant can be found. Reynolds equation will in this case be '
simplified compared to eq. (2) (5), since the viscosity is expressed at the mean
temperature.

Assuming that the convective as well as the dissipative terms can be expressed by
Couette flow only, and that the bearing is infinite]y long, the energy equation takes the
rollowing form

al@m 8Pe ( h- + (22T ) '_Tý :- (0 +2h 3rm) (24)

hh

Since eq. (24) is independent of the pressure distribution in the film, only iteration
between eq. (24) and the heat conduction equation aeeds to be considered. I

A still more simplified version of thb energy equation can be obtained if it is assumed
that the shaft and bush are adia.atic. Then,

a m _ m (25).]
3T M 5 1A

For the energy equations given by eq. (2 ) - (2,), the inlet temperature must be

specified as a mean temperature across the thicknost..i

Energy equation independent of the film length

Next. it is assumed that the temperature in the lubricant is constant in the axial dir-
ection, and allowed to vary across the thlckness. 114/ has considered this situation
for a bearing with pure Couette flow. The appropriate energy equation is then as eq. (8),
except for the third term which is left out. In order to make the numerical treatment of
the energy equation more convenient, the bearing 1,ab if- trnnsformed into a rectangular domain
by the substitution /1I4/.

______ _____
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(26)

Eq. (8) then takes the form
-a - sin ÷ e (27)

An expression for ý in the rectangular solution domain can be obtained from the contin-
uity equation and the well known expressions for the lubricant velocity under isothermall
conditions. aaas ebo

S( + ( - ) )( 2 8 )

Insertion of eq. (28) into (27) yields in

@T•@ --T:Pe + ( L (29)

Since in eq. (28) is expressed in terms of isothermal parameters, eq. (29) will not be S
valid in the general case of temperature dependent velocities The error is however, small
and the advantages are obvious. titahl
THE ENERGY BALANCE "

The heat generated by the dissipation in the lubricant is removed in several ways. I
Some of it goes to the bush and the shaft, the rest to the axial boundaries or to the inlet
groove. From a design point of view, the relative magnitude of these contributions to the
energy balance are of interest. A similar experimental analysis has been carried out in h2e.The reduced film length in the diverging zone is taken into account when the energy balance ':'
is set up. . :,i

Most of the beat, generated by dissipation in the bearing, will be removed by convect'ion. :. .

Some of the lubricant will, mainly depending on the eccentricity ratio, be recirculated tothe inlet groove. In the groove, a mixing of the incoming fresh lubricant and the reci rcul- .•
ating one takes place. Hence, at the inlet to a bearing segment, the temperature will be
dependent on the mixing and temperature conditions in the groove. Attempts to describe • .[i
these phenomena analytically as well as experimentally a~e mainly done in /3,4,5/. The
results obtained are expressed by a hot oil carry-over coefficient, which relates the mean

inlet temperature at the bearing segment to the temperature of the incoming fresh lubricant
and the temperature of the shafV. I

Ti Tg + K(h (30)mi g h g9

SOLUTION METHODS

Severt0l different numerical techniques have been employed to solve the equations *72
The Reynolds equation is solved by the Finite Element Method /10/. Since Reynolds

equation with it's boundary conditions expresses a well-posed elliptic boundary value
problem, it can be cast into an equivalent variational form, suitable for the usual FEM.
Six node isoparametric triangular elements are used.

The energy equations (8) and (29) are solved by Implicit Finite Difference Methods,
/9,15/.

Eq. (23), where the mean temperature across the thickness is introduced, is solved by
the Galerkin Method, which is one of the Weighted Residual Methods, WRM. The mesh used for
the solution of Reynolds equation by FEM, can be employed again for the solution of eq. (23)
by the WRM, /10/.

To solve eq. (24) and (25) which are ordinary differential equations, a Predictor-
Corrector Method is used, /8/.

The heat conduction equation (10) is solved by a usual Finite Difference Method.

To evaluate the governing equations at the same points, regardless of solut*.on method,
the same grid, in axial and circumferential direction, has been used for all three types of
equations in one calculation.

RESULTS

The results are all obtained for the same bearing to make comparisons easier. The
numerical data for the bearing are given i: the following list.
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R =5.1o m 6R 100o10o
C = 71.10 m ks/2  50 W/mC
Kr h 50 W/m2C Th 77 C
r, =50 C N 4800 rpm

and for the lubricant

P = 850 kg/m 3  Cp : 2000 J/kgC
Tg: 50 C ko = 0.150 W/mC

The coefficients in the viscosity-temperature relation are found from the following values,
v = 20 cSt at 50C and v = 6.55 cSt at 90 C. v = 20 cSt is taken to be the reference viscosity.
The simplest version of the energy equation is given in eq. "R. From the solution to this
equation, the tempepature distribution is shown in figure 2. ,Ance eq. (25) is independent
of the pressure distribution, the results are presented for constant attitude angle t = 0.

The curves show that the temperature rises
sharply in a narrow band around minimum film-

T'C thickness and it is seen that the eccentricity
C ,.9 ratio has a strong influence on the tempera-

uS. ture rise. Eq. (25) is also solved, assuming
that the viscosity is constant. With this
assumption, the temperature rise is three

*.times as high, for : 0.9, as it is with
variable viscosity.

If heat conduction to the shaft and the "
bush is allowed, the energy equation is given
by eq. (24). Again the attitude angle has been
fixed at O= 0. Figure 3 shows the results.

€,S The highest value of the mean temperature is -

" €-now lowered considerably compare( to the
, results obtained in figure 2. The temperature

at the lubricant-bush interface, and the shaft
7- temperature are shown on the figure too.

Along most of the circumference, the bush
surface temperature is higher than the mean

,. temperature. As the eccentricity ratio is .:>•

* 2 3 4 $ 6 increased, the hottest spot is moved closer to.- the point of minimum film thickness. Figure 4 .

Fig. 2. W temperature distribution in the shows the radial temperature distribution
lubricar '-titude angle fixed at 0=.O. L/D.cn. corresponding to the results obtained in

Inlet teral ture constant. Adiabatic bearing figure 3. The radial temperature distribution
surfaces, is described by parabolas at each circumferen-

tial position, as given by eq. (22). If a
!C •lower value of the hot oil carry over coeffi-

•ient is taken, the temperatare will be almost
90 € the same in the diverging zone, whereas both

the mean temperature and the bush surface
temperature will be lower in the converging
film zone. This effect also influences the
heat balance for the bearing.

7SS

70 07

Fig. 3. Mean temperature in the lubricant and Fig. 4. Parabolic temperature distribution
bearing surface temperatures. Attitude angle across film thickness for e = 0.7.
fixed at *:0. L/D:=. Radial temperature
"distribution on fig. 4 for c= 0.7.

For the two-dimensional energy equation, eq. (23), a solution was obtained including
also an evaluation of the pressure distribution. This means that besides the iterations I
to obtain a correct temperature distribution, an additional iteration procedure is employed
to find the correct attitudc angle. With the boundary conditions given above, the temperature
var'.ti-n in the axial direction, in the lubricant, wes about 0.2 C for c = 0.7. Figure 5
anc • shows the results. It is seen that the hottest spot at the bush surface is
locai C, t3oin ) the point of minimum film thickness for all eccentricity ratios.

V The paramett7-s in t:ole 1 are evaluated from:
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I ~ ~-112" ..
TIC CR S 2 -I + -t2 (31)

r

is where J'
f r 6• r I cse-€ -

f t :d -sin('-O)l de•(32)

0 0

and
Th (

75 s 12F 2  dO (33) --

and
70 (L/D (21T

j: Jo a- dOd& (34)

S is the Sommerfeld number, qs the side leakage
Fig. 5. Distribution of mean temperature and P the powerloss.
in the lubricant and bearing surface
temperature. L/D = 0.3. In the cases demonstrated below, the energy

equation will be given as eq. (29), i.e. theTable 1. Steady state running parameters

as a finction of the eccentricity ratio, temperature is now allowed to vary freely in
the radial direction.

S qs E To compare the results in figure 3 and 4 with
the corresponding results for the case of temp-

0.95 0.7 41.51 0.39 0.99 erature variation across the thickness it is
assumed that the flow is pure Couette fluw, and

2.71 0.5 56.25 0.28 0.89 that 0 0. The results are given in figure
6.68 0.3 69.76 0.17 0.85 6, 7, 8 and 9. When figure 3 and 6 are compared,

it is seen that the mean temperature in the oil24.36 o.1 83.42 0.06 0.87 film is almost the game, but that the bush sur-
face temperature distribution is different as
expected. This difference influences the heat

balance for the two models, since the bush temperature in the latter case is generally higher.
While about 10% of the dissipated energy goes into the bush in the latter case, it is only
about 5% for the case given in figure 3. An interesting fact which is valid for both cases,
is that the relative amount of heat to the bush is almost independent of the eccentricity
ratio. The isotherms in the bush and the lubricant are shown on figure 8 for e = 0.7.
Figure 9 indicates the radial temperature distribution curves. Although the temperature
may vary freely, the curves on figure 4 and 9 are very similar. - -

When the energy equation (29), Reynolds equation and the heat conduction equation are
solved simultaneously by an iterative procedure, the results are as shown by the following
figures and tables. The distribution of the mean temperature in the lubricant on figure 10
is very similar to that obtained in figure 5, while the bush surface temperature is remark-
ably higher in the inlet zone for the results in figure 10. The heat banance, figure 11, is

100

TIC SHAFT7I
IS \BEARING.+
so

40

20 2

,0 1 0

4 S 6 0 0.2 0.4 O.i 0i

Fig. 6. Mean temperature in the lubricant and Fig. 7. Heat balance for the bearninr.
bearing surface temperatures. AtGtitude an le Couette flow.
fixed at 0 = 0. L/D = -. The same result:;
are presented in figures 7, 8 and 9.
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Fig. 1. Isutherms in the lubricant and in Fig. 9. Radial temperature distribution
the bush. c 0.7. in the lubricant. c 0.7.

TOC 100 ." .

S EARING - *
AXIAL

7S GROOVE "" ,•

20-

- o", .o., '- s., .700
I.•0 4, 6 9 0 0, 0. ., to

Fig. ant Fig. 11. Heat balance for the bearing.
i.." and bearing surface temperatures.

Table 2. Steady state running parameters
as a function of the eccentricity
ratiop. tne.,.Fi 1.e,0

s C 0 is •.;,,.
0.51 0.8 311.15 o.43 1.o6 i
0.97 0.7 4o.84 0.39 0.94 .,.-, 1%

2.91 0.5 56.31 0.28 0.83 T"'
7.45 0.3 70.26 o.16 0.80 • - "

31. 14 0.1 82.51 0.05 0.8

almost the same as for the case of pure Couette flow given in figure 7, but generally ,the
amount of heat to the bush is greater in the latter case. Table 2 lists the main steady
state running parameters as a function of the eccentricity ratio.

A fully three-dimensional thermohydrodynamic solution was obtained by solving eq. (8),
Reynolds equation and the heat conduction equation. The maximum ax.a] temperature variation
was less than 1 C for e = 0.7, and the temperature distribution on the bush surface was
essentially the same as for figure 10. .-

It should be emphas'zed, that the results presented in this paper are related to ai p

particular lubricant and bearing geometry. It is not possible, to make the results indepen-
dent of the bearing dimensions and lubricant proper-f-es by means of a single dimensionless
parameter as can be done in the isothermal case through the use of the Sommerfeld number.
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For a particular bearing, with thermal boundary conditions specified, it is possible
to set up an overall heat transfer coefficient as a function of, for example, the eccentri-
city ratio or the rotational speed. As this coefficient, however, still depends on the
geometry and boundary conditions, there seems to be no advantage in introducing such a
concept.

CONCLUSION .

- The viscosity-temperature dependence hac a pronounced influence on the temperature level
- Heat conduction to the bearing sleeve and the shaft must be taken into account
- The temperature variation across the fluid film thickness is significant

The mean temperature in the lubricant is well represented by the parabolic approximation
- Under normal operating conditions the axial temperature variation is negligible.
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DISCUSSION

J.D.Medley, University of Waterloo, Ca
Can you comment on difficulties encountered in the application of the sophisticated numerica: techniqueq you used
in your solution procedures?

Aithor'a Reply
Two main numerical problems emerged in the solution of the energy equatiors described.

For the general energy equation I Eq. (8), and for Eq. (29) numerical problems arise for high eccentricity ratios,
The system of finite difference equations will no longer be positive definite, The physical explanation for this is,
that backflow appears In the high pressure region. To evaluate the temperature at an arbitrary circumferential
position in the lubricant film the results riready obtained upstream are used. The appearance of backflow means
that downstream temperatures must be taken into account. This cannot be done in a usual finite difference
,iscretization of a parabolic equation.

When solving the enely equation given by Eq, (23) the above mendoned problems caused by backflow will not
appcar. Instead, at leout when the WRM is used, the system of equations obtained will be nonsymmetric and
ind,11nite.

J.Frene, Universita de Poitiers, Fr
Pouvez-vous donner des ddtails sur la faqon dont vous prenez en compte les transferts thermiques dans ia zone de
cavitation?

Author's Reply *1

For the energy Equations (8) and (22) where axial temperature variation in the lubricant is taken into account the
Peclet number in the diverging film zone is adjusted according to the reduced film length

(7) -P c=-Pe

In this work it is assumed that the lubricant will be supplied to the bearing at the groove only. From continuity
considerations it is s (en that ( e na tm h re

I hi
L h1- 0)•-.. ..

I is the reduced film length in the diverging film zone,.'. : "
h- is the film height at the circumferential position wheecvtto frtapas

For the energy Equations (24) and (29), the Peciet number is assumed to be the same in the converging film zones. - -4

But, when the heat balance is set up, the reduced film length in the diverging film zone is taken into account.

J.F.Chevaller, SNECMA, Fr
Avez-vous fait les m•mes calculs pour un squeeze film, et avez-vous fait les memes calculs pour un coiltact roulant?

Author's Reply
K. Unfortunately we have not made the same analysis for squeeze film bearings and roiling element bearings.

Probably the assumption of parabolic temperature distribution across the frlm height could be used in the analysis
of squeeze film bearings.

For the case of EHL it should be emphasized that the temperature gradients can be several orders of magnitude _

higher than in the usual hydrodynamic lubrication situatio•i, It may therefore be difficult to express the tempera-
ture gradients sufficiently accurate i,- the EHL situation.

C.H.T.Pan, Columbia University, US I
In a related study, "Finite-Element Method for Heat Transfer Problems in Hydrodyanmic Lubrication" by
Dr Kwang June Bai, whicl, is being released as US DOD Report No. DTNSRDC/SPD-1043-01, the numerical .
procedure required to coi~Apute the temperature field in the lubricant film was considered. In view of the recent
trend of increased use of computers in engineering work (CAD, CAM etc.), an accurate and trouble-free numerical
procedure to deteinine the lubri-ant temperature field is needed because lubricant viscosity is seisitive " tempera-
ture, because thermo-elastic distortion of becring surface is important for certain bearing types, aad because intense
local heating is expected in mixed lubrication, A three-domain problem was formulated. A parabolic domain
(combined convection-Londuction with internal heating) is sandwiched between two elliptic domains (conducting U
solids). It is known that numerical instability would develop if Galerkin type finite element method is applied to

calculaic at single domain parabolic field. However, no numerical instability was encountered when the inree-doniain
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problem was so treated. Two model problems were solved, In the first model problem, an analytically known flirld
was computed by the FEM. Residual errors, measured by the deviations of t,'w numerical result from the anulytiotl
field were correlated with mesh size. Converging type power law dependence of residual errors on the mesh size
was established for a wide range of the Peclet number, A second problem considered dealt with a situation which
closely approximates the realistic physical conditions of an actual bearing, The iesults indicate a strong dominance
of wall effe.ts, Temperature gradients in the conducting solids are of moderate magnitudes. The lubricant ..
temperature rises quickly to correspond to the wall temperatures, Although the transverse temperature gradient
in the lubricant film is quite high, the actual transverse temperature variation is relatively modest. Heat capacity
associated with "hot oil cirryover" is deemed to be of secondary importance in comparison with the amount of '
viscous heating. A large fraction of the temperature rise can be attributed to the thermal resistance between the
solid bodies and the ambient.
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BEHAVIOR OF AIRCRAFT ENGINE OILS AT HIGH TEMPERATURE

Dr. E. Jantzen
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt

fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.
Institut fUr Technische Physik

Pfaffenwaldring 38-40, 7000 Stuttgart 80 "
F.R. Germany

Higher temperatures in current and future aircraft engines lead

to a stronger thermal aad oxydative attack of the engine oils.' .---i-:

In this paper the reversible and irreversible change of the en-
gine oil will be reported and the reasons discussed. Furthiermore
the influence of hot surfacss on aircraft engine oils as deter-
mined by different laboratory simulation equipment used in Germany
will be shown. Moreover, different types of deposits, their pro-
perties, and the current knowledge about the influencin,; parame-
ters will be reported. Finally, possibilities to avoid deposit
formation will be shown.
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1. Introduction

This topic will discuss a problem as old as aviation with motor aircraft. During the
first world war people concerned with aircraft engine operation had to contend with the
so-called "piston ring sticking" problem. The reason was the formation of resin-type
deposits arouad the piston rings due to the high temperature in the engine and the low
stability of the engine oil. The problem still exists at hot walls of our current air-
craft engines. The reason for the existence of this problem over a long period of time
is the continuous increase of engine temperatures, despite the much better engine oils ...
available today. The further rise of engine temperature in the near future is a rather
certain situa'•lon: Higher turbine inlet temperature can be used to reduce the fuel con-
sumption or can raise the thrust of an engine. The consequence is that aircraft engine
oils will also be under strong thermal attacls in the future.

2. Bnhavior of the Oil at High Temperature"-

If we speak about 'behavior' of an engine oil at high temperature, we have to re-
member that reversible and irreversible changes are possible. Reversible change means
no chemical reaction but variation of physical behavior, e.g.

viscosity

o specific gravity

o vapour pressure
conductivity

o surface tension

o foaming ,

elastomer change

Irreversible change is the consequence of chemical reactions, e.g. deedn.

osplitting of the molecules'"";'
oxydation of the molecules' "";

°combination of the molecule parts or

reaction compounds.

Smolecules we refer to the base oil and the additives, which react in different ways.

Tha above mentioned chemical reactions can have strong consequences on the character

and behavior of the original engine oil. The extent of this oil change is dependent on
the factors:

o temperature

o reaction time

0 oxygen amount

o type of catalysts (a.g. metals, water, acids)

3. Influencing Factors on Aircraft Engine Oils

Lubrication means mechanical stress of the engine oils. Aircraft engine oils overcom"e
this stress rather well. Stronger influencing factors are high temperatures in the pres-
ence of air and metals. Hot air is widely used in aircraft engines as sealing air and
thus comes into intensive contact with the engine oil. Furthermore, it is taken into ac-
count that an extended oil surface leads to a stronger attack and change of the oil.
Such extended surfaces are quite common when generating thin films in the bearings and
several other oil wetted parts, or as small droplets or foam. Another essential factor
fc the reaction is the time which an oil molecule has to stay at a certain high temper-
ature. In chemistry we speak about the reaction time. Finally, the oil change in an en-
gine is influent.;ed very often by certain materials, which can promote as catalysts the
reacti-on in very small amounts. These catalysts can be especially metals (e.g. wear par-
ticles), but also water, acids, and some other compounds.

4. Reversible Change at High Temperature

As mentioned, certain reversible changes are of great importance to people developing " L
and vsing engines. One of them is the viscosity. In this connection may I mention that in -
certain aircraft engines the oil viscosity can be as low as the viscosity of water at
room temperature, e.g.:

MIL 7808 oil. DEng RD 2497 oil

at 200 °C 1 cS 1,3 cS 2
at 250 'C 0,76 cS 0,96 cS

1 cS = 1 mm2 /sec
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TheRe temperatures are posRible In bearings and gears of several types of modern
aircraft engines. The negative influence of such low viscosities on wear and life time
of a machine element is well known.

The increase of vapour pressure can also be of some importance, e.g. under the aspect
of high evaporation loss. In a mixture of base stocks undei high temperature, a specific
loss of the lower boiling components can occur, with the consequence of viscosity and
pour point increase. It is also possible that a high evaporation rate leads to a loss of
certain additives, reducing the service time of an oil. In most aircraft Cngines revers-
ible and irreversible situations overlap.

5. Irreversible Change at High Temperature

At this time it is rather difficult to explain all steps in detail which can occur
during splitting, oxydation, and combination of molecules. As a con!equence of these re- T
actions a change of properties is possible, e.g. viscosity, color, vapour pressure, den-
sity, acidity, pour point, lubrication, rubber swelling. Furthermore, a splitting and
evaporation of certain additives is also possible. Figure 1 shows that this change can
be rather small. The data is from a commercial, rather low operating temperature, air-
craft engine. The situation can look quite different with engines which operate under
high speed and high thrust, or with rather high temperatures in the back section of the
engines. Furthermore plays the amount of oil which has to be added at certain interval
an important role under this aspect. A rather high oil loss and, as consequence, a high
amount of added oil can hold the total circulating oil in relatively good condition. If
temperature or air amount exceed certain limits, strong changes of the oil are inevitable
(Fig. 2). A strong polymerisation reaction of molecules leads to a higher viscosity. A
higher density has the same basis. The darkening of color is caused by the splitting and
oxydation reactions of the molecules, resulting in so-called chromophor groups (very
well known in the organic dye industry). The increase of vapour pressure and acidity is
due to a reaction of splitting and oxydation products. In some engines types these pro-
ducts will not be found despite high temperatures, because of the high amount of vent air .'
which carries out most of the low molecular weight reaction products. Lubrication can be
positively influenced by certain acids and also by higher molecular weight reaction com-
pounds. This is investigated by wear tests and by gear tests.

6. Hicqh Temperature Behavior and Chemical Structure

The discussed behavior of airciaft engine oils has its foundation in the chemical nature
of the baseoil and the antioxydation additives. At the beginning of a high temperature
attack on an engine oil, the high temperature additives shield the base stock against
oxydation. So the first step under the aspect is destruction of the additives. This is
easily controlled by modern analytical methods, e.g. HPLC, DTA and FT-IR (1,2). At the
same time the color if the oil ,Thange to brown and dark, is explained by chemical re-
actions of the additives with oxygen under creation of colorintensive chromophor groups.

After destroying the antioxydation additives, the oxydation of the ester molecule
starts. This reaction is similar for hydrocarbons and esters and proceeds by a free ra-
dical mechanism (3,4,5:6,7). In an initial reaction hydroperoxide is formed. This hydro-
peroxide molecule reacts further to form aldehydes and ketons. The aldehydes, as rather
!nstable compounds, react easily with oxygen to form acids. Investigations in our labo-
ratory with trimethylolpropan- and pentaerythritheptonoate at high temperature verify
this reaction mechanism. Further gaschromatograph/masspektrograph investigations of the
final splitting products show us a homologous row of acids from propion- to heptanoic-
acid, these compounds being about 70 % of the splitting products. Another homologous row
are ketons. A major question was the selectivity of the oxygen attack on an ester mole-
cule under the aspect of improving the stability. Several workers have reported that the
carbon-hydrogen bond closest to the ester group in the alcohol- and acyl-portion of the
molecule undergoes an oxydative attack at a much slower rate than the other secondary
carbon-hydrogen bonds (7,8,9,10). .The seccndaryhydrogen atoms are oxydized about 15 times
faster than the primary hydrogen atoms. These findings are in good agreement with that
from aliphatic hydrocarbon oxydations (11).

7. Behavior of Thin Oil Films at High Temperature

LOil in form of a thin film reacts especially strongly in an air atmosphere at higher -•'-
temperatures. Due to the reaction conditions in an engine, a broad range of deposits are
possible. The first step - at the beginning of deposit formation - is a light brown
sticky resin. The next step is a less sticky dark brown resin. Then follows a black non-
sticky but elastic resin as a deposit. At higher temperatures and longer reaction times
the resin becomes more brittle and of high hardness and deep black color. Figure 3 shows
a hard, laquer-like deposit in an gasturbine engine developed under static conditions.
Under the situation of oil droplets and vapours a more faint coal or coke like deposit
occurs. This type of deposit generated in the diffusor case of an aircraft engine is
shown in figure 4.

The temperature is between 280 and 400 0C in the region between burning chamber and
turbine of an aircraft turbine engine. Thicker films and coke-like deposits are the con-
sequence of longer service times. These thicker films are dangerous by reducing heat
transfer (less cooling of engine parts), blocking of air and oil tubes and filters, withall the consequences.
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8. Laboratory Investigations of Deposits

Over the years, a lot of laboratory investiqations were done to solve this problem
(12,13,14,15). A high number of test devices for static or dynamic simulation of similar
situations as in aircraft engines, were developed. Our laboratory in Germany was espe-
cially !nvolved in work with a modification of the bo-called "panel coker", which was
originally developed by the US-Air Force. This device simulates a dynamic situation,
e.g. the permanent incidence of oil droplets on a hot surface. The nature of the depos-
its are very much dependent on the test parameters (oil amount, wall temperature and air
amount). During this investigation we obtained all types of deposits, ranging from a
brilliant surface like a hard laquer film to others which look faintly like carbon black
(Figs. 5a,b). Furthermore, with the different modification of the "panel coker" we

achieved a good reproducibility of the results.

As a second device we built up the so-called static deposition tester with assistance 5--
of the US-Air For6e Propulsion Laboratory. With this device we study mainly the develop-
ment of thin laquertype film, (Figs. 6a,b). A thirj test which we use is the Rolls Royce
cup deposit formation test. This test was also developed to study the laquer type de-
posits under static conditions. The cup has an outer diameter of 60 mm and an inner dia-
meter of 50 mm. The inner height is 5 mm. The test temperatures for all these tests
range from 260 to 390 OC. Test time varies normally between 3 and 24 hours.

9. Results of Deposit Formation Tests

The results, e.g. the amount of deposit or layer tlickness depends to a large extent
on the test parameters. First, some results about the influence of the oil amount on the
amount of deposits. The results under dynamic condition show that the amount of deposits
decrease with the amount of oil (thrown as droplets against the hot wall) (Figs. 7a,b).
Under static conditions the opposite was found: The amount of deposits increases with
the oil amount at the hot surface. The reason for this is the retention time. In the dy-
namic situation, the retention time of the oil molecules becomes shorter with higher oil
amount: In an extreme case it can be a part of one second. In the static case, the re-
tention time is as long as the overall test time, e.g. as long as a long distance flight.

S"The next interesting parameter is the temperature of the metal surface. Under dynamic
conditions the deposit amount increases with the temperature (Fig. 8). Under static con-

-* ditions we again found a quite different situation: The amount of deposits decreases
with the wall temperature. The explanation for these opposite results again is the re-
tention time on the surface. Under dynamic conditions, permanent new oil comes on the S
surfaces and generates, at high temperature, more deposits. Under static conditions with
higher tomperature, a higher degree of oil evaporation and cracking reaction leads to a
smaller amount of deposits. The deposit film becomes thinner but harder with higher
temperatute.

The third important parameter is the air amount which flows over the oil film. Under
dynamic conditions the amount of deposits increases with higher air amounts (Fig. 9). In ..
the static situation, deposits decrease with the amount of air. An explanation for these
opposite results is again that under dynamic condition a permanent "delivery" of new oil
to the surface occurs. This oil can generate with higher air amount more deposits. Under
constant conditions a higher air amount leads to a higher oil loss due to higher evapora-
tion rates with the consequence of a lower deposit amount. Figure 10 shows some results
from the aspect of layer amount and its hardness in relation to the flight- (= test)-
time under static conditions. The amount of the deposit decreases over the time but the
har•ness increases to values as high as glass.

During investigations in this area, we made a high number of scanning electron micro- * --
scope photographs of which four examples are shown here. Figure 11 is a deposition con-
ducted in a static deposition tester. It shows eleven deposit layers, each produced by
a new oil film in a three hour period at high temperature. Figure 12 shows a scanning
electron-microscope photograph resulting under dynamic test conditions. The small balls
have a size of about p to 2 microns. Figure 13 shows a microphotograph of an elasticlls
resin deposit. The surface is scratched with a needle. Figure 14 shows a microphotograph
of a brittle deposit. The conditions for both tests were the same: 3 hours at 290 0C,
but the engine oil were from different sources.

10. Possibilities to influence deposit formation

If somebody desires to influence deposit formation, he has to clear the question as
about dynamic or static oil situation first. For example, in a dynamic situation (oil
droplets), a higher oil amount leads to a shorter retention time at the hot surface and

*'i so to less or no deposit. Tn a static situation, the oil amount should be as small as
possible. Here, a higher air amount and a somewhat lower temperature of the hot surface
are the answers. In the dynamic oil situation a lower air amount can lead to a lower de-
posit formation. A metal surface temperature as low as possible is a good method to re-
duce deposit formation. From our knowledge of MIL 7808 and MIL 23699 aircraft engine
oils, a temperatu.re lower than 250 *C is noncritical. With the DEngRD 2497 engine oils
a higher surface temperature, about 50 OC, is possible.
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Conclusions

Aircraft engine oils change reversible and irreversible under higher temperatures.
Deposit formation depends on several parameters: Surface temperature, oil and air amount,
and retention time on the surface (static or dynamic conditions). Also the type of en-
gine oil can be of influence. Investigations under variation of the different parameters
shows that a decrease of deposit formation can be achieved. Worldwide investigations
concerning the reasons for this "aging" process show that an oxydation and reaction pro-
cess of the shielding additives and the base-oil itself take place. The main influencing -
parameters are metal catalysts, air amount, temperature and reaction time in the high .+
temperature zone. The reaction is frighly influenced by the extension of the oil surface,
e.g. small droplets, oil/air foam or a thin oil layer. "+1
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Fig. 3: Varnish-type deposits in a gas turbine engine, generated . .
by liquid oil - static situation.1

Fig. 4: Coal-type deposits in the diffusor case of an aircraft 1
engine, generated by droplets and oil vapors-
dynamic situation.
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Fig. 13: Fig. 14:

Elastic, varnish-type daposit with Brittle varnish type deposit after metal-
needle scratch - static condition plate bending - static conditions -
Surface temperature 270 *C Surface temperature 290 *C
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SEM, 50 x magnification. SFM 1000 x magnification.
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DISCUSSION

E.Saibel, USARO, RTP, US
Among other factors, internal and external stress can affect the rate of dcemical reaction at the surface. Also there
is the possibility of electrochemical action developing in the lubricant, hth can augment or impede the rate of
reaction,

Author's Reply
We agree that mechanical stress car, have an influence on the oil. Two things are possible: splitting of high
molecular weight component by shearing (well known in oils with v, i. - improvers, which are not allowed in aircraft
turbine engine oils), the other major possibility in that by mechanical shearing more energy is brought into the oil
which leads to an easier thermal or thermal-oxidation reaction. In this coanection the influence of metallics through
catalytical effects, on chemical reactions is important.

M.A.H.Sequeira, Portuguese Oil Company, Po
(1) The increase of acidity is always a very dangerous situation that means sooner or later the replacement of the

used oil. However, in pages 3 and 5 of your presentation you say, "lubrication can be positively influenced by '
certain acids. . . ". This seems to be at least a very contr:ersial opinion thlat I would like to see clai:.ied.

(2) Among several parameters you mnentioned, such as viscosity, specific gravity, acidity, etc., I didn't see reference
for the Insiolubhes Con1ktent (Pentane and Toluene). That gives us an idea about degradation of the oil (carbon
residues as well as acid products).

Do you think that this characteristic is not important to your study? J

A u thor's R eply '" .
(I) Acids in oils are a very complicated matter, due to the diffeient types of acids (weak, medium, strong acids).

Certain acids support lubrication, such as by reactions involving fatty acid esters as additives in different
engine oils.

(2) Thank you very much for mentioning the "Insolubles Content", We did two characterizations over a long
period of time and it is indeed uu, ful if an oil has developed high molecular weight compounds. In many cases
it seems that the aircraft engine oil is highly stressed. For control of changes from the very beginning we use
today more and more GC and the different possibilities of HPLC, - :!

D.G.Astridge, Westland Helicopte.rs, Yeovil, UK
Noting your reference to type classifications of oils could you please quote the reference to your classifications, or
explain their basis. Some workers in this field classify oils by performance characteristics (eg., A.Squires, Rolls-
Royce, proposal to SAE3 197') whilst others appear to classify them on thle basis of basestock ester type.

Author's Reply
Indeed it is possible to use several possibilities to classify engine oil under the aspect of high temperature behavior.
The type of basestock plays an important role, but today most engire oils for aircraft turbine engines are made by
so called steric hindered esters. Above this the additive package is important. As you can see, current MIL 7808
and MIL 23699 oils are very similar in their sigh temperature behavior. The 1). Eng. R. D. 2497 oil has a higher c/o
stability. Under the aspect of deposit formation rather large differences are possible. This has to be tested under
different methods which should be as near to practical as possible.

44
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EXPERIMENA',L AND ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF GEAR TOOTH
TN.MPERATURES WITH OIL JET LUBRICATIONt

Dennis P. Townsend
NASA Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio
Member ASME

and

Lee S. Akin*
Western Gear Corporation

Industry, California
Fellow ASME

SUMMARY

Experimental measurements of gear tooth average and instantaneous surface tempera-
tures were made with a fast response infrared radiometric microscope, while operating at
various speeds, loads and oil Jet pressures. Increased oil jet pressure had a signifi-
cant effect on both average ana peak surface temperatures at all test Conditions
Increasing the speed at constant load tnnd increasing the load at constant speed causes a
significant rise in average and peak surface temperatures of gear teeth. A gear tooth
temperature analysis was conducted using a finite element method combined with a cal-
culated heat input and oil jet impingment depth with estimated heat transfer coeffl-
cients based on the experimental data. Oil let pressures required for adequate cooling
at high load and speed conditions must be high enough get full penetration depth of the -.teeth. Calculated and experimental results were in good agreement. -

SYMBOLS

a diffusivity, -/P C lh/in OF secl/ 2

b Hertzian contact widph, m (in.)
C P specific heat, J/kg K (Olu/lb OF)
di oil-jet impingement depth, m (in.)
F;e effective face width, m (in.)

friction coefficient
heat-transfer coefficient for lubricated flank pf gear, W/hr jX2 K (Btu/hr ft 2 OF)

hj heat-transfer coefficient sides of gear, W/hr mz K (Btu/hr ftz OF)

ht heat-transfer coefficient for unlubricated flank of gear, W/hr m2 K (Btu/hr ft 2 OF)
J heat conversion factor
k infrared radiometric microscope constant
LA line of action length, m (in.)
Lt length of tooth, m (in)
m module
N number of teeth

ýN radiance
Pd diamnktral pitch module (in-1)
q heat flux, W/hr (Mtu/hr)
qt total heat generated, W/hr (Btu/hr)
V rolainr veloietr, m/sec (ft/sec) mesued
AV Infrared radiometric microscope measured, V
V9 gear pitch line velocity, mrnee (ft/sec)

oil-jet velocity, m/sec (ft/see)
Vs sliding velocity, m/sec (ft/ec),W normal tooth load, N (lb)

Wt tangential tooth load, N (ib)
a oil-Jet angle from radial, deg
B temperature coefficient of viscosity -.
61 dimensionless impingement depth, diPd, m2 (in,)
S oiemissivity

n rotation angle, revolutions/sec
temperature, K (OF)

ew gear rotation angle from tip of tooth to impingement point, red
K thermal conductivitv, W/m K (Btu/ft OF)A partition constant ""
vvo kinematic viscosity

vi dimensionless oil-jet velocitv
0 density, kg/m 3 (bin3 ))
01,2 involute radius of curvature, m (in,) -
$ pressure angle, red
W angular velocity, rad/sec "'

tMaterial contained in this report is similar to material presented at the ASME
Third International Power Transmission and Gearing Conference, San Francisco, California,
August 18-22, 1980 (NASA TM-81419).

*Also, California S-ate University, Long Beach, California.
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INTRODIUCTTON

There are several methods of lubricating and cooling gear teeth: splash lubrica-tion, drip feed, air/oil mist, and pressurized oil-jet flow. The method of successfullubrication usually depends on the operating conditions. For gears opirating at mod-
erate to high speed (above 5000 rpm), the pressurized oil jet becomes necessary to pro- -.vide adequate lubrication and cooling and to prevent scoring of the gear-tooth Sur-faces. Scoring is a result of having a too thin el astohydrodynamic (EWD) oil film.This thin EHD film is usually caused by inadequate cooling rather than insufficient .. ,
lubricant.

Of the three primary modes of gear tooth failure, scoring is the most co.,non andthe most difficult to analyze. A considerable amount of work has been done over the
past four decades to produce quantitative analysis procedures to evaluate the risk of 2scoring in lubricated gear drives [1,2]. For the first 30 years of this time period,most of the concentrated effort had to do with developing a procedure to evaluate the
incipient onset of the scoring phenomenon. It has only been in the last decade or sothat a concentrated effort hts been provided to evaluate the contribution of the geartooth bulk temperature on the scoring phenomenon and to determine its contribution inbringing about the onset of this mode failure of [3,4]. . -

A computer pro ram was developed using a finite element analysis to predict gear
tooth temperatures 15,6]. However, this program did not include the effects of oil-jet
cooling and oil-jet impingement depth. It used an average surface heattransfer coeffi- .cient tor surface temperature calculation based on the best information available at
that time.

In order to have a better method for predicting gear-tooth temperature, it isnecessary to have an analysis that allows for the use of a heat-transfer coefficient foroil-jet cooling ccupled with a coefficient for air/oil mist cooling for that art of thetime that each condition exists. Once the analysis can make use of these dii erent co- .efficients, it can be combined with a method that determines the oil-jet impingement ,deuth to give a more complete gear temperature analysis program. However, both the oil-jet and air/oil mist heat-transfer coefficients are unknowns and must be determined
experimentally.

The objectives of the work reported herein were to (a) further develop the geartemperature analysis computer program [5,6] incorporating different heat-transfer co- , :efficients for air/oil and oil-jet cooling, (b) combine tthat program with a program
developed to determine the impingement depths, and (c) experimentally measure gear-tooth
temperatures to compare them with those predicted using the improved analysis.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE •+''• '
Gear Test Apparatus 1 :m'

Gear-tooth temperature measurements were made using the NASA gear test shown in

Fig. I and described in (7]. This test rig uses the four square principle of applying
the test gear load so that the input drive needs only to overcome the frictional losses
in the system.

The gear surface temperatures were measured with a fast-response infrared radio-metric (IR) microscope that uses a liquid-nitrogen-cooled detector. The IR microscopecan measure transient temperatures up to 20 000 Hz. All rauiance measurements were madewith a IX lens that has a focal length of approximately 23 cm (9 in.) and a viewing spot
size of 0.05 cm (0.020 in.) diameter. The test gear cover, viewing port, and lubrica-
tion jet as shown in Fig. 2 were used with the IR microscope.

Test Gears

The test gears were 8 DP, 28 teeth, 8.89-cm (3.5-in.) pitch diameter with a0.635-cm (0.250-in.) face width. All gears had a nominal surfacE finish on the tooth
flank of 0.406 ?m (16 pin.), rms, and a standard 201 involute profile without tiprelief. The test gears were manufactured from consumable electrode vacuum melted (CVM)
AISI 9310 steel. The gears were case carburized and hardened to a Rockwell C hardness
of 60 before final grinding of the finished gear.

Test Lubricant

The test gears were lubricated with a single batch of synthetic paraffinic oil.The physical properties of the oil are summarized in Table 1. Five percent of anextreme pressure additive, designated Lubrizol 5002 was added to the lubricant.

Test Procedure

After the test gears were cleaned to remove the preservative, they were assembledon the test rig. The test gears were run in a full face load condition on the 0.b35-cm(0.250-in.) face width. The tests were run at four speeds, 2500, 5000, 7500, and 10 000rpm; three tangential loads, 1895, 373, and 5Q03 N/cm (1083, 2135, and 3373 lb/in.);
five oil-jet pressures 96x10 4 , 64xl0 d4 41x10 4 , 27x10 , and 14x103 Pa (140,
100, 60, 40 and 20 psi); and two oil-jet diameters, 0.04 and 0.08 cm (0.Olb and 0.032
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in.). Inlet oil temperature was constant at 308 K (950 F). At each speed t.': lowest
load was flLit applied with the wuaxaimum oil-jet pressure. At this load the oil-jet
ressure was reduced in steps to the lowest pressure before the next load was applied.

The oil jet was pointing in a radial direction and hitting the unloaded side of the gear
tooth as it came out of the mesh zone. The 0.08-cm (0.03 -in.) diameter jet is the size
typically used in many applications for the maximum power conditions used herein. The
0.04-cm (0.016-in.) diameter jet was used to determine what cooling conoitions could be
obtained with considerably less oil flow and good oil-Jet impingement depth. 'ihe tem- --
perature was measured by the IR scope at a location approxCimately 160U away from themesh zone. .'

The IR scope operates in two modes. In the DC mode the average surface temperature
of the gear tooth was read out on the meter supplied with the IR scope. The scope was
calibrated before running the tests to determine the emissivity of the gear-tooth
surface.0

In the AC mode a voltage that varies with surface radiance according to the equation

AV - K AN (1)

was measured from two signals on a dual trace cathode-ray oscilloscope (CRO). The
upper signal in Fig. 4 was from the IR scope directly; the lower signal was filtered
through a variable-band-pass filter to remove the 20-mV high-frequency noise. At
the lower loads and at the high oil-Jet pressure, the signal-to-noise ratio was
approximately one. In the ac mode, only temperature variations on the surface are "
measured.

A IX lens which had a focal length of 23 cm (9 in.) was used with the IR
microscope and looked at a 0.05 cm (0.02 in.) diameter spot. The gear tooth surface -i
was viewed by the IR scope as it passed in front cf the lens. The tip of the tooth

is seen first, the view then goes down the tooth surface until it is interrupted by S
the next tooth.

GEAR TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS

A gear-tooth temperature analysis was developed in [5,6] to c.,!culate the gear-
tooth temperature profile using a finite-element analysis. This analysis uses a
finite-element mesh and calculates isotherms on the gear tooth. However, the S
following conditions are required to be determined or calculated before the program
can caLculate effective temperatures: (a) the frictional heat input at the gear-
tooth working surface, (b) the different heat-transfer coefficients for the various I
gear-tooth surfaces and cooling methods, and (c) the oil-jet peneLraLion onto the

gear-tooth flank.

The frictional heat input to the gear-tooth working surface can be calculated
using the following analysis: The instantaneous heat generated per unit area per
unit time due to the sliding of the two gear teeth is given by

fWlVsl iWlwlPl - w2P2 1
qbJ (2)

where 0
W - Wt/Fe cos ,

Since W, V., and f are functions of the mesh-point location, the q will vary
through the meshing cycle. The f varied from approximately 0.02 to 0.07 for the
cases evaluated. The heat generated will be divided between the gear and pinion and J
may not be equally withdrawn b each, so that a partitioning function A is
used. The heat withdrawn by the gear and pinion will then e 0

ql = Aq q2 = (I - A)q (3)

For the test gears used in this pnper A is assumed to be 0.5, so that

q- - q2  (4)

once the instantaneous heac flux to the gear surface is determined. The tctal time
average heat flow per revolution can be calculated by the following equation from [63

bw1A bw2 (l - A)q

where V1  and V2  are the gear and pinion rolling velocities. Substituting Eq.

(2) into Eq. (5) gives
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AfWw II W2"q" q2 = Pl - 2 (6)

2i W2  N1  "-•

A 0.5, = and V1 . wlpl
71 2'

gives

fWn 1  l N 2 (7)ql= q2 I73- (7)

for the time-average heat flux. Using this expression, the instantaneous heat flux
may be calculated at any position along the line of action by substituting the in-
stantaneous profile radius, giving the heat input to the gear tooth surface at that
location. Substituting LA - Pl for where LA P1 + P2,
and using instantaneous notation, Eq. (,. =becomes

fi~nl N (LA -P il) (8)qil N 2 i

The heat-transfer coefficients (Fig. 3) for the sides, top land, and flanks of
the gear teeth are different because of the different cooling regions. Also, the p
coefficient for the two flanks will be difierent, depending on whether they are
cooled by the oil-jet hitting the surface or by air (no jet cooling). The heat-
transfer coefficient for the sides of the gear teeth h can be estimated by the
method of [9] for a rotating disk by

hs= Nu 07 (9)
Vp

for air Nu = 0.5. However, the amount of oil mist present will have a considerable
effect on this coefficient. The gear-tooth flanks not cooled by the oil jet willhave a heat-transfer coefficient ht for air or air/oil mist. Since there are no ":•;

data available to determine this coefficient, an estimate somewhere between an air-
cooled disk and jet cooling will be used until something better is developed
experimentally.

The heat-transfer coefficient hg for the jet-cooled tooth face and the
tooth tip may be calculated [4,8] usi g the following

= ~l4~)1/4 b114
hj = a"No ' b l2. qtot (10) ...

where qtot is a dimensionless factor [4.8]. Curve fitting the data [8] gives

qtot =0.98- 0.32 y + 0.06 y 0.004 y (11)

where

*y = os(12) p'

Using the above method for calculating the oil-,et heat-transfer coefficient gives
temperatures that are much too high. For the results presented in this paper, an
oil-jet heat-transfer coefficient was assumed that would give more realistic re-
sults. For future work a more realistic oil-jet heat-transfer coefficient will be -
determined based on experimental results reported in this paper and from futuretesting.

The oil-jet penetration onto the gear-tooth flank can be determined by the
method of [10,11]. A more accurate analysis is being developed by the authors using
a new kinematic radial model instead of the vectorial model used in [10]. The new
model gives the oil-jet impingement depth for radially direcL.- jet as

v 0 (N + 2)cos aS4 (13)7
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Using the above equation with a known jet velocity, the angle of rotation is assumed
and must be iterated until the angle of rotation and inpingement point coincide,
since e is a function of 6 and a. A more usual case is when a
specifieA design depth 6i and e0  are given, then Eq. (13) is rearranged as

46 (14)

(N + 2)cos-a (14)

Once the heat generation and the oil-jet impingement depth have been cal-
culated, the heat-transfer coeffcients are either calculated or estimated. Then,
the finite-element analysis is used to calculate the temperature profile of the gear

' teeth. The finite-element model has 108 nodes with triangle elements. The computer
"program calculates a steady-state temperature at all 108 nodes and prints these tem-
peratures. The program also plots temperature isobars on the gear tooth profile ana

* lists the temperatures of the isobars.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental Results .L Transient and average gear-tooth surface temperatures were measured using a
fast-response infrared (IR) radiometric microscope. The gear-tooth temperatures
were measured at four speeds, three loads, five oil-jet ressures and two oil-jet
diameters. The test gears were 3.2 module (8 pitch), m (3.-in.) pitch diame-
ter with a 0.64-cm (0.25-in.) face width.

Figure 4(a) is a typical transient measurement of a gear tooth surfac- at 7500
rpm, 5903-N/cm (33,3-lb/in) tangential load, and 14x014 -Pa (20-psi) oil-jet pres-
sure with a 0.041-cm (0.016-in.) diameter orifice. The change in surface tempera-
ture from the gear tooth tip to a point just below the pitch line was 32 K (58 F*).
The pitch line where pure rolling occurs can be seen by the slight dip in tempera-
"ture. The highest temperature is below the pitch line where the combination of high
load with some sliding occurs.

- Figure 4(b) is for toe same load, speed, and oil-jet size condition but with an
oil-jet pressure of 97x10" Pa (140 psi), which reduces the maximum temperature
difference to 12 K (22 F0 ), with the peak temperature still occurring below the S
pitch line. The average surfa e temperat re for these conditions was 423 and 391 K -, .,

(3020 and 2440 F) for the l4x10O and l710 Pa (20 and 140 psi)oiprsue
respectively. Figure 5 is typical of what happens when scoring occurs. Here, the
pea temperature Is at the tip of the gear tooth and has reached a maximum tempera-
ture of 508 K (4550 F) or 75 K (135 F0 ) above the average surface temperature of
433 K (3200 F). Scoring temperatures as high as 603 K (6260 F) were measureo during
the high-lnad, high-speed tests with reduced oil-jet pressure or orifice size.
These temperatures would be somewhat lower than those at the contact point since
they were measured 1600 away from the contact and after oil-jet cooling. The
scoring conditions occurred only at the 10 000-rpr.i test condition with intermediateI: loads and full or less oil-jet impingement depths.

Figure 6(a) is a plot of gear-tooth average surface temperature (solid line)
with the high and low temperatures included (dashed lines, -,rsus oil-jet pressure
for three speeds, an oil-jet diameter of 0.04 cm (0.016 in.), and a load of 5903
N/cm (3373 lb/in.). S

The high load and high speed with the small jet size could not be run except at
the highest pressure because of scoring. From these plots the effect of different
speed at constant load and the effect of oil-jet pressure on both average surface
temperature and temperature variations can be seen. The increased speed causes a
higher surface temperature and higher temperature variations. The oil-jet pressure
also has a greater effect at the higher speed. The maximum oil pressure needed for
a speed is also seen by the leveling of the curve at the lower speeds where in-
creased oil pressure causes very little improvement in cooling.

Fi1gure 6(b) is the same type of plot as Fig. 6(a) except the load is 3736 N/cm
(2135 lb/in). The curves for 5000 and 2500 rpm are nearly identical. The effect of
oil-jet pressure is considerably reduced because of the lower load. Here, the maxi-
mum change in average surface temperature is 35 K, and the maximum surface tempera-
ture difference is 45 K at the 13.8xi04 Pa (20 psi) oil-jet pressure.

Figure 6(c) is a plot of gear-tooth average surface temperature versus oil-jet
pressure with different loads at a speed of 7500 rpm. This figure shows the effect
of load and oil-jet pressure on gear-tooth temperature at constant speed.

Figure 7 is a plot of load versus gear-tooth average surface temperature for
the 7500 rpm condition and three oil-jet pressures. The effect of load and oil-jet
pressure ue gear-rfouh surface temperature is clearly seen. Increasing the pressure
from 14x10• to 97xlO Pa (20 to 140 psi) has about the same effect as reducing
the load from 6000 to 2000 N/cm.

______________________________________________________ ____
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Figures 8(a) and (b) are plots of average surface temperatures with temperaturevariations and bulk gear temperature, respectively, versus oil jet pressure forthree loads at 10 000 rpm and an oil jet size of 0.08 cm (0.032 in.). With the
larger oil jet size the temperatures are reduced considerably from those for the
smaller jet size. The bulk temperature of the gear does not increase as much as the
average surface temperature. At the lower load and high jet pressure the surface
and bulk temperatures are nearly Identical.

Analytic il Pesults
Calculations were made using the computer program to examine the effects of ";

calculated heat inputs from the experimental test cases and estimated hcat-transfercoefficients. The gear tooth differential temperature profiles are shown in Figs. 9
and 10. The differential profiles In these figure are the temperatures difference
between the Inlet cooling oil at 308 K (950 F) and the actual gear toothtemperatures .. .

The experimental tests were conducted with oil jet cooling on the unloaded side
of the gear tooth. This was done to allow measurement of the surface temperature of -
the loaded side of the tooth by having the oil splash going away from the infrared
observation window. Any oil splash on the window alters the gear surface tempera-ture measurements. .: "-

The analytical program can allow for cooling on either side of the tooth. In
many a~plications the oil jet cools the loaded s i de of one gear and the unloadedside ot themating gear. Figures 9(a) and (b) are the analytical results for gearswith oil jet cooling on the unloaded side of the gear tooth. Both cases, Figs. 9(a)
and (b) were for a speed of 10 000 rpm a load of 5903 N/cm (3373 lb/in.) and shows
(0) the high and low experimentally measured temperatures near where they were %measured. Figure 9(a) is for 33.5 percent or jet impingement depth and show a cal-culated differenLial temperatures at the high and low point of the working surface
of 127 K (2290 F) and 92 K (1660 F) respectively. The corresponding measured tem-
peratures were 123 K (2210 F) and 96 K (1730 F) which show very good agreement withthe analytical results. Figure 9(b) is for an oil jet impingement depth of 75 per-cent of the tooth depth. The temperatures here are considerably reduced from e33.5 percent impingement depth and shows the advantage of increased oil jet pres-
sure. The computed differential temperatures at the high and low point on the work-ing surface was 70 K (1260 F) and 48 K (860 F) respectively. The correspondingmeasured temperatures were 63 K (1130 F) and 49 K (880 F) which also show very good p
agreement with the analytical results.

Figures 10(a) and (b) are the analytical results for a gear speed of 10 000 rpm Ia load of 5903 N/cm (3373 lb/in with the oil jet cooling on the loaded side of thegear teeth. Comparing this case to Figs. 9(a) and (b) it can be seen that the over-all temperature of the gear teeth has been reduced only 2 or 3 K while the n.nimumand maximum surface temperature have been reduced by 10 K t 4 K indicating thatthe loaded side cooling is better, especially for surface maximum temperatures.
However the unloaded side cooling is still very effective in removing the heat from
the gear tooth when good penetration depth is obtained.

Table II shows the differential temperatures that were calculated and measuredfor the different impingement depths and different cooling sides of the gear teeth.

With the analytical results using backside cooling and the experimentally ad-justed film coefficients, the calculated and experimental results are in very closeagreement. With loaded side cooling the analytical results predict lower maximum... :surface temperatures than those obtained with unloaded side cooling.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A gear-tooth temperature analysis was performed using a finite-element method
combined with a calculated heat input, a calculated oil-jet impingement depth, and
estimated heat-transfer coefficients for the different parts of the gear tooth that . .
are oil cooled and air cooled. Experimental measurements of gear-tooth average sur-
face temperature and gear-tooth instantaneous surface temperature were made with afast-response, infrared, radiometric microscope. The following results were
obtained.

1. Increasing oil pressure has a significant effect on both average surface
temperature and peak surfacez temperature at loads above 1895 N/cm (]083 lb/in) and
speeds of 10 000 and 7500 rpm.

2. Both increasing speed (from 5000 to 10 000 rpm) at constant load and in-
creasing load at constant speed cause a significant rise in the average surface tem-perature and in the instantaneous peak surface temperatures on the gear teeth.

3. The oil-jet pressure required to provide the best cooling for gaars is thepressure required to obtain full gear-tooth impingement.

4. Calculated results for gear tooth temperatures were close to experimental
results for various oil-jet impingement depths for idencical operating conditions.
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TABLE I. - LUBRICANT PROPERTIES ,'_ _ .1
Property Synthetic

paraffinic oil
_ __'_ __plus additivesa 1
Kinematic viscosity, cm2 /sec (cs) at:

244 K (-200 F) 2500x10- 2 (2500)
1 311 K (1000 F) 31.6xlO- 2 (31.•. .

372 K (2100 F) 5.7xI0-2 (5.7)
417 K (4000 F) 2.Ox10- 2 (2.0)

Flash point, K (OF) 508 (455) 27
Fire point, K (OF) 533 (500)
Pour point, K (OF) 219 (-65)
Specific gravity 0.8285

SVapor pressure at 311 K (1000 F), mm Hg (or torr) 0.1
Specific heat at 311 K (1000 F), J/(kg) (K)(Btu/(lb)(*F) 676 (0.523)

aAdditive, Lubrizol 5002 (5 percent volume): phosphorous 0.03 percent -" -r-

volume; sulfur, 0.93 percent volume.

TABLE II. - EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Cooled on loaded side Cooled on backside . ..

Depth 6 Hot spot Cool spot Hot spot Cool spot
calc/exper. calc/exper.

0.3346 121 K Front 71 K 127 K/ 123 K Front 90 K
Back 61 K Back 58 K

" 0.7528 58 K Front 34 K 70 K/ 63 K Front 42 K/'F49--
Back 21 K Back 22 K

___i~.
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Figure 3. - Geometry of problem.

7500 rpn; 3373 lb/in.

r77

14x104 N/m2 (20 psi), 0. 05 VIDIV 69xi04 N/m2 (100 psi), 0.02 V/DIV

CS-80-3147

Figure 4. - I. R. microscolm. measurements of gear tooth surface tem-

perature, speed; 7500 rprn load 5903 N/cm (3373 lb/in. ) inlet oil tem-
perature 3(8 K (950 F) oil jet diamster 0. 04 cm (0. 016 in.).

___._ 
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10 000 rpm; LOAD 3373 WIln.,

CS-8D-3148

Figure 5. - I. R. microscope measurements of
gear teeth scoring temperature 0. 5 V/div
speed 10 000 rpm load 5903 N/cm (3373 lb/in.)•-;' ~inlet oil temperature M0E ,, (950 F) oil jet "diameter 0. 04 cm 0. 016 in.). I

U '
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OIL JET PRESSURE
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420- L 414604 N/m2 (60 psi)
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Ibhn.

Figure 7. - 1. R. microscope measurement of gear average surface
temperature versus load for three oil jet pressures. speed 1500
rpm, oil 'et diameter 0. 04 cm (0. 016 in.) inlet oil lemperature
308 K(940 F.

o 5903 N/cm (33731bWin.)
* ~A 3736 N/cm (2135 lb/in.)

0 1895 N/cm (1083 lb/in.)

340- X PITCH LINE OIL JET IMPINGEMENT DEPTH .
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(a) 33. 5 PERCENT IMPINGEMENT DEPTH.

S
r60K -

45K1<K

932K....,

(b) 75. 3 PERCENT IMPINGEMENT DEPTH.
Figure 10.- Calculated gear tooth temperature - ,..i

cooled on loaded side (speed 10 000 RPM. load
5903 N/cm (3373 lb/in)).

.1
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DISCUSSION

D.G.Astrldge, Westland Helicopters, Yeovil, UK
The beneficial influence of oil pressure is attractive, but care is required in reducing jet size to achieve this at
constant flow, With high standard of build cleanliness plus fine filtration there should be no problem, but with -
typical filtration levels and build standards currently used, blockage of jets less than I mm diameter can be expected.
Another possibility is the use of fine thread filters, well deburred, immediately upstream of tile jets.

Author's Reply
For high speed and high loads the standard method of lubrication using low oil pressure and large jet orifice
diameters needs to be re-evaluated. With increased oil pressure to get full depth impingement depth the oil jet
diameter will generally have to be less than I mim. While a filter at the oil jet might be satisfactory it would be
better to use a system filter that can be changed or cleaned at certain intervals. There are some gear and bearing
users who are using oil pressures as high as 500 psi with oil jet diameters less than .025 cm (.010 in) with good
results,

F.Snyder, University of Waterloo, Ca

One of your reasons for choosing two jet diameters was to examine the effect of "jet impingement depth" on the
final tooth surface temperature. This variable is not explicitly isolated from the different jet flow rates as shownin Figures 6 to 8. Could you elaborate on this...

Author's Reply
The reason for choosing two oil jet diameters was to determine the effect of oil flow on the gear tooth temperatures. "
The oil jet diameter has no effect on penetration depth. The oil jet diameters and their different oil flow rates are
accounted for by changing the heat transfer coefficient hj in the computer program. Since this is an experimentally
determined coefficient a test series would be needed to cover different oil jet sizes. The analytical coefficient
proposed in Ref. (4, 8) by Blok does not have a variable for oil jet size, The analytical coefficient does not give
results that match the test data.

J.B.Medley, University of Waterlool, Ca
(I) Why didn't you locate the temperature measuring device (infra-red microscope) closer to the contact?

(2) How did you deterninhi the friction coefficient?

Author's Reply
(1) It was necessary to keep the oil spray away from the oi-ea and window to prevent an error in I R temperature

measuremnts. The best location was, therefore, the position where the gear teeth were moving away from the - ,
viewing window and was accessible to the placement of the I R microscope which had to be mounted in the
vertical direction because of the liquid nitrogen dewar.

(2) Tile question was also asked about the analytical method used to determine the influence of jet size on the
cooling or temperature. Answer. The present analysis does not account for differences in oil flow except to
change the hi for different oil flows.

(3) The friction coefficient was calculated by the method of Benedict and Kelley, Reference 12.

Reterence 12: Benedict, G.H. and Kelley, B.W: Instantaneous Coefficients of Gear Tooth Friction, ASLE
Trans, Vol.4, No.1. April 1961, pp. 59 -7 0 .

U
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A1N ADVA'.1CED MET11OD FOR PREDICTING
HYBRID BEARING PERFORMAI'ICE

by .
R. Colsher . .
1. Anwar
S. Katsumata

20th and Cherry Streets .
Philadelphia, PA 19103

ABST RACT" ..
An advanced computerized technique has been developed to predict performance for hydrodynaimic, hydro- "

static and hybrid bearings operating with an incompressible lubricant.

The numerical technique utilizes the finite difference cell approach coupled with Gaussian elimination "
to solve the lubrication equation (Reynolds equation). The recess pressures, although unknown, are treate4
as boundary conditions and the lubrication equation is then solved in terra of the recess pressures. The .;.
recess pressure is then determined by coupling the recess flow conditions with the external lubrication
supply system. 

• . ..

The numerical technique is very economical because the lubrication equations are only solved once. Also, ' :.
the equations for the boundary pressures including the recess pressures are eliminated thus reducing the size .. .
of the matrix that must be solved. 

.,''

An analysis performed on a ball mill is described. -. •-

1Ag
NOMENCLATURE : ' - :.

c - ad l l c e a r a c e , m = R e f e r e n c e p r e s s u r e , P a'.a il"l a a n e P r e f ", . ." ; cd -c Orifice discharge coefficient' - " "• d PS - Supply pressure, Pa . ' -
_ de - Capillary diameter, m Qr - Recess flow, sm3 ... ,.a

do Orifice diameter, m Qf = Flow rate of restrietor, m3/a '

QS " Supply flow, m3/a- :.!.:
e =Eccentricity, m r - Shaft radius, m ':"'i

f -Force in x-direction, No-lesoa ais-rL'-".'
Fx Non-dimensional force - rf~ SK - Restrictor constant' ;

fy Force in y-direction, N PrfLT - Timr
y Non-dimensional time - t • " ". .!r':

F " N o n -d i m e n s i o n a l f o r c e 2 - - - 3" . .y P e L 2 V - V o l u m e , m • .
f R s r c o co f i in - Velocity vector, m/s ' "" ''

fK Re r tc o coe -ii ntV Velocity component in 0-direction, m/s i

h Local film thickness, m V =Velocity component in z-directlon, m/s
H Non-dimensional clearance =h/c z

I C a i l l a y. e ng t , mx - H o r i zo n t a l d i re c t io n , m

L B e ri n g l e n ~ h , my - V e r ti c a l d i re c t io n , m

Az =Length increment in axial drcin
M ~Number of grid points in axial direction -• =Cl eghi xa d irection, m

4 M - Moment in x-direction, N-m A7 Clleghiaxial direction, m-'"
M - No-ie oa Aoxent direction,.

x No - i e s o aLoe t - 3p e Z = Nondimensioual axial dirkctior, - z/L.. ,,.
ref Cell width in circumferential direction,

M = Moment in y-direction, N-m radians-
.4 - Non-dimensional moment in y-direction 0 =Aglrdrcin ainMY M =Eccentricity ratio - e/c "P

3 y --. A Speed par'ameter = -2- 611wr
L pref 

c 2Prf".6rL. .

N =Number of grid points in circumferential 1Asltvic iy-Ns/2
direction 

3 bouevsoiv-Nsm
p = ocalpresure PaP =Fluid density, Kg/m3

P L oc-iesoal pressure, P/re W f Shaft speed, rad/s

Pr -Recess pressure, Pa
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I, INTRODUCTION

Hybrid bearing systems ate finding wide acceptance in a variety of applications. These '.nclude the
support of massive moving.antenna structures, frictionless space-vehicle simulators, tumbling (ball) mills
and for many types of machine tools and measuring equipment. Typically, the hydrostatic part of the system
consists of multiple bearings positioned at supporting areas whose locations are governed by geometric and
loading conditions.

The determination of performance parameters for multiple bearing arrangements can be a formidable task.
It requires solution of a set of a simultaneous equations equal to the number of separate bearing pads;
further complication is introduced by the fact the equations are not always linear. If a number of bearing
configurations, supply circuits, type of compensation, and loading conditions are to be investigated, hand
computations become impractical and digital computer techniques are necessary [1-2].

The present paper describes an advanced computerized technique that has been developed to predict per-
formance of hydrodynamic, hydrostatic and hybrid bearings. To demonstrate the developed technique, a stjdv

performed on a ball mill is described.

2. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

2.1 HYDRODYNAMIC S

The bearing area is divided into a grid network that may have variable spacing between grid points.
Figure I shows a typical section of the grid necessary to compute the pressure at the grid point L. The
grid is laid out so that the circunmferential intervals are distances between columns (j - 1 -N) and the
axial intervals are distances between rows (i - 10M). The points are labeled sequentially by progressing
down a nolumn. The upper left hand corner grid point (i - 1, j - 1) is the first grid point while the lower 2
right hand grid point (i - M, j - N) is the last grid point.

An imaginary cell surrounds the grid point and the distance to each leg of the cell perimeter from the
grid point L is half the distance between tha Lth grid point and its corresponding neighbor. Tha circum-
ferential length of the cell is rAe and the axial length is Az (see Figure 1 and 2).

The integral form of the c.ntinuity equation for the typical cell shown in Figure 1 is:

a rPdV+ Pv • n dS- (-)
at i

JV ýS

From lubrication theory, the fluid velocity in each direction is:

D- h
2  (2)

e raO 12W" 2 (2)

- h2  (3)

z az 121.p

Equation (1) states that the mass flux leaving a cell must equal the mass flux entering the cell. The
flow balance equation for a typical cell can be written

YV + YN + YS + YE + YW . 0 (4) '1

where YV Mass flow due to change in volume with time "

7NYSYE, y Mans flow due to pressure gradient and rotational 'I
velocity out of the north,' south, east and west
sides of the control volume.

The mass flow ft PdV applied to the elemental volume can be written:atV

YV " h Aa (5)

where Aa = area of the surface - rA0 Az
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Substituting the pressure and flow induced mass flows in equation (4) we obtain

3 3
h h h

3 - ~n R s p e 2e
1211A-z 12' Az 12.1 'r

2 p 
'e

n s e

+ - + w"(h hw) 0 (6)

121 T- wr 22A e w

In finite difference form, Equation (6) can be written as:

3h h n n. s L P P h 3L

at 1211i /z l~i Tz )( e 
LhL 

Lh l PL L 

. •

~- A 1)+ l2--~r \\ •°j /" <

+ W -(h w) (7)

The following non-dimensional quantitites are defined:

r =RL

h = Hc

P = P Pref

t = (2A/1/wr) T

A 6pwrL/(pref C ) where pref is a reference pressure 
I

z ZL

Introducing these expressions in Equation (7) we obtain

A PL + N PL-1 + S PL+I + W PL-M + E PL+M G (8) • -7

where:

3 H H 3 H 3 H 3 
. -

H se
A- + +2L- R

2  
A A2 R 

' '"

•-ZA~i AZ R~+ A8]+ A0e;
i+l J+1

[-He3 'H
AZJL R

G = - H AL [H 

j

[3-•TF R (He "" 1w
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Film Thickness

The film thickness for any grid point can be expressed as

h c + e cosO (9)

where

c - Machined in radial clearance, m

e - eccentricity, m

Non-dimensioning the clearance with c results in

H = 1 + E cos0 (10)

Structural deformation of the bearing members may be added to equation (10) to adjust the fluid film thick-
ness.

Force and Moments

a Forces (or loads) in x and y directions are obtained by integrating the pressure distribution over the
area

f ,,-p(cos0)rd0dz
x jJ

If (p (sin))rd(dz (11)

where: f -Force in x-direction
x

* f =Force in y-direction
y

Non-dimensiunalizing:

(, P Pref)f x (cosO) (RL)(dO)(LdZ)

f f ((R W)(LdZ)

y Prf ( re
f

* Mment s•

Moments about x and y coordinates, located at the axial mid-point of bearing system are computed. 'i

These are :

* 1 = -fpz(Sin8) rdOdz (13)•
Y x

F

xx f f L L

U M

My= i (12)

Pref

Theser are

14 . -- ff PiO r z( 3
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2.2 HYDROSTATIC & HYBRID

For the hydrostatic and hybrid mode of lubrication, inrormation on the external lubrication supply system
is required. This information can be it, terms of lube oil supply pressure or flow or both. Figure 3 shows
some typical external lubrication supply arrangements. Briefly they can be stated as follows:

a. Figure 3(a) shows an arrangement where recess pressures -.
are specified. This arrangement is used for preliminary
calculations of bearing load capacity, flow, etc.

b. Figure 3(b) shows an arrangement where recess flows are 4

specified.

c. Figure 3(c) shows an arrangement where two recesses are
connected to a common lubrication supply pump. Each I
recess has its own restrictor, i.e., orifice or capillary.

d. Figure 3(d) shows a multirecess arrangemeat. This arrange-
ment combines the concept described in (c).

Several other lubrication supply arrangements are possible. These can be analyzed with the help of arrange- 4

ments shown in Figure 3. The main purpose is to establish conditions on recess pressures. Therefore, the
number of conditions required are the same as the number of recesses in the system. If the pressure values
in the recesses are specified, then the problem is simple and solution can be readily obtained. For the
other cases, conditions on recess pressures are specified indirectly either through conditions on flow or
conditions on supply pressure. Gencrally, the flow couditions are less than the conditions required to
solve the problem. Therefore, remaining conditions are obtained from the conditions on supply pressure.
For a restrictor type feeding arrangement, flow through a restrictor is dependent on supply pressure, recess
pressure and characteristic of the restrictor itself. This establishes a relationship between recess pre-
ssure and supply pressure. Using this relationship, additional conditions on recess pressures are established• -

This will complete the total number of conditions required to solve the problem.

3. SOLUTION APPROACH

The pressure equation (Equ. 8) is written for all grid points excluding boundary and recess points.Therefore, Equation 8 wjuld be written for the nodes labeled grid points in Figure 4. For the hydrodynamic •

case once the boundary pressures are specified the resulting matrix equation can be readily solved using
Gaussian elimination method.

For the hydrostatic mode of lubrication further manipulation of Equation (8) is carried out to Incor-
porate an external lubrication oil supply system into the formulated problem. This is achieved by modifying
Equation (8) for the grid points next to the recess. Since the recess pressure is not known it is treated
as an unknown boundary condition whose value has to be found later. The approach adopted here is to express
the pressure distribution in the bearing in terms of recess pressure. Therefore, the terms associated with
the recess pressure are moved to the right hand side of Equaticn (8). The right hand side will have a con-
stant term plus a term associated with Prl for a single recess system. A system with two recesses will have
three terms, a constant term, a term for Pr1 and a term for Pr2. Since recess pressure is considered con-
stant in the recess area, the pressure equations for the grid points in the recess area are eliminated. This
reduces the number of equations to be solved.

Equation (8) in terms of matrix becomes

[Al]p) = {B} (15)

where

(B) {c + GdPrI + C.Pr 2 ... }

PrJ

The pressure distribution in the bearing is given by

P = [A]- (IB} = [AFIc;] (16)
Pr

* ~or -
Let [C] = [A] [IG

P} = Ic Pr (17)
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Flow Out of Each Recess

Flow out of each recess is given by

Qr QrE&W + QrN&S (18)

where --

S+h h3 OQrN&S +Yrd az...3N -+s I '
- I

Qr6  [h ' a +Uhj hE I
l rE&W B•-'•6 2 + 2jr -_

Expressing the pressure derivates in terms of recess pressure and the pressure value next to the recess edge, -'-'--

the flow out of each recess (with the use of Equation (18)) may be expressed as

Qr - doI + d1 PrI + d 2
1 Pr 2 + - - - d m Prm

Qr2 - do2 + dl 2 PrI + d2
2 Pr 2 +- - _ _ 2 Prm

Qr d i +di Pr1 + d2Pr2 + d ald m Pr (19)

Extenial Lubrication Supply System

The external lubrication supply system is coupled mathematically with the bearing through conditionson flow. The flow through recesses as given by Equ~ation (19) must be equal to the flow supplied by the ex- .

ternal supply systei,. The Kth recess flow from an external system may be written as:

s K

QfK K fK(PS - PrK) (20)

For constant recess flow (flow control valve)

f f and SK 0.0

For orifice compensated restrictor 2-
toli 0 2

f dc - 2 and S 0.5
K d 4 K K

where

do= orifice diameter, m

cd = discharge coefficient z .61

P = lubricant density, Kg/m3

For capillary compensated restrictor

,d 4
f 128--;I and S 1.0

where c K ,

d = capillary diameter, m

lc = capillary length, mc

•I= lubricant viscosity, N-s/rn2
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Equating the two flows given by Equations (19) and (20) we get

Qr K Qf K

do +[i•I d P Pr f( PrK) 0 (21)

where

K - recess number

m - total number of recesses

In matrix form Equation (21) may be written as

[D]{Pr} = {C} (22)
where - •

di . dm 
. ,

[Dl]

(CI = fK - PrE)SK 1 - d0 }..•°
Ifthe value of SK - 0 or 1 Pr teriM in {C} are transfered to the left hand side, then the solution to 2

the equation (22) is written as -

Pr - [D-I (C} (23) .......

Once Pr in known, thle pressure distribution in the bearing is obtained with Equation (17).

If the value of SK = 1/2. the terms of Pr can not be transfered to :he left hand side easily. There-
fore an iterative scheme based on Newton- Raphson method i s used to obtain the solution.

4. SAMPLE PROBLEM

*Figure 5 shows a typical large size 9.4rs (31 ft.) diameter ball mill used for bulk processing. The : .
large drum is supported by two fluid film journal bearings, one on eac!. side of ths. drum. The cylindrical • "
journals at each end of the drum (called "trunnions") are hollow and can be thought of as shells because of

4the thin '4alls used to ailow maximum area for the material being processed to p• ¢s through the trunnions S•"
Into and out 2f the drum.

The Journal bearings are hydrostatically lubricated. The design specifications for the bearings are:

Bearing diameter - 1.44m

Bearing length = 0.48m

6 m

Load - 1.5 x 106N

Ltibricant = 0.132 N-s/in2

Lubricant inlet
temperature -380C .

74 ill Operational
speed 10 rpm•

Figure v shows the bearing design and dimensions in detail, The ,xteral lubrication supply system is de-
signed to maintain a fixed flow throiuh the bearing. Figure 7 shows the exteral lubrication supply system.

If hevaue f K 1/, heters f r cn otbe rasfredto:h let an sie aslv.Thre
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4.1 RESULTS
Bearing load capacity analyses were conducted with the above described approach. Two trunnion config-

urations, rigid and deformed, were analyzed. The results for the rigid trunnion configuration were obtained

first. Using these results structural deformations of the trunnion were computed. For computations a
separate 3truLtural finite element computer program was used. The computed deformations were then read to
the bearing computer program for performing the bearing performance analysis. The results are summarized in
Figure 8 to 10.

Figure 8 shows the pressure distribution in the bearing for the rigid and distorted trunnion. In both
cases the load capc,:ity is the same. Significant changes occur in the press distribution in the axial
direction due to uneven deformation of the trunnion. The hydrodynamic effects on the pressure distribution
were found to be negligible due to low rotational speed.

The deformation of the trunnion at the design point load condition is shown in Figure 9. The deformation
curve in rotational direction is symmetrical about the bearing mid-axis. The deformation in the axial dir-
ection is higher at the outboard side of the bearing. The deformation valves are about 25 percent of the
running clearance.

Figure 10 shows bearing load capacity as a function of the minim-,m clearance. The results are for the
rigid and the deformed trunnion. As the minimum clearance is reduced, the load capacity increases. This is .
due to the fact that external lubrication supply system is maintaining a constant flow through the bearing. - ---
For a given load condition the minimum clearance for the deformed case is c;rnsiderably less than the rigid
case. Therefore structural deformation are extremely important when designtng this type of equipment.

5. SUMM4ARY

1. An advanced computerized technique for analyzing hybrid type of bearings is described. 6

2. The technique is highly efficient which results in reducing computational time considerably. The
following are key elements in. the proposed technique.

0 The pressure equatiuns for the grid

points over the bearing recess areas
and boundary points are assumed known
and are eliminated from the pressure

matrix solution.

o The matrix solution for the fluid film 1
equat ion at each grid point is performed
only once In terms of the recess pre-

ssures. This solution is then saved
and can be used for a variety of exter-

nal feeding systems.

o Most types of external lubrication supply
system can be analyzed.

3. The following conclusions are drawn from the analysis performed on a ball mill.

L The structural deformation of trunnion
significantly reduces the minimum
clearance between the journal and the
bearing. r ' ]

RE FE RENCE ..
1. H. C. Rippel, "Design or Hydrostatic Bearings", Part 1-10, Machine Design, Vol. 35, No. 18-28, 1963.

2. W. Shapiro, V. Castelli, and S. Heller, "Determination of Performance Characteristics of Hydrostatic
Bearing System that Support a Rigid Body", ASLE Trans. 9, 272-282, 1966.
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Figure 1- Typical Flow Balance Cell

Figure 2 -Sign Convention for Bearing Forces
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Figure 3 - Typical External Lubrication Supply System
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Figure 4 -Single Recess Pad
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Figure 6 -Hydrostatic Bearing Configuration
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Figure 7 H earing External Lubrication Supply System "
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Figure 8- Pressure Profile
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Figure 9 -Deformation of Trunnion
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DISCUSSION

H.S.Yoo, University of Gent, Be
You showed an application of these bearings in mainly hydrostatic conditions. If you have some more hydro-
dynamic action, for instance as in machine tool spindles, the speed can be higher. On some lands between the J-
pockets you may have sonic cavitation. How can you deal with that situation? __.

Author's Reply
The example I showed was for a 10 rpm application. We have not tried to apply the method where the hydro-
dynamic situation is predominant, only where hydrostatic effects predominate.

W.B.Rowe, Liverpool Polytechnic, UK
I'm interested in your remarks on cavitation. We do find that cavitation does occur at moderate eccentricity ratios
(about 0.6) with bearings that are optimized for minimum power dissipation, which means that there are not
excessive amounts of hydrodynamic action. I imagine that this method would be similar to the superposition
techniques described in the literature, with respect for cavitation. I was wondering whether the method you
describe here is faster than the supetposition technique or whether you think it would be similar in computation
time.

Author's Reply
One of the objectives of our method was to obtain answers as quickly as possible. We were looking at problems
from the design point of view, i'm not certain which method would be faster. We have to explore various condi-
tions of cavitation and turbulen.;e.

P.Kim, NRC, Ca
It looks like your bearing is of larger size. Is your computer program capable of dealing with elastic deformation
of a pad bearing, i.e., a paitial arc bearing?

Author's Reply
Yes, we have a finite ciement structural analysis program which is used for establishing deformation. It is not . :.coupled, however, so we use an iterative procedure. The program forms the clearance distribution based on the "* -
structural deformation data. The programs could be coupled, but they are not at this time.

*1 .

r ]
I 1Pt

____
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ETUDJE THEORIQUE ET EXPERIMENTALE
D'UN PALTER MAGNETIQUE AXIAL DU TYPE ACTIF ---

Michel KANT, Roger KESSOU
Division Electromkcanique

Universit# de Technologie de COMPIEGNEr. -; ~B.P. 233 - 60206 COMPIEGNE CEDEX (FRANCE) ,1
*RESUME Apres un bref rappel historique des travaux concernant les paliers mp-gn~tiques actlfs (PMA), on

dicrt le systbme de sustentation axiale, pouvant servir de but~e tant verticale qulhorizontale. Le palier
niagn~tique actif du type axial fonctionne selon le principe de ferro-attraction. La force d'origlne filec-

-. tromagn~tique, qui slexerce entre la partie statorique bobin~e (coussinet - inducteur) et le partie roto-
rique en fer doux, est inversement proportionnelle au carr# de la distance (entrefer), qul s~pare ces deux
parties ; ainsi, a force Olectromagn~tique constante (courant continu dans les bobines statoriques par
exemple), le fonctionnement dynamique du palier est instable. Pour stabiliser le palier, 11 convlent d'as- -

servir son courant inducteur a une consigne d'6quilibre (valeiir d'entrefer par exen'ple). Dans ce travail,.
on mod~lise le paller A l'aide de la m~thode des 6l6ments finis, qul permet, d'une part, de ca1 culer les
forces de sustentation et, d'autre part, didentifler une chaine d'asservissement optiniale. La rialisatlon
pratique de l'asservissement est baste sur un filtre nun~rique, constitu0 A partir d'un microprocesseur
Z80A de ZILOG. Les r~sultats expL~riwentaux sur un PMA de 200 dN a 20 000 tours/min sont confront~s avecle calcul numdrique.]

[ I. INTRODUCT ION

La suspension des pikces mobiles sleffectue classiquement par les paliers nu~caniques, qul prosen-
tent un certain nombre d'inconvdnients, parmi lesqLOlS on peut citer :frottenuent, usure, conuplexlt# dufr;: systime de lubrification. Pour toutes ces raisons, lleniplci des paliers n~caniques est limitO au point
de vue technologique, aussi bien en tempdra ture qu'en charge et en vitesse. Pour remplacer le palier .,-

mficanique, dans certaines applications sp~cifiques, on propose actuellenent plusieurs dispositifs : ydrau-
[I. liques, a~rodynamiques, magn~tohydrodynamiques, ou purement nuagn~tiques. Dans ce dernier domaine, on i s-

tingue deux categories de paliers :paliers nuagnotlques oasslfs (PMP) et paliers nuagn~tiques actifs (PMA). - '

Les paliers nuagnitiques passifs sont bases sur le principc de r~pulsion entre les deux circuits *1ectri-
ques v1hiculant g~ndralement un courant prinuaire (inducteur) et un courant secondaire (induit) ; ces pa-
liers, qui s'auto~quilibrent A l'aide d'#nergie Olectrique fournie aux enroulenuents par k~n rA-seau ext6-
rieur, ont l'avantage de ne n~cessiter aucun r~glage mdca 'nique ou/et Olectronique ; leur incot~vgnient r6- 1
side dans une consoatnation eLeedelnrgeqie plus, dolt Otre dissip~e en chaleur dans des volu-

*me& r~duits. Les paliers magn~tiques actifs, qul ne m~ettent en jeu,aux pertes Joule prts, auctine 6nergie
6l~ectrique ou m~canique, ovit, A notre avis, les meilleures chances de trouver une application industrielle
de plus en plus large. Le principe de ces paliers d~coule directement de l'exp~rience cldssique de Faraday
(ou la but~e nuagn~tiq ue) de la Fi(gure 1 reproduit presque sans modification l'expArience de Faraday.I

N (r,.a, 0

7 KOTOR

IR\\11\ý''\ý _16",

figure 1 Configuration g~n~rale d'un palier magn~tique axial --- '

Le courant, de densit6 S, circulant dans les enroulements d'un Lslectro-aimant cylindrique immobile (stator), *

engendre un flux magn~tique, qul se ferme A travers une armature ferromagndtique mobile (rotor), formAe
par un autre cylindre, coaxial avec le pr~c~dent. Le rotor inst attirO par le stator, de manitre A minimi-

* ser l16nergie 6lectromagn~tique emmagasin~e dans le syst~me ou, ce qul revient pratiquement au m~ire, A
diminuer lentrefer 5 entre la partie mobile et immobile. L'6quilibre, qui correspond A VtsgalitA6 entre la
force deferro-attraction elacharge s'exervant sur lerotor, est continuellement instable. En effet,
toute diminution de la charge provoque une diminution de lentrefer et donc une augmentation de la force

* portante ; et inversement, toute augm~entation de la charge conduit A une augmentation de 1 'entrefer et,
par cons~quent, A une diminution den la force d'attraction ; dans he premier cas, he rotor va "coller" au

r ~stator ;dans he deuki~me, il va "d~crocher" . Pour qul un palier de ce type puisse fonctionner d~une fa-
von stable, sa force portante, et donc son courant, doivent ktm asservis A une consigne d'6quilibre, ha-
s~e par exemple sur une valeur precise de la variation den lentrefor.

Les difficult~s den mise en oeuvre des PMA sont donc litses essentiellement aux probl~mes d'alimen-
tation et den conwnande. La premi~re tentative de concevoir une conmmande adapt~in aux PMA date, A notre con-
naissance, din 1934 et inst dOe A E .F W~ . ALEXANMERSON I , dont le dispositif, has6 sur les tubes Alectroniques
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A (. 4).*

,'.0
a

C-,

Figure 2:Les dimensions du PMA 200 dW a 20 000 tours/min, qui ont OtO
prises en compte dans les calculs nuni~riques -

L'av~nement de l'1lectronique de puissance moderne et des circuits logiques miniaturis~s est a
1'origine du regain de IlintrOrt pour les paliers magn~tiques actifs, qui ont franchi, entre 1965 et 1970, :
l'6tape du d~veloppem~ent scientilf~que, pour passer au stade de I'application industrielle, comire en t~moi-

gne notnnent a publcation2 C eand1trtsepiu ln&la e iue t4 onn
respectivement les courbes de consommiation d'dnergie et des vitesses liniltes pour les difforents types de
paliers

PS
PA ~ .010

/ LL

4~ .4

Figure 3 : Consormmatlon #nerg~tique des diff~rents Figure 4 : vitesses limites des diff~rents types
types de paliers de paliers

Une des raisons pour laquelle le PMA ne trouve pas encore d'applications plus gan~rales reside,

d'iuie part, dans sa Whorie tr~s sonumaire, qui limite les possibilitds de conception des syst~n'es corres- .
pondants . D'autre part, les orgaries de conunande proposes ne rapondent pas toujours aux exigences des asser-
visseivents actuelles . La diffi cult6 et 1 lint~r~t des 4tudes sur le PMA resident dans la complexitt des

4phdnom~nes mis en jeu, qui se -:ituent au carrefour de 1.'electtonkcanique, I automatique et 1 Wectronique
de puissance, pour ne iionuner que les domaines les plus fimportants.

Dans notre travail, nous essayerons de montrer comrrient on peut ktahlir tine thorie plus precise des PMA,
a l'aide de la m~thode des 410ments finis, et de proposer I'am~lioration de son atservissement A 1'aide

d'un processeur digital
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Pour termtner ce chapttre tntroducttf, rappelons les avantages des RMA : .... .

- absence de contacts m6cantques, donc d'usure ;
- posstbtltt6 de fonctionner a tr@s grande vitesse ; "
- couple de frottement ltmtt6 (dtx a vtngt fots plus petit que celut du palier hydrodynamtque) ; . " .
- consornmatton d'6nergie active tr6s fatble ;
- absence de lubriftcation per•ttant le foncttonnement sous vide ou/et • temperature •lev•e ; -j---
- posstbtltt• d'asservtssement en position ou/et en charge ;

d•marrage en charge, .:. . .',

•, • ' i

II • At•LYSE ELECTROMAGtI•'IQUE DE LA BUTEE ', ..

Afin de pouvoir d6termtner les caract•risttques m6cantques d• le hut6e, nous d•te•inons, & cha- L•. .;.•
que point ae sa g6.om6trte (cf Ftc..1), la valeur du champ magn6ttque B (BrBzO), en v6solvant l'6quation 1IF
de diffusion en potentiel vecteur A (OOA•) de la t'orme : ,. ....

?
v • = • J'tot (1) '-,

oQ la denslt6 du courant total se d6compose en : [°'[[tot = Jex + J = Jex " Y • + l) x 0 (E) •(" '-.:'i(

Compte tenu de la g•on)•trie circulalre de la hut•e et des hypotheses et dOveloppeents de la rOf6rence ) .... ,i
I . .•- .)

(I) et (2) se r6duisent, dans les coordonn6es cyllndrlques de la Figure i, a : . ... :•l
a (1 BA) B (I •A) B (1 A) BA BA ': " '

" 0"• T'r "'•" '• "• -'• •" = Jex " Y"• + Y Vz"• (3) " :-,"
.,-•, ,- .:i

oO : u, y : respectivement perm6abilit6 et conductivit6 61ectrique des mat6riau:( .•
S(VrVzV ) : vitesse mOcanlque du rotor . . .,

L'expression (3) a 6t6 r6solue par la m•thode des 616ments finis (r•solution pas & pas ; discr•tisatlon
temporelle + sch6ma d'Euler), mettant en jeu des 61•ments quadratiques selon les 6tudes r•sum•es dans •' ' -'•' •.•
Compte tenu de la symOtrie axiale, l'•tude a 6t6 conduite pour la moiti6 de la Figure I, pr•sent6e sur la .•i..":.I.!

Figure 2, oQ l'on a port6 de plus les conditions aux limites correspondantes . Le syst•me pr6sente quatre
zones g•o•triquement et magn6tiquement diff6rentes : l'entrefer, 1 'armature du rotor, 1 'encoche oO est • !
log6 l'enroulement conducteur, l'armature magn•tique du stator.L'armature du rotor et du stator sont en
mat6riaux ferromagn•tiques . • "

S-• '-'.TT'•,1
La connaissance du potentlel vecteur permet le calcul simple du champ magn6tique B (BrBzO) . ,

•A •ABr • Bz Br • • .;
• .,

. . . , •
st partant, de la force portante a partir du tenseur de Maxwell : •

S= -n) - ; } d (4)

Le champ magn•tique II, •tant relic a B par la loi du mllic, B =B (H) ,..
",I

Pour assurer le fonctionnement du paler, on divise g6•6ralement l'enroulement du stator en deux parties, ...•
dont l'une aliment•e en couran!• d'amF'litude constante Jex I set. a suspendre le mobile et l'autre parcou- • i
rue par le courant variable A Jex(t) assure la stabilisati6n ; " '-." :'•..i
ainsi : •ex :•exl+ a •ex(t) " •Zl+• •z (5) . "<. '!•I

:. .•(
Dans certaines r6alisations, les deux courants sont inject•s dans un seul enroulement. "']

Des figures 5, 6, 7 repr•sentant, pour le paller o6crit dans l'Annexe, respectivement : la dis-
tribution de la composante B_ du champ dans l'entrefer, la courbe de la force portante en fonction de :. .
l'entrefer et la courbe de c•tte n•me force en fonction du courant d'excitation, on peut d6gager les con-
clusions suivantes :
- les calculs correspondent assez bien avec les mesures ;1

- la force portante est reli(}e & l'entrefer et au courant par une relation simple de type : cte. 12/•2.

Pour le palier magn•tlque d•veloppant une force moyenne de 180 dR& 300 d(•, le courant dolt 6tre compris l•
entre 16 A et • A et l'entrefer entre 0,23 mm et 0,32 ram, tandis que la raideur est de 1,4 dlC/•=m :

- la saturation •oue un role non n6gligeable dans le fonr.tionnement du palier.

Remarquons que la m•thode des •l•ments finis permet de tenir compte des courants induits dans la but6e
par le champ •lectrique Vz B AA ; ce courant provoque une force de r•pu]sion et contribue & la diminution

BZ
des performances du palier. L'utilisation de mat•riaux les plus perm•ables possible et de faible conduc- If'
tivit• transversale (tOles feuillet•es' permet d'annuler, en grande partie, l'effet parasitaire du courant j
induit. I

]
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Figiure 5 Champ magn~tique dans lentrefer en fcnc- Figure 6 Force portante du palier en fonction. de
tion du rayon a z =0 pour le cuurant de la variation de lentrefer 'nour le cou-
5A rant de 5A (x points de wesure)

N.FORCF D":ATTRlALTIUOj UL ~ ...

.Is

Xy
0 .0 44ia iMi,6

Figure 7 Force portante du palier en fonction de4
la variation du courant (x points de mpesure)

Lafomed laUD force pvortanI'r du palier en fonction de I entrefer (Fig .6) montre le caract~r:

stable du PMA ; pour rendre le syst~me rtable, ii est n~cessaire de modifier lallure de la force por-
te A 'aide d'un asevseetappropri6 Aamdfcto elWoC otnepsepruecnas

sance parfaite de la fonction de transfert reliant [a bobine et le PMA .Cette fonction de tranlsfert peut

- par des Tethodes d'identification appliqu~es aux processus en temps reel;

- par o'ne mod~lisat~ion math~smatique du processus a asservir.

*Dans le cas clu PMA, 6tant donný 1 'impossibilit@ d~assurer une stabilisation pratique en boucle ouverte,
* ~~seule la deuxi~me rmithode peut 6tre prise en compte .. p

La determination d~un r~gulateur pour PMA peut s'op~rer selor' le schema ci-apr~s, oO 1Von envisage le
choix d'un filtre, soit analogique, soit num~rique . Dans nos r~alisations, nous avons choisi cetLe derni6-

* resolution, qui, A notre avis, est la mieux adapt~e aux paliers rapides ou/et charge variable.

C..s i Zoe r,,, _--oat C r.nt F.ic F

Idu u __I to

iq.e

!4itrt ion

AW-I

Figure 8 Schema de principe de comniande et d'alimentation d'un PMA
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La boucle d'aimentation et d'asservissement, sch~matis~e sur la Figure 8. assure le contr~le du courant
d'eycitatlon, donc do la force 6lectromagn~tique (4) : ce qul permet de stabiliser le palier En offet,
1'6tat d'tquilibre correspond A la loi de tewton

[M] F' M~t - [Mig

Lavec v vitesse -[M]: matrice masse- t : temps - g : gravitation

Moddlisation dui syst~me
Eqts dynamiques lin~aris~es

R6gulateur par nor._
filtres num~riques ?

Choix du PID
PID 2

Formulation de C-cAds ofPOenipsn
l'Eqt de Riccatilu esce IDe a

Avanco de phase + Avariceideo gain
K~~~~~ la__ _ __ _ _ _ r~~sonnance

R~solution sur mini-
ordinateur de 1 'Eqt .

de Riccati

Simulation du syst~me

en boucle ferm~e
Etide dynamique

Implntaionet

mise au point

Quelle quo soit la m~thode do contr6le choisie poi~' Je donc F~ (t), la boucle de retour de lasservisse-

comportora les param~tres suivants :courant (s ddolacoment (z), vitesso (v). La prise en compte de
FF(t) en fonction de ces par-amitres peut s'effectuer par la m~thodo de discr~tisatior classique, corrospon-
dant notaminont aux publications 5,6, ou par la m~thodo continuce de la resolution directe des 6quations (3).
Cotto dornihre m~thode a lavantago de tonir compto de loensenhile des phtnomr~nes lies A la g~on'~trie r~ol-
le du palior (saturation, courant -'nduit .) son inconvenient reside dans la complexit6 des calculs par

4les 6l6ments finis

S'il parait d~risoire de chercher actuellement des asservissements digitaux, has~s sur la resolution A
temps r~el des 6quations (3) et (4), on peut n~anmoins concevoir des fonc~tions approch~es accessihios aux
microprocesseurs existants :cc- qui perinot de remplacer la commande analogique par une commando nurmrique
plus perforniante et plus souplo Ains', nous avons r~alis6 un palier axial, dont la commando a Lst6 struc-
tur~e autoiir d'une carto-microprocesseur BLC 80/316 do t.'ationral Semiconductor

Fiur ¶ lcdgtldasrvseetdu M
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Conformrhment au sch~ma de la Figure 9, 1larchitecture de Ilasservissement digital comporte

- une carte BLC 80/316 articul~e autour d'un microprocesseur Z80A de ZILOG
-une carte de calcul AMD 9511 de Advanced Microdevice
-une carte ne conversion anal ogique/di gi tal B!LC 732

- un moniteur video et un moniteur de d~veloppernent BIC 80-Z80

FIUUKEM Ni %16NkM O'hIREE 10
Y(PPI ~ mr ~ SwIlt

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... MO

13 I . 9"4
REAI 11MN'IN61. 0 1

Fiyj J. Reato del .urneetelscefiinsclu1 atrd

1'qato deRcai(oe )e9e cefcet udsoi

r Ilepr r*ls Md lI

LaFgue1 mnre1aprxmaindelasevsswen Mde ) a apot 'qutond i2ai
qui~ ~ ~ ~ rersnel udg afi uple asl 9asto rtqe asaiiaind ytm

K. FaureO Reation de la recurrenc ds6mentre fiess cpffcint calculs et partirrie de9o~rede

la Fiourep10ionetr lapprolisation des lasservissements (Model I)pr raepport de l'oesquati de iccati,

I f qu deprsecharges gu~idage pArfi duepliuer diains da tonnesaatn deratiques da staitiation du systmeura
mt obenue avec tursn e ntrefier de 0.npur~ une 8am do~es vies 40an usuA2000 trsmn u osaonOurs/m pet, ene
charg noint inale visin ant 200 disoirmcaiuso .dalqe

PfndOargi rapport auxo etudustre des PMA, iraabet coffeetu~s nouerls pensonshe avA veinrodi es u

- l'appiecationnmt de la mtod ndes nun~mets finis pourtcaculer et optimisner Ia 1g6ombtrie i des PMA

- la oncptmstion det la ractisation es asstrviqsseents bases sr l'empoiqdes par ocpaesseus dqaionitaux c

A lra lurniqrees etravcaux efecus Ac or ospuosevsgrlepo e air aatq c

1i.ir dE torsm W. Un palierd"Te bth de 8 onnesarin 40 000ctrica/Enine qern Nouavon 1934 ,pte

tou pointEMA, ria .se Lavec leiPostifrs mcagniques ouif hdaupliquesA idsrepaal"LPvu

3. Me KANfeTonn J e BRLa coenerald studyriof (len poarticuliearing ce Turacsacrone 'lhofatIoduE (Magne-
lateurids)t-t op9i- 1975

4opimsaio desO "ConatributioneA g1omtriqudes plets ralectromagatius" pa couplae des Dcequr-ntio ec-

5. H. SHABERTZAN, R. LARDE "Phairscteristics actfs magnptic Aoo beaindustre sactiave" vib Lato cnrevue
desroueednts of n.M194 - 1978

4. M Ar R. KESSOU "Conriutio Ahoi~ pr'irtudie des paliers ra~agn~tiques acisA hs derDocateracion"~iu -

Note Scientifique n' 1/80 de la Division Electrorr~canique -U .T XC. 1980
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ANNEXE

Les applications numdriques du present m.Omoire concerrient un paller axial de 200 dr: nompinal A
-20 000 tours/min. Ce palier, dont les dimensions sont repr~ssenthss sur la Figure 2, poss~de les carac-

t~rlstiques suivantes

-la partie stitorigM2 se compose de deux cylindres coaxiaux en t6les feuillet~es ; autour du cylindre -

T;UriN i!-51c~eune bobine de 3 x 100 spires ;chaque enroulement de 100 spires est ind~pendant
- et peut Atre aliment~s stpar~ment.

l a~p~rtie rotorigue circulaire est en fer massif encoche dans le sens radial, de mnani~re A augmenter
la surface d"Wir~?er et dimi nuer les effets parasitai res des courants indults.

-.3
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LE PALIER MAGNETIQUE ACTIF "ACTIDYNE"

* Helmut HA1IERMANN, Directeur Scientifique de la S 2 M
Chemin t)~partementaI 181-For~t de Vernon-BP 431-Fl 27204 VERNON C6dex

Le palier magn~tique actif est bas6 sur l'utilisation des forces d6velopp6es par un champ
magn6tique pour soutenir un rotor en l6vitation magn6tique, sans contact m6canique entre la
partie flxe et la partie mtobile.

Des d~tecteurs de position rep~rent la position du rotor et d6livrent un signal d'erreur vers
une boucle de coaitraie ;Alectronique qui agit pour corriger le d~placement du rotor par rapport
A sa position de rkf~retice.

Le palier magn~tique actif, comme tout 4

palier, se compose ossentiellement de
deux parties :le rotor et le rtator.

SCHMA DO PRNCPOLe rotor qui peut 6Atre intt~rieur ou 7

ext~rieur est constituqA par un empilage
de t~les ferromagn~tiques, sans encoche, --

ni bobinage.2

STTRILICTRO-AIMANT Le stator, lui aussi fait de t~les
empil~~es, encoch~es et bobitn~es, se
compose de la partie 6lectro-aimant
du palier proprement dit et de ia partie
d~tecteur de position.

- Les jAlectro-aimants du stator maintien-

01TETRURnent le rotor en l6vitation magn~tique,
leur champ magn~tique 6tant modulA enl f onction de la position du rotor, elle-...
sgme survoill6e par les d~tecteurs de
position et compar~e it Ia r~f~rence

Sch~ma de principe d~sir~e.

Pour contr8ler un degr6 de libert6, deux 6lectro-aimants sont n~cessaires, ceux-ci travaillant
uniquement en attraction. Pour un rotor complet oi~i cinq degr~s de libert6 doivent Atre asservis,
dix 6lectro-aimants aont n6cessaires.

11 eat important de noter quo ce palier fonctionne en attraction A l'inverse de tous les autres
types rie paliers. De plus, le contr~le est obtenu dhis Is misc sous tension et ne n~cessite pas
de "d~collage par l~a vitesse".

Le detecteur de p-,sition qui utilise

-RLU -A98TQa 4~ une porteuse haute fri-quence 6labore .
un signal d.~pendant de la position du
rotor.

ftws-msm ~Ce signal est compar6 A la consigne de
KIMMINS Ilasservissement (en g6n6ral nulle si

l'on vetit un rotor centr6).

ev be La diff~rence des signaux, appel6e
SINA PIIIIIAC signal derreur, est trait6e par I 'asser-

vissement en gain et en phase de nmni4ýrp

I ballA commander les amplificateurs do courant
IIOIAL ~des 61vctro-aimantm pour assurer au pa-

MOALD IANU lier an rigiditi.ý Pt son bon amortissement.
LP contr~le complet d'un rotor n6cessite

- ~naturellement cinq assc'rvissements, le

Principe boucle d'asservissement sixiteme (leqre ("tant I.a rotation utile.

La tc-chnologie du palier magntiýtique actif
x P.-ret tr~s proche de celle des moteurs A

- *ISP@SITI@N STANDARD .. Inucution, type asyrnchrone.

350 PASSIUNS NADSAUX
* Iv rotor- qui petit Rt re intitripur ou ex-

teitrest composi% de t~les ferro)-
q 1010 STATOR magnu~tiques, sans encoches * L' ('-pnisseur

ties t~les vanie de 0,05 mm A 0,35 mm,
INTA#PIuivant l'application et sont en gtl-n,'ral

v1 n Fe-Si, ce qui permet des vitesses Ii-
n-aires de rotation jusqu'A 200 s/s.

Le stator uitilise aussi dpes t~les formo-
magn6tiques d~e 0,35 mm d'e6paisseur. Le

v- m ot6rinu utilis6' est en g6n6ral du Fe-Si

A 3%, non orient6. Avec ce mati'riau la
F c apacit6 de charge sp6cifique du palier

magn~tique actif vanie de 5 daN/cm2 A
Disposition standard des paliers radiaux 8 daN/cm

2
.
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Les 4,l1t t ments p a I orsa rat(Ii atix (Ion p)alI itir
magntbtiqoe so composorit dloor do rotor got
port os le.9bse. pal iers ot tietectoorx
(par exoimp le tin rotor oxttýr i ir ) et do
sta tor,

Poor It, stator pal icir on romarqgo s11r
I 'image le hohinago dos 6lcctro-aimants _
piart i tillo1romont simple.

Los dbetcctors doe p'osit Ion soot tin type
indoct if. 11.- travail lent avoc oine par-
teouso haitI o frbtltionco (50 kliz) . Los

stator et rotor ot iisvixet des t~les do
01 MmITI' (1'pa i stiir *

iLv hohinage dou stator ext tr~s portico-
lior (it pe-rme~t d'ohtool~r oine grantio

prvc is ion do mosore (0, 1 0i ot kin rap-
port signal stir bruit 614 r~ce. en
particol ier A Ia soppression antomatiqc .t -

dos harmoniqoos do rotation ot A la

Elbmeeits pallor radial grandoe sorface sensible des dktoctoors.*

Los valoors d'ontrofor otllls~os soot
lois m~moc qoc poor le pal ipr proprotaent

Cotta inaqootto portablo pormot de monitror

los; performances do pallor magnbtiquoo
actif AC'IIDYNE.

On pout reconnaitro los tioux stators

des pallors radlaux, les deox stators 1
ties d~tecteors radiaox cit an milieu
on stator do motoor asynthrono.

A I'avant ono petot volr le rotor ex-4
te6rio or.

Mitooetto tie demonstration -t'

Lo contr~le axial des machines so fa it

genettra loment grAco A tine hot be A (douhble
0 effet.

liens tc cax ties pal icrs megnbt iqoos, le
M UTEE AKIALE stator do lik bot(v ext tint typo annolai re

(partilox rtttigs) cmxsi qtie le babinage.
*.A DOUBLE EPPET Le feitil letae, (tie ia hotte ext fait par

sc iagi' v't rit'1)ip1 s5Jtflt ties le'ritec par
- - tics to'Hes ferro-mtignt't -tiqes .

iý'Vs vai eiits d'Pcut referv sont s imi I uircs -
At'is eit's tie paciors rai'etiitt

iLe rotor sc compose ont g('n6raI d 'tin Vti-

HRW i lant rt~a Iisb' denns tin matbriati mass if t res ,
it t6aiirt's jtisqti A 400 'n/s. iLe volcot Wit
pas bosomn dtl'trc feolllet, car- In botb~e

r ROTOR W ext pox Ic x l~go, en rotation ,do, chant--
gemont do magnbtiset ion, dooe dot pvrtes
par coorants do Foocaolt.

La charge spbciflqooi ost In mC-ma quo pouir
los paliers r-ittlox avoc, oin plus, le
fait quo tooto la sorfaco ost otil ixbe on

Coupe botbo axiabo projection (A l'invorso do pallor radialU
qol ext affect A par sa cambrore).]
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K Pour quelques applications oCA ia coiapacit6 de la machine dolt Otro particuliAlroment soign6e, onV utilise des t8lea en Fe-Co (51% Fe, 49% Cc) qul permottent d'avolr des charges sp4ýiflquea de
8 deN/cm2 A 14 daN/cm2 (1'inconv6nient majour do cog t~tes Pot lour prix).

Les entrofors des pallors magn6tlques actifa variont do 0,3 mm A I mm ou plus, suivant to die-
mstre du paltor (50 mm jusqu1A 1 000 mm). Cos valours, grandes par rapport A cellos roncnntr6es
dana d'autres pallors, no n~coasitent peas des usina-got; pr6cis (uno finition do tour oat on g(,n6-
ral auffisante).

Lea bobinagos does loctro-aimanta, plus simples quo coux doe. moteurs 6lectrlquoa, utilisent
n~anmoins la mAma technologic et lea mgines classes d'isolation. Par contro, in simplicit6 de
bobinago permot aussi d'utlllsor des Lila A isolation c6ramique pour les applications haute
tomp6rature (45o'c).

Sur cotta image on peut reconnoitre
l'onsomblo tochnologique des pallors ma-
gn6tiques actifa.

Lo rotor du pallor radial avoc oea t~ins
poller et d~tectoura, et le volant do
but Oo.

Lo stator du pallor radial oat r6alis6
k ~avoc plan do joint pour des questions def

montage ainsi quo In couronne do d6toc-
tion.

On diatingue dans le fond In but6o axialo
et son fouliloetage at sur In droite une
but6o axiale en deux parties aver plan
do joint et bobinago "haricot".

Palier radial ot axial typer

*La plupart des machines utlliaont des pa-
llors radlaux cylindriquos et uno but6e
axialo A double offet; n6anrnolna, dons
certaina cas o6t la compacit6 do ln ma-do
chine dolt Otre pouss~c et o4t la charge
axialo n'est pas tr~s Olov~o (brochos
de machlnos-outila) on utiliase des

paliera coniquec. .

K Dana cc cra on utilise les doux compo-
santes do la force magn~tique pour rt'a-
lisor slmultan6mont lo contr~lo radial

et axial. Par contra, In d6toction recta
d6couplýeo. 

7

Paller conigue

101

Roulontonts auxillaires-Stator ir'tarieur

Pour prot~gor lea parties Oloctromaan6tiquos

pendant 1 'arr~t des machines on; cas dor ~penno de 1 '6loctroniquo, ou on cac de sur-
charge du palter, on utilise on g6n6ral desRoomtauxlirs aoa
pallors auxillaires do secours. Rueet uiiAraGlt
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Ceux-ci mont le plus souvent des roulements A billes A cage massive Pt lubrifI68 A1 sec. Naturel-
lement, en fonctionnement nominal, ii. sont immobile., un iou 6gal A1 la moiti6. do l'entrefer du

palier magnt~tique lea masparant du rotor.

A noter que ces dispositifs auxiliaire. no sont pas sollicitJ~s en can de panne de mecteur, le
relais 6tant assur6 par une batterie de mecours.

Dana ie can de palior. avoc plan de joint, lea roulements sont alors remplac6a par des galets
eux-mimes mont~a our do petits roulements.

* ~L'armoire 64ectronique associ~~e A In sus-
K; pension magn6tique pr6sentJ~e ic eat du

type E100, clemt-A-dire que lea amplifi-

cateurs de puissance alimentant lea bo-j
bines ont pour caract6ristiqueo tension
courant 80 V, 125 A, molt 10 kVA. Ces
amplificateurm peuvent Atre assoctias
deb pallors de charge jusquIA 10 tonnes.

Dana 1e haut de l'armoire eat sltu4ýe la
partie traitoment du signal. A gauche
Ilosclilsateur alimentant lea ditocteurs
puis lea cartes asservissoment et opti-
misation de la chatno. En haut, A drolte,
le systime d'6quillbrage automatique et

lea surveillances.I-Lea amplificateurs de puissance, au nombre
de 5 doubles, car 5 degris de liberti-
sont des amplificateurs travaillant en
commutation A 17 kI~m; le courant eat ob-

Armoie 6lctroiquetenu par modulation en largeur du di~cou-
Armoie elctroipuepage de Ia tension d'allmentation.

Dana la partlo inf~rieure on trouve les alimentations ainsi qua lea batteries qui sont log6es
dens le tiroir tout en bas.

On distingue deux types d'avantages pour lea paliers magnetiques actlfs. -

Dana un premier temps examinons loa avantages duo au fait quo 1. pallor eat un pallor mans con- ,

tact et sane fluid.. Qui dit sans contact, dit naturellement absence dlusuro et dlentretien
d'o6a un. grande durne do vie, Rappelons quo Is pallor permet de grandes vitessos do rotation
(200 m/s) et quo les progr~a dans les watiriaux magn~tiques leisment esp~rer un accroissmemnt
do ces viteases.

L'A6chauffemont provenant du pallor oat trim faibie (pertes Joule dans les bobinages infiriours
1 50 Watts) sinai quo Is puissance consomwA. par frottemont. magn6tique,

Dens le cas do machines vorticalos, 1n frottement magnitique du pallor oat quasi nul, Ia but~.o
reprenant !a charge no cr~ant pas do portem par frottomont magnitique.

Du fait do l'absence do fluldo, Ie palior pout fonctionner dans le vide ou dens uno atmosphiro
L2 corrosive mans 6tanch~itis, ni lubrification; Ia seule pr6caution A prondre eat do prot6ger lea

boblnages contre llagrossivit6 du milieu ambient.

La gammo do tompiratures couverte par le pallor eat trim grands; noun avons mOne rJ~alI86 des
esmaim do la technologlo jusqu'A quelqqem degrem Kolvin.

Lea pertain par frottement magn~tique des paliers radisux qui soft Iiones aux portes par hyster4esis et
couranto do Foucault mont trim faiblem (environ 10 A 100 fola infi~rieuros A cellos de pallerm
hydrauliquem ou roulementm A billos).

Enf in, du fait des entrefers confortablom des pallors magnAtiques et do Is conception originale
des d~tocteurs do position, la pr~cision do fabrication des parties Alectromagn~tiquee no 6

* cemmite peas d~usinage d~licat et on~reuy. En offet des tolkrances infiriouros au contlime do
millimitre no mont jamain roquisom.



Palier haute temp6rature Le palloer pr~.sonti, Ici utiIise (lea film tie bobinnue A
isolation cc~ramiquej le tout murmoul.6 dans un ciment ri`-
fractairo. Ce pallor peut fonictionner en permanence.A
4500C.

La deuxi~me 86rie dlavantages qua pr6mente te palier ma-
gn('tique oat duo au fait qu'll slagit d'un amservirsement
et qua l'on petut donc liii faire faire un certain nombre

de chosem int6ressantes.

'infomatin du ~teceur e positon or la frtionuner uoncr (osn ax corespndexatie nantt

distnceente laxa ~omtrluo os autoursd sot axp. d'inomtriqe. Eno~ uref ,Ilnc notiona-
balourd Wet doe sontr qvoltjon mSainmn nr 1w

pallmtrqu drI machinequ actf peron ritiqers, cn psoti axe

la mchin un mortssemnt etreur trio motn. . mrismetotn a

tiephae n dot cncenorquoLa vIeteaontu d it roatin;pur dtctta leaipnrtonbationse lre

(iil~ojtj aochonopiot~parinvitesse de rotation qumobie prlcxemm mdi rotatinei aou-
onmtqumn dsurcý lai phasele cpt nonce su 1 ai d 'aaevssm

baigtirdpilemanmqu eLt moietun is uortesnaeWnr

ticro, pourin tie iotora lo d tiid nipsi u t 100n kg).a t to .C p o

Lasorvsseentt'~ocronquetiupalermagn~toni prmttesuvilr en permanence ln machine.atu t snaedi

Dplus Iinformation do u d~'tecteur do position pnourml r'qent do mouvemets e d obilespond nexatrms U
larg bidsande pasntoe (dux cion~tlnujqu'A 000 patte. Cos x informttons cotonnureillAanfce. pra-

pose (itintaiuouoynedroosnnoate balourd et de' sonet~e lea utrs friqunc

duo salto A am petiuebaction f rdnmqu atAte perturba ac i eon iiýdsvtiosse cxritiquese (ustinage

dana iescas criiqes d'ctrbrochEs da et mahnsoutis). e rnhmeet, tetncsar 'p

Laste Anfnrmat hin curnt danots l aia otnauement ux~iu r motnt. imog pamrfaitoende eforts parpi
avnc des t phalse, peoitsot ponerturbain qe lt ritesse P oarion;mpoura charge dumne onutiliseialo
pout m tr dsurvoll lf schoet mero en perman viene; (to rfortsation q~uosa pal~emen jomdana ce foas d

L igna dor In pftanet donI assrvlsomgant dofInasrit s osentio urtr amoi.ainl

Larniquel: doue ptio magn.rence permt looc otieplecment Iii- u rog aina 6lon ontree. Dlana tiseienom-
brf~eux cas dusnagEn partiaclettin poaibilit6 t" qed airmg~iu est trq~s pr.a'cieaen

a~teitites sont deflo daN/micronDanu ilotrboce ca I 'lcioohad machine-uisuiluk uiurtonns/
micro potir ons rhorcrs AoiiI (pvuir sup u Aaid00rkg).

laro and pssato(ducotiu jsqIA 00 pl) Cs infrmaion ponsib a ntiA I 'n ftoint Ins
posiionstaiqu ou oyene u rtorsonnivau ie alugmotadtant a tu mximm Iaute frr'qtzonence
dup~~i soit A des perturbatiesooanc adoynmqus sni aAor (le petrato. semonoro tu

dans to cas des 6grosssche mdeies macno 51 . As)

Lea infrmation couran dans l patte aon naue retquonco tmae prf'aonan nde tps efo ts apl

petit tre surt~ill~c et meur(*,(,en peranence ,e effrt rpp igidit au paport cansto cat dbe-

Lesina e ~frec d Ilssrvssmntdtf I nstion gruc roor La m msodifcaio

troiqu doceto rfirpno prme tinc e dýýpncpexam(it oeo don o rdeutreo.Dndeom

bexc- usng rcsctppsiiit; e ti tr*Siocpie
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Applications tie pa tiers mago6tiques r6alisý,es A ce. jour

Cot to image pre'sente till vol ant d' inert i
riýnl is6 pour tine enitreprise am~rica iie.0
Poutr p: later dto gras satell1ites ain at

Voli'd antose d'o inertt t'rsittiiniia A

fortil moetangiuv(0 w) e Mo-

Mot Cii' y oval r111 gpraiito rialit IIto. isft A
Aire systemecu;ývý,P Ifibv

F11 iltll titt fftt oni t iioli Iv id

lodl parsitic lossmm% iitf-nrm it inns
provenance d~iest sot tot, 15 iats tes-rtu fi

Ici it .9 a it W iletli sys ~ v d , t tlil

d'imiloimag 15e II

Slit 1v tamb ur st I x1 till il m ho o
grapiqu Ce ilmesst tinepres cilian(pil
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Domaine doe la machine-outil

Ce matf'ýriel eat tine f'ioctrobroche
75 000 tr/mn, 5 kV pour fraisage nid
d'abeillea ou rectification.

Electrobroche BI 5/1350

-44

Electrobroche B310/1000 Plan 6lectrobroche 1110/1000

Pour le fraisage doe I'auminium ihaute vitesso on a dJ-velopp6ý ue6ctorcharge 000 tr/mn,I

brocho, eat do 35 daN dons tautos lea directions, la raideur statique atteint 40 daN/micro. I.
Stir le plan on coupe on distingue lea paliers coniquea doe la machine. Le d~tectour axial eat

situ6' pr~s doe Poutil pour laisser 1'arbro so dilator libroment vera llarri~re.

aL'outil est fiz6 par tin c~ne foible pente et une barre d( rappel 61astique.

Le moteur est refroidi par tin circuit dieau au stator et par tin balayage dair aui rotor. Celui-
ci prossurise ta machine a 0,3 bar ce qui assure auis.i la protection contro lea ontri-es do capeaux.--

Electrobroche 0320/500 Plan 6lectrobroche B320/500

La troisi~me 6lectrobroche standard appel6e 1320/500 a tine vitosse nominale doe 30 000 tr/mn at

*permet doe monter des outila die 0 30 jusqu'& 100 mm. La puissance disponible sBur 1 'arbre eat dpo

- - La coupe doe la machine montre quo cette version utilise des paliers cylindriquos et tine double

but6e, l-a charge maximale admissible au noz doe brocho est doe 100 daN dans toutes les directions
avec tine rigidit6 statique voisifle do 6odaN/aicron en radial ot dto 200 daN/micron en axial.

V L'attache do 1'outil eat une c~ne 5A45.
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A ~ Cote image reprfisente un tour de pr~ci-

A sion pour I'usinage de cylindres d~im-
- primerie do 600 A 3 000 kg. Les d~tecteurs

desn paliers magnAtiques qui sont clamp~s
o ur lea extr~mitAs du cylindre utilisent

Am comma r~f~rence lea bagues den roulemerats
des paliern do rotatives. Quelle que suit
Ia qualit6 du montage des paliers la pr6-
cision de rotation du cylindre eat vol.-
sine de 0,'5 ,u. Do plus, l'absence d'6-
chauffement Cl pallor 6vite la mine en
conicit6 du cylindre (vitenee de rotation
200 A1500 tr/mn).

La nimplicitfi de montage at llefficacit6
de la suspension magn~tique associ~es A
un uminage A loutii diamant ont pormis
de r~duire da 7 heures A 45 minutes le

Tour de pr~cision temps d'usinage d'un cylindre,

IntrArts du poller magnWt.que i geande fiabi-
lit6 den paltern, grande pr~cision de rotation,
6quilibrage automatique du porte-maule, d~pia-
cement 6lactrique de l'axe pour usinaga do
bomb~s. Machine en cours dlessai do qualifi-
cation.

Masse du rotor 300 kg plus I& meule en
porte-A-faux.

Porte-meule de rectification pour

cylindre de laminoir

-- Cetts vue montre la pivoterie i paliers
magniktiques d&une soufflante d'h~lium
chau~d r6alis6e avec des paliars fonc-
tionpant A 45o*c.

Cette soufflant eant montA. cur une
boucle dlessais do mat~riels fonctionnant
dans de l'b~iium A 9000C deatin~a au
receteur nucl~aire allemand I1TR.

Le mobile p~ae *nviron 260 kg et tourne
A faible vitesse 1 800 tr/mr..

L'int~r&t 6videmment du palier magn~tique
eat a& possibilit4 de fonctionnement At
haute temp~rature par utilisation do bo-

Souflane hutetem~raurebinage A isolation thermique.

Il o'agit ici d'une r~alisation do comn-
prauseur centrifuge.

Le rotor de 300 kg tourne A 1 300 ta-/mn

a u-delA do sa troisi~me vitesse critique

(10 000 tr/mn).

La puissance du compresseur utilisant

Compresseur centrifuge 5 MW-13 0O0tr/mn



Le palier magn6tique eat particulii-re-metl

VT Uint6reaaant dens le cas d'applicntions
machines tournantes moyennt'st type comn-

tw 0 presseur.

\ ' t L'image repr~isente Is coupe die ce quo

- ~pourrait 6tre un compreliseur centrifuge. -

Ct6V gauche, cftt6 haute presslon, It' pa-

hier radial et la butee sont directement
it. ~ *'"*dens le gar, dit process, dens les condi-

[ tions de temp6rature et doe preasion.

Entre le palier Pt lea 6tages do compres-

Cflt6 basse pression, qioile subaiste 1Ill-

L tanchq~it6 die Lnasortie d'arbro.

Plan type die cohipresseur

*Les int&~Ots du palior magn6tiquo dens co type d'application sent les suivents

- suppression d o l'huile et des probl~mes qu l sly r ettach ont

-grarde vitease die rotation pour des arbres trAIs rigides 1
- franchiasement aist'- des vitesses critiques

- 6quilibrage automatique donc suppression des vibrations et des fatigues tie structureK - surveillance permanente de Ie machine, charge do In but~le, balourd, etc ... .

Table atabilia6e dana l'eapace.

Cette table tiert deo support A uin cyl indxe

CLE rbalisant le de-pft die g6letino. sur leas

films photographiques.

11 6tait deny impi-ratif die disposer d'un
met6riel trim bien d~coup!6 du aol et

r. peuvant rt'sister aux efforts de tractionI
du film.

L'esserviasement die cetto table de
6tennes utilise d'une pert un asservis-'I semont do position contra le sel A trL~s

- faible bende pasmante (2 A 3 Hiz), ce qui
permet d'Atro di~coupl4, environ 100 fois
sur le 50 Htz vernant ties vibrations des
machines 6lectriquvs A proximitli at
d'autra part dulln a isorvissoment contre
1 'espvce per ut ii isat ion tie capteurs

Table stabilist'e dens Ilespace ace;,lI romi~triquos risont6s suir In table.
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DISCUSSION ,i

W.B.Rowe, Liverpool Polytechnic, UK .
Would you picase comment on the requirement for safety in the case of overloading beyond the maximum design
load. This is particularly important for a high speed spindle to prevent disastrous failure. '1•-...

Author's Reply •.',
As safety device there are first batteries (for S minutes or morel and against overload at the maximum design load "" '
there are conventional roller bearings specially dlesigned to bear very high loads with high acceleration for a short - ...-
time. .•••

MA.H.Sequeira, Portuguese Oii "'ompar~y, P0
* The magnetic bearing it seems to be th'e ideal solution .for almost all problems. They don't need lubrication and we

don't have wear problems, friction losses, etc. '.""

However, there should be. a problem -The' Cost. Do you have any compac'isons of costs of hydrodynamic and ''
magnetic bearings? ,i-i-:

Author's Reply "''

devices it is rnecessary to associate in order to let it run well (we think of oil installations, safety devices, cubicle~s,[pipes..,. for oil bearings). j
About the cost itself, the p~rke is twice as much for small nachines (< 1 ton) and in tae same range for bigger 4g:: ~
shafts (the biggest is the best up to 10 tons today). •.•

BUT as far as working exper, ses are concerned, the energy we need to let the bearings run and to overcome th~e
' "w~~ear" and "k'rction" is negligible. For example the need for a 1 ton rotor running 10 000 rpm is 2 kW (I kW' .']

orfriction at 1 kW for the electronics) (about 80-100 .!W for the same hydrodynamics bearings), Thus it is 0.
-•possible even to save up wo a few percents in the efficiency, of thc machine. , ]:

i "

.B.Medley. University of Waterloo, Ca '''-'

KAre you aware o~f any work on combining magnetic effects with liquid lubricant bearings? •-.•.

Author's Reply •'•:
Combining magnetic effects with ligqaid lubricated bearings at the end of a long shaft improves damping when passing..
through critical speeds,. ':

Application is a "S2M" 5 ton bearing designed for a long turbogenerator shaft, .!,!:

KJ.Brown, Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Ca '.-,.•
Could you please comment on the use of those b)earings in steam and water and also how the dynamic .
characteristics compare with cylindrical and tilting-pad journal bearings, ., ':

KI Author's Reply
(I) Active magnetic bearings "ACTIDYNE" .•an work in steam and water only taking care of oxidation of magnetic ,••i

I:metal sheets, In order to avoid it, it is possible to use stainless steel sheets or to protect stator polar surfaces or"" '
put in a jacket containing the rotor and fluid,.•,- "

(2) Dynamic characteristics are very good due to the fact that it ks a controlled (elec.tronically) and active (and no "-
reactive) bearing. Both axes are decoupled and completely in~dependently contrc..le¢d. Thanks to thle P I D ... .•
regulation there is a very good stiffness and very high damping coefficient (enabling to pass through critical ..

speeds). Furthermore this sr.iffness is independent of rotation speed and direction. '"":..1
- . . '

_ _ _ _ _ :1
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AN INVESTIGATION OF SQUEEZE-FILM DAMPERS
IN FLEXIBLE SUPPORT STRUCTURES

Holmes,R. and Dogan, M.
University of Sussex
Brighton,U.K.BNl 9Q5'

SUMMARY

Squeeze-film dampers are a means of reducing vibration amplitudes in rotating-shaft
assemblies. Their efficiency depends very much on the condition of the oil, which in
turn depends on inlet and outlet arrangements, on damper geometry and on the flexibility
of the rotor and surrounding structure. The work discussed in this paper concerns rig
investigations in which structural flexibility is included experimentally and comparisons
are made between measured and predicted vibration results.

INTRODUCTION

In two previous papers (refs.l and 2), the performance of a squeeze-film damper un-
assisted by any retainer spring was examined when interposed between a rigid rotor and
its rigid bearing pedestals. In many gas turbine applications, however, both rotor and
pedestals are flexible, the latter to the extent that the first two rotor-pedestal crit-
ical speeds are essentially bounce modes, in which the rotor does not bend to any signifi-
cant degree. Instead, on increase in speed the rotor often vibrates first in a symmetric
and then in an anti-symmetric mode, while the pedestals are the only elements to show any
appreciable degree of dynamic deflection. For such systems a squeeze-film damper inter-
posed between one or more of the rolling-element bearings of the rotor and the pedestals -j
can contribute a degree of damping which may enable the passage of the system through
it itsuch critical speeds without vibration becoming excessive, and inhibit possible rotational

It is not uncommon in gas turbines for the antisymmetric mode of vibration to exhibit
a node near one of the rolling-element bearings. With such an application in mind, a
test rig (fig.l) was designed and built, which afforded the investigation of the squeeze-
film damper 1 at one of its two rolling-element bearings 2 , the other bearing 3
being of the self-aligning variety. This constituted a pivot about which an antisymmetric
(i.e. conical) mode of vibration would occur, when the rotor 4 was acted upon by a
force arising from rotation of the unbalance mass 5 . The test rig was provided with
flexible bars 6 , which simulated the pedestal flexibility of an actual engine.
Alternatively, the housing • could be clamped by the special clamps 8 to afford in -''
vestigation of the squeeze-film damper alone. A heavy foundation block 9 was provided
which represented ground and into which the flexible bars were screwed. Oil of 21 cp
viscosity was supplied to the damper via three supply holes 10 and a central circumfer-
ential groove (fig.2). End plates were attached at the ends of the outer element of the
damper to afford some sealing, the extent of which could be varied by the insertion of
spacing shims. The squeeze-film dimensions were set by the outer diameter of the rolling
bearing (136 mm), the damper land length (9 mm) and its radial clearance (.216 mm).

Proximity vibration pickups were used to measure the vibration of the shaft relative
to the pedestal and relative to ground. A pressure transducer was placed at a mid-land
position at the base of the squeeze film to measure dynamic pressure in the oil under
operating conditions and a thermocouple was also provided there to record oil-film temper-
ature. The presence of the flexible bars allowed convenient recording of transmitted
force by the provision of strain gauges.

This paper describes investigations into the performance of the damper and a compar-
ison of experimental findings with numerical predictions. For the latter, the numerical
method developed in reference (2) was used. This was based on the short-bearing approxi- "
mation applied to the Reynolds equation to describe the pressure field in the squeeze
film and required the clearance between the end plates and the inner member of the damper
to be wide enough to enable the assumption of atmospheric pressure at the ends of the
damper to be used.

In reference (2) it was shown that the independent parameters of the squeeze-film
damper could be presented in terms of three non-dimensional groups, namely

S= P/mcw
2

0c= P' c /mco 2

and
and .,. -•

-mw cC-

in which P is the static load, usually provided by gravity, which for one land of the
damper was 147 N, m is the effective mass of the rotor at each land (12.25 kg), c is
the radial clearance in the damper (0.216 mm), R is the radius of the inner member of
the damper (68 mm), 2 the damper land length (9 mm) and n the oil viscosity (21 cp).
w is the rotational speed of the shaft Carrying the unbalance mass, which provides the
required dynamic force, P , causing vibration. An essential requirement in the numerical
computations is the specification of a cavitation pressure below which the pressure field
is curtailed. This pressure was found experimentally. 1.
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Fig. 1: Damper Test Rig
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Fig.2 DETAIL OF DAMPER
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TESTS WITH CLAMPED HOUSING

Firstly a series of tests was carried out with the housing clamped and details of

these are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Tests with housing clamped-71

Qc Rotor speed rev/mmn

0.229 4000 4500 5000
0.642 3000 3400 3750

As the value of Qc was increased the top speed of the rig was successively reduced in
order to avoid excessive vibration of the rolling-element bearing in the damper clearance
space. The value of speed dictated the corresponding values of the non-dimensional groups
Q and ý and these are given with the appropriate experimental recordings and numerical
predictions shown later. An oil supply pressure of 34.48 KN/m2 (5 lbf/in 2) was usedZ*
throughout these tests to avoid excessive outflow from the ends of the damper through the
rather wide end-plate clearances of 1.25 mm.

A set of experimental vibration orbits and pressure recordings is given in figure 3a '

for 0=0.229. Fig. 3b shows the corresponding numerical predictions. Each numerical.
hydro2dynamic pressu're distribution was curtailed at its experimentally-observed negative
pressure limit before integration to obtain the squeeze-film forces which acted on the
rotor to produce the orbit of vibration. Figures 4a and b show similar comparisons for a
higher value of Qc of 0.642, and are typical of many others.

Some significant general observations can be made from these comparisons. In figure
3a, the general sizes and dispositions of the vibration orbits are well predicted, whileV.' both the experimental and numerical recordings show a -eversal in position of the sharp
'tail' between 4500 and 5000 rev/mmn. The pressure waveforms also show good agreement in
respect of general shape and height. The orbits of figure 4a are quite well predicted in
general shape, size and disposition (even to the extent of showing a sudden increase in
size between 3700 and 3750 rev/mmn). Whi~lst the experimental pressure waveform at 3000. *

rev/mmn is fairly well predicted, the waveform at 3400 rev/mmn does riot show such good
agreement in that numerical computations indicate a sharp positive pressure spike, which ,

3 ~is h~ot reproduced experimentally. It seems probable that the slightly shallower slopes
of the experimental vibration orbits do not give rise to such pressures, which are very
sensitive to orbit shape. An inspection of the second experimental pressure peak ina
given cycle will, however, indicate a good comparison with the numerical prediction,

TESTS WITH FLEXIBLY-MOUNTED HOUSING

The housing was now unclamped, giving an undamped natural frequency of the system ofN about 4500 c/rn. A series of tests was carried out using a Qc value of 0.229 at speeds
of 3500, 3800, 4200 and 4500 rev/min. In addition to obtaining vibration orbits of ther ~rotor relative to the housing, oý.'bits of the rotor relative to ground and polar diagrams
of transmitted force were obtained. For such a configuration the mathematical model for
the structure included the same damper model as previously, together with the stiffness
of the bearing pedestal, but for speed of computation, neglected the relatively small
housing mass which was only 14% of the effective rotor mass.

Comparisons of experimental. and numerically predicted orbits are shown i.n figures
5 a,b and indicate good agreement. For the case of 3500 rev/mmn, a distorted figure
of eight pattern is observed in both experimental and numerical recordings. The double3
loops visible in the other experimental recordings persisted over the entire periods
of experimentation and those in the numerical predictions persisted up to a non-dimension-
al time wt of 96, that is about 15 revolutions, when the length of computing time became

prohibitive. The general sizes, shapes and dispositions show good agreement, and the
size at 4200 rev/mmn is observed to be larger than at the undamped natural frequency of
4500 rev/mmn. The pressure recordings of figure 5b also show fair agreement in shape and
support tensile fo-,ces. Such tensile forces have been discussed in reference 2.

Turning now to the vibration orbits of the rotor relative to ground (figs. 6a,b), very 7
good agreement prevails both in size, shape and disposition and a peak vibration between
4200 and 4500 rev/mmn is again observed. This suggests that the squeeze-film damper has
had some effect in reducing the critical speed of the system. The polar diagrams of
total dynamic load transmitted from both lands sinow striking agreement in many respects,
such as size, shape arid disposition. In particular the kink in each experimental polar -

diagram for 3800, 4200 and 4500 rev/min is predicted by numerical computation. These
latter results give extra confidence in accepting the short bearing model of reference 2
for the squeeze film, albeit with a negative pressure curtailed dt an experimentally-
recorded limit.

Also shown in figure 6b are circles representing total displacements and transmitted
forces when no damper is present. It can be seen that, at the lower speeds the damper is
not really beneficial. However, at speeds approaching the critical speed, its benefits
become apparent, especially at the undamped critical speed oli 4500 rev/mmn where, without
the damper the amplitudes of vibration and transmitted force #.ould thecretically be
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4000 Rev/min 4500 Rev/min 5000 Rev/min
Q t 0.316 Q = 0.25 Q = 0.2= 0.02 = 0.018 = 0.016

Fig 3a Experimental orbits and pressure recordings (lcm= 177 psi 21220 kN/m 2 c = 0.229

.X. .

;isI2cIt9I Nmeiaia Di~9'XI~~ I "

A x In ,•

I U

4,lO 000 rev/main x 10 4S I50 rev/rain x (102 5000 rev/min
2S. psig 30 Psig 4. psig

25"I

?2.2r 28 30 3? 34 r6 22 21 26 26 .0 3" 34 36 22 24 2f 28 (1 32 .

Fig 3b Numerical orbits and pressures, a,= 0 229
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3000 rev/min 3400 rev/mm reduced scaling
Q - 0- 562 Q . 044 3750 rev/min

ld 0'027 6-0.024 Q rO.36
I0 A 0.0215

Fig 4 u: Experimental orbils and pressure recordings 1cm 177psi 1Z2OkN/,n 2 Oc - 0. 642

x i0 1e4i xn 1 0 1

I lOj 10 Fp g. 2 in

"4 I .1 .9

2 2

4 -4

3000 rev/min 3400 rev/min Xi0 3750 rev/mImi
*xi102 10 Psig

Fig 4 h Nu me rimo n nd P,ressurs ma6 0642
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Fig So Fxperimental orbits und pressure recordinqs(lcm 2iopsi o1510 kN/m aQc 0 229.
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K /
71 2
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Fig 5t Numerul orbis and pressures, 0p - 0 229
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Fig. 6b Numerical orbits and loads, Qc 0-229
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infinite.

CONCLUSIONS

* Continuing on from experience gained on test rigs involving open-ended squeeze-
film dampers interposed between rigid rotors and rigid bearing pedestals (refs.l,2),
this p-per has described experimental and numerical work on weakly-sealed dampers
with flexilie pedestals. Good agreement has been observed between experimental ob-
servations aod numerical predictions over a wide range of operating parameters. These
obst.rvationF included vibration of rotor relative to bearing housing and relative to
ground, dynamic pressure in the squeeze-film damper and transmitted force to ground. The 1
work shows that, given the correct interpretation of boundary conditions in the damper,
reliance can be placed on a mathematical model incorporating the short-bearing approxi-
mation. The benefits of such a damper can also be readily seen.

This work will shortly be extended to include the effect on the damper of tighter
sealing and the use of higher supply pressures and very low oil viscosities, in keeping
with present-day operational practice with gas turbines.
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DISCUSSION

M,Venneulen, State University of Gent, Be

Is the orbit influenced by the "short-time" absences of the negative pressures?

Would it be interesting to use some restrictors in tile feed lines to the oil film? (
(Tile use of restrictors would transfer to a kind of hydrostatic bearing so that the orbit will always be around the
centre (even in tilted and vertical position).)

Author's Reply
The non periodic nature of the pressure waveform did not appear to cause a change in tile orbit size or shape. ,

I agree that restrictors may prove to be beneficial if the extra hardware could be accommodated.

V.Bruno, Pratt & Whitney, Ca
(1) Would the dynamic behaviour of a vertical shaft be different from the horizontal?

(2) If so do you envisage the need for adjustable conditions of the oil supply on rotors subject to tilting maneuvers
or "G" loads of various amplitude and direction?

Author's Reply
(1) The damping behaviour would be drastically altered by virtue of the change in the static-load parameter

P/mco• 2, mentioned on page 3 1-1.

(2) While adjustable conditions may be beneficial in reducing vibration tile extra complexity of hardware may be
difficult to justify.

Paul Y.Kim, NRC, Ca
(I) You mentioned that the bar was locked so that only the squeeze film was activated, Could you please describe

how you locked your bar?

(2) What was the critical speed of the rotor? and what was natural frequency of your support system?

(3) Your orbit seemed to be very clear, Did you use any filter? If so, what kind of filters or probes did you use?

Author's Reply
I would like to thank all the contributors for their interest in our work,

In answer to the questions of Mr Kim:
(1) The housing and bars were locked by tile special clamps (8) in Figure 1, which were slid up around the housing

(7),

(2) The undamped critical speed of the rotor and support system was 4500 rev/min, with some evidence of a slight
reduction for certain operating conditions.

(3) No filters were needed to ensure the very clear orbits, The probes used were capacitive and manufactired by
Wayne-Kerr in the UK.

B.Courage, Rolls Royce, Bristol, UK
Your tests with the bearing housing fixed in the rigid mode indicate a large orbit and presumably large transmitted
locus at 3750 RPM. This implies that such a squeeze film can introduce an instability or resonance at a condition
that would be stable without the film. Can a simple parameter be suggested to predict this particular phenomena S
and thereby avoid it?

Author's Reply
It should be emphasized that since this apparent resonance is recorded when the housing is damped, we do not have
a realistic engine configuratior. However, it is an important observation and it should be possible to predict when
this will occur. We are at present conducting such an investigation, and it may be that some form of jump-up
phenomena is manifesting itself.

W.B.Rowe, Liverpool Polytechnic, UK
A. Are restrictors used for the purposes of either:

(1) Feed of cooling oil from the squeeze film rmcesses to the rolling bearing.

(2) Supply of oil from the supply to the squeeze film recesses.
B. And would such restrictors be taken into account in the calculation of damping in the bearing system?



C. Has there been any investigation of the employment of oil-fed and/or unposted recesses to promote lift-ott
in the uncentralized squeeze film configuration?

Author's Reply
A, At the present time restrictors or recesses are not use& to the author's knowledge for feeding rolling-element

or squeeze-film bearings in aircraft gas-turbine engines, This it probably because the first priorities tend to be
simplicity and reliability. However, a feasibility study would bo of considerable interest.

B. If such a bearing design were used then its damping would certainly be affected and would have to be taken
into account in predicting engine vibration,

C. To the author's knowledge no such investigation has been carried out.

b
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SQUEEZE-FILM BEARING SUPPORT ANALYSIS

by

Prof. F.AP. Da Silva
CEMUL

Avenida Rovisco Pals
Lisbon 1096, Portulal

SUMMARY
Squeeze film bearings operate on high frequency vibration of one the bearing surfaces.The
time-averaged pressurlsation effect Is mainly due to the compressibility of the gas film
and this degree of pressurisation depends on the amplitude and frequency of oscillation
of the moving surface. If this supporting surface Is sufficiently flexible, the amplitude
of vibration Is not uniform, An Investigation on the effect of this non-uniformity on the
performance of the squeeze film is presented. The characteristics of the supporting member
are demonstrated to be critical as they dictated the frequency of operation at low input
power. Cases considered respect discs and conical shapes. For discs a particular parameter,
the ratio between tl~e Inner and the outer edges, Is analysed.

1INTRODUCTION

Squeeze film bearings cannot be considered as well established, even though work on the
last fifteen years. The first reference to gas squeeze films is due to Tipel In 1954 (1).
Later contributions referlng to theoretical work and practical applications have been
produced by Langlols (2) Salbu (3) and Pan (4,5,6) . Another research team, Geck and
Strodman (7,8) also studied and provided theoretical conclusions on the Influence of some
parameters. Finally Cooke (9) presented a full discussion on the Inclusion of grooves,
However apart from a work from Huxley (10) no effort has been shown to relate the actual
behaviour of the supporting member with the efficiency of this type of bearing.

2 SQUEEZE FILM BEARING COMPONENTS

A simple model for the parameters Involved can be Ideallsed as shown In Fig. 1 where the
dotted lines mean an ideal boundary from which the supported member and the electric
power supply are both excluded, In Fig . 2 it Is shown an actual arrangement for a conical
squueze film bearing, which has been used in experiments described later. The mostimportant elements are basically three:

- The electromechanical transducer,

- The supporting member that Includes the bearing shape and any existing attachments to
the electromechanical transducer

- The fluid :."-

2.1 The Piezoelectric Transducer
The squeeze film bearing pressure effect relies on the high frequency oscilla.lon of the
supporting member. For this purpose a magnetic device was used in first applications but 3'1
It was soon realised that piezoelectric ceramics were most suitable, because of the small -
weight and size, small power consumption, good temperature stability, low InLernal power
losses and availabllity In several sizes and shapes. The only major inconvenience of
piezoelectric ceramics is their mechanical Instability, wich causes smal; changes of the
ceramic shape and partial loss cf some of their properties with time.
The two major parameters , isociated with the ceramics are the type of ceramic
(composition) and Its shape. Materials that are currently in use are compositions of lead
zirconito-barium titanate, commercially produced by the Clevite Company, Mullard and
PhIlIps.
The usual shapes for the piezoelectric ceramics are the simple disc for thrust bearings
and the cylinder for the journal bearings. Cylindrical shapes require accurate tolerances
and surface firlsh as they act directly as the supporting member. This means that ýhe film
thickness Is directly dictated by the vibrational modes of the ceramic.

2.2 The Supporting Member
The mechanical expansion produced by the ceramic must u~ually 'be applied to a meta~llic '
shell acting as a moving member with the exception already mentioned.

Popular shapes have been simple discs, conical and spherical shapes, these prorlding
radial as axial support. Conical shapes are easlear to produce than the spherical oves
and ave a promising design in practical applications.

2,3 The Fluid

The lubricant fluid, in this case air, exist between the two bearing surfaces. Its
behaviour is Influenced by the clearance and the load of the supported member, and the
motion of the supporting member that undergoes vibrational motion.
It dictatas Lhe main result of Interest: the load capacity of the bearing.

3 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Most authors assumed a rigid motion for the supporting member originating equal
displacements along the bearing axis. Huxley (lO)verified that It was not so with
experiments both In conical and spherical bearings.
This brought up the question of the effect of the increased valuts of amplitude verified
near the edge of these shapes, It Is the investigation of this Influence that will be now
summarlsed:
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3.1 Ceramic Characteristics

A dynamical model of the bearing Is shown In Fig. 3 where the behaviour of the ceramic
Is that of a spring of equivalent stiffness Kc. Experiments were carried out to obtain
the resonant frequency of the ceramic measuring Its output signal with an app1 led sinusoldal
force. A value of Kc of 7.73 x 1010 dynes/cm was obtained, much smaller than that
predicted from the ceramic typical date, 2.28 x 1014 dynes /cm.

3.2 Conical bearing modal shapes and load capacity

An optical, non contacting device was used to measure the amplitudes of vibration along
a generator. A typical station plot - Fig.4 - shows that the frequency of resonance
was 18 550 Hz with &mplitudes decreasing considerably, In the range of ± 200 Hz. As the
primary aim of this study was the determination of the Influence of thiA elastic effect
on the perfomance of the bearing axial load measurements were also made. For this purpose
an externally pressurized thrust gas bearing was brIlt, Slmultaneose I ift reaalngs were
also recorded by means of a wayne-kerr capacitance probe. For the low Imput power to the
bearing It was noticed a very sharp working frequency batid, (about ± Hz) around 18,596 Hz.
The measured valves of film mean gap, load capacity and voltage applied to the
piezoelectric ceramic are prescnted In Fig. 5.

3,3 Disc bearing experiments

Considering the close relationship between the resonant and lifting frequencies further
experiments were conducted with disc shapes. Whilst this shape Is of reduced interest in
application considerable simplicity of manufacture with convenient surface finish control
was a strong reason for Its use.
Because It was interesting to obtain considerable variation of the frequency uf rcsonance
without change of shape, dimensions or masses three different specimen were used for
amplitude measurements, as shuwn in Fig. 6, the only change consisted of a variation of
the size of the small cylinder Joining the supporting member to tho base and doslgnated
by neck. The neck size Is characterlsed In th!s study by the ratio of its radius, rb, to
the bearing radius, re, and designated is neck coefficient. Amplitude measurements were
carried out with mild steel discs. The frequency of resonance for three cases Is shown In
the following Tabe I

FREQUENCYNeck (~~

Coefficient c 5Resonance tLiftng

.2 4002 4125

.4 6176 6260

.5 8567 no lift

TABLE I
the neck coefficient values were arbitrary choosen, but It Is evident the considerable I
stlffenning effect as this ratio Increases.
Lifting frequencies were recorded and also Included in Table 1.
The disc with neck coefficient.5 didn't provide lift at any load but the two other cases
show that resonant frequencies and lifting frequencies are closely related.
The mean gap was also measured for various power Input values and applied loads, as
indicated In Table 2.

K- 4. THEORETICAL APPROACH

4.1 Conical Bearings

Full practical use If the previous findings depend on ability to predict the exact resonance
frequencies of the refered bearing shapes.
For conical bearings two types of vibrations usually occur. ThA Inextenslonal vibrations
also called flexural vibrations with modal shapes having nodal lines coincident with the
genetators.When the middle surface of the shell undergoes extension the vibrations are
called extensional.
The solutions of equations of motion for the combined extensional and ine:,tenslonal
vibrations have been fIrst studied by Saunders at al (11). The theory was later develloped
by Plates (14, with the origination of a set of six equations governing the displacement
of a poInt on the case middle plane. Integration can be performed using a procedure by
Go&lbergand others (1V. A slilding - free edge condition was assumed.The receptance curve
obtalned shows that the predicted resonant frequency should occur at 17.700 Hz. The
relative error between this and the actual value being 4,58%.

Neck coeff. LIFT LOAD ELECTRICAL INPUTratio " ".--
ra Recorded gap at lift W power voltage
a h (mm) (Kgf) (watts) (Volts)'b 0

.2 10.0 x 10"2 6.65 x10-2  .190 120

.4 22.0 x 10-2 6.65 x1O2  .190 120

.4 18.5 x 10-2 13.30x]0 2  .190 120

.4 17.5 x 10-2 5.30x1O" 2  190 120

.5 No lIIt .190 120

TABLE 2

L-A
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4.2 Disc Bearings 3"-3

For this case and because the modal shapes can be easily calculated using the theory - -

develloped by Mc Leod (14), a comperibon between the experimental values of 3.3 and
predicted load capacity was performed,Fig. 7.
To obtain the load capacity, W, From the instantaneous load capacity, W ,t an
Integration In time must be made. As the instantaneous pressure, p, varl with the disc
radius the value of Winst Is obtained according to (I):

"- ~~ra
"Wi - f 2 it p r dr (1)inet 0 ,

Where p Is the actual pressure value at a distance from the disc center, r, and r is
the radius at tha bearing (disc) outer edge.
Defining a nondimensional instantaneous load capacity, W*

isn W
W -s loa n is t (2)inst Atmospheric load pressure TPa r 2

then,
r2 a

- - p r dr (3)IWnst Para 0a

or,

or 2 ra -P-r dr (4)
a 0,Pa

Defining a nondimensional pressure as P and the nondimensional coordinate
r Pa

W 2 f1 P R dR (5)

The time average of W* for one cdcle of plate motion represents the nondimensional .
load capacity of the UAing, W*. Using also the nondimensioani variable T = wt,w being
the supporting member, and integrating for one cycle::KR ,W.* Using loth non mens n ariabl

P*If I W* dT (6)
-Tr a inst

In terms of the actual load, W:

W a W a r (7)* a ra

The usab!e load ctpacity, wu, being: * .,

wu W - rp r2  a (W* - 1)iT pr 2  (8)aa aa

The curves relating Wu with H.*w - h are shown In Fig .
a

5. Conclusions

From the Fig.$ the following conclusions can be drawn:

I - If the load has an imposed value, which means that the value of W* is fixed, instead
of h0  , it Is possihle to concludc that the disc with 0.4 neck coe~ficlent ratio will
give the higher litt, i.e., the higher clearance between the bearing members. This is
caused by the higher amplitudes of vibration for this particular neck coefficient which
produce higher values of the excursion ratio, c.

it - Comparing now the behaviour of the two other cases, discs with coefficient .5 and S
coefficient .2, whilst the first case presents slightly higher amplitudes and therefore
higher excursion ratio values, the behaviour of the .5 case is better from this point of
view. The only explanation for this fact Is the higher working frequency.
Ill - The experimental values of the load capacity, denoted by small triangles In Fig.
7.33, are lower than the theoretical ones for the same bearing clearance. One reason for
this fact could be ýhe damping effect of the air film on the disc amplitudes. Because
the film thickness for the load capacity calculation is derived from the disc modal
shapes, without the air film, and therefore the excursion ratio values result overest!mated.This fact originates a higher load capacity than the actual one.
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Key for the figure:

1. Lower (supporting) member.
2. Upper (supported) member.

3. Supporting member base.

4. Element symmetric to (1).p 5. Element symmetric to (3).
6. Piezoelectric ceramic crystal.

7. Fixing bohxs.

8. Standing base (cylinder).

9. Connecting leads.

10. Bearing fixing bolts.

FIG. 2
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UNCENTRALIZED SQUEEZE-FILM DAMPER
BEARINGS APPLIED TO AN OVERHUNG
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SUMMARY

Previous investigations at Cranfield have shown that the

uncentralized squeeze-film damper, employed to support either
rigid or flexible rotors, can be a very effective means of
inhibiting the transmission of vibratory forces into the sur-
rounding structure. These earlier studies also indicated that
the performance of the squeeze-film damper could be optimisedin terms of non-dimensional parameters which contained the
basic bearing voriables such as, land-length, radial clearance,
fluid viscosity, unbalance, etc.

In the present report a shaft-disc system somewhat closer
to a practical gas-turbine is considered. This model includes
a disc (turbine) supported non-centrally between two squeeze-
film damper bearings, and an overhung (fan) disc. The results
included in this report again indicate that -he forces trans-
mitted into the support structure can be drastically reduced
if a correct combination of damper parameters is chosen. Also,
this investigation would appear to indicate that the design of
squeeze-film damper commonly used by U.K. engine designers
(uncentralized), is almost always more efficient, and never less
efficient, than the squirrel-caged design usually employed in

U.S. engines.

NOTATION

A
6,9 Az'Aplitude of displacement at supports

B Bearing parameter =fpRL 3/m w c3) or fpRL 3/m7Wc 3
6,7 6 6c6 '.,.

6,7 Radial clearanci jf squeeze-film damper (M)
"c Ratio of damper clearances {c /cl (-)

67 7 6* Cdi Rotor station transverse damping coefficient (kg/s)
Dimensionless damping = C/m W (-)

C Rotor station angular damping coefficient (kg.m 2 /s)Dimensionless angular damping = {'Ci/m cw} (-)

eu Unbalance eccentricity (m)

F F F Oil-film forces in x and y directions and resultant (N)_x,_y,
FF Dimensionless oil-film forces = {F ,y/m c (-) 2-
xf y Xly 6 6 c

I Rotor station transverse moment of inertia (kg.r 2 ) 2

-ti
tI Dimensionless transverse moment of inertia {Iti/m6 c2 } (-)
titi 6

I Rotor station polar moment of inertia (kg.m 2 )_p i 2.
I Dimensionless polak moment of inertia = {Ipi/rr.c 2 } (-)pi
KA Stiffness of centralizing spring (squirrel cage) (N/m)

K Rotor station transverse stiffness (N/m)~si
K Dimensionless transverse stiffness = E/m (-)
si si 6 cKti Rotor station torsional stiffness (Nm/RAD)

K Dimensionless torsional stiffness = {Kti/m c••} W- 2

titi 6 6C
S ti Axial distance to bearing number 6 (m)

2i Dimensionless distance to bearing 6 =(ti-k 6 )/c 61 (-)

2- £ Span parameter ={(k - Z )/c } (-)
76 7 6 6
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m Rotor station mass (kg)

Mi Dimensionless mass - fmi/m

R Squeeze-film damper journal radius (i)W

TR,,TR Transmissibility at supports 8 and 9 (-)

ui'vi Relative defloctions (W)

•vi Dimensionless relative deflection = (u/c and vi/cl (-)i, Vi iG6 1
*t"•-, U Dimensionless unbalance = feui/c} (')-i

. W Dimensionless gravity parameter (g/c w} (-)2

xiYiZi Body-fixed coordinate system (i)

x;,yj.'z Body-rotated cnordinate system (i)

u Influence coefficient, deflection at station i per unit (m/N)
* force applied at station j

SDimensionless influence coefficient = {ijm 6 ��} (2 1-)

Influence coefficient, deflection at station i per unit (m/Nm)oiJ moment applied at station j

3 Dimensionless influence coefficient = (aijm6 c w} (-)

j forInfluence coefficient, slope at station i per unit (RAD/N)

force applied at station j
SDimensionless influence coefficient = {2ijm)c(

i Influence coefficient., slope at station i per unit moment at (RAD/Nm)

Yij Dimensionless influence coefficient =(Yij c2 
W} station j

Eulerian angles (RAD)

x y Relative slope angles (RAD)

b oi Phase angle at station i between unbalance vector (RAD)
and x direction

Absolute viscosity of damper fluid (Ns/rn)

W Rotor speed (RAD/s)

Wc First (pin-pin) critical speed (RAD/s)

Dimensionless speed ratio = f/u I (-)-
C

( C') d/d {t}.

(') d/dt

INTRODUCTION

The life, reliability and general mechanical integrity of gas turbines can be
seriously reduced by the presence of mecianical vibration. Mechanical vibration in this
relatively flimsy structure can arise from several sources, for example, engine order
excitations of disrs and blades. However, one very serious source of vibration is the
synchronous excitation produced by unbalance, present to some degree in all engines, but
aggravated in service engines by thermal distortion (bowing) and material loss. Unbalance
in this form can produce at one extreme rough-running of the engine at relatively low
speeds, and at the other it can lead to a considerable increase in the amplitude of the
forces which are transmitted into the surrounding structure when the engine approaches,
or passes through a critical speed.

One method for reducing the effect of vibration in the gas-turbine is the inclusion
of squeez. <ilm dampers, as proposed by Cooper (1), in its design. A squeeze-film damper
can be simply an annulhr fluid-filled space surrounding the outer race of a rolling-
contact bearing (see Figure 1). The radial clearance between the rolling-contact bearing
and the bearing housing is usually of the order of 0.10mm to 0.25mm (O.OO4in to O.OiOin),
and the fluid within the clearance annulus is the oil employed in lubricating the rolling-
contact bearing. The outer race of the rolling contact bearing is not usually allowed
to rotate within the clearance circle, although in practice it 'ill only rotate very
slowly if unrestrained. However, it can move with fixed coordinates (orbit) within this
space and it is this movement which produces the squeeze-film from which the device gets
its name.

In most squeeze-film dampers oil is pressure fed into the annular groove shown in
Fig. 1 and allowed to flow axially across the two symmetric bearing surfaces (lands).
In many designs side-plates are fitted as flow restrictors and crude assumptions made
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concerning the positioning of the bearing between the two side-plates. Even from the
brief description included here, a number of design variables become apparent, for
example, radial clearance, land width, inlet pressure, oil viscosity, side-plate clearance
etc. However, the most significant variation in design exists between those squeeze-film
dampers where the outer race of the rolling-contact is held centrally within the clearance
circle, and those where it is assumed to fall to the bottom of the clearance circle until
the unbalance forces become large enough to lift off and bring the squeeze-film affect
into play. In this paper, where a comparison is made between the effectiveness of these
two forms of squeeze-film damper, the terms "centralized" and "uncentralized" are used
to describe them. Fig. 1 illustrates these two design forms.

CANTILEVER CENTRALIZING
SPRING (SQUIRREL-CAGE) OIL FEED . .

SIDE-PLATE / " /

OUE RACE

SR V.

•INNER FAM.E

(a) CENTRALIZED VERSION (b) UNCENTRALIZED VERSION

FIG. 1 Centralized and Uwcentr'2ized Squeeze-Film Dampers

It should be pointed out that the centralized squeeze-film damper, that is, the
version where th-. bearing is held centrally by means of preloaded cantilevers (usually .1in the form of a squirrel-cage), is attempting to perform two functions. Firstly, the
obvious reduction in vibration amplitude, and secondly "tuning` of the critical speed by ,varying the support stiffness. This centralized design is that usually employed by gas-

turbine manufacturers in the U.S.A. (G.E., Pratt and Witney etc).

The uncentralized squeeze-film damper design is that usually employed in the U.K.
(Rolls-Royce), and while it lacks the capability of -.arying the rotor critical speed, sothat it can be moved (piesumably) to some less sensitive sector of the operating speed

range, it does lead to a simpler (cheaper) design, with a saving in space and the elimina-
tion of the possibility of fatigue failure at the squirrel-cage support.

It is almost certainly this emphasis in the U.S.A. on the centralized squeeze-film
damper design, which led to the concentration by previous researchers (for example (2), .(3) and M4) on the case where rotor excursions would always take the form of a circular

orbit around the equilibrium position. However, an investigation into the effectiveness
of uncentralized squeeze-film dampers was begun at Cranfield and some results published
in (5), (6) and (7). This previous work at Cranfield showed that the uncentralized
squeeze-film damper is an effective means of reducing the vibratory forces transmitted
to the structure surrounding an unbalanced rotor. Similarly, it was shown that the
effectiveness of the device is a function of the design variables such as radial clearance,
land-width, fluid viscosity etc., that these properties can be grouped together in non-
dimensional form (bearing parameter B, gravity parameter W etc.), and that values for
these non-dimensional groupings can be chosen so as to produce a high (if not optimum)
squeeze-film damper performance.

For the work reported in references (5), (6) and (7) a simple two-bearing flexible
shaft configuration, with a single centrally supported disc, was chosen. The results
obtained with the aid of this simple rotor system indicated that uncentralized squeeze-
film dampers could produce a significant reduction in the vibration amplitude, and that
the greatest reductions were obtained when the bearing parameter B was about 0.1 and the
gravity parameter W was about 0.05. In view of the elementary nature of the rotor model
previously used, doubts must be raised concerning the applicability of these results to
a model which is more representative cf a real gas-turbine. For example, the values of
the bearing and gravity parameters for optimum squeeze-film damper performance may not bethe same as those previously determined, indeed there may not be a single value for these
two parameters for optimum performance over the complete practical speed range.

As an extension of the research published in (5 to 7) a more representative experi-
mental rig has been constructed and is currently under investigation. A theoretical
model of this more advanced rig, which includes an overhung rotor (fan disc) and a second
rotor (turbine) positioned non-centrally between two squeeze-film damper bearings, is
shown in Fig. 2. Both of the bearings are attached to earth by means of springs intended
to represent the stiffness of the supporting gas-turbine structure. A theoretical investi- W
gation of the vibratory characteristics of the model illustrated in Fig. 2 has been repor-
ted in (8).
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FIG. 2 Nine-mass Theoretical Model of Rotor System with Uncentralized Squeeze-Film
Dampers

THEORY

From Fig. 2 it can be seen that the two-disc uncentralised squeeze-film damper .
system, which has been made the subject of our experimental investigations, is repres-
ented by a nine-mass theoretical model. Naturally, since a practical system could be *
considered to be made up of an infinite number of individual masses, it is to be expected

* that the accuracy of the results obtained from a particular model would improve with the
number of lumped-masses includ~ed in that modal. However, there is obviously a practical
limitation to the complexity of any assumed theoretical model, and in the computer time
available for obtaining a solution. Some trial calculations based upon a simpler six-
mass model have been made and, from the limited evidence available, it would appear that
the results obtained from such a model are not far removed from those reported here.

Masses m, and M4 in Fig. 2 represent the overhung and inboard discs respectively,
whilst masses M213and ms are lumped shaft masses. Masses me and mg represent thesqueeze-film housing masses. These 13tter masses are earthed through springs of stiffnessKe and Y9 which represent the stiffness of the machine supporting structure.

For the analysis reported here it has been assumed that only discs m, and M4 Willhave an associated gyroscopic effect, that rotor motion in the axial direction is negli-gible and that all vibratory amplitudes are relatively small. It has also been possibleto include the effect of Journal misalignmnent on the oil-film forces produced in the

squeeze-film dampers, by means of a procedure reported in (9).
The equations of motion for the shaft supported masses can be expressed in the fol-

+ +

Xi i=l ji yi

,0

0, -19 + ~ * + y 4
xixj i=l ji xi i=l ji yi

, .- 5-- S --- (1)
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i=l ji yi i=l ji Xi

0
0: . .. .. ••". - '
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also B , B

Ba. [.:.. (2)

B B
2

where B zi j Mj IS , (i u I to 5) B i (1 9ij*i Q, 1 to 5)

- ~~f'{i-1,415 1A - 1,41
"B B 4,ij jt

B3 ij {$ijcif0 (1- 2,3,5, 0 Q1- •oii i 2,3,5) f

Similarly, the equations of motion for the bearing-related masses mg to ml can be
expressed as follows,

_ _ 1 -1Q1, - + (-coli + O+ + (i,-I ) + , .)
a 1 Jul4 ti i xi i-11  i i i

+ 2 'i ~~ei'r%, + ai+ + i i'i + 4'a'X+Pi)] + +I} .F. .(3)

="fir a tie + n , ,,+

+, (,-•e + + + .. ) l-v" +-1 F ........ l4)

0i xi yi 1-'2#3#5  1~~ + Yi £7 J 1 F eXy"-' x" = - -( "n + ) + (-•lay+R +)

+ ,i + R ti y x i i y,
+ - ,,• (-~ a t+Si)+i,•, (aMaX Q P~ ) 1 + x,........ (5) '

-g ~ R x ~i=2 i~is(C81yi + M4ij) + i=22•,. 5  (-Mi• 2 •' .4 P~i) i + •.v7-W} .............. (6)

i-,"' =i --- y ['., xi "'X

_, _ __!__ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (8)
- (8)

S1 R Y-K X - ... ........................................ (8)
o -2 Say 6 Y6~

9
X1 - X (9) x

1 -K Y -- W ....................R.. (10)

9
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FIG. 3 Nine-Mass Theoretical Model of Rotor System with I ..

Centralized(Squirrel-Caged) Squeeze-Film Dampers

If centralizing springs (squirrel-cages) are included in the structure, as is thecase in most of the aero-engines produced in the U.S., the system can be represented byFig. 3. Similarly, equations 3 to 10 should be modified as follows. For the centralized
case,

X" X" (EQ.3) -(X - X ) n ...... (11)

Y" Y (EQ.4) -Kay (Y " Y ...... (12)

X" X- (EQ.5) -K (X -...... (13)

Y" Y" (EQ.6) - 0sy ......((14) .) (14

X" X" (EQ.7) + K (X -x A f ...... (15)OX , a a ,
V" Y" (EQ.8) + R (Y -Y A n' .... (16)

a Kaly 6  a s (1.)..

V X" (EQ.9 + K (X - X ) M (17)
aa~x 7 9

V Y" (EQ.10) + y Y ) Y ...... (18) -9 9 a 7y 7 9 9

dx. d2 X X
where X' -= _ x" = _____L_ - _ etc.

The generalised force terms for i 1 1 and 1 4 are defined as follows

xi si i Cdi Xi + iUiflcsf•t + * ...

P* - Y C Q~Yl M U 0 2 sin(wt + 4i KsYi + n + doi- i

S= -IYp 2i + ot " + -I
i -pi ' - ti yi- i

* =y pIi2Oi-- i
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And for i - 2,3,and 5 the generalised force terms are given as

y " ' t yi d. .

R~ " _R ii

Ri t- i 6xi

It is clear that the oil fluid-film forces F F and F F occurring at supports'..arbleim c 6arm F 7g the, occrrngami sperormanc
8 and 9 respectively, are of consi.•rable importance a determlnfng the dynamic performance
of a rotor system which includes Lqueeze-film damper bearings. By the same token it is
clear thac the calculated values oT these forces (in the absence of experimental results)
will depend to a great extent upon the fluid-film model adopted. In this report the
r-film model has been chosen, although there is somb evidence that this is not the most
accirate model. It is proposed, tn publish a comparison of the results obtained from a
nunber of film models at a later time.

In practice the effectiveness of a squeeze-film damper bearing is assessed in terms
of its ability to reduce the amplitude of the vibratory forces transmitted from the rotor
to the surrounding structure. In the same way the definition of squeeze-film damper
effectiveness employed in this investiqation is the ratio of the forces actually trans-
mitted (K8, A, and K5 A ), to the support reaction forces determined for the nine-mass
system without squee!e-flim dampers, at its first critical speed, A, and A, are the
maximum displacements at the two supports and are equal to (x, + yv) 0.s and (x: + Yv)O.- 5
respectively. This ratio is here called the transmissibility and is labelled TR8 and-
TR9 for the appropriate supports.
ANALYSIS

The set of first-order differential equations 1 to 10 have been produced from the
equations of motion for the nine-mass representation of the rotor system shown in Fig. 2.
Equations 1 to 10 have been numerically integrated u6ing the modified Euler and Fourth-
Order Runge-Kutta methods, although any appropriate technique could be used.

The initial displacements and velocities for all points within the system are spec-
ified at starting time to. Hence, it is possible to obtain the acceleration rates at
these points and subsequently to calculate the displacements and velocities at time
to + At.

In the present analysis the oil film forces Fx and F can be determined from any one
of five possible fluid-film models (for example the n-filK model), including one which
takes account of shaft misalignment if it exceeds 0.5 x 10- (9). Since these fluid-film
forces are introduced into the computation in generalized form it would be possible to
introduce any other appropriate film model at a later date.

For the analytical investigation reported here only steady-rate conditions are con- "*.
sidered. In certain situations it is obvious that the transient conditions would be of
importance, for example, the rotor response to sudden loading as would be met when a
blade was shed. However, in the present circumstances the squeeze-film damper effective-
ness under steady conditions is being evaluated, and consequently the initially assumed
values of rotor velocity and displacement will have no influence on the final unique
steady-state orbit. Whilst the transient path followed by the rotor centroid during the
time-marching procedure is of no great significance in the present investigation, the
choice of time interval adopted duri. the time-marching process was found to be very
important indeed. If an unreasonably short time interval is chosen the computer costs
become excessive. By the same token if the time interval is too great, the projected
path of the rotor centroid can attempt to pass outside the clearance circle during a
s~ngle time step, a condition which is clearly impossible. Since the dynamics of the
rotor centro'd can vary considerably with operating conditions an optimum choice of time
interval for each occasion is clearly desirable. The smallest time-step used for the
present investigation was 0.0087266 radians, equivalent to 720 points for each cycle.

In the full theoretical study reported in (10) a wide range of system parameters
were investigated. However, in the present paper only parameters appropriate to the
associated experimental study have been chosen. These values are listed below in non-
dimensional form.

____ ____ ____ _ - ~.1P
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Beaxing parameter B Rigid, 3.8023, 0.5649, 0.1000

Gravity parameter R C.1496
Unbalance parameter U 0.2
Mass parameter Mi M - 1.1 M 4 = 1.33 M 2.93
Support stiffness KR 12.66 -
Centralizing spring stiffness RA 2.10

Transverse damping ratio Cd 0.01

Angular damping ratio 70.00
. Phase angle 4oi 0

Speed ratio 9 0.5 to 3.0

For the above analysis the initial conditions assumed at the beginning of each time-
marching procedure were that the velocity of the rotor centroid was zero, and its dis-
placement equivalent to that produced by the dead weight of thp rotors.

The other physicaL properties of the experimental rieý used in this analytical invlst-
igation are as follows. Mass of inboard disc equal to 9.70 kg, and the mass of the ouw- -.
board disc equal to 8.04 kg. Distance between bearings 0.54 m.
RESULTS

Even for the limited range of system ýlarameters listed above, the results of a full
theoretical study would be too great to include in this paper. Consequently, only a few
typical results are listed here, and since the influence of the bearing parameter B on
"the 1,orformance of a squeeze-film damper has been shown to be strong, some emphasis has -,
beei placed here upon the effect of varying that parameter.

In simple terms Fig. 4 illustrates the influence ca the bearing parameter upcn a
system which includes uncentralized squeeze-film dampers, while Fig. 5 illustrates the
influence, for a similar range of bearing parameters, upon a system where the bearings

* are supported on centralizing springs (squirrel-cages).

Both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 illustrate the variation of the amplitude ratios at the two
discs, two bearings, and two supports for different values of B. Both figuree also
include the transmissibilities determined at the two supports. Transmissibility, in thisV" context, is defined as the force actually transmitted at each condition, relative to the
force transmitted at the first critical speed in a system which has rigidly supported'; bearings,

The conditions, for which the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 were determined, relate .1
closely to the parallel experimental investigation currently being carried out at
Cranfield. For example, the outboard and inboard disc masses are taken to be 8.04 kg
and 9.70 kg respectively, and the distance between the bearing centres is fixed at
"0.54 m. Similarly, the gravity parameter W is fixed at 0.1496, the unbalance ratio U
at 0.2, and the transverse and angular non-dimensional damping coefficients are assumed
to be 0.01 and 70 respectively. The non-dimensional casing stiffness • is assumed to

• ~~be 12.66 (equivalent to 2.2 x 105 Ilbf/in. in imperial units) , while the stiffness cf the -,'

centralizing spring KA used in Fig. 5 is taken as 2.1, a value obtained from a typical
U.S engine.

The variation of the amplitude ratio and transmissibility with gravity parameter
-W, stiffness parameter K , unbalance parameter U, and mass parameter M (= mi/ni6 ), was
also investigated and wh~le there is not room in this paper to report on the effect of
these parameters, they are covered fully in (i')).

4 A comparison of the transmissibilities at the two supports, for the centralized and
uncentralized cases, is shown in Fig. 6. Againthe grevity parameter W is taken to be
0.1496 (as in the axperimental rig), U as 0.2, K as 12.66, and K as 2.1. Three valuessA* of the bearing parameter B are used, namely 0.1, 0.5649, and 3.8023, representing threeof the cases which can be investigated experimentally.

The critical speeds, for the nine-mass rotor system operating without squeeze-film
dampers, were calculated and the first two critical speeds were found to occur at 6113
ind 12221 rpm respectively.
DISCUSSION

It is clear, from the diagrams which go to make up Figs. 4 and 5, that squeekee-film
dampers can be effective in reducing the amplitude ratios and transmissibilities produoe'd
in the system under consid3eration. In general terms it can be seen that both the cen-
tralized and the uncentralized forms of the device can lead to reduced amplitudes of
vibration, and reduced transmitted forces, and that the effectiveness of both types of
squeeze-film damper increases with reducing bearing parameter. This general trend
f,,llows that discovered in our earlier investigations with a simpler model (6). In this
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Dampers

earlier work it was discovered that a value of about 0.1 for the bearing parameter B
produced maximum attenuation of the vibratory properties (below about 0.1 instability
could arise). However, a closer inspection of Figs. 4 and 5 reveals that, while a value
of B = 0.1 produces a general reduction in the amplitude ratios and transinissibilities,
in certain areas of the speed range this is not the case, in ract, in some instances
values can exist which are significantly larger than those which would occur if the bear-
ings were rigidly supported. For example, from Fig. 4 it can be seen that a bearing
parameter of 0.1 can produce an amplitude of vibration of the fan disc, at around the
first crit:ical speed, which is ten times greater than that which would be expected if the
bearings were rigidly fixed. By the same token, however, under the same conditions the -
force transmitted to the structure at supporL 8, at the second critical speed. would be
one hundred times less than that which would exist if a squeeze-film damper had not been
fitted. Hence, although it would be foolish to attempt to establish general rules from
the limited data presented in this paper, it does appear to be difficult to choose one
set of squeeze-film damper design parameters to give optimum performance over the whole
speed range.

Not shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are the amplitude ratios and transmissibilities for the
cases where the bearing parameter is low (fgr example B = 0.01 and 0.001). Values as
low as this led to instability over part of the speed range in a similar manner to that
reported in (6). This instability could be synchronous (eg: bi-stable), or non-synchronous.

Figs. 4(c), 4(d) and 5(c), 5(d) indicate that the movement of the squeeze-film
damper journal increases with reducing bearing parameter. This would appear to support
the suggestion made in (6) that in the region where the squeeze-film damper is most
effective, the journal movement is greatest.

I___L__ ___I__,_ I
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Having shown that boah the centralized and the uncentralized forms of the squeeze-
film damper can be effective, in reducing both the amplitude ratios and transmissibili-
ties, in the system being investigated, the obvious next step is to compare the
performance of the two designs. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that, for the vast majority
of operating conditions, the uncentralized squeeze-film damper is more effective in
reducing the force transmitted into the surrounding structure, than is the squeeze-film
damper which is mounted in parallel with a centralizing spring. The difference between
the two sets of transmissibilities is most marked where the bearing parameter is low
(0.1), in some cases the transmissibility for the squirrel-caged version is ten times
greater than that for the uncentralized version. Where the bearing parameter is high
(3.8023) the difference between the two damper designs is much less. Hence, it is pos-
sible to say that an uncentralized squeeze-film damper is much more effective than a
squirrel-caged model, in the region where squeeze-film dampers are most useful.

Naturally, if an uncentralized squeeze-film damper is incorporated in an engine
design, the ability to tune the system (change the critical speed) by modifying the
stiffness of the cantilever springs, is lost. However, as engine designers become more
proficient at calculating critical speeds, it is possible that future engines will be
designed such that their critical speeds do not occur in a troublesome sector of the
speed range.

CONCLUSIONS

From the investigation described above it can be seen that both centralized, and
uncentralized, squeeze-film damper bearings can be very effective in reducing the ampli-
tude of vibration, and the forces transmitted into the surrounding structure, for the
adopted theoretical model of a gas-turbine. In general it would appear that the optimum
value of the bearing parameter is about 0.1. However, this investigation also indicates
that a squeeze-film damper which leads to a fairly general reduction in transmissibility
could also produce an increase in the vibration amplitude of some part of the system.
Hence, care may be required in choosing the design parameters for a squeeze-film damper,
so as to optimise its performance from all aspects. Alternatively, it may be desirable
to design a squeeze-film damper which has properties which vary with engine speed.

This investigation would also appear to show fairly conclusively that the uncel. ral-
ized squeeze-film dampers employed by U.K. engine designers, are more effective in
reducing the forces transmitted from the rotor into the surrounding engine structure,
than are the centralized (squirrel-caged) squeeze-film dampers favoured by U.S. engine
designers. This advantage, of the uncentralized damper over the centralized, is parti-
cularly pronounced for designs where the bearing parameter is low, which is just the 21
region where squeeze-film dampers are most effective. However, the squirrel-caged damper
design does retain a capability for tuning the system, allowing critical speeds to be
moved from some troublesome sector of the speed range.
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* Summary
This paper deals with theoretical and experimental investigations of aerodynamic spring

bearings, the elastic bearing bushing structure of which can stand thermal deformations

without any inadmissably large changes in the bearing clearance. Therefore, they seem to
be suitable for the mounting of small turbo machines under extreme operating conditions.

Based on the fundamental equations of aerodynamic bearing theory, a method was developed
to determine the static and dynamic spring bearing characteristic curves and was applied
to the tilting pad, "Garrett" and multiwedged spring bearing. To simplify matters the

bearings are approx.mated by substitute models consisting of similar bearing elements.

In the static and dynamic bearing characteristic curves determined in this way the pa-
rameters of the resilient bearing bushing structure are dominant over wide ranges. Rotor

tests with rotational speeds up to 100,000 rpm prove the applicability of these bearings
to extreme circumferential speeds and in general also the reliability of the calculated

bearing characteristic values. For the material pairings graphite/steel and ceramic/hard 0

metal coating, an adequate wearing strength could be proved by continuous starting tests

(with 10,000 start-stop-cycles) up to a medium bearing load of 0.26 bar, at a temperature

of 3500 C.

1. Introduction

Substantial attributes of good spring bearings for small turbo machines with high speed

rotors and extreme circumferential speeds and operating temperatures are the compliant
structure of the bearing bushings, capable of compensating thermal deformations without 6

any inadmissably large changes of the bearing clearance and a relative high damping in
the external support of the bearing bushings guaranteeing a good stability and damping
behaviour. Besides, the bearing surfaces need to have a high wearing strength because of

the frequent starting under maximum load. Bearings for small gas turbines and exhaust gas
turbo chargers must also stand high operating temperatures [ 1,2,3). For a reliable con-
struction of such bearings a special basis for calculation and special cinstruction rules

are necessary which are presented and discussed below.

Fig. 1 shows the three aerodynamic spring bearings with external bearing damping which

were investigated. The tilting padspring bearing [4 ]has bending resistant segments which

are supported via a plate spring and have an adjustable clearance. In order to decrease
the static journal eccentricity the segments are prestressed against stops at the side of
the bearing housing. The "Garrett" spring bearing [3] has elastic foils which rest with
one end in the stiff bearing bore and with the other end on the foil next to it. Here the

foils are prestressed against the journal. This leads to an increased starting moment.
The bearing surface and the external elasticity of the multiwedged spring bearing consist
of thin walled cylindrical bushes which are elastically deformed via suitably arranged

webs to a multiwedged profile. The required external bearing damping of all three spring
bearing types is mainly produced by air squeeze films in the external gap.
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TiLting Pad "Garrett" Multiwedged
Spring Bearing Spring Bearing Spring Bearing

Fig. 1. Aerodynamic spring bearings investigated 2

2. calculation Method for the Bearing Characteristic Curves -

The direct calculation of the characteristic values of an aerodynamic spring bearing re-

quires an extremly high calculation effort because of the complex bearing structure, the

compressibility of the lubricant, and the coupling of the lubricant properties and the -j
* deformation of the bearing bushing. Therefore, systetatic investigations for the develop- "

ment of a suitable model had to be carried out first. All three spring bearings could be

related to a system of similar bending elastic bushing segments with an elastic and damping

external support. The bushing elements of the investigated spring bearings differ sub-

stantially in the lubricant gap behaviour, in the position of the support points and in '

the angular mobility of the segments [5].

The calculation of the pure lubricant film characteristic value of a bearing element

originates from the general Reynolds equation for compressible media -

a H A+ 2A. (PH)

L(PH~i + *-P3P) AL(PH) +~ (1)-PH

where pc = z/(D/2)w the dimensionless coordinates in both cirumferential and axial

directions, D = journal diameter, w = w.t the dimensionless time, P = P/a the dimension-
aaless pressure (p a = ambient pressure) and A = 6nw/p a 2 the compressibility number (9

dynamical viscosity, w = angular velocity of the journal, i = AR/(D/2) = relative bearing

clearance), H is the lubricant film width between the journal and the segments. In the

general case, it depends on the eccentricity (c,y) of the journal center and also on

the bearing bore form given by the construction, or on the lubricant gap function

(distance of the bearing bore to the journal surface at central journal position) re-

spectively. To simplify the calculation furthermore, the bearing bushing elements are

approximated by circular segments. If the lubricant film width H = H(T) remains constant

over the bearing length, the following equation is valid •

H(0) = 1-0) -E.cos(lP-y) (2)

where H h/AR and c = e/AR (AR = radial bearing clearance).

Contrary to hydrodynamical bearings, this partial differential equation of second order is

nonlinear in the lubricant film pressure P. It describes the pressure built up P(0,;,4)

in the lubricant gap in the case of a given compressibility number A and a given local

and temporal gap behaviour H(',•,). In order to simplifiy the boundary conditions, it is

assumed that an ambient pressure (p = pa) dominates at all bearing segment edges (in

circumferential and axial directions). This assumption is generally possible, if applied

to air bearings, as in this case a certain negative pressure (O<p<pa) is also possible

in the lubricant film.
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"' numeric solution of this differential equation was obtained by a suitable differance
"method. Because of the nonlinearity of the differential equation a transformation is
carried out first by introducing a new variable Q - P 2H2 . This transformation leads to a
quasilinear differential equation whereby the hidden nonlinearity needs an additional

iteration (6]. The static load capacity and the frictional force at the bearing element
are the results of surface integration of pressure and of the shear stress. The nonlinear
spring and damping properties of the lubricant film are approximated by stiffness and
damping coefficients, as usual. These coefficients are calculated from the general
Reynolds equation (1) for the nonsteady gas bearing by the pertubation "Ansatz"

ai

S-" + (L) + y÷ + 4) ÷Y + Ax + (-) (3)

H- H • 4
Ho - + 4-)oAX + (H ) )Ay .(4)

For the pressure coefficient four additional linear differential equations are obtained

which are also solved by a difference method (5]. The stiffness and damping coefficients
finally result from a segment surface integration of the pressure coefficients. In order
to calculate the bending elasticity of the bearing segments, a one-dimensional approxima-
tion (a board-like beam) is sufficient, as the elements of the investigated spring
bearings ,re comparatively bending resistant. The bend up of the segment and the lubri-
cant ga- width of the stiff segment add up to the total lubricant gap width of the-

elastic segment. Generally, the stiffness of the external segment support can be calcu-
lated elementarily. The damping of the external air squeeze film is calculated from
slightly modified perturbation differential equations, analogous to the damping of the
inner lubricant film [5 ). For further simplification it is assumed that the external
elasticity and damping act on one point. The effective lubricant gap width is also in-
fluenced by the elastic and damping segment support. Therefore, the characteristic curves
of a complete bearing element have to be calculated by iterative methods.

Fig. 2 explains this procedure by taking the element (index s) of a tilting pad bearing
* as a simple example. For the given segment dimensions (B/D, *s, 821 81/a2), the given

compressibility number A and load Ps the static operating point can be determined
i om the equilibrium of forces at the segment. The external load or the lubricant film
! ressure force F respectively has to correspond with the force FF in the elastic support

S Fo ided that Fs > Fo is valid. This force results from the prestress force 1 and

s v pr~rs oc van
from the additional force (k+H )y

p p

F F F =F (A Ccosy) F P o + (k+Hp)y (5)s F s s s s F v pp

where

=I csys' YP=c AR /(paBD), O = F /(paBD) ; (6)s sa s a v v a

0where c = the stiffness of the external segment support, F v = the elastic force pre-
stressing the segment against the stop, and k is a geometric parameter of the complete

bearing. The load capacity curves I s(As , cosy) of the pure lubricant film agrees with
the known characteristic curves of a corresponding "fixed" segment [5,6]. The straight

line F'. (E cosy ) or F.(H ,) for given v , k- and yp-values is obtained directly from
equation (5). The static operating point c cosys is clearly presented as the crossing
point of these two curves. The static and dynamic characteristic curves of the complete
bearing can be calculated approximately by a vectorial addition of the characteristic

* curves of all the bearing elements. Hereby the determination of the static equilibrium
position (ey) or of the static operating points (E scosys) of all segments by iterative
.. ,_Thrhq according to equation (5), is most important. First the parameters k or ki respec-

tively depending on the parameters of the complete bearing explained in Fig. 3, have to
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where Vvi * (R31 - R)/ARo a relative bushing curvature. The distribution of the external

"load P to the single segments is effected according to the equation

EP PecostS . (9)

3. Calculation Results

As a high reoilience of the segment support is required in operation, too large a static

journal eccentricity can be avoided by choosing the correct prestress for the segment.
It is recommended to choose the prestress forces of the segment V so that their vec-vi6
torial sum is approximately in equilibrium with the given (constant) external load P

0

f coso,5 4  (10)
vi s

and also that all segment3 lift off before the operating rotational speed and the
accompanying Asi-values respectively are reached.

Fig. 4 illustrates this principle by the symmetrical tilting pad bearing, as shown in
Fig. 3 (four equal segments with 82 - 800, 81/82 - 0.65, B/D - 1). Pkotted is the dimen-
sionless load capacity P as a function of the compressibility number A and the segment 3
prestress; the two upper segments are prestressed with Poo, the two lower ones with Tv"

v vU

2-r-.----

F C= 05
I . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . P L : 0 .0 5 - - -

0.5--

Q0.2 2 4 0 20.402 100]
0.02 ....

0.10 0.013 A .. J
0.0 1. i -4- -_1 !

Fig. 4. Static load capacity F(Asr) of a symmetric tilting pad spring bearing with four
V

pads (82 ' 800, 81/82 = 0.65, B/D = 1, tv - 2) prestressed against the housing

Here the static journal eccentricity c and the stiffness of the segment support ypL are
constant. Within the range of the rotational speed and the compressibility number A re-
spectively, below the break point of the capacity load characteristic curve the bearing
acts as it would do with a stiff segment support; there the bearing load capacity [

ascends (with c = constant) with the compressibility number A (and the rotational speed).
Above the break point the load capacity r is determined only by the given static eccen-

tricity E and the prestress forces. An increase of the rotational speed and of the A-
value leads mainly to an increase of the minimum lubricant gap height H This charac-P.
teristic spring bearing behaviour is shown by the "Garg.ett" bearing in a similar way. As
shown in Fig. 5a the static load capacity F increases with a given beaxing (B/D = 1,
F = 0.08, Ypg = 0.05) approximately proportionally to the static journal eccentricity c;v P
here the compressibility nunberA is of little influence. The absolute minimum lubricant
f'lm height Ho,min increases also considerably with the rotational speed and the compres-
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Fig. 5. Static load capacity 7 (E,A ) and minimum lubricant gap width H (Ag,•) ofg o,min g
the "Garrett" spring bearing

sibility number Ag, as shown in Fig. 5b, while the influence of the bearing load remains
comperatively small. It should be noted that with the "Garrett" bearing, the compressibi-
lity number A 6nw/p a 2 does generally not exceed the value 1, as the reference

clearance " - t /D is comperatively large by definition (t. a thickness of the
foils).

The static load capacity characteristic curves F(E) of the multiwedged bpring bearing
plotted in Fig. 6a show a stronger influence of the compressibility nunber A, resulting 4
from the constructionally given bearing clearance ýmin' According to Fig. 6b the minimum
lubricant gap width H ascends with the rotational speed (and with the compressibility
number A ) in the same way. The influence of the bearing load P is here much stronger
than that of the "carrett" bearing, also because of the given bearing clearance min'
From figures 5b and 6b the lift uff rotational speed w* . A* as a function of the load
7can be estimated for a given boundary value Ho E Rz /AR( ERZ - sum of roughnesses). 0
Fig. 7 shows the dimensionless frictional force characteristic curves P• (L,A) for the

"Garrett" and for the multiwedged spring bearing according to V'ig. 5 and Fig. 6. Charac-
teristic for the investigated spring bearing is the decrease of the frictional force
[ for large compressibility numbers A. The dependence of the static eccentricity is
small in this range. For large A values the numerical values of the spring bearings are S
a little lower than those of air bearings with a stiff support and also lower than those
of oil bearings.

For a given bearing and a given static eccentricity (c,y), the stiffness and damping
coefficients of the complete bearing can be calculated directly by a vectorial addition
of the dynamic bearing forces and a transformation to the complete bearing system.
Fig. 8 shows the calculated stiffness and damping coefficients of the "Garrett" bearing
according to Fig, 5 for a conotant static load P = 0.13 with a pure air squeeze film dam-
ping. In the stiffness coefficients y1 1 , Y2 2 ' the stiffness ypg of the external support
or the bearing bushing structure respectively is dominant, therefore it depends only
to a small extent on the compressibility number A (and on the rotational speed). The

gcoupling coefficients 812, B2 1 are in the technically interesting Ag-range negligibly
small; therefore good stability properties of the buaring can be expercted. The dAmp~ng
coefficients 81l, B22 first increase considerably with the compressibility number A

g- ~ (and rotational speed); having exceeded a maximu, they cdecreaso (as with all air
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Fig.L7.. Dimensionless friction force ?Rg(cAg) of the "Gerzett" spring bearing and
R(c,A) of the rtultiwedged spring bearing

bearings). The coupling coefficients 812, 821 are negligibly small. In the range of the
high rotational speeds (A > 0.3) the damping coefficients 8 11, 822 are of the order of
magnitude of the stiffness coefficients y 11 , y 2 2 , therefore a good damping capacity can
be expected too. Fig• 9 shows &lso for a constant load 7 - 0.26 the stiffness and dam-
ping characteristic curves of the tilting pad spring bearing according to Fig. 4. Above
the llft-off point (i. e. after exceeding the prestress) they tak,, a similar course
as the curves of the "Garrett" bearing. The stiffness coefficient 1 = Y of the
complete bearing are again in the order of magnitude of the stiffness of the complete
support 2 ypL = 0.12 and depend only little on the compressibility number A. The damping
coefficients 8 11 = 822 first increase with the rotational speed ( and with A) and decrease
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pi. 8. Stiffness and damping coefficients of the "Garrett" bearing according to Fig. 5

with extreme A-values after having reached a maximum. In the technically interesting
A-range the damping coefficients are influenced substantially by the gap width ýB of the
external air squeeze gap. It should be mentioned, that for the idealized symmetrical .1
tilting pad bearing all coupling coefficients become zero.
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Fig. 9. Stiffness and damping coefficients of the tilting pad spring bearing according
Lo Fig. 4 with an external damping by an air squeeze film and segments pre-
stressed against a stop at the housing
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4. Experimental Determination of '.he Stiffness and Damping Capacity of the Bearings

The calculated dynamical bearing characteristic values were determined, in general, by
vibration measuremento with complete rotor bearing systems. These measurements were
carried out with a high speed rotor test stand with a variable rotational speed (maximum
power 20 kW, maximum rotational speed 100,000 rpm) (4). The measured quantities were the
shaft vibration movement, the static journal eccentricity, deformations of the bearing

* bushing structure and temperatures in the bearing bushing. All tests were carried out
with symmetrical rotors mounted in two idei~tical bsarings. In Fig. 10 the two test rotors
are shown rnd their most important parameters are specified. The further substantial test 0
parameters have been defined as followst lubricant - ambient air (no compressed air supp-
ly), bearing length ratio B/D 1, relative bearing clearance at a maximum rotational
speed 'min0 0.5 to 1%/oc (self adjusting).

- •Rotor K 2 K 3
" " Journal dimt4ar D 30 50.8 mm

- 331 Mass M 4.6 6.75 kg

Bearing load T (B/DIil) 0.26 0.13 bor

First critical 52 000 43 000 rpm
rotational speed NT
for rigid mounting

K3 0 5 0. 8 '111ir critica 140 ODD~ 70 a p

Fig. 10. Test rotors of the high-speed test stand

Fig. 11 shows for the combination rotor K3 with "Garrett" bearings according to Fig. 5 0
the measured vibration amplitudes AI (amplitude A, greater semiaxis of the elliptical 7- r-7
displacement of the free shaft-journal) plottet as a function of the shaft rotational
speed. Curve parameter is the additional static unbalance or the eccentricity of the can- . ,

ter of gravity Ap respectively. The amplitude curves AI(n) show exclusively in the range
of the rotational speed from n - 5,000 to 9,000 rpm an evident amplitude increase, result-
ing from the first two critical rotational speeds. If the additional unbalance becomes
too high, the v..bration amplitude near the resonance increases substantially, while addi-
tionally subharmonic vibrations occur. The admissable range of the rotational speed is

60 Al

Ap 13.5 IJ.m

8.8 I.Lm40 5.3 ,n --

2 0 . 2 2 . g P m . .
,,. = 0 4im .........

0 r~l r~kll 20"000 40000 60000 %

n [r in"1]

Fig. 11. Effects of a static unbalancu Apon the vibration amplitude A I of the rotor K3
with "Garrett" spring bearings

L -
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limited by a substan4-ial amplitude increase to the third critical rotational speed nkiii,

defined mainly by rotor data. In the wide range of the rotational speed between the first/

second and third critical rotational speeds the vibration amplitudes are very small;

self-excited vibrations did not occur within the complete rotational speed range. By

comparison the calculation values of the first three critical rotational speeds ni are _.-

marked in Fig. 11. Measured and calculated values agree satisfactorily, hence the cal-

culation values for the stiffness of the complete bearing are confirmed.

In Fig. 12 the influence of an additional unbalance on the vibration amplitude A of
rotor K2, mounted in tilting pid spring bearings according to Fig. 4, is plotted analo- ---.

gously. With • = 0.26 the bearing load is substantially higher. For small unbalances

similar amplitude curves result as shown in Fig. 11. If a certain "boundary unbalance"

is exceeded, the resonance amplitude increases super-proportionally with the magnitude

IA1  -- ApO l~m .. i.
(umn] .4.3 iJm.

4.0 "6.1 Im

20 i\d IGI
I , ,

0n 200o0 4060o 60000 806000
n [min"]

Fig. 12. Effects of a static unbalance p on the vibration amplitude A of the-

rotor K(2 with tilting pad spring bearings

030.3
a) Dwb

0.2 \ 0.2- . ,_

0 0~eV-:~

0 0 20000 40000 60000 80000 0 20000 40000 60000 80000
n-- o rno-1 ------- P-n[mi•'d

w0 .3 - -esue W,0.3
4 ~•' W. calculated eO*' ---- -""'

-ki measured Wk
0.2 t- 2 -

0.1 0.1 ' - calculated

a) b) --- measured w
0 0 7M

0 20000 4000060000 80000 0 20000 40000 60000 80000

[Min] [miKI]

Fig. 13. Comparison between calculated and measured system dampings D) and

natural cyclic frequencies of the rotor K3 with "Garrett" spring

"bearings (a) and of the rotor K2 with tilting pad spring bearings (b)
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of the unbalance. Besides, dangerous subharmonic vibrations may occur over large rota-

tional speed ranges. The operating range is limited only by the maximum rotational speed

of the test stand drive; the third critical rotational speed of rotor K2 is n*kIII

135,000 rpm. The calculated first two critical rotational speeds nki and n are markedk II

in Fig. 12; they are confirmed by the measured values. Similar amplitude curves result

with rotor K2 mounted in multiwedged spring bearings. With a dynamic unbalance the re-

sonance amplitudes are significantly higher. Besides, the danger of subharmonic pertur-

bation vibrations increases.

The theoretically determined damping capacity of the bearings can be experimentally

checked best by measuring the system damping. Therefore, in operation with an electro-

magnet a contactfree shock of very short duration is applied to the center of gravity

of the rotor and the impact transition function is measured. From its fading velocity

or the time constant T respectively and the frequence w, the system damping Di = 1/(T ••)
ze z e

can be determined. Fig. 13a shows a comparison of the calculated and measured system *
damping D* and the natural cycling frequency We/Wki of rotor K3 with "Garrett" spring

bearings according to Fig. 5. As the rotor bearing system answers in experiment only .

with the lowest natural vibration, a plotting of the first two calculated eigenvalues

of Lche system is adequate.

The correspondence of measured and calculated values is satisfactory in respect of the I
manufacturing tolerances. The theoretically determined dynamical bearing characteristic

values and also the substitute model are confirmed by the measured values. Fig. 13b shows

the corresponding comparison for rotor K2 with tilting pad spring bearings according to

Fig. 4. Here a satisfactory correspondence and therefore a confirmation of the calculated

values results too. For all three spring bearings the system damping in the complete

range of rotational speed remains positive therefore in normal operation there is no

danger of self-excited vibrations coming from the bearing.

5. Starting Tests and 9earing Materials

By means of starting tests up to medium rotational speeds (about 30,000 rpm) first the

function safety (low lift-off rotational speed, low friction, good damping capacity) for

different material and construction variants has to be checked. It was considered as

satisfactory provided tho lift-off rotational speed was exceeded without disturbance,

i. e. without excessive warming or substantial thermal deformations, and the first criti-

cal rotational speed of the rotor-bearing-system could be passed without inadmissably •

large vibration amplitudes. In order to reduce the efforts in manufacturing the bearings

and in carrying out tests, the starting test stand shown in Fig. 14 has only one test

bearing; the second bearing is a roller bearing. The bearing housing of the test bearing

can be heated up to a maximum temperature of 3500 C by a heating conductor surrounding

the bearing. The tF.st bearings had the same dimensions as used for the vibration measure-

ments (30 mm journal diameter for the tilting pad spring bearing and the mul~iwedged

spring bearing, and with 2" = 50.8 mni for the "Garrett" spring bearinj\; the bearing

loads were the same as used for the vibration measurements (0 = 0.13 bar for the "Garrett"

spring bearing, • = 0.26 bar for the tilting pad spring bearing and for the mulitwedged

spring bearing). The wearing strength of the bearing materials in the starting range was

proved by automatically controlled continuous starting tests with 10,000 start-stop-cyc-

les. Fig. 15 shows the amplitude curves A(n) of 10 start-stop-cycles for the tilting pad

bearing. According to these the start and coast-down curves differ a little, but their

temporal change during the complete test duration remains comperatively small. The re-

quirements for the material selection were an adequate temperature resistance and a cood

emergency running behaviour (little scuffing tendency) in the starting range. It was U

found that ceramic materials to which in a wider sense also grapithe belongs were most

suitable. For use as air bearing materials only dense materials with a relatively good
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Fig. 14. Longitudinal section of the starting test stand

A 12 -s

8
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0I

10000 20000
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Fig. 15. Measured amplitude curves of starting tests 5
with the tilting pad spring bearing

heat conduction capacity were suitable. For the material pairings graphite/steel and
ceramic/hard metal coating, an adequate wearing strength was proved up to a medium bearing
load of 0.26 bar, at a temperature of 3500 C, by continuous starting tests (with 10,000

Astart-stop-cycles). At the moment these investigations are continued with higher tempe-
ratures up to 700 C, and with greater radial and axial temperature gradients. Finally,
it can be concluded that with these three spring bearings investigated, an adequate load
capacity and bearing damping can be achieved by a correct support design and a correct
prestress of the segments. The necessary wearing strength and temperature resistance are
only guaranteed by a correct material selection.
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DISCUSSION

B.Courage, Rolls Royce (Acro Div) Ltd, Bristol, UK
Your analysis model assumes circular arc forms for the foil profiles or segments. Are you confident that tile defor-
mation during operation does not invalidate this assumption?

Author's Reply
All three spring bearings can be related to a system of similar circular segments. In an additional calculation tile
bending elasticity was taken into account.

M.A.H.Sequeira, Portuguese Oil (o., Po
Once there is no lubricant at all in these aerodynamic bearings, could you anticipate any kind of problems due to
high percentages of humidity in the air?

'iThe deposition of H2 0, due to vapour pressure that condenses during non working periods, couldn't attack the
metal surfaces non-protected due to the absence of the oil film?

Author's Reply
We did not carry out any special investigations on the effect of humidity in the air on the metal surface. Changes of
the surface duite to this effect have not been obvious.

R.Holmes, University of Sussex, UK
This paper continues the tine tradition of the bearing ,, )ik at Karisruhe. What limitations would be imposed on the •
use of such bearings, e.g., size limitations or load limitations for adequate operation?

Author's Reply . "

With regard to the low viscosity of air, a pressure of p - (B = 1) = 0.26 bar seems to be the upper limit.B" I)

D.K.Hennecke, MTU Munchen Ginbil, 6e

Does your term "(;arrett" bearing refer to a type or class of bearings or is it an actual bearing designed for a (;arrett
eine, aIndt which engine is it?

Author's Reply
For our first investigations a bearing purchased from Garrett AiResearch has been used. This bearing type ha.. S
PltFE-coatcd foils. In the next presentation Mr Suriano will report about an advanced bearing type.

V.Bruno, Pratt & Whitney. ('a
Is the coating of the surfaces rubbing during starts and stops, when no or insufficient lift is present, durable enough
to allow applicat ions oni high cvcles ni :ichilnes?

Author's Reply .

"The sUo lcicnt wear strength of the material pairings has been proved by 10,000 start-slop-cycles, whereby the speed
range of no or insult'icient lift has been exceeded every time.
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HIGH-TEMPERATURE (649*C/12000F) COATINGS FOR
GAS-LUBRICATED FOIL BEARINGS OF THE NAVY'S ADVANCED

AUXILIARY POWER UNIT CONCEPTS

Frank J. Suriano -
Robert J. Keiser

"Garrett Turbine Engine Company"A Division of The Garrett Corporation, Phoenix, Arizona, USA

Fred G. Woessner
"Ray Valori

Naval Air Propulsion Center, Trenton, New Jersey, USA

SUMMARY

In a recent high-'temperature foil bearing development effort(l) a separate materials
task was directed at idtptifying and developing coatings and coatings combinations for usein a turbine-end journax foil bearing of an advanced design auxiliary power unit. The
coatings were required to CPerate in thermal environments up to 6490C (12000F). This paper
describes that materials derelopment task and the identified coatings.

INTRODUCTION

A study(2) for the definitihn of an advanced design auxiliary power unit (APU) appli-
cable to modern Naval fighter/attack and V/STOL aircraft identified gas-lubricated foil :
bearings as a key component which wiuld contribute to the increased efficiency, decreased
weight and increased reliability of the APU. A foil bearing capable of operation in theturbine-end of this advanced design ,PU must sustain steady-state operating temperatures
of 5380C (10000F), potential transients to 6490C (12000F) , and loads equivalent to20 + g's due to flight maneuvers. A high-temperature foil bearing development program(l)
was undertaken to develop the foil bearing suitable for use in this advanced design APU,
and the associated coating materials development is described herein.

The load-carrying capacity in a self-acting (hydrodynamic) fluid-film bearing is
derived from the pressure generated in the film by the relative motion of two converging
surfaces. The compliant foil journal bearing concept utilizes a rotating journal and a
mating compliant foil as the converging surfaceN (Figure 1). A certain relative speedbetween the surfaces is required to develop an adeqiate film, after which non-contact con- .ditions between the journal and foil exist in the op\erating bearings.

Contact between the mating surfaces occurs whern the journal speed is below that
required to develop a supporting hydrodynamic film, such as i start-up and shut-down, or
during bearing overload while operating. At these times, surface lubrication is provided
in the form of a solid coating applied on the mating journal and foil surfaces. Foil
bearings for low-temperature applications have been utilizeQ in production turbomachinery .
for a number of years. The current dry-film coatings in theae applications, such as
Teflon, are limited to approximately 2320C (4500F) maximum operating temperature. Current
low-temperature foil and journal coatings and coating combinati'ns possess the following
general characterietics:

o Good wear resistance
0 Low friction coefficient
o Chemical compatibility and good bondability with substrate miterial
o Durability
o Machinability
o Availability
o Low cost

For high-temperature applications, the coatings/combinations must possess all of the above "
characteristics up to higher temperatures, and also have:

0 Good oxidation resistance, or alternatively, the gradual formation ot a softlubricious oxide

o Diffusional stability with the substrate
o Adequate thermal conductivity
o Thermal expansion coefficient compatible with the substrate material

The high-temperature foil bearing coatings development effort which was conducted i&
summarized in Figure 2. It was designed to reduce an initial coating combination candidate
matrix to the two or three beat suited coating combinations for the 6490C (12000F) foil
bearing application. The three principal steps in the materials development were:

Step - Preliminary materials testing involving an inspection of incoming coatings
for quality and mechanical integrity, followed by static oven screening to
evaluate thermal fatigue and oxidation resistance.

Step 2 - Sliding friction measurements at three test temperatures conducted on a
reduced matrix of shaft/foil coatings identified by the preliminary screen >1
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Step 3 -Dynamic properties testing of a selected group of coating combinations on a
materials test rig, and selection of final coating combinations for actual
foil bearing testing.

CANDIDATE COATINGS AND COATINGS COMBINATIONS

A matrix of the ten candidate journal coatings and twelve candidate foil coatings was 0
constructed (Table 1). The coating combinations exhibiting a high probability for success-
ful foil bearing operation are identified by an "X". These coating combinations were
selected on the basis of results from a prior Garrett high-temperature foil bearing pro-
gram(3), results from a recent NASA/MTI foil bearing proyram(4), and input from miscel-
laneous recent literature,

The following brief discussion of the characteristics of each coating provides the
basis for the coating selections.

Foil Coatings (IN718 substrate)

Kaman DES - Chemically adherent chrome oxide (Cr 3 03 ) coating.

Kaman DES Plus Au Overcoat (Sputtered) - The gold overcoat is intended to improve foil
surface quality and friction behavior.

Kaman DES Plus TiB 2 Overcoat (Sputtered) - TiB2 offers excellent friction qualities.

Co-20 Ni (Electroplated) - Excellent as-plated surface finish, good friction quali-
• " ties due to formation of lubricious cobalt oxide.

Co-20 Ni Plus TiB2 Overcoat (Sputtered) - TiB2 provides an oxidation-resistant and
wear-resistant top coat for the soft cobalt-nickel substrate.

Co-20 Ni Plus Cr903 Overcoat (Sputtered) - Good oxidation and wear qualities of over-
"coat for soft cobalt-nickel substrate.

' TiB7 (Sputtered) - Excellent friction qualities, good wear capability, good oxidation
* resistance.

2Cr22 3 (Sputtered) - Good oxidation and friction qualities. This permits a direct com-

parison with Kaman DES (chemically adherent Cr 2 0 3 ). S

TiC (Sputtered) - Good oxidation resistance and friction behavior.

_B4C (Sputtered - nest overall oxidation resistance and friction behavior in the
prior program(3)

Ion-Plated Cr-Au - Ion-plated Cr-Au is a two-layer coating system developed for anti-
fret and wear applications.

Reactively Ion-Plated Cr70 3 - Ion-plated Cr 2 0 3 coating was chosen to compare the
reactive ion-plating process with sputtering and chemical bonding.

Shaft Coatings (IN718 Substrate)

Kaman SCA - Chemically adherent oxide composite ceramic containing A1 20 3 , Si0 2 , andCr203.

Kaman SCA Plus TiB2 Overcoat (Sputtered) - The TiB 2 overcoat improves the friction
behavior of the SCA surface.

Kaman SCA Plus Ion-Plated Gold - The gold overcoat improves the friction response of
the SCA material.

Co-20 Ni (Electroplated) - Excellent finish capability, good friction qualities. 5

Co-20 Plus r03 Overcoat Suttered) - The same reasoning as for the cobalt-nickel
plus overcoat cnoices r the foils.

Co-20 Ni Plus TiB2 Overcoat (Sputtered) - Same reasoning as combination above.

Tribaloy 400 (D-Gunned) - Tribaloy 400 is a cobalt base alloy containing a hard, wear-
resistant intermetallic phase. Lubricity is derived from cobalt and molybdenum
oxides.

Tribaloy 400 (D-Gunned) + Ion-Plated Gold - The gold overcoat provides low friction
during the break-in period prior to formation of cobalt/molybdenum oxides.

Ni-Cr Bonded CrB7 (Plasma-Sprayed) - This was one of the more successful coatings
evaluated on a prior program(3).

NASA Lube PS-120 (Plasma Sprayed) - A composite material containing Tribaloy 400 for
wear resistance, silver for low- to intermediate-temperature lubrication, embed-
ability, and thermal conductivity, and calcium fluoride for high-temperature lubri-
cation.



TABLE 1. HIGH-TEMPERATURE COATING CANDIDATES

Kaman DES Co-20 Ni Sputter Coatings
Foil Coatings Overcoat of: Overcoat of: Direct to Foil Ion Plated

None Au Til 2  None Til 2 Cr 2 0 3  TiB2  Cr O 3  TiC B4C Cr-Au Cr 2 0 3 3

Journal Coatings

"Kaman SCA:

No Overcoat X X X X X X x x X X

Til 2 Overcoat x

Au Overcoat K

Co-20 Ni:

No Overcoat x x X X X x X

Cr203 x
TiB 2 Overcoat X X

Tribaloy 400: - -

No Overcoat X x X x

Au Overcoat X X x

Ni-Cr Bonded CrB 2

No Overcoat X X - --

NASA Lube PS-120 . -

(Tribaloy/Silver/CaF 2 ) X X

Note: (Preferred combinations indicated by X.)

PRELIMINARY MATERIALS TEST PROCEDURES

Foil and journal coating test specimens were fabricated for preliminary testing. The "
.i<.. specip-rns were fabricated by applying the candidate coating to both sides of an IN718

Swh was 0.152 mm (0.006 inch) thick, 50.8 mm (2.0 inches) long and 25.4 mm (1.0
tv ch) wij•. The journal specimens were fabricated by applying the candidate coating to a
:single side of a 3.75 mm (0.125 inch) thick IN718 blank, 114.3 mm (4.5 inches) long and
31.75 mm (1.25 inch) wide. The coated journal blanks were then aged and ground (as
required) to the desired surface finish and coating thickness. All of the coatings in the- - -

initial test matrix were subjected to metallographic and SEM analysis to assess coating
quality, uniformity and composition. SEM also was used whenever essential to assess a
coating's response to the various tests performed on the coating.

The preliminary testing consisted of mechanical and oven screening tests designed to
reduce the initial 10/12 matrix to a 6/6 matrix. The mechanical tests, which were per-
formed both before and after the oven exposure tests, are described below:

o S,,rface ish
S •.,-.a TP' 'oil Specimens) - Coating ductility and bond strength were tested by
bendii,: coated foil specimens through a 90-degree turn about a 3.175 mm
(0.125-inch) mandrel. SEM analysis of the bent samples then was used to rank
coating ductility and bond strength by measuring the average ci:ack internal
(spacing between cracks) and documenting any coating spallation

o Hardness Test (Journal Specimens) - Knoop indentation on polished sections. 1P
o Scratch T, I I
o Tape Test tape test was performed using 3-M, Number 150, pressure-sensitive

tape to r" _a, a qualitative assessment of the adhesion between coating and sub-
strate

After inspecting and testing the coating as described above, thermal exposure testing
was conducted on the coated specimens. Separate oven tests were performed at 538*C
(1000*F) and 649°C (12000F) in an air atmosphere for a period of 500 hours. At the end of
the 500-hour period, the specimens were cycled from their respective test temperatures to
about 1490C (3000F) by withdrawal from the furnace and rapid air cooling. A minimum of ten
cycles was accumulated.

Periodically during the thermal exposure testing, the specimens were withdrawn from
the furrace, cooled to room temperature, ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, and weighed todetermine the time dependence of coating oxidation.

After the 649*C (12000F) thermal exposure testing, the coated specimens were retested
with some of the same mechanical tests used prior to exposure.



PRELIMINARY SCREENING RESULTS--FOIL COATINGS

Talysurf profilometer surface finish readings were made on all incoming foils. The
thin foil coatings generally reproduced the surface finish of the underlying substrate
material, i.e., the surface finish was in the range of 3-6 microinches (RMS).

Bend test data for the coated foil specimens prior to thermal exposure are shown in 4

Figure 3. The data in this Figure show that the coatln46s with metallic constituents
offered the highest ductility. The dat% also show tnat even relatively brittle coatings
such as Kaman DES can exhibit better surfaca quality when "top coated" with a ductile
material such as gold.

Due to th! subjectivity of the scratch test, a comprehensive breakdown from best to
worst was not attempted. Instead, the foil coatings were grouped into four separate per-
formance levels, as described briefly below:

Rating Description

Excellent No chipping, cracking, or coating breakthrough.
Low friction, no abrasive wear debris.

Good Limited chipping and/or cracking, local coating

breakthrough. Some abrasive wear debris.

Fair Moderate chipping and/or cracking. No crack
branching or gross spalling.

Poor Gross chipping and spalling.

Both visual and SEM observations contributed to the overall rating. Table 2 summarizes the
ratings for the tested coatings.

Lastly, it is noted that all of the foil coatings candidates successfully passed the
tape test.

Figures 4 and 5 present the weight change versus exposure time data for the coatings
at exposure temperatures of 5380C (10000F) and 6490C (12000F), respectively. Ratings of
the coatings thermal exposure performance, based on visual, SEM and weight change data, are
presented in Tables 3 and 4 for the 5380C (10000F) and 6490C (1200 0 F) testing, respec-
tively. The relative rankings of the candidate coatings in Tables 3 and 4 are quite simi-
lar. A noticeable exception is ion-plated Cr-Au, which is ranked significantly higher at
649 0 C (12000F) than it is at 5386C (10000F).

TABLE 2. FOIL COATING SCRATCH TEST DATA

Coating Comments Rating

Ion Plated Cr-Au Very low friction, no cracking, ship- Excellent
ping or coated breakthrough. Some
"plowing" at scratch edges.

Kaman DES+Au Very low friction, no breakthrough Excellent
of Au, no plowing.

Sputtered TiB 2  Good Lind, no chips, or cracks. Good

Kaman DES Very limited chipping at scratch Good
edges. Some abrasive wear debris.

Eli ctroplated Co-20 Ni Low friction, no breakthrough, some Good
small cracks at scratch edges.

Co-20 Ni + Sputtered Cr 2 03  Very hard, No cracks or chips, small Good
amount of wear debris.

Sputtered Cr 203 Localized chipping, no cracks, Fair
some abrasive wear debris.

Sputtered TiC Localized chipping, no cracks, no Fair
Swear debris.

Sputtered B 4C Extremely hard (no coating break- Fair
through) although extensive chipping
at scratch eages.

Co-20 ti + Sputtered TiB2 Some spalling of TiB2 at scratch edges. Fair
Ion plated Cr203 Excessive spallation in and around Poor

scratch. j

Kaman DEs + Sputtered TiB2 Excessive TiB2 spallation in and Pooraround scratch.
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TABLE 3. CANDIDATE FOIL COATINGS - 5380C (1000*F) THERMAL EXPOSURE PERFORMANCE RATING

Coating Rating Rating Designations

Kaman DES Excellent Excellent - No visual coating
degradation. Stable weight 0
change versus time behavior.

Sputtered TiC Excellent

Electroplated Co-20 Ni Excellent

Sputtered Cr 2 03  Good Good - Localized areas of super-
2?'=Tal attack not resulting in
substrate exposure. Stable
weight change versus time.

Kaman DES + Au Good

Sputtered B4C Fair Fair - Mor. pronounced degrada-t-lon with some areas (less than

10%) of substrate exposure.

Ion Plated Ct-Au Fair

Kaman DES + TiB 2  Poor Poor - Excessive oxidation and/
or spalling of coating. Unstablp
weight change versus time
behavior.

Co-20 Ni + TiB 2  Poor

Co-20 Ni + Cr 2 03  Poor

Sputtered TiB Poor
Ti2

Ion Plated Cr 2 0 3  Poor
I2.3

TABLE 4. CANDIDATE FOIL COATINGS - 6490C (12000F) THERMAL EXPOSURE PERFORMANCE RATING

Coating Rating Rating Designations .7

Kaman DES Excellent Excellent - No visual coating
degradation. Stable weight
change versus time behavior.

Sputtered TiC 'xcellent

Ion Plated Cr-Au Excellent

Sputtered Cr 2 0 Good Good - Localized areas of super-
ficial attack not resulting in
substrate exposure. Stable
weight change versus time.

U
Kaman DES + Au Good

Electroplated Co-20 Ni Good

Sputtered B4C Fair Fair - More pronounced degrada-
tion with some areas (less than
10%) of substrate exposure.

Sputtered TiB 2  Fair

Ion Plated Cr 2 0 Poor Poor - Excessive oxidation and/
or spalling of coating. Unstable
weight change versus time
behavior.

Kaman DES + TiB 2  Poor R

Co-20 Ni + TiB 2  Poor

Co-20 Ni + Cr20 3 Poor
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Figure 6 shows the results of the poit-thermal exposure bend tests that were
conducted on the coated foil specimens after the 6490C (1200°F)/500-hour oven exposure. In
most cases, the thermal exposure tended to increase coating ductility and bond stren;gh by
promoting diffusion at the coating/substrate interface. Exceptions to this were the Co-20
Ni and ion-plated Cr203 coatings, which exhibited ductility decreases.

PRELIMINARY SCREENING RESULTS--JOURNAL COATINGS

Surface finish measurements were made on each journal coating candidate using a
Talysurf profilometer. Since specimen warpage was experienced by some of the journal coat-
ing specimenh, the Kaman SCA and Cobalt-20 Nickel coatings were tested in the as-processed,
rather than ground, condition. The surface finish of these coatings ranged from 28 to
40-in R.MS. The surface finish for all the journal coating candidates is ptesented in
Table 5.

Knoop microhardness tests were run on cross-sections taken through the journal coat-
ings to determine coating hardness and assess cracking tendency. The hardness values are
listed in Table 5. In the case of the Kaman SCA coating, an accurate measuremnnt of hard-
ness was difficult due to the composite nature of the coating, and coating porosity. This
was also the case for the NASA-Lube PS-120 coating. The hardness values presented, there-
fore, are "apparent" microhardness values for these two materials.

The scratch test data for the journal coatings is presented in Table 5. The coatings •
were ranked in three categories as described below:

Good - No chipping, cracking, or c:oating breakthrough. Low friction. .
Shallow scratch.

Fair - Localized breakthrough, limited chipping and/or cracking.

4 Poor - Heavy chipping and/or spalling of coating. Deep scratch or 4

extensive breakthrough.

Generally, the hard ceramic coatings (SCA, TiB 2, Cr20 3 ) performed poorly in this test,
exhibiting chipping and generating abrasive wear debris. Metallic coatings (Cobalt-
Nickel, Tribaloy, Gold overcoat) performed well.

All of the journal coatings except Kaman SCA + ion-plated gold passed the tape test. • 1
"Figures 7 and 8 present the weight change versus exposure time data for the coatings .,

at exposure temperatures of 538aC (1000F) and 649aC (12000F), respectively. Ratings of
the coatings thermal exposure performance, based on visual, SEM and weight change data, arepresented in Tables 6 and 7 for the 538*C (1000*F) and 6490C (12000F) testing, respec- ".:
tively. The relative rankings of the candidate coatings in Tables 6 and 7 are similar. . 1

The most significant change in ranking was Cobalt-20 Nickel, which dropped from Excellent
at 5306C (10000F) to Poor at 649aC (12000F), due to excessive oxidation.

TABLE 5. JOURNAL COATING TEST DATA

Thickness Surface Finish, Knoop Tape Scratch
Coating composition Deposition Method m (in) p-in RMS Hardness Test Test

KAMA•N SCA Sj02-Cr20 -Al 03 Slurry 0.137 36 (as coated) 402 (apparent) Pass Poor
L (0.0054)

KANAN SCA + TIB2 Sio2 -Cr20 3 -A1 2 0 3  Slurry, sputtered 0.114 28 (as coated) 482 (apparent) Pa~s Poor

plus TiD2 top coat top coat (0.0045)

KAMAN SCA + Au Sio2 -CraO3 -Al 2 O3  Slurry, ion plated 0.152 34(as coated) 482 (apparent) Fail Good

plus gold top coat top coat (0.0060)

Co-20 Ni 801 cobalt-20% nickel Xlectroplated 0.028 30 (as coated) 491 Pass Good
alloy (0.0011)

SCO-20Ni 4 CrO 3  80% cobalt-20% nickel Electroplate, 0.043 36 (as coated) 521 pass Poor
alloy plus Cr 2 0 3 top sputtered top coat (0.0017)
coat

CO-2ONi + TiB2  80t cobalt-201 nickel Electroplated, 0.038 40 (as coated) 504 Pass Poor 5
alloy plus Tim2  sputtered top coat (0.0015)
top coat

Tribaloy 400 6Co-28No-29i-BCr Detonation gun 0.147 6 (ground) 655 pass Good

(0.0058)

Tribaloy 400 + Au 62Co-28M0-2Si-8Cr Detonation gun, 0.152 7 (ground) 655 Pass Good

plus gold top coat ion plated top coa. (0.0060)

Ni-Cr Bonded 20% Nichrome (00-20), Plasma sprayed 0.051 TSD (ground) -Pas Fair

CrS 2  80% Cr5 2  (0.0020)

NASA Luba PS-120 601 Tribaloy 400, 201 Plasma sprayed 0.122 21 (ground) 103 (apparent) pass Fair
Silver, 20% CaP 2 (0.0048)
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TABLE 6. CANDIDATE JOURNAL COATINGS - 538SC (1000*F) THERMAL
EXPOSURE PERFORMANCE RATING

Coating Rating Rating Designations

KAMAN SCA Excellent Excellent - No visual coating
degradation. stable weight

Cobalt-20 Nickel Excellent change versus time behavior.

Tribaloy-400 Excellent Good - Localized areas of super-
=riEal attack no resulting in

Tribaloy-400 + Au Excellent substrate exposure. Stable
weight change versus time. -.

Ni-Cr Bonded CrB2  Excellent
Fair - More pronounced degr&da-

KAMAN SCA + Au Good t with some areas (less than
10%) of substrate exposure.

Cobalt-20 Nickel+Cr 2 O 3  Poor
Poor - Excessive oxidation and/

Cobalt-20 Nickel+TiB 2  Poor or spalling of coating. Unstable
weight change versus time

KAMAN SCA + TiB2  Poor behavior.

NASA Lube PS-120 POor

TABLE 7. JOURNAL COATINGS - 6490C (12006F) THERMAL
EXPOSURE PERFCRMANCE RATING

Coating Rating Rating Designations

KAMAN SCA Excellent Excellent - No visual coating
e5ad-ati-on. Stable weight

Tribainy 400 + Au Excellent change versus time behavior.

Ni-Cr Bonded CrB2 Excellent Good - Localized areas of super-
2 FTal attack not resulting

KAMAN SCA + Au Good in substrate exposure. Stable
weight change versus time.

Tribaloy 400 Good
Fair - More pronounced degrada-

KAMAN SCA+TiB 2  Fair tion with some areas (less than
10%) of substrate exposure.

Cobalt-20 Nickel Poor

Poor - Excessive oxidation and/ *-

Cobalt-20 Nickel+Cr 2 0 3 Poor or spalling of coating. Unstable
weight change versus time

Cobalt-20 Nickel+TiB2  Poor behavior,

NASA Lube PS-120 Poor

PRELIMINARY SCREENING CONCLUSIONS

Reduction of the initial group of twelve foil coating candidates to a field of six
relied heavily on oven screening results because coating durability at temperature is an
absolute requirement for successful foil bearing operation. The metallographic and 1
mechanical evaluations provided valuable information on coating quality and helped define
the mechanisms of coating degradation after thermal exposure. The six coatings chosen for
continued evaluation were:

Kaman DES
Kaman DES + Au Overcoat (Sputtered)
Co-20 Ni (Electroplated)
Cr203 (Sputtered)
TiC (Sputtered)
B4 C (Sputtered)

The six journal candidates chosen for sliding friction evaluations were:

Kaman SCA
Kaman SCA * Ion-Plated Gold
Cobalt-20 Nickel (Electroplated)
Tribaloy 400 (D-Gunned)
Tribaloy 400 (D-Gunned) + Ion-Plated Gold
Ni-Cr Bonded CrB 2 (Plasma Sprayed)
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SLIDING FRICTION TEST PROCEDURE

Sliding friction measurements were made at room temperature, 3160C (6006F), 4270C
(8000F) and 5380C (10000F). Both static and dynamic friction coefficients were measured
for each mating material combination in the six-by-six matrix of foil/journal coating com-
binations selected in the preliminary materials screening. Room-temperature tests only
were conducted on as-coated specimens. All coatings were then Dre-oxidized for one to two
hours at 1200'F, and tested at all of the above temperatures. Room-temperature testing was --
conducted to assess coating performance during engine start up transients prior to foil
lift-off, while elevated-temperature testing was conducted to evaluate friction coeffi-
cients to be expected during high speed rubs And hot starts. A typical sliding friction
data trace is shown in Figure 9, which also t.'• is the data repeatability.

SLIDING FRICTION RESULTS

Table 8 is a compilation of the measured sliding friction coefficients at room tem-
perature and elevated temperature for the 36 pre-oxidized coating combinations. Table 9
presents the sliding friction coefficients of as-coated and pre-oxidized coating combi-
nations measured at room-temperature test conditions.

Results observed during the sliding friction tests are summarized below:

o For the pre-oxidized coatings (Table 8), the mean measured statir' and dynamic
friction coefficients at 240C (75'F) were 0.53 and 0.26, respectively. At 5380C
(10000F) the mean static and dynamic friction coefficients were 0.88 and 0.73,
respectively

o In all cases, friction coefficients were found to increase when the test temper-
ature was increased above 24'C (75'F), although in many instances the coef-
ficients peaked at at, intermediate' temperature (i.e., less than 5380C (10006F)
and decreased slightly beyond this point

o Compared as a group, the sliding friction coefficient of the as-coated combin-
ations are quite similar to the pre-oxidized coating combinations (Table 9).
The mean measured static and dynamic friction coefficients for the as-coated
combinations were 0.55 and 0.25, respectively.

0 While, as a group, the performance of the as-coated and pre-oxidized combin-
ations was similar, one coating combination responded to pre-oxidation of the
coatings in a dramatic manner. When the coating combination of Kaman SCA on the
journal and B C on the foils was pre-oxidized, the measured static and dynamic
friction coefficients were 0.46 and 0.07, respectively, compared with the as-
coated values of 0.79 and 0.59

o Gold-gold combinations yielded extremely high friction coefficients

SLIDING FRICTION CONCLUSIONS

Selection of the four coating combinations to be carried forward for the dynamic pro-
perties testing relied on data from the sliding friction tests, as well as the earlier
preliminary screening data. The material combinations selected and the rationale for the
choices are presented in Table 10.

DYNAMIC PROPERTIES PROCEDURE AND TEST RIG

Previous investigations of high-temperature dry-film coatings for foil bearings(3) (4)
tested the coatings utilizing foil and journal specimens that, essentially, were partial
or total foil bearings. In this current program(1), to simplify the foil and journal
specimens and facilitate both specimen fabrication and testing, the approach was based on
using flat coating specimens in a test rig whose features are depicted in Figure 10.

The rotating wear ring, simulating the bearing journal, contacts a thin flat metal
sheet simulating the bearing foil. Candidate journal and foil coatings are applied on the
contact surfaces. The disk is driven by a variable speed motor, and is capable cf axial
translation along its axis of rotation. The disk can either be lifted off of the foil
3urface, or held against it with a controlled force, simulating the contact force in an
actual bearing. Provisions are incorporated for measuring the torque created by the rotat-
ing disk contacting the foil specimen. Friction coefficients then are derived from the
torque and load applied to the disk-foil interface. Since the foil specimen is supported
on an undamped air bearing, only the dynamic friction coefficient is monitored with this
rig.

The specimen portion of the dynamic properties test rig is in an oven capable of pro-
viding a controlled thermal environment in excess of 649 0 C (1200 0 F).

The procedure utilized for the rig simulated cold and hot starts and also developed
wear rate data. The test procedure was designed to maximize information gained by testing
to plausible conditions, rather than to test to extreme conditions, which would fail an
excessive number of specimens, restricting information gained. The procedure is outlined
in Table 11.
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TABLE 8. STATIC AND DYNAMIC FRICTION COEFFICIENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES
FOR PRE-OXIDIZED FOIL AND JOURNAL COATING COMBINATIONS

TEST TCMPERATURE (OC t5.55) (OF t10)

WEAR COUPLE 244C 3160C 4270C 5380C
(IOURNAL/FOIL) (750F) (6000F) (800OF) (10006F)

* Cobalt-20 Nickel/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.53/0.24 0.75/0.39 0.81/0.64 0.92/0.73

Cobalt-20 Nickel/Sputtered Cr 2 O3  0.62/0.29 0.62/0.42 0.84/0.61 0.75/0.54 4

Cobalt-20 Nickel/Sputtered TiC 0.59/0.28 0.55/0.46 0.72/0.56 0.72/0.55

Ccbalt-20 Nickel/Sputtered B4 C 0.50/0.17 0.62/0.44 0.83/0.61 0.92/0.68

Coalt-20 Nickel/Kaman DES 0.28/0.18 0.66/0.44 0.64/0.44 0.72/0.50

Cobalt-20 Nickel/DES + Gold 0.50/0.28 0.73/0.48 0.77/0.40 0.73/0.39

Kaman SCA/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.60/0.31 0.59/0.40 0.57/0.40 0.64/0.48 4

Kaman SCA/Sputtered Cr 2o3  0.69/0.40 0.92/0.81 0.-4/0.75 0.86/0.73
Kaman SCA/Sputtered TiC 0.57/0.28 0.99/0.88 0.94/0.81 ('.92/0.773

Kaman SCA/Sputtered B4 C 0.46/0.07 0.99/0.86 0.95/0.84 0.92/0.77

Kaman SCA/Kaman DES 0.40/0.29 0.90/0.77 0.83/0.72 0.86/0.79

Kaman SCA/DES + Gold 0.59/0.17 0.73/0.59 0.92/0,68 0.90/0.68

Tribaloy 400/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.57/0.20 6.81/0.68 0.92/0.77 0.99/0.83

Tribaloy 400/Sputtered Cr20 3  0.57/0.29 0.86/0.72 0.92/0.73 0.99/0.83

Tribaloy 400/Splttered TiC 0.53/0.22 0.97/0.77 0.95/0.79 0.79/0.70

Tribaloy 400/Sputtered B4C 0.44/0.17 1.05/1.05 1.05/0.99 1.01/0.92

Tribaloy 400/Kaman DES 0.38/0.26 0.81/0.68 0.90/0.73 1.01/0.84

Tribaloy 400/DES + Gold 0.61/0.18 0.88/0.72 0.97/0.81 0.94/0.73

Tribaloy 400 + Gold/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.55/0.39 0.92/-- 0.90/1.01 0.99/--

Tribaloy 400 + Gold/Sputtered Cr 2 0 3  0.50/0.29 0.81/0.70 1.01/0.94 0.94/0.94

Tribaloy 400 + Gold/Sputtered TiC 0.50/0.28 0.68/0.61 0.77/0.73 0.88/0.86

Tribaloy 400 + Gold/Sputtered B4 C 0.50/0.26 0.75/0.57 0.84/0.72 0.83/0.84

Tribaloy 400 + Gold/Kaman DES 0.53/0.42 0.81/0.77 0.99/0.84 0.95/0.92

Tribaloy 400 + Gold/DES + Gold 0.68/0.68 ......

Nichrome-CrB 2/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.51/0.22 0.70/0.50 0.72/0.55 0.72/0.51

Nichrome-CrB 2 /Sputtered Cr20 3  0.51/0.24 0.83/0.72 0,95/0.70 0.88/0.72

Ni'-hrome-CrB 2/Sputtered TiC 0.50/0.35 0.92/0.70 0.95/0.70 0.90/0.68

Nichrome-CrB 2/Sputtered B4 C 0.44/0.17 0.88/0.70 0.90/0.68 0.86/0.68

Nichrome-CrB 2 /Kaman DES 0.53/0.35 0.92/0.72 0.95/0.81 0.84/0.68

Nichrome-CrB2 /DES + Gold 0.57/0.22 0.94/0.72 0.86/0.66 0.95/0.72

Vaman SCA + Gold/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.61/0.26 0.81/-- 0.90/0.83 0.86/--

Kaman SCA + Gold/Sputtered Cr20 3  0.51/0.20 0.72/0.52 0.77/0.57 0.94/0.75

Kaman SCA + Gold/Sputtered TiC 0.57,'0.22 0.72/0.53 0.72/-- 0.59/0.42

Kaman SCA + Gold/Sputtered H4 C 0.55/0.20 0.84,/0.72 0.92/0.81 0.84/0.73

Kaman SCA + Gold/Kaman DES 0.44/0.24 0.70/0.44 0.66,/0.44 0.86/0.64

Kaman SCA + Gold/DES + Gold 0.94/0.64 0.88/-- 0.99,'-- 0.92/0.79

*NOTES-

0 Data Format: U(;/#,) (Static Coeff iciont/Dynmi(- :'oef ficij lt)
o All Coatings Pteoxidized at 649CC (L2000F) for t t, 2 1ýumrs
o Unit Loading 25025 Newton/rm2 (3.63 psi), SLiding Volocitj 0. 3 to 0.6 .n'sec

(I to 2 ft/sec)
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TABLE 9. STATIC AND DYNAMIC FRICTION COEFFICIENTS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
FOR AS-COATED AND PRE-OXIDIZED FOIL AND JOURNAL COATING
COMBINATIONS*

rest Temperature
-24

0C (751F)

Wear Couple As-Coated
(Journal/Foil) Condition Pi -Oxidized

Cobalt-20 Nickel/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.46/0.13 C-53/0.24

Cobalt-20 Nickel/Sputtered Cr 2 0 3  0.44/0.18 0.62/0.29
Cobalt-20 Nickel/Sputtered TiC 0.48/0.18 0.59/0.28

Cobalt-20 Nickel/Sputtered T4C 0.40/0.18 0.59/0.27

Cobalt-20 Nickel/Kaman DES -/- 0.28/0.18

Cobalt-20 Nickel/DES + Gold 0.50/0.28 0.50/0.28

Kaman SCA/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.61/0.26 0.60/0.31

Kaman SCA/Sputtered Cr 2 0 3  0.64/0.37 0.69/0.40

Kaman SCA/Sputtered TiC 0.55 '0.28 0.57/0.28

Kaman SCA/Sputtered B4 C 0.79/0.59 0.46/0.07

Kaman SCA/Kaman DES-/- 0.40/0.29

Kaman SCA/DES + Goid 0.59/0.17 0.59/0.17

Tribaloy 400/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.46/0.18 0.57/0.20

Tribaloy 400/Sputtered Cr 2 03  0.62/0.26 0.57/0.29

Tribaloy 400/Sputtered TiC 0.50/0.18 0.53/0.22

Tribaloy 400/Sputtered B 4 0.51/0.18 0.44/0.17

Tribaloy 400/Kaman DES -- 0.38/0.26

Tribaloy 400/DES + Gold 0.61,/0.18 0.61/0.18 I
Tribaloy 400 + Gold/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.64/0.61 0.55/0.39

Tribaloy 400 + Gold/Sputtered Cr 2 0 3  0.53/0.26 0.50/0.29
Tribally 400 + Gold/Sputtered TiC 0.42/0.15 0.50/0.28

Tribaloy 400 + Gold/Sputtered B41' 0.46/0.17 0.50/0.26

Tribaloy 400 + Gold/Kaman DE'S -/- 0.53/0.42

Tribaloy 400 + Gold/DES + Gold 0.68/0.68 0.68/0.68

Nichroome-CrB 2 /Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.44/0.28 0.51/0.22 "

Nichrome-CrB2 /Sputtered Cr 2 0 3  0.58/0.28 0.51/0.24

Nichrome-CrB 2/Sputtered TiC 0.57,'0.28 0.50/0. 35

Nichrome-CrS 2/Sputtered B4• 0.57,0.35 0.44/0.17

Nichrome-CrB2./Kaman DES -/- 0.53/0.35

Nichrome-CrB 2 /DES + Gold ?.57/0.22 0.57/0.22

Kaman SCA + Gold/Cobalt-20 Nickel 0.55/0.31 0.61/0.26

Kaman SCA + Gold Sputtered Cr 2 03  0.51/0.20 0.51/0.20

Kaman SCA + Gold/Sputtered TiC 0.57,/0.22 0.57/0.22

Kaman SCA + Gold/Sputtered B42 0.55/0.20 0.55/0.20 "

Kaman SCA + Gold/Kaman DES -/- 0.44/0.24

Kaman SCA + Gold,/DES + Gold 0.94/0,.64 0.94/0.64

NOTES:

o3 Data Format: MS/#D (Static Coef f1cient/Dynam ic Coef f icient) S
o Prs-Oxidation Conditions: 6491C (12001P) for 1 ti, 2 Hur.-
0 Unit Loading 25'025 Newtin/nm2 (3.63 pi).i, Slidi nq v,3locity 0., to 0.6 ,':

'1 to 2 tt/sec)
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TABLE 10. FOUR COATING COMBINATIONS CHOSEN FOR DYNAMIC PROPERTIES TESTING

JOURNAL FOIL RATIONALE

Cobalt-20 Nickel Sputtered TiC Low friction. Good foil coating dura-
bility and oxidation resistance. Ecc-
nomical self-lubricating journal coating.

Tribaloy 400 Sputtered TiC Stable sliding behavior. Good foil coat-
ing durability and oxidation resistance,
Excellent journal coating durability;
oxidation resistance.

Kaman SCA + Gold Kaman DES Low friction. Highly wear-resistant
journal coating. Excellent foil/journal
oxidation resistance. SCA open porosity
provides reservoir for gold. Economical
processes.

Tribaloy 400 Sputtered Cr 20 3  Stable sliding behavior. Excellent f,.
coating durability; oxidation resistance.
Excellent journal coating durability; -
oxidation resistance.

TABLE 11. DYNAMIC PROPERTIES TEST SEQUENCE

Rig Speedl Load Arm Time
Step Condition Temperature (rpm) Load 2  (min)

1 Cold start Ambient 200-1600 2.224 Newton Accelerate
Repeat 5 times 90.5 Pound) as required, ".

minimum then
decelerate

2 Hot Start 4270C 6490C 200-1600 2.224 Newton Accelerate
Repeat 5 times (800 0F), (1200 0F) (0.5 Pound) as requiredminimum

3 Wear test Ambient, 500 2.224 Newton 60
4270C 649 0 C minimum (0.5 Pound) at each

(8000F), (1200 0 F) temperature

NOTES:

1 Average wear ring surface speed:

at 200 rpm--0.43 m/sec (1.42 ft/sec) .
at 1600 rpm--3.46 m/sec (11.35 ft/sec)

2.224 Newton (0.5-pound) load on load arm yields 6.672 Newton (1.5-pound) load at
tested wear surfaces. The unit load is 7514 Newton/m 2 (1.09 psi). '

DYNAMIC PROPERTIES TEST RESULTS

Dynamic properties tests were conducted on the four selected material combinations
(Table 10). Figure 11 presents a typical data trace obtained during the start tests
(Steps I and 2, Table 11) on the dynamic properties test rig. Table 12 presents the
dynamic friction coefficient data from this portion of the dynamic properties tests.
Typically, friction coefficients were found to decrease or stabilize with increasing slid-
ing speed. Stick-slip behavior also was most pronounced at lower sliding speeds.

Friction coefficient and we&r rate data for the wear test portion of the test sequence
(Step 3) are presented in Table 13. The 6496C (12000F) test was conducted first, followed
by thi 4270C (8000F), and 24*C (756F) tests. Since oxide transfer, which occurred during 4
the b49 0 C (12000F) test, tended to mask wear rate trends that occurred at lower temper-
atures, the 6496C (12000F) wear rate data are the most meaningful.
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TABLE 12. DYNAMIC PROPERTIES RIG DATA - START/STOP TESTS*

DYNAMIC FRICTION COEFFICIETS, Cr

Wear Couple 244C (75*F) 427"C (827#P) 649*C (1200*?) .
(Journal/Foil) At Maximum During At Maximum During At Maximum During

Speed Transients Speed Transients Speed Transients

Cobalt-Nickel/ 0.35 to 0.40 0.35 to 0.40 0.50 to 0.60 Off scale 0.35 to 0.40 (1.0 below
TiC [k1.0 below 1.86 m/eec

2.56 a/.ec (6.1 f,1/eec)1]
i0.4 ft/.ec))

T-400/TiC 0.18 to 0.20 0.18 to 0.20 0.50 0.5 0.20 to 0.40 0.20 to 0.40

Kaman SCA+Au/ 0.10 to 0.70 0.20 to 0.70 0.30 0.30 to 0.40 0.30 0.30 to 0.40
Ragan DES I(INCREASES WITH TIME)I

' T-400/Cr 2 0 3  0.10 to 0.12 0.18 to 0.22 0.30 to 0.40 0.30 to 0.40 0.40 to 0.50 11.0 below
* 2.32 u/eec

(7.6 ft/eec))

*Sliding velosity rangef from 0.56 r/mac (1.83 ft/eec) to 3.72 rn/eec (12.22 ft/eec); unit load wa1
7514 Newton/mn (1.09 psi)j air atmopherej no lubrication.

TABLE 13. DYNAMIC PROPERTIES RIG DATA - STEADY STATE WEAR TEST*

WEAR (mg/304.8m (1000 ft) OF DISK TRAVEL)

240C (750F) 4270C (8000F) 6490C (12000F)
Wear Couple

(Journal/Foil) Journal Foil Journal Foil Journal Foil

Cobalt-Nickel./TiC -0.2956 -0.0341 -0.0940 -0.0818 +0.0818 +0.4320

T-400/TiC -0.0114 +0.1933 -0.0286 +0.0390 -0.0022 +0.0110

Kaman SCA+Au/Kaman DES +0.1320 +0.0400 - - -0.1863 -0.1464

T-400/Crr2 0 3  +0.0066 -0.0044 *0.1018 +,.1745 -0.1697 +0.9986

DYNAMIC FRICTION COEFFICIENTS (CF)

240C (75 0 F) 4270C (800 0 F) 6490C (12009F)

Cobalt-Nickel/TiC 0.44 0.50 0.40 •

T-400/TiC 0.40 0.55 0.35

Kaman SCA+Au/Kaman DES 0.55 - 0.55

T-400/Cr 2 0 3  0.22 0.20 0.14

*2 3

*Sliding velocity ranged from 0.73 to 3.86 m/sec (2.40 to 12.68 ft/sec); unit
load was 7514 Newton/m 2 (1.09 psi); air atmosphere; no lubrication.

Figure 12 shows the 6490C (1200 0 F) wear data in bar graph form for the four wear
couples. The Cobalt--20 Nickel versus TiC data indicate Cobalt-Nickel oxide formation was
rather excessive, with both samples gaining weight during the test (this material subse- g
quently wore away at the lower test temperatures). The Tribaloy 400 versus TiC data
reflect a slight weight loss of the Tribaloy sample with material transfer to the TiC
sample. In the case of the Kaman SCA + Gold versus Kaman DES wear couple, both samples
experienced abrasive wear. The Tribaloy 400 versus Cr203 combination experienced a much
higher degree of adhesive wear than the Tribaloy 400 versus TiC combination, with heavier
weight loss and transfer from the Tribaloy sample to the Cr203 sample. Table 14 presents a
summary of post-test observations for the tested coating combinations.

Figure 13 compares the dynamic friction coefficent measured for one coating combin-
ation in the sliding friction test rig with that measured in the dynamic properties test
rig. It is noted that reasonable agreement was obtained.
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TABLE 14. DYNAMIC PROPERTIES RIG TESTS - POST-TEST OBSERVATIONS

Wear Couple (Journal/Foil) I Observations

Cobalt-Nickel/TiC Cobalt-nickel shows considerable oxidation and loose
material on the surface after hot wear tests. Heavy
transfer of oxide from wear ring (Co-Ni) to TiC disk.Much oxide is removed during ambient wear test. Oxide
is silver-grey and burnished smooth in many areas,
although overall surface finish of both samples is rela-
tively rough.

Tribaloy 400/TiC Tribaloy 400 has blue heat-tinted areas plus adhesive
patches of gold-brown material. Very fine crack pat-
terns observable in Tribaloy 400 at 20X but no evidence
of de-bonding. TiC sample shows patchy areas of oxide
transfer from Tribaloy 400 wear ring. No evidence of
coating failure. Both samples are extremely smooth.

Kaman SCA + Gold/Kaman DES Uneven wear pattern on SCA + gold ring. In heavy weir
areas SCA coating exhibits pulled out material which may
have caused abrasion. Abrasive gouging of DES sample
exposed substrate material, which is then smeared on top
of DES coating.

Trlbaloy 400/Cr 2 0 3 Tribaloy 400 wear ring is burnished to extremely smooth
surface finish (2-3 #-in RMS). Oxide formation and

heavy transfer to Cr203 sample created some relatively
rough patchy areas of oxide buildup. Tribaloy 400 oxide
tint varies from blue to gold to grey. Original lapping
marks still evident in some areas. No evidence of coat-
ing breakthrough.

CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL COATING COMBINATION SELECTIONS

The materials development task conclusions are represented by selecting the prime
coatings and coating combinations for use on the actual foil bearings for the rig and
existing tests on the Reference (1) program. The selected coatings are:

Journal Coating Foil Coating

Tribaloy 400 versus Sputtered TIC
Tribaloy 400 versus Sputtered Cr2 03

Alternatives: Kaman SC&. Kaman DES .
Note that an alternate journal and alternate foil coating are also identified. Theise

alternate coatings may be paired against each other, or with the other prime coatings
selected. Of particular interest would be the combination of Kaman SCA and sputtered TiC,
as both of these coatings have excellent wear properties. Table 15 provides some key over-
all comments on the performance of these coatings in the materials tests.
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TABLE 15. BEST PERFORMING HIGH-TEMPERATURE COATINGS

Coa'ing Combination
(Foil/Journal) Characteristics

Sputtered TiC/Tr_ ..... • 400 Both coatings offer good oxidation

resistance up to 6499C (12006F). Combi-

nation results in excellent wear behav-
ior(low wear ratesgood wear morphology)

low to intermediate friction coeffi-

cients avd very stable sliding behavior.

Sputtered Cr 20 3/ Both coatings offer good oxidation
Tribaloy 400 resistance up to 6490C (12006F). Combi-

nation results in good wear behavior,
with low wear rates, (although slightly

adhesive in nature) and low friction

coefficients, although there was some
stick-slip during transients.

Kaman DES/Kaman SCA* Both coatings offer excellent oxidation
resistance up to 6496C (12000F). DES

*Alternate foil and coating durability is somewhat lower
journal coatings, than the sputtered coatings and in some

Not necessarily to be cases exhibits local rub-through. Low

used as a couple. to intermediate friction coefficients.
Economical ccacing processes.

CONVERGING SURFACES WJOURNAL INSTALLED)

S~JOURNAL

* .
"WEOGE' REGION

"•"FOIL

Figure 1. Self-Acting Gas-Lubricated Compliant
Journal Foil Bearing Concept.
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Figure 11. Typical Dynamic Friction Test Results
(Steps 1 and 2, Table 11).
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EVALUATION OF ANTI STICK- SLIP
BEHAVIOUR OF BRONZE FILLED PTFE

AS BEARING MATERIAL
by

5. Anlalan
Mechanical Engineering Department

Middle East Technical University
Ankara- Turkey

SUMMARY

PTFE based plastics have long been proved to be a qood alternative group of materials
used in bearings and guideways, where slow speed performance is important. Its good per-
formance is backed up by relatively high wear resistance which provides reasonable bearing -
life expectancy comparable to the life of conventional bearing materials. However, detoria-
tion in the slow speed performance of bronze filled PTFE is observed as wear progress,
that is, stick-slip occurs at low speeds.

The work reported in this paper is concerned with the evaluation of the performance of
bronze filled PTFE at slow speeds. Experimental results are used to explain the mechanism
involved in wear which is primarily responsible for the loss of slow speed performance.
The behaviour change is attributed to the mechanical changes that takes peace on slidln,..
surface of plastic as wear progresses, which leads to change of friction-velocitr p'.•e
from positive to negative.

INTRODUCTION

In bearings where boundary lubrication is inevitable, the•e is solid contact between
slidi-g surfaces which may initiate an oscillatory motion. called stick-slip. This kind of
motion must be absolutely absent in bearing aplicati•,•s where accurate positioning is
required, like in machine tools or in measuring inistruments.

If a gradually increasing force is applied to a mass standing on a bearing surface,
contacting surface asperities are tangentially deformed uittil the junctions are broken, -
then sliding starts; that is, static friction changes to kinetic friction. When there is
an abrubt change from static to kinetic friction as the mass starts moving, energy stored
in the elastic component of the drive unit which exerts force on to the mass is released 0
after the static friction is overcome. The release of this energy may cause stick-slip
oscillation. At low speeds, friction force is basically composed of solid and boundary
frictions, which are functions of surface deflection. At higher speeds, the mass is lifted
because of hydrodvnamic effect, and conseciuently, the asperity deformation is changed,
affecting the solid and boundary frictions. As speed increases, the viscous friction, which
is caused by shearing of the lubricant film, and which is directly proportional to speed,
becomes more significant.

The occurance of stick-slip motion depends on: i) the frictional properties of bearing
materials ii) the properties of lubricant used in the bearing and iii) the structural
parameters of driving unit [1].

It is usually considered that friction is useful for damping unwanted oscillations in
a system, but in the case of stick-slip oscillation, friction is the cause of instability.
In general, materials have static coefficients of friction higher than kinetic coefficients
of friction. Early works suggest that the ratio of static to kinetic friction dftermines S
the occurance of stick-slip motion, but later works state that the friction-velocity pro-
file is the effective factor 12]. If the kinetic coefficient of friction decreases as the
sliding speed increases, the energy stored in the elastic component of drive unit will be
introduced into the system in the form of kinetic energy when any increase in sliding speed
takes place. Therfore the system stability is reduced. In other words, a negative friction-
velocity profile represent a concept of negative damping which is the source of stick-slip
oscillation 131 [4]. A positive friction-velocity profile indicate a stick-slip free motion.

The viscosity of lubricant applied to sliding surfaces is a factor affecting the stabil-
ity of sliding motion. Ilydrodynamic lift force, squeeze film force and viscous shear force
depend on lubricant viscosity. Lift force seperates sliding surfaces so that solid friction
component is reduced, that means the negative damping is reduced. Since higher viscosity
results higher lift force, stick-slip is reduced if a higher viscosity lubricant is em-
ployed. Viscous shear force which is proportional to the viscosity of lubricant, represents
a positive damping in the system. So higher viscosity lubricant increases Positive damping
in the system due to higher viscous shear force. Critical velocity, that is, the sliding 1
velocity beyond which the stick- slip motion is diminishes, can be reduced by employing
higher viscosity lubricants [5].

It is a well known fact that polar lubricants (mineral oils containing a fatty acid as
pular additive) inhibit stick-slip motion and reduce friction level. It is shown that
when a polar lubricant is used between sliding surfaces, a friction-velocity profile with
positive slope is obtained [4].

Bell and Britton [6]discuss the influence of polar lubricants on the stability of
slideway systems. It is pointed out that the maroinal instability can exist even in the
presence of polar lubricants on large machine tools where low drive stiffness and low
drive natural freguencies are common. Cockerham and Symmons [7] investigate the level of
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positive viscous damping necessary to induce stability in a potential stick-slip situation.
The results of this theoretical analysis show that smooth sliding is achieved by introduc-
ing a viscous damping system whose damping coefficient is equal to one-half of the negative
friction damping coefficient value. It is suggested that the damping component might be
adequately obtained by using a suitable polar lubricant, or a polymer material exhibiting
high internal damping. It is also shown that as well as increasing the system stiffness, a
reduction in the inertia of the system can reduce the amplitude of stick-slip oscillation. -

The amount of energy stored in the elastic component of the drive actuator is an impor-
tant factor influencing the stick-slip motion. voorhes [8] proposes the energy concept to
explain the stick-slip phenomenon. He suggests that there are two types of surface deforma-
tion, namely, cOastic deformation of asperities where the slider remains stationary, and
plastic defnrmation of aspet'ities %there sliding takes place. During elastic-plastic transi-
tion, t:he drive s,-tem releasss an amount of energy which varies inversly with the drive
uiitfness. A scat drive accelelrtes the slider sufficiently to lower the meta-stable kinetic -
coefficient cnd trijycjvrr stick-slip. It is shown that a positive friction-velocity profile
can be ubtained by employing high stiffness drive. Hunt [91 works on elimination nf st ck-
slip. osciili.txm.ons by normal exitation. He concludes that stick-slip is almost entirely
eiimiriated when the slider is subjected to normal vibration at one of the resonant frequen-
Qies of the combined slider-slideway system. It is found that the amplitude of the oscilla-
tory force required to overcome stick-slip can be as low as 4 percent of the static load.
No effect on coefficient of friction by normal exitation is observed.

FRICTION OF BRONZE FILLED PTFE

PTFE has exceptionally good frictional characteristics which no other material has.
Apart from having the lowest coefficient of friction compared with all the other materials
when it slides against metales, its motion is free of stick-slip under any condition, and
dry sliding application is possible. Despite all the satisfactory frictional behaviour,
however, it has the lowest wear resistance compared with the others. The practical applica- S
tion of pure PTFE as a bearing material is limited due to its low wear resistance.

Use of filler materials in plastics to provide extra strength and wear resistance is a
coma application. Most of the commercially available PTFE bearing materials contain
bronze particles as fillers. Bronze increases wear resistance especially at low and medium
speeds. It ilso gives extra strength to PTFE and increase its thermal conductivity.

Turcite-B and Fluon VB-60, which are both commercially available bronze filled PTFE are S
tested for their frictional and wear characteristics. The mean size of bronz particles in
Turcite-B is 23 Pm whereas the mean size of bronze particles in Fluon VB-60 is 9 pm.
Polished surface photographs of test specimens are shown in Fig.l.

Specimens are tested under dry and lubricated conditions. Dry test results suggest that
Turcite-B has a brakeaway friction coefficient of about 0.12 and coefficient of friction
increases as sliding speed increases. Introduction of lubricant between sliding surfaces
reduces the brakeaway friction. Vitrea 27 and Vitrea 72 which are both mineral oils having S
viscosities of 22 Cs/500 C and 112 Cs/50°C respectively, reduce brakeaway friction to 0.1.
Tonna 27 and Tonna 72 which are both polar oils having viscosities of 22 Cs/50°C and
112 Cs/500 C respectively, reduce brakeaway friction even further to 0.08. The classical
effect of polar lubricants, that is, to create positive slope in the friction-velocity
profile due to their boundary lubrication properties, is observed. No significant difference
between friction test results of Turcite-B and Fluon VB-60, except that Fluon VB-60 has
slightly lower dry brakeaway friction level than Turcite-B has, is observed (Fig.2).

Turcite-B and Fluon VB-60 are tested for their stick-slip performance. The experimental
techniques are described elsewhere [1]. Neither Turcite-B nor Fluon VB-60 shows any tendency
to stick-slip motion under dry or lubricated conditions.

WEAR OF BRONZE FILLED PTT'E

In the previos work [10], wear characteristics of Turcite-B and Fluon VB-60 were exper-
imentally investigated. It is concluded that the dry wear resistance of bronze filled PTFE
is much higher than that of cast iron. The use of lubricant has a dominant influence on
bearing wear characteristics. Even with use of abrasive contaminant, the wear is 10 times
less than that observed under dry conditions. The wear factor of tested specimens are shown
in Table 1. It is concluded that the use of bronze filled PTFE as bearing material can give
substantial improvements in wear and in the degree of gross demage inflicted on the bearing
surfaces under poor working conditions. This is especially valuable where insufficient
lubrication of sliding surfaces is inevitable.

Tests were performed on small scale specimens of 25 mm diameter to investigate the
mechanical changes that take place on the surface of Turcite-B and Fluon VB-60 when they
were sliding against steel surface. Surface of specimens were examined under microscope
at certain stages of wear progress. Prior to wear tests, specimens were ground and mechan-
ically polished.

The bronze particles in Fluon VB-60 have irregular shapes with sharp corneri and wide 10
variety of particle sizes. The bronze particles in Turcite-B are larger and they have
spherical shape. As wear propresses, in the running-in perrod, friction tracks are observed
on the particals and matrix surfaces. Surface scoring and longitudinal scratches are indica-
tion of abrasive wear on worn specimens. The particles become more irregular and more
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a) Turcite-13 (magnification is 400)

b) Fluon VB-60 (magnificaion is 400)

Fig.l. Polished surface photographs of Turcite-B and Fluon VB-60
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Table I. Wear factors of Turcite-B and Fluon VB-60 when sliding
against ground steel surface (contact pressure: 4 kg/cm2 , sliding velocity: 50 mm/sec)

MATERIALS SLIDING CONDITIONS WEAR FACTOR: kw k./m-)Wkg/cmlkm _ •

TURUTE-B dry 0.180

FLUON VB-60 dry 0.060
TURUTE-B lubricated with

contaminated lubricant 0.009

abrasive due to abrasive action and work hardening effect of the counterface.

After 10 km of sliding, due to polishing effect of the counterface and third bodies at
the interface, smooth surface of individual particles were formed. They form an elevated
"metallic plateau" like structure on the wort, surfaces of the specimens, since the relatively
soft matrix around bronze particles are worn with a faster rate by the abrasive action. .
At later kilometers, the total area of these plateaus gains importance on overall area of
contacting surface. As the real contact area of bronze particles increases during sliding
wear, more and more bronze comes into contact with counterface.

The surface photographs of Turcite-B show two types of scratch; thin and long scratches
having almost uniform width, and dark scratches having a width comperable to the particle
diameter. This suggests two different mechanisms for the formation of scratches. The first
one is the abrasive effect of the steel counterface, the second is the flow of bronze
particles in the soft PTFE matrix and in the direction of sliding. The second mechanism is
also responsible for the detachment of particles from the polymer matrix. It appears that -

repeated movement of particles decreases the bonding effect of the matrix. The moving
particles when encounter other particles are detached or detache weakly bonded particles.
In case of Fluon VB-60 the number, the length and the depth of scratches are less. This is
due to higher filler percantage and irregular shapes of particles which give maximum chance
of being bonded.

The results, at the end of 40 km of sliding, show that an overall increase in particle
proportion is obtained. In both specimens a rapid increase in particle proportion is
observed in the running-in period. This is due to high transfer rate of PTFE durinq the
running-in period. Then a decrease in particle proportion is observed. This is attributed
to the fact that exposed particles are detached. These particles form third bodies or are ,. ".-l
transferred to the steel counterface together with PTFE. The transfered material gradually *

fills up the surface depressions of the counterface leading to a smoother surface. The new
surface generated on the steel counterface is more resistant to particle penetration than .
the composite surface. Detached particles which penetrate in the PTFE matrix reincreas the
particle area proportion of the composit. Percentape areas of bronze particles on the
specimen surface are tabulated in Table II.

Table II. Percentage area of filled bronze particles and
standart deviations from the mean values.

Sliing
idistnc Turcite- B Fluon VB -60

Standard Standard
km % Area deviation % Area deviation

* 0 10.5 3.1 18.6 3.

1 10.9 2. 20.5 2.8
5 12. 2.3 18.8 3.1

lU 11. 2.1 20.5 3.9

20 10.6 2. 23.1 2.

S27 11.5 2. 22.7 3.5

35 13.5 1.4 22. 3.2

40 13.9 3.4 23.2 1.9

EFFECT OF WEAR ON FRICTON OF BRONZE FILLED PTFE

Wear results two significant mechanical changes on the worn surface of bronze filled ."

PTFE specimens. First, particle population between sliding surfaces increases as wear
propress. That means the ratio of the metal to metal contact area to the plastic to metal
contact area increases. This may effect the friction-velocity profile of original PTFE-metal pair. As a matter of fact, it is reported that the slope of friction-velocity profile
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of bronze filled PTFE becomes negative after the sliding surface being subjected to wear
[10]. The friction-velocity profiles of worn Turcite-B and worn Fluon VB-60 are shown in
Fig.3. By comparing Fig.2 and Fig.3, one can easily observe that the slope of friction-
velocity profile of bronze filled PTFE changes from positive to negative when sliding sur-
faces are subjected to wear.

Seco.id, when sliding surfaces are subjected to wear, a non uniform wear pro.ress on the -
surface of composite plastic because of the non homojenity in the nature of composites and
difficulty of sustaining a uniform contact pressure distribution over the sliding surface.
Non uniform wear over the sliding surface of bronze filled PTFE is also emphesized in . . ., "'
reference [10].

VITRES-27 DRY A
1.... TONNA-27

•, •• REAVý -72". 
" "

TTREA -72

0

0 25 50 7.S '00 125 ISO
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Flg.3. Steady state frict ion-velocity curves of worn Turcite-B and worn Fluon VB-60 sliding ",':-''

on ground cast iron.

The stick-slip behaviour of bronze filled PTFE detoriates as the bearing surface is worn.
Detoriation of stick-slip performance is mainly due to the change of the slope of friction -velocity profile from positive to negative. on the other hand in a theoretical investigation : ;

on the stick-slip phenomenon it is shown that high contact pressure increases the critical
velocity of stick-slip motion [5]. Since it is obvious that ncn uniform wear results high
local contact pressures, the occurance of stick-slip on worn PTFE composite bearing sur-
faces is expected. The experimental results showing the critical velocities of worn Turcite-B
and worn Fluon VB-60 are shown in Fig.4.

Critical velocity decreases when drive stiffness increases and also when lubricant
viscosity increases. Overall stability picture of both worn specimen is more satisfactory
when compored to the overall stability picture of cast iron which is presented in reference
[11]. On the other hand, a comparetive evaluation of stability behaviour of worn specimens
suggests that Fluon VB-60 exhibits a better performance than Turcite-B. The use of polar
lubricant in tests with worn Turcite-B and worn Fluon VB-60 prevent stick-slip motion under
all experimental conditions.

Increase in the bronze particle population on the surface of worn specimens is observed.
In Table II the percentage area of metal (bronze) is tabulated against the distance of slid-
ing. After 40 km of sliding, a 30% of increase in the percentape area for Turcite-B and
25% of increase in the percentage area of Fluon VB-60 are measured. It is assumed that
friction-velocity profile of bronze filled PTFE is composed of friction-velocity profiles
of PTFE-metal and metal-metal pairs. As wear progresses the friction-velocity characteristics
of metal-metal becomes dominant over the friction-velocity characteristics of composite
PTFE. This is assumed to be the reason of the change of friction-velocity profile as wear
progresses.

J.
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The friction-velc ity profile of bronze filled PTFE has positive slop. Mainly due to
this property, bronze filled PTFE does not exhibit stick-slip motion even under severeworking conditions. F ns i i u s

The wear resistance of bronze filled PTFE is high enough to provide an acceptable bearing [ ,+i+`"
life expectancy. Resistance against abrasive wear is especially superior over other conven-tional bearing materials. Use of small size bronze particles with irregular shape as fillers
improve the wear resistance of composite PTFE.flv y

Anti stick-slvp performance of bronze filled PTFE detoriates as the bearing surface is

worn. Still the worn bronze filled PTFE exhibit beter anti stick-slip performance thanvnud ser
conventional bearing materials. The stick-slip motion can be completely eliminated by using

a polor lubricant having an adequate viscosity.

Bronze filled PTFE is recommended as bearing materials if stick-slip free motion at low
speeds under inadequate lubrication .+nditions is required.

S]
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DISCUSSION S

K.J.Brown, Ontario Hydro, Toronto, Ca
Could the stick-slip behaviour be related to the presence or thickness of the transferred PTFE layer on the steel?

Author's Reply
The friction and wear tests were perfotmed at different test rigs. The worn specimens were tested in the friction
test rig where the metal counterface wits free of transferred PTFE. Therefore, the stick-slip behaviour of the worn
specimen is not related to the transferrod PTFE layer on the steel counterface.

S.
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by
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SUMMARY

A particular design of dynamic gas bearing containing ti* ting pads, for cryogenic compressor and tur-

bine applications, is discussed. The bearing system has no gas input during normal operation in order to
prevent antirely the exchange of hot and cold gas. A pressure increase is generated in the wedge- shaped
gas film between the shaft and the pad. A portion of the gas stream flowing through the wedge is intro-
duced through the pad into the gas between the pad and the pad housing. In this manner, the pressure in
the gap is a factor of the pressure in the wedge. The pad is completely surrounded by a gas film. It ad-
justs itself automatically in accordance with the equilibrium of the forces. The angle of incidence of
the pads is determined by the equilibrium of torques relative to the axis of rotation of the pad.

It is shown that the gas bearings offer the advantage of improved reiiability because no control sys-
tern is necessary.

INTRODUCTION

Future aircraft and missiles will place severe requirements on the auxiliary power systems. As a re-
sult of high Mach number flight, approaching Mach 4 for current operational fighters and supersonic trans-

port aircraft, hydrogen fuel may offer great promise. Hydrogen is cooled to 20 K to reach a state of liq-
uefaction, stored in that form by well insulated tanks, and pressurized to feed the gas turbine combustion

chamber. In order to avoid problems of priming and pre-cooling, the pumps is immersed in the liquid hy-
drogen tank. If the motor is placed outside the tank, a long, slender, shaft is required to drive the
pump. There is also the problem of making safe the electric motor outside the tank, where gaseous hydrogen
can surruund it. However, when the pump runs there will be an appreciable hydrogen boiling away due to
the inefficiency of the motor, which turns to heat, and the changes to gaseous state during the fueling
operation. A submerged motor is preferable when hydrogen has to be rapidly pumped.
The evaporated low temperature hydrogen, as a result of bo,'ling at the pump suction and delivery, has to
be us-i for auxiliary purposes in a cryogenic compressor and in a cryogenic turbine, respectively requir-
ing and delivering power.

Cryogenic hydrogen pumps, compressors and turbines, are normal components, figure 1 and Rrf. I, in S7 "'
nowadays hydrogen liquefaction plants, for instance handling large quantities of gaseous hydrogen availa- . .

ble at future air terminals, through pipelines from the production site. During the airplane fuelin3
ground operation, and at any other time when the temperature and pressure exceed the conditions required . ''

to maintain hydrogen in its liquid state, some of the liquid hydrogen changes to gaseous state and must be
collected and returned to the liquefaction plant for a cryogenic compression.

Thermal and environmental control systems in aircraft are more and more using nitrogen and helium loop S
heat exchangers to provide direct cooling of subsystems and equipment.

The present paper gives therefore a picture of some of the fields of present interest to problems in
bearing and lubrication of cryogenic pumps, compressors and turbines. The uses of cryopumping with conden-
sation surfacob at temperatures very Ici are increasing. The new superconducting electronic devices will
need a whole nc,. generation of refrigerators, too.

With the present state of development of superconductors and helium refrigeratora, superconducting
alternators may be used in aircraft. Between 500 kVA and 1 MVA, the superconducting machine becomes com-
petitive, although direct liquid cooled alternators would probably be marginally lighter. Above I MW, the

superconducting machine would be lighter than a conventional type, the weight advantage increasing as the
rating increases. The predominant promise is that of the 4 K to 77 K refrigerator. This aspect coul-I well
be the major influence on the prospects for superconducting machines in aircraft, and emohasizes the r-eed
for the continued development of small, reliable, hightweight helium refrigerators with ratings up to ap-
proximately 8 to 10 Watts. 4

In a gas bearing cryogenic turbo- expander for refrigerators or liquefiers, the process gas (hydrogen,
helium, nitrogen, etc.) may be expanded In a single- stage inward- flow turbine, driving a compressor sea*
ted oa the same shaft. The hydrogen (or helium) turbine has radial and thrust dynamic gas bearings at am-
bient temperature, while the impeller operates at 20 K (or 4 K).
The turbine with dynamic gas bearings, figure 2, neither needs bearing gas from the cycle compressor. Gas
circulates in the bearing housing in a closed loop and does not effect the process stream. 1

Axial and centrifugal compressors with gas lubricated bearings have been developed in ord:'r to over-
come the problem of oil contamination in hydrogen (or helium) refrigerators. The use of these compressos
should permit the construction of practically maintenance free refrigerators.
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Compact auxiliary power units, using hydrogen gas for both turbine and compressor, shall be used for re - cir-
culation of cryogenic hydrogen leakage in next generation hydrogen fueled turbojet engines.

It is only since about 1 950 that the study og gas bearings has been noticeably accelerated. This is
because present special- purpose bearing requirements con often best be satisfied by using gas bearings.
Gas bearings are useful, both in high- temperature missiles and low- temperature cryogenic applications,
because the viscosity does not change much with temperature and retains satisfactory values over wide tem-

perature ranges.

GM#

2 ~ 1) Compressor

2) Cryogenic turbine

3), 4), 5) Heat exchangers
6) Liquid hydrogen tank

LH!

Fig. I - Flow chart of a hydrogen liquefaction

plant, with cryogenic expansion turbine.

Gas bearings are used in superconducting alternators, refrig-
erators and liquefiers. Because pf low frictional losses, gas

bearings are used for high- speed electrical motors to take
advantage of the fact that power equals torque times angular
velocity. Thus, higher speeds means smaller sizes to deliver
the same horsepower.

Gas bearings are classified as: self- scting, Ref. 5, if -

the lubricating film exists because of relative tangen~tial
motion; and externally pressurized, if due to an external
source.

Mmie 1| FLOW

GAS BEARINGS FOR CRYOGENIC PLANTS

Fig. 2 - Dynamic gas bearing concept. Turbines with static gas bearings, figure 3, need a sup-
ply of bearing gas from the refrigerator cycle compressor.

etor CYCLFrom the other hand, dynamic gas bearings, figure 2, have no
~lP5II.&s loss in efficincy, caused by bearing gas or leakage stream

from the cycle, and improved reliability, because no control

system is necessary.

I Ei It"'"GAS Helium refrigerators normally need two turbines which run

at different temperature levels, figure 4.

"Figure 5 shows a cooling method for a supeercondicting
. LIAtAQI 777 magnet. A liquid helium reservoir exists within the refriger-

SLator cold box, where the high pressure helium gas is revooled
several times.

As al example of small power device, we conside.r an, lc c-

trical alt ernaLtor which converts the output of all axial liel itim
flow action l~aval - turbine into electrical power. 'Tlhe wholelURSIMEt FL(V

engine, including generator and bearliigs, works at a ttililte ra-
Fig. 3 - St. :ic gas beating concept. ture of 25 K, with: input pressoie , 3 000 kt'a; pressure ratiot

20; input temperature, 25 K, rotational speed, 160 000 rpm;
diameter of the wheel, 2o mnm; number of blade, 240. j

The Sulzer gas bearing turbine, figure 6 and Ref. 2, is a ;ingle - stage inward - flow turbo,- expa-nder.

The mechanical energy which is withdrawn is transmitted to the brake circuit by a comipriessor seate~d on tile
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same shaft. This brake circuit contains a cooler and a valve. The same medium is contained in the brake
circuit and in the process circuit. The two circuits are connected with one another for pressure equali-
zation. The three standard models have the following characteristics: impeller diameter, 9- 32 mm; maximum
peripheral wheel speed, 460 rn/o; performiance (helium), 0.1- 20 kW; efficiency, 0.58- 0.82; maximum rota-
tional speed, 294 000 -228 000 -156 000 rpm; shaft diameter in radial bearing, 16- 22- 32 umm.

A I.

IJL

1) compressors

1IVVV-~ 2) Turbines

Fig. 4 -Helium liquefaction plant with Fig. 5 -Cooling of superconducting magnet.
two cryogenic expansion turbines.

The turbine has two radial and two thrust gas bear-
ings, which all operate at ambient temperature. The
impeller operates at temperatures of down approxi-
mately 6 K. Rotor and bearings are installed in the0
bearing cartridge. The bearing system has no gas
infeed during normal operation, entirely, preventing

ekchallge of hot and cold gas.

An oil- free centrifugal compressor, with gas

lubricated bearings, may operate with a single stage
- - pressure ratio of 1.26 at a flow rate of 800 Nm3/h,

figure 7 and Ref. 3. As a conventional helium re-
/ frigerator operates with a pressure ratio of at least

SAMACI COPESO 10, it is necessary to connect a large number of comr-
pressor unit in series. All the components from

stags to stage are identical except for the impeller,
the impeller shroud, the diffuser and the thrust
bearing. These components have to be designed to

ma-ch the volume flow through each stage. The im-
peller is driven by a 24 m/s, two pole, three - phase

TURSO-EXPANDIR induction motor.
The rotor is supported on tilting pad gas journal
bearings. The pads are supported on elastic hinges

* which limit the motion of each pad to that of rota-

tion in the direction of tilt; they are given a
slight bias in the direction of tilt by means of ad-
justable compression springs. These ensure that the

GAS BExAuoRIgsflsaecnvretaNlGped ftesat
I The bearing at the inlet end of the rotor has a nom-

inal diameter of 15.9 nmm and the design radial clear-
ance at the hinge line of 0.01 mmn. The bearing at

the impeller end of the rotor has a nominal diameter
of 22.2 nmn, and the design radial clearance at the

Fig. 6 -Sulzer gas bearing turbo- expander. hinge line is 0.015 mma.

The thrust bearing has to support the impeller, with

a clearance of order 0.05 amn, over a wide range of
operating conditions, including surging.
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DYNAMIC GAS UARING FOR A CRYOGENIC 1YDROGEN TURBINE

We refer to a cryogenic expansion turbine, figure 8 and Ref. 4, for a hydrogen liquefaction\•Nlant

producing 25.74 N/s of LH2 , corresponding to a power need of 18.35-25.74 - 472 MW (where 18.35 MJ/N

= 11.229/0.765 + 3.67 KJ/N; with the hydrogen low heat of combustlon 11.229 MJ/N, the efficiency 0.765 "or
the gaseous hydrogen production by electrolysis, and the gaseous hydrogen liquefaction energy need 3.76 "

NJ/N). A liquid hydrogen production of 25.74 N/s in sufficient for 7 flights (each 10 000 km) a day of a
400 passengers subsonic transport plane. As comparison, the present biggest hydrogen liquefaction plant •
is rated 6.18 N/s.
The thermodynamic liquefaction cycle imposes, figure 1, a pre-cooling by a recycle of gaseous hydrogen, a
part of which is flowing through the cryogenic expansior turbine.

\U4.
1) Heat exchanger 2) Diffuser
3) Stator 4) Rotor
5) Impeller 6) Thrust bearing
7) Journal bearing 8) Shround

Fig. 7 - Oil- free centrifugal compressor, with gas lubricated bearings.

According to an optimized liquefaction process with ortho-para hydrogen conversion, the weight flow
through the turbine is 62.76 N/s, for initial and final pressure, temperature and entalpy, conditions,
respectively, pi - 4 046 kPa, Ti - 80 K, ii - 130.13 kJ/N, and pf - 246.7 kPa, Tf - 2b K, if - 78.93 ki/N.

In order to be able to operate a cryogenic plant, like the one in figure 1, it is necessary to reduce
the temperature of a gas stream at one or more locations iu the plant. In the case of gases which display
ideal thermodynamic behaviour, it is not possible to reduce the temperature through throttling. This is
the case, within wide ranges, with hydrogen, which is suitable for such plants as a result of its low liq- ]
uefaction temperature. In such cases, the temperature can only be reduced by removing energy from the gas
stream, e.g. through expansion in a full action turbine. Since the expansion occurs at a low
temperature level, the volume flow rates and thus the decisive cross sections, are small. The velocity
(generally several 100 m/s) of the gas stream leaving the impeller is depending upon the enthalpy drop. In
order to achieve a good efficiency there must be a given ratio between the peripheral wheel speed and the

gas velocity. This results in relatively high peripheral wheel speeds, which require small dimensions and
very high• rpm.

Dynamic gas bearings, figure 2, are used because of reduced blow- by losses. The pressurized gas is

circulating in a closed cycle without any influence on the expansion process. An outside control system
is not needed, and the efficiency is very high. Additional static gas bearings may be used during tran-
sient regimes.
Turbines with dynamic gas bearings have been running continuously for more than 50 000 hours in small power

cryogenic plants. It is however required high constructive accuracy, to avoid rotor oscillation under a S
certain value of rotational velocity.

The actual available power at the turbine shaft (27 000 rpm), with an efficiency 0.83, is resulted

62.76 (130.13 - 78.93) • 0.82 = 2 635 kW

for the sizes of figure 8.

Even though dynamic gas bearings have been adopted, an adxiliary static gas bearing, figure 3, is
provided for near starring and stopping operations. This secondary circuit is using pressurized low temr-
perature gas, to avoid at most heat exchanges.
The low viscosity coefficient of the gas, and the consequent compatibility betwee load capacity and radial
bearing clearance, have imposed hight rotating masses and as highest as possible peripheral velocities.
The radial gas bearings, containing four tilting pads, are located in two end cartridges filled with low

temperature gaseous hydrogen. The auxiliary hydrogen flow, extracted from the cycle, has the only function
to recover the blow- by losses through the sealing packing. One major problem with tilling pad bearings
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is pad friction, which makes then difficult to set. In o'ar case, the bearing surface of the pad is eccen-
tric with reference to the axis of rotation of the pad. A pressure increase is generated in the wedge -

shaped gas film between the shaft and the pad. A portio-a of the gas stream flowing through the wedge is
introduced through the pad into the gap between the pad and the gas housing. In this manner, the pressure
in the gap is a factor of the pressure in the wedge. The pad is completely surrounded by a gas film. It
adjusts itself automatically, in accordance with the equilibrium of the forces. The angle of incidence of
the pads is determined by the equilibrium of torques relative to the axis of rotation of the pad. These
torques are produced by both the pressure forces normal to the pad surface and by the viscosity forces
acting tangential to the surface.
Each oscillating pad has its surface eccentric in respect to the pad rotation shaft. The pressure in the
wedge- formed meatus between pin and pad increases, and a small gas flow under pressure fills, through a
hole in the pad, the pad/housing hollow space. In such a way, the housing pressure is dependent upon
that one existing on the extraction point of the meatus and relared to the collecting hole load loss.
The pad is completely surrounded by a gas film, so that it may uscillate around its axis according to the
acting viscous forces.
Thicknesses and lifts for the pad equilibrium have been carried out on the basis of gas motion in the mea-
tus and in the hollow space. The angle of the resultat load has been carried out from the values of the
gas viscosity, the rotational shaft velocity (27 000 rpm), the load of 59 N and relative overload, the
maximum length (40 mm) of the pad along the rotational axis, the maximum diameter (140 mm), the radial

clearance (22 • 10-3 mm), and the gas volumetric flow (2.40. l0O10 m3 /s). The maximum relative pressure
and the meatus minimum height are resulted, respectively, 35 kPa and 10-3 mn, this one requiring a preci-
sion grinding (roughness about 0.8 micron).

The pad external surface is assuring equilibriom at pressure 42.17 kPa and 35 kPa, respectively, where the
resultant load is applied for zero volumetric flow (pad directly on housing) and 2.04 * 10-6 m3 /s flow
(equilibrium).
The pressure drop in the duct, added to the entry and exit losses, is resulted 274.6 kPa. Taking into

account the pressure distribution in laminar motion, a minimum hollow space thickness of 4 micron is nec-
cessary. In equilibrium conditions, the viscous torque on the pad is 10.3 • 10-3 Nm, balanced by the
torque due to an eccentricity 0.7 mm in respect to the external load.

Both thrust bearings are dynamic gas devices with inwardly pumping spiral grooves. Depending upon
the direction of the resultant axial thrust at the rotor, either the right or Lhe left thrust bearing is
Tpe raot i ve.
This type of bearing has been experimented in the last 50 years, and has been employed to support loads
more than a few tons.

The spiral groves supply a pressurized fluid film, because of viseosity in their inward pumping. High
load capacities are developable, but temperature increases arte accompanying the low flows pumped by the

spirals. The axial load sustained by the bearing is evaluated considering a radial pressure gradient and

a flow continuity between spiral and housing.
In sizing the present thrust bearings, with an axial thrust of 24.4 N, is resulted: 15 high pressure lab-
yrinths, witn 110 mm diameter and 0.15 mm radial clearance, 27 of total flow as loss, pressure from 3 923
kPa to 98 kPa, and 7 low pressure labyrinths with 103 mnn, 0.4 mn, 0.5%, 294 kl'a and 98 kPa respectively
as diameter, clearance, loss and pressures.
A multi - stage thrust dampers avoid load on the labyrinths. The thrust bearing has the following charac-
teristics: axial load, 93 N; meatus minimum and maximum height, 0,032 and 0.224 mm; spiral groove depth,
0.192 mm.

For that, the tolerable load on the bearing results higher than the turbine axial thrust.

As before considered, a rotor equipped with dynamic gas bearings needs auxiliary startup bearings,
also with pressure gas feed, during transient regimes. Pressurized gas is fed in, when the turbine is
started and stopped. This auxiliary bearing feed is swithehed off during normal operation.
Gas static bearings have been chosen, whose lift is generated by pressurized gas impacting a movable
slide.
Helium has been used as working fluid, which, besides liquefaction temperature lower than that of hydro-
gen, is also a inert gas, i.e. such to avoid dangers deriving from mixtures with hydrogen. The system
requires an external circuit, for pressure and flow balance, operatictg at ambient temperature and there-
fore relatively easy as realization.
Auxiliary lifting bearings must have clearances between static and movable plane higher than that of dy-
namic gas bearings. This is to avoid mutual sliding between the two auxiliary bearings planes during
normal operation. Moreover, the eccentricity, between geometrical axis and bearing pin axis, generated
by the load or geometric or pressure distribution errors in presence of more entry ducts, has be less g
than the dynamic gas bearing clearance, to av'-aid sliding during transient motion.
The adopted solution, figure 8 (detail 1), consists of three steady sectors located 1200 each other,

through which pressurized helium impacts the external surface of the thrus,. bearing disk.
Flow and thrust result meanly, for each sector, 10 dm 3 /s and 127.5 N, with maximum and minimum clearances,
0.049 and 0.028 mm, between sector and diak. The needed flow results quite high, but it is to be consid-
ered its rare use. It is convenient to equip the system with a control circuit for pressure distribution
on the three sectors, and with limitation of the eccentricity.
Regarding the auxiliary thrust bearing, it is realizable by introducing gas helium through inlet holes,
directly in the hollow space between disk and steady plane of the normal operation thrust bearing.
Dimensions to respect and clearances in whole the bearing system have very stringent tolerances, but it
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is to be considered the non- series processing in which every element may be realized with extreme preci-
sion and accurate controls. it has to be observed also that the calculated dimensions are the "cold" ones
(at cryogenic operating temperatures), while processing is carried out at "W~rm" conditions (at ambient
temperature). For that, materials with very similar' (or equal) expansion coefficients have to be adopted,
to avoid clearances variations because of temperature gradients.

In order to reduce the control technology required, the auxiliary gas be~ritng has recently been re-
placed by an auxiliary magnetic bearing. The magnetic bearing consists of two magnetic rings, which are
axially magnetized. Two identical poles work against one another and produce an auxiliury thrust bearing
force. Because of the design considerations, the auxiliary magnetic bearing is not arranged in the main
thrust bearing, but in the vicinity of one of Lhe radial bearings.
The stiffness of the auxiliary magnetic bearing is significantly lower than that of the gai bearing sys-
tem, so that the latter is not disturbed. In addition, the auxiliary magnetic bearing increases the axial
load capaCity Of the bearing system.

Adopted materials must have, in particular, the following characteristics: compatibility non only with
cryogenic temperature hydrogen, but al.ao with external ambient;, strength capacity to stresses deriving
from thermal contractions during refrigeration cycles; low thermal capacity to avoid cryogenic fluid re-
heating; low thermal conductivity, because of the big temperature difference between inside and outside
ambient.
Expecially at low temperature, thermal fatigue is a possibila cause of breaking, particularly for compo-
nents subjected to temperature variations without their expansions or contractions. *
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